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APPENDIX D. 377

In the Life of the Rev. Philip Henry, written by his son

Matthew, the following anecdote is related concerning this trag-

ical occurrence :
" At the latter end of the year ] 648, he had

leave given him to make a visit to his father at Whitehall, with
whom he stayed some time. There he was Jan. 30, when the

King was beheaded, and with a very sad heart saw that tragical

blow given. Two things he used to speak of, that betook notice

of himself that day ; which I know not whether any of the his-

torians mention. One was, that at the instant when the blow
was given, there was such a dismal universal groan among the

thousands of people that were within sight of it, (as it were
with one consent,) as he never heard before ;* and desired he
might never hear the like again, nor see such a cause for it. The
other was, that immediately after the stroke was struck, there

Avas, according to order, one troop marching from Charing-cross

towards King Street, and another from King Street towards
Charing-cross, purposely to disperse and scatter the people, and
to divert the dismal thoughts which they could not but be filled

with, by driving them to shift every one for his own safety. He
did upon all occasions testify his abhorrence of this unparalleled

action,t which he always said was athingthat could not be justi-

portentous aspect, through the negligent supineness or the foreign trifling of
those who had been entrusted with the supreme management of affairs civil

and ecclesiastical. It was then too late for Charles to indulge in hopes of
success, from the unrighteous experiment of applying arbitrary power as
the sole remedy for existing abuses in the body politic ; and for Archbishop
Laud to expect any salutary results from the severe and objectionable man-
ner in which he seconded his royal master's views with regard to ecclesias-
tical maladies, and suppressed the unfruitful pecuharities of Calvinism, the
latter of which had under various devices been too much encouraged in the
reign of his father."

* it is related concerning Francis Newman, Y^Xo'fi oi All Souls, "a per-
son of great parts and a good carriage," that on passing by Whitehall when
the King was decapitated, the horrid act had such an effect upon his spirits,

as produced speedv dissolution. For, when he had returned to Mr. Hey-
wood's house at Westminster, who was allied to him by marriage, he fell

into a violent agony ; and, retiring immediately into his chamber, he told
those friends who surrounded him, (though he was then, to all appearance,
as well as he had ever been,) ' that he should never stir out of that room
' alive, as he felt his heart breaking under the weight of grief which he had
• conceived at the sight of that murderous deed ; and was oppressed by the
' foreboding thoughts of the disastrous consequences which would ensue.'—
His prognostications were soon verified ; and, within a few hours, in that
chamber he became a martyr at once to sorrow and to affection for his beloved
monarch.—Seethe next note.

t Mr. Henry, itis seen, testified his abhorrence, by keeping the anniver-
sary of that black day as a fast. Dr. Parr gives the following account of
Archbishop Usher's observance of the same day :

" He kept the 30th of Jan-
uary as a private^ fast as long as he lived, and would always bewail the scan -

dal which the King's death cast, not only on our nation, but on religion
itself, saying, that thereby an advantage was given to Po])ery, and that from
thenceforward the priests would with greater success ad\ance their designs
against the Church of England and the Protestant Religion in general.
" Nor will it be improper here to relate a passage which happened to the

Lord Primate at the time of his Majesty's execution : The Lady Peter-
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37S Airr.xDix d.

fied : And yet he said he saw not how it could be called a national

sin ; for, as the king urged upon his trial, it was certain that not
one man of ten in the kingdom did consent to it ; nor could it

be called the sin of the long parliament, for far the greatest part

of them were all that time, while the thing was in agitation,

imprisoned, and kept under a force, and scarce twenty-se%en of
the forty that were left to carry the name of a parliament, did
give their vote for it;* which the commissioners for the trying of

the King's judges, in the year I66O, (some of whom had been
themselves members of the long parliament.) urged again and
again in answer to that plea which the prisoners stood so much
upon, that rrhat ihey did ivas by aulhorily of the parliament. But

boTongh's boose, wbere mv Lord then lived, bein* just over a^nst Charing
Cross, divers of the Countess's gentlemen aod servants g^ot upon the leads of
the house, from whence they could see plainly what was acting before
^\^^itehall. As soon as his Slajesrr came upon the scaffold, some of the
household came and told my Lord Primate of it. and asked him if he would
see the Kin^ once more before he was put to death. My Lord was at first

unwilling; but was at last persuaded to go up ; as well out of his desire to

see his Majest}.- once again, as also curiosity, since he could scarce believe
what they told him unless he saw it. When he came upon the leads, the
King was in his speech. The Lord Primat£ stood still and said nothing, hut
sighed ; and lifting up his hands and eyes full of tears towards heaven,
seemed to pray earnestly. But when his'Majestv had done speaking, and
had pulled off his cloak and doublet, and stood stripped in his waistcoat,
and that the villains in vizards began to put up his hair, the good Bishop,
no longer able to endure '^o dismal a sight, and being full of grief and horror
for that most wicked fact now ready to be Ciecuted, grew pale and began to

faint : so that, if he had not been observed by his own ser^'ant and some
others that stood near him, who therefore supported him, he had swooned
away. So they presently carried him down and laid him on his bed, where
he used those powerful weapons which God has left his people in such af9ic-

tions, namely, prayers and tears ; tears, that so horrid a sin should be com-
mitted ; and prayers, that God would give his prince patience and constancy
to undergo these cruel sufferings : and that he likewise would not, for the
Tindication of his own honour and providence, permit so great a wickedness
to pass unpunished."

Jn the w hole of this palliation of the Long Parliament, may be traced
much of the old Presbyterian leaven, which continued to work in the minds
even of good men, long after the Restoration, and to support the uncon-
trollable power of Parliaments. But Judge Jenkins has shewn, page .)52,

that the tuo Houses, without a king, "were no more a Parliament, than
a body without a head is a man."
In his Lex TESBi the loyal old Judge gave his deluded countrymen the

following correct iuformaiion :
" We of the king's party did and do detest

monopolies, and ship-money, and all the grievances' of the people as
much as any men living. We do well know, that our estates, lives, and
fortunes are presened by the laws, and that the King is bound by his laws.
We love Parliaments : ii the King's judges, council, or ministers have done
amiss, they had, from the third of November 1&40 to the tenth of January
1641, time toDuuish them, bein^ all left to justice: where is the King's fault.'

The Jaw saith, ' the King can do no wrong, that he is Medicus Res^ni, Pater
' Patriee, Sponsus Rtgni, qui per annulum is espoused to his realm at his

coronation ; the King is God's lieutenant, and is not able to do an unjust
* thing :* these are the words of the law.
" One great matter is pretended, that the people are not sure to enjoy the

nets passed th-U Parliament, a succeeding Parliament may repeal them:
Th£ objection is very weak j a Parliament succeeding to that may repeal that
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it is manifest it -was done by a prevailing party in the army, who
(as he used to express it) having beaten their ploughshares into

swords, could not so easily beat their swords into ploughshares

again, as having fought more for victory and dominion than for

peace and truth : But how far these men were acted and influ-

enced by another sort of people behind the curtain,* the world is

not altogether ignorant. For some years after King Charles the

Second came in, he observed the yearly day of humiliation for

this sin, desiring that God would not lay the guilt of blood to

the charge of the naticn."t

Immediately after the murder of his Majesty, a warm dispute

arose among the Calvinists, respecting the degree of blood-

guiltiness which attached to each of the prevailing parties, the

repealing Parliament : That fear is endless and remediless. Parliaments

are as the times are. If a turbulent faction prevails, the Parliaments are

wicked, as appears by the examples recited before of extreme wicked Par-
liaments : If the times be sober and modest, prudent and not biassed, the

Parliaments are right, good, and honourable, and they are good medicines
and salves ; but in this [the long] Parliament excessit medicina mGditm.
" In this cause and war between the Kiug's Majesty- and the two Houses at

Westminster, what guide had the subjects of the laud' to direct them but the

laws? what means could they use to discern what to follow, what to avoid,

but the laws ? The King declares it treason to adhere to the Houses in this

war : The Houses declare it treason to adhere to the King in this war : Trea-
son being such a crime as forfeits life and estate, also renders a man's poste-

rity base, beggarly, and infamous, the subjects for a great and considerable

part of them look upon the laws, and find tlie letter of the laic requires them
to assist the King,\i before is manifested. Was ever subject criminally-

punished in any age or nation for his pursuit of w hat the letter of the law
commands .'

" The subjects of the kingdom find the distinction and interpretation now
put upon the laws—of ahstractum and conaetum, Pow er and Person, body
POLITIC and natural, personal presence and virtual,—to have been con-
demned by the law ; and so the Kiug's party had both the letter of the law,
and the interpretation of the letter cleared to their judgments, whereby they
might evidently perceive what sifle to adhere to: wtiat satisfaction could mo-
dest, peaceable, and loyal men more desire?"

I prefer to quote from" Jenkins's pamphlets, rather than from larger trea-

tises, because they serve to shew that no grounds whatever existed for Bax-
ter's republican excuse in a preceeding page, '323 that " the people were
many of them uncertain which party «as the higher and of greatest autho-
rity : Some thought the King, au"d others thought the Parliament," &c.
IManvof them undoubtedly chose/o/- tlieir own interest to remain uncertain
which of these two powerswas the greatest; though they could scarcely be
ignorant of the Laiv of the Land oo that point, many thousands of Jenkins's
pamphlets having being published in a cheap form and gratuitously distri-

buted among the people.

This, the reader will perceive, relates to the Papists, who, according to

the prediction of Archbishop Laud, page 33", had introduced themselres
among " the several sects and divisions, and brought the Pope a far greater
harvest than he could ever have expected without them." See also the ex-
tract from Baxter, page 29b.

•f-
'* The villainy of the Rebels proceeding now so far as to try, condemn

and murder our excellent king on the 30th of this mouth, 'Jan. 1(>49,' struck
me with such horror, that 1 kept t'ue day of his martyrdom a fast, and would
not be present at that execrable wickedness, receiving the sad account of it

from my brother George and Mr. Owen, who came to visit me this aftenaoon,
and recounted all the circumstances." Evelyn's Dian/.
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Presbyterians and Independents.* The author of ///e Sample of
True Blue Presbyterian Loyally, has very equitably awarded
the proportion of guilt due to each of them in the subjoined

* From that confused medley of monstrous excuses for rebellion and fanati-

cism entitled Okme's jTieweom* of Dr. John Owen, we are, in the subjoined
extract, presented with a striking contrast to the fastings and humiliating
services of Mr. Henry, Mr. Evelyn, Archbishop Usher, and other consci-

entious men, on that mournful occasion and its annual return :

" With some it may be euouijh to involve Owen iu the guilt of the Regi-
cides, that he was employed by them to preach on such an occasion, as the
day after the king's death. The apology made by him in regard to another
affair is here, perhaps, quite as applicable : His sujieriors were persons
* whose commands were not to be gainsayed.' They were aware of the

importance of having their conduct sanctioned, even iu appearance, by a
preacher of Owen's respectability ; and on this account, it is probable, he
was chosen to discharge a function, which it is impossible to suppose he
would have coveted. Perhaps, they exjjected he would defend or apologize

for their measures. If they did, they must have been grievously disappoint-
ed, as the discourse maintains a profound and studied silence on the awful
transaction of the preceding day. It is founded on Jeremiah xv, VJ, 20.;

and was published with the title of ' Righteous zeal encouraged by Divine
protection ;' from which a direct application to the recent events might
be expected. Extremely little of this, howexer, occurs. The text and con-
text were both very suitable to the circumstances of the countrj', and, in a
general way, he uses them for this purpose. But he is exceedingly cautious
of committuig himself l)y expressing an opinion, cither of ihe court, or the
country party ; which plainly implies, that while he was not at liberty to

condemn, he was unwilling to justify. He tells the parliament very faith-

fully ' that much of the evil whichhad come upon the country, had origi-

nated within their own walls,' and warns them against ' oppression, self-

seeking, and contrivances for persecution.'"

In this flaming Independent's ever-varying defence ofOwen's republican and
seditious sentiments, he shews himself in no wise scrupulous concerning the
mode adojjtcd by him for the exculpation of his hero. Thus, in the present
instance, while endeavouring to prove Owen's cumiing and strcugth of
ttervein tho.moderation of the eulogy which he pronounced on the murderers
of his lawful sovereign, he has recourse to the preposterous trick of repre-
senting him as a complete time-server: For he makes this open avowal,
•' 'fhe apology made by Owen in regard to another aifair, is here perhaps
quite as applicable. His superiors were joersons whose conmiands were ?iot to

he gainsayed I" Such an injudicious eulogist and defender, as Mr. Orme,
can see no impropriety in complying with " the commands of superiors,"
when they are issued for palliating murder and rebellion. Even liy his own
showing, what a stain is this upon the character of the supple preacher I A
vast difference may here be perceived between the conduct of Owen and
that of a naturalized foreigner, Meric Casaubon, the worthy and loyal son
of the famous Isaac Casaubon, concerning whom it is said :

" In 1649 [the
very year in which Ovifen's sermon was preached,] Mr. Greaves of Grays
Inn, "an intimate friend of our author, brought him a message from Oliver
Cromwell, then Lieutenant General of the Furliament Forces, to bring 1dm
to fyidtelutll to confer with him about matters of moment, but his wife being
then lately dead, and not, as he said, buried, he desired to be excused.
Mr. G. afterwards came again ; and our author fearing some bad conse-
eiuence of the affair, desired to know the meaning of it, with which Mr. G.
refused to acquaint him. But at last, returning, he told him, ' that the
* Lieutenant (;eneral intended to promote him, and to employ his pen in
* writing the history of the late war, desiring at the same time "that the mat-
' ters of fact might be !Mpahtial\.\ representeel.' Dr. Casaubon returned his

hearty thanks for the honour intended him, but declared, ' that he was in-
' capable in several respects for such an employment, and could not so im-
' partially engage in it but that his subject would oblige him to make such
^ reflections as ivould be ungrateful, if not injurious, to his lordship.' Not-
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quotation ; " I think it needless for me to mention any of the

words of King Cliarles the First : His injuries and blood cry

louder than the voice of thunder. ' If a robber,' says Salma-

vvithstanding this answer, Cromwell seeir.ed so sensible of his worth that

he ordered, that, upon the first demand, there sliould be delivered to him
three or four hundred pounds by a bookseller in London, whose name was
Cromwell, whenever his occasions should require, without acknowledgin°-

any benefactor at the receipt of it. But this offer he rejected, though his

circumstances were then mean. At tlie same time it was proposed by Mr.
G. V, ho belonged to the library at St. James's, 'that if our author would
' gratify Cromwell in the request above-mentioned, he would restore to him
' all his father's books, which were then in the royal library there, being
* <^ivea by King James, and would give him a patent for three hundred
' pounds per armum, to be paid to the family as long as the youngest son of
• Dr. Casaubon should live:' But this was likewise refused."—Yet that was
Hut a solitary instance, among the suffering Episcopal Clergy, of integrity

and incorrupt fidelity. I produce it in this place, because the subject of it

was afterwards called to endure some of Owen's coarse invectives, for hav-
ing exposed his conduct when Vice-chancellor of Oxford, in putting his hat
upon his head when the Lord's Prayer was repeated in Christ Church at the
conclusion of Divine Service. In reference to the doctor's publishing " a
solemn denial of the truth" of this report, Mr. Orme causes it to appear
almost as plausible as his own ingenious figments about Baxter's " positive

charges preferred against Owen, as the grand instrument in pulling down
Richard" Cromwell : On which, in his usual style he magisterially asserts,
" The internal evidence is by no means in favour of the correctness of these

statements!" The memory both of Owen and Baxter was unaccountably
treacherous and shy, whencalled upon to deliver their records of past mis-
deeds ; too frequently, on such occasions, they took advantage oi lapsus
annormn, and could on no account be induced to recollect. It is on record,
however, in one of Owen's publications, that he had a great antipathy to

the use of the Lord's Prayer after •' the good, long, solemn prayers" of
himself and other gifted individuals. His own expressions on this subject
are here subjoined :

" I fisk, v, hether the repetition of these words [Ota-

Father whicli art in Heuvcn, livf-J after men have been long praying for the
things contained in them, as the manner of soyne is, be not so remote from
any pretence or colour of warrant in the scripture, as that it is, in plain
terms, RiDinuLOUs!" In those davs of lax scholastic discipline, the man
who could call the appendage of the Lord's Prayer to a mere human perfor-

mance " ridicijlous," would feel no hesitation" at expressing his dislike of
that Divine " Form of sound words," with consummate effrontery, by plac-
ing his hat on his pate, or by marching out of the Church.
But ]\Ir. Orme is not content to rest his defence of Owen at that " critical

juncture" on " the modesty and inoffensiveness" of his Fast-Day discourse
immediately after the murder of his majesty : He tells us, Owen's superiors
" were aware of the importance of having "their conduct sanctioned, even
in appearance, by a preacher of Owen's respectability; and on thisaccount,
it is probable, he was chosen to discharge a function which it is impossible
to sujjpose he would have coveted." The reader may form S(mie judgment of
Owen's respectahilily as a preacher by comparing it with some of his violent
associates in the ministry, whose seditious expressions are quoted in a suc-
ceeding note, page 387. His previous respectability is laid, even by Mr. Orme
himself, on the very infirm basis of violent Republicanism and Indepen-
dency. It appears princinally to rest on his having deserted the ranks of
Presbyterianism, for which act he was rewarded with the hving of Cogge-
shall, after he had been deprived of that of Fordham. Of this latter event
Mr. Orme relates some mystifying circumstances : "On a report that the
sequestered incumbent of Fordham was dead, the patron presented another
to the living, and dispossessed Owen. From this it would appear, that, in such
cases, the parliamentary presentations did not permanently interfere with
the rights of the patron," &c. In this curious manner is Owen's removal
narrated: Some mystery lurks beneath the whole transaction, which requires
some further elucidation.
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'him fn pieces and devour him, M-hich of the«e, properly speak-
' ing, would be the C2U?e of this man's death Y—It Ls most cer-

tain that the Independents were actuallv the murderers of

King Charles the First, but it is as certain that the Presbyteri-

found and 5tud:ed silence on the awful transactioc <^ the precediur dav."

—

Jprvfound and studied silence, " when a wooderfial and boirible diin^ was
commined iu the land," i= maintained by a man who pr^ended to be a
mesienfer of the zoip^I of peace '. And tiiiS too at a tioie when annrtifr Cat-
viLiiit minister uf far -zreater piety informs us. tke vergUmta cried sMt

:

For '•' at the rnstant wh'en the blow wa^ riven, there was socb a dismal uni-
versal groan amonj the thoujajidi of peJpie that were within si^t of it, as
it were with one cooient, as he never heard before," &c.—After stating hii
text and the title of the sermon, the apclogist tells us, " FrxKD which adirect
application to the recent events might be expected. EicremeK linie of this,
howcver, occurs." But let anj man read the text, Jer. xv, 19, 20, in con-
junctijn with the vern sis^ijicant title prefixed to the sermon, "Righteols
Zeal encocraged bv Drvivz Protection," and he will instantlv declare
that these alone would speak volumes of approbation to the listening regi-
cides : Vet good Mr. Orme calls this, and much more, " ertremeit! little ."'

y^hat, then, does a modern repafaiican desire? He next gives us an addi-
tional proof of the servihty and time-ser»ing prof-ensities of his hero . Owes
" is exeeedinglv cautious of oimmirtins himself bv expres;

=> . expres; ^
either of the Court or the Country party ; which plainly implies, that lekik
he tca-i not at Ubertv to covdem>', he wcls unwillin|; to 'justtfv." His text,
title, and the contents of his sermon, undoubtedly " jusufied" the King's
murderers ; nor can any plausible reason be assigned why Owen" was not at
liberty to condemn" such a monstrous proceedings. How pusillanimoas was
this conduct when compared wrth that of Hammond and Gauden! Bodi
these christian worthies' addressed spirited remonstrances to General Fairfax
and the army, when the latter were sitting •• deep in consultation" on the
death of his majesty. With wonderful resolution, and magnanimously
bra>-iug all danger, which was far greater than any to which Owen subjected
himself, these two good and loyal men considered themselves " at liberty to
condemn" the bare contemplation of such a murdervHis deed, and eaosed
several thousands of their unanswerable tracts on that subject to be printed
and distributed. See, in the preceding notes, pages 2y9, 3li6 and 305,; other
points, on which, when compared with Dr. Hammond, this obstrc
parliamentari chaplain appears to manifest disadvantage. Tbe " exc
cautiousness" which his eulogist applies to him on that mfinoraMe occa&uB,
is the greatest stain that could possibly attach itself to a Chiistiaii miiuster.
Let us now briefly examine the grounds of this Astmtmtted fnfwitnni

of " exeeedingcautiousness." Orme presents us with two extracts6am tiusdis-
course : As the first of them is a servilecopyof a passage which will be (

from one of Dr. Samuel Annesiey's sermoiis preached before the Comi
few months before the kmg's death, 1 forbear to quote it here. The otho-

1

thus :
" \\ hen Kin^s turn seducers, thev seldom want good store of foUoweis.

Now if the blind lead the blind, they shall both faU into a ditch. When
Kings command unrighteous things and people suit them with willing com-
pliance; none doubts bat tbe destrcctiov of them both is jr«T and
highteocs." The word '• people" is evidently applied by Owen to the suf-
fering royalists, who, according to his doctrine, were justly punished for
" suiting with willirg compliance the king's unrighteous commands."—

1

now proceed to quote other two passages from the same discourse :
•' Give me

the number of witnesses of Jesus whose souls under the altar cry for EE-
\XNGE against their false-worshipping murderers, and the taie of them whoi>e
lives have been sacrificed to the insatiable ambition and tyranny of bkwd
thirsty potentates, with tbe issues of God's just vengeance upon the sons of
men for complaining of these two thinss ; and you* iii Lave gathered in the
whole harvest of blovii, leaving but a few straggling gleanings upon other
occasions. And if these tkimgs ka'Je 6e«i ftf»tmd tJt England, and the present
administration with sinceee hojiljation do run cross to unravel this close-
wove web of destruction, allthou^ts of recovery will be quickly too late :

-And thus far sia and providence dnre a parallel."-^** He that is enmuted with
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ans first murdered him in his political capacity, as a prelude to

the murder of his person ;* they compelled him to give up all

his power to them ; and then did, as Dugdale observes, ' worse
* than murder him in the manner and circumstances of his con-
* finement, before the Independents pulled them out of the sad-
' die, and forced the King out of their hands ; and were the
' actual executioners of that royal martyr whom the Presbyteri-
* ans had in effect condemned. I cannot deny but as soon as

the sword, and dares not do justice on every one that darei do injustice, is

afraid of the creature, hut makes very hold with his Creator." 1 appeal to

any reader possessing common sense, if these passages do not contain " a
direct application to evenis that were then recent:" But the innocent and
unsuspecting- biographer says, " Extremely little ot this occurs." I shall

only give another sentence from the wise and redoubtable Mr. Orme, who,
after presenting us with his two extracts, tells us with wonderful simplicity,
•' Had I been clisposed to ciuote passages to shew that Owen disapproved of
the death of Charles, I should have selected these as well suited for this

purpose."
Suffering all this refined sophistry to pass, no one who reads Mr. Henry's

statement in the precedingpage will entertain any doubt concerning the need
of " exceeding cautiousness" on the part of the court-preacher. A general
detestation of the King's murderers had, on the day of execution, been une-
quivocally expressed. Public affairs at that crisis seemed t(^ be almost in
cequilibrio, and it could not then be discerned which of the rebellious parties
would gain political ascendancy. Under such circumstances the subtle
address and consummate hypocrisy of Owen displayed themselves: Not
knowing which of the successful regicides to bespatter with his cheap and
ready praise, he was " exceedingly cautious" about bestowing fulsome eulo-
gies on any individual. These he reserved for brighter days and clearer times,
bat did not hesitate to afford his undisguised sanction to the general measures
of the whole Calvinistic party, and to that bloody illustration of their princi-
ples which had been recently given. Owen's astuteness and hypocrisy are
still further manifest, when it is considered, that the sermon, by which an
impartial posterity is left to form a judgment on his spirit and conduct, was
prepared for the press in the seclusion of his study, some days after the fa-
shionable grimaces and passionate extacies employed in its delivery had sub
sided. Yet in those moments of coolness when he had an opportunity of
softening down all the "rhetorical applications of the words of scripture"
which his biographer palliates on another occasion, and of suppressing many
objectionable passages which had escaped from his lips in the heat of preach-
ing,—he publishes to the world a discourse, the very text and title of which
will consign his name to deserved execration, and the contents of which are
unchristian, disloyal, enthusiastic, and infamous.

* " Did he [King James] not say, ' that Monarchy and Presbytery agreed
' like God and the devil ?' and have not we found it so, if we consider the
carriage of our new-fangled Presbyterians in England to Charles the first,

his son ? But alas ! I am mistaken, they fasted and prayed, preached and
writ against it, praying for a diversion of all such black intentions.
And yet the Presbyterian look the sceptre out of his hand, in taking
away the militia, of which it was an emblem ; cast down his throne, by
depriving him of his negative voice ; took his crown, the fountain of honour,
off his head, by denying those honour on whom he had worthily conferred it,

without them; took away his supremacy, signified by the sacred unction
wherewith he was anointed, in denying hira the liberty of his conscience in

the point of Episcopacy and church-government. Nor would they treat a
minute with their King, till they had made him acknowledge himself guilty

(as they say) of all the blood that had been spilt throughout his dominions :

And notwithstanding all the concessions on his part that could possibly be
granted, even to the very grating of his princely conscience ; when he bid
them ask flesh from his liones, and he would not deny it, if it might in any
measure redouud to the benefit of his people, praying that he might keep his
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' this hellish murther was committed, many of the Presbyterians
* did loudly disclaim against it, seeming as much to wash their

* hands of the guilt, as Pilate did from the death of our Saviour.'
"

In their answer to this pamphlet, the Presbyterians say :
" The

sectaries, who all sheltered themselves under the name of Inde-

pendents, (though of quite different principles from the sober

party of that denomination^) were the true criminals. He like-

wise confesseth that those jmUed the Presbyterians out of the sad-

dle andforced the King out of their hands ; which plainly shews,

that they could not have compassed the King's ruin and the sub-
version of monarchy, but upon the ruins of the Presbyterian

conscience whole,—the Queen regent of all i^ood men's actions, and he hoped
there were none would force this Queen before him in his house, as Aha-
suerus said to Haman,—yet notwithstanding^ all this, was it voted unsatis-
factory so long till the Independent army came from Edenborough, surprised
and murthered him. He that said, ' the Presbyterian held hini down by the
' hair, tvtule the Indejiendents cut off hia head,' said true enough : They
murthered him as a King, before ever they murthered him as a man : and
when time serves, the philosopher's maxim will pass for good and current
logic at court : Qui vult media adfinem, imltvtiam et ipsumJinem ; He that
wills the means conducing to the end, wills also the end itself:—Ergo,
(will the royalists say) ' since the Presbyterian put such courses in practice
* as tended to the King's ruin, they certainly intended it, and are as deeply
* guilty as others.' Nay, may not the Independent say, ' You took off his
' authority, and we took off his head ; you made him no King, and we
* made him 710 bod// ; you made him a man. of hlood, and we treated him ac-
' cording-ly ; therefore at your doors, O ye Presbyterian hypocrites, his

'innocent blood is laid: Nor is it any other than your actions have been
* all along, and those committed by your ancestors to former princes and
* Kings.'
" But sure there is some excuse remaining ; they fouglit forreligion ! 1

wonder when the church did change her weapons : Must prayers and tears

be turned into pike and musquet ? Did God refuse to have his temple built by
David, a man after his own heart, because only his hands were blood?
and will he now condescend to have his church repaired, and her breaches
made up with skulls and carcasses ? Must blood be tempered with the mor-
tar that must bind the stones of his temple with unity ? or are the smitings
of brethren, strokes fit to polish her stones withal? tlath God refused the

soft voice to remain in thunder ? or hath his Spirit left tlie gentle posture of
descending down upon his apostles, to the approaching of a mighty and
rushing wind .' To go about the reforming of a church by human strength,

is quite as opposite to the nature of reformation, as is the going about the
repairing of a castle-wall with a needle and thread. He that looks to find

such inestimable goodi>ess within iron sides, [cannon] may as well expect to

find a pearl in a lobster. No, no, the church must not be defended with
helmets, the resisters of blows ; but with mitres, which have received the
cleft already ; not by broken pates, but by cloven tongues ; not by men clad
in buff', but by priests clothed with righteousness. Decisions in matters of

faith, must not be determined by armour of proof; nor did the sword of
the Spirit ever make way to the conscience by cutting through the flesh. He
therefore who takes up arms against his sovereign with pretences of defend-
ing his religion, doth but take such courses as are condemned by the same
religion he would defend : and indeed, he doth but make religion his stalk-

ing-horse to blind him, whilst he aims at that which he would have us least

suspect him ; which when he hath effected, he means to get »ip upon the
horse, and ride him at his pleasure. They pretend the good of the church,
and intend nothing more but the Goods thereof; and, like dissembling
lapwings, make a show of being nearest the nest, when they are farthest off

h."—tip}iinx Lugduno-Genevensis.
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interest ; and that the Presbyterians did not deliver the King
into the hands of the sectaries., but he was forced out of their

hands* and themselves pulled out of the saddle to make way for

that &tal violence upon his royal person."

This reply is rery weak ; for whoever has read the note in a

preceding page (348,) will perceive that the General Assembly
in Scotland had loadly exclaimed against "' his Majesty being

brought to some of his booses in or near Lcmdxm^ with honour,

" Onr sovcreigB (of Messed cmimj; brings the cmitest dowo, ' to bis

suiT>risal ax Heimbj, and tbe dktractJoDs in tbe two houses, the anoT,
and the city, eBsnii^ upon it. These,' sajs that excdlait prince, ' are
bat tbe stra>:;iii^ of mose twins wluch latelT one womb enclosed, tbe
yuMMgei strmn^ to prerail gainst the eUer ; what the Presby terians bare
koBted after, tbie Indepeadeats bov seek to catch for themsetres.' In fine,

DC fiwishfd what tbeotfaer b^an ; for tbe King died at last, but of those
u—li. whicb ke at fiist reeaied in his antborit}! . His Majesty, upon bis

learii^ Oxford and going to the Soots, ckais this yet further : vihere be
caDs it, ' adT«BtiuiBS upon thor loyalty, who fiist be^an Lis trotbies."

'* lite truth ff fku tetter, sajs hie, [the antbbr (A tbe Lnter£ST of
EvGLAXD,] is cleared by afasage tf mar ImU turerasn, im a Utter to its

JJaJeftw that »mr it : ' All tbe lesser foctions were at first oSc>oa> servants
* to Prehytery their great master, till time and military success liscovering
'to each dieir jiaiticvlar advantages, iniited them to part stakes, and,
' leaTing the joint sioi^ of itkifo&m Rjexigiox , pretended each xo drive for
< their party the trade of jprafitE and preferments, to the breaking and undo-
< iag not. onh- of die cbnch and state, bat oi Presbytery itself, which
* seewd and Doped at first to have tSGrnosexn aia^'
" OasEXX^A-nas. The last fine is as trae as any of the r^t ; but all troths

are not to be spt^ccB. Indeed this sBn issomcwhat with tbe grc-^se^t. Not
to trooble ntyself with their iomal fcpperies, of Deacons, Elders, ai.d

; pertraent, and see how be acqnits his firiecds of joining with
ients. TV trmth a, says die same anthor, Sectatiadsm grem

t^mm mwstary tf imifaiig mmd tfate fScy, amdit was mU kvC ^semtedy
tin it heeiwte abmmt timmpkmut kg wnHtmrysMoxtsa.'
" his a strange thing the PkesliTtexians sboahlnot see what dtey them-

selres cxmtzived ; what aO others toi^ notice ofi and what tbe late Kii^
ofered to prove, in hB dedaiatkn of Angost the 12tb, 1642. Tbe insolence
of sectaries being not only winked at, hot pnbliqoely avowed ; and tbe law
diwarted, to ptmiect them. See what one says, no stranger to their prac-
t:ces. to prove and evidence the eonibinatioo. < The' leadiof-men, or
rrii.deei, firs* divided themseiTes into two faetioas or jontoes, Pei-sbv-

' tzi.:axs, and lypEPtAiHji ib : seeming to loc^ only at the cborcb, but
ti>ey icTolnedthe mterests «rf the common-wealth.—^Tbese having *eem-

< i*>ffbf fivided dinar I'lii i, and barmg reaJbf divided the Uooses, and ca|>-
' thraied their respective parties' jndgeraoit^-teacfaing them by an implicit
* £aith, Jmrare in neria Magiatri, to pin th^ opinions upon tl^ sleeves,

—

< they begin to advance their projects erf monopolizing the profits, prefer-
ments, and power of Ae kingdom in thea^ehes. To which parpoee,
thoogh the leaders of each party seem to maintain a hot o}qia«tioo, yet—

'

^ ' '"- ^- be reached at, it isoteerved that a< when any profit or preferment is
* powerfiil Ind^endent espenallr auvves for a leading Presbyterian, or a
< leadiag Prebyterian £cm- an In(^>endeot : and sddom doth one oppose or

: SQcn cases, onl^s somewhat of particular
: between, whidi caiE^h them to break tbe

By this means the grandees of each faction seldom miss
< their mark ; since, an Independent moving for a Presbyterian, his repa-
' tation carries the bosiness clear with the Independent panv : and tbe Pres-
'bytetians will not oppacea leading man of their own side.'^' Interest Mu-
taJum.
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freedom and safety, before ever there be any seairiiy had from him

for the sood of religion," <^x. In a Solemn and Seasonable Warning
to all i?flnZ.y,Feb.xii, 164-5, they say, "Unless men blot out of their

hearts the love of religion, and cause of God. and cast off all

care of their country, laws and liberties, &c., they must now or

never appear active [^against theKingj each one stretching him-
self to, yea, and beyond their power; it is not time to dally,or

go about the business by halves ; not to be almost, but altoge-

ther zealous. Cursed is he that doeth the tvork of the Lord negli-

gently." In another Seasonable and Necessary Warning, dated

July -21, 164:9, they say :
" But if his Majesty or any having or

pretending power and commission from him, shall invade this

kingdom, upon pretext of establishing him in the exercise of his

royal power ; as it will be a high provocation against God to be
accessary or assisting thereto, so it will be a necessary duty to

resist and oppose the same." * This was their hypocritical decla-

* The best criterion for forming a judgment about the allefed innocence
of the Presbyterians, will be a perusal of the subjoined extracts from the
sermons of a few of their preachers, delivered before the House of Com-
mons, a few months prior to the decapitation of Kinj Charles.
" The people are now as then, [viz. under the Jewish Theoci^cy,] FPe

will have a King: He hearkens to the people; sets the King upon his
throne : They shout out, Hiat. Surely they are now happy. He reigns
one year well ; two years indifl'erent. What then ? you see the scripture
veils; 1 wave it. \\ hat he did in the business of Amalek, Gibeon, David,
Abimelech ; what wars, famine, cruelty Israel lay under, 1 would rather
you should read, than I speak. God give the King a spirit of grace and
government.

—

fFoe unto thee, O land, when thy King is a child, is rather
meant of a child in manners, than in years."—S. Anneslev, lf48.
" In the execution of Justice, fear not the power or greatness of any.

The counsel that Jehoshaphat gives to the judges, I shall give to you : ' Talie
* heed w hat you do ; for ye judge not for man, but for the Lord, who is with
' you in the judgment.' Does innocent blood cry, and will you not hear w hat
it speaks, what it demands, whom it accuseth .- Blood "cannot be buried
in a grave of oblivion : for the earth will disclose its blood, and no longer
cover its slain."—M. Barker, 1648.
" Right Honourable, consider this, those persons who have neglected the

execution of justice upon their most implacable enemies when God has given
them into their hands, those God has left to perish baselv and miserably.
See it in Ahab ; God gives Beuhadad into Ahab's hands : because thou hast
let a man go that I had appointed unto destruction ; therefore thy life shall
bejor his life. So concerning Saul's sparing Agag : Aud he would shift off
the command ; therefore God shifted him out "of his kingdom, when he
neglected to do justice to an implacable enemy, when God had given him
into his hands.—Set some of those grand malefactors a mourning, that have
caused the kingdom to mourn so many years in garments rolled in blood,
by the execution of justice."— T. Brook", 1648.

*' Benhadad's life was once in Ahab's hand, and he ventured God's dis-
pleasure to let him go : But see how Benhadad rewards him :

' Fisrht neither
' against great nor small, but against the King of Israel.' Honourable and
worthy, if God do not lead you to do justice upon those that have been the
great "actors in shedding of innocent blood, never think of gaining their
love, by sparing them. For they will, when opportunity offers, Return
again upon you : But then they will not fight against the poor and mean,
but against those that have been the fountain of that authority and power,
whiclf had been improved against them."—G. Cockavn", 1648.'
" Neither let your eyes spare, though they are great ones that are guiltv.

Princes have not any license to offend : Oueeus themselves have no obstante
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ration after the King had fallen into the hands of General
Fairfax ; in which event they saw the extinction of their own
brief, illegal and much-abused authority. Their brethren of

for sin. It is the misery of greatness, the offence is as great as the offender ;

the sin as sovereign as the person. Great persons do not so much commit sin

as teach it : Their disobedience is ever masculine, and begets followers.

The highest court may reach the highest person. Causes and not persons
are to be heard in your parliament.
" It was a bloody saying of one once your prisoner, ' that if the King

' commanded him, he would not care to burn all the cities of the kingdom.'
O! let not these sous of Zeruiah, that shed the blood of war in peace ; let

not their hoary head go down to the grave in peace ; they have been the
troublers of Israel. Enter into your chambers, and shut the doors upon
you, and revolve again and again all the sad stories of these men's cruelty;
sum up whatever loss and damage the kingdom has suffered by them

;
yea,

exact not onlv the principal, but the utmost farthing of use and interest."

—

R. HEVKiCK,''l64fi.
" I beseech you, be impartial in doing justice ; and let not the great flies

breakthrough the web, whilst the little ones are entangled : To spare the
great birds, and destroy the small (not so hurtful) is no good justice. There
are many wonder, there are no more delintjuents called to the bar. Take
heed you spare not brother Benhadad, lest you and the kingdom fare the
worse for it."—R. Kentish, 1647.
" By new oppositions he wastes and destroys the enemies by degrees;

every plague devours some: The frogs some, the lice some, the locusts

some. So Edgehill some, Newbury some, York some. A man might reckon
you a good many somes. And so God somes them out by degrees, and
thereby gratifies his people's prayers, as well as promotes his woriv. The
deliverance out of Egypt shall never be forgotten ; no, nor England's out
of our Episcopal bondage."

—

Case, 1646.

1 subjoin an extract from one of Owen's sermons : For, though he had
then deserted the Presbyterian ranks and was become an Independent, he
resolved not to be outdone in expressions of profaneness and reljcllion by any
of his quoiidarn associates. Mr. Orme, when speaking about this discourse,
says: " There are some passages which seem to encourage more of a war-
like spirit than 1 think quite justifiable on christian principles." From the
specimen already given of that "gentleman's moderation on this subject, the
reader will be justified in concluding, thatOwen'ssermon must have been into-

lerably " warlike" and unchristian if Mr. Orme cannot " think some pas-
sages quitejustifiable." Such a conclusion will be confirmed by a perusal
of the following quotation : " Past blessings and deliverances of God's peo-
ple, are store mercies laid up for believers against a rainy day, and when
we want present refreshments, what a comfort is it to chew the end upon
the blessings of former ages ? Make use then of your past mercies with pro-
mising incomings, carry them about you by faith, use them or they will

grow rusty."—In another passage of that sermon, Owen says :
" Inhere is

the God of Marston Moor , and t lie God of iVasehy ?, is an acceptable expos-
tulation in a gloomy day. O what a catalogue of mercies has this nation
attained to in a time of trouble ! God came from Naseby, and the Holy One
from the west. Selah. His glory covered the heavens, and the earth was full

of his ))raise. I 'e went forth in the North, and in the East did not with-
hold his hand. The poor town wherein 1 live, is more enriched with a
store of mercies in a few months, than with a full trade of many years," &c.

In allusion to the last paragraph, Mr. Orme says :
' This passage is quoted

' by L' Estiange as a proof that Owen was one of those fanatics who be-
' lieved that success was an evidence of the goodness of a cause. Dr. Grey also,
' commenting on a passage of Hudibras, affirms, on the same ground, that
' Owen was of this sentiment. But this is a gross perversion of his mean-
' ing. It is a mere rhetorical application of the words of scripture, with
' the design of impressing the importance of remembering past mercies and
'deliverances.' Such language we should designate by a stronger term of

reprehension than " a mere rhetorical application ;" we should call it
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the Independent persuasion were divided into many minor deno-

minations, having no common bond of union except that of lax

and variable ckurch-govermnent, as separate congregations : They
were as bigotted and intolerant as the Presbyterians ; but they

had discovered by experience that there was no better plan for

obtaining their purposes, than the establishment of a mutual
toleration in religion, which, it is evident from many of their

own writings, was intended to operate as a public lure to the

unwary, for the benefit of their own party, till they were
firmly fixed in the chair of ecclesiastical authority to which
they aspired. This latter circumstance was one of those

grievances which gave uncommon umbrage to the.Presbyterians,

who were rigid disciplinarians; and they evinced in every possi-

ble way their aversion to the progress of religious liberty.* This
*' most profane rhetoric." We assi^ed Owen his proper station when we
placed him (page 268,) by the side of the foreign and native Calvinistic pro-

Ehets. But, it appears, Mr. Orme is chagrined at the very thoughts of his

ero being found in such a disreputable association, and he relates, as an
exculpation to the charge, which he must have been conscious might be easily

proved against the doctor, that "Owen and Gataker are introduced in a
rather singular connection, as the opponents of that knavish impostor,
William Lilly the astrologer." The complaisant biographer then sagely ob-
serves, " These are only some of the many proofs, that the Puritans and
Independents were not the visionary fanatics of the age." In this last clause
the word " sole" may have been omitted through the carelessness of the
printer: When it is supplied, the sentence will correctly conclude thus,
" The Puritans and Independents were not the sole visionary fanatics of
the age." They undoubtedly had too many associates in their " fanaticism ;"

and as long as this " mere rhetorical application of the words of scrip-

ture" stands on record against John Owen, he will always be accounted to

to have held a conspicuous rank among " the fanatics."—But one of the
most disingenuous of Orme's tricks remains yet to be stated. To shew that
" Owen and the party with which he acted" were falsely charged with " the
sentiment of success oeiTig an evidence of Divine approbation," he quotes
a passage which Owen wrote a long time afterwards, when the Providence
of God had put down the mighty Calviuists from their seat, and had exalted
the humble and meek Arminian clergy. No one pretends that Owen retain-
ed his former sentiments to the close of life: Adversity is awouderful teacher of
moderation, and some of its good effects may be perceived in the case of
Owen. For in the concluding sentence, which Orme adduces in opposition
to the imputation on Owen, the doctor himself ingenuously admits his former
folly in the follovving terms :

" And if I, or any other, have, at any time,
applied this unto any cause not warranted by the only rule of its justification,

it no way reflects on the truth of the principle which 1 assert, nor gives coun-
tenance to the false one which he ascribes to me." The doctor had previously
laid down a better principle than the old one of mere success which beheld
in his youthful days, and then tells us, in as plain words as he usually em-
ployed, that if he, or any other person, had applied the former false senti-
ment " unto any cause not warranted by the only rule of itsjustification,"
which he had likewise specified, such misapplication, he says, in " no way
reflects on the truth of the [new] principle which he then asserted." But
Mr. Orme says, " If this quotation does not satisfy the reader, he must be
unreasonably sceptical." To such " unreasonable scepticism," then, we
must plead guilty, under a strong conviction that in this plea we shall have
the company of every Englishman who can appreciate the difference between
loose declamation and plain reasoning : For the quotation from the doctor
does not contain a single word in denial of his having at one period thought
success un evidence of Divine approbation.

* Among a hundred other instances of detestable intolerance, maybe
quoted the following extract from the Declaration of the Army and the
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schism among the Calvinists induced the disappointed and rebel-

lious Presbyterians at every favourable opportunity to seek a
co-alition with the royalisis ; and they entertained hopes that,

on the restoration of their lavpful and exiled monarch, they should
obtain from him concessions in behalf of Presbytery as important
as those which they had forcibly extorted from his murdered
father. The young and royal adventurer had, in his bold but
unsuccessful expedition to Scotland, given fresh impulse to these
hopes ; and, when firmly seated on the throne of his ancestors,

he was frequently reminded of the debt of gratitude which he
owed to his Presbyterian subjects. Though it was confessedly
for their own convenience they adopted this politic mode of pro-
ceeding, which they had formerly blamed in the Independents,*
yet the royalists very prudently received their overtures with
frankness, and shewed themselves willing to give some credence
to their solemn and re-iterated protestations concerning their

innocence from the great transgression. It is amazing that, after

the English nation had most unequivocally manifested its aver-

sion to the entire fabric of Presbytery, these sanguine Calvinists

should ever have dreamt of ultimately establishing it on the

ruins of Episcopacy.t For the only difference between them

Comitn/, published in lfi48 by the Presbytery of Belfast, whose loyalty was
undoubtedly of a less questionable character than that of any of their bre-
thren in the three kingdoms : " And whereas the sectarian party in England
hath of late usurped an illegal power over both King and Parliament, and are
resolving an Universal Toleration in Religion, and the subversion of
lawful government by King, Lords and Commons ; and have taken upon
them to proclaim all the adherers to the present government in the person of
the present King, to be rebels and traitors : all which their usurping practices
they visibly pretend to force upon us in this kingdom, so soon as they can
transport hither to be obeyed and received by us contrary to our league
and covenant. For this cause we do faithfully oblige ourselves unanimously
with our estates and lives to resist and oj)poseany such irregular commands,
which shall proceed from them, and that we shall maintain the just power of
King and Parliament against all the ojiposers thereof."
*Bastwick, the celebrated Presbyterian, uttered this complaint concern-

ing the Independents: "The Presbyterian government not suiting with
their humour,—they [the Independents] abhor it, and all such as endea-
vour to establish it; and wish rather that all the old trumpery were brought
in again ; and profess, they had rather have the government of the Pre-
lates : Yea, some of them have not been ashamed to protest unto Prelatical

Priests, that before the Presbyters shall rule over them, they will cut all

their throats, and join with them for the re-establishing of the Hierarchy.
His infamous co-adjutor Prynne repeated the same allegations in other

language, someyears prior to the death of the king : "Their libels, actions,

speeches, proclaim a plotted, avowed confederacy amon^ some furious ring-
leaders of these Independent Sectaries, against the Parliament, Assembly,
and all their resolves in matters of religion. That which confirms me in

this opinion, is, iii-st the new seditious covenants which the members of

Eome Independent congregations enter into, to adhere, defend, maintain,

to the uttermost of their power, and contend for even to blood, the establish-

ment of that Independent form of church government which themselves
have set up, and to oppose the Presbyterian."

t Lord Clarendon seems to have understood their dissimulation, for he
tc\h as ill the Continuutinii of his Life: " The House of Commons seemed
equally constituted to what could be wished ; for though there were many
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and the Independents was, that the one party displayed a little

more guile than the other, in giving practical effect to the princi-

ples of Calvin, their common master, and of his immediate fol-

lowers.

Presbyterian members, and some of all other factions in religion, who did
all promise themselves some liberty and indulgence for their several parties,
yet they all professed great zeal for the establishing of the King in his full
power. And the major part of the House was of sober and prudent men,
who had been long known to be very weary of all the late governments, and
heartily to desire and pray for the King's return. And there were many, who
had either themselves been actual and active malignants and delinquents in
the late King's time, or the sons of such, who inherited their fathers' virtues

;

both which classes of men were excluded from being capaljleof being elected
to|serve in Parliament, not only by former ordinances, but l)y express caution
in the very writs which were sent out to summon this Parliament, and were
notwithstanding made choice of and returned by the country, and received
\yithout any hesitation in the House, and treated by allmen with the more civi-
lity and respect for their known malignity : so that the King, though it was
necessary to have patience in the expectations of their resolutions in all
important points, which coulil not suddenly be concluded in such a popular
assembly, was very reasonably assured, that he should have nothing pressed
upon him that should be ungrateful, with reference to the church or state.
" It is true, the Presbyterians were very numerous in the House, and

many of them men of good parts, and had a great party in the army, and a
greater in the city, and except with reference to Episcopacy were desirous to
make themselves grateful to the King in the settling all his interest, and
especially in vindicating themselves from the odious murder of the King by
loud and passionate inveighing against that monstrous parricide, and with
the highest animosity denouncing the severest judgments not only against
those wlio were immediately guilty of it, but against those principal persons
who had most notoriously adhered to Cromwell in the administration of his
government, that is, most eminently opposed them and their faction. They
took all occasions to declare, ' that the power and interest of the party had
'been the chief means to bring home the King;' and used all possible
endeavours that the King might be persuaded to think so too, and that the
very Covenant had at last done him good and expedited his return, by the
causing it to be hung up in churches, from whence Cromwell had cast it

the conscience of all those who had
. clause which concerned the defence

-- p,- (,_.,.„.., .., v«.»v, .^^ „....,, if need were, on his behalf, and
' to restore him to his rightful government;' when the very same ministers
had obliged them to take up arms against the King his father by virtue of
that Covenant, and to fight agamst him till they had taken him prisoner,
which produced his murder. This party was much displeased, that the
King declared himself so positively on behalf of Episcopacy, and would
hear no other prayers in his chapel t'han those contained in the book of Com-
mon Prayer, and that all those formalities and solemnities were now again
resumed and practised, which they had caused to be abolished for so many
years past. Vet the King left all churches to their liberty, to use such forms
of devotion which they liked best ; and such of their chief preachers who
desired it, or were desired by their friends, were admitted to preach be-
fore him, even without the surplice, or any other habit than they made choice
of. But this connivance would not do their business: Their preaching
made no proselytes who were not so before ; and the resort of the people to
those churches where the Common Prayer was again introduced, was evi-
dence enough of their inclination ; and they saw the King's chapel always
full of those, who had used to possess the chief benches in their assemblies .

So that it was manifest that nothing but the supreme authority wouldbe able
to settle their discipline ; and therefore with their usual confidence they were
very importunate in the House of Commons, * that the ecclesiastical govern -

' meut might be settled and remain according to the covenant, which had

out, and their ministers pressing upon tl:

taken it, ' that they were bound by that
< ^f tk« i^;.^„v .,„ .... »„!.„.._„
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We now return to Dr. Heylin's Historical Account of these

affairs, which connects itself with Doctor Twisse in manner

following: " But the main business of this year, ^1643^

and the three next following, was the calling,* sitting, and pro-

< been practised many years, and so the people generally well devoted to it,

'whereas the introducing the Common Prayer (with which very few had
' ever been acquainted or heard it read) would very much offend the people,

' and -^ive great interruption to the composing the peace of the kingdom. 1 his

was ur"-ed in the House of Commons by eminent men of the party, who

believed they had the major part of their mind. And their preachers were

as solicitous and industrious to inculcate the same doctrine to the principal

persons who had returned with the King, and every day resorted to the court

as if they presided there, and had frequent audiences of the King to persuade

him to be of the same opinion ; from whom they received no other conde-

scensions than they had formerly had at the Hague, with the same gracious

affahilitv and expressions to their persons.
, . .i, rr- a t^" That partv in the House that was in truth devoted to the King, and to

the old principles of church and of state, which every day increased, thought

not fit so to cross the Presbyterians as to make ihem desperate in their hopes

of satisfaction, but, with the concurrence with those who were of contrary

factions, diverted the argument by proposing other subjects of more imme-

diate relation to the public peace."—The disappointment of the hopes which

were then entertained, was the origin of many of the grievances which the

Nonconformists subsequently endured.
* The first notice which I can find of this famous Assembly, is contained

in the English edition of that pamphlet which Grotius has marked (page 283)

with such just reprehension. It was published two years before the actual

appointment of that reverend convention, and is m every respect worthy of

those desperate fire-brands, the two Du Moulius. The subjoined extracts

will shew the reader, that Grotius did not speak unadvisedly with his lips

when he said, " This publication openly aims at the throat of his Grace the

Archbishop :"

" II. That in that great work of reformation which is of moment and
consequence, far beyond the settling of civil affairs, there be appointed by
both the Houses, a committee, or convocation and meeting of forty or fifty

English Divines,—men that were not of, and did no way favour, the late

convocation ; and such as be unpartial, learned and uncorrupt in their lives

and doctrine, such as Dr. Usher Archbishop of Annach, Dr. Prideaux,
Dr. Twisse, and the like, with ten Scots Divines, to which be called eight

Foreign Divines of the most learned and famous ; such as Rivetus, Prim-
rose, Diodati, Moulin, and the like, who may treat and agree upon a set-

tled platibrm of church-government, suitable to the monarchy of Great
Britain, which ought to be ratified and enacted by Parliament.
" IH. That since our neighbour churches have enjoyed more peace and

safety under their discipline, our discipline be framed upon the pattern of

theirs, which hitherto hath not been subject to the inconveniences that ours
is; such]are: Tobe rent with schisms, and poisoned with heresies : To have the
whole people of the land and the greatest part of the ministers liable, with-
out any redress, to the unjust usurpations, vexations, and censure of some
few bishops: To have, in great many parochial churches, a want of a pro-
fitalile minister : To have in some of'them either seldom or no preaching at

all : in others, little or no maintenance : and in most a disproportionable

maintenance: Besides the manifold altercations and quarrels about trifles

and toys, that our discipline is attended with : It was never heard that any
man living under our neighbour churches' discipline was ever so brain-sick

as to move questions, whether of the table, pulpit, and font, deserves more
reverence and bowing at; or that their synods or consistories made canons
and constitutions about placing and railing the communion table, about
hoods and surplices, and such needless orders, which bring rather striving

then edifying. Since then our neighbour churches' discipline is obnoxious to

less disorders, that a discipline be established in England, that be ap-

proaching unto theirs, yet a sensible difference kept between theirs and
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ceedings of the new Assembly, called the Assemhly of Divines ;

but made up also of so many of the Lords and Commons, as

might both serve as well to keep them under, and control their

"IV. That the churches' discipline being established, a national Synod

be convocated, that may frame a confession of faith, to which may be called

a competent number of Foreign divines. However, since so many have been

so earnest of late to be in charity with the Roman church, that they have

been uncharitable to the reformed churches; let canons be made in the

Synod, and an act of Parliament for union with other Protestant churches in

matter of doctrine : and all the fire-brands of these late innovations in the

church, that have made us a laughing-stock to the neighbour churches, be

sharply censured, if not cut off as banes of the church, especially the first

raisers of altars, such as Hevlin, Pocklington, and the like.

" V. That in that synod, 'if the English Liturgy be retained, to the end

it be received all over England without exceptions, it be reformed and
repurged from many corruptions, and from a great deal of dross among the

gold, and the good matters that are therein contained.

"VII. That, above all, the holy doctrine of J«*<;/?Vrt</o?i 6?/ Faith only,

•which is the main hinge of salvation, be strongly established by an especial

canon according to the tenets of all Protestant churches, which canon be sworn
and subscribed unto, bv all that have taken, and hereafter shall take orders

or Ecclesiastical promotions. This being the greatest plague of the church

of England, that many men dignified in the church, and masters of colleges,

fellows and scholars in the University, defend openly \}aQjustification by

works, which is flat Popery, and the ready way to brmg in indulgences,

auricular confession, purgatory, and the tyranny of the clergy over the

consciences.
" VIII. That likewise the doctiine of the necessity and efficacy of the sa-

craments, especially of baptism, be mainly and distinctly established and
explained according to the tenets of all the'other reformed churches ; since

it hath been of late very usual among our time-servers, and those ministers

that are as much taken with conformity as they love non-residency and plu-

rality of livings, to be enamoured with all the Popish and Arminians' opi-

nions, and to hold and teach baptism of vater to be of absolute necessity to

be saved; that it doth blot out sins, and regenerate. Ex opere operuto and
vi nuda actionis by the bare strength of washing; and that it works
necessarily, in the baptized party, faith and the habit of truesanctification

;

and have grounded their poisonous tenets upon some passages of the liturgy

that were not dashed out, nor explained by the reformers of the Roman
breviary in King Edward's days ; as be the words in the catechism, the chil-

dren baptised have all things necessary to salvation, and are undoubtedly
saved. And in the prayer after baptism, where thanks is given to God /or
regenerating the infant with his Holy Spirit. Since then such places have been
a stumbling-block to weak ones, and have given fair opportunity of erring

to malicious spirits, that, in the task expected of reforming the English
liturgy, they be corrected and amended.
" iX. That bowing before of the communion-table, or toward the east,

be forbidden under the punishment of deprivation of beneficed men and ex-
pulsion of scholars out of the colleges, and the communion-table be kept in

the vestry and removed from the eyes of the people but in the lime of the
communion, to avoid the creeping idolatry.
" X. That the crucifix in a piece of hanging, and other superstitious

figures which sometimes in the year are set over the communion-table of
many churches and chapels, be removed and abolished; andthat the authors

or renewers of that superstition be severely punished.
" XI. That the authors of Popish and Arminian books be called in ques-

tion, and that the pleasure of our late sovereign King James, of blessed me-
mory, be executed, w ho sent his divines to the Synod of Dort, that the
church of England afterwards should be bound by the decisions made there,

and that canons be made conformable to the determination of our divines ia

that Synod.
"XII. That if bishops are thought fit to be retained, there be no more

such distance between a bishop and an ordinary minister ; and that bishops

Cc
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actions, as to add some cnuntcnance unto them in the eye of
the people. A convocation had been appointed by the King
when he called the Parliament, the members whereof being

be no more called lords, and that they be enjoined to preach diligently, as
is the duty of their place and office.
" XIII. That if some of them sit in Parliament, it he upon wool-sacks,

and have no more privileges by their office and places than the Judges, the
lord-keeper and treasurer : and that a certain number of deputies from the
national Synod, whether bishops or other, be assisting both in the higher
.Mouse ami lower Hoise, for delivering their advices upon any clauses of acts,
that may intrench upon the churches' privileges, or are contrary to doctrine
or good manners."
Ou some of these unprecedented propositions I now proceed to'offer a few

brief remarks :

II. In the Second of these Motions maybe perceived the kind of men whom
these violent (^alvinists wished to compose the contemplated Assembly nf
Divines. All of those who are named were men conspicuous for their attach-
ment to Calvin's peculiarities, with the exception of Archbishop Usher, who,
though at that period an admirer of the French Universalists, was afterwards
a convert to the scriptural opinions of Arminius, and thought that " without
\\\\fi universalfree invildliim o/all% God were made good, all preaching
to convert sinners as yet in their sins from the evil of their ways, would want
a firm foundation." He also declared, " that all men can will ; and that so
many willnot, it is because they resist God's grace, alledging Acts vii, .')1, Ye
stiff-neched and vncircumcised in /learts and ears, ye do alwavs resist the Holy
Ghost : Js yonr fathers did, so do ye. This and much more he then declared
and concluded in these words :

' iiisbop Overal was in the right, and I am of
HIS MINI).' "—See Dr. Pierce's Appendix to the SelJ-rever^g'er exeni})lified in
Mr. fFilliam lia> lee.

III. The Third Motion relates to the establishment of the Presbytery, and
conveys a severe rebuke to Archbishop Laud. The Fourth embraces tlie ad-
vice as the Second and Third. The Fifth Motion is given here in an abbrevi-
ated form : but this is quite sufficient to shew the ulterior designs of the party.
Vll. The undeserved stigma on the C.'iuirch of England contained in the

Seventh Motion, shews the vile spirit of misrepresentation which actuated
these ecch'sia'itical reformers. AVhat " especial canon" of their formation
could more fully and explicitly establish " the holy doctrine of Justification
hy Faith only ," than our Eleventh Article does, explained as it is by the
three succeeding Articles ? But it is this explanation, particularly that part
of it expressed in the Twelfth Article, which is the chief stumbling-block to
high Calvinists :

" 6'oo6? works, which follow after justification, are pleas-
" ingand acceptable to God in Christ, and do spring out necessarily of a true
" and lively faith, hisomuch that by them a lively faith may be as evidently
"known as a tree discerned by the fruit." 'Jhfs language of the Twelfth
Article must have proved very unsavoury to Peter duMoulin ; because, instead
of making the Calvinistie axiom of "once in firace always in grace" the in-
dex of a " lively faith," it assigns that honourable office to "Good Works
which follow after justification," as the only scriptural standard of true and
lively faith and of advances in christian holiness. When our Lord said, " By
their friits shall ye know them ;"—" by this shall all men know, that ye
are ray disciples ;" He established aulain and obvious test by which the
soundness of the faith of believers, and the unfruitful profession of deceivers
and hypocrites, might be tried. And one of his Apostles informs us : "Even
so FAITH, if it hath not works, is dead, being alone." This is a just and sig-

nificant rule, acconmiodated to the understandings of men the most ignorant,
and easy of application. What did the Du Moulius and their Calvinistie
brethren endeavour to substitute in the place of such a just and scriptural
tei,t .' They were then engaged in an attempt to adjust their doctrine of the
individual ^.v.vMJY/«ce of eternal salvation to the circumstances of their people,
and to make it usurp the peculiar province of " Good Works which follow
after justiHcalion." Seepages 141, 142. The evils of this baneful substitu-
tion were soon but too aj)j)arent. Amoii;j their most celebrated authors,

.



lawfully chosen and returned, were so discountenanced and

discouraged by the votes of the lower House, the frequent

tunsults raised in Westminster by the rascal rabble, and the

scarcely two can be found who agree together in the tokens by which a chris-

tian believer may judge of his having obtained possession of this assurance :

For, while some of them elevate it so high, and make it to consist of such a

multitude of particulars as to place the attainment of it beyond the reach of

the greatest saint on earth,—others of ihem state a mourynng over inbred cor-

ruption, or a sorrow jor sin, to be proof sufficient of the actual possession of

this assurance ; and thus, in the latter case, the sinner, who is occasionally

troubled with remorse of conscience, has no reason to labour under any
apprehension concerning the safety of his condition.

VIII. In the Eighth Motion the reader will perceive what opinions were
entertained by Du Moulin and the majority of the PresV)yteriau Calvinists,

concerning the recently- agitated topic of daptismal regeneration. Every
learned man, who is aware of the laudable jealousy evinced ly our Church
about every doctrinal proposition or interpretation of scripture that does not

bear the unequivocal impress of Christian Antiquity, and every man who has

enjoyed the rare felicity of reading the productions of the Ancient Fathers,

in their original languages, or even in translations, must have arrived at this

conclusion—that the Church of England in her formularies ascribes no
greater efficacy to baptism than do the whole of the early Christian Fathers.

\Vheuthe Calvinists say,no grace is communicated by this sacrament, they de-

sert atonce the chieffoundation for thenecessityof infant-baptism,and oppose

their modern notions to the full stream of christian antiquity. No orthodox

and moderate man, who yields full credence to this tenet of our Church,
ever ventures to say, that the g:race cninrntmicated in baptism cannot be re-

sisted : and the patrons of it make it one of those talents entrusted to us by
our Divine Master, who says, concerning it and [all other Divine gifts,

—

" Occupy [or trade] till I come : for whosoever hath, to him shall be given,

and he shall have more abundance." (Luke xix, 13, 26.J Bishop Womack
has with much ability and moderation stated the doctrine of the Church on
this important topic, in the preceding pages 25—28; and a subsequent

long note on the authority of tlie Ancient Fathers will shew the due venera-

tion fortheir admirable productions,which is manifested by allorthodox men,
but especially by the English Arminians. I deliver no peremptory opinion

respecting the merits of the baptismal controversy as it has been latterly

conducted in England; though it will be apparent, 1 think, to every well-

informed mind, that while the contest between the moderate men oiho\h
parties has seemed to consist in the use of convertible terms which have been

either misunderstood or ill-defined, it has been maintained by the viohmt par-

tizans on both sides, as if it had been constituted the only proper criterion of

a man's attachment to the rigours of SemiPelagianism or to those of Anti-

nomianism.
From the artful connection, in this Eighth Motion, between alleged

" Popish and Arminian opinions," the reader might be induced to suppose

that Arminius and his followers taught all that is there attributed to the

Church of Rome, on the subject of baptism. But this is a palpable false-

hood : And the Calvinists must be told, that the modern Arminians of the

Church of England hold no other opinions on this point than those which
were openly avowed by the British Calvinists at the Synod of Dort. The
ever-memorable John Hales, himself as warm a Calvinist at that time as

any of the British Deputies, informs us, in his Letters from that Synod,Dec.

2, 1618, " They past to the question which was proposed in the name of the

Churches of Amsterdam, concerning the baptizing of the children of Ethnic
Parents. The English first exhibited their minds in writing to this elTect :

' That infants, if they were justly taken,—as if they were given, or bought,

'or the like, (for it might not be lawful fraudulently or violently to take
* them from their parents,J—ought to be baptized. For so it is recorded of
* Abraham, that he circumcised everi/ one in his house, even those whom he
* had bought with his money. But if they were adulti, they mi^ht not be
* baptized till they made profession of the christian faith.' With these

Cc2
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preparatives for a war against the King, that they retired unto

their houses, but still continued undissolved, and were in a

capacity of acting as a convocation, whensoever they should

ngTced the Bremenses and the Professors.—On the contrary, the Helvetians

and South-HoUaiulers concluded, ' that the infants of Ethnic parents ougut
' NOT TO BK p.AprisEn, till they came to be of years to declare their faith.'

—

Their chief reason vva>;, ' Because baptism was a sign of the covenant : But
' the infants of Ethnic parents are not born within the covenant, and there-
* fore they cannot be partakers of this si;;n.' " After a further account of

the debate, he thus states, on the 6th ofDec, the final determination of that

Assembly :
" Then followed the decree of the Synod concerning the question

moved by those of Amsterdam about the baptism of children bnrn of Ethnic
parents. The decision consisted of two parts. , The first concerned the adulti,

and it was this : ' That such as v/ere of years and capacity should be dili-

* gently taught and catechized, and then, if they did desire it, they should
•* be baptized.' The second concerned infants, and it was, ^ That till they
' catne to years of discretion, they should hij no mtans be baptized.' A strange
decision, and such as, if my memory or reading fail me not, no churCh either

ancient or modern ever gave. When it was objected, ff'kat, if they were in.

danger of death ? their answer was, ' that the want of baptjsm would not
* prejudice them with God, except we would determine, as the Papists do,
* that baptism is necessary to salration.' Which is as much to undervalue
the necessity of baptism, as the Church of Rome doth overvalue it." The
concluding brief remark, by Hales, is an accurate exposition of the golden
MEAN observed by the Church of England.

Allusion has been made (page ,) to an excellent modern work, on the

Lutheran or Melancthonian complexion of our public formularies, a topic

which has elicited the energies of other eminent writers : And the common
scriptural origin of the creed of the English and Saxon Churches, as well

as their agreement with the stream of Christian Antiquity, are on no point

more obvious than on that of baptism. The Ninth Article of the Augsburgh
Confession says : " Our churches teach concerning baptism, that it is neces-
sary to salvation, as a ceremony instituted by Christ ; that the grace of God
is offered through baptism ; that infants must be baptized ; and that, when
infants have been commended to God by baptism, they are received into the
favour of God, and become his children; as Christ himself testifies when he
speaks of the little ones in his Church, (Matt, xviii, 14,) It is not the will of
2/our Father which is in heaven, that one of these little ones perish." The Saxon
Confession is still more express ; the following is an extract from the Four-
teenth Article :

" Let those whose age capacitates them for understandiiig

the doctrine, retain such a sense of this covenant ; and, being confirmed by
this attestation, let them believe that their sins are remitted tothent, and
that they really are the members of the Church of God, and let them with
true faith call upon the true God," &c.
In further confirmation of these remarks, I translate the following long

note from an approved Lutheran author, the judicious Mosheim, who, in his

comment upon the last quotation from Hales's letter, says :
" Though the

Calvinists are commonly, and certainly not without good reason, accused of
teaching, ' that the sacraments have no efiicacj- on the minds of men, and
'that they are only invested with the power of serving as signs ;' yet it is

evident, that various dissensions have arisen among them concerning the
effect of the sacraments, and that, while some of them have made a near ap-
proximation to our [the Lutheran] opinion, particularly in the doctrine of
Daptism, others of them have receded Irom it to a still greater distance. Per-
use the learned disputations and collections of Peter Jurieu in his Justifica-
tion of the Morality of the Informed, ())t. ii, p. 8,) and of J. Claude, in his

Posthumous JVorhs, (torn, v, p. 79,) both of whom were among the most
respectable and renowned men of their body. It is therefore neither matter of
surprize that the opinions of the Dort Fathers were not unanimous concern-
ing the baptism of those infants who are descended from parents that are
aliens from ('hrist, nor that they confirmed the opinion of those members who
ihought that the children of heathens ought not to be baptized in their infau-
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be thereunto required, and might do it with safety. Bui, being

for Ihe most part well aff't'cled to the church of England, they Avere

not to be trusted by the Houses of Parliament, who then de-

cy. The Dutch divines, and those who are attached to the Heidelherw Con-
fession, fjenerally indulge this belief, 'That the vn-tue of baptism is only
' two- fold, (\.) to adumbrate or betoken the Divine benefits which are pro-
' cured for us by Christ, and (2.) to make us assured that those benefits are
' truly conferred upon us,' or, in the phrase of their own choice, ^ to seal unto
' us the Divine covenant.' The Thirty-Fourth Article of the Belgic Confes-
sion, though in some parts it does not express itself with sufficient perspicuity,
explains baptism in such a manner as still to appear favourable to our senti-

ments, and to ascribe to baptism true regeneration and renovation : Which
was undoubtedly the cause why the [Dutch] Professors differed from the rest

of their countrymen, the latter of whom preferred to follow that doctrine of
the Heidelberg Catechism which we have already stated. See the CatccJieti-

cat Explanations of Zach. UusiNUS, (p. 357,) and the smaller Dutch Cate-
chisai in Kentheim's Hollandisclien Svliulund Kirdien-Stnat. (P. 1, c. vii,

p. 218. j Wherefore when Herman WiTsius, who was in other respects
endowed with much moderation, had perceived that Peter Jurieu, Louis Le
Blanc, and some others were inclined to our opinions an this point, he under-
took their refutation, and, in his Dissertation on the Ejficacy of Baptism in

Infants, he opeidy taught, * that all the eflicacy of baptism consists in the
' Confirmation and assurance of the grace that had been promised, such effi-

* cacy being only [morulis'] formal, and entirely distinct from that which is

* Teal.' [Aliscct. Sacr. com. ii, p. 648.) See alsoElias Salrin's Examination
of M.,)urieu's Theology, in which M. Jurieu is strongly reprehended.
"Since therefore this opinion [of the unreal efficacy of baptism] was

espoused by many of the members of the Dutch Synod, they could not do
otherwise than decree, that baptism must not be conferred on ivftnts, whose
case was at that time under discussion. For if the power of baptism was only
such as to serve for a seal or ratification of the covenant, what man is there

who does not instantly perceive, that this benefit is to be imparted to none
except those who have been previously united to God in covenant .' But it is

a matter placed beyond all controversy, ' that the infants, descended from
' parents who have turned aside from Christ, cannot possibly be considered
* as any part of God's covenant-people.' In compliance with the design of

iny subject, I refrain at present from displaying the difficulties in which the
Calvinistsare involved by means of this their sentiment. The immense dis-

advantage which they must experience in their attempts to defend infant-

baptism, so long as they adhere to this opinion,—has already been demon-
strated by other writers. This circumstance does not escape the observation
of ihe Menuonites or Anabaptists, [who entirely deny the administration of
the rite to infants,] as maybe seen by consulting one of the most recent
defenders of that sect, Herman Schvn, in his Historical yiccount of the
Mennonites. (C. iv, p. 88, 102.)
" On the contrary, the greatest portion of the British divines confess,

* that the sacraments, in which baptism is included, are the instruments of
* Divine Grace.' This doctrine they aie commanded to teach, by the Twen-
ty-fifth and Twenty-seventh Articles of the English Confession. It may be
proper here to quote a part of the Twetity-fit'ih Article : Sacraments
* ordained of Christ be not only badges or tokens of Christian men's profes-
' sion, but rather they be certain sure witnesses and effectual signs of grace
* and of God's good- vill towards us, by the which He doth work invisibly in
* us, and doth not only quicken but also strengthen and confuim our faith
' i?i him.' It would be too great a labour and foreign to my purpose, to collect
together all the testimonies of the English divines that have strenuously
inculcated this doctrine of their National Confession ; it will be sufficient to
notice, that Samuel Ward and John Davenant, both of whom were present
at the Synod of Dort, have contended fortius doctrine in their published
writings. Concerning Ward, the fact is obvious enough from the copious
Disputation about the Force and Efficacy of Infant-liaptism, which was
maintained between him and Thomas Gatakerj and which is published in the

Cc S
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signed the hammering of such a reformation both in doctrine

and discipline, as might unite them in a perpetual bond and
confederation with their Scottish brethren. And that they

Appeudix to the SecondVolume of Gatakrr's Critical TForks. (P.79— 160.)—
r'or, in that production, Ward contends tor this efficacv, while Gataker ia

some measure defends the contrary opinion, which I have stated to be the
that of the Dutch Divines. I'rom "(ialaker's Preface to \.ha.t Dinpufation \t

is evident that Davenant and Ward agreed in sentiment.
" Such being the coiidicting opinions of the two parties, the reason must

be apparent to every man, why Hales blames with such severity the decree
of the Synod on this subject, and why the British divines thought baptism
ought by all means to be conferred on those infants. Because if baptism be
an instrument of regeneration and renovation, it ought to be denied to none
except to those whom it is manifest God is unwilling' to receive into his cove-

nant. But this unwillingness cannot be ascertained by us concerning any
individual, because God makes an offer of iiis grace to all men. Neither is

it necessary that he who wishes to be made a partakerof baptism should jjre-

viously be in the covenant, because according to this opinion [of the Church
of England] baptism itself concludes for us a covenant with God, and consti-

tutes us partakers of its benefits. It would not be difficult to prove, from the
writings of Louis Crocius and of others of the members, that the divines of
Bremen, and others who were at that time in the Dutch Synod, propounded
the same doctrine as the British: But the proof of this assertiou would
require too much space.
" I will therefore only add this single consideration—that I do not compre-

hend how the English, the Bremen, and the rest of the patrons of tliis opniion,
should notwithstanding have declared, that some distinction ought to be
observed with regard to infants ; and why they denied the adn)inistration of
the rite of baptism to those infants that had" been obtained in an unlawful
manner. For God has never said, that he has confined his grace and its

salutary effects within any such conditions, laws or restrictions. If my sus-
picions be correct, beneath this very sentiment lurked some mystery which
had its origin in the opinion of those who were desirous of holding baptism
merely as a seal of the covenant."—This conjecture on the part of Mosheim is

very plausible ; for the British deputies at that Synod, being of a mild and
conciiiatingdisposition, would seize upon any slight distinction, such as that
of heathen children that had been kidnapped, in order to bring their decisions
as nearly as possible within the doctrinal boundaries of their Calvinistic com-
peers. Of this their love of concord, many instances will occur to the recol-

lection of those who are acquainted with the anomalous proceedings of the
Dutch Synod.
XI. The Eleventh Motion contains the chief grievances in the whole cata-

Ibgue: Let the modern Calvinists disguise the representation of tliese mat-
ters as they choose, their ancestors employed all means, lawfuland unlawful,
to have " Arminian books called in question," and to compel the t luirch of
England " to be bound by the decisions made at the Synod of Dort," after a
new C'alvinistic " Confession of faith had been framed" for her, according to

the tenour of the Fourth Motion. The artful and obnoxious mention of Pop-
ery, in connection with Armiiiianism, has been a subject of animadversion in
another portion of this volume.
The manner in which the elder Du Moulin procured the adoption of the

Dort decrees in the French Churches, is detailed in page 2i;0 ; no surprize
therefore can exist at this attempt, on his part and that of his son, 1o impose
the Canons of Dort on ih' Church of England. In the Wvrhs of Jrminius,
(vol. i, pp. 417, 48G,) Ihave exposed some of the designs of King James in

that Quixotic eutcrprize, and have corrected the misrepresentations which
have been generally circulated respecting the British divnies sitting in that
C'alvinistic Svnod as the accredited representatives of the Church of England.
To prove " King James of blessed memory" to have had no intention "that
the Church of England afterwards should be bound by the decisions made at
theSynod of Dort, "which is Du Moiilin's erroneous assertion, it is only ne.es-
sary to quote the following passage from Balcanqual's Latin Journal of the
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might be furnished with such men, the Knights of every Shire

must make choice of two to serve as members for that County
;

Acts of the Synod, which he regularly transmitted to the King's Ambassador
at the Hague. In the discussions which arose in the 133d Session, on the 22d
April, 1C19, it is stated :

" To save time, therefore, and to preserve peace,
the British signified their acquiescence [in the unreasonable prejudices of the
Dutch divines, who would not allow to be added to their list of Rejections
this heretical dogma,

—

a man can do no more good titan that which he actually

does;]—at the same time they reminded the Synod, that this clause,

—

' the doctuine contained in these Canons is to be considered as that of the Re-
-formed Churches,'—must be entirely altered : Fur they declared, that they,

being deputed by his Most Serene Majesty, and not by their Churches,
had no authority committed to them by ivhich they were empowered to explain
the Confessions of their Churches ; that they had delivered only their own pri-

vatejudgments, which they thought to be true; and that in the Canons they
bad concluded many things as true, concerning which not a single expressiDii

occurs in the Confessions of their churches, &c. ; but that they know nothing
is contained in those Canons which is contrary to their Contessions," &c.

—

Here then is put in a regular public disclaimer on the part of the British di-

vines themselves, before the whole Synod, that they were not the representa-
tives eiiher of the Church of England or of Scotland ; that they delivered only
their own private sentiments ; and that not a single expression occurs, in the
Confessions of their churches, concerning several of those matters which are
decided in the Canons of the Synod of Dort. What can be more explicit than
this disavowal of their implied consent as the deputies of the National
Church? Yet, though published in the year 16.VJ, in Hales's Goldeti Re-
mains, this express description of the unoiiicial character which they bore
has been studiously concealed or suppressed by almost every Calvini^ tic wri-
ter, who, from the days of i)u Moulin and Owen down to those of Augustus
Toplady and Thomas Scott, have pretended to favour the world with correct
and authentic information respecting that venerable Synod, and the obliga-
tions which it imj)osed on the Church of England in regard to doctrinal mat-
ters. The British Deputies received directions through Sir Dudley Carlton
to make this solemn declaration, as soon as the main purposes were fulfilled

for which they had been sent to Dcrt ; and King James afterwards plumed
himself on the grand " piece of king-craft" which he had been enabled to

exhibit on that extensive theological arena, but which the brief limits of this

note will not allow me to particularize.
XII & XI II. 'I he order in which this pamphlet details the work of reform-

ation, is exactly that which was subsequently pursued by the levellers in
Church and State, who were thus goaded on to deeds of cruelty and oppres-
sion by one of the most violent Calvinists of that age. This very man and
his family felt no scruple whatever about receiving liberal support from the
Church of England ; though, like other vile ingrates, as soon as he had an
opportunity, he raised his envenomed weapon and plunged it into the vitals of
his benefactress. (See page 2'62.) Arminianism was the first object on which
his vengeance and that of his Calvinislic associates wished to wreak ilbelf;

and they finally sated theirfuryou Episconacyimd Monarchy. All these things
were accomplished, and in the very order uhich is here prescribed, evendown
to the expression in the Thirteenth Moiiou, "that a certain number of depu-
ties from the National Synod [theWestminsterAssemhlyol Divines] be assisting
both in the higher and lower House, for delivering their ad vices upon any clauses
of Acts that may intrench upon the Church's privileges, or are contrary to
doctrine or good manners."—Those who are acquainted with the private his-
toryof Hugh Feters, Stephen Marshall, John Owen, and other republican
divines remarkable chiefiy for the warmth of their expressions, the violence
of their gesticulations, or the strength of their lungs, will recollect how fre-
quently they performed the office suggested in this quotation from the pro-
phecies of Du Moulin, and tendered their sage counsel to the legislature at
particularjunctures, either from the pulpit or in the solemn acts of social
prayer.

1 know of no part of the advice of the Du Moulins, which in the snbscrruent
acts of desolation wai neglected by 'he Calvinists,— exceit it be the jiait
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most of them Presbyterians, some few Royalists,* four of the

Independent faction, and two or three to represent the Kirk of

Scotland : IVhicli ploughing jvilh an ox and an ass, (as it was no
other,) was anciently prohibited by the law of Moses.t And yet

these men, associated with some members of either House, as

•which attempted to eleva«e the ecclesiastical power exercised by the nrvel
preshyters, to a higher pitch than that to which it had ever attained under
the Kin<;, as Head of the Established Church. The civil rulers, vile as they
generally were in many respects, prevented this extraordiuary assumption
of church-power; and kept the triumphant predestinarian ecclesiastics, as

far as practicable, within regular Presbyterian limits.

* " About this time he became a menibur of the convocation called with
the short parliament in I()40 ; as after this he was named lo be of t/ie jJasein-

bly of cUvines ; his invincible loyalty to his prince and obedience to his

mother the church not being so valid arguments againsthis nomination, as the
repute of his learning and virtue were on the other part lo have some title

to him." Fell's Life of Dr. Hammond.
f " What Bear-garden Synods must we expect, ifGod permits our enemies

to triumph in the silence of our Convocation, and in the ruin of our church-
discipline ?—What a hotch-potch of heresy and ignorance conspired in the
composition of an Assenibly of Divines, in the late times of usurpation ?

—

Their character take in the words of the noble Lord Clarendon :
' So that

'of about one hundred and twenty of which that Assembly was to consist,
* they were not above twenty who were not declared and avowed enemies to
* the doctrine or discipline of the Church of England; some of them infamous
* in their lives and conversations, and most of them of very mean parts iu
.learning; if not of scandalous ignorance, and of no other "reputation than
* that of malice to the Church of England.' (Volun)e First, page 41.5.)

And much tlic same character is likewise given of them by the incomparable
Archbishop Laud, whose first martyrdom was his living to see this Assembly
convened. ' A great part,' saith he, ' if not the greater part of them, were
' Brownists or Independents, or New England ministers, if not worse ; or at
* best refractory persons to the doctrine, or discipline, or both, of the Church
* of England established bylaw, and now brought together to reform it : An
' excellent conclave ! This, without God's infinite mercy, will bring forth a
' schism, fierce enough to rend and tear religion out of this kingdom.' fCoww.
Hist. vol. iii. p. 13.5.)

" Such was the English Assembly of learned and godly divines, the like to
which certainly had never met in the christian world before ! especially if it

be considered, that the Assembly began with a manifest invasion of the rights
of the Clergy, as well known as any other laws of the kingdom : was substi-
tuted in the room of a regular and legal Synod, at that time in heing, to
which they were, on all accounts of life and learning, utterly inferior : That
they submitted (contrary to their own private opinions of that matter) to be
called together in such a manner, and on such ignominious conditions, as
destroyed the very essentials of a Synod, and were at last their own destruc-
tion, and, in effect, that of Christianity itself, as making religion a pure
matter of state, and all this to complete the ruin of that very oider of bisnops
which had always composed the first and greatest councils of the Christian
Church,and presided in all the other Synods of it for fifteen centuries of years
together ; that they were interspersed with Brownists, Independents and
others of such strange opinions and principles, as I belie\e were never before
brought into a Synod of the Christian Church, .'^dd to this, that the greater
part of them had not only been refractory and disobedient to all the orders of
their spiritual governors, but had also their hands stained with the blood of
a most wicked and execrable rebellion, and some of them afterwards in that
of their prince also; that they were not countenanced with the authority or
presence of one single Bi.sho]), (without which the christian world never saw
a Synod for fifteen hundred years,) who sat among them in any other capa-
city than that of a private divine. That they were never permitted to do the
very thing for which, it was pretended, they were summoned, but despised.
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before is said, no ways empowered or authorised by the rest of
the Clergy, must take upon them all the powers and privileges

of a convocation ; to which they were invited by an ordinance

of the Lords and Commons, bearing date June the 12th. His
Majesty makes a start at this encroachment on his royal prero-

gative, and countermands the same by his proclamation of the

22d. In which he takes notice, amongst other things, that the
ftir greatest part of those who had been nominated to the pre-
sent service, were men of neither learning nor reputation, emi-
nently disaffected to the government of the Church of England,*

coutroUed, and kept under by their lay-assessors and masters, and made use
of as mere tools by the most m icked combination of men that ever met in any
nation, to serve the vilest purposes ; such as promoting an oath and confed-
eracy of the blackest nature, countenancing- the other proceedinj^s of a most
horrible rebellion, and working the ruin of that very church to which they
were engaged by so many oaths and subscriptions, and which, it was pre-
tended, they were only to reform. In a word, a Synod, (if it be not an abuse
of that name,) which never seemed to have any sense of w hat usually was the
business of other christian councils, or to have any regard to the orders and
decrees of the councils of the first Christian ages ! A Synod of godly men,
which was more divided than those scandalous persons whom they supplanted,
who, instead of advancing the purity of the gospel, did the greatest disservice
to the christian name ; having in plain terms promoted atheism in the nation,
and who at last sunk away, the contempt and derision of their own makers,
the scandal of that and the abhorrence of all future ages!"

—

English Preshy-
teriun Eloquence.
*The character attributed in the text to the majorityof that Assembly, is cer-

tainly a very just one: For, with the exception of Twisse, Gataker, Selden,and
Lightfoot, the rest,—when compared with the immense body of the learned,
pious and loyal Bishops and clergy,—appeared as pigmies in learning and
reputation. That they were likewise " eminently disafl'ected to the govern-
ment of the Church of England," will be very apparent to any one who
neruses the productions of four of their most learned members, whom I
have now excepted. To every man conversant with the more minute events
of that era, the names of several others will be familiar, only as public
agitators and " preachers of rebellion."
Baxter tells us : " They were men of eminent learning and godliness,

ministerial abilities and fidelity : And the christian world, since the days of
the apostles, has never had a synod of more excellent divines, than this
synod and that of Dort." This good man, we all know, was not qualified
to form a correct estimate concerning " the eminent learning" possessed by
those whom he thus highly extols. With regard to their '' godliness and
ministerial abilities," they were pre eminent in Baxter's estimation ; whose
praise and censure, it wilfbe found, were'generally regulated Ijy the degree
of approximation which the tenets of the individuals made towards Calvi-
nism. But the best criterion by which to form an estimate of the value of
Baxter's eulogy, is, to compare the qualities which he ascribes to particu-
lar members of the Assembly, with the violent and unchristian courses
which they pursued.—It will "be afterwards shewn how appropriately this
Assembly of Divines and the Synod of Dort have been associated together.

Scarcely on any subject have the Calvinists displayed a greater degree of
sensitiveness, than on the exalted character which they have fruitlessly endea-
voured to obtain, from an unbiassed posterity, in behalf of those reforming
representatives of their august body. Memoirs oftheir Lives and Writings
were published a few years ago, in two volumes, octavo : The author was
the Rev. James Rfjd, a Scotch Calvinist, who, in the genuine spirit of his
venerable predecessors, utters the following doleful lament at the close of his
feebic production : " After the British Revolution in 1()88, the JFcstminster
Cuufession of Faith was established as the standard of orthodoxy, and the
Presbyterian form of church-government was also established in all its

extent in Scotland. But, alas, ! the Covenants were overlooked or forgotten.
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and such as had openly preached rebellion, by their exciting of
the people to take arms against him ; and therefore were not

like to be proper instruments of peace and happiness, either

unto the Church or State : For maintenance whereof, and for

the preservation of his own authority, he inhibits them from
meeting at the time appointed, declares their acts to be illegal,*

and threatens them with the punishments which they had
incurred by the lavvs of the land.

" But they go forwards howsoever, hold their first meeting on
the first of July, and elect Dr. Twisse of Newbury, (a rigid

Sabbatarian, but a professed Calvinian in all other points,) for

their prolocutor. Called to this journey-work by the Houses,
they were dispensed with for non-residence upon their livings,

against the laws, preferred to the best benefices of the seques-

tered Clergy, (some of them three or four together,) and had
withal four shillings a man for their daily wages, besides the

It was one design of this publication, to keep these solemn deeds in remem-
brance, and excite mankind to turn their attention to the covennnttrt work of
reformation. But, alas I, that fflorious work seems at this time to occupy
very little ofour attention. The time, however, of favouriufc Zion will come

;

even the time which Jehovah himself has unalterably fixed."—Every one who
understands the meaning of this prophecy, as dictated by the enthusiastic
Scotchman, will pray, that it may not receive such an accomplishment as that
which he thus fervently desires.

Reid's futile attempt to ennoble the Calvinistic champions of the Assembly
cannot be compared to any similar enterprize more appropriately,than to that
of his countryman Mr. Orme, who, in his Life of Dr. John Owen, to demon-
strate the astonishing benefits of his hero's scholastic rule in Oxford, gravely
informs his readers, " It may be doubted, whether that university ever
enjoyed a greater number of persons eminent in their respective professions,
or more distinguished for character, talents and learning. They afford indubi-
table evidence of the truth ofThurloe's account of Cromwell, ' that besought
• out men forplaces, and not places for men;' a remark by nnmeutis gencrall;/

applicable to the tiings of the earth.—Nor will our opinion of the learning and
celebrity ofOxford during this period be lowered, if we run over a few of the
persons'vvho then received apart or ihe whole of their academical education."
But, on perusing both his lists, every man of learning will be amazed at the
ignorance of tiie person that could ven'ure to make two such unfounded
assertions: For, on separating those who were membeis of tliC University
and were expelled from their collegiate preferments before Owen was consti-
tuted the Republican Vice-Chancellor, and those who had been entered on
the books immediately prior to Owen's disgrace, we shall have a very slender
muster of " persons distinguished for character, talents and learning." In-
deed, acatalosue of AcademicalWorthies catniot be conceived more meagre,
than that furnished by Orme will appear to be when it has thus been pruned
and curtailed. Some of the erudite Episcopalians whom he has inserted at

the close of his first list, " as the co-adjutors of Walton in his Polyglott," are
egregiously mispla(;ed ; it being a notorious fact, that they were permilted to

resi(le there, only at the intercession and through the patronage of such men
as Seidell, who had a larger portion of learning and good sense than their
fanatical brethren.
*" In the year IfJi;?, the two houses of parliament took upon them to

make an ordinance, and call an Assembly of Divines, to debate and settle

church controversies, ("of which many that were elected were very unfit to

judge:) in which Ur. Sanderson was also named by the parliament, hut
did not appear ; I suppose for the same reason that many other worthy and
learned men did forbear, the summons ivanting the King's autliority." Wal-
ton's Life of liishnp Sanderson,
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honour of assisting in so great an action, as Ike ruin of the

Church, and (he subversion of (lie present government of the realm

of England.* In reference whereiinto, they were to be employed

from time to time, as occasion was, to stir up the people of the

Counties for which they served, to rise and arm themselves

against the King, under colour of their own defence, as appears

plainly by the order of the tenth of August. And that they

might be looked upon with the greater reverence, they main-
tain a constant intercourse, by letters, with their bretln-en of

Scotland, the Churches of the Netherlands, the French and
Switzers; but chiefly, with Geneva itself. In which they laid

such vile reproaches on his Majesty and the Church of Eng-
land,—the one, for having a design to bring in Popery, the

other for a readiness to receive the same,—that his Mi:jesty was
necessitated to set out a manifest in the Latin tongue, for lay-

ing open the imposture to the Churches of all foreign nations.

Amongst the rest of this assembly. Dr. Dan. Featly,+ not long

before made Chaplain in ordinary to the King, must needs sit

for one; whether to shew his parts, or to head a party, or out

of his old love to Calvinism, may best be gathered from some

*'" The most part of them were such as had preached and cried down,
with great show of zeal, the avarice and pluralities of bishops and prelates ;

that one cure of souls was a full employment for one spiritual pastor how
able soever, if not a charge rather above human strength. Yet these con-
scientinus men (ere any part of the woris. done for which they came together,
and that on the public salary,) wanted not boldness, to the ignominy and
scandal of their pastor-like profession, to seize into their hands, or not
unwillingly accept, (besides one, sometimes two or more, of the best liv-

ings,) collegiate masterships in the Universities, rich lectures in the City,
setting sail to all winds that might blow gain into their covetous bosoms : by
which means these great rebukers of non-residence, among so many distant
cures, were not ashamed to be seen so quickly pluralists and non-residents
themselves, to a fearful condemnation doubtless by their own mouths.
"The main doctrine, for which they took their pay, and insisted upon

with more vehemence than Gospel, was but to tell us in effect, that their

doctrine was worth nothing, and the spiritual power of their ministry less

available than bodily compulsion
; persuading the Magistrate to use it, as a

stronger means to bring in conscience, than evangelical persuasion: dis-
trusting the virtue of their own spiritual weapons, which were given them,
if they be rightly called, with full warrant of sufficiency to |)uil down all

thoughts and imaginations that exalt themselves agaiustGod. They taught
compulsion without conviction, which not long before they complained of
as executed unchristianly against themselves. They endeavoured to set up
a spiritual tyranny by a secular power, for the purpose of advancing their
own authority above the Magistrate, whom they would have made their
executioner to punish church-delinquencies."

—

Milton's Prose Worlis.

•f-
This Calvinistic divine was one of Archbishop Abbot's chaplains and

wrote the Life of that Prelate's brother. In 1()26, he wrote Pelagius Rkdi-
wwi, or Pclagius raited out of tite ashes by ^rminins and his scliolars, in
answer to Dr. Richard Mountagu's Appf.lt.o C^sarem. Featly's production
was quite a text-book to Prynne in his Jnti-Armi7iktnism, and to other bitter
writers of that party. Like many of the Episcopal Calvinists, he seems to
have entertained an idea, that, when he had assisted in the destruction of
Arminianism, he would be permitted by his Predestinarian colleagues to
retain his affection for Episcopacy without molestation : But in this expec-
tation he and other hot spirits were grievously disappointed; LiBF.RAr.iTY
and TOLEKAHON, however frequently they might be found in the mouths of
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speeches which he made and printed. But he was theirs in

heart before, and therefore might afford them his body now,
though possibly he may be excused from taking the covenant,

as the others did. An exhortation whereunto, was the first

great work which was performed by these masters in Israel,

after their assembhng ; the covenant taken by them in most

the sectarian Calviiiists, did not enter into their administration of affairs

ecclesiastical. I shall embrace another opportunity, to shew the manner
in which Bishop Hall and some of his colleagues on the Episcopal Bench
avoided this infamy, and refused to lend themselves to the levelling mea-
sures of their quondam friends. Featly perceived his mistake when it was
too late, and began to retrace his steps; but that retrograde course gave
deeper umbrage to the party, than if he had never belonged to it : How mer-
ciless the dominant C'alvinists were towards those of their brethren who re-

tained their long-cherished affection for Episcopacy, may be estimated by
the various extracts which I have given from Bishop Hall's HardMeasure.
One good office Dr. Featly performed, while he was a member of this

Assembly. Jt is thus relatecl by Dr. Parr, in his Life of Archbishop Usher :

*' The CommitteeJor Delinquents' Estates mude an order for seizing a study
of books of a considerable value, which the Primate had either brought over

with him, or bought here, or left behind iu Chelsea College ; which were
seized accordingly, and had been sold by them had not Dr. Featly, who
was then in some favour witb them, by reason of his being one that sat in

the Assembly of Divines, (though otlierwise orthodox and loyal,) made an
interest with them by the means of Mr. Selden, i a member of the House as

also of the Assembly,) to obtain those books for his own use, cither as a
gift or by laying down some money for them ; and so got them into his

hands, and secured them for my Lord Primate's use,—at least, as many of

them as were not embezzled or stolen away whilst they were in their cus-

tody ; as, amongst other things, divers papers and collections of his own
writing, with all his letters either to or from his learned friends wLich he
had left behind him there, were then plundered."
The following is part of Llo\ d's account of him, in his IForthies :

"Dr. Featly's value of good men endeared him to many'good people. After a
disputation in South wark , Oct. 1 7, lfi42, wherein he overthrew the Anabaptists :

•—taking a good method, catechising them first, to discover their ignorance in

the grounds of religion, before they disputed to shew theiropinions in the con-
troversies of it; and adding to his arguments against them, (what was indeed

the shrewdest argument,) an history of them ;—and after several speeches in

the Assembly, in which he was against the covenant and other extravagancies

of those times, this good man was sequestered, plundered, and (upon a
letter he sent to Bishop Usher in Oxford, subscribed A 4> that is, Fidelity,
as they interpreted it, giving an account of his shrewd argument against the

covenant,) was imprisoned as a spy ; and, upon his declaring before the

committee that he could not be of another mind, continued in Peter-house,

(notwithstanding his great assistance to the Assembly in the comment on St.

Paul's epistle, undertaken by him in bonds, where they were most written,

upon an humble letter written to him from the whole Assembly,) till a little

before he died he was removed to Chelsea-College, whereof he was the ihird

and last provost.
" He had his barns burned, chancel defaced, and his rails torn at Acton,

Nov. ](J42 ; some of his congregation killed, and all frighted out of the

church at Lambeth, Feb. 19, 1642; [the mal-contents] threatening to cut

the doctor for keeping to /i« Porridge, (for so they called the Common--
Vrayer,) as small as herbs to the pot; who (escaping them then with their

seven articles) was committed prisoner with Sir George Sonds, Sir Jo.

Butler, and Mr. Nevile, to Pcterhouse Sept. 'M), 1C43, and his house, goods,

library, estate, and livings seized on, to the great scandal of all the reformed
divines, aiwong whom he was deservedly famous, and died confessing his

faith, and asserting the doctrine, discipline, and worship of our churcn, to

Dr. Leo Chaplain to the Dutch Ambassador."
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solemn manner at St, Margaret's in Westminster, on the 25th

of September, the exhortation* voted to be published on the 9th

of February.
* Further to illustrate the spirit of these coveiiant'mg- Calvinists, it may be

necessary to give a brief extract from this Exhortation, which was deli vtred
before the Members of the House of Commons, and the Divines of the Assem-
bly, by Mr. Philip Nye, before he read the Covenant to ihem which they
were about to take :

" What do we covenant ? What do we vow ? Is it not the preservation of
religion where it is reformed, and the reformation of religion where it needs ?

Is it not the reformation of three kingdoms, and a reformation universal in
doctrine, discipline and worship, in icliatsoever the word shall discover to us ?
To practise, is a fruit of love ; to reform, a fruit of zeal ; but so to reform,
will be a token of great prudence and circumspection in each of these
churches : And all this to be done according to God''su-ord, the best rule.

—

and according to the best reformed churches, the best interpreters of this

rule. If England hath obtained to any greater perfection in so handling the
word of righteousness, and truths that are according t') godliness, as to make
men more godly, more righteous : And if, in the churches of Scotland any
more light and beauty in matters of order and discipline, by which their As-
semblies are more orderly : Or, if to any other church or person it hath been
given better to have learned Christ in any ofhis ways than any of us, we shall
Humbly bow,and kiss their lips that can speak right words unto us in this mat-
ter, and help us into the nearest uniformity with the word and mind of Christ
in this great work of reformation. This oath is swearing fealty and allegiance
unto Christ, the King of kings ; and agiving-upofall these kingdoms which
are in his inheritance, to be subdued more to his throne and ruled more by
his sceptre, upon whose shoulders the government is said to be, and ' in the
' increase of whose government and peace there shall be no end.' Yea, we
find this very thing, in the utmost accomplishment of it, to have been the
oath of the greatest angel that ever was, who, setting his foot upon two of
God's kingdoms, the one upon the sea, the other upon the earth, lifting up
his hand to heaven, as you are to do this day, and so swearing. (Rev. x.) The
effect of that oath you shall find to be this, ' that the kingdoms of the world
* become the kingdoms of the Lord and of his Christ, and he shall reign for
* ever.'(Rev. xi.)

*' That which the Apostles and primitive times did so much and so long
pray for, though never long with much quietness enjoyed; that which our
fathers, in the latter times, have fasted, prayed, and mourned after, yet
attained not ; even the cause which many dear saints, now with (iod, have
furthered by extremest sufferings, poverty, imprisonment, banishment and
death, even ever since the first dawning of reformation : That and the very
same is the very cause and work that we are come now, throuo-h the mercy of
Jesus Christ, not only to pray for, but swear too. And surely it can be no
other but the result and answer of such prayers and tears, of such sincerity
and sufferings, that three kingdoms should be thus born (or rather tiew-born)
in a day ; that these kingdoms should be wrought about to so great an
engagement, than which nothing is higher. For to this end kings reign, king-
doms stand, and states are upheld.—This covenant is away in all probability
most likely to enable us to preserve and defend our religion against our com-
mon enemies : and possibly a more sure foundation this day will belaid for
ruining Popery and Prelacy, than as yet we have been led into in any age.

—

It will not be unworthy your consideration, whether, seeing the preservation
of Popery hath been by leagues and covenants, God. may not make a league or
covenant to be the destruction of it. The Lamb can unite kings and king-
doms, and give them one mind also to destroy the whore, and be her utter
ruin. And may not this day's work be a happy beginning of such a blessed
expedition ?—Prelacy is another common enemy, that we covenant and
swear against. Voii remember with what cunning industry they intended
lately a more public, solemn and universal engagement than, since Popery,
this cause of theirs was ever maintained or supported by. And, questionless,
Ireland and Scotland also must at last have been brought into this holy
league with England. But, blessed be the Lord, and blessed be his good
hand the Parliament, that, from the indignation of their spirits against so
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" Now to begin the blessed reformation wliich they had in

hand, the Houses were resoJved upon extemiinating all external
pomp, and comely order, out of the worship of Almighty God.
And to this end, upon the humble motion of these divines of
the Assembly, and the solicitation of some zealous lecturers,

who were grown very powerful with them ; or to ingratiate

themselves with the Scottish covenanters, whose help they
began to stand in need of; or finally, out of the perverseness of

horrid a yoke, have dashed out the very brains of this project, and are now
this day present before the Lord to take and give possession of this blessed
ordinance, even an oath and covenant as solemn and of as large extent as
they intended theirs, uniting these three kingdoms into such a league and
happy comhinaiiou as will doubtless preserve us and our reformation against
them,though their iniquity in the mysteries of it should still be working among
us.
" That we may all, who take the covenant this day, not start aside, or give

back, or go on uncomfortably, there is a two-fold grace or qualification to be
laboured after : (1.) We must get courage, spirits that are bold and resolute.
The work of God's house, reformation-work especially, is a stirring work.
Read stories

; you find not any where reformation made" in any age, either in
doctrine or discipline, without great stir and opposition. The like you find in
the apostles' times ; the truth being preached, some believed, others did not .

(Acts xvii.) Here begiuneth the stir, ' Those that believed not, took unto
' themselves certain lewd fellows of the baser sort, and gathered a company,
' and set all the city in an uproar ;' and, when they had done so, complained
of the brethren, to the rulers, as men that ' turned the world upside down.'
In such a work, therefore, men had need be of stout, resolute and composed
spirits, that we may be able to go on in the main, and stir in the midst of such
stirs, and not be amazed at any such doings. It may possibly happen, that,
even among yourselves, there will be outcries .

' Sir, you will undo all,' saith
one. ' You will put all into confusion,' saith another. ' ]f you take this
• course,' saith a third, ' we can expect nothing but blood,' But a wise states-
man, like an experienced seaman, knoweth the compass of his vessel, and,
though it heave and toss, and the passengers cry out about bim, yet, in the
midst of all, he is himself, turneth not aside from his work, but steereth on
his course. If you mean to do any such work in the house of God as this is

;

if you mean to pluck up what many years ago was planted, or to build up
what so loug ago was pulled down, and to go through with this work and not
be discouraged, you must beg of the Lord this excellent spirit, this resolute
stirring spirit, otherwise you will be outspirited, and both you and your cause
slighted and dishonoured.— (2.) On the other hand, we must labour for Aiowi-
Uty, prudence,, ffe7itlefiess, meekness. A man may be very zealous and reso-
lute, and yet very meek and merciful : Jesus Christ was a lion and yet a
lamb also. In one place he telleth them. He cometh to sendfire on the earth,
and, in another place, rebuketh his disciples for theirfiery spirits. There was
the like composition in Moses and in Paul ; and it is of great use, especially
in this great work of reformation. Let us be zealous, as Christ was, to cast
out all, to extirpate and root out every plant his Heavenly Father hath not
planted ; and yet let us do it in an orderly way, and with the Spirit of Christ,
whose servants we are. We solemnly engage "this day our utmost endeavours
for reformation : Let us remember this, that too much heat, as well as too
much COLDNESS, may harden men in their ways and hinder reformation."
The Long Parliament, who were exhorted in this style to " deeds of

death," have been called " a body of as pure and excellent legislators as
any nation ever saw ;" but this character of them has been given by men who
had to deduce their own conclusions from such untrue premises. Nye's ha-
rangue, of which the preceding extract is only a small part, was delivered in
164.'i, soon after the commencement of the Civil Wars ; and since the mem-
bers of the Lower House of Parliament could listen with complacency to such
exhortations as this, and could pass a vote of thanks to such hypocritical
and blood-thirsty declaiuiers, they certainly cannot be absolvcdi from tlic
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their own cross huraoiirs, they published ,in ordinance on the

28th of August, ' For the utter demolishing, removing, and tak-

' ing away all monuments of superstition and idolatry,' &c.
" But yet, to make sure work of it, this ordinance was re-

inforced and enlarged by another of the 9th of May, in the year

next following ; wherein, besides the particulars before recited,

they descend to the taking away of all coaps, surplices, and.

other superstitious vestments, (as they pleased to call them;) as

also to the taking away of all organs, and the cases in which
they stood, and the defacing of the same ; requiring the same
course to be also taken in the removing and defacing of roods,

rood-lofts, and holy-water-fonts, (as if any such thing'! had been

of late erected or permilled in the Church of England, as indeed

there were not
:
) whereupon followed the defacing of all glass

windows, and the demolishing of all organs v/ithin the com-
pass of their power ;* the transposing of the holy table from the

the place of the altar, into some other parts of the church or

chancel ; the tearing and demcing of all coaps and surplices, or

otherwise employing them to domestic uses ; &c.

charge of dreadful crisiiinality ia affording public encouragement to these
levelling and uuscriptural doctrines. Adopting the words of the Republican
Dr. John Owen, which have been quoted, (page 268,) we may justly say con-
cerning those statesmen :

" It was all tlie vengeance of the Lord and Ids

temple /—a \ya.\\^\cz\. preparation of tlieirpatlis in blood, that they might for
ever reign in righteousness and peace."
The most cursory and inattentive reader cannot fail of being amused, when

he sees a Calvinistic divine of that age deliberately comparing the covenant
ofhis ownparty, to the leagues andcovenantsof the Papists. Noexplanation
of Nye's phraseology will be required, by those who know the Calvinistic
application of the several terms which he employs, and the interpretation
which they bore in those days of anarchy and fanaticism.

* " Another while, the sheritt" Toft'es, and alderman Linsey, attended
with many zealous followers, came into my chapel to look for superstitious
pictures, and relics of idolatry, and sent' for me, to let me know they
found those windows full of images, which were very offensive, and must
be demolished ! 1 told them they were the pictures of some ancient and
worthy bishops, as St. Ambrose," Austin, &c. It was answered me, that
tliey were so many popes ; and one younger man imongst the rest (Towns-
end, as I perceived afterwards,) would take upon himself to defend, that
every diocesan bisJiop xvas pope. I answered him with some scorn, and ob-
tained leave that I might, with the least loss and defacing of the windows,
give order for the taking off thatofience ; which I did by causing the heads
of those pictures to he taken off, since I knew the bodies could not offend.
" There was not that care and moderation used in reforming the cathedral

church bordering upon my palace. It is no other than tragical to relate the
carriage of that furious sacrilege, whereof our eyes and ears were the sad
witnesses, under the authority and presence of Linsey, Toftes the sheriff,

and Greenewood. Lord ! what work was here, what clattering of glasses,
what beating down of walls, what tearing up of monuments, what jnilling

down ofseats, what wresting out of irons and brass from the windows and
graves', what defacing of arms, what demolishing of curious stone-work,
that had not any representation in the world, but only of the cost of the
founder, and skill of the mason ! what tooting and piping upon the
destroyed organ pipes, and what a hideous triumph on the market day
before all the country, when, in a kind of sacrilegious and profane proces-
sion, all the organ pipes, vestments, both copes and surplices, together
with the leaden cross, which had been newly sawn down from over the
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" Hereupon followed also the defacing and demolishing of

many crosses erected as the monuments of Christianity, in

cities, towns, and most of our country-villages; none being spared

which were within the compass of those enemies of the cross

of Christ. Amongst which crosses none more eminent for cost and
workmanship, than those of Cheapside in London, and Abington
in the county of Berks ; both of them famous for the excel-

lencies of tlie slafiias which were placed in them ; more for the

richness of the trimming which was used about them. But the

Divine vengeance fell on some of the executioners, for a terror

to otiiers ;t one of them being killed in pulling down the cross

of Cheapside ; and another hanged at Stow-on-the-Wold,
within a short time after he had pulled down the first image of

the cross in Abington.
" They must have new Priests also, and new forms of prayer

a new confession of the faith, new catechisms, and new forms

of government.! Towards the first, an ordinance comes out

green-yard pulpit, and the service-books and singing-books that could be
had, were carried to the fire in the public market-place : a lewd wretch
walking before the train, in his cope trailing in the dirt, with a service-

book in his hand, imitating in an impious scorn the tune, and usurping the
words of the litany used formerly in the church ! Near the public cross, all

these monuments of idolatry must be sacrificed to the fire, not without
much ostentation of a zealous joy in discharging ordonance to the cost of
some who professed how much they had longed to see that day. Neither
was it any news upon this guild-day to have the cathedral now open on all

sides to be filled with musketeers, waiting for the mayor's return, drinking
and tobaccouing as freely as if it had turned alehouse." Hall's Hard Mea-
sure.

f " May 2, 1G43.— I went to London, where I saw the furious and zealous
people demolish that stately Cross in Cheapside."

X " Are all your humble and earnest desires and solicitations for peace,
all your pangs and throes for a reformation in religion, delivered at last of a
sacred vow and covenant against both ? Have you at last thought fit to tell

the world, that there is no possibility or hope of peace, but by blood and de-
solation ? Have M. Hurroughes and M. Case so perverted all texts of scrip-

ture, and sergeant Wilde audM. Glyn so confounded all rules of law, that
your consciences are grown so dead to the one, and your understandings so

dull to the other, that in plain English you promise God Almighty to assist

any body to kill the King ; and set up new covenants of your own, point
blank against your oaths of allegiance and supremacy, and publish all this

to the people as the articles of your new creed ? And yet that your lordship
should tell roe ' that your aflection and duty to the Kmg continues still the
* same you have pretended it ; that you have still not only the same desire,
' but the same hope of peace; and that you are confident that the Anabap-
* tists and Brownists (whom methinks you have sworn to defend) will short-
' ly ship themselves for another climate,' is so strange to me that amazement
itself is not more confounding. You tell me of a trick your lordships have
found out, ' to save you harmless from any obligation by this oath, a Salvo
* to all your other oaths lawfully taken ; and those being in a diameter con-
* trary to this, you have upon the matter engaged yourselves to nothing by
* this new covenant, and so have cunningly evaded the design of the con-
' tiivers :* Oh (my lord) can you please yourselves with these shifts ? Is this

the wisdom, vigilance, integrity, and courage of the highest court of judica-

ture, (for so the House of Peers in Parliament is,) to lead the people by
their example to so solemn an act as a covenant with God Almighty, which
at the instant you took it you intended should signify nothing .'

" There is not a godly, learned, orthodox divine in England, whom you
have not traduced, imprisoned, or eminently reproached and discouute-
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from the Lords and Commons in October following, (advice

being first had with the Assembly of Divines) by which a power
was given to some chief men of the Assembly, and certain

nanced, even those whose learning and integrity first gave credit and re-
putation to your great reformers ; you have not only disused and suppressed
that excellent book of Common Prayer, (the first and glorious instance in

this Kingdom of the true reformed Protestant religion,) but scurrilously
and profanely reviled and scoft'ed at it to the scandal of Christianity

;
you

have carried yourselves with such impious and debosh behaviour in churches
and consecrated places, committing such horrid and beastly outrages that
the heathen themselves would tremble at the mention of them ; and all this

out of pure zeal to the true reformed Protestant religion ! Tiiis, you will say,
is done without your consents by the disorderly soldiers, whom you cannot
restrain. By j'our lordship's favour, you have very pretty votes of one or both
Houses which directly encourage those soldiers to most of this. What
remedy have you provided for these disorders, if the King concurred with you
in all you propose to yourselves ? You have presented him a bill to pull down
the whole fabrick of church government, to leave heresy, incest, blasphemy
and adultery, as unpunishable as any other acts of gooci fellowship ; to take
away his supremacy, and so cancel the oath you have all taken to him ; and
to take away bishops, and so cancel the oath he hath taken at his corona-
tion to defend and protect them ; and have not yet so much as fancied
amongst yourselves into what shape you v.ill lick that monstrous Chaos you
would produce : This you leave to your Svnod, of such men, as most of
them no schools or nurseries of learning ever knew, men never known or
heard of but by theirfaction, treason, and rebellion, such who never had title

or subsistence iu the church of England till your votes, as patron and ordi-
nary, imposed them upon parishes, and over cures in the jilaces of those
whose religion was not rebelliou. Oh (my lord) can you forget the excellent
times in which you were born, and the happy times in which you have since
lived,—the flourishing state of religion here in doctrine and discipline, in
the lives and learning of so many reverend divines famous throughout Christ-
endom,—can you so much forget this, to believe these courses the way to
defend the true reformed Protestant religion .' If you were a Protestant two
years since, I am sure tliei/ are none w/wse directions you now follow. Is the
countenancing and joining with Anabaptists and Brownists, (name as odious
to you, and so mentioned by you even in your last letter, as the Papists,) to
advance the Protestant religion .' But it is no wonder when you take your
rules of allegiance and fidelity from traitors and rebels, that you should take
your directions of religion from hypocrites and schismatiques. J do not
know your face better then your heart in this point : You are no more of my
lord Say's mind in religion, then bishop Wren is. When you have re-
covered the courage to love truth again, this clause, if there were nothing
else in your covenant, will take your sleep from jou, and leave you uo com-
fort but in the charity of those you have endeavoured to destroy.

•' Wind yourself out of this labyrinth with courage and magnanimity,
and in your evening do somewhat that may redeem the faults of the day.
Consider that these men who by your assistance prosper in their bad ways,
are doing their own business, and every day make a progress to their oivn
ends. My lord Say, since all honest men have been undoing, hath bettered
his own estate above twenty thousand pounds, besides advancing his young-
er sons to full and ample revenues ; M. Pyni hath sweat to purpose, and
hath thrived so well in two years that he is your equal at least. Thev who
abhor Bishops, revenge themselves at jour charge ; and every action that
advances that design, is more pleasant to them than life. Your great General
hath the sovereign delight of opposing the King, and having his health drank
with loud musique. Pennington, Yen, Fulk, and Manwaring are from
broken, beggarly, contemptible varlets, become your fellow Peers, and no
doubt when they have reconciled your Lordships and the Commons into one
House, will have the negative voice, which you two have snatched from the
King, deposited in their hands. That vital part of the Kingdom, the city,

Dd
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ministers of London, or to any seven or more of the\n, to
impose bands upon such persons whatsoever whom they found
qualified and jjifted for the holy ministry;'^ a clause being added
thereunto, ' That every person and persons which wei-j so
' ordained, should be reputed, deemed, and taken for a minister
' of the Church of England, sufficiently authorised for any office

* or employment in it, and capable of receiving all advantages
* which appertained to the same.' To shew the nullity and
invalidity of which ordinations, a learned tractate was set out
by Dr. Bohe, Chaplain sometimes the right Reverend Dr.
Houson, Bishop of Oxford first, and of Durham afterwards.

Mill never be trusted in your custody Mho have managed all the rest so ill.

If any accident should liappeu, provideuce or victory, to defeat them, these
men have been good and wary husbands, and have the fortitude to love any
country equal to their own. Is your lordship of a constitution fit to mingle
with these men ? Is your revenue imjjroved, or exchequer iularged since
these troubles ? Is any one design of yours satisfied by your concurrence,
or can you be content to die a Peer of New-England, or the Isleof Provi-
dence? Is not your reputation and interest with all good men lost, and
have you one friend left whose face you knew a year before this Parliament .>

These are melancholique considerations, but you must pass through them
;

and then if some noble, at least some honest "resolution do not possess you,
resolve to die the last of your name, and to leave this character behind you.
That, notwithstanding all your discourse andjiretence of religion, you would
have turned Turk, if the majoryart of both Houses and the stronger part
of the Kingdom had required you to take a covenant to that purposed."—Let-
ter to a Noble Lord at London from a friend at Oxford.
The preceding extract contains a most impressive lesson to Noblemen, not

to degrade their characters and diminish their influence by becoming the
patrons of seditious persous,orby yielding to all the unreasonable and varying
passions of an uninstructed multitude. When the period of its publication
IS considered, (the year 1643, after the actual commencement of hostilities
between the King and Parliament,) the words of the author seem to have
been awfully prophetic with regard to those noblemen who disgraced them-
s«.'lves by their disloyal conduct at that critical juncture.
* " But after the Covenant was appointed to be taken, and was generally

swallowed of both clergy and laity, my power of ordination was with some
strange violence restrained. For when 1 was going on in my wonted course,
(which no law or ordinance had iniiibited,) certain forward volunteers in tiie

city, banding together, stir up the Alayor and Aldermen and Sheriffs to call

me to an account for an open violation of their Covenant. To this purpose
divers of them came to my gates at a very unseasonable time, and knocking
very vehemently, required to speak with the Bishop ! Messages were sent
to them, to know their business. Nothing would satisfy them but the
Bishop's presence ; at last I came down to them, and demanded what the
matter was ; they would have the gate opened, and then they would tell

me ; I answered, that I would know them better first ; If they had any
thing to say to me, I was ready to hear them. They told me they had a
writing to me from Mr. Major, and some other of their magistrates. The
paper contained both a challenge of me for breaking the Covenant, in or-
daining ministers ; and withal required me to give in the names of those
which were ordained by me both then and formerly since the Covenant.
My answer was, that Mr. Mayor was much abused by those who had mis-
informed him, and drawn that paper from him ; that I would the next day
give a full answer to the writing. They moved, that my answer might be
by my personal appearance at the Guildhall. 1 asked them when they
ever heard of a Bishop of Norwich appearing before a Mayor. I knew mine
own place, and would take that way of answer which 1 thought fit; and so
dismissed them, who had given out that day, that, had thy known before

of mine ordaining, they would hare pulled me, and those ivhom 1 ordained, out
ttf the chapel by the ears."—Hall's Hard Measure.
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never since answered by the Presbyterians^ either Scots or Eng-
lish. Next after, comes the Directory, or new form of worship,*

accompanied with an ordinance of the Lords and Commons on

the third of January, for authorising the said Directory or form

of worship ; as also, for suppressing the public Liturgy, repeal-

ing all the acts of Parliament which confirmed the same, and
abrogating all the ancient and established festivals,t that so Saint

*" What do they mean by Directory for JVorsMp ^r. Do they intend

thereby some established set rule for publique prayer, administration of the

sacraments, and other parts of God's worship and service ? Believe me, then,

they did wisely in expressing their meaning in such au unwonted phrase ; for

otherwise their covenant, for this very clause sake, would never have been
indured by thousands that were most greedy in swallowing it. And here I

cannot but smile to think, how hard the contrivers of this solemn league
were put to it to find a title ior their new-intended form of worship. They
durst not for their ears, those that had any, call it a set form of service or
publique prayers and adnnnistration of the sacraments ; that had come too

near the title of the English Common-Prayer Book : and rather than they
will make use of that Frotestpait title, or come near it, they chose to bor-

row a complete Papist title from Parsons, or Radford, or Peter Camus,
or some other of that Romish rabble, (for 1 cannot rec^l any other

that ever used that title but them,) and call.it a Directory for TVorship, ^c.

But how yet to make sense of bringing the Churches of God, &;c. to the

nearest conJHnctio7i and uniformity in Directory for fVorship, &(c. is past my
skill. And so much for the nonsense of these words,—a little of their non-
equity. What au unjust and unreasonable tiling it is, for us of the Churches
of England and Ireland, or those of the Church of Scotland, to swear ' that we
* will indeavour to bring the churches of God in the three Kingdoms, to the
' nearest conjunction and uniformily in religion, confession of faith, form of
* church-government,' &c. when the church of Scotland hath a good while
since amongst themselves, solemnly covenanted, and sworn in their cove-
nant, subscribed at Edenborough, Anno Dom. 1581, ' That they will per-
' severe in the doctrine and discipline of their church, and that they will ac-
* cording to their calling and power defend the same all the days of their life,

' under pain of all the curses in the law, and upon the hazard of body and
* soul in theday of the dreadful judgement.' So that to make good this part
of this present league, of bringing thechurches of God in all three Kingdoms
to a nearer conjunction and uniformity in confession of Faith, and disci-

pline, than they are already in, either they of the church of Scotland must
recede from their former vow and covenant in altering their doctrine and
discipline, to bring it nearer to ours of the churches of England and
Ireland; or else we of the churches of England and Ireland must wholly
yield up and submit our doctrine and discipline to be altered accord-
ing to theirs of the church of Scotland : Both which seem very unjust
and unreasonable, especially without any necessary, and indispensible cause
shewed why either should be done. For why may not the churches of God
in the three Kingdoms, still retain their several distinct confessions of faith,

and forms of worship, &c. which they have ever retained since their several
reformations to this present, and that not with a few or small blessings from
God attending them, as others of his approving the same .' Why should we
swear to rob our churches of such justifiable and honourable liberty, which
God hath ever indulged his churches in several Kingdoms? Or if we must
have but one confession of faith, and form of worship, &c. in all three
Kingdoms, why should not ours r/ the church of England be thought as
worthy to be that one, as theirs of the church of Scotland .' Ours had the
honour to be published to the world and approved by other reformed
churches divers years before theirs saw light ; and hath, since the publica-
tion" of both, had the approbation of more learned and religious men by far

than ever theirs had.

—

I'lie Anti-confederacy , or the Hypocrisy of the late

Covenant. 1()43.

f To modern readers, who are accustomed to observe the ancient festival

of Christmas, the following extracts will sound somewhat harshly.—*' Dec
Dn 2
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Sabbath (as sometimes they called it) might be all in all. The
insufficiency of which Directory to the ends i)roposed in the

same, pronounced the weakness of the ordinance which autho-

rised it ; and the excellency of the public Liturgy, in all the

parts and offices of it, was no less learnedly evinced* by Dr.

25,1654. CiiRiSTMAS-DAV. No public offices in churches, but penaliies on
observers, [those who observed the day,] so as 1 was constrained to celebrate

it at home." Evelyn's Diory.
That violent republican, Edmund Calamy, who was a member of the

Westuiinsler Assembly preached a sermon before the House of Lords, from
Matt, xii, 25, at their monthly fast in 16'4i, wliich was appointed that year
to be held on Christmas-day. In reference to this appropriation of the day
to fasting instead i)i feasting, Calamy said :

" This day is commonly called

the Feast of Chrisfs Nativitp, or CImstmas-day : a day that has formerly
laeen much abused to sjperstitiou and profaneness. It is not easy to say,

whether the superstition has been greater, or xhe/jrofcnieness. 1 ha\e known
some, who have preferred Christmas-day to the Lord's-day. 1 have known
those who would be sure to receive the sacrament ujion Christmas-day,
though they did not receive it all the year after. Some persons, though they
did not play at crrds all the year long-, yet tliey must play at Christmas ;

thereby, it seems, to keep in memory the birth of Christ. This, and much
more, "hath been the profanation of this Feast. And truly 1 think, that the

superstition and profanation of this day is so rooted into it, as that there is

DO way to reform it but by dealing with it as Hezei-.iah did with the brazen
serpent. This year, God by his providence has buried this Feast in a Fast,
and I hope it will never rise again. You have set out, right honourable, a
strict order for keeping the Fast ; and you are here this day to observe your
own order, and 1 hope you will do it strictly. The necessities of the times
are great; never more need of prayer and "fasting. The Lord give us grace
to be humbled on this day of humiliation for all our own and F3ngland's sins,

and especially for the old superstition and profanation of this Feast !"

*" But these new employments no',way diverted him from his formertasks;
for, according to bis wonted method, he continued to address remedies to

the increasing mischiefs of the times, and published the tracts of Supersti-

tion, Idolatry, Sins of Weakness and Wilfulness, Death-bed Repentance,
View of the Directory ; as also, in answer to a Romanist, who, taking ad-
vantage of the public ruin, hoped to erect thereon trophies to the Capitol,

his Vindication of the Lord Falkland, who was not long before fallen in ano-
ther kind of war." Yv.hi'i^ Life ofHummo7id.

In this laudable manner did Dr. Hammond defend the Church against

two of its inveterate enemies, the Papist and the revolutionary Presbyterian.

For liis successful refutation of the latter, his memory has l)een undeserv-
edly maligned by those individuals who, through their injudicious excuses,
" do allow the sanguinary deeds of their fathers." Among these Mr. Orme
is very conspicuous : In his Memoirs of Dr. Owen he states the controversy
which arose between Hammond and Owen respecting some of the opinions

of Grotius then recently deceased ; he then informs us, that his hero " suc-
cessfully establishes what he had formerly asserted" on the subject of dis-

pute ; and adds, " Hammond rests the defence of his hero, on his work
* De Satisfactione,' and on the denial, that his posthumous work on the
epistles was not properly his, as it containedsentiments contrary to his declared
opinions in his life. Without pronouncing a positive opinion on the subject
of dispute, it must be admitted, that Grotius afforded strong reason for sus-
pecting that he either did not believe, or that he considered the doctrines

referred to, as of inferior importance. Dr. Hammond, the opponent of

Owen on this occasion, was a man of talents, learning, and character. He
was one of the warmest defenders of' his church, and a most devoted servant
of Charles, its royal head ; to whose love of power and of Popery, he had
no serious objections. His New Testament shews him to have been a con-
siderable critic, though influenced by strong systematic prejudices. His
controversial writings discover more' of learning than of judgment; and
snark a greater delerence to the authority of Fathers and Councils, than to

ibalof CLrisl and his Apostles."
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Hammond, then newly made a Cliaplnin in ordinary to his

Sacred Majesty ; which thou^jh it might have satisfied all equal

and unbiassed men, yet neither learning nor reason could be

This ungracious attack upon Grotius 1 shall take another opportunity to repel.

One circumstance, however, is very evident : Mr. Ornie has, in the judg-

ment now delivered, proved hiraseU' to be as ill-informed about the facts in

the case of Grotius, as about those which relate to Dr. Hammond. His

remarks on this great man's " deference to the authority of Fathers and

Councils" receive an easy reply in the notes, pages 395 and 430; but when he

says, that Dr. Hammond's "deference" to these human authorities was
" GREATER than to that of Christ and his Apostles," he begins to act the

)>art of a public defamer, and to blame what lie does not understand. Mr.
Ormo, and others of his class, cannot be too frequently reminded, that

when the great and learned divines of our Church produce authorities from

the Ancient Fathers for the doctrines which they advance, they exhibit the

greatest proof of their diffidence and humility "in not obtruding upon other

men the crude inventi(msof their own spirits, but those evangelical doctrines

which have received the suffrage of Christian Antiquity. When the Deno-
mination of christians to which Mr. O. belongs shall be able to produce and
substantiate such a claim as the following, by Bishop Atterbury, he and his

friends may be allowed to become competent witnesses in this case, and to

deliver their unbiassed testimony respecting the «jr?<«wYM?/i of deference that is

due to Fathers and Councils ; till that period arrives, he must submit to be told,

that, on this subject, "A little learning is a dangerous thing !" Bishop
Atterbury says :

" Ye are the sons of a clergy, whose undissemlded and unli-

mited veneration for the holy scriptures hath not hindered them from paying

an inferior, but profound regard to the best interpreters of scripture, the

primitive writers ; in whose works, as none have been more conversant than

they, so none have made a belter use of them towards reviving a spirit of

primitive piety in themselves and others. And their searches and endeavours

of this kind have been blessed with a remarkable success : For, as to the

earliest and most valuable remains of pure antiquity, (such are those of

Barnabas, and Clement, and Ignatius, and Polycarp,) I may safely venture

to say, ' that the members of this church have done more towards either
' bringing them to light, or freeing them from corruption, or illustrating

« their doctrine, or asserting their authority, than the members of any
' church, or indeed of all the churches in the world.'

"

The extracts from Dr. Hammond which have been already quoted, will

stand as proofs, that he possessed no mean share of imagination. Concern-

ing tHis accomplished divine, who is here said to have displayed " more
learniM' iha^njudgment," Mr. Orme further says, " He had no serious ob-

jections'' to his royal master's 'Move of power and of Popery." On this

point 1 join issue with Mr. Orme, and challenge him to shew, that Dr.

Owen, who is depicted by him as the first and greatest champion of consti-

tutional liberty in England, had at that early period made any such liberal

concessions in favour of religious toleration, or had pleaded with such
propriety the just liberties of subjects, as Dr. Hammond has done in the

porduction against the Papists which Bishop Fell describes at the com-
mencement of this note. Yet this is far from lieing the sole instance of the

doctor's aversion to arbitrary power and Popery.

Few of my readers will require to be told, that, at the commencement of

the Civil War, the Papists insinuated themselves as church-members or as

preachers among ail the new-fangled sects and parties, and inflicted a serious

injury on Protestantism, by inculcating this doctrine, "that the only remedy
for all existing evils and differences, was, their adherence to an mfallible

head and guide in matters of faith." I^ord Falkland wrote an essay against
" the Infallibility of the Church of Rome." A Roman t.'atholic attemi)tedto

refute this able pamphlet in a Treatise Jpologetical, in which the following is

one of the specious arguments which he employs: " Besides, if we [the

Papists] were to yield, to whom were it to bedone.^ There is a world of dis-

tracted sectaries now in this kingdom, allsprung horn the same roll, or fr«n»

Dn 3
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heard in the new assembly ; or, if it were, the voice thereof

was drowned by the noise of the ordinances. For on the 23d of

the rule of faith which is common to you all, of which one sort imagines there
is no Papacy, and these were the first ring-leaders of all the rout ; another,
that there is no episcopacy; a third, that there is no clergy, hut that lay-

elders is all in all, and must rule the roast ; a fourth, that there is no church
nor church-government at all, but that the church is like a school of philo-

sophers, where every man may believe and do what he pleases without being
accountable to another or any obligation of conformity : And, pcradvcnture,
the inquirer was one of this number, together with his confederate, Mr.Chil-
lingworth ; a fifth sort, that there is no Trinity; a sixth, that there is no
sacrament, or at least none necessary or effectual. Is it not fit, think you,
that these divided christians should come and write laws to others, or punish
any man for non-conformity ? Nothing more improbable ! It is a comedy, to

see Dr. Feally a Protestant, and Page a Puritan, make catalogues of here-

tics; and, when they have done, can find no way whereby to exempt them-
selves, nor give a reason why they themselves should not be of the number,
as much sectaries as any others of'the catalogue !"

Dr. Hammond engaged in a reply to this Popish performance, and Tpro-

ducedhis flew to some jE.vcejJtiuns, hi I6iii. The Piefacesays: " The sad
effects of the present dift'erences and divisions of this broken kingdom having
made peace, and unity, and infallibility, such precious desirable things, that
if there were but one wish offered to each man among us, it would certainly,
with a full consent, be laid out on this one treasure, tJie setting up some
Catholic umjiire or daijs-man, some visible, infallible definer ofcontroversies ;

the pretenders to that infallibility,having the luck to be alone injthat preten-
sion, have been looked on with some reverence, and, by those who knew
nothing of their grounds or arguments, acknowledged to speak, if not true,
yet seasonably ; and having so great an advantage uport their auditors, and
so a fair probable entrance, by that inlet of their affections, to their minds,
they began to redouble their industry, and their hopes ; and, instead of the
many particulars of the Romish doctrine, for which they were wont to offer
proof in the retail, now set all their strength upon this one in gross." De-
scribing the arts of his author, he adds ; "By all this, [I am] endeavouring to
lay grounds for all men to judge, how little truth there is in that so epidemi-
cal persuasion, that there is no middle betwixt asserting an infallibleJudge
and the falling- headlong into all the schistns and heresies of this present age.
My conscience assuring me, that the grounds on which the established
Church of England is founded, are of so rare and excellent mixture, that as
none but intelligent truly christian minds can sufficiently value the composi-
tion, so there is no other in Europe so likely to preserve peace and unity, if

what prudent laws had so long ago designed, they now were able to uphold :

For want of which, and which only, it is, that at present the whole fabric
lies polluted in confusion and in blood, and hopes not for any binding up of
wounds, for restoration of any thing that looks like christian, till the faith of
the reformed English have the happiness to be weighed prudently, and, the
military sword being timely sheathed, the power and laws of peace be
returned into those hands which are ordained by God the defenders of it."

He commences the refutation of some of the Papist's arguments in favour of
burning heretics, in the following manner :

" As for that of burning men
here for religion, you seem unwilling to be tried by antiquity in this point,
Because,' say you, ' antiquity did not all it might, but left somewhat to
' posterity to add.' Yet, sure, this was a little unlucky that your additions to
antiquity should be of this bloody complexion. Christ's addition to the
ancients was, to love a;id bless and pray fo^r enemies, not to retaliate injuries
upon any terms : and your improvement of the ancient doctrine and practice
is of somewhat a distant making

; your Sermon on the Mount, (Ebal, it

seems,) toyour disciples, is persecuting and massacring of friends which ne-
ver provoked you, but 6// not being entirely of your opinion." He concludes
his remarks on this jjart ot his adversary'sargument, in the following words:
«< Then, ifyou will make the comparison to go no farther than ouraelves,
what shoals of persons (fur enough from the teaching illegal things, even
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August, Anno l64<5, another ordinance cornes thundering from

the Lords and Commons, from the more effectual execution of

from teaching at all,) were in Queen Mary's days, whole hecatombs at once,
ofiered up to your fury. So reniurkable are your proceedings herein, that 1

fear it was not a jest oi hiiu that said at Geneva, i'ervetus occidendus est, ne
apiul externs €cclesi<E nostrce r.iulc audlant ;

' That Servetus was to be burnt,
< that their churches might not hear ill abroad,' that is, that the Papists
might not be scandalized ; which if it werethe consideration that moved in

that matter, then have you more blood Itjing at your door, ih&n wliatyou
have spilt ; even that which, in care and caution, those, whom you recrimi-
nate, shed by your example, and that you might not be scandalized at their

mercy and lenity. This were, I confess, an ill excuse to them [the Calvinists]

that were so careful to transcribe that bloody lesson, (and which is worse, if

you will have mine opinion, they have no better,) but yet will be an argu-
ment that you are not over tit to accuse them for it. Erasmus among you,
and Castellio among us, were, about the beginning of the Reformation,
very bitter against such dealing. The former you may see in his notes upon
St. Jerome, [Ep. ad Lat., t. i, p. 39,) where he can hardly allow them the
name of Christians that tight for religion, (kill for religion,) though against
the Turk ; as if war were wont to make christians, c^im ipsi Turcam in pec-
tore geramus, ' when the very using of this violence is a prime piece of Tur-
cism.' The latter wrote a book on purpose against that practice. I wish the
•whole christian world of both parties would suffer themselves to be repre-
sented by a couple of such meek and honest proxies. Be you pleased to
convert as many as you can to the doctrine of neither killing nor damning,
and I will promise you to do the like ; and that will be better employment
for us than this debate. And, because examples are the most popular argu-
ments, I will help you to one of this nature and leave you to apply it : Nero
went through Greece a-contending in the Mnslca Ct-;7«/«i««, with' all that
pretended to that skill. If he had the better of it, he was crowned ; if not,
he took care that they that had the better of him were put to death. The issue
of it was, that they that had skill did on purpose play as ill as they could ;

he conquered wherever he came, was crowned when he was there, and, when
he was gone, was counted a madman."
On the subject of toleration, his sentiments are thus on record against his

Popish antagonist :
" Your restraint or exception is, ' that where a kingdom

* is in a peaceable possession of Catholic religion, there it is no cruelty to in-
* flict these punishments on the teachers of new doctrines.'—And for this,you
say, there is reason, which cannot probably be contradicted ; but you are
so very uncourteous and contemptuous to us as not to think us worthy to
partake of the least syllable of such reason, unless that must go for one,

—

* that wicked men aim at temporal contents, and are consequently with-held
' by temporal punishments,' which shall be acknowledged a reason, when
difference in opinion appears to be an impiety of so much design, and when
all whom you call heretics, are, by you, proved to be worms of the earth,
deep worldly designers also. For truly, I confess, to all those things which are
committed by any who may justly be presumed to commit them against con-
science, for some worldly interest, 1 should give my willing suffrage that
some temporal bitterness should be apportioned ; that so seeing their error,
and finding temporal pains instead of temporal advantages to be their por-
tion, they may be disciplined to better and more honest thoughts. Nav, if

the doctrines tend to liberty, 1 mean either as Mahomet's did to all kiiul of
voluptuous living, or that other liberty, tlie shaking off the yoke of civil obe-
dience to the tnagistrute set over them hy Giirl, (of which some of your friends,
and some others that call themselves ;v?/bywitY/, but in my opinion are very
far from it, have been guilty,)— it is then lawful to co-erce such innovators,
if the prudence of the state shall think (it. But difference in opinion, (though
it be in a kingdom never so peaceably possest of the Catholic religion,) ifit
tend not to any af these dangers, nor be convincihle of those i)npieties afid
designs, will by no reason or consequence be involved in that number."
His adversary endeavoured to give a less exceptionable view of his senti-

ments, by saying, " My sense is, that rc/igioniiiay not be plasted by arms.
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the Directory for public worship; with several clauses in the

same, not only for dispersing and use thereof, but for calling in

hut, being once plan fed and in f/viet possessio?t, it ma>/."To this Dr.Hammond
replies: " At an adventure 1 shall make a plain slate : If your doctrines
were in quiet possession here, and you should know of any man that taught
the contrary to them, must your sword be drawn against him, or no ? I

beseech you, answtroutof the sense of your hrethreo, that we may know
what to expect from you. For my own part, 1 shall make no scruple' to tell

you, that, though the defender of the faith have the power of the sword given
him by God to that end, to govern in godliness and quiet, and may therefore

draw it effectually against any that raise sedition to bring in some other reli-

gion against that which is by law established, or [against any] that \ent doc-
trines that are in themselves seditious, yet ought he not only [merely) in

case of atii/ sing le do.frine or difference in religion, (where none of the'tu'i/

iw<t7-«74- are concerned, no violent assault made or feared from the dissent-

ers,) to unsheath his slaughtering sword against any such dissenter, provided
always that that doctrine be not blasphemous. And they that, consenting to

this truth, will yet tyrannize over men's souls in ordine ad temporalia, as you
and some others have done over men's bodies and estates in ordine ad spiri-

<M«/(rt, shall never be excused by me. And of this opinion I conceive there
might be vouched as learned and as primitive-tempered christians as any
that are more zealously and so more bloodily minded." Many passages, still

more catholic and tolerant, might be selected from the good Doctor's pam-
phlet.
These noble sentiments, though not in every point unexceptionable, will

yet be allowed to hold the pre-eminence over those of Dr. Owen, which have
been thus p<!urtrayed by a writer of the greatest accuracy, judgment, and
moderation: " With all deference, however, to the admirers of Dr. Owen,
we presume that his merits as a friend and advocate, of religious liberty

have been somewhat over-rated. It does not appear that he renounced
the narrow and intolerant views of the Presbyterians on this subject, till

about the year 1643 ; and for a considerable time after that period, his prin-

ciples, compared with those which had been avowed by many of his contem-
poraries, were not at all remarkable for liberality and Catholicism. While
he held the Vice-Chancellorship of the University of Oxford, he was con-
cerned in condemning two Quaker women to be publicly whipped for ad-
dressing a congregation in one of the churches, after the celebration of
Divine service ; notwithstanding they had been already treated with more
than brutal violence by some of the students, in consequence of which one
of them died soon afterwards. The conduct of these misguided females,
however, may be considered as a civil offence : they certainly had no right

to occupy the church for any such purpose, and they might have cast unwar-
rantable reflections upon the othciating minister ; a case which was not un-
common in those times. Yet, considering their sex, their conscientiovis

motives, and the treatment they had just received, it would have required
no very singular stretch of forbearance in the Doctor, to have been satisfied

with tlJie infliction of a punishment less severe ; especially as the Mayor abso-
lutely refused to interfere, expressing his conviction that the women, though
mistaken, were sincerely religious, and had no evil intention. Besides, the
execution of such a sentence was illegal, when unsanctioned by the chief
magistrate of the city. But waiving this circumstance, the Doctor did not
publish any thing exjiressli/ on the subject of toleration till the latter end of
the year 1648, when the licentious army had dispersed the parliament, and
murdered the Kins ; and when every man was at liberty to write what he
pleased against religious persecution with perfect impunity. But even then,
speaking of what he conceived to be the duty of the civil magistrate, he
says, ' Outward monuments, ways of declaring and holding out false and
* idolatrous worship, he is to remove: as the Papists' images, altars, pic-
* tares, and the like; Prelates' Service Book:' that is, the
JinoJi ojf Common Prayer. In another publication, which bears the date of

1(555, though he expresses his disajjprobation of capital punishments in cases

of heresy, he intimates that the burning of Servetus was an exception, and
coolly thinks that ' the zcaleof them that put him to death may be acquitted."
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the Book of Common-prayer, under several penalties.* Which
coming to his Majesty's knowledge, as soon as he returned to

his winter-quarters, he published his proclamation of the 13th

of November, commanding in the same the use of the Common-
Prayer, notwithstanding any ordinance to the contrary from the

Houses of Parliament. ' For taking notice, first, of those nota-

' ble benefits which had for eighty years redounded to this na-

* tion by the use of the Liturgy ; he next observes, that by
' abolishing the said Book of Common- Prayer, and imposing the
* Directory, a way would be left open for all ignorant, factious,

' and evil men, to broach their fancies and conceits, be they
' never so erroneous, to mislead people into sin and rebellion

* against the King, to raise factions and divisions in the church ;t

Now if Dr. Owen's views of religious freedom were so liberal aud correct as

his friends have often represented them, how is it that he should have ex-

pressed himself in language so highly objectionable .' If liberty of conscience

is one of the most sacred rights of human nature, it is a universal right. A
Protestant magistrate therefore can have no legitimate authority to interfere

with the peculiarities of Catholic worship, any more than a Catholic has to

interfere with those of a Protestant. And on what ground could Dr. Owen
justify an Independent or a Presbyterian magistrate in wresting from an
Episcopalian the Book of Common Prayer, which would not equally justify

an Episcopalian in the prohibition of extemporaneous worship ' And if the

unhallowed ' zeal' of those men who burnt Servetus alive maybe ' acquit-

ted,' upon what principle shall the ' zeal' of Gardiner and Bonner be con-

demned .' To Dr. Owen the Christian Church is under some obligation for

his writings on the subject of religious liberty, but he certainly was not ' one
of the first of our countrymen who entertained just and liberal notions of

the right of private judgment and of toleration ;' much less can he be ranked
among the first of those by whom they were openly avowed and consistently

defended."—Jackson's Life of Goodwin.
* "Bishop Sanderson seemed to lament that the Parliament had taken

upon them to abolish our Liturgy, to the grief and scandal of so many
devo<it and learned men, and the disgrace of ihose many martyrs, who had
sealed the truth and necessary use of it with their blood: aud that no
minister was now thought godly that did not decry it ; and, at least, pretend

to make better prayers extempore : and that they, and only they that could

do so, prayed by the Spirit, and were godly ; though in their sermons they

disputed, and evidently contradicted each other in their prayers. And as he
did dislike this, so he did most highly commend the Cotntnon Prai/er of the

church, saving, < The Holy Ghost seemed to assist the composers; and
' that the eilect of a constant use of it would be, to melt and form the soul
' into holy thoughts and desires, and beget habits of devotion.' This he said :

and ' that the Collects were the most passionate, proper, and most elegant
' comprehensive expressions that any language ever afforded ; and that there
* was in them such piety, and that so interwoven with instructions, that they
' taught as to know the power, the wisdom, the majesty, and mercy of God,
' ai}d much of our duty both to him and our neighbour; and that a congre-
' gation behaving themselves reverently, and putting up to God these joint

' and known desires for pardon of sins,and their praises for mercies received,
* could not but be more pleasing to God than those raw unpremeditated ex-
' pressions which many understood not, and to which many of the hearers
' could not say Amen.' " Walton's Life of Bishop Sanderson.

f
'• If any question be moved concerning the doctrine of the Church of

England, expressed in the Thirty-Nine Articles, give not the least ear to the

movers thereof, that is so soundly and so orthodoxally settled, as cannot be

(juestioned without extreme danger to the honour aud stability of our relig-

ion, which hath been sealed with the blood of so many martyrs and confessors

as are famous through the christian world. The enemies and underminers
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' and finally, to utter those tilings for their prayers in the con-
' gregation, to which no conscientious man can say amen. And
' thereupon he gives commandment to all ministers in their

' parish-churches, to keep and use the said Book of Common-
' Prayer, in all the acts and offices of God's public worship,
' according to the laws made in that behalf; and that the said Di-
* rectory should in no sort be admitted, received, or used ; the
' said pretended ordinances, or any thing contained in them to

' the contrary notwithstanding.' But his Majesty sped no better

by his proclamation, than the two Doctors did before by their

learned arguments. For if he had found little or no obedience

to his proclamations when he was strong, and in the head of a

victorious and successful army, he was not to expect it in a low

condition, when his affairs were ruinated and reduced to nothing.

On this subject the biograpjier of John Goodv.'in observes:
" This renowned Parliament, while professing to execrate the

persecuting spirit of the prelates, whose property they had
seized, in their Ordinance for putting the Directory in execu-

tion not only prohibited the use of the Book of Common
Prayer in all places of public worship; but also subjected those

who should use it in their families or in secret, to the penalty of

five pounds for the first offence, of ten pounds for the second,

and, for the third, to one whole year's imprisonment, without

bail or mainprize."

thereof are the Romish Catholics fso styling themselves) ou the one hand,
whose teneuts are inconsistent with the truth of religion, professed and pro-

tested by the Church of England (whence we are called Protestants), and the

Anabaptists and Separatists and sectaries on the other band, whose tenents

are full of schism and inconsistent with monarchy : For the regulating of

eiliier, there needs no other co-ercion than the due execution of the laws
already established by Parliament.
" If any attempt be made to alter the discipline of our church, although it

be not an essential part of our religion, yet it is so necessary not to he rashly

altered, as the very substance of religion will be iuteressedin it : Therefore
1 desire you, before any attempt be made of au innovation by your means, or

by any intercession to your master, that you will first read over and his Ma-
jesty call to mind that wise and weighty proclamation, which himself penned
and caused to be published in the tirstyearof his reign, and is prefixed in

print l)efore the Book of Common Prayer (ofthat impression), in which you
will find so ])rudent, so weighty reasons, not to hearken to innovations, as

will fully satisfy you that it is dangerous to give the least ear to such innova-
tors, bm it is desperate to be misled by them. But to settle your judgment,
mark but the admonition of thewisestof men. King Solomon, (Prov. xxvii,

21,) Ml/ son, fear God and the king, and meddle not with those who are given
to change."—Sir Francis Bacon's Letter of Jdvice to the Duke of Bucking-
ham, when he became Favourite to King James.

* In reference to this interdict the following anecdote is told in Parr's

Life of Archbishor) Usher, page 75. "Cromwell, being now highly enraged
against the loyal party, for their indefatigable though nnsuccesstul endea-
vours for his majesty's restoration to his throne, after he had shewed himself

very implacable and severe to tlie cavalier gentry, (as they then called them,)
began now to discharge part of his rage upon tlie orthodox clergy, forbidding

them, under great penalties, to teach schools, or to peiform any part of their

ministerial function : whereupon some of the most considerable Episcopal

clergy, in and about London, desired my lord PrimatCj that he would use nis
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In the year 1 655, these severities were much increased by
Cromwe\\'sDeclaratio7i*'m which the sequestered or ejected clergy

were incapacitated under severe penalties, from teaching school,

living in private families as chaplains or domestic tutors, preach-

ing in any public place or at any private meeting, administering

Baptism or the Lord's Supper, marrying any persons, and from
using the Book of Common Prayer,t &c. In Bishop Fell's most

interest with Cromwell, (since they beard he pretended a great respect for

hitn,) tliat, as he granted liberty of conscience to almost all sorts of religions,

so the Episcopal divines might have the same freedom of serving God in their
private congregations, (since tliey were not pern.itted the i)ublic

churches,) according to the Liturgy of the Church of England ; and
that neither the ministers, nor those that frequented that service, might
be any more hindered, or disturbed by his soldiers. So according to

their desires, he went and used his utmost endeavours with Cromwell for
the taking off this restraint, which was at last promised (though with some
difficultyj, that they should not be molested, provided they meddled not with
any matters relating to his Government. But when the Lord Frimate went to

him a second time, to get this promise ratified and put into writing, hefound
him under his chirurgeon's hands, who was dressing a great boil which he
had on his breast. So Cromwell prayed the Lord Primate to sit down a little

;

and that, when he was dressed, he would speak with him. Whilst this

was a-doiug, Cromwell said to the Lord Primate, J/ this core (pointing to
the boilj were once out, Ishould quicldy he well. To whom the good Bishop
replied, I douht the core lies deeper. There is a core at the heart that must
be taken out, or else it will not he well.—Ak ! replied he, seeming unconcern-
ed, so there is indeed, and sighed. But when the Lord Primate began to
speak to him concerning the business he came about, he answered him to
this effect : that he had since better considered it, having advised with his
Council about it, and that they thought it not safe for him to grant liberty of
conscience to those sort of men, who are restless and implacable enemies to
him and his Government ; and so he took his leave of him, though with good
words and outward civility. The Lord Primate seeing it was in vain to "urge
it any farther, said little more to him, but returned to his lodgings very much
troubled and concerned that his endeavours had met with no better success ;
when he was in his chamber, he said to some of his relations and myself that
came to see him, ' This false man hath broken his word with me, and refuses
* to perform what he promised ; well, he will liave little cause to glory in his
* wickedness, for he will not continue long : The King will return ; though
'I shall not live to see it, 3'ou may. The government both in church and
' state is in confusion: The Papists are advancing their projects, and making
* such advantages as will hardly be prevented.' "

t " Nov. 27, 165.5. This day came forth the Protector's edict or proclama-
tion, prohibiting all ministers of the church of England from preaching or
teaching any schools, in which he imitated the Apostate Julian.
"Dec. 25, 1655. There was no more notice taken of Christmas-day in

churches. I went to London, where Dr. Wild preached thefuneral sermon
of preaching ; this being the last day after which Cromwell's proclamation
was to take place, that none of the (.'liurch of England should dare either to
preach or administer sacraments, teach school, &c. on pain of imprisonment
or exile. So this was the mournfullest day that in my life I had seen, or the
Church of England herself since the Reformation ; to the great rejoicing of
both Papist and Presbyter. So pathetic was his discourse, that it drew many
tears from the auditory. Myself, wife, and some of our family, received the
communion. God make me thankful, who hath hitherto provided for us the
food of our souls as well as bodies ! The Lord Jesus pity our distressed
church and bring back the captivity of Zion."

—

Evelyn's Diary.
It is added in a subsequent note: " The text was 2 Cor. xiii, 9, {'For we

' are glad, when we are weak and ye are strong : And this also we tvish, even
' your perfection.'~^ That, however persecution dealt with the ministers of
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edifying Life of Dr. Hammond, it is said :
" The interdict of

Jan. l655, disabled the loyal suffering clergy from doing any
ministerial act; which he resented with the highest passion;

not only upon the general account of God's more immediate
displeasure to the nation legible therein, but (what he had much
less reason to do) in reference to his own particular ; he looking

on this dispensation of Providence as God's pronouncing him
unworthy to do him service, ' the reproaching' (to use his own
words) ' his former unprofitableness, by casting him out as

straw to the dunghill.' Nor should any consideration that

terminated on himself have persuaded him at all to regard that

tyrannous injunction, had not charity to the family where he
was, made him content to admit of an expedient that secured

all real duties, whilst he for some short time forbore that atten-

dance on the altar which was the very joy of his life. And
now, though his physicians had earnestly forbidden his accus-

tomed fastings, and his own weaknesses gave forcible suffrages to

their advice, yet he resumed his rigours, esteeming this cala-

mity such a one as admitted no exception, which should not be
outlived, but that it became men to be martyrs too, and depre-

cate even in death.*

God's word, they were still to pray for the flock and wish their perfection, as
it was [the. duty of] the flock to pray for and assist their pastors, hy the ex-
ample of St. Paul."
" Aug.3, 165(). I went to Loudon to receive the blessed sacrament, the

first time the Church of England was reduced to a chamber and conventicle,
—sosharp was the persecution ! The parish churches were filled with secta-
ries of all sorts, blasphemous and ignorant mechanics usurjiing; the pulpits
everywhere. Dr. Wild [formerly chaplain to Archbishop Laud] preached in
a private house in Fleet-street, where we had a great meeting of zealous
christians who were generally much more devout and religious than in our
greatest prosperity." Ibirl.

* Dr. Han)moncl was indeed " one of the warmest defenders of liis church"
and a very warm oppugner of Popery, (notwithstanding Mr. Orme's unjust
insinuations to the contrary,) as the following most elotiuent extract from one
of his sermons, preached before the Court at Oxford, in 1645, will testify :

" Have the Romanists' marks of the church so convinced us that we
must presently forsake our Saviour, because we see him in danger of cru-
cifying, tear our gospels and run out with horror as soon as we come to
the 26th of Matthew,— ' the multitude came with swords and staves for to
take him?' Was the cause of God worth the charge and pains of killing
men formerly, and is it not worth the patience and constancy of suft'ering

now ? Is there any condition in the world so hugely desireable, as that of
sutfering for or with Christ ? 'Behold, we count them happy that sufi'er,'

was gospel in St. James his days. The state of sulVering is a state of bliss, 1

may add, a superior degree of a glorified state, a more than Lao.yftKia,

[equality with the angels,'] a dignity above that orb that the angels move
in. For, they, for want of bodies, are deprived of the honour of suffering ;

all that they aspire to is but to be our seconds, our assistants in this com-
bat: Only Christ and we have the enclosure of that vast preferment. And
if there be any need to heighten it yet farther, Is there any prize more
worthythat masculinevalour, than that venerable sacred name, •' Jbkusalem
THE MOTHER 01- US ALL,' that brought us forth unto Christ, begot us to all

our hope of bliss; and now, for no other crime but that, is a struggling
imder the pangs and agonies of a bitter combat with the ingratefullest chil-

dren under heaven;

—

the Chircii of EiNgland I mean, which whosoever
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" While he thus earnestly implored the aids of heaven, and

exhorted unto present duty, he omitted not a third expedient,

by securing a succession to the church, thereby to preserve its

future being. And this he did, not only in reference to the

superior order of episcopacy,* (which it has pleased God now to

hath learning and temper enough to understand, knows to be the brightest

image of primitive purity, the most perfect conjuncture of the most ancient

and most holy faith that for these twelve hundred years any man ever had
the honour of defending or suffering for. And should the provocations of

an ungracious people, the not valuing or not walking worthy of the trea-

sures here reserved, the rude continued iniquities of our holy things, tempt
God to deliver it up, as he did once his ark to the Philistines, his Christ to

the Pharisees and the soldiers, the zeal of the one, and the fury of the other;

yet sure this would not be the confuting of what now I say, i"t would not, I

must hope, be an argument of God's renouncing that ark and that Christ,

which he did thus deliver."
* The following extract of a letter from the celebrated M. Claude, to Bi-

shop StiJlingfleet conveys " the o])inion of the generality of the French
Churches concerning Episcopacy ;" and when it is considered, that this opi-

nion proceeds from a Presbyterian pastor, it will appear to be exceedingly
liberal

:

" We are so very far from believing, that a man cannot live with a good
conscience under your discipline and under your Episcopal government,
that in our ordinary practice we make no difficulty, either to bestow our
chairs, or to commit the care of our flocks, to ministers received and or-

dained by my Lords the Bishops ; as might be justified by a great number
enough of examples both old and new : Wherefore our churches have al-

ways looked upon and considered yours, not only as a sister, but as im elder

sister, for which we ought to have a kindness accompanied with respect and
veneration, and for which we do present most ardent prayers unto God with-

out ceasing. VVe do not enter into the comparison of your order with that

under which we live. We know that there is not, neither can there be any
amongst men, which, by reason of our natural corruption, is not subject to

inconveniencies. Ours has hers, as well as yours; and the one and the other
without doubt have their advantages and disadvantages in divers respects ;

alternis vincunt, et vincuntur. It is enough for us to know, that the same
Divine Providence, which, by an indispensable necessity and by the conjunc-
ture of affairs, did at the beginning of the Reformation put our churches
under that of the Presbytery, has put yours under that of the Episcopacy;
and as we are assured that you do not despise our simplicity, so neither
ought we to oppose ourselves against your pre-eminence. So that, my Lord,
we utterly disapprove and see with grief certain extreams whereinto some
of the one side and of the other do cast themselves ; the one looking upon
Episcopacy as an order so absolutely necessary, that without it there can be
no ecclesiastical society, lawful vocation, or hope of salvation ; and the
other looking upon it with indignation as a relique of Antichristianism.
These are equally heats and excesses, which do not come from him that
calls us, and which do offend against the laws of wisdom and charity.
" For what concerns those which amongst you they call Presbyterians, as

1 am persuaded that they have light, and wisdom, and zeal, so 1 could wish
with'all my heart, that they would observe more moderation in the scandal
they believe they have heretofore received from the Episcopal order, and
that they would distinguish the persons from the ministry. The persons
that possess the places have not only their faults, but it may happen too

sometimes that the most holy and most eminent places may be possessed
by wicked men ; and in that case reason and piety do equally require that
we should not confound the ministry with the minister. At present, that
God by his grace has taken away this scandal from before their eyes, and
made them see piety, zeal, and constancy for the preservation of religion in

the persons of the Bishops,—I hope that this will not a little contribute to

the sweetening of their spirits. Besides, I could wish that they would be
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secure by another more gracious method of his favour, and even
miraculous goodness,) but also in the inferior attendance on the

altar ; th e latter of which as it was an enterprize suiting well

pleased to consider that if there be some unpleasant inconveniencies in the
Episcopal government, as I do not doubt but there are, there are too some
very unpleasant ones in the Presbyterian, as 1 have said already. No order
whose execution is in the hands of men, is exempt from them ; an equality

has its faults and excesses to be feared, as well as a svperiority . Therefore
it is not the most safe and wise way to leap from the one to the other, nor to

hazard the making a general concussion, upon the hopes of being better,

though one should be in authority and power to do it. Christian prudence,
justice, an<l charity do not permit us to proceed to such daring and dange-
rous extreams, for a single difference of government. It is most safe and
wise to endeavour to provide some kind of temper to avoid, or to lessen, as

much as may be, the inconveniencies that are feared,and not have recourse to

violent remedies."
The celebrated ?i\iihor oi thelnterest ofEngland, in theMatter of Religion,

Unfolded, makes the following enquiry :
" Is there any thing in the nature of

Prelacy that frames the mind to obedience and loyalty .' or is there anything
in Presbytery, that inclines to rebellion and disobedience.'"

To these interrogatories the zealous author of Interest Mistaken replies

. thus

:

" Observation.—Truly I think there i=. Prelacy holds a better proportion

in the scale of order, as a more regular subordination of duties and relations.

Nature and providence do not move by leaps, but by insensible and soft de-

grees, which give stability and beauty to the universe. Is not the world com-
posed of disagreements, hot and cold, heavy and light .'—And yet we see

those oppositions are, by the means of middle and conciliating mixtures,

wrought into a compliance. It is the same casein subject and superior.

Higher and lower, betwixt top and bottom, are but as several links of one
providential chain, where every individual, by virtue of this mutual depend-
ency, contributes to the peace and benefit of the whole. Some are below me,
and this sweetens the thought that 1 am below others : By which libration

are prevented those distemjjers which arise either from the affectation of

more power or the shame of having none at all. As these degrees of mean
and noble are, beyond doubt, of absolute necessity to political concord, so pos-

sibly the closer the remove, the better yet as to the pointof social expedience ;

provided that the distances he such as to avoid confusion, and to preserve

distinct offices and powers from interfering. Nor is this gradual method
only suited to human interest, as being most accommodate to public quiet

and to defend the sacrednessof majesty from popular distempers ; but it is

the very rule which God himself imposes upon the whole creation: making
of the same lump one vessel to honour and another to dishonour: (Rom. ix,

21.) Subjecting, by the law of his own will, this to that ; that, to what is next

above it ; both, to a further power : all, to Himself. And here we rest, as at

the Fountain of authority. From God, kings reign ; they appoint theirjsubsti-

tutes ; and so on, to inferior delegations. All powers derive from a
Divine Original.
" This orderly gradation, which we find in Prelacy, must needs beget a

reverence to authority; the hierarchy itself depending upon a principle of

obedience, whereas our Utopian Presbytery advances itself upon a level of

confusion. It is a kind of negative faction, united to dissolve a laudable and
settled frame of government, that they may afterward set up they know not

what. We mayha\c learnt thus much from late and sad experience : let

him that would'know more of it, read the Survey of Pretended Holy Disci-

pline. 1 think it would be hard to shew one eminent Presbyterian, that

stickles not for an aristocracy in the state as well as in the church ; and he

that said. No Bishop no King, gave a shrewd judgment ; not as implying a

prince's absolute dejiendence upon bishops ; but, in effect, the King's autho-

rity is wounded through the church ; the reformation of what is amiss

belonging to the ruler not to the people. Yet 1 do not condemn all presbyters,

not justify all prelates."
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with his heroic mind, so was it no way answering his narrow
fortunes. The thing in his design was this : Whereas the
ancient stock of clergymen were by this edict in a manner ren-

" How came so many wise men in all ages to think that there is some-
thing in the frame and nature of JEpiscopal government that is more suitable
to MoNARCnv, than either the Presbi/terian, or any other scheme ? And for
what reason did the most noted Commonwealths, when ihey reformed from
Popery, make Presbytery their form of church-government ? And how
came it to pass that there are so few instances in the world in which Mon-
ARCtiY and Episcopacy are not joined together ? In our own country, we are
sure, they rose and fell altogether ; and if any future Prince shall "have the
curiosilyto try whether Presbytery, when established, will not prove as
good a support to Monarchy as Episcopacy has been found to be, it will he a
very wanton experiment."

—

Animadversions on a London Journal.
Jn Bishop Slillingfleet's Unreasonableness of Separation, XheioWowmgycry

just observations occur in reference to this subject

:

" Let Dr. Owen give an account, how a cliange so great, so sudden,
so universal, [as that of the rule of bishops in the Primitive Church,] should
happen in the christian world, in tlie government of the church ; that when
Christ had placed the power in the people, the Bishops in so short a time
should be every where settled, and allowed to have the chief management
in church-affairs, without any controul from the people : which to me is as
strong an argument as a matter of this nature will bear, that the power was
at first lodged in them, and not in the people. For, as Mr. Noys of New-
England well argues, ' It is not imaginable that Bishops should come by
' such power, as is recorded in Ecclesiastical history,—and that over all the
* world and in a way of ambition, in such humbling times, without all man-
' nerof opposition for 300 years together, and immediately after the apcstles,

—

* had it been usurpation or innovation. When and where is innovation with-
' out opposition ? Would not elders, so many seeing and knowing men, at
'least some of them, have contended for truth, wherein their own liberties
' and rights were so much interessed .' Aerius his opposing of Bishops, so
' long after their rise and standing, is inconsiderable.' The force of which
reasoning will sway more with an impartial and ingenuous mind, than all
the difficulties I ever yet saw on the other side.
" Bishop Bilson fully agrees as to these particulars : (1.) ' That the

* apostles did not at first commit the churches to the government of Bishops,
' but reserved the chief power of government in their own hands. (2) That
' upon experience of the confusion and disorder which did arise through
* equality of pastors, they did appoint at their departures certain approved men
' to be Bishops. (3.) That these Bishops did succeed the apostles in the care
' and government of churches,' as he proves at large ; and therefore he calls
\he\t iunciion yJpostolic.—Instead of many others, which it were easy to pro-
duce, 1 shall only add the testimony of King Charles i. in his debates
about Episcopacy, who understood the constitution of our church as well as
any Bishop in it, and defended it with as clear and as strong a reason.
" In his first paper at the treaty at Newport, he thus states the case about

Episcopal government : ' 1 conceive that Episcopal government is most con-
* sonant to the word of God, and of an apostolical institution ; as it appears
* by the scriptures to have been practised by the apostles themselves, and by
* them committed and derived to particular' persons as their substitutes or
' successors therein, (as for ordaining Presbyters and Deacons, giving rules
* concerning christian discipline, and exercising censures over Presbyters
' and others,) and hath ever since to these last times been exercised by Bi-
' shops in all the churches of Christ ; and, therefore, I cannot in conscience
' consent to abolish the said government.'—In his reply to the first answer
of the divines, he saith, ' that mere Presbyters are JSpiscopi Gregis only;
' they have the oversight of the flock in the duties of preaching, admin's-
* tration of sacraments, public prayer, exhorting, rebuking, &c. but Bi-
' shops are Episcopi Gregis et Pastorum too, having the oversight of flock
' and pastors within their several precincts in the acts of external govern-
* ment. And that, although the apostles had no successors in eundem gra-
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dered useless, and the church was at best like the Roman state

in its first beginning, res 7iiiius celatis populus rirunnn, a nation
of ancient persons hastening to their graves, who must in a few
years be wasted ; he projected by pensions unto hopeful persons
in either University,* to maintain a seminary of youth, instituted

* rfwwi as to those thing's that were extraordinary in them, as, namely, the
* measure of their gifts, the extent of their charge, thf injallibility of their
'doctrine, diwA the having seen Christ in the flesh ; hut in those thing's that
< were not extraordinary, (and such those things are to he judg^ed which are
* necessary for the service of the church in all times, as the ojfice of teach-
^ ing a7id the jjower of governing ATK,) they were to have, and had, siicces-
* sors ; and therefore the learned and g;odly fathers and councils of old times
' did usually style Bishops ///e .^e^cc^sflr* of the apostles, without ever scru-
' plin^ thereat.' Many other passages might beproduced out of those excel-
lent papers to the same purpose ; but these are sufficient to discover that our
Bishops are looked on as successors to the apostles : and therefore Mr. Baxter
hath no reason to call our Episcopacy a new devised species of churches, and
such as destroys the being of parochial churches."

* The reader will have already learnt, (page 34f)) that Dr. Hammond had
been ejected from his situation in Christ Church, Oxford. The subjoined
extract from Walton's Life of Bishop Sanderson will shew the fate of his

learned friends, who could not submit to the new impositions. This was
indeed the common fate of nearly every man in either university that was
eminent for learning and loyalty. Dr. Hammond's plan therefore was a very
excellent one, and well calculated for the purposes which he had in view :

" I proceed to tell the reader, that about the time of his reading those
lectures, (the king being then prisoner in the Isle of Wight,) that part of the
Parliament then at Westminster sent the covenant, the negative oath, and
I know not what more to Oxford, to be taken by the doctor of the chair, and
all heads of houses : and all the other inferior scholars, of what degree
soever, were also to take these oaths by a fixed daj' : for those that did not
were to abandon their colleges and the University too, within 24 hours after

the beating of a drum ; and if they remained longer, they were to be pro-
ceeded against as spies.
" Being possessed of this mistaken hope, that the men in present power

were not yet grown so merciless, as not to allow manifest reason for their

not submitting to the enjoined oaths, the University appointed the delegates

to meet, consider, and draw up a manifesto to them, why they could not
take those oaths but by violation of their consciences: And of these dele-

gates Dr. Sheldon, (late arch-bishop of Canterbury,) Dr. Hammond, Dr.
Sanderson, Dr. Morley (now bishoj) of Winchester) and that most honest,
very learned, and as judicious civil lawyer, Dr. Zouch, were a part : the
rest I cannot now name ; but the whole number of the delegates requested

Dr. Zouch to draw up the law part, and give it to Dr. Sanderson, and he
was requested to methodize and add what referred to reason and conscience,

and put it into form. He yielded to their desires, and did so And then,

after they had been read in a full convocation, and allowed of, they were
printed in Latin, that the Parliament's proceedings and the University's suf-

ferings might be manifested to all nations ; and the imposers of these oaths

might repent, or answer them : but they were past the first ; and for the

latter, I might swear they neither can, nor ever will. And these reasons

were also suddenly turned into English by Dr. Sanderson, that all those of

these three kingdoms might the better judge of the causeof the loyal party's

sufferings.
" [ now return to Dr. Sanderson in the chair in Oxford, where they that

complied not in taking the covenant, negative oath, and parliament m-di-

nancefor c/Mrch discipline and uwship, were under a. sad and daily appre-

hension of expulsion ; for the visitors were daily expected, and both city

and university full of soldiers, and a party of Presbyterian divines, that

were as greedy and ready to possess, as the ignorant and ill-natured visitors

were to eject the dissenters out of their colleges and livelihoods. But not-
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in piety and learning, upon the sober principles and old esta-

blishment of the Anglican Church. In which work, though the

assistances he presumed on failed in a great measure, yet some-

what not inconsiderable* in this kind by himself and friends he

did achieve, and kept on foot until h.is death. In his instruc-

tions to them whom he employed in this affair, he gave in

charge ' carefully to seek out such as wei'e piously inclined, and
to prefer that qualification before unsanctified good parts;'

adding this as a certain maxim, ' that exemplary virtue must
restore the church.'

'• And whereas that black defeat at Worcester, raising the

insolent tyrant here unto that greatness which almost outwent
the impudence of his hopes, made him to be feared by foreign

nations almost as much as hated by his own, the loyal sufFerjers

abroad became subjected to dae worst effect of banishment,t and

withstanding, Dr. Sanderson did still continue to read his lecture, and did
to the very faces of those Preshyterian divines and soldiers, read with so
much reason, and with a cahii fortitude make such applications, as, if they
were not, they ought to have been, ashamed and [to havej begged pardon of
God and him, and forborne to do what followed. But these thriving sinners
were hardened ; and as the visitors expelled the orthodox, they without
scruple or shame possessed themselves immediately of their colleges ; so
that, with the rest. Dr. Sanderson was (in June 1648J forced to pack up and
be gone, and thank God he was not imprisoned, as Dr. Sheldon, Dr. Ham-
moind, and others then were."
* In Dr. Wordsworth's Ecclesuistical Biography, it is stated :

" One of the persons upon whom a portion of this bounty was most deser-
vedly bestowed, was Isaac Barrow, afterwards the great precursor of Sir
Isaac Newton, and the pride of the English pulpit; and another was the
Rev. Clement Ellis, a divine whose writings in practical theology, for their
eminent and fer\cnt piety, for soundness of doctrine, and for a vigorous,
unaffected, and manly style, have been very rarely surpassed ; and deserve
to be much more extensively known, than it is apprehended they now are, or
ever have been."

f Many eminent and conscientious Episcopal clergymen, it has been already
staled, were compelled to consult their safety in exile. In 1641, after the
breaking out of the horrid Irish rebellion, "by which Archbishop Usher lost

every particle of his property, except his library and some furniture in his

house in Droghedah, the city and IJniversity of Leyden offered to choose him
their honorary professor, with a more ample stipend than had formerly been
annexed to that place: And Dr. Bernard likewise tells us, that Cardinal
Richelieu did, about the same time, make him an invitation to come into
France, with a promise of a very noble pension and freedom of his religion
there. But it pleased his late l\Iajesty [then] to provide for him much better
in England."
When Cardiff was given up in 1645, as one of the King's garrisons, the

Lord Primate, having long resided therewith his loyal son-in-law Sir T.
Tyrrel, " had some thoughts of going over into France or Holland. But
whilst he was in this perplexity, the lady-dowager Stradhng sent him a kind
invitation to come to her castle of St. Donate's, as soon as he pleased ; which
he accepted, as a great favour.
" Within a little more than a month after my Lord Primate's coming

hither, he was taken with a sharp and dangerous illness, which began at first

tvith the strangury and suppres.^ion of urine, with extremity of torture which
at last caused a violent bleeding at the nose, for near forty hours together,
without any considerable intermission, no means applied could stop it, so
that the physicians and all about him despaired of his life, till at last, when
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even there expelled and driven from their flights : so paralleling

in their exigencies the most immediate objects of that monster's

fury. The excellent doctor, to whose dift'usive virtue the limits

of the nation were too strait a circle, thought this a season to

exert his charity : accordingly, though this greatest duty were

solemnly declared treason, he then continued to send over se-

veral sums for their relief.

" Which practice of his, by the surprise of the person en-

trusted, being discovered to the tyrant, he was alarmed with

the expectation of that usage which was then a certain conse-

quent of such meritorious acts. But this adventure brought

nothing of amazement or disturbance to the doctor, his most

importunate reflection being only this, that he seemed to have

gained an opportunity of saying something very home to that

fierce monster concerning his foul deeds,* and to discourse the

wc apprehended he was expiring, it staunched of itself : For he lay a good
ivhile in a trance ; but God had some farther work for him to perform, and
was pleased by degrees to restore him to his former health and strength.

While he was thus bleeding, there came to visit him one of the then House of

Conunous, that was related by marriage to that family. To whom he said,
' Sir, you see 1 am very weak, and cannot expect to live many hours; yon are

'returning to the Parliament, lam going to God ; my blood and life are
' almost spent. 1 charge you to tell them from me. That I knmv they are in
' the wrong, and have dealt very injuriously with the Ki7ig, and lam 7iot mis-
^ taken in tins matter.'
" After the Lord Primate had fully recovered his strength at St. Donate's,

and been most kindly entertained, and tenderly used during his great weak-
ness, by the lady of that place, he began now to consider where next to

remove, but the King's affairs growing every day more desperate, and Oxford
like speedily to be taken, there was no returning thither ; nor yet had he a
mind to trust himself at London, the faction there being very much exaspe-

rated against him : Therefore he began to re-assume his former thoughts of

passing beyond the seas, and upon this endeavoured to get a vessel for his

transportation, having before obtained a pass from the Earl of Warwick,
then Admiral, for that purpose. But when we hadnow procured him a vessel,

and that we were preparing to go to it, there came into the road, before Car-
diff, a squadron of ships under the command of one Molton, Vice-Admiral
for the Parliament. Whereupon my Lord Primate sent me to him, (being

then on shore at Cardiff",) to know if he would suffer him to go by him ; and
1 shewed him the pass above-mentioned, to which Molton returned a rude
and threatening answer, absolutely refusing it, and saying, ' If he could get
* him into his hands, he would carry him prisoner to the Parliament,' and
threatened likewise to send me also to his ship. By which you may see ho«r
highly enraged those of that faction were at this good Bishop, for adhering to

the King. He, being thus disappointed in this design, attempted it no far-

ther : And not long after came to hiui a most kind invitation from that noble
Lady, the Countess Dowager of Peterborough, to come and make his abode
with her, and she would engage that he should not be molested, but have all

accommodations suitable to his condition, and the great affection and esteem
she had for him, as a return for those benefits she had formerly received from
him, in converting her Lord and securing herself from Popery." P.arr's Life

t)f Archbiihoj) Usher.
* In a preceding page (419) is recorded a similar instance of intrepid

conduct and plain dealing on the part of Archbishop Usher; and another,

in page 424, concerning Dr. Sanderson. Such instances were not uncommon
among the loyal clergy of that age. The following is of the same descrip-

tion, and its expressions relative to the Lord Primate's judgment of Oomwell
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appropriate ways remaining to alleviate at least, if not to ex-
piate for them ; which he purposed within himself to press to

the highest advantage : and indeed this was the only issue of
that so threatening accident, God's restraining power interpos-

ing here, and exemplifying upon him, what in others he was
wont to observe, * that they who least considered hazard in the
doing of their duties fared still best.'

" And this success, as it was indeed, and accordingly he fre-

quently acknowledged it for, an eminent act of the Divine Pro-

is explanatory of the note, page 31fi; illustrating, at the same time, the
truth of the character which Bishop Fell has ascribed, in the text, to the
usurper.
On the 19th of Nov, 1648, Archbishop Usher preached a loyal sermon

before his Majesty, who was then a prisoner in Carisbrooke castle. Dr. Parr
says :

—" This sermon, together with the Archbishop's steady carriage in the
point of Episcopacy, did so much enrage both the Presbyterian and Inde-
pendent factions, that, in their news-books and pamphlets at London, they
reproached the Lord Primate for flattering the King, as also for his persuad-
ing him not to abolish Bishops ; and that he had very much prejudiced the
treaty ; and that none among all the King's Chaplains had been so mis-
chievous (meaning to them) as he ; I am sure his Majesty's affairs were in as
ill a condition to tempt any man to flatter him, as the temper of his soul
was then to suffer it : But the truth is, the Lord Primate did no more than
assert his Majesty's just rights and prerogative, then trampled upon ; and
it was no more than what he had both preached and written before in that
treatise, since published, of the power of the Prince and obedience of the
subject.
" After the Lord Primate had taken his last leave of his Majesty, and

done him and the Church all the service he was able at that time (though
not with that success he desired) he returned to Southampton, in order to his
going towards London, where he was kindly received by the chief of the town,
and withal intreated to preach there tiie next day, being Sunday. But when
he thought of complying with their desires, the Governor of the Garrison
hearing of it, came to my Lord Primate, and told him, he had been in-
formed, he intended to preach on the morrow ; to which, when my Lord
answered Fci:, it was true ; he replied, that it might be at that time of ill

consequence to the place, and therefore wished him to forbear, for they could
not permit it : And so they suffered him not to preach there ; for they were
afraid of his plain dealing, and that he would have declared against that
villainy they were then about to execute : For not long after my Lord's
return to London, his Majesty was brought up thither as a prisoner by the
army, in order to that wicked piece of pageantry, which they called his
trial : And now too soon after came that fatal thirtieth of January, (never
to be mentioned, or thought on by all good men, without grief and detesta-
tion,) on which was perpetrated the most execrable villainy (under the pre-
tence of justice) that ever was acted since the world began, a Kiiig mur-
theredby his own subjects, before his own Palace, in theface of the sun !

*' After this sad tragedy, the government (if it may be so called) was
managed by a corrupt 'Oligarchy, until Oliver Cromwell turned them out,
and set himself up for Protector, by the help of his army and creatures,
though with equal tyranny and arbitrariness as the former ; during most
of which sad times the Lord Primate kept close to his study and charge at
Lincolns-Inn, utterly disowning those usurpers, and their wicked actions, and
still comforting the loyal party (then sufferers) that this u'-urpation would
quickly expire, and that the King (whose right it was) would return unto
his throne, though he himself should not live to see it ; and thus much
he declared, not long before his death, to his said grand-son and myself
(among others,) saying, that this usurpation of Cromwell's, was but like
that of some of the Grecian tyrants, which, as it began by an army, soi

commonly ended with the death of the usurper."

Ek 3
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vidence ; so we may likewise take it as a s'gnal testimony of

the commanding worth the dottor had, which extorted a re-

verence to liis person from that worst of men, and rendered

him a sanctuary, perhaps the only one this architect of mischief

stood in awe of, and even his sacrilege preserved inviolate. Nor
did tins danger being over, (as with others in all likelihood it

would have done,) persuade to caution for the future ; but with

the wonted diligence that formerly he used, he immediately

proceeded, and cheerfully went on in the pursuit of his heroic

charity,"

Doctor Heylin afterwards gives the following relation of the

further labours of the Asscmblij of Divines:
" Such being the issue of the war, let us next look upon the

Presbyterians in the acts of peace ; in which they threatened

more destruction to the church, than the war itself. As soon

as they had settled the strict keeping of the Lord's-day sab-

bath, suppressed the public Liturgy, and imposed the Direc-

tory, they gave command to their Divines of the Assembly, to

set themselves upon the making a new Confession.* The nine

and thirty articles of the Church of England, were either

thought to have too much of the Ancient Fathers,t or too little of

* Tliis was not the first time that this plan had been pursued by the Pres-

byterians. Accordiug to Rkid's Memoirs, " At the General Assembly of the

Church of Scotland, which met at Edinburgh, Au^. 12, 1639, amotion was
made by Mr. Henderson, concerning the expediency ofdrawings up a Confes-
sion, positively condemning the errors and immoralities charged on and
defended or practised by any ministers, and clearing the doctrine of the

Church of Scotland in opposi'ion to them, that none might afterward pretend
ignorance. The Synod of Dort adopted this method with the Arminians :

Mr. Henderson's motion, in imitation of that Synod, was unanimously
approved and a Committee named for Uie purpose."
From this description of the practice of the Scotch Assembly, and the pre-

vious enlightening example of the Dutch Synod, it will not be difficult to dis-

cover the description of " ministers" v\liose " errors and immoralities were
lo be condemned."

•f-
Archbishop Wake, in his Exposition of the Doctrine of the Church of

England, (in answer to the Exposition of the Catholic Doctrine by M.
Bossuet, Bishop of Meaux,) has very satisfactorily shewn, that the defer-

ence paid by our church to the Christian Fathers of the three first ages, is

neither of such an idolatrous description as our adversaries generally repre-

sent, nor is their authority ever extolled to an equality with that of "the holy

scriptures. The Archbishop's words are, " Though we have appealed to the

churches of the first ages for new proofs of the truth of our doctrine, it is not

that we think that the doctors of those times had more right to judge of our
faith than those had that followed them ; but it is because after a serious ex-

amination we have found, that, as for what concerns the common beliefthat is

among us, they have believed and practised the same things without adding
other opinions or superstitious that destroy them,— wherein they have acted

conformably to their and our rule, tue Word of God : Notwithstanding,

it cannot be denied, but that they effectually fell into some wrong opinions,

as that of the Millenaries and infaut comumnion," &c.
This is the becoming reverence which our church has always entertained

for the authority of the christian Fathers. Very different were the sentiments

of Calvin on this subject: As all the Fathers who preceded St.Augustine knew
«f no predestination except that of Faith and Perseverancf, foreseen, Cal-

Wi), as was his manner, spoke much to their disi)aragcmcut, and had among-
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Calvin, and therefore fit to be reviewed, or else laid aside. And,

at the first, their journey-men began with a review, and fitted

his disciples many who foolishly imitated him iu this andother blemishes,

Baxter tells us :
" The truth is, most (if not all) the Fathers of the first

Two or Three Hundred years do speak in a language seeming to lean strongly

that way, and therefore Calvin, and Scultetus ia Medulla Patrutn, charge

them with no less than Pelagius his error. Vet perhaps their laying the

blame of evil actions on man's will, and persuading men's wills, may occa-

sion men to charge them too far, as if therefore they supposed natural suili-

ciency : or they speak of free-will as opposed to fate, nature and co-action,

ab you may iind very many of them favourably interpreted by Chamier. But
the plain truth is, till Pelagius' days, all spoke like Pelagians."—Saints'

Evi'7-lcisting Rest.— la reference to this point, the judicious Melancthon says :

" All the ancient [christian] writers, with the sole exception of St. August-

ine, have supposed, that there is some cause ofelection in onvsulves."

Baxter's expressions remind me of the difficulty which Grotius found in ob-

taining citations from the early Christian Fathers, that might not terrify the

Calvimstic party by their too legal aspect. He makes the following mention

of it in a letter to his friend Vossius, at the period fI6l4} when he was engaged

iu completing the famous edict of the Siates of Holland respecting Religious

Toleration, which obtained the highest commendation from King James.
(See the IForks of Arminius, vol. i, p. 412.) After alluding to several passa-

ges in their writiugs hf thus proceeds :
" We must not omit to notice, that

Calvin confesses in his Institutes this [conditional predestination] to have
been the opinion of the Ancients : Bnt Beza in his comment on Rom. xi, 2,

[God hath not cast away his people whom he foreknew,] declares, that ' on
this subject we must not listen to the Fathers.' Prosper also of old, when

•writing to St. Augustine, confesses, that, ' after a fresh examination into the
' opinions of thepreceding Fathers, he found the sentiments of all of them to
• be one and the same concerning the predestination of God u-hich proceeded
' fromforeknowledge.'—In reference to the question about pkeventing grace
the sentiments which you have quoted from St. Chrysostom and Jerome are

indeed far too favourable to Semi-Pelagiauism. I have likewise noted other
similar passages, such as the subjoined from St. Jerome against the Pelag-
ians :

' From which we understand, that it is our part to will and to run, but
* that it belongs to the mercy of God to complete our willing and ourrunning ;

' and that this is so done a* to preiev\e freedom of will in our willing ami
* running, and to leave all th'n\g:s to power in the consummation of God's will,'

&c.—I would certainly give a great price, could I possibly clear those Fathers

from the suspicion of this error ; especially when it is not difficult to believe,

that the Church Universal was at no period ignorant how much was due to

grace, which is far from being the least part of piety. St. Jerome indeed we
might probably assist, by means ofan accommodated interpretation ; but the
expressions of' St. Chrysostom are of a more unbending character, and will

not suffer tliemselves to be in the least inclined or adjusted. And yet I recol-

lect, that I have ohservciil some passage or other in Chrysostom 's vvritings in

which he also refers the beginnings of good to God." In a preceding letter he
thus alluded to the unwillingness of the Calvinists to admit the competency
of the early Fathers :

" I could wish, even at the dearest rate, to have men-
tion made of the primitive church in this edict : But, you know, that is

refused by the members for Dort [who were Calvinists] , because they are un-
willing to be brought back to the times which preceded the age of St. Augus-
tine . With much greater justice you do not allow those things to be ob-
truded on you which were introduced after St. Augustine. But, in the mean
time, these things which were never called in doubt cither before or after

St. Augustine, and which have always been held both by the Eastern and
Western churches, may possibly receive some additional degree of authority
from the consent of such a number of ages and nations ; Of this description
are the contents of the Edict "

The following quotations from Calvin will shew, that he accounted his
sentiments concerning predestiiiat!(m to be novelties and unsupported by
the testimony of the ancient Fathers : " God moves the will, not, as it has

Es 3
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fourteen of the articles to their own conceptions ; but, in the
end, despairing of the like success in all the rest, they gave

heen taught and believed fm- mantf ages, that it maybe a matter of option
with us either to obey or to resist the motion, but by eflicaciously affecting it.

That expression therefore so often repeated by St. (hrysostom must be
rejected, God draws him who is willing to be drawn ; by which he intimates,
that the Lord, after stretching forlh his hand, only waits to see whether or
not we be pleased to accept of his assistance." (Instil. 1. ii, c. 3, s. 10.)

"Among ecclesiastical authors, although there is no one who would deny,
that the soundness ui human reason has received a grievous wound through
sin, and that the will of man is deeply entangled by depraved appetites, yet
many of them approach much nearer than is becoming to the philosophers."
(Ibid. 1. ii, c. 2, s. 4.) St. Chrysostom, Jerome, and others then receive a due
portion of blame, and he adds: " Those therefore who vaunted themselves
on being the disciples of Christ, have spoken in too philosophical a manner
on this subject. For the term Free-will has always been employed by the
Latin Fathers, as though man yet stood in his primitive integrity. But the
Greek. Fathers have not been ashamed to use a wordof still greater arrogance;
for they have called it avre^saiov, as if the power over himself were within
the capacity of man." He afterwards says :

*' All men, even the very popu-
lace, have been imbued with this principle, that man is ejulowed with afree-
will."—" If the authority of the Fathers have any influence upon us, they
without doubt have the word [free-will] continually in their mouths." [Ibid.
1. ii, c. 2, s.8.) " 1 may probably appear to create a great prejudice against
myself by my confession, that all the ecclesiastical writers, with the excep-
tion of St. Augustine, have spoken on this subject with such ambiguity or
variety that nothing certain can be gathered from their productions. For
some persons will interpret such conduct into a wish on my part to exclude
these Fathers fro7n the right of giving tlieir sitfj-rages, 6ecfa<#e THEY ARE
All i>iv ADVERSARIES. But I had no other purpose in view than a wish iu
all iimplicity and good faith to manifest a regard to [men of] pious disposi-
tions ; who, if they wait for the sentiments of the Fathers on this point, will
always fluctuate through uncertainty: For atone time they teach, man,
robbed of the freedom of his will, to take refuge in grace alone ; at another
time they equip and adorn him with his own arms [or power] , or appear so to
do." (Ibid. I. ii, c. 2. s. 9.j After reading these extracts from the Father of
the modern Predestiuarian system, (who was an eloquent, wise and learned
man,} every scholar will be amused at the awkward attempts of some modern
Calvinists, who have exhibited irrefragable proofs that they were ignorant of
the very construction of the language which thev quoted, and yet have pre-
tended to enlist the most famous among the early Christian Fathers iu favour
of their novel doctrines.

The judicious Hooker, in the preface to his Ecclesiastical Polity, has pro-
perly stated, " that of what account the Master of the Sentences was in the
Church of Rome, the same and more amongst the preachers of the Reformed
Churches Calvin had purchased, so that the perfectest divines were judged
they who were skilfullest in Calvin's writin|;-s. His books almost the very
canon, by which to jui'ge of doctrine and discipline. The French churches,
both under others abroad or at home in their own country, all cast according
to that mould, which Calvin had made." When this great man had attained
to such celebrity as is here related, it ought not to appear wonderful when we
meet with such statements as the follow ing :

" 1 have heard it credibly reported that in a certaine College in Cam-
bridge," [St. John's is the College alluded to,] "when it happeneth that,
in their disputations, the authoritye cither of St. Augustine, or of St. Am-
brose, or of St. Jerome, or of any other of the ancient Fathers, nay, the
•whole consent of them all altogether is alleged ; it is rejected with very
great disdaine ; as, ' What tell you me of St. Augustine, St. Ambrose, or of
* the rest .' I regard them not a rush. Were they not men ?' Whereas at
other time, when it happeneth, that a man of another humour doth nun-
swere, if it fall out that he beinge pressed with the authority either of Calvin
or Beza shall chance to deny it ; you shall see some beginne to smile, iu
commiseration of such the poore man's simplicity ; some grow to be angry
in regard of such presumption ; and sonic will depart away, accounting such
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over that impertinent labour, and found it a more easy task to

conceive a new, than to accommodate the old Confession to their

a kiiide of fellowe not worthy the hearing."

—

Bancroft's Survey of thejire-

tended Holy Discipline.
" As ill affection they challenge the virtues of zeal and the rest; so in

knowledge they atlribute unto themselves light and perfection. They say,

the Church of England in King Edward's time, and in the beginning of her
Majesty's reign, was but in the cradle; and the Jjishops in those times did
somewhat grope foi day- break ; but that maturity and fulness of light pro-
ceedethfrom themselves."—Sir F. Bacon, of Church Controversies.

Bishop Womack has also furnished a description, at once appropriate and
humorous, of this Calvinistic jMopensity to depreciate the Fathers, in the
preceding dialogue, page 70, when he draws these expressions from the lips

of Air. Fatality, one of the Triers and Ejectors :
" But you may see he hath

studied the Ancien r Fatheks,—more than our modern divines, such as Mr.
f^aiviu and Mr. Perkins. And, alas ! they [the Ancient Fathers] threw away
their enjoyments, (and their lives too, someof them,) for they knew not what.
They understood little or nothing of the IDivine decrees, or the powerof grace
and godliness : This great light was reserved for the honour of after ages."

In 1610, the famous Isaac Casaubon addressed thesubjoined letter to Daniel
Heinsius, who had not at that period addicted himself to the Calvinistic
party in Holland, as he afterwards did, to his great temporal advantage :

" I smiled when I read in your letter, t/iaf I kad gone over to the ranks of the
Jesuits: Only wait a little, and you shall see what good agrkemf.nt I hold
with those pests. My letter to Fronto Ducreus [F. Bonaid,] which, after
being submitted to the judgment of the King [James the First], the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury [Al)bot] , and of several other very learned individuals,
has elicited from them wonderful expressions of a]}probation, will teach my
false accusers this lesson,—that it is one thing, to admire the piety of the
ancient church, to detest novelties, and to m:\nifest a desire for concord in the
Church of Christ,—and that it is quite «/w^///'/- tiling, to unite one's self to
an abandoned and profligate faction.—But, my lleiusius, how caul sufficient-
ly evince my gratitude to you, for defending my reputation in that quarter
with such assiduity .' But know, that those who hold forth the F"athers of
the ancient church as objects of ridicule and scoffing, are the very men that
act the part of detractors against nie, nay, that manifest towards me a greater
portion of hatred than towards a dog or a serpent ! For they [the Calvinists]
are a generation of men who suppose, that they alone engross all the wisdom
in the world, that only themselves have a correct understanding of the mean-
ing of the sacred scrij)tures, and that they are the sole church ot God and the
peculiar people. Relying on the authority and reputation of one individual
[Calvin,] who was truly a very great man, though not free from liability to
error,—these persons cannot endure the bare mention of the names of those
most holy Fathers, whose most felicitous services the immortal God was
pleased formerly to employ. Oneof ihein is Du Moulin, a [Reformed] minis-
ter at Paris, who has not been ashamed in one of his productions to style the
blessed Cyprian ' an Anabaptist,' in order to pollute and disgrace the memo-
ry of a Christian Martyr with the infamyof a modern heresy ! Why should I

recount theaudacious attempts of other writers, which are filled with epithets
equal in rashness .'' For they wish to represent the Fathers as having been
half heathens, unskilled in the scriptures, silly, foolish, stupid and impious
persons. It is on this account that they attack the errors of the Papists in
such a manner, as very frequently to inflict through their sides a mortal
wound on the ancient church. 1 am much dis{)leased with this licentious, or
rather, detestable impiety : because I perceive, while these men attack
superstition, they open a wide door to the proianation of sacred things and of
the whole christian religion. This is the reason why they exclaim that lam
n Papist, when I am prepared to refute the errors of Popery with far greater
keenness and severity than they can display. But this is my opinion— ' since
' the true church will hereafter be one, and since this unity is possible, we
'must not rashly recede from those doctrines of faith which have obtained
* the approbation and unanimous consent of the Church Universal ; and
* since I acknowledge no foundation for true religion except that of the
'divinely-inspired scriptures, with Melancthon and the Church of England
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private fancies. And in this new Confession, they establish

the morahty of their Lord's-day sabbath, declare the Pope to be

' I desire the doctrines of faith, which have their origin in the foinitaiu of
• scripture, to lie brought down to us along the channel of antiquity. '—If we
adopt a contrary method, where will innovation terminate, or what restraint

will it be possible to impose on the minds of those who are fond of novelties .•'

—I wish jouto believe this concerning me,—though my whole and sole de-
light consists in the perusal of the scriptures, yet I have not derived from
them a single private ojiinion, [as opposed to those approved by antiquity,]

1 hold no such peculiar seniiment, and, speaking in the fear of God, I never
will hold one. This was formerly the determination of that great man, John
Calvin, when he composed the preface to bis Commentary on the Epistle to

the Romans,— ' In those points which are of principal importance we ought
' not to recede from the concurring agreement of the Church.' 1 follow this

guide, while I detest and abominate those new teachers who deny God's Infi-

nity, Eternity and OHniipotence."
'fhe celebrated Edict of the States of Holland for restraining within pre-

scribed bounds the discussions of divines on the subject of Predestination has
been b.riefly alluded to in a former part of this note. In that document it is

stated, " Some ministers are conceived cither directly or indirectly to have
taught, that God lias created certain men to damnation, and has imposed on
such men a necessity of sinning ; and tliat God liheivise invites some men to

salvation u'ho?n he has decreed entireh/ to debarfrom salvation.— Oih^^r \ni-

nisters are conceived to have taught, that it is possible for the natu-
ral powers or deeds of men to effect their salvation." The States,

therefore, exhorted both these classes of divines, (though of the latter there
was none then in the Dutch ministry,) " not-to think of themselves more
highly than they ought to think, but to think soberly according as God hath
dealt to every man the mea-ure of faith." They also commanded them, " iu

their various explanations of passages of Scripture, to attend diligently to the
doctrine generally inculcated in the sacred writii>gs. That onr salvation is

from God alone, andthat we are ourselves the sole cause of our own dcstructim.

(Hos.xiii, 9 ; Isa. xliii, 11,2.5; John iii, 19; Rom. v, If) ; vi, 23.) Where-
fore in explaining the Holy Scriptures, the pastors must, as often as they
have an opportunity, inculcate on their people, that ^Ae commencement,
PROGRESS o?!f/ END o/ mun's Salvation, as ivell asfaith itself, ought not to be

attributed to the native pouters or the deeds o/ men, but should be stated as
received through the sole and unmerited grace of God in Jesus Christ our
Saviour; that the Omnipotent Jehovah has created no metifor damnation ;

that He has not imposed on any man a necessity of sinning ; and that no man
is invited by God to salvation, when He has decreed not to bestow salvation

npon that individual." In a subsequent part of the same edict, their Lord-
ships declare: "it is our pleasure, that those pastors suffer no kind of moles-
tation, who, in their explanations of the preceding passages and sayings,

hold no other sentiments and teach nothing more than, tJiat Jlwighty God,
according to the benevolent affection of his own willfounded on Jesus Christ

our Redeemer and Saviour, hasfrom all eternity elirfed to everlasting salva-

tio7i those men who, through grace unmerited and the operation of tlie Holy
Spirit, believe on Jesus Christ our Lord, and v)ho, through i lie like unmerited
grace, persevere to the end in the faith ; and, on the contrary, that those ai-e

rejected to damnation who do not believe on Jesus Christ, and who persevere to

the end in unbelief."—At the time when this decree passed, it was approved
even by the Calvinists, who did not immediately perceive, that it encouraged
Arminianism, (another term for GENUINE Chris iianitv,) \> hose doctrines, as

contained in the words of Scripture, stand at an equal distance from Mnni-
cheism on the one hand, and Pelagianism on the other; and that it discounte-

nanced the foul dogmas and blasphemous consectaries of Supralapsarian
Calvinism, which was at that period the fashionable creed of the majority of

the Dutch Prcdcstin.iririus.—This Edict was the production of the learned

Grotius, who, soon after its publication, illustrated the whole of it, with
consummate ability by notes from the Holy Scriptures, from the Ancient
Fathers, (some of whom, it is seen, were rather unmanageable,) from the

Acts of Councils, from the Confessions of the Reformed Churches, from the
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the Antichrist, the Son of Perdition, and the Man of Sin : And
therein also interweave the Calvinian rigours, in reference to the

writings of modern divines, and especially from those of the Church of Eng-
land. This Edict and the Pietas Ordinum, which Grotius was soon after

compelled to publish in defence of it, were of the {greatest service to the
cause of Arminianism in every nation of Europe. And I am bound in charity
to conclude, that neitherthe early nor the modern vilifiers of Arminius per-
used this excellent exposition of his system ; for if they had, they could not
as Christians have mis-stated and maligned, in the manner they have done,
the plain and scriptural principles, which it expounds.
The pleasure which a perusal of this very impartial and learned document

im})arted to King James, is well known : The famous Isaac Casaubon expressed
to Grotius his Majesty's approbation of the Edict and of its desig-n, declaring
its great utility " in turning asidethe minds of the people from two rocks,
Avhich are equally dangerous in the doctrine of Preclestiiiation,—that of the
Manichees and of the Pelagians/' &c. In a few months afterwards, the King
resolved to publish something that might have the same beneficial tendency ;

and accordingly thought no method better suited to his purpose than to guard
the sacred fountains of learning from Calvinistic contamination. 'I'his was
effectedby his Majesty's Directions, addressed to the English Universities
oil the 18th of January, 1616, the Seventh and Eighth of which are here sub-
joined : " That young students in divmity be directed to study such books as
be most agreeable in doctrine and discipline to the Church of England, and
incited to bestow their times in the Fathers; and Councils, Schoolmen, His-
tories and Controversies, and not to insist too lung upon Compendiums and
Abbreviatures, making them the grounds of their study in divinity. That no
man, either in pulpit or schools, be suffered to maintain dogmatically any
point of doctrine that is not allowed by the Church of England." This mea-
sure was adopted long before Dr. Laud had acquired any reputal ion at court;
and it was intended to diminish the deleterious influence which the Institutes
of Calvin had then obtained among students and doctors. In Dr. Heylin's
Life of Archbishop Laud it is said : " It was withal insinuated to him [King
James] what dangers would proceed by the training up of young students in
the gronnds of Calvinism, if some directions were not issued, from his Majesty
for the course of their studies ; that there was no readier way to advance the
Presbyterial government in this kingdom, than by suffering young scholars to
be seasoned with Calvinian doctrines ; that it was very hard to say, whether
of the two, either the Puritan or the Papist, were more destructiveof monar-
chical government, &c. This was the first step toward the suppressing of
that reputation unto which Calvin and his writings had attained in that Uni-
versity [Oxford] ; and a good step it might have been, if Dr. Goodwin, Dean
of Christ Church, who was then Vice-Chancellor, had not been father-in-
law to Prideaux, or rather if Prideaux himself had approved the Articles ; or
that Dr. Benfield of Corpus C^hristi, the other Professor for divinity, a grave
but sedentary man, had been active in it. But, howsoever, being published,
though it went no farther, it gave such a general alarm to the Puritan faction,
that the terrorof it could not be forgotten for twenty years after. Certain 1
am, that, in the year 1G36, it was charged by H. Burton of Friday Street, for
an innovation,— ' one of themany innovations introduced by Laud andothers
'cf the Prelatical party to subvert religion.'

"

Such, in brief, is the history of the proper and subordinate attachment
which the Church of England has always manifested for the writings of the
early Christian Fathers. In a subsequent part of this volume it will be shewn,
that the esteem of Arminius for the ancient writers of the Church was much
greater than that of some among his Dutch successors ; and that while he
was gradually deducing from those venerable Fathers, as the best and safest
interpreters of Holy Writ, the principles of his christian system,—other
divines in England his co-temporaries were drawing from the same pure
sources the doctrines of General Redemption, which received the strongest
sanction from th>' scriptural formularies of the Charch of England, both of
tiicrn bearii;^ -in ecjual impress of primitive antiquity.
The usefulness and necessity of studying the vvritings of the Ancient Fa-

thers have been demonstrated by many persons eminent for their learning
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absolute decree of Predestination, Grace, Free-will, &c. But
knowing that they served such masters as were resolved to part

with no one branch of their own authority, they attribute a power
to the civil magistrate, not only of calling Synods and Church-
assemblies, but also of being present at them, and to provide that

and piety. Tliis note commenced with a quotation from an English Arnh-
hishop, and I conclude it with one from the Lord Primate of Ireland. Arch-
bishop Usher was osse who beyond all men then living knew the vast impor-
tance of these studies, and had derived the greatest benefits from them : The
following brief advice, in the language of his erudite biographer, will con-
vey his sentiments on this very interesting subject.— '• Indeed he had so

great an esteem of the Ancient Authors, for the acquiring any solid learn-
nig, whether sacred or profane, that his advice to young students, either

in Divinity or Antiquity, was, ' Not to spend too much time in Epitomes,
• but to set themselves to read the Ancient Authors themselves ; as, to begin
' with the Father.s, and to read them according to the ages in which they
' lived, (which was the method he had taken himself,) and, together with
* them, carefully to peruse the (.'hlrch Historians that treated of that age
' in which those Fathers lived : By which means the student would be bet-
' ter able tu perceive the reason and meaning of divers passages in their
' writings, (which otherwise would be obscure,) when he knew the original
' and growth of those heresies and heterodox opinions against which they
' wrote, and may also better judge what doctrines, ceremonies, and opi-
• nions prevailed in the church in every age, and by what means introduced.
' So likewise for profane authors,' " &c.

* In that masterly production, the Archbishop of Cashel's Attempt to

illustrate those Articles of the Church of England, ivliich the Calvinists

improperly consider as Calhinistical, his lordship most judiciously observes :

" On one hand it has been contended, that our articles are consonant
with the creed of Calvin ; on the other, with that of Arminius. It is not my
intention to follow this controverted question into particulars. Yet perhaps
it should be cursorily remarked, that even the Calvinist has proved, in the
most convincing mode, that they are not in their necessary construction
completely Calvinistical ; that something is wanting in them to produce
entire satisfaction; for repeatedly has he laboured, although constantly
laboured in vain, first to render them explicit on this head, and afterwards to

get his favourite emendations approved and established by public authority.
"This is sufficiently evinced by the well known attempts of the Calvinists,

both in the reign of Elizabeth and James, to procure the insertion of the
Lambeth articles among the established articles of our Church. Upon the
accession of the latter Prince, a conference was publicly held at Hampton
Court, in which the innovations alluded to, with others ot equal importance,
was suggested.
"Although the Calvinists failed under James in their attempt to correct

what they deemed to be ' the errors aiid inpeifections of the Church, as well
' in matter of doctrine as discipline,' nevertheless, under his unhappy suc-
cessor, or rather under the authority of a Parliament in opposition to the
Sovereign, they commenced an actual reformation of our Articles. In the
year lM'^ ' the Assembly of Divines,' as the committee alluded to has been
usually styled, revised the first fifteen, 'with a design,' as the historian

of the Puritans himself observes, ' to render their sense more express, and
' determinate in favour of Calvinism.' (Neal's History of the Puritans, vol.

i. p. 48. ed. UM.) The 9th Article of Original Sin was thus amended by
them; " Original Sinstandeth not in thefollowing of Adam, as the Pelagians
do vainly talk, but [together with his first sin imputecf] it is the fault and

• corruption of the nature of every man that naturally is jjropagated from
'Adam, whereby man h icholli/ deprived o/ [not as before, veri/ far gone
' froml original righteousness," and is of his own nature inclined [only] to
* evil yet the Apostle doth confess, that concupiscence and lust is

* truly and properly sin' [instead of, hatk of itself the nature of sin.'\ In
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whatsoever is therein contracted, be done agi'eeablyto the mind
and will of God.* But as to the matter of Church-Government,

the Divine Right of their Presbyteries, the setting of Christ upon his

the 10th Art. upon Free-Will they made only one interpolation, but that of
some inportaiice. After the words, ' without the grace of God by Christ
' preventing us, that we may have a good will,' they inserted, ' and
' working so effectually in us, as that it deterntincth our uill to that which
'is good.' And again in the 11th Art. upon Justification, another explana-
tion of no less importance was introduced ; ' We are justified,' it was said,

that is, we are accounted righteous before God, and have remission of
'sins not for nor by our own works or deserving^, but freely by his grace,
• only for our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ's sake, his whole obedience and
' satisfaction being- by God imputed unto us, and Christ with his righfeous-
' ness being apprehended and rested on byfaith only. '(Ibid. Appendix, No. 1.)

Do not these emendations prove, that the respective opinions introduced
were not, in the judgment of those who proposed them, at least necessarily
contained in the original Articles .' An unprejudiced Calvinist might perhaps
admit a stronger conclusion to be warrantable.
" That the Assembly of Divines proceeded no further in their labours

than to the review of the loth Article, might be owing to a persuasion of the
attempt being hopeless, from the incorrigibility of the ancient creed; or
perhaps to a prospect, which then began rapidly to open upon the Purita-
nical cause, not merely of reforming the Churchy but altogether of subvert-
ing it."

Much has been written concerning the arbitrary measures of Archbishop
Laud, and his endeavours to render Arminianism triumphant in the Church
of England. But where is the instance to be found of liis attempts to alter

the Thirty-Nine Articles, or to make them speak in a more Arniinian tone
than that in which they had always spoken .' By an ingenious species of
sophistry, it has been contended, that the manner in which he caused King
Charles's Declaration in l()2(j to be executed, was, in fact, an establishing of
Arminianism : But a lame case was assuredly never more lamely supported
than this is, by Dr. Maclaine, in his long note on Mosheim. (Cent, xvii, sec.

2, pt. 2.) in reference to the repeated and bold attempts at innovation oa
the Established Creed, the Bishop of Winchester observes, in his excellent
Refutation of Calvinism : " The early Calvinists of this country having thus
failed in their endeavours to obtain a change in our public formularies, their

more modern successors, despairing of alteration, have adopted a diflferent

mode of proceeding, and have boldly contended that the Articles, Liturgy
and Homilies are already Calvinistic, and admit of no other interpretation."
What Remarks on this statement has the Rev. Thomas Scott published ? He
says: "That some persons, in former times, have wished to render our
Articles, &c., more exactly agreeable to the tenets of Calvin, or even Calvin-
iores Calvitio, cannot be denied: but the evangelical clergy are not 'their suc-
cessors.' They do not ' despair of alteration ;' for a man never despairs of
what he does not desire, but most earnestly deprecates. The despair of alter-

ation is found among those who devise a variety of ingenious schemes, to
reconcile men's consciences to subscribe what they almost openly avow they
do7iot believe. The evangelical clergy do not contend, that our Articles, Lit-
urgy and Homilies are in every tittle exactly co-incident with the sentiments
of Calvin; but that they contain, in a more unexceptionable form, all that
they deem essential in his doctrine." This kind of argument reminds me of
a fable, familiar to all school-boys, about a fox that called the sweet and ripe
grapes " sour," when he found them placed beyond his reach.

* The British Calvinists who composed the Westminster Assembly of
Divines, endeavoured to found their proceedings, as far as possible, on the
precedents attbrded to them by the Synod of Dort Jn tlie TVorks of Armi-
nius, (vol. i, p. 642,) I have exposed the contrivance of the Dutch Calvinists
*' to elevate to a greater height their national standards of Predestinarian
Orthodoxy, when they ei,idih\i%heA new formularies of consent in their volu-
minous Canons or Articles, the subtle character of which is accurately des-
cribed by Bishop Womack." Dr. Heylia and Archbishop Laurence have
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throne, the partly or imparity of ministers in the church of Christ,

not a word delivered : Their mighty masters were not then re-

solved upon those particulars; aud it was fit the Holy Ghost

here adverted to " the incorrigibility of the ancient creed" of the Church
England ; and, in the Westminster Synod, Calvinism obtained an easier

triumph than it had done at Dort, by the establishment of its new Confes-
sion of Faith and its two Predestinarian Catechisms, without any of the
{gainsaying arguments of such courageous aud accomplished adversaries as
Ejiiscopius and the other cited Remonstrants.

In some of the S!ibsequent notes it will be shewn, that the Dutch Calvi-

nists, who always maintained (in opposition to the Arminians) the indepen-
dent rights of the church, had in this respect a marked snperority over their
British brethren ; aud it was a happy circumstance for the remaining liber-

ties of Englishmen, that the lay members of the Westminster Assembly
resisted the exorbitant demands of these ambitious ecclesiastics, who wishei
to see Calvinism settled in England according to the model of the United
Provinces and Scotland.
On this subject much useful information is conveyed in the following

extract from the Cases of Conscieiwe, which were written by Bishop Sander-
son during the Inter-regnum at the request and under the patronage of the
Right Honourable Robert Boyle : " Since the time that the Divines have
divided themselves into several parties, it cannot easily be agreed upon
amongst them to understand unto whom it doth belong to make Ecclesias-
tical laws.—The Papists, who would have the Clergy to be exempted from
all jurisdiction of the civil magistrate, do affirm^ ' that Bishops only, and
* amongst them the chief Bisnop especially, whom they call tite Jiiskop
* Oecumenicnl, hath the right and power to make laws, which may not only
* oblige the consciences of the clergy, but of the laity also, and that with-
* out any consent or licence of the politic magistrate.'—There are some who
(the person only, but not the opinion being changed,) do embrace this Tenet,
as also mam/ ot/iers of the PAViSTs, who, notwithstanding, do profess them-
selves most bitter enemies unto Popery ; but in the mean time the Discipli-

Tjary /?tf/or»ier* our new Davusses do disturb all things, and, having taken
away all power, authority, and ecclesiastical jurisdiction from the King,
they do challenge it only to themselves, and to their own classes and con-
ventions.—The Erastians on the other side, and our new reformers no less

than they, under the pretence of reformation, having altogether disin vested
the clergy of all ecclesiastical jurisdiction, do wholly attribute the universal
right of the external government of the church to the civil magistrate : And
moreover as for these our own disciplinarians at home, good God ! what
monsters of names and opinions, as full of deformity ah of dittbrniity, have
these last seven years fruitful of prodigies brought forth, and nursed under
the pretence of reformation.—But in these (as in many other dei)ates) that
opinion seemeth to be the truer, and is truly the safer, which is lodged in
the middle betwixt the two extremes ; aud I am confident you will be so
much the more willing to imbrace it, by how much it is more agreeable t»>

the doctrine of the English Church, as also to the laws of the kingdom,
which is, that the right of making Ecclesiastical laws is in the power of
Bishops, Elders and other persons duly elected by the Clergy of the whole
kingdom : But so nevertheless that the exercise of the same right and power
in all christian common-wealths ought to depend on the authority of the
supreme magistrate, both a parte ante (as the schoolmen have it") and «
parte post, on the nart precedent, and on the i)art subsequent, to wit, that
they ought not of tiiemselves to assemble for the making of Pxclesiastical
Canons and laws, unless they he called to it by his mandate or command, or
at least defended bv his authority ; a full and free leave being both asked,
and ol)tained : And being thus called and warranted, their laws or canons
to which they have consented, are not ratified, nor have any power of oblig-
ing, until the assent of the sujireme magistrate be obtained ; by whose
approbation ai»d authority, as soon as they are confirmed, they are presently
to pass for laws, aud do oblige the subject,"
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should stay their leisure,* and not inspire their journey-men
with any other instruction than what was sent them from the

Houses.
" But this Confession, though imperfect, and performed by

halves, was offered in the way of an humble advice to the Lords
and Commons; that by the omnipotency of an ordinance it

might pass for current, and be received for the established doc-

trine of the church of England. The like was done also in the

tendry of their Larger Catechism, which seems to be nothing
in a manner but the setting-ovit of their Confession in another
dress, and putting it into the form of questions and answers,
that so it might appear to be somewhat else than indeed it was.

But being somewkai of the largest to be taught in schools, and
somewhat of the hardest to be learned by children, it was
brought afterwards into an epilome, commonly called the Lesser

Catechism, and by the authors recommended to the use of the

church, as far more orthodox than Nowel's, more clear than that

contained in the Common-prayer book, and not inferior to the

* The profane expressions, here employed, of " the Holy Ghost staying
their leisure," And of " every thing being done agreeably to the mind and
will of God," are borrowed from the desecrating practice of the republicau
Calvinists : And Dr. Heylin intended by the use of them to stigmatize at once
the hypocrisy of the Westminster Assembly and their extreme servility. In
Bishop Sanderson's second lecture, 0?< a Goorf /w^ew^ww, the following re-
marks occur :

" All pions men must take heed, lest, being transported by a
zeal to the glory of God, they be carried away to unlawful acts. Being trans-
ported with too hasty and too preposterous a zeal to the glory of God, what
contumelies, what slaughters did not those men of that faction amongst the
people of the Jews commit, who peculiarly were called Zealots ! And among
Christians in the memory of our fathers, the same things have been recorded
(by men worthy of belief, and who were no ways ignorant of the transactions
of the affairs of their times,) to have been done in Germany, and otherplaces,
by the Anabaptists, in whose chronologies such horrid acts, and so far from
all humanity, are reported, that we should hardly have given any belief unto
them, if we had not of late seen the same tragedies everyday to be prodigi-
ously acted to the life, by their unhappy offspring, the dismal scene being
translated into our Britannies. That none of you may be deceived there-
fore with so splendid a deceit, and that you may not deceive others, consider
with yourselves, in the first jdace, that all seducers, the ministers of Satan
and instructed by Satan himself, (the chief seducer, who is accustomed to

transform himself into an angel of light,) have not more advanced them-
selves by any artifice, nor imposed more upon the belief of the common peo-
ple of Christendom, nor more vigorously troubled the peace of our churches
and commonwealths, than under tJie pretence of t lie glory of God, and of the
reformation of religion, and of tJie propagation of tlie gospel, and of rooting
out supei'stition, and of tlie exalting of tlie kingdom of our Liord Jesus
Christ."
In those days it was a common saying among the royalists, in allusion to

the pretences of sanctified motives under which the most rebellious of the
Calvinists acted, " All mischief has its commencement in the name of the
Lord." The author oi Sp/tinx JLiigduno- Ge?ievensis imposes on them the
name oi the Sanctified Legion, and adds, "Why, he [the Presbyterian] bears
this denomination thou wilt less wonder, if thou call to mind that he was for-

merly an army-saint, and fought the devil s battles m tJie name of tlie Lord.
He once blew the trumpet to rebellion in the pulpit, and afterwards charged
majesty with ordnance of both kinds, and allm the name of tlie Lord," 6iC.

On this topic cousult the note page '6b'J.
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Palatine or Genevian forms. But in all three, they held forth

such a doctrine touching God's decrees, that they gave occasion

of reviving the old Blastian heresy, in making God to be the

author of sin : Which doctrine being new-published in a pam-
phlet, entituled. Comfortfor Believers in their Sins and Trou-
bles, gave such a hot alarm to all the Calvinists in the new
Assembly,* that they procured it to be burnt by the hands of
the hangman. But first, they thought it necessary to prepare
the way to that execution, by publishing in print their detesta-

tion of that abominable and blasphemous opinion, that God
hath a hand in, and is the author of the sinfulness of his peo-
ple, as the title tells us. So that now Calvin's followers may
sleep supinely without regard to the reproaches of uncivil men,
who had upbraided them with maintaining such blasphemous
doctrine. The reverend Divines of the Assembly have absolved
them from it, and shewed their detestation of it ; and who
dares charge it on them for the time to come ?

" But these things possibly were acted as they were Calvi-

nians, and perhaps Sabbatarians also, and no more than so.

And therefore we inust next see what they do on the score of

* A few extracts from Aucher's work will exhibit the deformity of high
Calyinistic speculations, when they are tendered incautiously aud without
limitations. " God may as truly ande asily have a will and hand in, and be the
author of sins, as of atflictious.—We may safely say, that God is, and hath an
hand in, aud is the author of the sinfulness of his people.—The fear of some
of these inconveniences hath made divines not to acknowledge so much of
God in sin, as is in sin : They have erred on the other hand, and made sin

more of the creature and itself, and less from God, than it is. They grant
' that God is willing sin should be, and that he permits it, and orders circum-
* stances about its production, and hath an hand in, and is the author of the
' physical or moral act, in and with which sin is ; hut the essence of sin, that
* IS, the pravity and ataxy, the anomy and irregularity of the act, which is

* the sinfulness of it, God hath no hand, neither is he any author at all
* thereof.' This opinion goes wrong another way, and gives not to God
enough in sin. Let us embrace and profess the truth, and not fear to say that
of God which he in his holy book saith of liimsclf, namely, ' That of him and
* from his hand is not only the thing that is sinful, but the pravity and sinful-
* ness of it.'

"

The true cause of the suppression of the book seems to have been this cir-

cumstance—its author was an Indeperdent teacher at Arnheim, and conse-
quently at that period an object of the intolerance of the Presbyterians, one
of whom speaks thus of him and his book: " Neither is this all the new
light that did shine forth in the candlestick of Arnheim ; but there also mas-
ter Archer giveth forth, for the comfort of his hearers, without the reproof
so far as yet we have heard of any of his colleagues, ' That God is not only
* the author of sin, but also of the sinfulness, the very formality, the anomy,
^ the ataxy, the pravity of sin:' A doctrine which all Protestants ever did
abhor as high blasphemy, aud which the Assembly of Divines, with both the
Houses of Parliament, "did condemn as such ; appointing Master Archer's
book for that worst heresy of the Libertines, and grossest blasphemv of the
Antinomians,—to be solemnly burnt by the hand of the hangman. The or-
der of the House of Lords runs thus :

' Complaint being this day made to
* the Lords in Parliament, by the Assembly of Divines, that a certain blasphe-
* mous and heretical book intituled. Comfort for Believers, 'K])nn\.ed.7mA
' published, being written by John Arcuer ; their Lordships much abhor-
' ring the said blasphemies, do award and adjudge,that the said book shall be
' burnt by the hand of the common hangman.' —Baylie's Dissuasive.
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Presbytery, for setting up whereof they had taken the covenant,

called in the Scots, and more insisted on the abolition of the

Episcopal function, than any other of the propositions which
more concern them. To this they made their way in those

demands which they sent to Oxon, the Ordinance for Ordination

of ministers, and their advancing of the Directory in the fall

of the Liturgy. They had also voted down the calling of Bi-

shops, in the House of Commons, on Sept. 8, l6'42 ; and caused
the passing of that vote to be solemnized with bells and bon-
fires in the streets of London, as if the whole city was as much
concerned in it, as some factious citizens. But knowing that

little was to be effected by the propositions, and much less by
their votes, they put them both into a bill, which past the House
of Peers on the third of February, some two days after they
had tendered their proposals to the King at Oxon. And by that

bill it was desired to be enacted, that from the fifth of Novem-
ber, (the day designed for the blowing-up the Parliament by
the gun-powder traitors,) which should be in the year of our
Lord 1643, there should be no Arch-bishops, Bishops, Commis-
saries, &c. (with all their train recited in the Oxon article.

Numb. 21,) in the church of England : That from thenceforth

the name, title, and function of Arch-bishops, Bishops, Chan-
cellors, &c. or likewise the having, using, or exercising any
jurisdiction, office, and authority, by reason or colour of any
such name, dignity, or function, in the realm of England, should
utterly and for ever cease. And that the King might yield the

sooner to the alteration, they tempt him to it with a clause

therein contained, for putting him into the actual possession of
all the castles, manors, lands, tenements, and hereditaments,

belonging to the said Arch-bishops, or Bishops, or to any of
them.* And for the lands of Deans and Chapters, the brethren

* "Before we swear the extirpation of Church- Government by Arclibishops,
Bishops, i^c.y it would beseem us to consider, besides what we have been
already put in mind of, these particulars. (I.) What shall be done witli all

their rents and revenues, to which they and their successors have as good
and just right, as any subjects have to whatsoever they call theirs ? If they
must be ahenated to the use of some others, how shall those many heavy
anathemas and terrible curses laid upon the alienators thereof, by the donors
and others, be avoided? (2.) Whether divers families of this kingdom have
not already smarted sufficiently for less sacrileges ? (3) What encourage-
ments will there be left to persuade any of good birth, parts and abilities, to
apply themselves to the study of divinity ; when every other profession, from
the noblest to the basest, shall have honourable preferment and advancement
for those that are diligenl and laborious therein, only they which rule the
church of God well, and labour in the word and doctrine, (whom God him-
self ^declares to be worthy of double honour or double maintenance, 1 Tim.
V, 17,) shall have all hopes and possibility of honour and honourable main-
tenance taken from them ; so that every noble, free-born, well-bred, ingenu-
ous son shall sajto his parents, ' Rather make me a tailor, a button-maker,
*a cooper ora cobler, than a divine?' (i.) Whether our adversaries the
Papists will not by this means soon find far fewer abler to encounter with
them, and far more ready and willing to enter combat for them, they having
so great rewards for their champions, and we so little for ours ? If good
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had a hope to parcel them amongst themselves, under the colour

of encouraging and maintaining a preaching-ministry ; some
sorry pittance being allowed to the old proprietaries, and some
short pension during life to the several Tiishops.*

livings with cures of souls be thought encouragement ample enough, it were
good to consider, (5.) What honourable or conitbrtabie support or salary
those worihy men shall have whom God shall hereafter endow, either with
the gilt of tongues, or the interpretation thereof, or with the gift of wisdom
and knowledge in the great controversies and mysteries of religion, and yet
have not the gift of preaching or prophesying, and so are not so fit for pastoral
charges or cures as some others, otherwise far inferior to them ? Co.) How
shall they whom God requires to be given to hospitality above other men,
(1 Tim. i'ii, 2,j be able to shew themselves hosi)itable at all, when all means
of hospitality shall be denied them ? In a word, and that such as may per-
haps be better listened unto by some, than all that hath been spoken : What
will become of those many tenants and their children and families, who in
this kingdom have and do and still may (if this government be not extirpated)
enjoy so much benefit and profit by their leases from Archbishops, Bishops,
Deans and Chapters, &c. hitherto accounted, by their own acknowledgment,
as good tenures as the most in this kingdom ? What I say, within a while,
will become of them and theirs ? when they shall be compelled to turn
tenants to those landlords whose cruel exactions in raising their rents above
what Archbishops, Bishops, and other church-governours have required, the
experience of some former alienations to such, do abundantly witness ; they
must not then expect, what divers of them are now scarce content with, that
their landlords will take one year's rent, and give them the profit of almost
seven ?

" But what do I speak of tenants alone ? Let it be.seriously considered,
how many other ingenuous men serviceable to God, to the King and to the
whole kingdom, have been bred, brought up and maintained by the revenues
of the church-governors : I verily believe, far more in one age than all the
ages tocome will ever see bred, brought up, and maintained by those reve-
nues, if they should (which God of his mercy disappoint) once come to be
estated upon others. Let also the many poor that have been relieved thereby,
be a little thought on. And let it not be forgotten what issues out thence
yearly in first-fruits, tenths and subsidies towards the necessary and royal
support of the crown itself ; which otherwise must and would be raised out of
the revenues of other men, in some manner and measure far more burden-
some unto them. Put all these together, and you will find, that the demesnes
of our church-government do not deserve that envy which some malicious
sacrilegious conspirators carry towards it: neither do our church-governors
reap to themselves out of their own demesnes a fifth part of so much profit

ancl emolument as others gain by them. I would have scorned to have
named this as any piece of an argument in this holy cause, did 1 not too well
know that it is the demesnes of the church chiefiy that makes so many to
quarrel at the government of it : and if the revenues of the church were
wholly in their hands, so that the Archbishops, Bishops, Deans, Deans and
Chapters, Archdeacons, &c. had nothing but what iney would allow them,
they would not much grudge to allow them all their degrees, titles and offi-

ces."

—

The Anti- Confederacy.
* After all the property of Archbishop Usher had been destroyed in the

grand Irish Rebellion, (1641,) " it pleased his late Majesty ["Charles I] to

provide for him much better in England, by conferring on him the Bishopric
of Carlisle, (lately void by the death of Dr. Potter,) to be held in commcndam.
This, though very much abated by the Scotch and English armies quartering
upon it, as also by the unhappy wars which not long after followed, yet he
made shift to subsist upon it, with some other helps, until that rebellious

House of Commons seized upon all bishops' lands. And though, in conside-
ration of his great losses in Ireland, as also of his own merits, and to make
him some satisfaction for what tliey took away, they voted him a pension of

four hundred pounds ]]er aimiwt, yet 1 cannot hear that he ever received it,

above once or twice at most : For the Independent faction, getting upper-
jnost, soon put an end to that payment."
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" Such was the tenour of the bill, which found no" better en-

tertainment than their propositions : So that despairing of ob-

taining the King's consent to advance Presbytery, they resolved

to do ft of themselves, but not till they had broken the King's

forces at the battle of Naisby : for on the nineteenth of August

then next following, they publish ' Directions in the name of

* the Lords and Commons, (after advice with their Divines of
' the Assembly,)for the chusing of Ruling-Elders in all the con-

< gregations, and in the Classical Assemblies, for the cities of
' London and Westminster, and the several counties of the

' kingdom, in order to the speedy settling of Presbyterial govern-
' ment. Amongst which, no small care was taken for making
* twelve classes of the ministers of London only ; and after, for

' dividing each particular county into several classes, with refe-

' rence to the largeness and extent thereof,' Which orders and

directions were after seconded by the ordinance of October

the twentieth ; containing certain rules for the suspension of

scandalous and ignorant persons from the holy supper, and giv-

ing power to certain persons therein named, to sit as judges and

triers, as well concerning the election as the integrity and

ability of all such men as are elected Elders within any of the

twelve Classes of the province of London. It is not to be

thought, but that the London Elderships made sufficient haste

to put themselves into the actual possession of their new autho-

rity.* But in the country, most men were so cold and back-

Good Bishop Hall was called to endure similar ill treatment from that

usurping administration. (See page 334.) And if the two pious Prelates

were thus treated, who, for their love of a species of predestination, were ia

high esteem, and became subjects of hatred to the Presbyterians solely ou
account of their laudable attachment to Episcopacy and Monarchy ; what
must have beeu the deplorable fate of those worthy divines who had to bear

a double portion of that hatred ou account of their love of Arminianism ?

* Joshua Sprigge, who had entertained as sanguine expectations, as any
other Calvinist, concerning the favourable and auspicious issue of the united

enterprizes of his brethren, uttered the following complaint, in the Preface

to the second edition of his Testimony to an approaclii7ig Glory, in 1649 :

" God is not only the unchangeable glass wherein all changes are truly

represented, and the unchangeable eve and light wherein and whereby
they are according to their true state seen and discerned; but he is the

uuchangeable Father of these differing and changeable lights and appear-
ances that are thus seen by us, and represented in us, according to another

text in James, (i. 17.) ' Every good and perfect gift comes down from above,

from the Father of lights, with wliom is no variableness, nor shadow of turn-

ing' Vet what pity is it ! not only the ordinary sort of teachers who take

for doctrines the traditions of men, but even those who have separated

themselves to a more diligent enquiry after truth, and seem to be of a
choicer taste, yet are dazzled with the light they carry in their own lanthorns.

But were this infirmity found only in the teachers, it were not so great,

though a very great mischief : But where shall we find almost a saint that

knows his own prayers, or is not afraid to meet his own dear hopes in the
things of [which] we are speaking ?

"It may not be forgotten what a spirit of prayer was poured forth upon
the people of God in this kingdom some six or seven years past ; how our
hearts were drawn forth in requests for the Spirit, for the kingdom of Christ,

for his coming in the Spirit, for his truths to open and empty themselves

Ff
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ward, that, the Lower House was fain to quicl<en them with

some fresh Resolves ; by which it was required, on the twen-

tieth of February, that choice be forthwith made of Elders,

throughout the kingdom, according to such former directions

as had past both Houses ; and that all classes and parochial

congregations should be thereby authorised effectually to pro-

ceed therein. And that the church might be supplied with able

ministers in all times succeeding, the power of ordination, for-

merly restrained to certain persons residing in and about the

city of London, (according to the ordinance of the second of

October, lG44,) is now communicated to the ministers of each

several classis, as men most like to know the wants of the

parish-churches under their authority.

« But here it is to be observed, that, in the settling of the

Presbyterian government in the realm of England, as the Pres-

byteries were to be subordinate to the classical, provincial, and

national assemblies of the cluirch, so were they all to be subor-

dinate to the power of the Parliament, as appears plainly by the

ordinance of the fourteenth of March ; which makes it quite

another thing from the Scottish Presbyteries, and other assem-

blies of that Kirk, which held themselves, to be supream, and

unaccountable in their actings, v.ithout respect unto the King,

the Parliament, and the courts of justice. But the truth is, that

as the English generally were not willing to receive that yoak ;*,

upon us . These with that fervency and uncessantness, as served to some

instead of Prophecies of these things shortly to be, to their great comfort

and encouragemtnttoes])ectthem ! And now is all that truth [which] we

expected, come to a new form of government, whether Presbyterutl or Con-

greg-ational ? Is this all the new light we looked for,—to see to cast our

cities aiad counties into Classes, and Provinces, or to put new names of Pastor

and Teacher upon our ministers, instead of the old names of Priests and

Deacons ? I say, is this all that ' coming of Christ in the Spirit' we wanted,

desired, expected ? Hath this mortified our lusts, quickened our hearts,

beautified our ways, that we are at rest ? Are these the changes that speak

the dav of Christ so notable, so terrible, that it is said, JVho may abide the

daif of his roming ? Shall the refiner's fire, and the fuller's soap, find only

a few superstitious Ceremonies to purge out of our Parish assemblies ? Is

this the shaking of heaven and earth, to shake men out of an Episcopal

prelacy into a Presbyterial ? Or say, it were out of a Presby ferial form into

a Congregational, which is but a step further : May not, have not these

changes been made, salvo nomine, with good credit and advantage to the

makers ? O mv brethren, these are but the delusions of your adversary the

devil, who, if "he cannot content you with his old trash, will turn merchant

of Refor,>iation, and cheat you with the Superficies of it."

* The friends of Episcopacy could not be expected to shew themselves

favourable to the Presbyterian yoke ; and the Independents, who were then

becoming a powerfu' faction, expressed a similar aversion. This is indirectly

admitted by the warv author of the Interest of England, in the Matter of

Jietigion, Unfolded, published in 16(i0. He says :
" It is most unreasonable

toobject, that the late wild postures, extravagancies and incongruities i" go-

verninent, were thework of Presbvtery or Presbyterians. The nation had

never proof of Prcsbyterv, for it was never settled, but rather decried and

f!Xposed to prejudice by tfiose that were in sway, and that in the more early

times of the laic wars. The joint stock of Uniform Religion was lelt, and
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SO neither did the Houses really intend to impose it on them,

though for a while, to hold fair quarter with the Scots, they

seemed forward in it. And this appears sufficiently by a deck-

Presbytery neglected, before the first war was ended. Yea, and those that
stedfastly adhered to it were malig;ned and reviled by the exorbitant party, for

opposing their new models or agreements of the people."
To this remark his clever opponent, the author of Interest 3ristaken, thus

replies: " J must confess, indeed, that Presbytery was never settled, nor
ever likely to be, so much did the whole nation stomach it ; but yet how this

agrees with his former reasoning, page 29, I do not understand. There he
pretends, that, 6y long practice, men's minds are Jlxed in this opinion; and
that the party is "numerous. Here he contents himself to acknowledge, that
the Presbyterians lost their power early, and that they never recovered it

since. This will not serve his turn, to acquit the faction, (so denominated,)
of our late miseries." The paragraph to which allusiiMi is here made, if not
a complete contradiction, is at least a great oversight. The Presbyterian au-
thor had been describing the co-incidence in sentiments between the old
English Puritans and the Scotch Presbyterians, in former days, and tried to

draw the following inference from his statement: " Even then, the way
called Puritanism did not give, but get ground. But now [after the Restora-
tion] the tenents of this way are rooted more than ever; and those things
formerly imposed [by the Episcopal clergy] , are now by manj', if not by the
most of this way, accounted not only burdensome, but unlairpd. And after a
long time of search and practice, the minds of men are fixed in this opinion,
and are not like to be reduced to tlie practice of former times ; and therefore,

in all reason, the imposing of such matters of controversy, as, by so many,
are held unlawful and, by those that have a zeal for them, iuAo;eA indifferent
or not necessary, cannot procure the peace of church and kingdom."
But poor Robert Baylie's doleful tale, published in IMo, while the Assembly

of Divines was sitting, is the most instructive, and shews, even at that early
period, four years before the murder of his Majesty, that the sectaries them-
selves would then have preferred an Episcopal to a Presbyterian regimen,
(see note, page 342,) if they might not be indulged in their wayward wishes
for unbounded licentiousness. " The Assembly of Divines," says Robert,
" the necessary means of reformation, was for a very long time hindered by
the dilig;ence of the Independent party, to be called ; and'when, to their evi-

dent grief and discontent, the Parliament had voted its calling, they may
remember their extraordinary industry to get it modelled according to their

principles, both in its members and power; to have it an elective synod only
for advice, to consist of so many of tnemselves and of their favourers as was
possible, not any known divine of any parts in all Euo;landof their opinion
being omitted. How cautious they were by great sleight of hand to keep off

so many of the old Puritan Unconformists, and howniuch more inclinable
towards men of Episcopal and Liturgic principle.";, themselves do know.

—

Their averseness to the Assembly doth appear, not only in their opposition to

its calling, in their retarding of its proceedings, but in their pressing of its

dissolution. I do not speak of the huge contumelies which some of their
party have poured out upon the face of that most reverend meeting, in a num-
ber of very wicked pamphlets, which to this day were never so much as cen-
sured, though the authors, byname and sirname, are complained cf in print.

But that which 1 speak of is the express article of the Independent petition,
desiring the Parliament in formal terms, according to Master Peters' dic-
tates, to dissolve the Assembly,
" Had either the Popish faction, or the Episcopal party, or the malignant

Courtiers, procured the continuance of our woful anarchy, our anger would
have been greater than our grief or shame. But when the mercies of God
now for some years have removed the Papists, Prelates and Courtiers so far
from us, that, by word or deed, they have not hindered us in the least mea-
sure to heal the diseases of our church at our pleasure ; that her wounds to

this day should be multiplied, and all kept open to drop out her best blood,
aloae through the obstinacy of our [Independent] brethren, though we com-
press our indignation, yet we cannot but be oppressed with a great measure
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ration of tlie Flouse of Commons, published on the seventeenth

of April, l646; in which the}' signify, ' that they were not able to
* consent to the granting of an arbitrary and unlimited power and
* jurisdiction to near ten thousand judicatories to be erected in

' the kingdom, which could not be consistent with the funda-
* mental laws and government of it, and which by necessary con-
' sequence did exclude the Parliament from having any thing to

' do in that jurisdiction.'* On such a doubtful bottom did Presby-

of grief, nor can we choose but to be covered with confusion and shame,
when we are forced to taste the most bitter fruits ofour brethren's principles,

ihough denied by them in words, yet ingenuously avowed by their friends iu

Amsterdam, and constantly practised in New England. To the uttermost of

their power they must oppose the building of a church any where in the
world, if itbe not after their j)attern.

" It must he a heavy guiltiness to be a powerfu instrument of keeping two
so great kingdoms as England and Ireland without the fold and hedge of all

ecclesiastic discipline, i'or diversyears together, especially in the time of a de-
vouring war. How many thousand souls have perished by this means in

their ignorance and profaneness, who in a well governed church might have
been reclaimed ! I'nto this great misery, another great unhappiness addeth
much weight. Beside their marring of the begun reformation, they have
occasioned the perishing of some millions of poor souls, by the unheard-of
multiplication of heresies and schisms. I believe no place in the world, for

this mischief, is now parallel to London. Amsterdam long ago isjustiticd;

that city hath transmitted hither the infamy of her various sects. Now, upon
whom shall this blame be fastened ?"

* This salutary control, which the Long Parliament felt itself compelled to

exercise over the triumphant Calvinists, is a strong proof, were any addi-

tional evidence required, of the vile spirit of incroachment which then

actuated the whole tribe of Predestinarians, of the manifest incongruousness

of the demands of " the Disciplinarian Brethren" with the infant liberties

of the kingdom, and of the propriety and justice of some of those precautions

which had been adopted by the preceding administration, whose love of

Arminianism was esteemed the greatest offence of which they could be
guilty. Though it fell to the lot of the Presbyterians to make the first essay

in England at spiritual tyranny, and to receive the first repulse ; yet any
man conversant with the rise and early progress of the Independents, who
imitated the Jesuits in their advances to power by seizing upon a little when
they could not obtain much, will entertain no doubt about their readiness to

have acted the same part as the Presbyterians, had they been the first in

])ossession of eclesiastical authority. Each of these Calvinistic sects issued,

with equal virulence, their intolerant anathemas and ecclesiastical censures

against all the enemies within their reach; the only difference on this point

between them, was, that while the Independents denounced excommunica-
tions against offenders, which were rendered perfectly innocuous as well as

ridiculous by their want /of power to execute them, the Presbyterians in

Scotland and the Low (xiuntries were aided by the arm of the civil magis-
trate, whom they constituted the legitimate executioner of their definitive

sentences. In like manner the Independents of New England, in which
country they had gained ecclesiastical ascendancy, conferred^ the same
power upon the civil rulers. Cotton tells us in his Treatise on the Keys: "The
magistrates address themselves to the establishment of religion, and refor-

mation of corruptions, by civil punishments upon the wilful opposers ; Josiah

put to death idolatrous Priests ; nor was that a peculiar duty of the Kings of

Juda ; for of the times of the New Testament it is prophesied, that in some
cases capital punishment shall proceed against false prophets." These sen-

timents are nearly allied to those avowed by Dr. Owen, in page 416. But
when the platform of the Presbytery was established hi England, it lost much
of its former rigid efficiency by being deprived of this carnal support, which

was then accounted" necessary for its existence.
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tefy stand, till the King had put himself into the power of the

Scots, and that the Scots had posted him in all haste to the

town of Newcastle : Which caused the Lords and Commons no

less hastily to speed their ordinance of the fifth of June,* for the

* In a preceding page, (348,) I have alluded to the severity of a Presbyterian

excommunication, iic : 1 now present the reader with the follow ing descrip-

tion of intolerance, as depicted by the able author of Eiigtisk Presbyterian

Eloquence :

" A short specimen of Presbyterian government [will] shew how barbarous

and insup;iortable it is in its Nature, and how tyrannical in its Execution :

and upon the comparison it will appear, that the little fbiger of Presbytery is

heavier than the ivhole loins of the Church.
" The discipline of Presbytery is but another name for the Papal

power ; it equally disrobes Princes of their ecclesiastical supremacy, it

restrains their civil authority, and punishes their persons. Kings must
be subject to its decrees; neither the ruler nor the ruled, great nor

small, are exempted from subjection to the sceptre of Jesus Christ, by
which they mean what the Papists call ' the Keys of St. Peter.' A prince has

no power to receive an ambassador, nor to parclon an offender, without the

approbation of the Presbytery. They are to direct him in making peace or

war, in the choice of his guards aud of his counsellors, what lorfeitures to

take, and how to dispose of them ; and he is upon his good behaviour, as

much as the meanest man in the parish. He is indeed the chief member of

the General Assembly, but they allow him no negatire voice ; and if he has

the fortune to be outvoted, he must cause the sentence to be executed, what-
ever it be, under pain of censure, and consequently of deprivation. And
what is the colour fur all this haughtiness and state.' The ministers, forsooth,

are Christ's Deputies ; whereas judges, counsellors and parliaments are but
substitutes of the King, and their laws only human ;—so that it seems abso-

lutely impossible for Monarchy and this rigid Presbytery to prosper in the

same soil ; and 1 would not give any prince in (;hristendom above eighteen

months' purchase for his crown, that should put it to tlie venture : For he
has nothing in the world to trust to but miracles,—the gratitude, faith, good-
nature and pure integrity of the party ! The Presbytery likewise lays claim
to an authority over the civil magistrate who puts the law in execution, and
pretends to a right of appeal, from all temporal governors, to the sceptre and
sentence of Christ sitting upon his tribunal in the Assembly ; by virtue of this

device, they not only impose upon ministers and courts of justice, but they
may, when they please, fetch in the whole business of Westminster Hall to

the bar of the Consistory.
" You see how it fares with kings, parliaments and laws, under the domi-

nion of Presbytery ; we are nov^ to look into the condition of the people, and
of the Presby'terial clergy, f to speak in their own way,) under the power of
that discipline. 1 often thi;ught that the Consistory, to support its own
grandeur, had contrived that their ministry should be handsomely maintained,
and that their revenues or their stipends were sufiicient to live comfortably
upon and to procure them veneration and respect wiih the people ; but, upon
a review of their platform, 1 find quite the reverse , and their cleigy, (some
few of the select ones excepted,) are of all mortals the most contemptible.
Their discipline divides the church-patrimony into four parts ; one for the
pastor, another for the elders and deacons, and other church-officers, their
doctors and schools ; a third for charitable uses ; and the rest for repairing
of churches and other incidental charges. So that the clergy is stript already
of three parts of four of their legal maintenance. And then, for the poor pit-

tance that is left, so much as will keep life and soul together, thev are
allowed in meal and malt, and wholly dependent upon the mercy of the
church for the rest. And yet for this pitiful stipend they are to be called to

pccount how they spend it, and their wives and children to be thrown at last

upon the charge of the parish.—In their preaching they are limited by the
direction and design of their leaders, only tennnts at will in their cures, and
liable to be removed, suspended or deposed at pleasure. This arbitrary do-
minion, together with the shameful condition of their bondage, has proved si*
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present settling of the Presbyterial govei'nraent, without further

delay, as in the title is exprest."

great a discouragement to the Presbyterian ministry, that they have found
themselves forced to press persons and admit ihem into present pay and good
quarters, as they would do soldiers ; and where they find men of ability for

their purpose, the civil magistrate is called upon to compel them into the ser-

vice.

"The great pillar of Presbytery is excommunication and church-censures,
which they thunder out with all imaginable terror, and have made it extend
almost to all the actions of human life : By this means they crucify the weak
consciences of the people, with needless, infinite, and incurable scruples,

—

with scruples that haunt, dog, and torment them in the most necessary and
ordinary cases ; at the church, at the table, at the market, at home and ab-
road, at" all times, in all places, and upon all occasions, in their very thoughts,

words, and deeds. Every bit they put in their mouths, and every rag they put
on their backs, becomes a snare to them ; it may be either too much or too

costly: And what reformation soever the church thinks fit to order, either

in their clothes or diet, must be observed with the same degree of submissioa
and obedience, as if the matter in question were an article of their creed.
" Excess and intemperance in eating fall under the censure of jiresbytery,

either in the quantity or in the quality of your diet : So that, in the first

place, the Eldership is to provide one common gage for the stomachs of the

whole parish, for fear of a mouthful too much ; and, in the second place, it

is n)ade a matter of salvation and damnation, whether a man eats roast beef

or plumb pudding.
" The case is the same in excess of apparel ; one inch more than to cover

your nakedness, is superfluity ; and one penny more in the pound than the

allowance of the Presbytery, is made as much as a man's soul is worth.
" Chiding they have drawn within the compass of ecclesiastical ceiisure:

So that a mastershall not reprove his servant, nora parent his child, without
leave of the eldership, to the utter dissolution of order and discipline in pri-

vate families. And they have stretched their authority to take notice of

brawling and scolding, and made every Billingsgate quarrel, every squabble
between a butt^ and an oyster-wench, a matterof consistorial cogni-

zance.
" The censure of vain words is yet more rigid, and reaches to the most

honest endearments and familiarities of friendship and conversation, even to

the exclusion of common decency and civility : for let our words be what they

will, we shall still be depending upon the good pleasure of the eldership,

whether they will pronounce them vain or edifying. A nurse shall not dare
to quiet her child, but with a Psalm; and you must not presume to ask
JVkat o'clock it is, without a tex.t to prove that the question tends to edifica-

tion.

"But the hardest case of all is that of suspicion: The very suspicion of

pride or avarice, makes a man liable to censure ; though it seems very severe

for a man to be delivered over to Satan, because the brotherhood suspects

him to be |)roud or covetous, whether he be so or no . And for a man and a
woman to be only seen together, shall be ground enough for a suspicion of

incoutinency. Nay, they shall be cited, interrogated, close committed, and
put to bread and water upon it and compelled to purge themselves by oath ;

and if ever they are seen together afterwards, unless at church or in the mar-
ket, they shall be taken, }>ro confesso, for guilty.
" And now what greater slavery in the world can be imagined, than to

live in subjection under such an establishment, where you shall have neither

freedom of conscience, law, person nor fortune, where you shall not speak,

look, move, eat, drink, dress yourselves, nay, not so much as entertain a
thought, but at your peril.' Down upon your knees, therefore, and pray,
* From the imporlation ofsuch foreign ware, Good Lord, deliver vs !'

"

Under these circumstances, therefore, it cannot seem wonderful that

the author of t/ie Character of the Sanctified Legion, should exclaim, in the

spirit of a real John Bull: " Though this mad Presbyterian form destroys

liishops, and clips the wings of regality, it will not be so contented, but

intrench also upon the gentry in their own lordships by a strange way of

parochial tyranny, and bring all people into the condition of mere galley-
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I acM the following brief remarks from Jackson's Life of

John Goodwin.
" The Presbyterians, who had long groaned under the rod of

oppression, and sighed for power, had the high gratification at

length of seeing their system of ecclesiastical polity receive

parliamentary sanction, and adopted as the national establish-

ment. But instead of * remembering the wormwood and the

gall,' which they and their forefathers had been made to drink,

and of treating with lenity their brethren who differed from
them in religious opinion, these men rivalled the greatest

tyrants, in systematic opposition to the rights of conscience.

Had not these sons of intolerance been restrained from the

execution of their purpose by the army of the parliament,* they
would unquestionably have left their names written in charac-

ters of blood. They contended for the divine right of Presby-

slaves, while the blind Priests sits at the stern, and their hackney depen-
dents, the elders, hold an oar in every boat. Besides, one reason why Pres-
bytery is so much destructive, is, because of the Popish trick taken up by
the Presbyterian Priests, in drawing all secular affairs within the compass
of their spiritual jurisdiction ; and this they do, by means of that awe
wherein they ]>retend to hold the consciences of magistrates and people ; the
one being liable as well as the other, by suspensions and excommunications,
to be exploded at pleasure as scnndaloua sinners. This appears by that large
extent of their authority in judging of scandalous sins, which reaches almost
to every action of human lite ; so that all the people, except their favourites,

(from the counsellor to the beggar,) must at every turn stoop like asses, to

be ridden by then» and their arbitrary Assemblies."
* " The Parliament began to be much divided amongst themselves under

the names of Presbyterians and Independents. 'I'he first whereof, who
were the major part in both Houses, were those who in compliance with
the Scots thought themselves obliged by the Covenant to set up the Presby-
terian discipline of Geneva, as it was exercised in Scotland, under tiie govern-
ment of congregational, classical, provincial and national assemblies, (to

whom the city of London very much adhered,) but the others disliked that
sort of government, as too rigorous, imperious and conclusive, holding that
churches should not be subordinate, as parochial to provincial, and provincial
to national, but co-ordinate, without superiority ; and from hence they were
called Independents. Whereof the first eminent appearance was in the ^Jssem-
hly of Divines, which met in the j'ear 164.S, at Westminster, to consult about
matters of religion ; for the major part of these, being Presbyterians, were
in consideration of a directory and model of that government to be pro-
posed to the Parliament, when five of their members, viz. Thomas Goodwin,
Philip Nye, Sidrach Simpson, Jeremiah Burroughs, and William Bridge,
made some opposition, and desired toleration to be indulged to them, that
they might not be concluded by the votes of the Asseuibly ; but the rest of
the members opposed their toleration, and some moved their ejeclion out of
the Assembly, except in convenient time they would comply therewith:
whereupon the dissenters appealed from the A?scmbly, and presented an
Jlpologetical Narrative to i\i&\)d,v\\d,m<ii\t, wherein they petitioned for some
favour to them, whose conscience could not join with the Assembly in all

particulars ; concludiiig, that they pursued no other interest or design, but
a subsistence in their own land, as not knowing where else with safety,

health, and livelyhood to set their feet on earth. Upon this petition, they
found such favour that they were secured from further trouble; and from
this beginning they grew to so great an increase, that they had the best pre-
ferments left in the church, and opened and shut the door of preferment to
others.
" Lieutenant General Cromwell, and commissary General Ireton, and the

greatest part of the army, consisting now of men of several sects of religion,

did much favour these IndeiJcndeuls, who, to ingratiate themselves witli
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terianisni, and protested, in the genuine spirit of fanaticism,
against the toleration of '•' sectaries." The inflammatory

them, (though in their Confession of faith and iloetrine they wholly agreed
with the Presbyterian,) held out a liberty of conscience to all other sects in
the profession of their faith and exercise" of their religion. This inclination
of the army to the Independents, made the Hresbyterians, who were the
major part of the Parliament, very watchful over their actions, and observ-
ing that the army at their courts of war laid hold on ail pretences of scan-
dals and crimes to disband and cashier I'rcsbyterians, that independents
might be put in their places, resolved to disband all of them except five
thousand horse, a thousand dragoons, and five companies of fire-locks, for
which they wanted not a good pretence, that the people might be eased
thereby of a great part of the taxes imposed upon them for their main-
tenance, and that some of them might be sent into Ireland, where there was
a want of English soldiers. And for this purpose, they borrowed two hun-
dred thousand pounds of the city of London. The head quarters of the army
was at St. Edmunds-bury in Suffolk, when these matters were debated in
Parliament ; but, by the intelligence they kept at Westminster, nothing
thereof was concealed from them, and by tlie independent party in the House
(as it was commonly said) they were so practised on, that they were resolved
not to disband

; yet when something of this was suggested in the House of
of Commons, Cromwell with his hand upon his breast said, ' In the presence
of God before whom he stood, that he knew the army would disband and

* lay doxyn their arms at their doors whensoever they should command them.'
Upon this assertion, orders of both Houses for disbanding were sent to the
army, with instructions for determining the accompts of the soldiers ; hut
instead of obedience to these orders, a council of officers, met at St. Ed-
munds-bury to consider thereof, began to debate of the matter with much
dissatisfaction, and two soldiersout of each of sixteen regiments of horse and
foot, as agitators or agents of their respective regiments, were allowed to
meet also in a kind of council on the same business, and both of these as-
semblies agreed upon the same things in substance, namely, against dis-
banding ; and in a petition to the general, they desired the army might be
speedily drawn to a rendezvous, and that he would use his utmost to en-
deavour that it be not disbanded till public grievances should be redressed,
and all such persons called to account who had been intenders, contrivers,,
or promoters of their destructions, for so they termed those of the Parlia-
ment that voted them to be disbanded. These requests of the officers and
soMiers produced a general rendezvous of the army at Newmarket on the
fourth of June, and the agitators the day before privately sent Cornet Jovce
•with aparty of soldiers to seizeon the King."PiiiLLiPs's Continuation of Baker.
This extract is illustrative of the statement in page 351; and contains

shrewd reasons why Dr. Oweu, and other Independent ministers, entered
into the tolerant views of the republican statesmen. The different scattered
memorialswhich wehaveof those transact ions,and especiallyof the proceedings
of the Assembly of Divines, inform us, that liberal sentiments among the
Calvinists concerning religious toleration were first avowed, and consistently
maintained, by the lay-men who sat as Parliamentary Commissioners in
that Synod. The Scotch Presbyterians indeed, at an early period, had toid
thepeo|)le, that they came to " deliver them from the tyranny of the Prelates;"
but it was not till they begun openly to explain in the Asseinbly their severe
mode of " deliverance," that the statesmen, Erastiansas they were generally
termed, and '• the Independents," (under which denomination v\ ere included
all the sects that were not Presbyterians or Episcopalians,) manilested their
aversion to the enforcement of the minute and rigid observances of the Pres-
byterian system. Several of these strict wiz'w2<</«> have been well described
in page 44(J ; and though the national platform of church-government
adopted by the loug Parliament was Presbyterian, yet it was encompassed
with such guards and checks in its execution, as mollified its native intole-
rance, andi rendered many parts of its discipline inefficient: For without
the power of the civil magistrate; a Presbyterian excommunication became
^* a thing of nought,"—and that power the magistrates were unwilling to
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prayers, sermons, and tracts of their clergy, not unfrequently

excited popular tumults in London, and stimulated their frantic

exert at the beck of every lay-elder, partly on account of the unpopularity
of such a course in those days of professed liberty, and partly on account
of having imbibed betternotions about religious freedom.—See page 401.

In a subsequent part uf this Appendix it will be seen, that, on Cromwell's
assumption of the supreme authority, the Presbyterian influence was fur-
ther weakened by the appointment of " the Triers and Ejectors," and by
the encouragement atibrded to the swarms of sects which then abounded.
That wary politician seems to have acted upon the maxim of King James,
in balancing the power of one party by that of its opponent. It was in this way
that the Independents obtained the greatest portion of their influence, and
not by any more enlightened views of toleration which they entertained.
On the contrary, it can be ])roved, that, in various places, both in England
and in foreign countries, in which the novel system of Independency had
obtained its wishes, it ruled in the churches with a rod of iron, and was iu
no respect inferior to its Presbyterian rival in the severity and multitude of its

exactions. The Independents of those days were eminently a time-serving
race : Of this, a stronger proof will not be desired, than the fallowing extract
from Robert Baylie's Dissuasive, which is quoted, with manifest compla-
cency, by Mr. Orme m his Li/e of Dr. Owen : " Of all the by-paths wherein
the wanderers of our time are pleased to walk, this [Independency] is the
most considerable ; not for the ?^«>/(6<?r, but for the qualiti/, of the erring
persons therein. There be few of the noted sects which are not a great deal
more numerous ; but this way, what it wants in number, supplies by the
weight of its followers. After five years' endeavours and great indusiry
wiihin the lines of the city's communication, they are said as yet to consist
much within one thousand persons ; men, women, and all who to this day
have put themselves in any known congregation of that way, being rei koned.
But setting aside number, for other respects they are of so eminent a con-
dition, that not any nor all the rest of the sects are comparable to them ; for
they have been so wise as to engage to their party some of chief note, in
both Houses of Parliament, in the Assembly of Divines, in the army, in the
city and country-committees ; all whom they daily manage with such dex-
terity and diligence, for the benefit of their cause, that the eyes of the world
begin to fall upon them more than upon all their fellows."

Baylie afterwards informs us :
" The Independents of London, Arnheim,

and Rotterdam, have been famous for a sufficient care of a set provision,
above the ordinary, to the rate of two or three hundred pounds a year : And
lest their income should decrease with too large deduction for the supply of
the poor, it hath been their providence to admit none or few poor members
of their congregations." In proof of this he adduces the following paragraph
ivom ^\%T\\lQ\Cii Imlependency : " It is well known and can sufficiently be
proved, that godly christians of holy conversation, against whom they had
no exception either for doctrine or manners, and who offered themselves to
be admitted members upon their own conditions, and yet were not suffered
to be JOINED MEMBERS, ow/// because they Were poor; and this very reason
was given them for their not-admissioii, that they would not have their
church over-burthened with poor.—It was replied, that the congregation of
which he was pastor consisted of great personages, knights, ladies, and rich
merchants and such people, as they, being but poor, could not walk so
suitably with them ; wherefore he persuaded them to join themselves with
some other congregation among poor people, where they might better walk,
and more comfortably, in fellowship with them."—This method of gathering
together a christian church is somewhat different to that described in St.

Matthew, fxi, 5,) " The poor have the Gospel preached to them." If those
reverend fathers of Independency preached the gospel at all, it appears to

have been a modification of evangelical truth that was not calculated for the
meridian of the poor, but was designed for the powerful and the opulent.
Laing says, in his History of Scotland, " Contrary to the progress of

other sects, the Independent system was first addressed, and apparently
recommended by its tolerating principles, to the higher orders of social life.
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admirers to assemble in mobs, and annoy other congregations

of Christians by showers of stones. They imagined that the

sacred truths of revelation would soon become extinct, unless

It was in the progressive state of the sect, when in danger from the perse-

cuting spirit of the Presbyterians, tliat it descended to the lower classes of

the community, where other sectaries begin their career." It has been

observed by the most judicious of our church-historians, that this has always

been the scriptural " career" of Christianity itself, as predicted by the pro-

phet Jeremiah and repeated in the Epistle to the Hebreivs, " For they

shall all know me, from tlie least of them unto the greatest of them, saith

the Lord." The pliability of Independency accommodated itself to the ex-

traordinary circumstances in which the country was placed on the abolition

of Episcopacy ; when all those who were disaffected towards Presbyterianism,

might choose, among fifty Indf.pendent sects, that which agreed best with

their peculiar sentiments. Such cunning /?A7/e/-.$ 0/ wien, as was Dr. Owen,
unfettered by Confessions of Faith except'those of their own framing, which

were interpreted according to the varying and latitudinarian principles of

individuals, had abundant scope for the developemeut of their talents, while

angling in those troubled waters : They suflered the small fry to escape, and
retainexl only the largest of the fishes. "What a temptation was this to the

ambitious spirits of many young and unfledged ecclesiastics ! The eagerness

with which it was embraced, to the destruction of many who might in more
favourable circumstances have been eminent in the Church of Christ for

their piety and usefulness,— is recorded in the dark page of ecclesiastical

history which relates to that agitated period. Manv of those aspiring individuals

lived to extreme old age, and were favoured with leisure for lamenting the

youthful impetuosity which had plunged them into inexcusable errors.

In the parable of the Great Supper, when the men of substatice "all
with one consent began to make excuse, the Master of the house said to his

servant, * Go out quickly into the streets and lanes of the city, and bring in

* Wiiher tlie poor , and the maimed, and the halt, and the blind!'"—After

reading this command, one would suppose, no true minister of Jesus Christ

could so far disregard it as to exult in a contrary practice, and boast that the

Christianity of his sect had been first embraced by " the great and the

rich." Yet Mr. Orme thus fearlessly declares himself concerning this mat-
ter: " On the language of Laing I beg to observe, that if Independency in

England was first embraced by the higher class of society, it has never been
the religion of the lower class only. The great body of its supporters have
all along been found in the middling, or mercantile and commercial class of

the population : Whether they are the fools or fanatics of the country, may
be easily determined." The purport of this observation seems to be, that

the Independents " are not the fools or fanatics of the country," because
" the great body of them have all along been found in the middling class of

the population." Leaving this " mercantile or commercial class" to stand
or fall to their own Master, I must observe, that, among " the higher class

of society" by whom " Independency in England is said to have been " first

embraced," were men of the greatest eminence in the State, who will always
be recognized as the most consummate "fools or fanatics of the country,"
if they believed what they severally wrote, spoke, and published ; if they did
not believe, in many instances, their own canting Calvinistic expressions,

which were then too frequently used as the only current coin of the realm,
they were worse than " fools or fanatics," and some of them have in conse-
quence received from posterity a more appropriate and disgraceful appella-

tion. Rank and riches, therefore, do not necessarily endue the possessors of

them with a superior understanding, or exonerate them from liability to

error.—Mr. Orme seems to have mistaken the proper mode of argumenta-
tion on this topic : For, with no man of sense would the mere circumstance
of " Independency being the religion of the lower class only," operate to its

disparagement. His acquaintance with the Independent interest must lie

chiefly among the inhabitants of large towns or cities, or he could never
have ventured to assert *' that the <^reat body of the supjiorters of indepeu-
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guarded by penal statutes ; and that the ministers of Christ,

even with the inspired volume in their hands, could do little in

the defence and propagation of Christianity, unless, in the en-

forcement of their arguments, they could command the ser-

vices of Constables, and Justices of the Peace.* Their deter-

mined opposition to that liberty of conscience which others

claimed, after their own e>...mple, proves them unworthy of the

deference paid to them by the Long Parliament, and has left an

dency have all alon^ been found in the commercial class of the population."

This is an incorrect statement even when it is modified by the addition of the

•'middle or mercantile class." I know many Independent congregations in

small towns and villages so poor, as not to be able to allow their pastors a suf-

ficient stipend for the maintenance of themselves and families. The good men
have in consequence to labour with their hands to supply the deficiency ; and,

though nothing better than masons, weavers, or watch-makers during six days

in the week, yet, for the acceptable service which they perform to the souls

of men on " the sweet Sabbath of rest," they elicit unequivocal respect from

many persons who have inveterate prejudices against lay-preaching and
Dissent, while they prove themselves to be more useful members of the pas-

toral order than some of their gentlemanly brethren,—a few of whom, unfor-

tunately for the interests of hfstoric truth, possess too much leisure, and
too little charity, learning, and discrimination.

These bickerings between the Presbyterians and Independents, respect-

ing Toleration and Church-government, continued many years ; yet it must
never be forgotten, that on all great emergencies they combined, as Calvi-

nists, against every thing that bore " the image and superscription" of

loyalty and Arminiauism. The subjoined was a good remark, by the author

of a Caveat to Cavaliers, \n\&^A: " Concerning the supposed antipathy bewixt

the wrangling Presbyter and Independent, all comes to this : They are two
ravenous beasts, that agree well enough to devour beeves and muttons, and
prey upon the innocent. So soon as the object of their common appetite is

spent, they fall to worry one another
;
yet, in the heat of all their fury, cast

but a sheep (a cavalier! betwixt them,' they shall part, reconcile, fall on,

and share the quarry." See also the note in page 386.

* " Dec. 25 1657. I went to London with my wife, to celebrate Christmas-

day, Mr. Gunning preaching in Exeter Chape'l, on Michah vii, 2. Sermon
ended, as he was giving us the holy sacrament, the chapel was surrounded
with soldiers and all the communicants and assembly surprized and kept
prisoners by them, some in the house, others carried away. It fell to my
share to be confined to a room in the house, where yet I was permitted to

dine with the master of it, the Countess of Dorset, Lady Hatton, and some
others of quahty who invited me.—In the afternoon came Col. Whaly,
Goife, and others, from Whitehall, to examine us one by one : Some they

committed to the Marshall, some lo prison. When I came before them,
they took my name and abode, examined me ' why, contrary to an ordinance
* made that none should any longer oh?,QYwe tlie superstitious time of the nati-
* vity, (so esteemed by them,) I durst oflend, and particularly be at Common
' Prayers, which, they told me, was but the Mass in English, and parlicu-
* larly pray for Charles Stewart, for which we had no scripture.' I told them,
we did not"'pray for Charles Stewart, but for all christian kings, princes and
governors. They replied, ' In so doing we prayed for the King of Spain too,

who was their enemy and a Papist,' with other frivolous and ensnaring ques-
tions, and much threatening: And finding no colour to detain me, they dis-

missed me with much pity of m v ignorance ! These were men of high flight

and above ordinances, and spoke spiteful things of our Lord's nativity.

As we went up to receive the sacrament, the miscreants held their muskets
against us, as if they would have shot us at the altar, but yet suffering us
to finish the Ofiiceof Communion, as perhaps not ha^ing instructions what
to do in case they found us in that action. So I got home late the next day,

blessed be God \" Evelyn's Diary.
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indelible stain upon their memory.* It ^vould be easy to produce

some hundreds of extracts from their printed works, in -which

they not only avow the principles, but also display the spirit of

persecution."

* Tlie following extract from Archbishop Tf.nison's Argument for Union,
will aft'ord a brief view of the spirit of the (iiflerent religious sects that pre-

vailed during the Inter-regiium :
" There w s a party in the nation who were

\\\ei\va\\eA Dissenting Brethre7i ; and to these the Directory was as offen-

sive, as the Canons and Liturgy had been to those of the Discipline. In

1644 they drew up reasons a|aiust the Directory of Church government by
Presbyters. They afterwards in IMf) printed an open liemonstrance against
Presbytery, of which the Assembly of Divines complained to the House as of

a scandalous libel. And there were those who reproached the Presbyterians
in the same p'arases in which they had given vent to their displeasure

against the Liturgy of the ('hurch of England. The ministers of Lan-
cashire complained concerning them [the Independents,] * That they
* had compai-ed the Covenant to the Alcoran of the Turks, and Mass
* of the PujAsts, and Service-Book of the Prelates. As likewise, that
* they said, it was a brazen serjjent fit to be broken in pieces and ground to
* powder, rather than tiiat men should fall down and worship it.' Amongst
the Disciplinarians, some were confident of success. One of them, Mr. S.

Sympson, in his sermon of reformation in 1G43, (for he was not then gone over
to the part of the Independents,) expressed his assurance in these most unbe-
coming words, before the Commons : ' It will,' said he, ' bring such a blot
* on God as he shall never wijjc out, if your poor prayers should be turned
* into your own bosoms ; that prayer for reformation !'—A speech not fit to

have been repeated, if it were not necessary to learn sobriety and wisdom
from the remembrances of extravagance in former times.
" Those Independents who adhered to that part of the House which joined

with the army, prevailed for a season ; but they also were disturbed by those

who went under the name of lAlhurnists, Levellers, Agitators : Then
Enthusiasm, excited in part by the common pretence of an extraordinary

light, revealed (as of a sudden) in those days in England, brake forth into

open distraction. Enthusiasm was now openly favoured by Cromwell him-
self; who, together with six soldiers, prayed and preached at Whitehall.

His own temper was warmed with fits of Enthusiasm. And he confessed it

to a person of condition, (from whom 1 received it, as did others yet living,)
' that he prayed according to extraordinarj- impulse. And that, not
* feeling such impulse, (which he called supernatural,) he did fcrbcar to
' pray, oftentimes for several days together.' In process of time, his House
of^ Commons, and he himself, were publicly disturbed by that wild spirit,

in the raising of which they had been so unhappily instrumental —A Quaker
came to the door of the House in l(ir)4, and drew his sword, and cut those

nigh him, and said, ' He was inspired by the Holy Spirit to kill every man
' who sate in that convention.' And he himself was not only conspired against

by those who called themselves, the free and well affectedfec//lv of England,
but openly bespattered by the ink of the Quakers in several pamphlets, and
by their clamours affronted in his own chapel, where, before his face, they
gave bold interruption to his preachers."
At an early period, when pleading, as Lieutenant General, at the head of

bis victorious troops, for granting liberty of conscience to the Indejicndents,

whom he then favoured, Oliver Cromwell addressed a letter to the Long Par-
liament, in which the following expressions occur: " As for being united

in forms commonly called Lniformitv, every christian for peace sake
would study and do as far as conscience would permit ; and from
brethren, in things of the mind, we look for no compulsion hut that of light

and reason ; in other things, God has put the sword into the Parliament's

hands for the terror of evil "doers, and the praise of them that do well ; if any
plead exemption from it, he knows not the gospel." The power here ascribed

to the Parliament, Oliver subsequently adopted ; and, in imitation of the

former objects of his censure, extended it, in his last years, to several

matters that belonged peculiarly to what he calls " things of the mind,"
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Having thus conducted the reader through the most remarkable

events of that distracted period of our national history, and

having connected Dr. Twisse with the Asaemhhj of Divvies, I

will now give a few more particulars of the Doctor's life and

writings : We left him at the Court of Heidelberg, (page 242,)

and it appears from his own account of the journey, that he

remained only a few months in the Palatinate and did not pro-

ceed to Bohemia. In Mr. Reid's Memoir of Doctor Twisse,

the remaining transactions in his life ai-e thus narrated:
" Upon his return to England, his native country, he was

made vicar of Newbury, a mayor and market-town in Berkshire,

fifty-six miles from London according to Entick.* The disposition

of his mind was such, that he neither sought the riches of this world

nor yet ecclesiastical dignities and preferments, but modestly re-

jected them when they were offered to him.t He declined being

Warden of the College at Winchester, after he was chosen and

earnestly requested to accept it, though it was a very lucrative

place. He afterward refused a Prebend at Winchester, when
offered him ; returning thanks to Dr. Moore, his father-in-law,

who was prebendary of Winchester, and other friends, but in-

* This reference to Entick does not speak much in favour of the depth of

my author's erudition, though it is a toiien of its complexity, and is a
very excusable notice on the part of a person dwelling in a remote part of

Scotland.

f This is repeated by several of his biographers, one of whom adds, " No
man ever sought more industriously to obtain ecclesiastical promotion thau

he did to avoid it."—But I could never learn how this species of voluntary

humility comported with the following very significant hint to the Queen of

Bohemia, to whom he dedicated his J'indicatmi of the Grace, Povoer and
Providence of God. In allusion to his early residence in her family as

English Chaplain, he says :
" From this circumstance I have had ex-

perience, that the protection of your name has been in some slight degree

fortunate to my person. For, it was for your sake, and on account of my
having held the situation of preacher to your Royal Highness, that the

favour of your brother Charles, our most serene king, had nearly encom-
passed me before 1 was aware of the honour intended, and I narrowly mis-

sed an ecclesiastical dignity. But though his Majesty yielded to the impor-

tunity of other people who'were striving to oppose my preferment, he did

not allow my reputation to be blackened with the calumnies with which
some persons endeavoured to asperse it. All these occurrences transpired

without my having indulged in any expectations about their issue; butthe
recollection of them could have no other eftect than to remind me of the

potency even of your name, which has thus been the means of presaging

my prosperity." This is evidently an allusion to the ill offices supposed to be

done to him by those who were then at the head of affairs ecclesiastical, who
certainly could not with the slightest appearance of consistency recommend'
Dr. Twisse to preferment in the church, when he had shewn himself to be a
most violent Predestinarian andNonconformist. In his immoderate zeal against

Arminius, many of whose expressions he either did not understand or wil-

fully distorted, he was regardless of consequences, and wished to publish

to the world his metaphysical lucubrations, strangely intermixed as they

were with humorous sallies and touches of ridicule : Because he was not

permitted to complete his purpose in England, he became still more embit-

tered against the civil and ecclesiastical government of the country, and lent

himself to the constitution-menders of those days and entered heartily into

their desolating measures.
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treating them to give him leave to abide at Newbury, to attend

the flock over which God had placed him ; saying, * he thought

'himself unfit for a cathedral employment : it was hard for him,
* among such eminent men as the prebendaries of Winchester,
* either to sing musically enough, or to preach rhetorically

* enough.' Robert, Earl of Warwick, also offered him a rectory ;

which, because it was a smaller parish than Newbury, and old

age was creeping in upon him, and his bodily strength fail-

ing, he thankfully accepted, provided that the Earl would take

special care to send a pious faithful pastor to Newbury. The
Doctor waited upon the Archbisiiop of Canterbury, with whom
he had been well acquainted while they were students together

at Oxford, concerning this business. The Archbishop enter-

tained him courteously, and promised to grant his request ;

adding, tiiat he would represent him to the King for a pious and
learned m".n, and no Puritan. But the Doctor w^as quick enough
to perceive, from such treatment and language, that snares were
laid for him.* Accordingly he returned to Newbury, and thought

no more of leaving it. He came to be so well known in the

learned Vvorld, and in the church of Christ abroad, by his elabo-

rate and celebrated Latin work in answer to the much-famed
book of Arminius against Perkins, that the States of Friesland

sent him a pressing invitation to accept the place of Divinity

Professor in the University of Franeker. This is the highest

preferment that a minister of the gospel was capable of in that

country. And the States took order to clear the expenses of his

transportation ; but he refused this invitation also. Dr. Tvv^isse

refused to read the King's proclamation, commonly called the

Book of Sports, wherein the people were allowed to use certain

sports on the Lord's Day ; and which was commanded to be
read in all churches, on pain of suspension both from office and
benefice : yea, he declared against it. Other faithful godly mi-

nisters did the same, for which that severe penalty was inflicted

upon them. But when King James was informed of Dr. Twisse's

refusal, he secretly commanded the bishops not to meddle with

him. The King knew well, that though Dr. Twisse had only a

small estate, and lived meanly at home, yet his fame was great

in all the reformed churches, and that nothing could be done

* It is difficult to imagine how anymore "snares could be laid for Dr.
Twisse" in liis new vicarao;e than in his old one, unless he was a man to be easily

bribed. Archbishop Laud could exercise no stricter control over him in the

one situation than in the other. But such surmises as these shew well upon
paper, and answer all the purposes of detraction. It was no blemish in the

character of the Archbishop, to call off every clergyman within the reach of

his influence from the niceties of Calvinism to the inculcation of christian

promises, precepts and duties. His private interviews for this purpose with
several famous individuals, which are on record, redound greatly to his

honour, and prove him to have been a man that had a good understanding
in the practical doctrines of the Church of England, and in the proper me-
thod of applying them to general instruction and edification.
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hai'dly against him, but it would redound greatly to the disgrace

of those who did it. King Charles I. renewed his father's edict for

allowing sports and recreations, on the Sabbath-day, to such as

attended public worship ; and he ordered his proclamation for

that purpose to be publicly read by the clergy after Divine ser-

vice. And, the Puritans refusing obedience to this disgraceful

command, were therefore punished with suspension or depriva-

tion.* Dr. Twisse still continued to set the trumpet to his mouth,

to shew the people their transgression, and the house of Jacob their

si7is. (Isa. Iviii, 1.) And he spared neither King nor Parliament,

but engaged them with their own weapons set against them:

like David, when he cut off the head of Goliah the Giant with

his own sword. (1 Sam. xvii, 50, 51.) He, with great ingenuity,

turned the Act of their own Parliament, concerning the Sabbath,

against themselves. He managed this with great propriety and
energy, displaying his usual forcible and animated reasoning on
the subject. He also appeared against the publications of these

times, in support of Sabbath-profanation, as the translator of

* I shall shew in another part of this worlc, the form, which, throus^h the

perversenessof both parties, the Scibbatarian controversy assumed in the

reisjn of King: James. It became still more a party question in the reign

of King Charles, when the doctrine of (he strict observance of the SaJjbath

was generally embraced and defended by the Calvinists, though many Armi-
nian divines at the same time appeared in behalf of the sanctity of the
Lord's -day. Respecting the early Calvinists in England who promulgated
this doctrine, Dr. Heylin says : "Whereas those who first did set on foot

these doctrines, did, in all their other practices to subvert this church, bear
themselves continually on the authority of Calvin, and on the example of
those churches which came most near unto the platform of Geneva, they
had, in these their Sabbath-speculations, not only none to follow, but they
found Calvin and Geneva, and those other churches, directly contrary unto
them. However, in all other matters, they cried up Calvin and his writings ;

yet here, by his leave, they would forsake him, and leave him fairly to him-
self, that tf.ey themselves might have the glory of a new invention."
All men conversant with this topic of controversy will assent to the follow-

ing remark by Bishop Burnet: "The question about ^//e morality of the
Fimrtk Commandment, was an unhappy incident, that raised a new strife."

Dr. Peter Heylin rendered himself exceedingly obnoxious to the most ))ious

of his cotemporaries and of posterity, by his sincere but misguided zeal in

this matter. It was indeed somewhat preposterous for that very clever man,
to be the champion of bowing torvards the altar, and at the same time
of engaging in pastimes on the Lord's day. In his History of the Sabbath
he has justly reprasented the practice of the Calvinistic Churches on
the continent, which are at this day nearly as careless, as formerly,
about the due observance of the christian Sabbath. I never reflect on
this controversy and its baneful results, without being reminded of a
letter addressed to Mr. Glen in 163(), (only a few months prior to the
appearance of the Doctor's work,) by the celebrated Hobbes of Malraes-
bury, in which that infidel writer says :

" I long infinitely to see those
books of the Sabbath, [Dr. Heylin's History,] and am of your mind, they
will put such thougtits into the heads of vulgar people, as will confer little

to their good life. For when they see one of the Ten Commandments to be
Jus Humanum merely, (as it must be if the Church can alter it,) they will
hope also, that the other Nine may be so too. For every man hitherto did
believe, that the Ten Commandments were the moral\s.v/, that is, an eter-
nal law." These are judicious observations ; and the desecrating conse-
quences of Dr. Heylin's doctrine prove Hobbes to have been well acquainted
with the corruptions of humau nature.
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Dr. Prideaux's Lectures, and others, who came on the field in

course, concerninfr the doctrine of the Sabbath. And such faith-

ful testimony-bearing, against this very glaring evil, was not in

vain in the Lord : it had its good fruit, its salutary effect in due
time. For, when the Parliament went on vigorously with their

intended reformation, in the year ]6"43, they applied themselves

to that of the Sabbath also. And on May 5th, this year, the

book tolerating sports on the Lord's day was ordered to be
burned by the hands of the common hangman in Cheapside,

London, and other usual places, which was done the 11th of

May, 16"43; and all persons having copies thereof were requested

to deliver them up to one of the sheriffs of London to be burnt.

And it was probably on account of his spirited appearances

against the corruptions and evils of these times, that Dr. Pri-

deaux once said,* ' that the Bishops did little consult their own
* The learned Professor Prideaux and Dr. Twisse were two of the most

decided and bitter Calviiiists of that period : Yet, it is seen, they were not
unanimous in their judgment concerning the proper method of keeping holy
the Sabbath-day. This diversity of sentiment was by uo means an uncom-
mon circumstance either among the Calviuists orthe Arminians : For iu each
of the two parties were found judicious men, who deduced their opinions on
that subject from the word of God, and disregarded the opposite conclusions
of their brethren. Mr. Reid has, in a preceding sentence, alluded to Dr.
Prideaux's Lectures in reference to the Sabbath; the reader is here pre-
sented with a compendium of the doctrine which he delivered ex cathedra :

" At last, some four years after his Majesty's declaration before remem-
bered. Anno 1622, Doctor Prideaux, his Majesty's professor for the Univer-
sity of Oxon, did, in the Public Act, declare his judgment in this point, de
Sfthbnto; which afterwards, in the year 1()25, he published to the world
with his other lectures. Now, in this speech or determination, he did thus
resolve it. i^i/*^. That the Sabbath was not instituted in the first cre.ition

of the world ; nor ever kept by any of the ancient Patriarchs, who lived

before the law of Moses : therefore, no moral and perpetual precept, as the

others are. 6>co??r//?/. That the sanctifying of owe day iii seven, is ceremo-
nial only, and obliged the Jews ; not moral, to oblige us Christians to the

like observance. Thirdly. That tlte Lord's- day is founded only on the

authority of the church, guided therein by tlie practice of the Apostles ; not
ou the Fourth Commandment, which he entituleth ' a scandalous doctrine ;'

nor any other authority in holy scripture. Fourthly. That tlie Church hath
still authority to change the day, though such authority be not fit to be put
in practice. Fifthly. That, iu the celebration of it, there is no such cessation

from the works of "labour required of us, as was exacted of the Jews ; but
that we lawfully may dress meat proportionable unto every man's estate,

and do such other things as be no hindrance to the public service, appointed
for the day. Sixthly. That on the Lord's-day all recreations whatsoever are

to be allowed, which honestly may refresh the spirits, and increase mutual
love and neighbourhood amongst us ; and that tiie names whereby the Jews
did use to call their festivals, (whereof the Sabbath was the chief,) were bor-

rowed from an Hebrew word, which signifies ^0 rfawee, and to make merry,
or rejoice. And, Lastly. That it appertains to the christian magistrate, to

order and ap)ioint what pastimes on the Lord's-day are to be permitted, and
what prohibited ; not unto every private person, ' much less to every man's
rash zeal,' as his own words are, 'who, out of a schismatical Stoicism,

(debarring men from lawful pastimes,) doth incline to Judaism.' 'Ihis was
the sum and substance of his resolution, then: which, as it gave content

unto the sounder and the better part of the Assembly ; so it did infinitely

stomach and displease the greater numbers, such as were formerly pos-

sessed with the other doctrines ; though they were wiser than to make it a

public tiuancl,'
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* credit, because they had not preferred Dr. Tvvisse, theugh
' against his will, to some splendid ecclesiastical dignity.' He
thought, no doubt, that this would have been an effectual mean

to stop his mouth from speaking against them, and the sins of

the times. Hence it appears, that Dr. Twisse was an eminent

champion for the grace of God, the morality and sanctification

of the Sabbath, and that Puritan divinity unto which the honours

of the good old way belong.—He was esteemed an able dispu-

tant. Dr. Bailiie,* who had considerable opportunity of knowing

what his talents were this way, says, in one of his letters addres-

sed to the Presbytery of Irvine, dated London, February 28th,

]641, ' Dr. Twisse, to our great comfort, is here turned a remon-
* strant. Dr. Twisse, if there be any dispute, offers to be one.

' He is doubtless the most able disputer in England.' He gene-

rally wished to decline a verbal conference with regard to

matters of disputation. And for this, he gives the following

reasons :—Because, these things may be done more quietly by
writing ; the managers of the controversy will then be kept free

from foreign discourse ; the arguments on each side may be

more properly and deliberately weighed; answers returned

* The reader is already familiar with the name of Robert Baylie, and has

read some of his opinions : But Robert did not content himself with mere
opinions, which are bloodless matters ; he was one of those ministers who
attended the army of the Scotch Covenanters in ltJ39 and 1640. In his letters,

he says :
' 1 furnished, to half a dozen of good fellows, muskets and pikes

;

' and to my boy a broad sword. 1 carried myself, as the fashion was, a sword,
* and a couple of Dutch pistols at my saddle; but, I promise, [they were]
* for the offence of no man, excepting a robber in the way : For it was our
* [the chaplains'] part alone, x.o^xd,\'A\\d.\.o\)xe^^<:\\ for the encouragement of
* our countriimen ; which I did most cheerfully to the utmost of my power.
* Every company had, fleeing at the captain's tent door, a brave new colour,
* stamped with the *»cottish Arms and this motto. For Christ's crown and
' COVENANT, in golden letters.—Had you lent your ear in the morning, or
* especially at even, and heard in the tents tlie sound of some singing

'psalms, some praying, and some reading scripture, ye would have been
' refreshed. For myself, I never found my mind in better temper than it

' was all that time since 1 came from home, till my head was again home-
' ward : For 1 was as a man who had taken my leave from the world, and
* was resolved to die in that service, without return. 1 found the favour of
' God shining upon me ; and a sweet, meek, humble, yet strong and vehe-
< MENT spirit leading me all along; but I was no sooner on my way west-
' ward, after the conclusion of the peace, than my old security returned.'

Who that reads these expressions can wonder at the enthusiasm displayed

by the Covenanters, both Scotch and English ? Yet we are told, by Mr.
drme, (page 389,) " the PMnton* ^wi^ Independents \y&XQ,'ao\. the visionary

fanatics of the age." Perhaps this is a sly method of throwing all the fana-

ticism upon the Scotch Presbyterians ; but one of the latter denomination
informs us, in a subsequent note, that " while the most eminent andsuitable

divines continued with the several [Parliamentary] regiments, none of the

enthusiastic follies, which afterwards appeared and were truly reproach-

able, discovered themselves." This is a grand and sweeping excuse, every

way worthy of such a lover of " the Covenanted Reformation" as Mr. Reid.

But, unhappily for his consistency as an author, he has himselS furnished

too many documents, similar to this extract from Baylie, by which we may
form a tolerably accurate judgment concerning the existence of those
*' enthusiastic follies which were truly reproachable."

G G
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with due ccnsuleration ; and the holy things of God may be
more decently handled.

" Upon calling together the Assembly of Divines at Westmin-
ster, in the year lC43, he was chosen and appointed by both

Houses of Parliament to be their Prolocutor, in which place he

continued until his death. This Assembly of Divines first met at

King Henry the Seventh's Chapel, in Westminster Abbey, on

Saturday the J st of July, iCiS. At their first assembling, Dr.

Twisse, their l^roiocutor, preached a sermon imto them, at which
the members of both Houses of Parliament were also present.

This Assembly was prohibited by the King's proclamation of

,Iune 22 ; and he declared, that no acts done by them ought to

be received by his subjects : he also threatened to proceed

against them with the utmost severity of the law ; which Dr.

Twisse lamented, in his sermon at the opening of the Assembly,

but hoped that in due time his Majesty's consent might be ob-

tained.* Notwithstanding, sixty-nine ministers assembled the

* This is no proof of Dr. Twisse's christian allegiance to his sovereign ; but
it justifies the opinion of his Majesty, recorded in page 401, "that the far

greatest part of those who had been nominated to the present service, were
jnen eminently disaffected to the government of the Church of England,
and such as had openly preached rebellion," &c. The doctor's "hopes'*
did not tarry for the " due time" in which " his majesty's consent might be
obtained" for the meeting of the Assemhly of Divines ; but he accepted an
appointment from a rebellious confederacy that had under various pretences

raised themselves to the Supreme Authority in opposition to the king's just

rights and title. After having been a member of the Sii.h-Contmitt.ee of
j'lccommodation, (page :^15,) he could not be ignorant of the good intentions

of his sovereign, in reference to the settlement of the interests of the Church.
Yet such was the deep-rooted malevolence which Dr. Twisse exhibited

against the civil and ecclesiastical government of the country, that, had not

his advanced age operated as a preventive, he would have been as ready, as

I*iilip Marshall, Hugh Peters, or any other of the more ignorant members
of that Assembly, to march as a Parliamentary chaplain to a reginient, or to

render etfectual assistance in any warlike enterprize. Rut the will, in the

case of Dr. Twisse, was accepted for the deed ; as, beside the impediment
of his years and infirmities, he did not possess those high martial qualities

which are thus ELoour.NTLV described, by our Mr. Reid, as appertaining

to another eminent member of tlie Assembly, one of Dr. Twisse's Assessors :

" Dr. Burgess, being highly approved for his zeal, valour and fidelity, and
admirably adapted to the nature of the military service, was wisely selected

by the earl of Essex, tiie General of the Parlia"ment's army, to be chaplain

to his regiment of horsemen. The more eminent and suitable divines were
appointed chaplains to the several regiments ; and, while these continued

with them, none of the enthusiastic follies, which afterwards appeared and
were truly reproachable, discovered themselves. Such chaplains were highly

beneficial to the Parliamentary army, to direct their views aright, to afford

them aid in their devotion, and to excite them in the performance of their

duty in defence of their liberty and religion. They were now called ia add
to theirfaith virtue, or ' military valour,' as the word generally denotes in

Homer."
It ought to be the occupation of such men as Mr. Reid, to make a better

comment on the apostolical exhortation, yidd to t/o»r fnithvirtue, than this,

" ViRiUE, in Homer, generally denotes mi litarv Valour." The peaceful

doctrines and soul-tranquillizing precepts of the Christian Religion will be

completely nullified or prostituted, if we be compelled to take our lessons

of civil conduct fiom such belligerent Calvinists as Mr. Reid, who does not
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first day, who were called to meet there ; and, after sermon, the

ordinance of Parliament was read, declaring the cause and in-

tention of their convention, viz. the settlement of religion and
church-government. And then the roll, containing the names
of the ministers appointed, was called over, and the names of

those who were absent marked. About one hundred and twenty
were nominated and appointed : They did not appear there in

canonical habits, but chiefly in black coats and bands, in imita-

tion of the foreign Protestants. This Assembly was not a con-
vention according to the Diocesan government ; nor was it

called by the votes of ministers, in the Presbyterian form ; but
by the Parliament, in extraordinary circumstances, for advice in

church affairs. Many of the most learned Episcopal divines

were nominated, along with the Presbyterians and Independents

;

and Archbishop Usher,* Bishops Westfield, Prideaux and Brown-
rigg, Doctors Holdsworth, Hammond, Sanderson, and others ;—but they refused, because the King had declared against it.

None could enter to hear or see this Assembly without a written
oi'der from both Houses of Parliament- They met every work-
day except Saturday, which was allowed the divines to prepare
for preaching on the Sabbath. Their session was generally from
nine o'clock in the morning until two or three after noon, which
the Prolocutor began and ended with prayer.t About sixty of

relish the specimen of Grecian lore afforded by our erudite translators in the
English New Testament, but wanders to Homer for an authority. The
warlike inhabitants of Scotland, in former days, too frequently " added
to their faith military courage;" and no Dr. Burgess or Mr. Reid would
now be required, " to afford them aid" in that part " of their devotion."
But such doctrine demands a more skilful casuist than our northern bio-
grapher, to render it as perfectly innocent as, in his hands, it is vapid and
unscriptural.

* "This summer [I643J the Lord Primate was nominated (though against
his desire,) to be one of the Assembly of Divines at Westminster, as were
also Dr. Brownri^ Bishop of Exeter, Dr. Westfield Bishop of Bristol, and
divers others of the orthodox Clergy. But the Lord Primate neither approved
of the authority that named him, nor yet of the business they met about : So
that he never troubled himself to go thither. But when that mock Assembly
found he scorned ioconie among them, they complained of him to the House
of Commons, who soon voted him out again ; which yet the Archbishop took
more kindly, than their choosing him into it. And now when this prevalent
faction, sitting at Westminster, found that the Archbishop was not for their
turn, but to the contrary had, in divers sermons at Oxford, preached against
their rebellious proceedi'ugs, they were so enraged at him, that the commit-
tee they had appointed for Delinquents' estates, (as they nick-named those
who now faithfully served their prince,) made an order for the seizing of a
study of books, &c. which were seized accordingly." Parr's Life,
The subsequent fate of this valuable library is narrated in page 404.

t The Doctor was accounted very tedious in these extempore effusions
;

and many of the ardent spirits, who were his reverend auditors, felt them-
selves aggrieved, because they considered themselves better qualified to
offer lip the joint adorations of so many gifted individuals, than an old
divine could be, who had during many years been an unwilling (Conformist
to the excellent forms of prayer in the Episcopal Church. The following
long extract from the " Succinct History of the Life and Death of the learned
andfamous Divine, Daniel Featly, by his nepTtjew, the Rev. John Faui-

Gg2
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the English divines were generally present. These were
fliridcd into three committees ; and no man was excluded who
pleased to come ijito any of the three. Every committee took a

cj.oiJOH, {vvlgo Feati.^ ,)" |iiesents us with sonic remarkable circumstances
coiiiiecieil witii the state of society at that period. '1 lie author tells ns, his
imcle, haviiiff long- tbre'jcen the storm which was impending- over England,
{Vave him an intimation of the necessity that existed for one of them to seek
refuii'e in some of the distant colonies ; and, on account of the advanced age
of his relative, it was determined thai John should emigrate. He then pro-
ceeds with his narrative thus :

" On June 24th, IW;^, I weighed anf^hor at Tilbury Hope, and thence
proceeded in my voyage to St. Christophers in ihe Western Indies, in a ship
MiHiciently pestered with Brownists, Anabaiitists, Anlinomiaus, <li:c. In the
mean while, he stayed at home to fight with bcrsts at Ephesus, and defend
the truth. And indeed he had a fair opportunity for it, being chosen a mem-
ber of ^//e y^A'.9ew/*/?/ «/' />i!«>me«, and warning no courage either to preach
the truth in the pulpit, or to assert and dtfend it in the Synod. Jiut his

rehgion and his loyalty were crimes unpardonable : And his vindication of
t!ie truth, in those erroneous times, betrayed him to the malice of new
adversaries and their mischievous contrivements. The Bishops being voted
down, and the Hierarchy of our church blown away with an unsavoury
breath, every one's brain hammered and projected a new church-govern-
ment, forgetting in the mean while that they had almost lost the very church
itself. And, among the many superfoetations, that of the Presbytery ap-
peared most prevalent : The professors thereof in England leained their

lesson of their brethren in Scotland, whose first and greatest lecture was the
S.denin Leagve and Covenant. It was hatched in Scotland, and sent to the

Assembly of Dwinen in England for their concurrence. Bein^ proposed in our
Synod, the Doctor, in a grave and learned speech, and with sohd and judi-

cious arguments, so strongly opposed it, thai those who wanted learning to

answer !iim, wanted not malice to ruin him.
" It seems the limes could not bear sound doctrine : It was therefore con-

cluded by a factious party, that either the Covenant must be suppressed,
or the Doctor's mouth must be stopped. Every sectary was willing to help
forward the toit/r?-, in a seeming defence of the/b/w^- ; Although the zeal

of some of them was not grounded so much upon their love to the Covenant,
as upon their envying his abilities, and madness at his stout and resolute

defending the truth. At last a plot was laid by schismatics and sectaries of
several judgments, who all concurred in the ";reat design of silencing the

Doctor. To tliis purpose, about the middle of Sept. in the year 1^43, one
Armisrcr Wardner, a despicable felt-maker at that time in Southwark, and
afterwards a sutler in the army at St. Albans, made his application to the

Doctor under pretence of friendship, and privately informed him, as from
the Lord Primate of Armagh at 0.\ford, (from whence he pretended he was
newly come,) ' That the king was verjf much offended at his complying with
» the Assembly ; and that he charged him, upon his high displeasure, never
' more to meet with the Divines in idenry the Seventh's chapei.'—The credulous
Doctor, intending no harm, suspected none ; nor considered how strongly

and stoutly he had, but a fortnight since, scourged the Covenant in that very
Assembly; and that this therefore might be a plot to art'right him into a
future coupliance, or at least to silence, in the Synod ; or that it might be a

snare to catch him, and to bring him into trouble. ' Evil be to him that

evil ihinketh :' The Doctor thought none. But he seemed indeed a little

dissatisfied, in that the Primate had not written to him : But the cunning
deceiver excused that by the danger of the times either to write or to carry

inteiligence of such concernment. The good Doctor was truly very much
troubled at the contrary commands of the king at Oxford and the Parlia-

ment at Westminster. [This species of cant has been already exposed, page
;{7i).] But the messenger seemed to he grieved for him, and to contrive

some means to quiet his thoughts. At length he told the Doctor, ' that a
• word of the Primate's mouth to the king would set all aright again ; and
' that he was presently to return to Oxford, by whom if the Doctor would
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portion of the work prescribed, and in their afternoon-meeting

prepared matters for the Assembly, writing their sentiments in

distinct propositions, supported by sacred texts. After prayer,

' write a few lines to liis Grace, acquainting him with some passages in the
* Assembly, antl with his desire of his n)ajestj''s leave to continue his atten-
* dance there, he would not only deliver the letter with njuch fidelity, hut
« also bring him an answer upou Tuesday following.' Upon these fair shows
of Armiger Wardner's friendship, and many promises of his faithlulness

and secrecy, the Doctor caused a kinsman ot his to write what he dictated,

Armiger Wardner being in presence. And when he had finished and read it

to them both, the Doctor asked Armiger Wardner's opinion, TVliethcr he

tkonglit there couhl be ani/ danger in sending what was written ; the sutler

pretended a confidence that there could be no danger in it. And thereupon
the Doctor subscribed it with the two first letters of his name in Greek, one
within another, which afterward, by the quiblet of a Member of Parlia-

ment, was interpreted Fidelity."
This letter, as stated page 404, was taken before the Close Cnmmittee of

Parliament, by whose directions Dr. Featly was arrested as a spy and intel-

ligencer. He defended himself as well as he was able: "But," his kins-

man says, " the doctor's defence was not armour-proof against the mali-

cious resolutions of his mortal advei'saries. The more reasons he urged,

the more they were enraged: For, what they were not able to answer by
the strength of reason, they howsoever could master by the strength of

power. The Prolocutor [Dr. Twisse] was uetiled, because the Doctor had
•written an f^nconriunioi his special gilt in praying, not so nmch extempore
as de tempore : And the Presl)yterians were offemled, because he opposed
the Covenant: And the Sectaries iu general were highly displeased, because
he both discovered and opposed their schisms. Hereupon the Committee,
heiug oi' the discontented party, resolved to silence him ; and presently he
was voted both out of the Assembly and out of his estate and hberty." On
Sept. 30th, a warrant, mentioning no crime, was brought from the Com-
mittee, to commit the poor doctor ; and the ofncer conducted him to the

Lord Petre's house in Aidersgate-street. Before which, he was so idundered
that he had no more money left him, than one bare five-shiliings piece of

gold, which he bestowed upon the oflicer. So soon as he was laid up, those

whose mouths had long gaped and watered at his two livings, and undoubt-
edly had been very instrumental to clap him up, skijiped hastily into them;
Mr. White of Dorchester into Lambeth, and Mr. Philip Nye into Acton.
Thus was the poor doctor plundered, sequestered, imprisoned, and even quite

lost to the world. Yet, as if malice had pleaded for eternity, they left him
not thus : For whilst he was penned up in that noisome prison, he yet
preached constantly every Loid's-day to his fellow-sutferers,—for they were
many, and persons of quality, and tlieir sin was loyalty,—until at length
Isaac Penniiigtoii, the pretended Lord Mayor of Loudon, stopped his mouth,
and gave orders that he should preach no more.
" Many sad months did he spend in prison, wanting the svyeel and pleasant

airat Kennington, thec(jmfortable society of his books, his just revenue, a
convenient accoiiimodalion, a well-ordered diet, the company of his old
and bosom friends, and indeed all things, except a good conscience, whi«h
might qualify the bitterness of a tedious life. In the height of these his

sutferings, it happened that a Papist sent a bold challenge abroad into the
world, concerning the Jntitjuity, Unili/, Universality, Svccession, end
perpetual Visibility of the true Ctiureli ; Which threw dirt in the face of the
Protestant Church, and, as the author tSiought, invincibly asserted the
tenets of the Romanists. The Parliament saw ihe challenge, but neither
could answer it themselves, nor persuade tlie reverend Sjnod, (wherein
were yet left many persons of great learning and much estimation,) hut it

was recommended to the Doctor, whom they knew to be well versed in the
matters in ([uestion. Had they first vindicated him from the asjiersions of
the hackney Mercuries [pamphlets] of the times, re))aiied his los^ses, en-
larged his jierson, and sent him with honour lo tnke his [dace again in the
Asscml)h , ilu-v l:a;l given him a iu-t and hohle eiiniiii ; g iii'vUt to aiisv.ei"
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the Scribe read the proposition and text, whereupon the Assem-
bly debated in a very grave, learned, ready and accurate manner.
' I do marvel,' says Mr. Baillie, one of the Scotch Commission-

their desires. But he was a poor Israelite vinder the E^ptian yoke, and
must be content to abate the straw, jet make the brick. When no denial
or excuse would satisfy, he complained ' that he wanted his books, and
* without them he could not answer expectations.' The House therefore
voted, ' that he should have any of his own books which he should require,
' provided that he should never have more than three of them at one time.'
By this vote, in the first place, his library was for awhile preserved from
the itchin? hands of Mr. White of Dorchester, who had gotten an order,
' that he should have the Doctor's books until the Doctor could get back Mr.
'White's, which some under the command of Prince Rupert had seized at
'Dorchester.' And the J)octor got a welcome employment, which diverted
the irksomenessof his s^ imprisonment. To work he went, and at length
he finished and published his answer to the challenge, on Aug. 1, 1644, in a
book entituled Roma Rlens.
" Notwithstanding the great service which the Doctor had done the

Church of England, at the request of the Parliament, by his answer to
that Popish challenge in his Roma Raens, yet they suflt'red him to continue
in Umbo, in his old prison. But when,—through tlie closeness and corruption
of the air, the noisome stenches of the prison, his bad diet and ill lodging,
the want of exercise, and many other inconveniences, he fell into a dropsy
and other diseases,—he became a humble petitioner to the Parliament, that
he might have leave to remove to Chelsea College, where the air was fresh
and wholesome : And his physician's certificate was annexed to his petition,
declaring that he coiild not possibly live without the benefit of better air.

Full sixteen weeks did his friends and servants bestow upon a daily and
wearisome attendance on the House, in pursuance of his request : For
some niembers would, but durst not, move for him ; some durst, but
would not. His friends were fearful, but his enemies bold and violent. At
length, when his adversaries were assured that his death approached, so
that now there could be no fear of his further writing or preaching either
against the Covenant or any Anabaptistical tenets, they granted him an
Order to remove to Chelsea college tor six weeks : For, although they proved
prophets, yet they suspected that if he should be in any hope of recovery,
lie would fall again to his old game of opposing the heresies of the times

:

' Provided aluat/s, that he should first give good bail for his return to pri-
* son at the six weeks' end.' By virtue of this long-looked-for order, he was
removed to Chelsea College, about the beginning of March 1C45
On the 17th of April which was the very last day of those six weeks which
the tender mercies of his enemies had allotted him for his continuance in
Chelsea College, his spirit waxed faint, and, drawing near to the gates of
the grave, he prayed as follow eth : 'Lord, strike through the reins of ibeni
' that rise against the Church and king, and let them be as chaff before the
' wind and as stubble before the fire. Let them be scattered as partridges
' upon the mountains, and let the breath of the Lord consume them ! But
' upon our gracious sovereign [Charles 1.] and his posterity, let the Crown
' flourish ! This is the hearty and earnest prayer ot a poor sick creature.'
With which words, and many heavenly ejaculations, commending his soul
into the hands of his faithful Creator, he fell asleep."
Such was the treatment which an Episcopal Calvinist experienced at the

hands of his Predestiuarian brethren, the Independents and the Prebby-
teriaus. 1 should have been gratified, had it been my pleasing duty to
record a more pacific and evangelical death-prayer than the one which Dr.
Featly uttered. But he was then under the influence of unsanctified
irritation, and might have addressed his quo7idam friends, with some show
of fcason, in the language of David, " For it was not «?? eiitmy that re-

proached me ; then I could have borne it : But it was thou, a man mine
equal, my guide, and mine acquaintance. We took sweet counsel together,
&c." Though, in the words that were wrung from him in the bitterness of
his soul, may be perceved much of that asperity which he formerly dis-
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ers to that Assembly, ' at the very accurate and extemporary
' replies that many of them usually make. They harangue long
' and very learnedly. They study the question well before-

* hand, and prepare their speeches ; but withal the men are
' exceeding prompt, and well spoken.' None were called upon to

speak, but all rose of their own accord, and spoke as long as

they pleased without interruption.* All speeches were addressed

played against Bishop Mountagu for bis Arrainiauism and love of Christian

Antiquity, his relative seems to intimate, that these were not the only ex-

pressions employed at the hour of his dissolution ; for, in " commending his

soul into the hands of his faithful Creator," heuttered " many heavenly ejacu-

lations."— I have alvvays viewed Dr. Featly as one of those trimmers who
reserved themselves for^Ae OTos^cowwwiew^^wwow to declare with which of

the contending parties it was their pleasure to co-alesce.

But though his loyalty to his king, to whom he stood in the relation of

chaplain, was as dubious, and his attachment to the Church of England was
nearly as slender, as those of Dr. Twisse, yet, feeble as they were, they became
substantial accusations against him, and enabled his clamorous and more
crafty brethren. White and Nye, to induct themselves into two of the living*

out of which he was quickly sequestered. Thepious Archbishop Usher, what-
ever portion of blame he had incurred from some persons on account of

certain parts of his conduct on former occasions, amply retrieved his high

character for sterling honour and loyalty, by abandoning the Calvinistic

brotherhood and their seditious measures; and when Dr. Featly, who had
adhered to the facticm for sinister purposes and in hopes of having his elo-

quence duly appreciated, received a feigned message from his aged friend, his

heart smote him, and, in the laudable yet awkward attempt to escape out of

the snares of the fowler, he became still more wofuUy entangled. The com-
punction which he evinced at the very sound of the loyal Archbishop's name,
reminds one of that trying period in St. Peter's life when "the cock crew,

and the Lord turned and looked upon him : And Peter remembered the word
of the Lord," &c.—The disingenuous trick employed by the Parliamenta-

rians to sound the Doctor's views and feelings, is a fair specimen of those

artifices in which that party decidedly excelled, and which, on my mind at

least, have always operated as strong corroborations of the serious charges

preferred against them on account of the vile principles by which they were
actuated. For every man who has only a superficial knowledge of the allow
able stratagems of war, must be aware that one half of them are of such a

description as to exclude a christian from engaging in their execution : Yet

these, and much worse than these,—arts which had never before been prac-

tised in warfare between two belligerent nations, the lowest species of cun-
ning and espionage in private families, &c.—were celebrated among the Par-

liamentarians as clever achievements, in some of which the Calvinistic pas-

tors boasted of having been the principal performers. This demoralizing

system attained its perfection under the regimen of Cromwell, when refine-

ment in hypocrisy seemed to be the chief qualification which entitled its pos-

sessors to rewards and preferment. The sad effects upon ail religious profes-

sion were too visible during the whole of the succeeding century; for when
a man conscientiously abstained from the very appearance of evil, every

mark of his scriptural precision and of his desire to walk uprightly was
interpreted into a covert attempt to act the hypocrite from mercenary
motives.
But the most remarkable feature in the narrative, is, the employment of

the imprisoned Doctor, as the champion of the Protestant Interest, in the

name of the reverend Assembly : This circumstance, when thoroughly exa-

mined, will not be pleaded, by the admirers of that Calvinistic Synod, as

any valid argument in favour of the profound learning and eminent attain-

ments of the Assembly of Divines.
* This is not correct, as the author himself intimates, in another part of

his narrative, in which he says, " The _^-reat contentions ^nd warm di^haiea

in the Assembly of Divines inuch disturbed Dr. Twisse's thoughts," &c.
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to the Prolocutor. And when they had spoken whatever they

pleased upon every proposition and text, and the replies and du-

plies were heard, the most part called to the question. Upon

No one can be surprised at the grief of mind which the poor old Doctor

felt, when brought into contact with a company of men whose principles

would not permit them to acknowledge any pastor as their ecclesiastical supe-

rior. In allusion to these indecent squabbles, Mr. Reid, iheir historian says :

" In the debates of the Assemhhj of JJir'mes, there was often much heat.

—Using the language of one who was a witness of their proceedings, ' This
* was partly owing io their divesting their Prolocutor, or .M(-derator, of all

* power, as the House of Commons did their speaker, and converting him
'\nio a^nerechair.' Mr. Henderson greatly lamented this evil; and, on a

Fast day, after the religious exercises were ended, he embraced the oppor-

tunity of bringing ihe members to a free and brotherly conference on the

subject, in which having seen their fault, they resolved to guard against

such excesses iu time to come."
Dr. Featly also tells us, that when he had in that Assembly tendered his

reasons for not imposing the Covenant on the nation, (though those reasons,

on inspection, seem to have borne somewhat of an equivocal character,)

he was not permitted to produce his sixteen arguments iu favour of Episco-

pacy, but was compelled to be silent.

The subjoined quotation, from Mr. Reid's notice of Philip Nye, will

shew, that even his obstreperous lungs were forced to cease their motion;

for he was, on more occasions than these, " cried down as imperlinent •"

" Bvthe favour of the Earl of Manchester, he became minister of Kim-
bolton" in Huntingdonshire. In the year 164:5, he was appointed one of the

Assembly of Divines at Westminster, sitting in which he had the rectory Of

Acton near London conferred upon him. He was one of the dissenting bre-

thren in that Assembly. Mr. Baillie says, speaking of Mr. Nye, ' When it

' came to his turn in the Assembly to oppose the Presbytery, he had, from
' Mat. xviii, drav^n in a crooked unformal way, which he never could get iu

' a syllogism, the inconsistence of a Presbytery with a civil state. In this he
' was cried down as impertinent. The day following, when he saw the As-
'^ semblv full of the prime nobles and chief memV)ers of both Houses, he

'•entere"d on that argument again, and veryboldly oifered to demonstrate,
* that our way of drawing a whole kingdom under one national assembly, is

' formidable ;
yea, thrice pernicious to civil states'and kingdoms. All cried

' him down, aiid some would have had him expelled the Assembly as sedi-

' tious. Mr. Henderson shewed, that he spake against the government of

' our's,and of all the reformed churches, as Lucian and the Pagans were wont
' to stir up princes and states against the.christian religion. We were all

* hio-hly offended with him. The Assembly voted him to have spoken against
* the order ; which was the highest of their censures. Maitland was absent

;

' but enraged when he heard of it. We had many consultations what to do :

* at last, we were resolved to pursue it no farther, only we would not meet
* with hi'm.excep the acknowledged his fault. The lucependents were resolved

' not to meet without him,and he was resolute to recal nothingof the substance
* of what he had said. At last, we were intreated by our friends to shuffle it over
* the best way might be, and to go on in our business. God, who brings good out
' of evil, made that miscarriage of Nye a mean to do him some good ;for,
* ever since, we find him, in all things, the most accommodating man in the

' company.' "

Another of Mr. Reid's paragraphs will afford some curious particulars

concerning the strange topics on which the Assembly wasted much of their

valuable time and mental energies :

" When Mr. Bailhe is speaking respecting the Independents having the

communion every sabbath, without any preparation before or thauksgiv^ing

after, little examination of the people, and the like, he adds :
' Mr. Nye

« told us his private judgment was, that in preaching he thinks the minister

« should be covered, and the people uncovered ; but in the sacrament, the

* minister should be uncovered, as a servant, and the guests al! covered.' Mr.

Baillie also says, ' As for the Assembly, these three weeks, Mr. Nye, and
' his "-cod friend Mr. Hcrle, have kept iis on one point of our Directciy alone.
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this, the Scribe x'ose from the table and went to the Prolocutor's

chair, who read the proposition from the Scribe's book, and
said, ' So many as are of opinion that the question is well stated
' in the proposition, let them say, Aye.' When the Ayes were
heard, the Prolocutor desired those who thought otherwise to

say No. When the Ayes and Noes could be readily known, then
the question was ordered by the Scribes, and they went on to
debate. If the Ayes and Noes were nearly equal, the Prolocutor
called upon them separately to stand up, and they were num-
bered by the Scribes and others. When the weather became
cold, the Assembly went to the Jerusalem chamber, a fair room
in Westminster Abbey. At the upper end of it there was a chair

set on a frame, about one foot above the floor, for Dr. Twisse,
the Prolocutor. Before it, on the ground, stood two chairs for

the Assessors, Dr. Burgess and Mr. White. Before these two
chairs stood a table, where the two scribes did sit, Mr. Byfield

and Mr. Roborough. The Scotch Commissioners sat on the
Prolocutor's right hand. All warrants from the Parliament to

sit in this Assembly were presented to the Prolocutor. He wel-
comed the Scotch Commissioners into the Assembly, at their arri-

val, by a long speech. Mr. Baillie, speaking concerning him as

Prolocutor of this Assembly, says, ' The man, as the world
* knows, is very learned in the questions he has studied, and
' very good, and beloved of all, and highly esteemed.' And Dr.
Calamy says, ' That he was very famous on account of his wit,
' learning and writings.' It hath been said, that he spake little

in this Assembly ; and some have interpreted this as an argu-
ment either of his weakness, or at least of the decline of his

intellectual powers at that time. But as Sophocles, when his

sons charged him with dotage, is .said to have recited a tragedy
of QEdipus Coloneus, which he had last written, and had in his

hands ; and to have asked, whether that seemed to be the verse

of a dotard : So Dr. Twisse could easily have silenced such bold
censurers, by the exhibition of those vigorous masculine pieces

which he penned in the different periods of his life. But his

disposition to decline verbal conference in matters of disputa-

tion, (for reasons already mentioned,) his modesty and humility,*

* the recommending of the communicants coming up to the table to commu-
* nicate. Their way of communicating, of some at the table, and some
* about it, without any succession of companies to more tables, is that
' whereon we stick, and are like to stick longer.'

"

* In Dr. Twisse, the virtues of modesty and humility were very sparingly
exhibited. Before a company of bold lndej)endent and Presbyterian
preachers, and members of both Houses of Parliament, all of whom had
been long accustomed to extempore speeches, and could consequently de-
liver their sentiments with ease and freedom, he would feel his inferiority,

and might speak with a degree of embarrassment, on account of the inflexi-

ble nature of those habits which had been induced by his previous avoca-
tions : This sort of diffidence would bear the semblc(7ice of the virtues here
specified. But no traces of this semblance can be discovered in his meta-
physical productions, in which he often manifests more of the Rhetorician than
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with the place which he occupied in this Assembly, may suf-

ciently account for his speaking little there. Besides, Dr. Baillie

informs us, that four parts of five did not speak at all ; and

that among these were iiiany of the ablest divines, and known
by their writings and sermons to be much abler than sevei-al of

the speakers ; that silence was no reproach in that Assembly
and did not hinder the work.

" I shall here favour the reader with an anonymous remark,

in manuscript, on this subject, which I received from London, in

a book of Dr. Twisse's :
' The whole scope and intent of Dr.

* Twisse's writings is to set forth the absolute sovereignty and
' lordship of God over all created beings, both angels and men ;

' and to shew, that no man in nature's state, with all his acquired
' abilities, can possibly put forth one act pleasing to God.'* He
often affords considerable entertainment to his readers, by the vi-

vacity of his genius and the sharpness and elegance of his wit.

He sometimes uses jocose or historical diversions, to animate

the spirits of his readers, and to preserve them from weariness.

The contentions in church and state broke his heart. He often

wished heartily, that the fire of contention might be quenched,

though it were with his own blood. ' My soul hath long dwelt
' with him who hateth peace. I am for peace ; but when I

' speak, they are for war.'t (Psalm cxx, 6, .7.) He was much

of the logical and accurate divine, and either bespatters with calumny, or

tries to overwhelm with irony, all who dissent from his opinions, whether
they be found in the long list of his friends or of his enemies. In the self-

complaisant estimation which he had formed of himself, of his scholastic

attainments, and of the new arguments which he employed, he betrayed

insufferable arrogance and vanity.
* Both these propositions, when properly explained, are very just and

scriptural ; and no objections have been hitherto raised against them by
Arminius or any of his orthodox followers. When Dr. Twisse and other

unreasonable Calvinists attempt to destroy the harmony of the Divine attri-

butes, by elevating God's sovereignty or power above the other perfections of

his nature, the Arminians object to such a course of proceeding, and inform

their erring brethren, that God has been pleased to represent himself to us in

his blessed word not only as " a Great King," the Sovereign of the Universe,

but as a Gracious Father, a Kind and Considerate Master, an Equitable Judge,
and a Righteous Dispenser of rewards and punishments " according to the

deeds done in the body, whether they be good or whether they be evil."

Several of these latter relations seem to be forgotten by the Calvinists when
they wish to establish their soul-lulling dogmas, which seek to obtain coun-
tenance or support only from the partial consideration of God as a dread
Sovereign, but which can find none in his equally important character of

a Father and a Friend, reconciled to us by the blood of his Son, our Divine
Medi:itor and Advocate.

j- One cannot avoid pitymgthe old man, who in the decline of life uttered

this complaint, after he had become a principal member of such a warlike
cabal. Hut if we admit one of his own principles, that" the Almighty over-

rules one sin in such a manner as to cause it to be the punishment of another,"
we shall sec, in this instance, that he who had formerly, with no great show
of justice, lamented his supposed sojourning " in Mesech" as a " woefuP
circumstance, was at length compelled to dwell, " in the tents of Kedar,"
among men of his own spirit, who disregarded the Apostolical caution,
" If ye bite and devour one another, take heed that ye be not consumed one
of another,"
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grieved and displeased to see liberty given to heresies and blas-

phemies.* He constantly kept a monthly fast in his own family,

whereby he endeavoured to quicken his prayers, by which,

* This is the phraseology usually employed by the Nonconformists who
were members of the Westminster Assembly, when they wrote or spoke

about the toleration of any other religious denomination than that of the Pres-

bytery, to which thty had been lon|5 attached, and which they fondly hoj)ed

would soon have become thennly Religimi professed m thecountrij. When it

was perceived that these expectations were unfounded, such inconsistent cha-
racters as Dr. Twisse had ample reasons for " bein^ much grieved." lu
their clamours for innovation tliey had intended only a change of name, (as

good Joshua Sprigge has shewn, page 442,) without the least change of the
|

persecuting sj)irit or practice of which they had themselves most bitterly

complained under the Episcopal Regimen.
The views of this class of divines are well defined in the following brief

extract from a sermon, (on Revel, xx, 1, 2,) preached Aug. 26, 1645, before

the House of Commons, at St Margaret's, Westminster, by Dr. Lightfoot.

in which he gave full vent to his joyful feelings on beholding their great

achievements " in platforming Classes^aiul Presbyteries," and asserted his

cordial belief " that what had been done was according to the pattern in the

Mount." Against Liberty of Conscience he said :
'* I shall not go about

to determine the question, IVhether the conscience may be bound or not

:

Though, for miue own satisfaction, I am resolved i# »nay; and I do hold it

a truer point in Divinity, \\\-a.\. errans conscientia ligaiida, than lisaf. [That
is, ' an erring concience does not bind any man, but must itself be bound.']

But certainly the devil in the conscience may be bound, nay he must be, or

else you act not according to that vigour that Christ requireth at your
hands, nor according to that exactness that Christ hath put into your
hands. It is true indeed, which is so much talked of, that Christ alone must
reign in the conscience : But it is as true also, ' that He doth so by the power
* that He hath put into the hands of the magistrate,' as well as by his word
and Spirit."

This was an invocation of the sword of the Civil Magistrate against their

own dear Calvinistic brethren the Independents, and the various sects that

sat under their shadow and would not conform to Presbytery ! The perse-

cuting principle was still more clearly expressed, in the same church, three

months afterwards, in a Sermon preached before the House of Lords, by
John White, one of the reverend Assessors of Dr. Twisse in the Assembly of
Divines : " There are some who boldly assemble in congregations, poisoning

the unstable against us. When we crave the help of the magistrate's sword,
it is answered, that there is no established law that ivarrants them to proceed

against them. Let me therefore humbly beseech you, by the mercies of
Christ and in his name, to hasten some speedy remedy for these evils, lest

the blood of the souls that perish by these seducers be put into your account
at the last day."
Hundreds of other extracts from the triumphant Nonconformists, equally

intolerant, might be quoted : But these will suffice to exhibit in a true light

the men who wished to tyrannize, with increased vengeance, over the unsettled

consciences of their brethren. It is amazing to find a man of such an
amiable natural disposition, as Dr. Lightfoot "was, expressing himself with
the violence and asperity which are too apparent in various parts of the ser-

mon which I have transcribed. I here insert part of the beautiful apology for

him, which was written by Dr. George Bright, and prefixed to the folio

edition of his Works :

" It was no wonder if some good and innocent men,—especially such as

he, who was generally more concerned about what was done in Judea many
centuries since, than what was transacted in his own native country by the

intrigues and designs of enthusiastical or hypocritical politicians ;— I say,

it is no wonder if some such were borne away to some compliances, in some
opinions and practices in religious and civil matters, which they themselves,

afterwards upon more sedate and serious reflection, did not allow. And yet,

it seems, his innocency from any self-interest or design, together with his
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with great importunity, he sought God in the behalf of his

afflicted church, pleading that he would be gracious unto it, and

restore it to peace in his own due time. He was particularly-

mindful of the church of Christ, in his family fasts and prayers.

* If I forget tliee, O Jerusalem, let ray right hand forget its

' cunning. If I do not remember thee, let my tongue cleave to

' the roof of my mouth : if I prefer not Jerusalem above my
* chief joy.' (Psalm cxxxvii, 5, 6.) Dr. Twisse maintained, as

several eminently orthodox divines have done, ' That God, by
' his absolute power, setting aside his decree or free constitution,

'can forgive sin without any satisfaction.'* Fie hath a whole

dic^ression against Piscator and Lubbertus, on this subject.

And Calvin expressly says, on John xv, 13, 'that God might, by
' a word only, or by his command, have redeemed us ; but he
' took this way through his Son, that his love might be made
' more manifest.' And Norton, in his Orthodox Evangelist, chap.

3, says, ' God, by his absolute power, could liave saved man
* without a Mediator : he is omnipotent, and could have done
' what he pleased.' And Mr. Rutherford, Christ Dying and

Draiving Sinners to Himself, pages 7, 8, says, ' If we speak of
' God's absolute power, without respect to his free decree, he
' could have pardoned sin without a ransom, and gifted all man-
' kind and fallen angels with heaven, without any satisfaction

' of either the sinner or his Surety ; for he neitl.er puuisheth sin

* nor tenders heaven to men or angels by necessity of nature,

' (as the fire casteth out heat, and the sunlight,) but freely.' But

it appears to me both vain and dangerous to dispute what God
can do by his absolute power, especially in the case before us,

when he has most solemnly and plainly declared, in the strong-

est terms, that he will by no means clear the guilty, (Exod. xxxiv,

6, 7.) that is. He will not suffer guilty persons to go unpunished

without a satisfaction. See Numb, xiv, 18 ; Jer. xxx, 11 ; Nah.

i, 3. Sin is directly contrary to the perfections of God ; and,

therefore, it cannot go unpunished. Its impunity is incompati-

ble both with the Divine nature and government ; and without

shedding of blood there is no remission. Dr. Owen opposes Dr.

Twisse concerning this point, in his Dissertation on Divine Jus-

learning, secured him from the extravagancies and follies of the dema-
gogues, the people's oracles, every one of which atlected to distinguish and
signalize himself by some peculiar" doctrine or custom •, but, in truth, were

no more fit for teachers and governors in religion, than mouniebauks [are

fit] to compose Dispensatories or to be Presidents of Colleges of Physicians.

—

For one little proof ot which, when, in the University itself [Cambridge]

the use of the Lo/Yf* P/Y///ry was generally laid aside, he did in the Uni-

versity Church, as 1 remember, both produce and discourse his own opinion

concerning the obligations to use the form of it in public; and accordingly,

to testify liis more than ordinary assurance and zeal, he recited it both

before and after his sermon." On this last tojiic see page oBl.

* What a horrid outcry would have been raised, had any famous .'\nninian

divine at that juncture j)ropouwdcd such a sentiment I
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tice ; -where he speaks very honourably and respectfully of him
as his most learned antagonist. He says, (chap, xii, sec. 4,)
' But here, first of all the antagonists and who indeed is almost
' equal to them all, the very learned Twisse opposes himself to

'us.' He was allowed to be an excellent casuist. But, notwith-
standing all his accomplishments, Mr. Neale says, that he died
in very necessitous circumstances, having lost all that he had by
the King's soldiers, insomuch that, when some of the Assembly
of Divines at Westminster were deputed to visit him in his sick-
ness, they reported, that he was very sick and in great straits.*

And Mr. Jeanes, in his preface to his Riches of God's Love,
complains of his having been shamefully neglected ; where he
declares against the unnatural vanity of England, in preferrino-
strangers above such of their own countrymen as far surpassed
them. And he adds, ' Of this unjust partiality no profession hath
* tasted more than that of divinity ; for of our ministers, such
' whom God hath best fitted with parts and learning for discus-
' sing controversies, have been so undervalued in comparison of
' some foreign divines, whose learning was little better than sys-
' tematic,as that they have languished in their private studies; and
' had died in obscurity, unless the ftme of their great abilities
' had been echoed over to us by the general applause of all Chris-
' tendom.'

" The great contentions and warm debates in the Assembly
of Divinest much disturbed his thoughts ; and his disturbed

* Thus it appears, that while such alert and stirring: brethren as Stephen
Marshall, Hu^h Peters, Philip Nye, John White and others, could procure
a pleotiful provision for themselves out of the sequestered livings of the
Episcopal clergy, the ag-ed Twisse, whose temporary rank and°brilliant
talents elevated him far above all these individuals, was left to perish in
comparative poverty, because he neither possessed sufficient sycophancy
nor strength of Unisys to wheedle or to talk himself into republican notice
and preferment. Yet with what craft and partiality does the historian of
the Puritans endeavour to transfer this shameful treatment of an aged chris-
tian minister, from the ungenerous apathy and neglect of his Calvinistic
brethren, to the aggressions of the king's'troops at the commencement of
hostilities '. He must have known, that the soldiers on both sides were not
much inclined to respect the property or the persons of their sworn adver-
saries.—^The subsequent complaints of Mr. Jeanes on this subject are very
just, applied as they were to the men who were then in power, the precur-
sors in " fine and sentimental feeling" of that celebrated modern author
who could weep over the sorrows of a dying ass, and yet refused the means
of sustenance to his nearest reiative.—It must not be forgotten, however,
that the Parliament took the Doctor's case into ccnsideration, and issued an
order, Dec. 4, HJ45, "for one hundred pounds to be given him out of the
public treasury."

t This was not so pacific an Assembly as Mr. Reid, in a preceding part of
his narrative, would have persuaded us to consider it. The lay-members,
appointed by the two Houses, did not sit in state as silent spectators of the
squabbles of the divines, like the States' Commissioners at the Synod of
Dort ; but they joined in the various debates, and controlled the impetuosity
of some of the most ignorant and outrageous of the ecclesiastics. White

-

locke, in his Memorials, gives the following account of the treatment which
several of thein received from Selden, one of the four whom 1 excepted
(page 401,) from the general charge of ignorance : "Divers members of
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thoughts greatly impaired his bodily health ; and his health

being impaired, while his private studies and public employ-
ments were not abated, he was much reduced. Accordingly,

both Houses, whereof I was one, were members of the Assembly of Divines,
to sit and debate, and give their votes in any matter which was in consi-
deration amongst them. In which debates "Mr. Selden spoke admirably,
and confuted divers of them in their own learning. And sometimes, when
they had cited a text of scripture to prove their assertion, he would tell them,
' Perhaps in your little pocket Bibles, with gilt leaves, (which they would
* often pull out and read,) the translation may be thus ; but the Greek or
* the Hebrew signifies thus and thus :' And so would totally silence them."
Whitelocke, be it remembered, (page .325,) is a7i impartial authhvity , accor-
ding to Brook in his Lives of the Puritans.
Cleaveland, the famous satyrist, thus expresses himself concerning Selden,

m h\^ Mixed Jssemhlt/

,

And Selden is a Galliard by himself.
And well may bo ; there's more divines in hira

Than in all this their Jewish Sanhedrim !

It was a fortunate circumstance for the posthumousyet unfounded reputation

of that Assembly, that those four learned individuals whose names] have
specified were among its members. 'I'hey illuminated the too-prevalent
darkness of that Calvinistic Synod with occasional bright gleams and co-
ruscations of genius ; and threw an imposing air of learning and reputation
upon its proceedings, which, in their absence, it would never have posses-

sed. But the imposition is discovered, when once we become acquainted
with " the plainness of speech," which these eminent men were sometimes
compelled to employ while trying to force an additional modicum of reason
and common sense into the understandings of the more ignorant and assum-
ing members.—Dr. Ligiitfoot, who is another of my exceptions, found it

necessary to enlighten tliem on several points: It is well known that the
Assembly spent much time concerning lay-elders, and their power of ruling.

This they laboured to prove from the expressions in 1 Cor. xxii, 28, helps,

governments, Hfc. Dr. L. opposed this opinion, by proving, that the Sep-
tuagint employ one of the Greek words, there used, as the translation of a
Hebrew one, which imports not the act, but the ability of gifts fit to

govern ; and that the other word imports helps to interpret the language and
sense of those who spake with tongues, as is apparent from the 28—30th
verses of the same chapter.—In discoursing upon Church Officers, one of

the Divines asserted, " that Widows were to be esteemed as such officers ;"

and, for a confirmation of his opinion, he alleged that passage in Timothy
which says, " Let not a widow be taken into the number under threescore

years old." Dr. L. employed the very argument, respecting the age at

which widows were said to" be eligible to office, to oppose the divine's posi-

tion. •' Under the old Testament," he said "the officers at the Temple
were dismissed at fifty years of a^e ; it is therefore unreasonable to svippose

that, in the New, any should be admitted to office who were not under sixty."

—On another occasion, when the right of the people to choose their own
ministers was attempted to be proved by 1 Tim.iv, 14, in which, it was
asserted, the Greek compound did not signify laying on of the hands but
election or suffrage by holding up the hands ; Dr. L. refuted that opinion by
quotations from Zonaras, Balsamon, and from an Apostolical Canon, as

well as from the peculiar notation of the Greek word. He added, " that it

was not possible for tue people, in those early times of Christianity, to elect

their ministers, because none were fit in those times to be such, but by the

gift of the Holy Ghost ; and it was not reasonable to suppose, that the peo-

ple nominated and chose those who were to receive that heavenly gift."

—

Upon a consultation, whether the Assembly should add a prohibition against

converting the Directory into "a set form," Dr. L. spoke against the pro-

position, and considered it " dangerous so much as to intimate any thing

against a set form."
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when he spake unto God in the name of the people, and to the

people in the name of God, and raised up the hearts of his hear-

ers unto heaven, he fell down in the pulpit. Though liis consti-

tution was naturally good, and his disposition cheerful ; yet,

through age, his body was now become heavy and somewhat

burdensome: And therefore, when very warmly employed in

These are a few instances out of many, in which Dr. Li^htfoot was com-
pelled to stem the indiscriminate levelling arguments of the many.—Strype,
the veritable and correct historian, has given the following additional

instances :
" Some arguments he made use of against certain city-ministers

manv years ago, more zealous than wise, and some of them Assembly-men,
who earnestly advised to lay aside the celebration of Christmas-day : When
beside reasons taken from Religion,—as, ' that the thing was in itself law-
' ful, and that our Saviour preached at the Feast of Dedication which had a
* human original,'—he urged the inconveniences of it in point of Prudknce,
—as, * that It would bring an odium upon the Assembly, that it would cer-
* tainly breed a tumult, and that it would be safer to let such things alone to
' authority than forthem tomeddlein.' Which bespakehimtobc awell-advised

man, as well as one not affecting novelties.—And another thing shewed his

acuteness as well as his prudence : It being moved in the Assembly, that

when any went out of the Assembly before all rose, he should solemnly make
his obeisance, (that the better notice, 1 suppose, should be taken of such as

went out,) this being even ready to pass, our Doctor desired ' that they
' might not leave it upon their records to posterity, that this Assembly had
' need to take order for common reverence and civility J' Upon which it was
laid by, and the Order reversed.
" Treating of the Thirteenth Article of Religion, that works done before

Justification are not pleasing to God, one of the places- brought to prove this

proposition was, ' Unto thepure, all things are pure ; but unto them that
' are defiled and unbelieving, nothing is pure.' (Titus i, 15, 16.) This
place our Doctor held improper, upon these reasons :

' (1.) Because the place
* seems to speak concerning yneats. (2.) It speaks of unbelieving- Jews, and
* our Article seems to speak of men under Christianity. (3.) That [speaks]
' of most abominable wretches, our Article of men of good morals.' But it

was voted to pass, for all this.

"To that clause in the Second Article of Religion, who truly suffered,

they added for its illustration, ' that for our sakes he suffered most grievous
' torments in his soul immediately from God.' These words, after much
debate, were concluded on, and these proofs allowed for its confirmation,
Jsai. liii, 10, 11; Mark xiv, 33, 34. But those places gave not the Doctor
satisfaction, nor the addition itself any content. For it was his fear, that it

would intricate the Article rather than clear it, and that the proofs would
not either satisfy the honest conscience or convince and stop the cavils of
the captious.—I^or the proving that clause in the same Article, to reconcile

his Father to us, they produced Ezek. xvi, 63 ; which the Doctor opposed,
as improper for the thing in hand.
" Among the rules laid down for preachers, it was made one of the qua-

lifications of a doctrine raised from a text, a doctrine raised ought to be such
a truth as isprincipally intended in that place. This was gainsaid by our
Doctor, alledging these three places in one chapter, viz Matt, ii, (Jut of
Egypt have I called my Son,—In Rama was a voice heard,—And, He shall

be called a Nazarite ; which the Evangelist quotes besides the principal
intent of the prophet. Whereupon they altered it thus, ' Such a truth as is

* principally intended, or what is most for edification.'
"

But these "great contentions" were not the only circumstances which
" much disturbed the thoughts of Dr. Tv;isse." F'or, irritable as he natu-
rally was, he must have been vastly chagrined at several of the irregularities

enumerated by Lord Hailes, in his Remarks on the History of Scotland, who
quotes, from the TVodroiv MSS. one which was composed by George Gillespie,

a Scotch Commissioner, and which contains the following statement, by the
Assembly, of its own sins, with a view to a solemn fast :

" The sins of the
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Spiritual tilings, his outward strength failed him.*—He was car-

ried home and laid u])on his bed, and continued about a year
under a lingering indisposition. During this time he was visited

by persons of all ranks, who loved either religion or learning.

And to his friends who visited him on the day of his distress, he
gave remarkable and very comfortable evidences of his faith.

(Heb. xi, 13.) And under his affliction, he was a rare example of
patience and christian resignation. When the time of his

departure was at hand, he seriously uttered these following
Words, which were almost his last :

—
' Now, at length, I shall

' have leisure to follow my studies to all eternity. 't He died
about the 20th July, ] 64>6, in tlie seventy-first year of his age.

His body was buried with great honour and solemnity, accord-

ing to his dignity and former friendship with his brethren, at the

request of the Assembly, in the collegiate church of St. Peter,

Westminster, near the upper end of the poor folk's table, next
the vestry, on the 24th of July, and was attended by the whole
Assembly of Divines in a body. The day after his burial, the

Parliament voted a thousand pounds to be given to his children,

out of the public treasury ; but they were cheated out of that,

and whatever their father left.:{: Notwithstanding, God was so

pleased to appear for them, in his kind providence, that they
obtained a decent support."

The foundation of the fame of Dr. Twisse lies principally

in his "Vindication of the Grace, Power, and Providence
OF God, that is, A Scholostic Bcphj to the Examination, instituted by

James Anninius, into Perkins's Treatise on the Mode and Order of
Predestination." After a very interesting Dedication to the Queen
of Bohemia, (see page 453,) Dr. William Ames, wdio was then

Professor of Divinity in the University of Franeker, communi-
cates, under the date of Nov. 1, 1{)3], the following informa-

tion to the reader: " Although I am not the man who can pos-

sibly contribute any additicmal degree of estimation to writings

of this description, yet, the publisher having asked me for the

sentiments of my heart on this work, with the leave of the

Assemhhi in Nine Points. (1.) Neglecting attendance in the Assembly,
though the affairs be so important ; late coming. (2.) Absence from the

pravers. (JJ.) Reading and talking in time of debates. (4.) Neglect of com-
mittees. (5.) Some speak too much, others too little. (6.) Indecent be-

haviour. (7.) Unseemly language and heats upon it. (8 .J
Neglect of try-

ing ministers. ('J.) Members of Assembly drawing on parties, or being

frightened with needless jealousies."
* From this expression it is to be feared, that the good Doctor had at

length considered it necessary for his personal interest, at that advanced

period of life, to alter his former sedate mode of preaching, and to accom-
modate his practice to the loud and lengthy pulpit-harangues which were

then in fashion. But nature was unequal to the exertion, and the Doctor's

strength failed in the attempt.
,,

+ See here another instance cf " the ruling passion strong in death.'

+ What a picture does this present of the profligacy of those times, and of

the public inconveniences and private grievances consequent upon political

revolutions

!
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author and of readers more learned than myself, I will now
proceed to declare them in few words. I can pronounce no
judgment on every particle and all the mimilia', because I have
glanced over various parts of the book with only a hasty eye.

But, concerning the sum and substance of the whole disputa-

tion I can truly testify, that I have never yet beheld any pro-

duction of the same kind composed with greater erudition,

acumen, judgment, and evidence of truth. This book willbeplaced
as a votive offering to God for deliverance, by those persons of
modest dispositions who have until now been tossed about by
the waves of Arminius and his followers, and exposed to the

peril of shipwreck. It will also prove a btone to those on
whom it falls, and will grind them to powder who evince any
reluctance to yield to the force of truth. (Mat. xxi, 44.) Our
author's high deserts will undoubtedly be acknowledged by the

whole Church of God, and particularly by those who retain

any affection for the name of Perkins, which was far too long
held captive under the sophistries of Arminius.* The vindica-

tion of Perkins had been formerly undertaken by several per-

sons, and, among others, by the very celebrated Baiues, who
was the successor of Perkins in the office of pastor, and who
was destitute of no qualification requisite for its completion
except that of good health to endure such a labour. But it

was a fortunate circumstance, that after the most reverend
Abbot had gained one palm of victory by his defence of Perkins
against Bishop, a Papist, who strove to dejhrm his [^Perkins's^]

Reformed Catholic, this other triumph over Arminius t was

* This is a high commendatioii of Arminius, by one of the greatest vilifiers

of his name and reputation. Even Ames could confess, that " the name of
Perkins had then been held too long «/y^^»'e" nnder what he terms " thesophis
tries of Arminius." From this admission it is evident, that the ponderous
labours of the diiferent companies of divines at the Synod of Dort had left

the plain and scriptural objections of Arminius without a reply : There was
indeed an obvious reluctance on the part of those great men to combat his
able reasoning; and in pursuance of that plan, they abandoned the Supra-
lapsarianism of Perkins to its fate. Some of the members of the Dort
Synod occasionally engaged in reply to the objections of Grevinchovius,
Corvinus, and other defenders of Arriiinius ; but they were exceedingly shy
about any encounter with the master himself.

f Stephen De Courcelles devotes a whole chapter, in his treatise De Jure
I)ei, to prove, " that Calvin and the most celebrated of his disciples place
the object of Reprobation in man as not created;" and in confirmation of
his argument, he states the following particulars respecting the reverend
Prolocutor of the Assembly of Divines :

" Let Perkins be succeeded by
'l\visse, who was a very bitter defender of his dogmas against Arminius.
He does not imitate most other writers, in cursoriij' glancing at this aigu-
nient [of eternal and unconditional Reprobation] while treating upon
a different topic ; but he explains the dogma in ten or eleven entire tracts.
It would be a superfluous labour to extract from them his peculiar opinions.
I will quote only the arguments prefixed to a few of his chapters, from which
the reader will easily collect the matter which will be found in them; and,
if he consider such an object worth the labour, he may consult the passages
themselves. The Third Digression in the fifth Chapter, concerning Predes-
tination, is said to prove that the object of universal Predestination was

H H
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reserved for the reverend Doctor Twisse, who studied Divinity

under Professor Abbot, and, beyond all his other scholars, stood

almost in the relation of a real son to him. May God long preserve

to us this famous divine, and grant him an increase of all

grace ! May he likewise impart a similar spirit to others, on
whom he has bestowed equal endowments !"

This high commendation, though proceeding from a predes-

tinarian friend, is well merited. But the man, who, from this

character of the book, expects to find it a mere scholastic per-

formance, v/ill be egregiously disappointed. Mr. Reid has told

us, (page 4<G6,) " Dr. Twisse often affords considerable entertain-

ment to his readers, by the vivacity of his genius and the ele-

gance of his wit : He sometimes uses jocose or historical

diversions," &c. This is very true : And if any learned man
desired to peruse a work which embodies within itself a mass
of witticisms and amusement, and in which the hopelessness

of Calviniam is most conspicuously displayed, I would direct

him to Doctor Twisse's Vindication. It contains many excellent

scholastic discussions ; but before any one has read through half

the work, he will perceive it to have been not without evident

reason that the good Doctor employed such a fund of ridicule.

Without this important auxiliary, he could neither have charged
promiscuously through the ranks of half friends and real foes,

nor have committed such dreadful havoc on all who opposed, if

only in half a shade, his favourite Predestinarian opinions. But
the parts in which the Doctor thus acts the Rhetorician, are

extremely well- chosen, and prove him to have been a consummate
master of the arts of attack and defence : For he pours forth

' an uncreated mass ; and yet that no man is reprobated except through a
• cousideration of sin,' that is, so far as sin is considered a means subor-
dinate to the execution of that decree.—The Sixth Digression ' proceeds to
' consider and refute Du Mouliu's arguments for acomipt mass, as milita-
' ting against the object of Predestination.'—The Seventh Digression pro-
pounds these questions : 'Which of the two opinions agree best with the
' doctrine of the Apostle delivered in the Ninth Chapter of the Epistle to
' the Romans,—that which lays the basis of Predestination in a corrupt
' mass,—or that which lays it in an uncorrupted mass,—or rather in a
mass uncreated V And he holds the affirmative respecting the last of these

propositions. Lastly, in the Third Digrs^sion coucerningReprobation, it is

asked, ' Is sin the cause of Reprobation ?' And he contends that it is not !

" The testimony of this author [Twisse] ought to be of great weight, for
two reasons. (I.J Because he wrote after the Synod of Dort, in which
Amyraut thinks the contrary ojiinion was established ; notwithstanding
which, tivo editions of his work \^the Vindication of the Grace, Power, and
Providence of God,] were published at Amsterdam ; it was received with
applause by all the Calviuists in every part of Europe, and is even at this

day [164.'>] perused i)y them with the highest admiration of its subtlety.—
(2.) Because in him we have the consent of all thatTpart of the Church of
England which adheres to Calvin : For he is the President of the Synod [the
Westminster Assembly] which has now been sitting a few years in London.
To that office he would not have been elected, unless he had been consi-
dered t^er^/>«re in ^Ae/fH7/t .- Indeed, beseems to have attained to that dig-
nity by the merit of his labirious performances in the controversy of Pre-
destination against Arminius."
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torrents of wit whenever valid arguments are rare, or syllogistic

difficulties appear iusurniountable. The Doctor's Vindicalion

exhibits most decisive proofs of the deadly wound which Armi-

nius had inflicted on the unhallowing system of Supralapsarian

Calvinism ; and it must have been exceedingly galling to the

men of that high party, to pi-oduce no plausible defence of the

rigid scheme of Perkins till thirty years after it had been dis-

sected and exposed by Arminius : And if, according to Professor

Ames, the Modest Examination of Arminius continued such a

length of time without reply, after all the labours of Dr. Twisse,

to this day it remains unanswered. During that interesting

period " the subtle poison," as it was then called, " of Armi-
nianism," was suffered to work without much molestation, and its

disorganizing effects upon the body ecclesiastic were soon ap-

parent : Tilenus, one of the greatest divines in France, became
a convert to the scriptural doctrines of General Redemption

;

Camero, Amyraut, Testard, and Cappel made considerable

advances towards the same system ; the English divines, who
adhered to a Confession that was evidently Lutheran in its origin,

began to advert to the first principles of their Church ; and Du
Moulin himself had found it necessary to abate that nuisance

in Calvinism which rendered Unconditional Reprobation doubly
revolting to the common sense of mankind by making it alto-

gether independent of actual transgression. Other important

changes and modifications had been effected in " the received

doctrine" of Calvin, when Dr. Twisse arose in defence of the

ancient rigid belief of the Supralapsarians ; and his production

is an amazing treasury of almost all that can be said against the

preceding modifiers of Absolute Predestination, though he was
himself among the most daring of those " unskilful innovators."

His " Preface to the Reader" details the course of his xneta-

physical studies after he left the University and hid himself in

the privacy of a country parsonage. He made his approaches
to the citadel of Arminianism, with all the caution of an ex-

perienced general, by overturning some of the arguments of

Alvarez. This achievement he viewed as a good preliminary

experiment, and thus relates its success :
" I congratulated my-

self and my good fortune on finding, that neither my mind nor

my genius was yet exhausted in exploring the trvith, but that I

was much furthered in my studies by their more successful

issue. After this prosperity in my first enterprize, I was excited

to attempt other subjects which appeared to be involved in

greater difficulty, and applied my mind to the contemplation of

the doctrine of ideas. But on this topic all things rose in oppo-
sition to my progress : For I failed in the endeavour, and was
quite disappointed in my wishes. On this account I considered

it too painful to labour any longer in a subject which was
arduous in itself, and which, as far as I could prognosticate,

Hh2
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would prove totally fruitless. For the sake therefore of a little

mental recreation, I thought I would turn aside to search out the

sentiments of the Arminians on efficacious grace and the mode
of its operation : I had previously heard only by rumours, that

on this subject a marvellous congruity existed between their

doctrine and that of the Jesuits. I first looked into Corvinus, and
cursorily examined him, &c. I confess that his arguments
appeared very specious; but, when subjected to the test of a
scholastic examination, they were found to have dissolved into

airy nothings."—He then narrates various other encounters with
the reasonings of Corvivms and the men of his persuasion ; and,

as a necessary consequence, his victory over them is minutely
recorded. " At length, " he says, " my spirit incited me to

commence an examination of Arminius himself, and diligently

to peruse his doctrine of Permission, because that topic seemed
to me encompassed with great, if not with insuperable, difficul-

ties. I approached to Arminius therefore on this point for the

purpose of informing myself. Whatever might be the issue of
this attempt, I augured that far more profit would arise from
investigating the truth in that quarter; and, in the execution

of my purpose, I digested the subject into certain sections, and
sedulously puied into every thing. While I was engaged in the

discussion of that article, I first discovered that this Hannibal
[^Arminius^ is not only vincible, but an adversary of whom
one need not be greatly afraid. The results of that discussion

drew me into some scholastic studies, in which I had not pre-

viously been much exercised ; they related to the distinction of
an act with regard to its substance and with regard to its

malice," &c.
Dr. Twisse then narrates in the same bragging style, several

more reputed victories (in his own study) over the famous
Dutch Professor. But the most amusing part of his " Preface,"

* The Doctor informs his readers, that, in all these argumentative combats,
he had followed the more rigid or Supralapsarian opinion, "which, with

great appearance of jtrobability, places the decree oi hestoiving salvation

before the decree of conferring ^efficacious grace to believe and repent, and
finally to persevere. Nay, ray judgment was, that the decree o{ predesti-

nating both to salvation aiid to damnation was prior even to the decree of

creating. For 1 had previously used my utmost endeavours in favour of a
decree that was co-eval with, or at least not later than, the commencement
of the creation; and I had tried to obtain support for such a decree, by
means of all the arguments which 1 could possibly find in any direction:

I was the more strongly animated to engage in the search, by sanguine
hopes of success, which I had derived from certain meditations on this sub-
ject by the Jesuit Vasquez. But these my anticipations were conipletely

premature: For I found the arguments which inclined to this point [the

Sublapsarian opinion] were more specious than solid; and all those whsch
favoured its opposite [Supralapsarianism] had their foundations in sound
reason. 15ut I perceived that Arminius was upbraiding Perkins with the

more rigid opinion at every opportiuiity, and, through the aversion thus

excited against it, had lortified for himself a most compendious way to gain

tredcnce to his own sentiments. If therefore such a thing were possible, I
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is that in wlilcli he describes the attainments of his adversary.
" Nothing now remains," he says, " but for me to give my rea-

der a brief warning concerning Arminiiis and hisscliool. When
the name of Arminius first attained to some celebrity among ns

through the pubHcation of his Lectures, the very mountains

seemed to be in labour, especially through the laudatory eifusion

of Bertius, in that Oration which he composed on the death of

Arminius, and prefixed to his Theological Disputations. And
truly, in these times, it is nothing uncoiimion for the devil to

have no small number of emissaries who are skilled in varied

erudition and learning, and who, when thus armed, go forth

to attack the truth. An indication of this may be perceived

at present, in the eager studies of the Papists, and particularly

of the Jesuits ;* concerning whom we may repeat the saying

once applied to the Greeks by an Orator, ' I grant that they
' are possessed of erudition and learning ; but they have never
' attentled to the cultivation of faith and religion.' Yet the

people of God have nothing to fear from the sons of Anak, as

often as they rise up, exert all their strength, and make great

attempts, as though they would close up every avenue, and
hinder our approaches when with the spiritual arms of the Lord
we endeavour to seize upon and possess the land : For they are

breadfor us. Their defence Is departed from them ; and the Lord
is tviih tis : Fear them not. (Num. xiv, 10.) The sword of

wished to obtain at any price some clear refutation of such damna1)le senti-

ments [as those of ArmiuiusJ. Wherefore, layin"- asifJe all other matters,

I again applied my mind to subject the order of the Divine decrees to more
accurate studies."
This extract illustrates the motives of Dr. Twisse in devising- the sundry

novel and untenable arguments which he has introduced into his work in

favour of high Calvinism ; and, at the same time affords the true reason of

the unmanly rage and impotent animosity against the ashes of Arminius,
which disfigure various parts ot his performance. The defence of the Supra-
lapsarianism of Perkins seems to have been, with him, an object of greater

importance, than the discovery of the grand and obvious truths of the gospel

;

and, acknowledging the incompetency of all previous arguments to overturn
the solid objections of the amiable DiJtch Professor, he began to rack his

inventive braic for new modes of support to the ancient tottering system.
It is likewise important, on account of the aid, which, he candidly ac-

knowledges, he had hoped to derive from the lucubrations of Vasquez the
Jesuit. Some persons might suppose, from the manner in which tlie name
of the Jesuit is introduced, that Dr. Twisse intended indirectly to charge the

Snblapsarians with the crime of deriving from that impure source some props
to their system. But such a supposition would be erroneous : For that is not

the onlyoccasion on which the Doctor owns his vast obligations to the

Jesuits,' as well as to other Papists. On this subject, see page 2f»7. Yet it

certainly was his intention to state in that oblique manner the indefensible

nature of Sublapsarian Calvinism.
* To miderstand the point of this violent Diatribe, and the reason why

the name of the autlior of the [Mineral Oration pronouii<:ed on the death of

Arminius is united with that of Papists, the reader should be reminded of

Bertius' defection to Popery on acco'int of tlie bad treatment which he re-

ceived froni tlie Dutch Predestinarians. Many instances occur in this

volume ol' a similar artful association of Popery and .Arminianism, the iu-

teution of which may be easily decyphered.

HhS
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the Lord will always be sufficient for arming his Joshuas and his

Gideons,* enabling them to remove all obstructions, and to

smooth the way for his people, that they make a great profici-

ency in all truth.—Far less cause therefore have we to be afraid

of the Arminians. Yet I would not go to deprive them of any

part of that due praise for genius or erudition, to which they

may be justly entitled. They will be permitted by me to re-

ceive from the christian reader, and to enjoy any degree of

esteem on account of their studies, provided they apply them-
selves to the study of truth But if, instead of extending their

studies to the defence of the truth, they confine them to its

corruplion and to the patronizing of errors,—and if, elated Avith

confidence in their powers, they impose upon their readers by
a certain semblance of learning and erudition,—it will be equi-

table for us, not only to devote our labours to the confirmation of

the truth, but to the unmasking of the arts and impostui-es of

our adversaries, who have grown insolent under this specious

kind of erudition, and diligently to engage in exposing to all

men how inconsistent is the reasoning of the Arminians with

the proper method of discussion, though their proceedings bear

sufficient marks of pomposity. Since therefoi'e Arrainius makes
pretensions to a singular degree of exactness, and strives hard

to persuade his readers that he is desirous of recalling students,

from an over lax mode of treating theological subjects, to a

more accurate method of discussion,t I may be permitted here

* In a preceding^ sentence the Doctor has alluded to " the spiritual arms
of the Lord," with which his predestinarian friends " endeavoured to seize

upon and possess the land." He afterwards calls this co-ercive power " the
sword of the Lord," and declares it to be " always sufficient for arming his

Joshuas and his Gideons, enabling them to remove all obstructions," &c.
Now, in Dr. Twisse's vocabulary, these Joshuas and Gideons were the Earl
of Essex, Lord Fairfax, and other successful Parliamentary Generals, who
" smoothed the way for God's people," and waged war against " Anti-
christ in the Church of England."

f Berlins adduces this very properly as a singular excellence in the charac-
ter of Armiuius. His words are : " Scarcely had he entered the University,
when hediscovei-edthat the Divinity Students involved themselves in the intri-

cacies of disputations and controversies, and that they had become the secta-

riesof certam knotty theorems and difficult jtroblems, to the neglect of the sa-

cred scriptures. After conferring with his colleagues, he endeavoured to correct
this evil ; and succeeded in a great degree. I'or he recalled that ancient, mas •

culine, and hardy method of study ; and, as far as possible, he withdrew
these erratic candidates for holy orders from their wanderings, and brought
them back to the fountains of salvation,—those pure fountains whose pel-

lucid streams refuse to flow in muddy channels. He therefore exhorted all

men to the exercise of piety ; and it was a more peculiar object of his care
and study, first, to cutoff those intricate questions and to break in pieces

that iminense ivass of vague and useless assertions with which the
Schools resound; and, then, to excite men to search out, in the scriptures

alone, those things v>/hich might contribute to the necessity of faith, and
which might teach them how to pass their lives in a state of holiness and
tappiuess in Christ Jesus."
Tnese were the godlike designs of that great divine. How impertinent

therefore will the remarks of Dr. Twisse appear, when they do not apply to

this wise plan of Anninius, but to his supposed deficiency in scholastic
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to profess that I have made the experiment, and can deliver it as

a fact fully proved by particular evidence that (his divine is by no

means qualified to adorn the province to which he has aspired,

heins; a man who employs logic and scholastic theology in a manner

the most puerile.—He accuses our divines [[on a certain occa-

sion^ of reasoning in a circle, whicli he accommodates to the

statement of then- sentiments thus, ' The death of Christ was
' fore-ordained by God, for the expiation of Adam's sin : The
' fall of Adam was fore-ordained by God, that it might receive

* expiation through the death of Christ.' But, I assert these

expressions contain nothing like a circle ; which it will be pos-

sible easily to demonstrate to any man of learning, who is only

moderately skilled in logical matters. For the circle \jn Logic^

never obtains, except when the same things are employed as

mutual causes the one to the other, and when they are of the

same genus.—From these specimens the reader may perceive

how ill-instructed Arminius was in Logic, and what an unfit

Theologian he has proved himself to be, and unqualified to

rule in the schools, [[to preside as Moderator in a scholastic dis-

putation,[] Avhen he has never yet learnt to frame the bare

analysis of a Logical proposition.— I have been treating

about the logical talents of Arminius; it now remains for me to

propoimd some of my animadversions on his scholastic Divinity.

Arminius is accustomed entirely to confound the order of

things in intention and execution, in opposition to all philosophy

and to the experience of common sense.* In order to restrain

attainments ! Those who have perused with attention the productions of

these two learned men, will find no difficulty in awarding; the palm of scho-

lastic proficiency to Arminius : All other persons must form their judgments
on difterent and'more uncertain data, among which the passions generally

claim a considerable portion of influence.
* The Doctor alludes in this passag;e to his celebrated sophism, as applied

to the operations of the Divine Mind, Tliat ivhich is last in Intention i'sjirst

in Execution. Notwithstanding the admiration which the Calvinists bestow

on this fallacious postulate, I never yet could find one of them that under-

stood it, or could explain its meaning : It was enough for them, that it had
been asserted by Dr.Twisse, consequently, by a man of less name it might
not be controverted. This undistinguishing admiration reminds one of the

wonderment expressed by an old lady on hearing a grand and Hori.l sermon
delivered by a fine preacher. She told her friends that he was « t/cry/«r

learned man: When questioned respectiitg the foundations of this opinion,

she adduced this lucid proof of the minister's erudition, that " he had made
frequent use of that beautiful word 31esopotamia ."'

Dr. Twisse here charges it as a grievous defect in the scholastic attainments

of Arminius, that he did not understand ^7te ?-jg7/^ orc'er of things in inten-

tion and Execution. Bishop Sanderson, one of the greatest masters of

Scholastic Theology that even lived, has shewn in a succeedin": page, (489j

that t/ie inverse order 'ddoptedhy Dr. T\\'\s?,e, and which is indeed the main
foundation of the reasoning contained in his book, is erroneous. Its defects

will be instantly perceived by every one capable of appreciating the argu-

ment. For Dr. Twisse has employed t/ie inverse order of things with respect

to Intention and Execution, as a principle to account ior the actings of the

Divine Mind upon itself,— all of which, being the results of Infinite Wis-
dom, are, (speaking after the manner of men,) produced solely by jntui-
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his readers, and to close their lips from even whispering any
thincr contradictor}', he considers that he has made abundant
provision for himself by frequently professinjr, God executes in

no other maiiuer than as Jie has decreed; which proposition, I

own, has astonished and confounded not a few individuals.

But, by a similar mode of reasoning, it would have been
possible for him completely to overturn the axiom of the

inverse order of things in intention and execution, and to state

the contrary doctrine, since it is sufficiently evident that

God, angels, and men execute any thing in no other manner
than as they have decreed, in case the thing have been pru-
dently decreed by them.t Indeed, Arminius very seldom

TION : Yet the principle thus applied to God is strictly applicable to the re-

sults of the actings of a finite human mind alone, which are produced by
the more tedious process of induction, and in whichy//.*^ and 'final causes,
considered metaphysically as consecutive propelling motives, under due res-

trictions may be allowed to have a place, in the very order which the Doctor
has described.
The grand postulate of Dr. Twisse had not its origin in mistake: It was

purely a matter of c/toice, or rather of necex.iif//. He acquaints us, in his
Preface, with his unsuccessful attempt on i/te ilnctrine of Ideas ; " in

which," he says, " all things gave sullicient tokens of obscurity, although
they are almost constantly ill the mouth of every person : Just as if a full

discovery had been made of the sentiments which ou^jht to be held respecting
iffeas in the Divine Mind as the exemplars of all things. I indulged hopes
of finding the investigation of this part of truth more easy, on account of
the studies which modern Jesuits have bestowed on that suljject, and which
are now producing simiething new." This novelty produced by the Jesuits
seems, from a subsetjuent part of the Doctor's work, to be Scientia Media.
To defend and supporttheabsurditiesofSupralapsarian Calvinism against the
new mode of attack employed by Arminius and his admirers, it was neces-
sary to call into action either the doctrine of Scientia Media, or that of the
inverse order of thing's unt/i regard to their Intention and Execution.—The
former doctrine was employed by Gomarus, w ho shewed himself as high a
Supralapsarian or Creabilitarian as Dr. Twisse, and was one of the earliest

and most rancorous of the enemies of Arminius : Though the nnbending-
tenacity of his mind in adhering to his favourite opinions was celebrated by
Daniel Heinsius, in an elegant Latin Poem which he wrote in hispraise; yet,

on this point, and on another recorded by Bishop Womack in a preceding
page, (20,) Gomarus proved that " he knew how to yield" even in old age
to the force of conviction.—The lalter doctrine was emhraced by Dr. Twisse,
who ascribed such an absurdity to the Divine Bein^y rather than permit
high Calvinism to lie open to the successful attacks of its enemies. Bishop
Sanderson " wonders, how a person of such acuteness and subtility of wit
could possibly be deceived with it." From the variety of argumentative pos-
tures in which Dr. Twisse places this d(jctrine, and from the numerous rea-
sons adduced {or it in different parts of his massy volume, it is evident that
he was perfectly aware of its fallacy and weakness, and wished to force it

down the understandings of his readers by means of re-iterated assertions

concerning its potency.

f- In this part of the Doctor's performance, among other allegations

against Arminius, he adduces the following :
" It has long been received in

the Schools, as a matter so well verified as scarcely any thing can admit of
better proof, that some small degree o/ necessity, and tftat of the antece-
dent kind, map consist with librrtv. For, what sober person would deny,
that God can decree and efficaciously procure something to be done freely ?

But this is not admitted by Arminius. Vet he does not approach to attack
and overturn that dogma, as a man furnished with arguments ; hut, accord-

ing to his usual audacity, he lays down this postulate, as one wh.ich is con-
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employs arguments in combat ; but assuming the airs of a

dogmatical divine, he propounds his dictates with sufficient

magisterialness ; as though they were oracles, and worthy of

receiving implicit credence. Sometimes he seems to be a subtle

disputer, especially in two places: (1) For instance, Avhen he
disputes, that the object of predesfiiiatioii cannot possiblt/ be amass
nol-yet-created. The argumentation which he used on this

topic deceived that famous divine Peter Du Moulin, '^ who yet

ceded on I-know-not what authority, or which must be conceded by all men,—' No necessity of this kind [that is, antecedent] can possibly comport
' with liberty.' But we willingly acknowledge. Great is the mystery of

God's secret Providence. We do not take away freedom from angels or

men ; but we command both of them to be content with their condition, that

they may be satisfied with the liberty which is suitable to creatures, which
neither is nor ever can be so great as that which appertains to God. For it

is equitable, that all second causes should in their operation be subjected to

the motion or operation of the First Cause ; and it is unjust and unreason-
able, that the First Cause should be subjected to the motion or operation of a
second cause."
Every one who knows the sentiments of Arminius on Necessity, will at

once perceive that the Doctor's remarks contain nothing more than special

pleading. The subjoined extract from the Jf'orks of Arminius, (vol. i, p.

695,) will be a suflicient developenient of the reasons which mduced that

great man to oppose the /«^rt/«e6-eA\«7y of theCalvinists,andto propound in all

meekness his own more correct and scriptual views on that subject: " 1 am
desirous, that we should in preference contend for the necessity of God
ALONE,—that is, for his necessary existence ajid for the necessary production
of his ad intra [internal] acts,—and that we should contend for the costin-
GENCV OF ALL OTHER THINGS AND EFFF.CTs. Such a procedure on our
part would conduce far more to the glory of God ; to whom by this method
would be attributed both the glory of his necessary existence, that is, of his

eternity, according to which it is a pure act without [the exercise of] power,
—and the ChORVofhisfree creation of all other things, by which also his

Goodness becomes a supreme object of our commendation."
* This is another proof of the change of argumentative tactics which the

system of Arminius compelled the Calvinists to adopt. It was most unfortu-

nate for them, that they could not fix on one common plan of defence, but
every man pursued thatcourse which seemed best to himself. The conse-
quence of this was, that the principles of some of these new leaders, when
applied to those of others, effected their subversion as completely as couhl
have been done by Arminianism itself. This is sufficiently apparent in

Appendix C, and will be more amply illustrated in Appendix M.
A. curious kind of compact seems to have existed among the Calvinists, by

which it was understood, that, with what virulence soever they might attack

each other, they were to be severally exonerated from all harsh reprehension,

as long as they continued to be links in the golden chain of Calvin. Of this a
curious instance is related, page 284 ; and concerning the same person, the
elder Du Moulin, the following judicious remarks occur in one of Professor

Poelenburgh's Letters, written in 1660. In allusion to Leonard a Ryssen,
who had composed a pamphlet against him and the Arminians, he says : " If

he be unwilling to go to them, [the Heathen authors] whom he is not afraid

of consigning in a body to the tlanies of hell, and if he be desirous of direc-

ting the whole of his attention to the Fathers, let him read, in the first place,

St. Jerome and Lactantius, both for the sake of their Latm style and of
learning from them, that these his crude dogmatical effusions are matters
that were exceedingly displeasing to the Ancient Church. He must like-

wise be exhorted to read St. Augustine and Prosper, because from them he
will derive an opportunity of mitigating many of his asperities. But I refer

again to the obscurity in which he appears sometimes purposely to indulge,

that it may bear the semblance of subtlety. He has, I confess, occasionally
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was really entitled to celebrity for his scholastic erudition :

But, when it is brought to the test of scholastic examination,
it vanishes into smoke, and though specious in appearance, yet,

vain and delusive in fact, it is found to contain none of the
indications eitlier of genius or learning. (2.) The other pas-

drawn some things from the pools of the School Divines with sufficient sub-
tlety ; with so much i'uloed, as to account it necessary to allow no one to

remain in ignorance of his ' having wandered too long among the school-
men.' In order, therefore, that no one may suppose this great person to be
Si lit tie sc[\oo\-tn-Ai\, he offers to our notice Thomas, whom he calls 'the
ansdelical Doctor;' Bonaventore, 'the seraphical;' John Scotus, 'the
sui)tle ;' Bradwardine, ' the profound doctor ;' and various epithets with
which he dignifies Suarez, Alvarez, Cumel, and I know not how many
more School Divines, whom he produces in clusters, that no one may enter-
tain a suspicion concerning his want of skill in School Divinity. But, when
he compares me with himself, I become the peculiar object of his scorn,
because, according to his own words, he feels a strong persuasion that I

have never read a single school-man. What reception could this class of
men be expected to give to the Apostles, if they were now to rise from the
dead .'' Those ancient fishermen would be treated with contempt, because, not
having been educated among the dust of School-men, they employ a mode
of speech that is so perspicuous and plain, as at once to convince us of their

complete ignorance of School Divinity. Would not the Apostle Paul be
derided by these men, as much as he was by the Stoics of old ? Would not this

our opponent march forth into the urena and say, 'Dost thou, who, lam
* fully persuaded, hast never read a single School Divine,— dost thou at-
' tempt to write against the great Tvvisse who is within himself a host?'
Such would be his address to St. Paul, because that Apostle also rises up in

opposition to Twisse, when he so frequently inculcates the doctrine of God
willing the salvation of all men, of Christ having died for every ijidividual,

&c. For it seems wonderful to our opponent, howl, who in his estimation

am rude in Scholastic Lore, have had the hardihood to attack Twisse, and
to undertake the subversion of snch an impregnable argument, as that

magnanimous hero [Twisse] boasted could never be solved, even by the devil

himself and the whole retinue of his angels !

" But I can easily comprehend why he does not account me a Scholastic :

For he perceives that I am not delighted with these little refined sophisms
and subtle displays of wit, and that J do not defend any dogma which is

propped up by such supports. For if any writer appears in vindication of

Calvin's sentiments, or makes a near approach to them, he is soon greeted
with the title of 'an eminent Scholastic,' as Du Moulin was by Twisse.
But if another writer approximates more closely to our [the Arminian] opi-

nions, he will probably be suffered to remain A Scholastic, but he will

obtain no portion of praise for his acuteness or subtlety in that species of

learning.—Yet, I own, such is the small esteem in which 1 hold these scho-

lastic trifles, that I think our leisure may be much more profitably occupied
in investigating and forming an acquaintance with sacred literature. On the

contrary, I freely acknowledge, I have bestowed some attention on School
Divinity, for the sole purpose of understanding'the sophistries of our adver-
saries which seize upon words and expressions, and that 1 may be enabled
with the greater advantage to refute them, when 1 feel any fear about their

producing false security."

In a sul sequent jiart of his letter it is said : " But that we are not the only
individuals who place little value on the boastful and vain-glorious judg-
ment of Twis.SE, is evident from one of the productions of Samuel Marets
against the very celebrated Daill^e, in which he replies to the charge of

Twisse against Du Moulin: ' It is certain that the judgment of Twisse is

' contrary to all rule, that it is unjust, and proceeds from a man who is

' beyond measure self-complaisant, and who is violently bent on willing
' whatever he pleases ; and, what is more, his judgment is directly opposed
' to the determination of the Synod of Dort.'

"
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sage is that in which, having conceded that God may annihi-
late the most holy man upon earth, he denies the possibility of
God inflicting hellish torments on an innocent man : In which, I

confess, he proceeds with great plausibility and specionsness,

while he philosophizes on the right a?' junsdiciion of God over

his creatures and the foundations on which it is erected. But all

his argviraents are completely useless, vapid, and corrupt,—&c.
* * * The sum of all is this : According to my judgment,
Arminius is a man fashioned and formed for promoting \jiv

increasing^ the judgments of God against those who have not
received the love of the truth; which judgments are, that such
"Persons are delivered tip to strong deiusio7i, that they should believe

a lie.f (2 The ss. ii, 10.) * * * I am fully persuaded, that

there is scarcely one individual who is drawn aside by these

Arrainian errors, except it be through his attachment to a
party, or through his superficial leaiuiing, at least on these

points of Divinity."

These extractsare among the less exceptionable specimens of the

arrogant and vain-glorious manner of the redoubtable Dr. Twisse,

•f-
Dr. Twisse immediately adds : " With regard to Perkins, his adversary

generally desires to tind greater accuracy in him ; sometimes he disparages
his arguments, at other times he censures their solutions as inefficient and
ludicrous. Yet 1 do not see what tliere is in Perkins that could possibly

excite the contempt of Arminius. Were any one to bring to the touch-stone
of a scholastic examination the Theses which Arminius has composed on
any topic, how slight soever may be its liability to be controverted, and were
he to be as careful in the examination of them as Arminius has been in discus-
sing those of Perkins, it is probable the result would be, that more and
wider chasms might be found yawning in the productions of Arminius, and
that they would on no account escape scholastic censure. There is no human
writer, who can on all points give entire satisfaction to his reader, how in-

dulgent soever he may prove ; much less is it possible for him to avoid the
accusations of an adversary, who is eagerly intent upon discovering faults

where they do not exist : Notwithstanding, unless my mind greatly deceives

me, the reader will find those matters to be exceedingly rare of occurrence
in which Perkins has exposed himself to deserved censure."

The last clause was dictated in a tone somewhat subdued; and had Dr.
Twisse applied to the productions of his antagonist one half of the amenity
which it breathes, he would never have written a single paragraph against

Arminius, who is entitled to no part of the animadversions contained in the
first of the preceding sentences, except that which ascribes to him the ex-
pression of a " desire to find greater accuracy in Perkins " In every part
of his Modest Examination, he treats his opponent with all the courtesy and
respect due to a gentleman, a scholar, a christian, and a minister. Indeed,
for his exemplary conduct in this particular, Arminius elicited from Sir

Henry Wotton, who " difiered from him in some points," the unbiassed
encomium of being "a man of most rare learning,' whom, says this' cele-

brated Ambassador, " I knew to be of a most strict life and of a most meek
spirit : And that he was so mild, appears by his proposals to our Master Per-
kins of Cambridge,"
With regard to the result which Dr. Twisse here triumphantly anticipates

from a scholastic examination of other Theses of Arminius, a reference to

the effects produced by the Doctor, in his vindictive and scurrilous Vindica-
tion, will demonstrate that Arminianism is founded on the rock of truth,

from which, after rrll the sophistry, ridicule and arguments of Dr. Twisse,
it cannot be displaced.
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who is styled, by the men of liis party,* " a person of
great and unaffected modesty!" Of the slender claims which he
has to this title, the most inattentive reader may now form some
conception.t To me it would be a considerable satisfaction to

* Far more exceptionable sentences may be found in his critical remarks
on the JJedication prefixed by the nine orphan children of Arminius to the
Modest Examination of 1 heir deceased parent.—If Dr. Twisse wrote thus
like a fury against a dead adversary, with whom he had no other quarrel
\.h?ca Xhe. doctrinal one oi Predestination, we may form some faint idea of the
malignity of disposition and asperity of language which characterized his

written productions and extempore speeches against those persons who dif-

fered from him on rites and ceremonies , in addition to Predestination.

f Though he and Dr. Lightfool were members of the same Assembly, they
were exceedingly dissimilar both in their tempers and their attainments. Dr.
Twisse's chief and almost exclusive excellence lay in Metaphysical and
Scholastic Lore, in which several of his Arminian cotemporaries were vastly

his superiors : His disposition also was exceedingly hasty and crooked, and
he had too many opportunities of exposing its obliquities during the discus-
sions which arose in the Assembly, particularly in those concerning discipline.

Dr. Lightfoot's attainments were of a higher character : They embraced an
immense variety of oriental learning, which was applied with most admira-
ble etl'ect to the elucidation of the Sacred Records, and of several matters
connected with the practice of the earliest Christian Antiquity. His con-
fessed superiority to Dr. Twisse would have entitled him to the honour of the
Chair, had he not been deficient in one essential requisite for such an ap-
pointment in a Calvinistic Synod, and that was a bad temper, with its con-
comitant of a senseless and irreconcilable hatred to the scrijitural doctrines of
General Redemption, both of which were possessed in great perfection by
Dr. Twisse, and are understood to have been the principal qualifications that
recommended him to the Prolocutorship. See note page 474.

Dr. Lightfoot was both a modest and a good-tempered man ; and some
plausible reasons have been rendered, (page 467) why a man of his mild
and easy disposition might be led astray, as he undoubtedly was, by bad
and designing individuals. 1 greatly admire the character of him which
was drawn by the venerable Strype; and as it is highly illustrative of the
spirit of the times in which he lived, 1 here subjoin it

:

" The other thing which some will be apt to charge upon him is, that he
seemed to be too much carried away with the late evil times. Consider, then,
that he was but a man; and, so, subject to human slips and frailties, as

well as others ; and that even such who have enjoyed the greatest fame either

for learning or goodness have, for the most part, had some abatement in
their coat of arms. Nullum magnum ingeniuin sine mixtura. And those
great endowments that were in him, and that eminent service he did the
church and the commonwealth of learning, may justly merit his pardon
for any faults into which either his ignorance or infirmity betrayed him.
" He was indeed a member of ^Ae Assembly of Divines ; and, long after

that, (I think,) one of those who, at the beginning of the king's joyful
return, were appointed to confer with the Episcopal Divines at the Savoy :

Whereby it appears, that he bended sometime towards Puritanism. It was
indeed his unhappiness, as well as of many other pious well-meaning men,
to live in those times of temptation ; whereinto if they fell, it was because
they were not politicians enough to seethe liad conseijueuces of those smooth
and fair pretences. I may plead for him, that it was his credulity, not his

malice or any evil designj that made him err. He was carried away with
their dissimulation, (and an Apostle once was so,) and that the more easily,

bein^ a man of an innocent and unsuspicious nature, especially when such
goodly things as religion and reformation were so much boasted. And I

make no doubt, he was afterwards convinced how he had been trepanned,
and saw his error, as appeared sufficiently by his ready compliance with the
laws and orders of vhe Established Church upon the hap^y Restoration, and
encouraging his sons also to the same, who were both conformable men of
the Clergy. He never was a bigjt, or a busy officious man; always rather
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learn the result of a comparison instituted, by any unbiassed

and duly qualified man, between the (truly) Modest Examiiia-

tion of Arminius and this boastful Vindicaiion by Dr. Twisse :

Respecting the issue I could entertain no fearful apprehensions.

For if unhappily he should imbibe the recondite idea avouched

by Dr. Twisse, that "Arminiiis very seldom employs argu-

ments in combat," he would I am persuaded discover a fact,

which is far more obvious, that while Arminius does not con-

passive than active, unless in the Assembly : And then generally those mat-
ters wherein he stirred, were such points 'as in which the very locks of the
Presbyterians' strength lay, which he for the most part opposed. And cer-
tainly'when we consider how he thwarted their chief principles ; arguing
against Xaj/ Elders, standing ior general admittance to the Sacrament, for

Forms of Prayer, and many such like ; the Presbyterians could never
reckon him truly theirs ; and 1 am apt to think, they wished him, more
than once, out of their Assembly. Indeed, he was then rather a man at
large by himself that followed his own studies, than followed any party of

men ; and [that] promoted true goodness as far as in him lay. In those
times he particularly made these three or four things his main drift, viz.

To beat down enthusiasm, which, he plainly saw, tended to the enervating
the authority of the holy scriptures ; to maintain the honour of learning and
a regular clergy ; and to shew the necessity of keeping up public com-
munion with the National Church : Whereby unquestionably he did excel-
lent service to the Church in those evil days. He had an excellent faculty
iu wresting out of the hands of schismatics those weapons that they most
confided in. For this, I might shew his way of dealing with Enthusiasts,
Anabaptists, &c. But I will instance only in those who would justify their
separation, from the word Scmitsm scripture, supposing that thereby were
meant persons truly and inwardly holy. The ignorance of thelatitude'of this

word was then the cause of many bitter contentions and wild opinions, nay,
and of no small danger to all that were not Saints in their account. To this

purpose he speaks, in a Latin sermon preached at Ely, at an Episcopal
Visitation, ' that the Shibboleth of the Gileadites anciently sounded not
* more dangerously than the title of Saints of late.' Whereas, as he shews
in that sermon, and used to urge in the late times, ' that by 5am/* is meant
• nothing but Christians, in opposition to Heathens or unbelievers.'—He
could not patiently hear the ancient records of the Rabbins too much aspers-
ed, as proceeding" most commonly from ignorance of their admirable use in
explaining the holy scripture. When Rutherford, in the Assembly of Divines,
had said, ' that there was no news of somewhat in conivov&vsy but in the
'Rabbins,' (it was of a cup in the institution of the Passover,) seeming to
speak contemptibly of them, Dr. Lightfoot replied, ' That there are divers
' things in the New Testament, which we must be beholden to the Rabbins
' for the understanding of, or else we know not what to make of them.' "

Dr. George Bright also speaks thus of him : " He was for his temper, as
far as 1 know or have heard from those that knew him better, of as great
modesty as learning; humble and mean in his own opinion, perhaps to an
excess : Where the greatness of that amiable virtue seems to have betrayed
him to an error in judgment concerning himself and his own value, and too
long commendations and eulogiums of others.—He was educated in that
age when the strain of opinions in Divinity ran generally another way, after
thefirst Foreign lieformers, before things were so calmly, impartially, and
perhaps judiciously examined. He lived, and publicly appeared, princi-
pally when factions grew high and were in great ferment ; when thepopulacy,
the worst of masters, all being done, the most ignorant, selfish, and unge-
nerous were courted ; when public accusation was the fashion, and all things
found fault with, right or wrong ; when affairs were carried with clamour,
confidence and violence, with pretences and appearances of religion and
reformation, backed with a present success." 'Theu follows the paragraph
quoted in page 467.
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sider it necessary to pi'esent Truth to the view of his readers

in any other garb than her own chaste and attractive simpHcity,

the doctor bedecks that which he terms "truth" in meretrici-

ous ornaments, and offers her supposed Hkeness in that illusive

guise, and in those borrowed charms, in which it is usual for men
of perverse minds to array error. Though a passionate admirer

of Arminius and his scriptural system, I would be not merely
content, but we// pleased to abide by the result of such a

comparison between the two books, as is here proposed,—being

confident that the award would be in favour of the modest,
manly, and cogent arguments of the Dutch Professor.

But some learned and competent men, in endeavouring to

account for this studied depreciation of his opponent's talents,

which runs through the whole of his performance, have resolved

it into a real dread which Dr. Twisse entertained of the mental

prowess and superiority of Arminius. In this view of the

case, the Doctor had good and sufficient reasons for adopting

his mystifying yet humorous expedient, for the purpose thus

described by Mr. Read, " He sometimes uses jocose or histori-

cal diversions, to anhnate the spirits of his readers." If in this

way he accounted it necessary to " animate the spirits" of

others, the sense of that necessity must have arisen from a per-

sonal consciousness of the want of such consolation for himself.

Indeed it can scarcely be supposed, that any person of com-
mon sense would have wasted several years of his life in com-
piling a reply to a performance which " contained no indications

either of genius or learning," the author of which was a " Han-
nibal, not only vincible, but an adversary of whom no one need
be greatly afraid," " who very seldom employed arguments,"
though " sometimes he appeared to be a subtle disputant," &c.

Seven hundred closely-printed folio pages in Latin must have
been needlessly expended upon such a contemptible adversary

as the old Doctor has here described ; but, unfortunately, after

all this waste of labour, the Calvinists could not be induced to

march in one line as an undivided phalanx, but busied them-
selves in contriving still more plausible expedients for evading the

frightful consequences with which the rigid scheme of Unconditi-

onal Predestination was found to bejustly chargeable. The Doctor's

elaborate performance communicated a vast impulse to the

hopes of the Calvinists, respecting the establishment of an uni-

form standard, to the apex of which every man was expected to

elevate and stretch his Predestinarian notions. But these ex-

pectations were not realized, even after the Assembly over

which the Doctor was appointed to preside had fashioned its

new Confession and Catechisms, and after the Independents
had, more insidiously, directed all their energies to enforce a

Calvinistic Uniformity by means of their unfair proceedings in

the novel character of " Triers and Ejectors."
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I have given some further notices of the Doctor's varied pro-

duction in a preceding page (223,) and in the Works of Armi-

nius, (vohi, p. 587,) and have in both those passages alluded

to the old man's testy humour Avhich was frequently excited,

because he found that " men generally desii'e to regulate and
temper the will of God to their own dispositions." On this sub-

ject no Calvinist has spoken with less disguise than Dr. Twisse

:

He ascribes the formation of the milder and more merciful scheme
of the Sublapsarians to the greater urbanity of their dispositions

;

and frequently scolds them for not "restraining their obstreperous

affections." This is a real though undesigned compliment to

Arminians, who, in their scriptural displays of the benevolence

of the Deity and of the grace which he mercifully extends to his

offending creatures, are certainly under the influence of feel-

ings and affections far more benignant and Divine,* than those

which actuate either the supra or the *z<6-lapsarian Calvinists.

While the followers of Arminius regard God, as he has been pleas-

ed to reveal himself, a Father who pitieth his children, who " is

LOVING to every man, and whose tender mercies are over all

his works;" they by no means neglect to " set forth his sovereignty

over all created beings :" But they describe the exercise of this

sovereignty in harmony with all the other Divine Attributes,

and know of none of them that is represented in scripture as

effecting a triumph over the rest, except that passage be so

interpreted in which Mercy is said to " rejoice against Judg-
ment." (James ii, 13.)

* Such was the opinion of t»vo of the greatest and most amiable men of
that age ; as the following extract will testify: " When that unhappy dif-

ference ahout the point of Predestination and its appendants was blown to so
high a flame in the Low Countries, and began to kindle strifes here at

home, he [the Rev. Joseph Mede] would often say, ' he wondered that men
' would with so great animosity contend about those obscure speculations,
' and condemn one another with such severity, considering that, as the wise
' man saith, ff^e hardly guess aright at things that are upon earth, and
' with labour do wefind the things that are before us : But the t/iitigs that
' are in Heaven who hath searched out ?' (Wisdom ix.) But if at any time
his spirit was turned tvithin him, (Acts xv,) it was when he observed some to

contend with an unmeasurable confidence and bitter zeal for that black doc-
trine of Absolute Reprobation : Upon which occasion he could not forbear
to tell some of his friends, ' that it was an opinion he could never digest'.'

Being herein much of Dr. Jackson's mind, ' that generally the propugners
' of such tenets were men resolved in their affections of love and hatred, both
' of which they exercised constantly and violently, and, according to
* THEIR OWN TEMPERS, made a judgment of God and his decrees.'—To the
like purpose he expressed himself, about two years before his death, in a
letter to an ancient friend of his formerly of the same college :

' It seems
* harsh that of those whom God hath elected ad media salutis, and calls by
* the preaching of his gospel, any should be absolutely and peremptorily
' ordained to damnation.' And afterwards, by way of reply to the objected
authority of Saint Austin as to some part of the predestinarian controversy,
he added :

' If those were heretics which followed not Saint Austin, the
' 7Host part of the Fathers before him were in heresy, and a part of the (,'hurch
* after him. Zealots are wont to be over liberal in such charges.' Thus
would he sometimes in private reveal his judgment. But in his public per-
formances he was reserved, and did purposely abstain from meddling with
these matters."

—

Life of thepious andprofoundly-learnedJoseph Mede, A. B.
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I now present the reader with a brief character of Dr.
Twisse's performance, depicted by the able hand of the greatest
master of Casuistic Theology then in Europe.* It is a testi-
mony that will be viewed as most impartial because it was writ-
ten by Bishop Sanderson before he became a convert to the
system of Arminius, and prior to that ultimate change of sen-
timent which is described in page S05.+

"In]6"32, out Cometh Dr. Twisse his Vindicue Gralice, a
large volume purposely writ against Arminius, And then not-
withstanding my former resolution, I must needs be meddling
again. The respect I bore to his person and great learning,
and the long acquaintance I had had with him in Oxford, drew
me to the reading of that whole book. But from the reading

* " Another little story I must not pass in silence, being; an argument of
Dr. Sanderson's niety, great ahiiitv and judgment as a casuist. Discoursing
with an honourable person, [Roliert Boyle, Esquire,] (whose piety I value
more than his nobility and learning, though both be great,) about a case of
conscience concerning oaths and vows, their nature and obligation, in which
(for some particular reasons) he then desired more fully to be informed : 1
commended to him Dr. Sanderson's book, Be Jtaamentn, which having
read, with great satisfaction, he asked me, if 1 thought the doctor could be
induced to write cases of conscience, if he might have an honorary pension
allowed him, to furnish him with books for that purpose ? I told him I be-
lieved he would : and, in a letter to the doctor, told him what great satisfac-
tion that honourable person (and many more) had reaped by reading his
book/)t'J?o-ffwe«<o, and asked him, whether he would be pleased, for the
benefit of the church, to write some tract of cases of conscience .' He re-
plied, that he was glad that any had received any benefit by his books ; and
added further, that if any future tract of his could bring such benefit to any,
as we seemed to say his former had-done, he would willingly (though with-
out any pension,) set about that work. Having received this answer, that
honourable person (before-mentioned,) did, by my hands, return fifty
pounds to the good doctor (whose condition then, as most good men's at that
time were, was but low,) and he presently revised, finished, and published
that excellent book, De Comcientla. A book little in bulk ; but not so, if
we consider the benefit an intelligent reader may receive by it. For there
are so many general propositions concerning conscience, the nature and ob-
ligation of it explained and proved with such firm consequence and evidence
of reason, that he who reads, remembers, and can (with prudence) perti-
nently apply them hie et nunc to particular cases, may, by their light and
help, rationally resolve a thousand particular doubts and scruples of con-
science. Here you may see the charity of that honourable person in pro-
moting, and the piety and industry of the good doctor in performing that
excellent work."—Bishop Morlev's Letter to 1. fVaUon.

t In a paragraph immediately preceding the one which is quoted, Dr.
Sanderson speaks thus in allusion to Arriba's treatise De Concordia Gratia;
et Liberi Jrbitrii : " From the result of his whole performance I was con-
firmed in this opinion, that we must acknowledge the work of both grace
and free-will in the conversion of a sinner. And so likewise in all other
events, the consistency of the infallibility of God's fore-knowledge at least,
(though not with any absolute but conditional predestination,) with the lib-
erty of man's will, and the contingency of inferior causes and effects.
These, I say, we must acknowledge for the on ; but for the to -kuis, I thought
It bootless for me to think of comprehending it. And so came the two Acta
^\i/nodalia Dordrectana to stand in my study, only to fill up a room to this
day. '—In the last sentence he intimates, that neither the Dort Acts of the
Contra-Remonstrants, nor those of their opponents, gave him at that period
the satisfaction which he desired.
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of it, (for I read it through to a syllable,) I went away with

many and great dissatisfactions. Sundry things in that book

I took notice of, which brought me into a greater dislike of his

opinion than I had before. But especially tliese three: First.

That he bottometh very much of his discourse upon a very

erroneous principle, which yet he seemeth to be so deeply in

love with, that he hath repeated it (I verily believe) some hun-

dreds of times in that work : to wit this, that whatsoever is first

ill the intention, is last in execution, and e converso. Which is an

error of that magnitude, that I cannot but wonder, how a per-

son of such acuteness and subtilty of wit could possibly be

deceived with it.* All logicians know, there is no such univer-

sal maxim as he buildeth upon. The true maxim is but this.

Finis qui primus est in intentione, est ultimus in execidione : In the

order of final causes, and the means used for that end, the rule

holdeth perpetually : But in other things it holdeth not at all,

or but by chance; or not as a rule, and necessarily.

—

Secondly.
That, foreseeing such consequences would naturally and neces-

sarily follow from his opinion, as would offend the ear of a

sober christian at the very first sound, he would yet rather

choose not only to admit the said harsh consequences, but pro-

fessedly endeavour also to maintain them, and plead hard for

them in large digressions, than to recede in the least from that

opinion which he had undertaken to defend.

—

Thirdly. That
seeing (out of the sharpness of his wit) a necessity of forsaking

the ordinary Sublapsarian way, and the Supralapsarian too, as

it had diversly been declared by all that had gone before him,

(for the shunning of those rocks, which either of those ways
must unavoidably cast him upon,) he was forced to seek out an
untrodden path and to frame out of his own brain a new way,
(like a spider's web wrought out of her own bowels,) hoping by
that device to salve all absurdities which could be objected ; to

wit, by making the glory of God (as it is indeed the chiefest,)

so the only end of all other his decrees, and then making all those

* " I ought to be a little longer, that I may tell my reader the pretty jest

of Dr. Twisse his arguing, against all his friends aud admirers without
exception ; and though he builds upon a fallacy, yet his friends are so far

from" having seen where it lies, that they have swallowed it down as apos-
tulatum ; and because they use it as a medium against the doctrine of the

Remonstrants, Doctor Twisse hath ruined their cause for ever. 'IfRepro-
' bation presup])oseth a mass corrupted, it must needs presuppose man-
' kind created. But if the creation was sooner in God's intention than dam-
* nation, then damnation shall be sooner in execution than creation. In the
* same manner, If God did sooner intend to permit original sm than to
* damn, it would follow that man shoidd be damned before original sin is

* permitted to enter into the world; (for what is first in intention must be
' last in execution,) all which things are so foolish, as not to enter into a
* man who is in his wits.' Here we see it is evident, that Dr. Twisse doth
heap the greatest disgraces upon the Calvinistical opinion in the Synod at

Dort, that can be possibly imagined. For he aflfirmeth it to infer the grossest

absurdities in the world." Pierce's Divine Purity Defended.

I 1
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Other decrees to be but one entire co-ordinate medium conduc-

ing to that one end, and so the whole subordinate to it, but not

any one part thereof subordinate to any other of the same.

Dr. Twisse should have done well to have been more sparing in

imputing the studbtni Parliiim to others, wherewith his own
eyes (though of eminent perspicacity) were so strangely blind-

folded, that he could not discern, how this his new device,

and his old dearly beloved principle, (like the Cadmean Sparti,)

do mutually destroy the one the other."*

* This is a very shrewd remark hy the Bishop, and proves him worthy of

the applause which he has received for his profound knowledge of Scholastic

Divinity. For it is evident, that if Dr. Twisse's principle of the inverse m-der

of intention and execution be adopted in this case, it must necessarily be
destructive of" the new way framed out of his own brain"

—

making theglory

of God the onli/ end of nil other his decrees, and then making all those other

decrees to he but one entire co-ordinate medium, &^c.

But the most amusing; part of this affair is to see Dr. Twisse not only em-
Dying this subterfuge for the support of his own novel scheme, but wishing
is readers to believe, that other eminent Predestiiiarians really intended to

convey the same ineaning, though they have not expressed themselves so accu-

rately as himself. Thus, when speaking of Pisrator's plan for the execution

of the Divine Decrees, which, to secure his sinking system, that great man
afterwards altered, the Doctor says :

" Piscator lays down eight subordinate

decrees of God, according to their execution v;hich succeeds gradually in

spaces of time. The First of those decrees he wishes to be that of mani-
festing the glory of God by means of mercy towards the elect, and of justice

towards the reprobate.

—

TYm Second, that "of saving the elect and damning
the reprobate.—The Third, that of justifying and sanctifying the elect, but
not the reprobate.—The Fourth, that of calling the elect, but not the repro-

bate.—The Fifth, that of reconciling the electUirough Christ the Mediator,
but notthe reprobate.—The Sixth, that of electing certain men from the fall,

and of reprobating the rest.—The Seve7ith, that of the permission of sin iu

Adam.—The Eighth and last, that of creation. But, in this series of the
Divine decrees, which was framed by Piscator, there are many things abhor-
rent to all Scholastic method, as well as to that of Theology and Philosophy.

When any opinion, how true soever it may be, is improperly explained, or

\«henit is stated in a manner that is unscholastical, or, rather, contrary to

the practice of the Schools, we must not be surprised if it have a greater ten-

dency to create hatred and aversion, than to procure due credence. For who
is it that does not iustantly perceive, how the salvation of the elect possesses

nothing which agrees with the manifestation of God's mercy .' For the angels

are also elect, and have obtained salvation, yet not through mercy. Again,
the damnation of the reprobate has no greater congruity with the manifesta-

tion of God's justice. For damnation is the act of a Judge, and ought to

proceed according to vindicative justice. But not the least trace of justice

appears in tlic damnation of the reprobate. For justice condemns no man
except him that has merited condemnation : But to be a reprobate does not

by any means imply to be deserving of damnation. It is only the damnation
of a sinner which resplendently displays God's justice ; and it is only the sal-

vation of ail unhajipy being that makes God's mercy conspicuous, &c. But
the decree which he appropriates to the Sixth place, concerning electing cer-

tain individuals and reprobating others, is completely untheological, for two
reasons : Fiust. Because it places the decree of electing and reprobating be-

tween decrees that are quite heterogeneous, whether we regard those which
precede it or those which follow. For they are all described and enunciated
by their objects, which objects of the Divine decrees are in reality temporal
acts of God ; for instance, creation, the permission of sin, reconciliation,

vocation, justification and sanctification, and lasily, the manifestation of

Divine mercy and justice. But election and reprobation are not the tempo-
ral acts of God, and therefore arc not to be forced into the same ranks with
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Dr. Thomas Pierce has also made the following remarks
upon the treatment which some eminent men received from
Dr. Twisse, on account of the reputed moderation of their

Predestinarian sentiments

:

God's temporal acts. Yet F do not deny, that it appeared to Piscator as if

some temporal act was granted, which was distinguished from vocation and
called election -, and as if another temporal act was distinguished from indur-
ation and called reprobation. But on this point he is singular,having no one,
as far as 1 know, either as his leader or his companion.

—

Secondly. But
Piscator's decree is untheological on another account. For, while he states

no decree, except in the Sixth place, concerning electing particular men and
reprobating others, he grants, by this very circumstance, that the first

decree coticerning the manifestation of GocCs mercy andjustice\% an indefinite
decree, and is not applied to particular persons, except in the sixth place.

But the ascription of indefinite decrees to God, is contrary to every scholastic
usage, and against all christian sobriety. The Jesuits abhor this, as some-
thing by far toodishonourable to the Divine Majesty.

—

Lastly. He multiplies
God's decrees beyond all the bounds of propriety, since the whole intention

respecting things that are to be done is completed solely by two formal
decrees, of which one concerns the end, and the other the means conducing
to that end. Besides, there is great weakness in the foundation of this order
of Piscator, which is derived from the administration of things gradually
succeeding each other in the execution of the Divine decrees. For by no rea-
son in the world does it follow, because creation precedes the permission of
sin, and because both of them precede the salvation and danmation of men,
that therefore the permission of sin in the Divine intention preceded the cre-

ation, or that both ofthem were in the Divine intention posterior to the salva-

tion of some or the damnation of others. When these remarks are duly
considered, that accusation vanishes away at once which states it as an objec-
tion and reproach, against those who place the origin of Predestination in a
mass uncreated, as though they were attempting to i7itroduce and establish

certain tyramiical counsels and decrees. For that accusation rests on no other
foundation than this—according to the assertions of those who hold the first

opinion, the decree of damning is stated to have been prior to that of crea-
tion, and to that of permitting sin."—In a succeeding paragraph, be again
utters " the burden of his song" against his old friend Peter Du Moulin, thus,
'^T&uthy a corrupt mass they undoubtedly hnderstand a mass vitiated like-

wise by actual transgressions, and thus contend that no men, except luch as
are finally unbelieving and impenitent, are the objects of reprobation. Of
this description was the patronage which Peter Du Moulin afforded to the
orthodox cause, but which was not so much a defence of that cause as a pre-
varication. This was the reason why this otherwise famous divine not only
assisted the cause of the Aruiinians beyond all reason, but likewise entirely
overturned whatever arguments he had formerly advanced with sufficient

orthodoxy."
in the second Chapter of his third Digression, Dr. Twisse alludes again to

the preceding order, the invention of Piscator, and thus relates the altera-
tions which were ultimately made in it: " In his last answers to Conrad
Vorstius, Piscator retracted this method, and came at length to distribute
the Divine decrees in the following order: To the /'7r5^ place he assigned
the decree of creation : To the Second, the permission of sin : To the Tliird,

election and reprobation : To the Fourth, the reconciliation of the elect

through Christ, but not the reprobate : To the Fifth, the effectual calling

of the elect, but not of the reprobate : To the Sixth, the justification and
sanctification of the elect, but not of the reprobate: To the Seventh aud
last place, that of blessing the elect with life eternal, but of damning the
reprobate with everlasting destruction. From these particulars it is mani-
fest, that, according to Piscator and his last and more reformed opinion, the
Divine decrees concerning the creatioti of men and the permission to sin are
prior to the decree respecting their glorification. I by no means deny, that
the series ol the Divine decrees has been recently placed in this order by

Ii2
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"Dr. Twisse himself hath said the same thing not only of Mr.

Calvin, but of all the rest of his own party, as he himself calls

them the professed Eneinies of Arminius, who place the object of

that reverend theoloj^ian. But it is impossible for me either to divine how
that celebrated professor was brought to adopt this opinion, or adequately to

express my wonder at his having embraced it ; because it is found to disagree

so materially with the doctrine which he always held on Predestination. But
1 suspect that it was produced rather by the influence of other persons, than
by the exercise of his own judgment : Or it arose at least from the circum-
stance of that famous divine being confounded at that vulgar argument
which has impostjd on many persons, which, as we have already said, [page

47!),] has been recommended with vast pomposity by Arminius, and which
has been repeated by Vorstius without so much parade." He then applies

his " old principle" of the inverse order ofthe Divine intention and execution,

and, in his summary way, proves Piscator's order to be incorrect. The meta-
physical doctor commences the next chapter by saying, " But it is to me a
matter which admits of no controversy, that Piscator has in this passage pro-

pounded right sentiments ; and the "only fault is, that he has expressed the

meaning of his mind in an improper manner. For it was his wish to say,
< that, by what method soever God might first intend the end, then the means
'iand after that the means of the means, &e., he at the same time decreed

•those means to be committed to execution in the order following, that is,

the creatow should first take place, iheu the permission of the fall, after-

wards thecalling tofaith and repentance, 7s.nA, as consequences, justijica-
* tinn and vocation, and lastly, glorrficcdimi.' That this was the real meaning
of Piscator's sentiments, I gather from these circumstances: He professes

his desire to make this the order of the Divine decrees concerning the means,
therefore he supposes the existence of a previous Divine decree concerning^

the ends, which are, according to Piscator, the manifestation of the glory of

his mercy in the salvation of some men, and that of his justice in the destruc-

tion of others : God therefore previously decreed to exercise his mercy in

bringing some to glory, &e. What is this but the decree of glorification ?

Therefore the decree of glorification does not occupy the last place but the

first, though glorification itself be the last in the execution of those means
which appertain to the manifestation of the glory of the Divine mercy.
Wherefore I persuade myself that Piscator wished to say nothing more than,
'that God had so ordained the execution of all the means, as to cause the
' creation first to take place, then the permission of the fall, and inlike order,

'until glorification should at last take place.' Amandus Polanus, in his

Syntagma Theologia, (lib. iv, c.<.),) has stumbled against the same stone of

an inaccurate proposition." After quoting the proposition. Dr. Twisse thus

proceeds : " Pardon me, ye sacred ashes of this erudite doctor, or, as a pre-

ferable expression, the reverence due to the name of a most pious and at the

same time a mostlearned divine who is now in his grave,—i.e., I pray that no
one will consider me offending, in want of the reverence which such a great

man has deserved, while I p ,)fess that I desire greatly to behold in his words
an accurate method of philosophizing . For the enunciation of them appears
to me so inelegant and disorderly, as to render it nearly im})ossible to affix

any tolerable sense to them."—In the same chapter, the famous Keckerman
receives similar treatment at the doctor's hands : and this is a fair specimea
of his conduct towards his friends, who, if they differed in the least from him,
were immediately charged with " inaccuracy, disorder, inconsequent argu-

\

mentation," and other grievous defects. But he generally tenders them a
profusion of compliments, and styles them " learned, celebrated, great scho-

lastics, of vast attainments," &c ; while the offending Arminians, several of

whom were in every respect superior to any of his Calvinistic heroes, are ab-
used without mercy, and not allowed to possess'the common qualifications of

rational beings. See notes, pages 482 and 492.

In the extracts produced in this note, the reader who is skilled in Metaphy-
sics will discover " the mutually destructive" operation of the doctor's two
inventions ; and cannot fail of bemg amused with his laboured attempts to put
such a construction on the words of Piscator, Polanus, Keckerman, and
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Predestination in massd corrtipld, whom he elaborately confti-

teth, and speaks of very hardly, as I shall faithfully manifest

in this following account : First, What the reason should be,

why almost all the Anti-Remonstrants should place the object

of Predestination after Adam's fall, rather then before it, the

Doctor sets down in these very words : That is to say, that

God mighl not be ififerred to be the Author of sin.—Hence is

my Jirst Observation, (though only in the Avay to what I princi-

pally intend,) that all the Supralapsarians do infer God Al-
mighty to be the Author of Sin, in the unanimous judgment of

the Sublapsarians ; or Dr. Twisse hath lost his aim.— ' But,' as

the Doctor goes on, ' their very refuge is as liable to that
* inconvenience. They unhappily stumble at the very same
' stone. Flying from Scylla, they fall upon Charybdis. What
' have we profited,'—saith the Doctor in the first person plural,

thereby owning the party, though confuting their opinion in that

particular,—' by our anxious endeavour to decline that rock ?'

And then he shews that they incur the very same absurd
sequel which they would avoid, in the following parts of that

fourth chapter, concluding sharply, * These are the monsters of
' opinions which that opinion hath brought forth, worthier of
* the Jesuitical and Arminian Schools than of our own.' And
hence is my

'•' Second Observation. That Dr. Twisse, as a Supralapsarian,
(placing the Object of the Decree in Massd nondum co?iditd,)

however differing from the rest of the very Supralapsarians
also, (by denying Reprobation to be tvitho7d the consideration of
sin,) doth argue against the Sublapsarians, (though Anti-
Arminian, as well as He, and owned by him as his party in

other matters,) as inferring God, by their way, to be of neces-

sitij the Author of sin. And they whom he accuseth of so

intolerable an absurdity, are no fewer and no less men (by his

own confession) than all the brethren in the Low Countries who
subscribed the Contra-Remonstravtia ; besides Tilenus in France,
Sibrandus Lubbertus in Friezland, Kimedontius in High Ger-
many, Zanchy, Ursin, Paraeus, Polanus, Bucanus, Bucarius,
Peter Martyr, Vermilius Florentinus, Bishop Hutton, Bishop
Abbot. Yea, even Calvin, Beza, Piscator, Perkins, are brought
I)y him into the list of sucJt as make God to be the Authou of
SIN. Whom he doth not confute only, but he doth it with
bitterness; seeming to love them for their common hatred of a
common enemy, but withal to despise them, because many of

others, as those authors never intended. knA \i offices of tliis description
were thus Idndhj executed for his predestiiiarian friends, no one will be sur-
prisi'd to find in his massy folio numerous and gross perversions of the mean-
ing- of his enemies.—But those enemies were not Popish authors ; for, in llie
midst of his animadversions upon these reputed errors of his friends, he
makes large digressions in appealing to the authority even of the Jesuits,
whom he iiniformly regards as the great masters of scholastic lore.

Ii 3
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them, before he was born, did not jump with him in judgment
concerning the object of universal Praedestination. Farther
yet, that Doctor proves at large against Piscator, that his

' later opinion was worse than that which he retracted.' Then
he disputes against Moulin himself, (one of the ablest of that

Party,) in no less than eight large chapters, affirming him ' to have
' filthily erred, and to have brought flat Arminianism into the
' Reformed Churches, and professedly to conspire with the Ar-
' minians, even in that very book which he painfully composed
* against Arminius.'* And all for no other crime, than for his

[[Moulin's]!] being so much quicker-sighted than the vulgar asser-

tors of that cause, as to discern the necessity of granting thus

much, ' That the Decree of Reprobation was not made but
' upon a foresight of actual sins, and of Perseverance in the
' same unto the end."

But the best view of the Doctor's character, and of his san-

guine views respecting the ultimate triumph of Calvinism, is

afforded by his correspondence with "the pious and profoundly
learned Joseph Mede," whose judicious labours on the prophe-
tical scriptures, especially those on the Revelation, excited

very great attention at that period. He was a man whose de-
light it was

" to spend his whole age
Within the precincts of a college ;"

and on becoming Fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge, he was
enabled to indulge his inclination. He applied his vast attainments

to the elucidation of difficult passages of scripture, and in many
of his conjectures he must be acknowledged to have been emi-
nently successful. His superiority to the visionary prophets
and the vulgar enthusiasts of that age is thus recorded by his

erudite biographer :

* " So that the utmost which I learn from the long catalogue of writers, is

this : That my reverend antagonist is the possessor of many books, whose
authors being of his party do write in favour of liis opinions, that is, of their

own; and, being naturally willing to be well enough thought on, they have
done their bi-olherly endeavours to make the best of a bad matter, that the
enormities of the party may be abhorred so much the less. It is one thing
to excuse or alleviate 7i.i3.cx., but (\mte&\\o\.hev to plead its innocence. Bishop
Abbot did his endeavour to excuse the doctrine of Mr. Perkins, although he
called it ' the seminary of dire contention, which, like some Trojan horse,
' was brought within the walls of faith ;' and also blamed ' those men, (of
* whom Dr. Twisse must be the chief,) who undertook the defence of so
' oreat an error, as that which was not only troublesome, but dangerous
• and scandalous to the Church of God.' In like manner Dr. Twisse doth
sometimes labour to e.vcuse the Synod at Dort, although he labours to con-

fute it with all his might ; and again doth bitterly inveigh against learned
Moulin for his opinion of Reprobation, for which the Synod at Dort thought
fit to thank him. I say they thanked him for all his letter without exception
of any period, although they could not but know, that he was perfectly

Arminian in what he said of Reprobation. It seems Du-Moulin was a
favorite, and (for his other opinions' sake) to be commended even for that for

which a Remonstrant had had their corre'ptory correption." Pierce's Divine
Punti/ Defended.
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" By all which it is manifest how necessary it is for the full

understanding of several parts of scripture to be acquaii.ted

with the Original Languages, Ancient Versions, the Genius and
Idioms of the scripture style, and also with History, and the
Ancient Customs both of the Jews and others;* without which it

would be a fruitless attempt, even for such as otherwise are of
good abilities, to undertake to give a pertinent and satisfying

account of the forementioned (and other the like) passages of
scripture. And as for those who, though they are sensual, not

having the Spirit
, (Jude 19,) and bring not forth the fruits of

the Spirit, would engross the Spirit wholly to themselves, (as

the Jews did the Messias to their nation, to the excluding of

* In passing, it may be necessary to shew one instance of his profound
knowledge of Antiquity and History. In the following extract of a letter to
Mr. Estwiek in 16;56, he applied the custom of ))rayin^' for the dead to ac-
count for the notion of the Millennium, thus :

" The Gothic Missal is that
which the Goths in Spain used till they received the Roman ; which, though",
as all other Liturgies, it be to be supposed to have received many alterations
and additions in time, yet no doubt may retain some ancient passages,
whereof these prayers pro defunctis may be !-ome, either received from the
Spanish or African christians, or from the begwining of their Christianity,
which was before Chiliasm was condemned by Damascus, or they plundered
the Roman empire. The body of the Gothish nation, or of one part thereof,
had received the christian faith before they plundered the Roman empire

;

as appeared by Alaricus himself, who with his army solemnly observed the
christian rites. Yet seems this to have been between the days of Constan-
tine and Julian, and not elder. Howsoever, there is no question but there
were many churches among them before, as was in other nations long before
the faith was publicly received by them. If so, then without douljt when
the nation publicly received the faith, they received likewise that form of
Litur°;y which had formerly been used in their country by those of the chris-
tian rite among them : And thence might remain those passages of praying
for the dead to have part iti resurrectione prima.—As for that yo?//t of prayer
for the dead, ut partem huberent in resurrectione prima, [that they might
have part in the First Resurrection,] I believe it was usual in those formulcc
for the dead, till Chiliasm was cried down and then expunged : Namely, that
it followed those words, (which appear yet in most of those forms, vt col-

locet eorum animas Deus in sinu Ahrahce, untie abest dolor et sitspirium,

[that God v^«uki be pleased to bring their soula into Abraham's l)(jSom,

where there is neither sorrow nor sighing,] as it does in this Gothish Missal.
Whence it is that now in those forms there appears no prayer at all for their

resurrection or consummation then ; notwithstanding that in the Protasis
they compellate God with qui hominem mundi civem morfnlem in constitu-
tiotie sua fecisti, et promisisti ei resurrectionem, [who hast made man a
citizen of this world and mortal in his constitution, and hast given him the
promise of a resurrection] . Who can believe that in such pi-ayers they
should not at all pray for the resurrection .' But that passage being, it ^ms,
anciently specificated to resurrectio prima, they thought it sufficient in after-
times to omit it, without substitution of any other for it : And hence comes
that silence of the resurrection."
This is exceedingly ingenious, and accounts satisfactorily for the corrupt

practice which afterwards obtained. In praying that their deceased friends
might have apart in the first resurrection, the ancient christians meant " a
part in the reign of Christ on earth a thousand years with his saints," which,
even in St. Peter's days, they apprehended to be near. But when that doc-
trine was abused by some of the Ancients, nearly in the same manner as by
the English Calvinists under the Usurpation, to correct such abuse the phrase
was omitted, and a door opened for praying in behalf of the dead generally
without restriction.
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the Gentiles,) and ignorantly despise all human learning and
means of knowledge,—what has been said may abundantly

check their vain confidence : Such scriptures being not to be

explained without skill in the learned Languages, History and

Antiquity, which is not to be had but by a studious converse

with the best authors : Except they will say, that ' such skill

* and knowledge is infused, and that the particular events and
* res gestae, at large treated of in books, are made known to

' them by extraordinary revelation ;' which yet they are so wary
as not to pretend to, as they are also so wise as not to pretend

to the gifts of tongues or interpretation of tongues, those gifts of

the Spirit not unusual in the Apostle's age."

The following accouut of him, by the same able pen, will

shew, that he was deficient in several of those qualifications

which were then the great passports to favour among the Cal-

vinists, " into the secrets of which his soul disdained to enter."

(See note, page 487.) Among the most ingenious and generally-

adopted expedients, was one which had been practised by the

Dutch Calvinists against the Arminians,—to call the doctrine of

Unconditional Election and Reprobation /'M«f/fl7He7j/rt/, the belief

of which was absolutely necessary to salvation. The influence

of this decidedly Popish principle was uncommonly great in

* The reason of its bein^ called a Popish principle may be discerned by an
extract of a letter which Mr. Mede addressed to Mr. Hartlib in 1()34, who
had transcribed, for Mr. Mede's information, the following passage of a let-

ter which he had received from Streso : "I waited upon Dr. Altingius, who
wishes very much that I had not prefixed to ray exercise against Bodsac that
extract from Dr. Field; 'because those things are false which he relates
* concerning the modern religion of the Eastern churches, and that of the
* Western prior to the days of Luther ; and because the Lutherans will take
* occasion from this to calumniate us, as if we were attempting to effect some
'universal reconciliation of religions.' Among other arguments for his

rejection of Dr. Field's opinion, is this : ' Because certain of the Wurtem-
* burgh divines formerly transmitted to the Greek Patriarch the Augsburgh
* Confession for his approval, but be rejected it as heterodox. That the pre-
* sent Patriarch is of a different mind, is entirely a personal matter, and it

* will easily appear from what kind of writings he derives his sentiments.'
"

Tn answer to this, Mr. Mede says :
" Concerning that of Dr. Field, I have

hitherto subscribed to it, according as I conceived to be his meaning :

Though whether the partiL-ulars of his narration be every one of them true,

1 cannot affirm ; the most, I believe, are. But it is no marvel, though such
a tenet make your foreign divines to startle: That notion is almost proper to

our English, to maintain ' that the Roman Church, much more the Greek,
' crretb not in primardset fundcnnetitctlibusjidei articulis, because explicitly
' they profess them, howsoever by their assuwenta implicitly and by conse-
* queut tiiey subvert them.' This your foreign divines, and some too of our
own, think to be an harsh assertion ; because they rightly conceive not our
meaning: whereof j'ou maybe more fully informed byDr. Crackenthorp
against Spalato, cap. 47, and by Dr. Potter in his Charity Mistalten. You
may remember also, that Bishop Davenant, (in the Discourse you shewed
me at London,) by the name o'ifundamental articles, understands'the articles

ofthe creed of all christians, and no other. Take notice likewise, that we
say, The Roman Church and ours differ not in the articles me account to be
fundamental : Not that we differ not, and mainly too, in those which thky
account fundamental, l>ior; Cio\\<is&\, but by co7isequent they ruin too even
tiiose articles we account fundamental, though explicitly they profess thtni.
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the national troubles which ensued in England ; and its operation

was constantly directed against the hallowing and scriptural

doctrines of Arminianism. In reference to this, the biographer
of Mede says :

" He was always so generously honest, so apert and single-

hearted, as not to speak wickedly for God or talk deceitfully

for him ; (Job xiii, 7;) nor would he apply himself to any
unwarrantable policies for the promoting or commending of
truth to others. Such little crafts and undue practices were
below the nobleness and integrity of his spirit. To this purpose
we may fitly take occasion here to remember a serious and ex-
cellent passage of his : 'I cannot believe that truth can be pre-
* judiced by tlie discovery of truth : but I fear that the main-
* tenance thereof by fallacy or falsehood may not end with a
* blessing.'* Thus did he upon occasion express himself, with a
just reflexion upon some, who, pretending to policy, did advise,
* that for the better securing and advancing some doctrines,
' men should be borne in hand that they were fundamental, and
* accordingly were to i-eceive them as such.' But our author,

—

" lu a word," continues Mr. Mede, " we hold, that all the Roman
errors consist in the assumeiita they have added to the foundation,
and not in the foundation itself, which they profess notwithstanding-.
Besides that in the main points of controversy between them and us, the
truths we affirm against tliem were heretofore freely maintained in their
Church, as for the substance, from time to time. And though, for the most
part, the opposite faction overtopped them, yet were not the tenets of that fac-
tion made the tenets of their church till the Council of Trent decreed them
and condemned the other. This is the sum of that tenet of ours.—What
though the Patriarch Jeremy rejected the Augustan Confession for heterodox
when it was sent him ! It is true, that often one sect of religion condemns
that in another which itself affirms ; because it understands not its own in
another's terms and after another way. Besides, though the Patriarch
rejected the Confession in gross, yet it follows not he rejected it for those
points, whereof Dr. Field affirms ; but because it condemned likewise their
assutnerda. For it is certain, that iu the GM?/?ner«to we differ mainly from
them, and they from us."
In a subsequent part of this Appendix, the reader will find alonger account

of Fundamentals.
* This is a quotation from a letter which Mr. Mede wrote to Mr. Hartlib

in 1638, in answer to an anonymous paper against Fundamentals, which
seems, by the contents of a preceding letter, to have been the production of
Dr. Twisse's pen. I quote the paragraph which immediately precedes the
extract in the text: " Concerning the paper you now send, what judg-
ment should I give but that 1 like it not. ? It savours methinks of too much
averseness from that business : I believe you think so. The gentleman
(whosoever he be) seems himself to be one of those he speaks of, that hatli in
Ids eyes to preserve his own opinions from indemnity : But if every man do
so, what hope of conciliation? Besides, the matter aimed at in this busi-
ness, is not that either side shouldpresently relinquish their opi?iions of differ-
ence, but only take notice that, notwithstanding these differences, "both
sides do so far agree in other points, that they may and ought to acknowledge
each other as brethren ; that so, their affections being united and exaspera-
tion abolished, they might be the better disposed and fitted to judge of the
points of difference between them. And whereas he objects, 'that such
'points being declared not fundamental would lose part of their strength
' and be shaken, 'this inconvenience would be recompensed in that the opini-
ons of the opposite party will suffer as much ; and so what we lose at home,
we should gain abroad."
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who was a great lover of truth and always valued the Jacob-
like plainness and simplicity of spirit in any faithful christian

as a high perfection,—looked upon all such practices with the

greatest disgust and abhorrence : And so will every one who is

an Israelite indeed, in whom there is no gnile. Though it be a

most unworthy, it has been nevertheless a too common and
usual, artifice among some of the divided Chui'ches in Christ-

endom, to heighten speculative doctrines, and such as are less

weighty, into Fundamental Articles, especially when it is for

the advantage of the party that they should be deemed such.

But it had been infinitely better if the moderation of the Church
of England as to Articles of Religion had been imitated in other

Churches."
It is further said of him: " With his zeal for God's honour

and church-decorum we may, not unfitly, join his mindful
observances of the apostles' precepts, ' Honour the king,' (1

Pet. ii,) and, ' Obey them that have the rule over you, and
'submit yourselves: For they watch for your souls, as they
' that must give account.' (Heb. xiii.) He had so hearty an
affection for the peace of our Jerusalem, and, in order there-

unto, for ' submitting to every ordinance of man for the Lord's
' sake, whether to the king as supreme, or unto governors as
' those that were set by him,' (1 Pet. ii,) that when he received

notice of the evil that was then breaking forth out of the North,

upon this intelligence of wars and rumours of wars, his righ-

teous and meek soul was grieved within him ; and in a letter of

his, written to a friend within less than three months before his

death, [1638,^ he thus expressed his resentments, concluding
in a strain almost prophetical : ' If the Scottish business be no
* better than you write, I pray God both they and others have
' not cause to curse the time at length when such courses were
* first resolved upon ; and that, in the event, the cause of reli-

' gion pretended be not advanced thereby as it is in Germany,
' [^page 248] and no better. I am firmly persuaded, there
' will never come good of it. God avert his judgments, and
' make them wiser !'

" His writings testify how great a lover he was of unity,

peace, all good and decent order, and whatsoever might make
for the beauty and strength, the honour and safety of the Pro-

testant Reformation both here and abroad ; as considering, that

confusion and envying, strife and divisions, would at once both

weaken and dishonour the Protestant cause, and occasion the

grand enemy to triumph, who, seeing much of his work done
for him by those who would seem to be most averse from him,

while they bite and devour one another, claps his hand, saying.

Aha ! Aha / Our eye hath seen it : So would we have it ! But our

author thought it his becoming duty to study obedience for

peace and good order's sake, and not to expose the Protestant

interest to danger and ruin.
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" He was taken away from the evils that were then ready to

come upon this island,—a favour which God vouchsafes to

many of the righteous. It is true, he beheld them at a distance;

and, by the presage of his own divining spirit, he guessed at

what afterwards came to pass. For about a year or two before

he died, he would sometimes mention an observation of his

upon that in Judges, (iii, 30,) The land had rest fourscore years ;

the longest period of time, as he noted, that the people of

Israel ever enjoyed it, and than which scarcely any other

nation ever enjoyed a longer. 'Such a rest,' would he say, 'from
' the begining of blessed Queen Elizabeth's reign we of Eng-
' land have enjoyed, and who knows whether our period be not
' near at hand ? And whether it be so or not, whosoever shall

* live but a year or two may know it certainly.' It happened
accordingly; and what havoc the devouring sword made
amongst usafter God had sent it to revenge our abuse of his mer-

cies, is well known, and can never be remembered without

horror."

In a marginal note it is added, " The preface to Mr. Herbert's

" Remains observes of those three pious persons,—Dr. Jack-
" son, Mr. Herbert and Mr. Ferrar,—that they spake prophe-
" tically of the like events."

By the knowledge which my readers have already gained of

Dr. Twisse through the preceding extracts from his writings, it

is evident that Mr. Mede was not a suitable companion for him
either in disposition or studies. But the Doctor had imbibed a

large portion of that enthusiastic spirit which has been descri-

bed in a former part of the narrative, (page 264) and which
was kept alive by the prophets who prophesied smooth things

to the Calvinistic brotherhood, Avhich Joseph Mede would not

consent to do on any account whatever. It must have been

something very extraordinary that could induce Dr. Twisse " to

lay aside for a while his ordinary studies" about Absolute Pre-

destination, and to suspend his attacks upon Ai'minianisra. Yet
his intensity of desire to learn such an interpretation of the

mysteries of futurity as might be rendered auspicious to the

grand aspirings of Calvinism, produced that effect, as the Doc-
tor himself informs us in his Preface to Mr. Mede's excellent

posthumous publication, entitled the Apostacy of the later Times*

* " A cup of good wine will be known where it is, without an ivy-bush :

Such is the followinsf discourse. Many years a^o 1 was acquainted with it,

by the author's own hand : For such was his scnolastical ins^enuity, I found
him most free in communicating his studies, right like unto the description

of the scholar in Chaucer :

Sounding in moral virtue was liis speech.
And gladly would he learn, and gladly teach.

And sometimes he dealt plainly with me, in telling me the reason why ; and
that was, because he found me so inquisitive after his meditations, whereas
those with whom he familiarly conversed were nothing so. The truth is, I
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That Preface is a good specimen of the Doctor's facetlousness;,

and verifies the report given by Mr. Reid concerning his "jo-

was exceedingly taken with his notions ; for he had a critical wit, and af-
fected to correct common errors : And herein he seemed to me exceeding
happy, demonstrating not only acuteness of wit, and clearness of conceipt,
but solidity of judgment. And therefore, from the first time that I grew
acquainted with him, I made bold to improve my acquaintance to the utter-
most of mine own advantage scholastical, encouraged thereunto by his faci-
lity and ready condescension to my requests.
" The beginning of our familiarity was occasioned by a rumour spread of

his opinion, concerning the glorious kingdom of Christ here on earth, which
many hundred years ago was cried down as the error of the Millenaries:
and Augustine himself, though confessing that at first he liked the same,
yet sheweth how that afterwards he was taken off from it, and upon what
ground. And it seemed wondrous strange to us, that such an opinion should,
after so many hundred years, be revived ; and that in so strange a manner,
as now we find, both amongst us, and amongst outlandish divines. Never-
theless, myself being firmly set upon studies of another nature, I had no
great edge so much as to hearken to it, much less to take it into considera-
tion. But a friend in the country sometimes urged me to write to an ac-
quaintance in London ; and to entreat him to enquire of Mr. Mede, whether
he were of the same opinion with Piscator and Alstedius concerning the first

resurrection, and the glorious kingdom of Christ. And hereupon, shortly
after, word was sent me, that he did agree with Piscator in this, ' that
* some shall rise a thousand years before others,' but he differed from him
in this, that Piscator thought this reigu of Christ should be in heaven: ' Butl,'
said master Mede, 'agree rather with Alstedius, and conceive, that the
* thousand years' reign of Christ shall be on earth.' Yet herein he dif-

fered from Alstedius ; that, whereas Alstedius was of opinion that the
thousand years reign of Christ should be after the day of judgment,
master Mede's opinion was that it should be in and during the day of judg-
iiient; which day of judgment should continue a thousand years, begin-
ning with the ruin of Antichrist, and ending with the destruction of Gog
and Magog. And that Camerarius, writing upon Plato's Alcinous, testifies

that the Rabbins among the Jews write, that the seventh thousand years
shall be the great day of judgment, or the judgment of the great day.
And Hierome upon the sixty-fifth chapter of Esay confesseth, that it was a
tradition among the Jews, that the Messias should reign a thousand years in
new Jerusalem.
" When 1 heard this, my spirit was stirred up in me to lay aside for a while

my ordinary studies, and to take this into consideration ; and I prayed Mr.
Mede to give me leave to propose my reasons against this opinion of his. Mr.
Mede very readily entertained the motion, and prescribed me a time after
which he should be at leisure for me ; and in a letter after this, in his
familiar manner asked me, saying: IVhen come ynur imxErles ? I accepted
his courteous answer, and sent up unto him, first and last, twelve argu-
ments against that opinion of his ; and at the first I sent him ten, with an
answer devised by myself to nine of them ; for so I had promised him,
namely, that I would bethink my wits of what possibly might be said in the
solution of them, according to the straitness of my invention, leaving it to
him to approve, or correct, or add, as he thought good. And wnereas
I could devise nothing at all in answer to my tenth argument, he sent me a
large answer thereunto in three sides of a sheet of paper ; whereby I well

Eerceived, that m.y best arguments had been known to him, and examined
efoi-e 1 devised them.
*' After this, I came acquainted with many discourses upon the same

argument. No less than seven manuscripts were sent me from one divine,
treating of this and other mysteries. Now here I cannot but confess my
corruption, for I received them by way of a bribe. And indeed I was to do
him a favour, (which yet was never done, the death of a special friend pre-
venting it,) and 1 dealt plainly with him, and told him, ' 1 would not sell my
' favours gratis ; 1 would be well paid for them. And therefote whereas
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cose illustrations," as may be perceived by its commencement
and its termination : In the latter, his allusions to the much-

• I heard he had strange notions upon the Revelation, and touching the
• mysteries of the first resurrection, and Christ's kingdom, I looked to be
' feed with the communication of them ; with promise to return them safely,
' after I had sucked the honey out of them, though he had never a whit the
' less for that, such is the nature of spiritual commodities.' The good man
sent me word, that such bribes would never make me rich : But 1 returned
answer, ' that they would make me more rich than the enjoying of all the
' treasures of Ethiopia, and the hill Amara to boot :' And here 1 found rich
mines indeed, even all the mysteries belonging to Christ's glorious kingdom
set down apart, by way of question, and a solemn resolution thereof, with
proofs adjoined out of holy scripture. Since that, 1 have met with diverse
choice pieces of the same argument ; some prosecuting a few parts thereof
only, and others more. But let that pass, I return to Mr. Mede.
" Many letters passing between us, he had occasion sometimes to touch

upon some things, whereof he had written more at large, either by occasion
of chapel exercises, as he called them, or in more operous and large dis-
courses. I was glad to observe such precious birds of Paradise spring ; and
thereupon insinuated with him farther, entreating him to communicate
such exercises of his to me. And truly 1 found such exemplary favour with
him, that he would scarce deny me any thing. Thus I came to be partaker
of divers chapel exercises of his.
" I confess there hath been some diflference between us about ceremonies,

as lawfulness of bowing towards the altar, and about the holiness of
Churches, whereof he was as zealous as his Lord of Canterbury, or rather
more; for he held it unlawful to pull down Churches, they being places
separated for God's use, and his peculiar : wherein he followed Mr. Hooker's
conceit, in the fifth book of his Ecclesiastical Policy. But his Lord Can-
terbury did not hold it unlawful to pull down St. Gregory's. That axiom,
• there is the same reason of time and place,' deceived him, as it deceiveth
many ; for where it doth hold, it holds only in reference to time, and place,
natural. And indeed, time is only natural; but place may be artificial,

and such is a temple : That is, for the general notions of them. Then as
touching the special notions of them, herein is a vast difference: For the
proportion of time is very considerable for the advancing of God's service ;

as one day in seven, rather than one day in a fortnight, or one day in a
month ; the like cannot be said of the proportion of place. And lastly, the
time of God's worship is defined by God still even under the gospel, namely,
the Lord's day; not for any place defined by him. And truly the Lord
seemed to me by special providence to cast us upon a debate about the
holiness of Churches. Audit was high time to enquire into it, superstition
in this kind of late strangely increasing-. The Austine disputations in Oxford,
which were wont to be kept in Saint Mary's, of late, I hear, are excommu-
nicated thence. I wonder the Act, and the exercises thereof, are not trans-
lated to some other places, for fear of jjrophauation : and the Terice-films,
or Praevaricator, must take heed of observing the old form of exercising
their pleasant wits in facetious discourse, for fear of prophanation, which
cannot be salved by aught but Doctor Cozens his Devotions : Yet were not
the same kinds of exercises performed at the same time, and in the same
place, in the time of Popery ? Whence it follows, that either they were more
prophane than we now a-days, or we more superstitious than they. But
whereas some were too forward in censuring Mr. Mede, as complying with
the times in this, it is well known, that twenty years and more before that
last sermon of his, whereat divers took great offence, he had maintained
his opinion that way, and upon a text very plausible at first sight to jus-
tify it, Levit. xix, liO. Ye shall reverence my Sanctuary ; which text may
easily miscarry an honest man, and a good scholar, into an opinion of reve-
rence due unto Churches, either civil or religious, or of a middle size

betwixt them, as some (1 hear) have very unhappily set their wits on work
to devise ; as if man, made after God's linage, were bound to perform reve-

rence to the work of his own hands. Amongst the chief pieces which Mr.
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blamed but little-known Demlions of Bishop Cosin, * and to

the TerrcB Filius or Prevaricator, (which the renowned Doctor

Mede was pleased to communicate unto me, this of the apostasy of the lat-

ter times, as it was the largest of all the rest, so it gave me greatest con-
tent ; both for the interpretation he makes of the text in Paul, difl'erent from
all former interpretations of course, which he shews to be most agreeable
to the text ; and that it affords new and more plentiful matter of meditation.
1 have heard others highly commend this discourse of Mr. Mede's, as a
choice piece, as l\Ir. Steven Marshall by name, that worthy preacher. My
opinion is, that never was the defection of the Church pf Rome, and the
native genius thereof more lively, and clearly, and learnedly set forth, as

most exactly answerable to that which the scripture hath foretold, than by
Mr. Mede in the opening and expounding of this text."
* " Paris, Oct. 1, 1651.TheDeanof Peterborough [Dr.Cosin]preached on Job

xiii, 15, encouraging our trust in Got' on all events and extremities, and for
establishing and comforting some ladies of great quality, who were then to

be discharged from our Queen Mother's service, unless they would go over to"

the Romisli Mass.
" The Dean dining this day at our house, told me the occasion of pub-

lishing those Offices which, among the Puritans, were wont to be called (.bsin's

cozening Devotions, by way of derision. At the first coming of the Queen into

England, she and her French ladies were ol'tcn upbraiding our religion, that
bad neither appointed nor set forth any hours of prayer or Breviaries, by
which ladies and courtiers, who have much spare time, might edify and be
in devotion as they [the Papists] had. Our Protestant ladies, scandalized, it

seems, at this, moved the matter to the King ; whereupon his Majesty pre-
sently called Bishop White to him, and asked his thoughts of it, and wfiether
there might not be found some forms of prayer proper on such occasions,
collected out of some already-approved forms, that so the court-ladies and
others, (who spend much time in trifling,) might at least appear as devout,
and be so too, as the new-come-over French ladies, who took occasion to

reproach our want of zeal and religion. On which the Bishop told his Majes-
ty, that it might he done easily, and was very 7iecessary : VVhereu])on the

King commanded him to employ some person of the Clergy to compile such
a work ; and presently the Bishop naming Dr. Cosin, the King enjoined him
to charge the Doctor in his name to set about it immediately : This, the Dean
told me, he did; and, three months after, bringing the book to the King,
he commanded the Bishop of London to read it over and make his report

:

This was so well liked, that (contrary to former custom of doing it by a
chaplain,) he would needs give it an iinprimatitr under his own hand. Upon
this there were at iirstonly 200 copies printed :

' Nor,' said he, ' was there
' any thing in the whole book of my own composure, nor did I set any name
* as author to it, but those necessary Prefaces, &c. out of the Fathers,, touch-
' itig the times and seasons of prayer ; all the rest being entirely translated
' and collected out of an Office published by authority of Queeii Elizabeth,
' anno 1560, and our own Liturgy."—This 1 rather mention to justify that
industrious and pious Dean, who had exceedingly suffered by it, as if he
had done it of his own head to introduce Popery, from which no man was
more averse, and one who in this lime of temptation and apostacy held and
confirmed many to our Church." Evelyn's Diary. Of this last remark, a
strong corroboration will be found in Dr. Cosin's very satisfactory Scholasti-

cal History oj the Canon of the Holy Scripture, which was written and pub-
lished, during his residence at Paris, in opposition to *' the New Canon of

Scripture first set forth by the Council of Trent."
1 introduce this quotation from Mr. Brav'.s most interesting Memoirs of

Evelyn, f»r the sake of the principle which it candidly avows—a desire to

make the Church of England appear lovely to Roman Catholics. This might
be done with a good conscience and to great effect, at such a peculiar junc-

ture as that, when the Queen of England was a Papist, and surrounded by
some of the most subtle emissaries of the Romish See, appointed for the

avowed purpose of making proselytes among the nobility and the numerous
classes of religious dissidents which the lax measures ot Archbishop Abbot
had greatly encouraged. She was the only Church in Christendom tnat pre-
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Owen afterwards abolished at Oxford when that University was

served a proper medium between the degradation to which the Puritans

would have subjected her, and the unchristian pomp to which the Papists

would have elevated her, as soon as either of those parties had obtained their

wishes. In another note it will be seen how Archbishop Laud attempted by
similar means to gain Papists over to our Church ; and all moderate and un-

biassed men, who have read the accounts of all the parties then concerned,

must allow, that no Protestant Archbishop had ever before been placed in

such critical circumstances, and they will not suffer the subsequent decapi-

tation of this ^reat man to lessen the persuasion, that in the midst of such
unprecedented difficulties no Prelate ever manifested greater prudence or

ability.—But in the matter of Cosin's Devotions he was not concerned : That
book was sanctioned by Mountain, his predecessor in the see of London,
who, on more occasions' than one, had proved to be his enemy. The follow-

ing extract from Heylin's Life of Archbishop Laud relates a few additional

circumstances respecting this book, which are amusing and highly charac-
teristic of that fanatic age :

" About the same time came out a book entitled, * A Collection of Private

Devotions, or, the hours of Prayer,' composed by Cozens one of the Prebends
of Durham, at the request, and for the satisfaction, as it was then generally

believed, of the Countess of Denbigh, the only sister of the Duke, and then

supposed to be unsettled in the religion here established, if not warping from
it. A book which had in it much good matter, but not well pleasing in the

form ; said in the title page to be framed agreeably to a Book of Private

Prayers authorized by (2"een Elizabeth, anno 1560. After the Kalendar it

began with a specification of the Apostles' Creed in twelve Articles, the

Lord's Prayer in seven Petitions, the ten Commandments, Avith the duties

enjoined, and the sins prohibited by them ; the Precepts of Charity, the
Precepts of the Church, the seven Sacraments, the three Theological Vir-
tues, the three kinds of Good Works, the seven Gifts of the Holy Ghost,
the twelve Fruits of the Holy Ghost, the Spiritual and Corporal Works of
Mercy, the eight Beatitudes, seven deadly sins, and their contrary virtues,

and the Quatuor 7ioi<issima : After which (some prefaces and introductions

intervening) followed the forms of prayer for the first, third, sixth, and
ninth hours, also ior ihe Vespers ai\A Compline, known here in former times
by the vulvar name of canonical hours : Then came the Litany, the seven
Penitential Psalms, preparatory Prayers for receiving the Holy Communion,
prayers to be used in time of sickness, and of the near approach of death,
besides many others. The book approved by Mountain then Bishop of Lon-
don, and by him licenced for the press (with the subscription of his own
hand to it): Notwithstanding which it startled many at the first, though
otherwise very moderate and sober men, who looked upon it as a prepara-
tory to usher in the superstitions of the church of Rome. The title gave
otfence to some, by reason of the correspondence which it held with the
Popish Horaries ; but the frontispiece a great deal more, on the top whereof
was found the name of Jesus, figured in three capital letters (IHS) with a
cross upon them, incircled with the sun, supported by two angels, w ith two de-
vout womeu praying towards it.—But for all this violent opposition, and the
great clamors made against it, the book grew up into esteem, and justified

itself, without any advocate; insomuch that many of those who first star-
tled at it in regard of the title, found in the body of it so much piety, such
regular forms of divine worship, such necessary consolations in "special

exigencies, that they reserved it by them as a jewel of great price and value.
While on the subject of frontispieces to books, it may not be improper to

impart to the reader the following curious passage from one of Mr. Evelyn's
letters. Mr. Bray tells us in a note, " Dr. Jeremy Taylor had been com-
mitted prisoner to the Tower, for setting the picture of Christpraying before
his collection of Offices, contrary to a new Act concerning scandalous pic-
tures, as they called them." During the pious Doctor's imprisonment, Mr.
Evelyn addressed a letter to the Lieutenant of the Tower, in which, among
other things, he says : " As it is an error to be troublesome to great persons
upon trifling affairs, so were it no less a crime to be silent in an occasion
wherein I may do an act of charity, and reconcile a person to your good
opinion who has deserved so well, and 1 think is innocent. Sir, 1 speak in
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committed to his governance,*) are exceedingly playful and
ingenious, and might demand some degree of the reader's admi-
ration, were it not known from what malignant source they

behalf of Dr. Taylor, of whom I understand you have conceived some dis-
pleasure for the mistake of his printer ; and the readiest way that I can
think of to do him honour and bring him into esteem with you, is, to beg of
you, that you will please to give him leave to wait upon you, that you may
learn from his own mouth, as well as the world has done from his writings,
bow averse he is from any thing that he may be charged withal to his pre-
judice, and how great an adversary he has ever been in particular to the
Popish religion, against which he has employed his pen so signally and with
such success. And when, by this favour, you shall have done justice to all

interests, I am not without fair hopes, that I shall have mutually obliged
you both, by doing my endeavour to serve my worthy and pious friend, and
by bringing so innocent and deserving a person into your protection." This
communication, so honourable to the character of Mr. Evelyn, was written
in 1657, under Cromwell's usurpation, " on behalf" of a learned and pious
Divine, who was a lineal descendant from Dr. Rowland Taylor one of the first

Protestant Martyrs in Queen Mary's days, and who had shewn as much
zeal and ability against the Papists, as had formerly been manifested by his

courageous and suffering ancestor.
* In the note from Dr. Twisse, page 501, the drift of his jest will be per-

ceived to have been this,—his surprise that the strenuous patrons of the sanc-
tity of churches and of altars should allow the 'church of St. Mary's at
Oxford to be defiled by the pleasantries of the Terrce-AHus, vihich in those
days were often carried to great and culpable excess. But, whatever means
might have been adopted prior to the hiter-regnum to remedy this abuse, it

appears by the following quotation from Orme's Life of Dr. Owen, XhaX
Cromwell's reforming chaplain was the only man to -abate this nuisance. In
his inaugural speech to the University he had said, •' From the obscurity of
a rural situation, from the din of arms, from journies/or the sake of the gos-
pel into the most distant parts of this island ajid also beyond sea, from the
bustle of the court, I have retreated, unskilful in the government of a Uni-
versity." Owen had not studied military tactics so long under Cromwell
without knowing the address of Fabius, the Roman ambassador, to the Car-
thaginians, when he told them he carried in his bosom both war and peace,
and they might have their choice of either. The sentence quoted from Owen's
speech might be intended to admit of a similar construction; it would then be
interpreted thus : " You may either accept of me as a mild country pastor,
" a military chaplain, (for a piquant description of whom, see page 457,) a
" busy knight-errant for propagating Calvinistic and Republican principles,
" or as a supple and well-dressed courtier : It depends altogether upon
" yourselves which of these different characters I shall assume."—Towards
the under-graduates, however, he had soon to appear in his military capacity,
as Mr. Orme informs us : " 'I'he exertions of the Vice-chancellor, we may be
assured, were not wanting to correct these evils. He set himself vigorously
to curb the licentiousness of the students. The state of morals and order
among them, with the degree of firmness and authority which was requisite
to keep them in subjection, may be judged of by the following incident. At
a public act, when a student of Trinity College was TerraJilius, the Doctor,
beforehe began, told him, that he should have liberty to say what he pleased,
provided he would abstain from profaneness, obscenity and personalities,

fhe Terra:jilius began, but soon transgressed all the rules which had been
prescribed to him. The Doctor several times desired him to forbear, but
still he went on ; tiil at last, seeing him obstinate, he sent the beadles to pull

him down. On this the scholars interposed and would not suffer them to come
near him. The Doctor determined to pull him down himself, and, though
his friends near him dissuaded him, lest the scholars should do him some
mischief, ' I will not see authority trampled on in this manner,' said he, and
actually pulled him down, and sent him to Bocardo ; the scholars standing
off, surprised at his resolution." Thus, it appears, those men belie Dr.
Owen very much who assert that he was inimical to the maintenance of all
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were derived, and how deeply they were intended to wound
the objects to which they expressly applied. As a Millenarian,

the Doctor was in ecstacies on discovering Mr. Mede's " opi-

lawful authority, when on this occasion he shewed himself to be a man'ellous
stickler for his own : And certain expressions of Mr. Ornie in other parts of

his work convince me, that had such an interruption been given to a public

Act by any preceding Vice-chancellor, it would have been recorded by this

Independent biographer as an act of consummate tyranny and opi)ression.

It is amazino; how much Mr. Orme is concerned to represent the very dress
of his University hero, not merely as unexceptionable, but as most appropri-
ate. He says, " The account which Anthony Wood gives of the conduct and
manners of Owen, while Vice chancellor, is' too curious to be omitted :

' H/;
* endeavoured,' says that illiberal writer, ' to put down habits, formalities and
' all ceremony, notwithstanding he before had taken an oath to observe the
' statutes and maintaiti the privileges of the University. While he did under-
• go the said office, he, instead of being a grave example to the University,
* scorned all formality, undervalued his office, by going m quirpo, like a
' young scholar, with powdered hair, snake-bone band-strings or band-
• strings with very large tassels, lawn band, alargeset of ribbands pointed at

'his knees, and Spanish leather boots, with large lawn tops, and his hat
' mostly cocked.' Wood's account of Owen's dress is vastly amusing. How
much should we have been gratified, had he furnished us with a drawing of
^his dandy Vice-chancellor,—his snake-bone baud-strings, and lawn boot-
tops would be invaluable antiquarian relics, could they be recovered. Had
Owen been a person of a diti'erent description, Anthony would have told us of
his turnip-head and sepulchral face, and his sack-clotii garb, by which he
disgraced the University and brought all good-breeding into contempt."
This dandyism in Owen, as his biographer is pleased to call it, is of the same
species as that which prompted Dr. Reynolds and his Puritan compeers at the
Hampton Court Conference, and on other public occasions, to appear in Tur-
key coats, instead of the canonical robes of clergymen, Mr. Orme gives us
a quotation from Bastwick, and another from Edwards, which prove, that
the Independents during the Inter-regnum were as much inclined as the pri-

mitive Puritans to be distinguished l)y the singularity of their costume. But
how does Mr. Orme clear Dr. Owen from this unimportant charge? He
attempts to do it by a quotation from Eve;l\'N's Z)i«/-y, under the date of
" July 9, 1654," in which that true English gentleman, giving an account of
his visit to Oxford, says, among other things, " Preached at St. Mary's in the
afternoon the famous Independent Dr. Owen, perstringing Episcopacy. On
Monday I went again to the Schools, to hear the several faculties, and in the
afternoon tarried out the whole Act in St. Mary's,—the long speeches of the
Proctors, the Vice-chancellor and several Professors,

—

creation of Doctors
by the cap, ring, kiss, S;c., these ancient ceremonies and institutions being
as yet not wholly abolished." [f this extract was intended to prove any
thing, it is an inconsequent argument for Mr. Orme's position : For it says,
"these ancient ceremonies being as yet not wholly abolished," intimating
that they were afterwards almost entirely laid aside. But perhaps he thinks,
as the doctor is only blamed for perstringing- Episcopacy, that therefore
nothing else about him was peculiar ; but this is another egregious non sequi-
tur. Or the good man, not having been personally conversant with those who
have been created Doctors by the ancient mode, may suppose, that, as the
cap, ring-, and kiss -v, ere employed at their initiation, they must necessarily
have been used on all subsequent occasions : But this is on his part a piece
of excusable ignorance.—Amidst all this flourish, however, Mr. Orme seems
to have forgotten as pitjuant a description of Owen's dress, which he has pre-
sented to his readers in the language of a co-temporary pamphleteer, who,
while animadverting on the Independent Vice-chancellor's conduct in " rais-
ing a troop of sixty horse, beside their officers," speaks thus :

" When those
loyal gentlemen of the West [Col. Penruddock and his friends] made an at-
tempt to redeem their native soil from the bondage of theirCromwellian task-
masters, how did this Cromwellian Doctor, rather like a Major-General than
a Vice-chancellorj carry God in his scabbard, and religion at his&word'.s

K K
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iiion concerning the glorious kingdom of Christ here on earth;"

and he says, in reference to his brother Calvinists, " it seemed
wondrous strange to us, that such an opinion should, after so

many hundred years, be revived ; * and that in so strange a

point I How did he make his beadles exchange their staves for fighting irons!

How did he turn his gown into a cloak, and vaunt it with \miitk powder in

his hair and BLACK in his pocket, threatening every one with disaffection to

the government who would not join with him in his designs ! And so he rode
up and down, like a spiritual Abaddon, breathing out nothing against those
brave souls but rage and fury, slaughter and blood 1" The reader may form
some judgment of the accuracy of this description from the following solitai-y

remark which Mr. Orme has appended,—" Thechargeof carrying a sword
the Doctor repelled by coolly declaring, that, to his remembrance, he 7iever

wore a sword in his lij'e." Vet he probably acted like some of the early Gene
rals of the French Republic, and, to encourage the ardour of his '• troop of

sixty," might shoulder a musket, instead of wearing a sword.
I'he subjoined paragraph contains a curious description of the removal

of the Act from St. Mary's ; it is also a proof that the Restoration brought
with it the same kind of re-action in Academical Exercises as in religious

sentiments :

" July 9, IG(19, In the morni'.ig was celebrated the Encenia of the new
theatre, so magnificently built by the munificence of Dr. Gilbert Sheldon,
Archbishop of Canterbury, in which was spent ,£2.5,000, as Sir Christopher
Wren, the architect, (as I remember) told me ; and yet it was never seen by
the benefactor, my Lord Archbishop having told me that he never did nor
ever would see it. It is in truth a fabric comparable to any of this kind of
former ages, and doubtless exceeding any of the present, as this University

does, for Colleges, Libraries, Schools, Students, and order, all the Universi-

ties in the woi'ld. To the Theatre is added the famous Sheldonian Printing-

house. This being at the Act and the first time of opening the Theatre,
(Acts being formerlykept in St. Mary's church, which might be thought
indecent, that being a place set apart for the immediate worship of God, and
was the inducement for building this noble pile,) it was now resolved to keep
the present Act in it, and celebrate its dedication with the greatest splendour
and formality that might be, and therefore drew a world of strangers and
other company to the University from all parts of the nation." After enum-
erating some preparatory ceremonies, Mr. Evelyn proceeds : "Then fol-

lowed Dr. South, the University's Orator, in an eloquent speech, which was
very long, and not without some malicious and indecent reflexions on the

Roval Society, as underininers of the University, which was very foolish and
untrue, as well as unseasonable. But, to let that pass from an ill-natured

man, the rest was in praise of the Archbishop and the ingenious architect.

"July 10. The next day began the more solemn Lectures in all the faculties,

which were performed in their several schools, where all the Inceptor Doc-
tors did their exercises, the Professors having first ended their reading. The
assembly now returned to the Theatre, where the TerraJilius , (the University

Buffoon,) entertained the auditory with a tedious, abusive, sarcastical rhap-

sody, most unbecoming the gravity of the University, and that so grossly,

that unless it be suppressed, it will be of ill consequence, as I afterwards

plainly expressed my sense of it both to the Vice-chancellor and several heads

of houses, who w«re" perfectly ashamed of it, and resolved to take care of it

in future. The old facetious way of raillying upon the questions was left off,

falling wholly upon persons, so that it was rather licentious lying and railing

than genuine and noble wit. In my life I was never witness of so shameful
entertainment." Evelyn's Diary.

* " I seem to discern a providence of God in causing the opinion of a
thousand years' regnnm snnetorum to be blasted as an error, by the censure

passed upon the Chiliasts, to take men off from fixing their thoughts too

much on that in those days when the accomplishment was so far removed ;

but with purpose to revive it in a more seasonable time, when Antichrist's

kingdom should draw near to an end." Tvvisse's First Letter to Mede.
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manner as now we find^ both amongst us and amongst outland-
ish divines."

The following extract from the Preface to More's Translation
of Mr. Mede's Clnvis Apocolyptica was written by Dr. Twisse,
and will afford the reader a fair outline of Mr. Mede's interpre-
tations of the prophecies that are yet unfulfilled :

" Many shall run (or pass) to andfro, and knowledge shall be
increased. (Dan. xii, 4.) I lighted sometimes on a witty inter-
pretation of this passage in a certain manuscript ; and the inter-
pretation was this :

' That the opening of the world by Navigation
* and Commerce, and the increase of knoivledge, should meet both
* in one time or age.' The observation is juscified by experience,
however divines may judge as they see cause of the congruity
thereof unto Daniel's text. And this increase of knowledge,
which these latter times have brought forth, appears in nothing
more remarkably, than in the interpretation of this mysterious
book, the Revelation of St John.

" The whole body of the Eevelation, for the most part,
being carried along by figurative expressions, it is requisite to
observe the genius of scripture phrase in this kind : Wherein
Mr. Mede excels,* and hereby the sense is cleared in such sort

" When a vein is once found of gold or silver, it makes a man hungry and
greedy to pursue it ; and tlie liingdom of the saints goes heyond all mines
and treasures. O how have you blessed me, and still continue to bless me
with your papers ! I protest unto you, your letters, your conjectures, your
meditations, are the greatest jewels my study contains." Fourtli Letter.
These were the sanguine expressions of a cool metaphysician respecting

the anticipated Millennium, " the accomplishment of which was not far
removed when Antichrist's kingdom drew near to an end," and the trium-
phant Calvinists were about to sit on the throne and to lord it over God's heri-
tage in all the kingdoms of Europe. How powerful then must have been
the impulse which was thus given to the minds of the uninformed populace,
who had been sedulously taught to regard all Arminians, and those who
were conscientiously attached to the rites of the Estabhshed Church as '< an
Antichristian generation i"

* There is not in the English language a higher compliment to Mr. Mede's
chastised invention, sound judgment, and sober views, than the subioined
unbiassed testimony from Bray's 7l/e»io»\so/ i'l'e/j/w : " April 26, \(W. I
went with the Bishop of St. Asaph [the learned Dr. Lloyd] to the Archbishop
at Lambeth, [the amiable and benevolent Sancroft,J where they entered
into discourse concerning the final destruction of Antichrist, both conclud-
ing that the third trumpet and vial were now pouring out. My Lord St.
Asaph considered tlieliiUing of tlie twotvitnesses to be the utterdestruction of
the Cevennes Protestants by the French and the Duke of Savoy, and the other
the Waldenses and Pyrennean christians, who, by all appearance from good
history, had kept the primitive faith from the very Apostles' time till now.
The doubt his Grace suggested was, ' whether it could be made evident that
' the present persecution had made so great an havoc of those faithful peo-
* pie as of the other, and whether there were not yet some among them in
' being who met together, it being stated from the text, (Apoc. xi,) that they
' should both be slain together.'—They both much approved of Mr. Mede's
way of interpretation, and that he only failed in resolving too hastily on the
king of Sweden's (Gustavus Adolphus) success in Germany. They agreed
that it would be good to employ some intelligent French minister to travel as
far as the Pyrennees, to understand the present state of the Church there, it

being a country where hardly any one travels." Evelyn's Diary.

Kk2
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as to give great satisfaction : As, in opening the mystery of Uie

buttle in Heaven, (Rev. xii,) and the casting-down Satan unto

the earth, he shews that states and kingdoms in the world political

are indeed much answerable to the condition of the world natu-

ral, and accordingly represented in scripture. For, as the

world natural consists of heaven and earth, so in each state a

kingdom is found somewhat answerable hereunto, and that is

the NoDiLiTY and Laity. And as in Heaven there are Sun,

Moon, and Stars of lesser and greater magnitude, so in every

kingdom there is a King, and Queen, and Nobles, and that in

great variety of degrees of m<ignitude. And as in earth there

is great variety of creatures, as of trees of various sorts, and of

herbs and flowers; so in the people of any Commonwealth is

From tiie multitude of French Protestants who had then taken refuge in

England to avoid the tyrannical measures consequent on the Revocation of
the Edict of Nanfz, it was not difticult to obtain a French minister who
would embark on the expedition here described. A subsequent quotation
from the same work will explain this matter more fully, and will also serve
to shew that even the Bishop of St. Asaph himseli", though happy in one of
his conjectures, was a more sanguine interpreter of sacred prophecy than
Mr. Mede had been, and therefore committed greater mistakes.
" t/«»i<? l8^/t 1690. Fast-day. Visited the Bishop of St. Asaph. He and

his company's conversation was on the Vaudois in Savoy, who had been
thought so near destruction and final extirpation by the French, being
totally given up to slaughter, so that there were nohopts for them ; but now
it pleased God, that the Duke of Savoy,—who had hitherto joined with the
French in their persecution, Mas now pressed by the French to deliver up
Salu-je and Turin as cautionary towns, on suspicion that he might at last

come into the confederacy of the (Jerman Princes,—did secretly concert
measures with and afterwards declared for them. He then invited these poor
people from their dispersion amongst the mountains whither they had fled,

and restored them to their country, their dwellings, and the exercise of
their religion, and begged jjardon for the ill usage they had received, charg-
ing it on the cruelty of the French who forced him to it. These being the
remainder of those persecuted christians which the Bishop of St. Asaph had
so long afiirmed to be tlie two witnesses spoken of in the Revelation, who
should be killed and brought to life again, it was looked on as an extraordi-
nary thing that this prophesying Bishop should persuade two fugitive minis-
ters of the Vaudois to return to their country, and [should] furnish them
with Twenty Pounds towards their journey, at that %-ery time when nothing
but universal destruction was to be expected, assuring them and shewing
them from the Apocalypse that their countri/mcn should be returned safely to
their country before they arrived. This, happening contrary to all expecta-
tions and ajipearance, did exceedingly credit the Bishop's confidence how
that prophecy of the witnesses should so come to pass, just at the time, and
the very month he had spoken of some years before. 1 afterwards went
with him to Mr. Boyk and Lady Ranelagh his sister, to whom he explained
the necessity of it so fully and learnedly made out, with what events were
immediately to follow viz. the French king's ruin, the calling of the Jews
to be near at hand , but that the kingdom of Antichrist would not yet be utterly
destroyed, till thirty years, when Christ should begin the Millennium, not
as personally and visibly reigning on earth, but that the true religion and
universal peace should obtain through all the world. He shewed how Mr.
Brightman, Mr. Mede, and other interpreters of these events, failed, by
mistaking and reckoning the year, as the Latins and others did, to consist
of the present calculation so many days to the year, whereas the Apocalypse
reckons after the Persian account, as Daniel "did, whose visions St. John ajil

along explains as meaning only the Christian Church." Idem.
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found oreat variety of differences. And upon ibis sfround, and

by this course of interpretation which he taketh, whereas other

-writers give pretty interpretations many times, which the rea-

der perhaps could wish to be true; Mr.Mede, by his grounds and

manner of proceeding, convinceth the reader of the truth of

that sense and meaning of the text which is delivered by him,

even to admiration.
" By New Jcnisidem is meant ' Christ and his raised saints,'

who are called ' the saints whom he shall bring with him.' (1

Thess.iv.) And by the nalions are meant • all the faithful servants

* of God who shall be found here alive at Christ's coming.'* And
I find that, through the want of distinguishing these, the Ancient

Fathers, and particularly Epiphanius, have discoursed very

wildly against the glorious kingdom of Christ here on earth,

yet in just opposition to the Cerinthians, whose guise it was to

discourse very carnally of the glorious kingdom of Christ ; the

consideration whereof moved Austin to relinquish the doctrine

of Clirist's kingdom here on earth, which formerly he embra-

ced, as himself professeth in one of his works, De Civilatc Bci,

where he treats thereof.t

* That Dr. Twlsse and his brother Calvhiists ought not to have appropri-

ated to themselves this charactei-, is very evident by the following extract from

Mr. Mede's Remains ; " Those who shall be partakers of this kingdom are

described to be of two sorts: (I.) Tke deceased M<irti/rii who i\v<\.\\ resume

their bodies and reign in heaven: (2.) Such of the living- as have not wor-

shipped the beast, nor his image, neither have received his ma: K , <ic. 5

these shall reign on earth. Under the second sort of those reigners, together

with the virgin Christians nj the Gentiles, (who are the surrogate Israel,) 1

would in a particular respect understand the naiinn of the Jews, then con-

verted to the faith of Christ ; who, coming in toward the end of the day, may
above all others be said to be those who hadnot worshipped the beast, Si^-c,

which most of the christian Gentiles had done, and therefore at their cleans-

ing are rather described as those that had gotten the victory over the beast,

and over his image, andover his mark, and over the number of his name."

t To the exception, th&t AJr. Alede aff'orded too much countenance to the

Chiliasts, or those who erpect the Millennium on earth, it has been said in

answer by his biographer :
" That what Mr. Mede did herehi cannot bejustly

counted any blemish to his name and honour. For, grant that opinion were

an error, yet, saith he, it hath very much to plead its toleration and their

pardon that hold it. Whatever it be, it passed for a precious truth, even in

the purest and most untainted ages of the Church for the space of above

three hundred years, and had the suffrages of the most eminent doctors that

lived in those times. Nor was it ever discountenanced, till the Church,
recovering breath from her persecutions, began perhaps a little too niucli to

prize her (teace, and, disvaluing her expectations, to set u)) her rest in her

enjoyed traiKiuiility. Not to argue its verisimilitude from the con;onancy it

seems to have with' the many glorious prophecies of Christ's Kingdom in the

Old Testament, which otherwise find many cold interpretations among expo-

sitors,—a man can hardly, without admitting it, make good sense of those

places, in the twentieth and twenty-first chapters of the Revelation, which
x.q\{=, \\<i oi a First and Second Resurrection, and of rt Jerusalem descending

out of heanen from God. Which last seemed to him extremely harsh to

expound of the state of bliss in heaven ; and to make ' descending out of
heaven' to signify ' ascending up thither,' was more absurd than that of the

Canonist, who expounded (.'otislitiumns by y/brogannis. So that he was
compelled by that and many other places, against his iucUuation, to allow

Kk 3
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" What cause have we to bless God for bringing us forth in

these days of light ! May we not apply that of Esay unto these

times ? :
' When darkness covered the earth, and gross darkness

the people, the Lord hath risen upon us, and his glory hath
been seen upon us.'* (1) Not only in respect of the great Refor-

mation wrought in this western part of the world, a hundred
years ago and more : God awaking as it were out of a sleep,

and like a giant refreshed with wine: And the Lord Christ

awaking, and stirring up his strength for the raising vip of
Jacob, and restoring the desolations of Israel, and blessing us

with a resurrection of his gospel, and discovering the man of
sin, and blasting him with the breath of his mouth. (2.) But
also opening the mystery of the slmighler of the nntnesses,\ which
we have just reason to conceive to have been on foot divers

so much of Chiliasm as might make sense of those prophecies
;
yet always

keeping himself from falling into those dotages whicli some of that opinion
fancied, ur at least were charged with: T^either denying any necessary
Catholic verity, nor admitting any thing inconsistent with the analogy of
faith, and submitting his opinion to the judgment of the Church. And,
within these limits, I never yet learned why he, or any other learned man,
may not have the liberty of his own sense, or in such problematical points
should incur any censure for dissenting from others." AIede's Life.

* " What a gracious God do we serve, that hath so well provided for us in

these times and for our consolation so many hundred years ago ! And as he
hath reserved us for these times of light, so he raiseth up some to open these
oracles unto us '. What should man be better for that sweet dew, (honey, I

mean,) if the Lord had not provided such a creature as the bee by natural
instinct to seek after it, and gather it for the use of others, as well as for

themselves? I protest unto you, if I should lie in prison all days of my life,

next unto the consolations of God's Spirit your writings would most refresh

me : Thej' do always dispel melancholy. I desire no better preferment than
you can perform, and that is, to be preferred to acquaintance with your
rarities." Twisse's FAet'enth Letter.

A number of these flattering episodes are to be found in various parts of
the correspondence : Their intention is obvious, but they had not the de-
sired effect upon the integrity of Joseph Mede's spirit. Few men of that age
were entitled to make a declaration similar to that which occurs in one of
his letters to Mr. Hartlib in 1638 ; for he could say with truth, " I confess I

endeavour, as much as 1 can possibly, to subdue myself unto freedom from
prejudice, stiidium partlym, or from a desire to find for this side rather
than that :" And whoever reads another of his declarations in page 519,

will perceive the correctness of this remark. In the same letter to Mr. Hart-
lib, he adds, " The world loves to be deceived rather than to be taught, and
will never entertain any man well that shall deal ingenuously with them.
He must look to have Micaiah's luck : He must say true, and yet not pro-

phesy against Jhab ! If he does, he must to pound and to hard meat for it."

This was, in Mr. Mede's case, the language of experience.

f The following extract, from King James's Paraphrase on the Revela-

tion, displays considerable ingenuity ; he Speaks in the person of St. John,
and says: "(2) The hypocritical and antichristian church shall tread down
and persecute the true church, /o»- the space of two andfin-ty months, or

three years and a half, for it is both one number. This space prescribed by
Christ alludeth to Daniel's prophecy of two times, a time, and half a time

:

For as Daniel meant thereby Hie half of his prophetical week, so Christ

means by this, that the persecution "of this destroyer shall last the half, to

wit, it shall reign about the midst of the last age of"this whole week, which
begins athis incarnation and first coming, and ends at his last coming again,

which, because it is the last period, is here compared to a week.— (3.) But I
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years, not by judicial proceedings only in tlie martyrdom of

God's saints, but by the sword of war, Jirsl in the Loav Coun-

tries, then in France, aflcr that in Bohemia, then in Germany,

(which how long it should continue, Mr. Mede professeth to be

uncertain,) axn\\ow amongst us, ^rs/in Ireland, ^/ze« in Eng-

land, and that by the anti-christian generation, with so mani-

fest opposition unto truth and holiness under a Protestant

Prince as, I think, the like was never known since the begin-

ning of the woi'ld.*

shall give that holy town to two witnesses of mine, who, clothed with sack-

cloth, shall prophesy the space of one thousand, two Isuudred and threescore

days : For, these my successors he shall raise up as witnesses, to wit, a sutti-

cient number of them, (for ' out of the mouth of two or three witnesses

every word is confirmed,'] to witness, that their doctrine is false who perse-

cute the church which he shall give unto them : For he shall make them
their patrons, to defend and feed them by the power of the true word, and

they shall preach repentance to that counterfeit church; and therefore they

are said to be ' clothed in sackcloth.' And, to assure us to our great comfort,

that, in all the time of blindness, God shall ever be raisiug up some of these

two witnesses against the hypocritical destroyer, aud to comfort and confirm

his true church, it is said, thev shall prophesy the number of days that ye

have heard, which is correspondent justly to the months before mentioned,

to wit, they shall not leave off to witness all the timeof the antichnstian

kingdom.— (4.) These witnesses are two green olives, who anoint the elect

with that holy oil; and two candlesticks, (as Christ said, to enlighten the

world with their brightness,) who are set down and do theiroffice, in the pre-

sence of Him who is Lord and Ruler of the earth.— (5.) And if any shall

press to harm them, fire shall come out of their mouths and devour their

enemies : For, whosoever will do ihem any hurt, himself must be slain so,

to wit, the Holy Spirit, who is the fire in their mouth, shall accuse and cause

to be destroyed, vvith the second deatli, all them that either persecute them,

or will not hear or obey their doctrine.— (12.) And they heard a great voice

from the heaven, saying unto them, Come up Idtlier: Then they ascended

up into heaven, and their enemies saw them do so : For although that, dur-

ing the flourishing of this heretical and hypocritical monarchy, the true pas-

tors no sooner appeared than thev were put to death, yet at the last this

monarchy shall begin to decay when the three years, or the three days and a

half thereof, shall be expired : And then shall the Spirit of lifefrom God,

to wit, the Holy Spirit sent from God, work mightier in the latter pastors of

these days, so as in them shall the bv-past martyrs be revived, and their doc-

trine shall take root in the hearts of many ; and their reasons shall be so

pithy, as the antichristian sect and the rest of the world shall know as per-

fectly that thev shall prevail, as if they heard God call them to heaven, to

reward them there for their victory : Neither shall they ha%'e power of their

lives; for God shall move the hearts of many to defend them m such glory

and safety, a^ if they were mounting up to heaven m a cloud, and they not

able to hinder them."
These premises were too general, and the consequences too spiritual, for

the purposes of Dr. Twisse and other Puritans, who called themselves the two

witnesses, a.t\d the reputed Arminians were tJie antichristian beast tliat ascend-

eth out of t/ic l.'ottomless pit, Sfc.

* This is a clear and unequivocal exposure of the views entertained by
Dr. Twisse and the Calvinistic party concerning the persons intended by the

prophetic designation of tlie two witnesses. In their estimation they were
no other than themselves, the Calvinists of Holland, France, Bohemia,
Germany, Ireland and England. In the preceding part of this Appendix,

from page 242to26(), I have given a brief exposition of " the uncommonly
enthusiastical aspect" which was communicated to these Foreign Predesti-

narian Churches, by " the partially successful experiment of the Synod of

Durt, and bv tli'e Elector Palathie's acceptance of the crown of L'ohemia,"
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" After this strange war and slaughter of the witnesses,* which
hasteneth to a period, the continuance of it sliall be but three

years and a half; in which space of time they that dwell on
the eai'th shall rejoice over them and make merry, and send gifts

one to another ; because these prophets tormented them that

dwelt upon the eai-th. But after three days and a half, when the

Spirit of life from God should enter into them, and they stand

upon their feet, great fear should fall upon them which saw them.

which induced them to au^ur propitiously concerning the ultimate aud
speedy establishment of a C'alvinian utiifersal Moiiarchy." i have also
shewn, from page '267 to the close of Appendix D, that though " these
imaginary Calvinistic triumphs severally termiivated in the hopelessness of
despondency, yet a great door of hope was opened to the party in England ;"

and that the English Fredestinarians were not " content to have this ground
of hope in their eye only and to contemplateit 6?/ /«<</(," but, in the language
of Sir Henry Vane, they considered " there was a duty of the day, a gene-
ration-work, respecting the time and circumstances of action in which the
lot of their lives was cast, wliich called upon them to use all lawjul and
ri^/j^eoM* 7«e««5 that were afforded by the good hand of God, through the
i«M'«r</ //§/;.< and knowledge he vouchsafed, aud outward providences and
helps which he cast in, whereby to make way for and to be hasting unto the
coming of tliat day of God." They were not slow or reluctant about adopt-
ing this operative or militant plan, but entered heartily upon its execution.
The expressions of Dr. Twisse ni the text, among the multitude of other wit-
nesses, are in proof of the extraordinary enthusiasm which actuated the
whole fraternity . For he makes all those who had been vexed " by judicial
proceedings," as well as those slain " by the sword of war," to be " God's
saints and martyrs." He tells his readers " that this slaughter of the wit-
nesses, which had been on foot divers years, was then hastening to a
period ;" after which " the Spirit of God should enter into them, they
should stand upon their feet, and great fear should fall ujjon those which
saw them." That part of the prediction which regarded " great fear" was
literally fulfilled ; for, like the followers of Mahomet, who were their bre-
thren ill the belief of Fatalism, they employed the sword for the propagation
of their faith, and put the multitude of their opponents into bodily fear. But
in nearly every other circumstance the prediction failed:—Dr. Twisse did
not hear " a voice from heaven saying unto him, Come ujj hither '," when
he was constituted Prolocutor of the .Assembly of Divines, unless he contented
himself by interpreting to his own advantage the coniinouly-abused maxim
of Fox populi vox Dei .-—The Calvinists did not commence a millenary tran-

quillity, when under their beloved Republic they furiously debated concern-
ing a mutual toleration of their ecclesiastical differences :—And they did
not, either literally or metaphorically, " ascend up to heaven in a cloud in

sight of their enemies ;" but were doomed to resume their much-abhorred
" sack-cloth" as a judicial punishment, aiid, by a striking train of provi-
dential occurrences which no man could then have foretold, were compelled
to sutler a series of distresses and privations, nearly as long in their duratioa
as tliose which they had presumptuously iuflicted on their Arminiau bre-
thren.
From the whale of this correspondence it will appear, that almost all the

Calvinistic divines of eminence in those days were visionary Miilenanans,
and al)used that doctrine in promoting their own vile purposes. 1 could de-
monstrate this from the publications of several of them, as well as from
their private correspondence. It afterwards indeed became the fashion to

<:ast the blame of all this fanaticism upr)n the Fifth-Monarchy men, the
Vanists, &c. who ran into some more egregious extravagancies than tho
earlier Calvinistic Rejjublicaiij. But, in their eaner expectations of the
unmolested enjoyment of a kind of terrestrial paradise, there was no great
difference between the parties.

* In the year 165.5, after nearly all the mischiefs had been comniiited which
are described in a preceding partof tliis Appendix, a quarto volume was pub-
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And a voice shall be heard from heaven saying unto them.
Come up hither ! And they shall ascend up to heaven in a cloud,

lished, entitled, The retihed Man's Meditations, or the Mystery and
Power of Godliness shining forth in the Living U'^nrd to the unmasking the

Mystery of Iniquity in the most refined andpurest Forms, Ufa. In luhich Old
Light IS restoj-ed, and iVew Light justified ; being the ivitness which is given
to this age by Henry Vane, Knight.—This wily old gentleman, who had
studied the points of the political compass to some profitable purpose, could
then inform bis Calvinistic friends that they had been looking in a wrong
direction when they expected the two witnesses to be caught up to heaven in

that age. In chap, xiii. Sir Henry sajs :

" By what hath been sai<l, we may perceive who are meant by the spirit-

ual seed, and how they are described in the scripture as the two witnesses of
God : First, in a more general acceptation as in ail ages they are to have
their heel bruised, and to be slain for the word of God : And then, in a more
particular and restrained sense, as some of them are to comeforth in the lat-

ter days, in the spirit and power of Elijah, to prepare for Christ's second
coming, and then to have their dead bodies for three days and a halfremain
unburied in the great city, spiritually called Sodom and Egypt : Which city,

a% tlie mother of harlots, hath been extant in its spirit and principles, from
the beginning, as well as the profane heathenish world with the powers
thereof, embodied together upon difreriug grounds and interests by the spirit

of the old Dragon, and influenced by hiai as suitable instruments of war and
engines of battery, for the bruising of the heel of the true spiritual seed."
At the close of his 25th chapter, he says: " So that when once it shall

please God to raise up a seed and generation of saints, in whom these marks
of the dyiii^ of the Lord Jesus shall be eminent, to the slaying and bringing
to rest all operating powers and faculties of their natural man, as standing iu

opposition to the Lord of life and glory, and subjecting every high imagina-
tion in them by the cross, to the laying of it and of all the glory of flesh in a
very great measure under the feet of Christ, whereby that which lets [hin-

ders] his glory from appeai-ing unveiled, and hath all this time let, is taken
away ; then will it be known «'/;rt^ the two witnesses are, and that they have
not hitherto so much as Oegun their pr.'p.'iecy in the power of Elijah before-
mentioned : So far are they from being slain '."

The doctrine and language of this man of war, who had been a most potent
enemy both to his friends and his foes, were exceedingly displeasing to his

brethren the Calvinists, but more particularly to the Presbyterians. Richard
Baxter, about the period when this work was published, made frequent vitu-
perative mention of Sir Henry and his foolish disciples. But the doughty
knight, who had been thoroughly initiated in the cant of that age, and had
employed it both in the field and in Council, could say, in his Preface,

—

" Having an opportunity ministered through the relirednessof my condition,
I judged it my duty, amongst that variety of witness in the things of God
which is at this day given forth, to bear also my part, and stand up in my
lot, taking this age to record ttiat I am herein free froyn the blood of all men,
as not having shunned to declare unto them the counsels and truths of God,
that have obtained a large entrance and reception in my heart, as a seed
there sown which is springing up to a perfect day.—Yet how ungrateful a
thing it is to flesh and blood, in the best of us, to be bearing that witness
which seems to carry contention in it with the whole earth !, sending forth a
fire upon all that is earthly, to consume the false rests wherein professors

themselves are apt to take lip, even in that wherein we are allowed only to be
as sojourners ! Yea, what straits are we in, as straitened between two,

—

either to render ourselves guilty of the blood of men, in the age wherein we
live, by holding our peace,—or else to endanger the making ourselves a prey,
by speaking so as to become hatred in the house of our God, and be account-
ed /oo/« and madmen, yea spectacles and wonders even in 'Israel

.'"

Well might this valorous Knight expect opposition ; for, like a number of

equally ill-qualified laymen of that age, he valued highly his own curious
eX|)ositif»ns of scripture, which were mixed up with a large portion of imagi-
nntive Mysticism.
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and their enemies shall behold them. But certainly when that

comes to pass, the same hour there shall be an earthquake, and
the tenth part of the city shall fall. This city undoubtedly is

Rome, which Mr, Mede provcth curiously to be at this day
precisely the tenth part of the city of Rome as it was in St John's
days when this prophecy came forth ; and in the earthquake
shall be slain of men (of names of men) seven thousand, which
Mr. Mede interpreteth 77ien of quality."

There was nothing culpable in the solicitude which Dr.
Twisse manifested to become acquainted with Mr. Mede's inter-

pretations of the prophetical scriptures, provided he had ab-
stained from giving to those interpretations a leaning towards
his own views and desires as a Calvinist, and had not, in oppo-
sition to his author,* applied the Apocalyptic maledictions and

* " His writings bear the impress and character of his peaceable spirit and
life ; for, not a syllable that naturally tends to blow men up into such furious
heats as threaten public disquietnesses and embroilments, is to be found
therein ; as neither in the writings of Justin Martyr, Irenjeus, Cyprian,
and others of utmost Antiquity ; whose doctrine touching this point, as also
their practices, were far from any show of unpeaceableness, far from pro-
voking to any thin^ but to love and good works. As our author himself was
a man of a cool spirit, so likewise is his notion and representation of the Mil-
lennium calm and moderate, not ministering to faction and sedition, to

tumults and subversion of all degrees and orders of superiority in the public.

And assuredly the happiness of the Millennial state shall take place in the
world without that disorder and confusion which some men have extrava-
gantly imagined ; men of unhallowed minds and consciences, ivho, judging
of things according to the lusts of ambition and love of the world reigning
in them, have depraved and stained this primitive tenet,—the ancient,
sober, and innocent notion of the kingdom of Christ, as likewise every
other mystery, with not a few carnal conceits and intolerable fancies of their

own : And thus ' unto them that are defiled is nothing pure.' (Titus i.) Nor
shall those ' times of cool refreshing' ever be brouglu in by hot fanatic zea-
lots, ' men set on fire,' in the Psalmist's phrase, and ready also to ' set on
fire the course of nature,' as St. James speaks, such as are skilful only to

destroy and overturn. And therefore the temper and frame of their spirit

being perfectly contrary to the temper and equality of those better times, tliey

are thereby rendered uncapable either of furthering and hastening the feli-

cities of the New Heavens and Earth, or of enjoying them when the New
Jerusalem shall be come down from God out of heaven, and the tabernacle
of God shall he with men. For the primary character of that Future State

being universal righteousness and good-will, piety and peace, it naturally
follows, that they who are men of embittered passions and of a destroying
spirit, altogether devoid of civility, gentleness and moderation, kindness
and Ijenignity towards men, and altogether unacquainted with what is

lovely, decorous, venerable, praise-worthy, equitable and just, can have
no part or lot in this matter,
" As for any other representation of our author's notion of the Millennium,

which is ' earthly, sensual and devilish,' our author had nothing to do with it,

nor with the patrons thereof : 'His soul came not into their secret.' And
therefore if any ill-tempered persons, men of wild principles and practices,

should abuse his name to the countenancing of any bad purposes and selfish

designs, (as Antinoinians have in like manner abused the names of some
ancient Protestant worthies to the gracing of their own unwholesome opi-

nions.)—if any unlearned and unstable souls wrest St. John's Apocalypse
and the Prophetical Scriptures, (as well as some did, in St. Peter's time,
' the things hard to be understood' in St. Paul's Epistles, and do so still,)

—

they shall bear their own condemnation, they do it to their own destruction.
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woes to Arminians, and others, many of whom were better

christians and of a more amiable spirit than himself. Divine

Providence then permitted the experiment of a reputed holy-

republic to be made in this comitry,* and undoubtedly intended

But, in the meanwhile, St. John, St. Paul, and the Prophetical Scriptures,

are holy, harmless, and without fault : Nor ought our author and those Pro-

testant'writers to bear the blame of other men's misapprehensions or mis-

doings, but let every men bear his own burden. It is no new thing, but hath

been anfusual artifice of worthless men, to derive some reputation to their

opinions and practices from the pretended authority of some worthy and
excellent writers : And we are the less to wonder at it, since they have not

spared in the same kind to abuse the Divinely-inspired Prophets and Apos-

tles. Yet should not this abuse of St. John's Apocalypse and other prophe-

cies be deemed a sufficient ground to dissuade from the study of the Prophe-

tical scriptures, no more than the abuse of some passages in St. Paul's Epis-

tles to Antinomianism and evacuating of the law should be of force to take

men off from the study of St. Paul's writings. Nay, rather should all serious

and judicious persons, out of an holy indignation against such wrongful

perverting of the holy oracles of God, excite and oblige themselves unto a

more studious enquiry and diligent search into the genuine meaning of those

scriptures ; that thereby they may be the better enabled to detect the false-

hood of those glosses which men of corrupt minds have for their own ends

put upon them, and, by discovering the true importance and scope of such

prophecies, put to silence those me'n of noise and confidence rather than of

reason and judgment. And certainly this would be the happy effect of such
studious diligences : For they should find, that St. Paul's Epistles aflbrd no
favourable countenance to Antinoniian principles, nor do in the least dispa-

rage the indispensable necessity of internal righteousness and uniform obe-

dience to the Divine Law. It should also appear to them, that St. John's

Apocalypse contains nothing that may in the least encourage to disobedience

and disorder ; but on the contrary represents christian kings and princes

under a fair character, as friends to the holy and beloved city, the new Jeru-

salem, (Rev. xxi, 24,) but enemies to the whorish city, the mystical Baby-
lon, which they shall hate and make desolate. (Rev. xvii, 16.}. Thev shall

do it ; not the people without their princes, but kings with the help of their

subjects ; so hard a work requiring many hands, and the concurrence of

several aids." Mede's Life.
* The judicious Hooker has severely animadverted upon the absurd politi-

cal consequences which the Calvinists ofthat period deduced from the closing

verses of the I49th Psalm, To bind their kings v^ith chains, and theirnobles

withfetters of iron : to execute upon them the]judgment written, &,"c. I am
much pleased with Dr. Adam Clarke's excellent Comment on that Psalm,
in which he answers the following objection :

".'But do not these last verses contain a promise, that all the nations of the
" earth shall be brought under the dominion of the Church of Christ ; that all

" heathen and ungodlif Kings shall be put down, and 2nous men put in their

"places?"—"I do not think so," says the doctor. " I believe God never

intended, that his church should have the civil government of the world. His
church, like its Founder and Head, will never be a ruler and divider among
men. The men who, under pretence ofsuperior sanctity, affect this, are not

of God. The truth of God is not in them ; they are puffed up with pride, and
fall into the condemnation of the devil. PFoe unto the inhabiters of the earth,

when the cJiifrch takes the civil government of the world into its hands !

Were it possible that God should trust religious people with civil government,

anarchy would soon ensue ; for every professed believer in Christ Avould con-

sider himself on a par with any other, and with every other believer—the

RIGHT TO RULE, and the neces.sitv to obey would be immediately lost, and
every man would do what was right in his own eyes • For, where the grace of

God makes all equal, who can presume to say, ' I have Divine Authority to

governmyfellows.^'—The Church of Rome has claimed this right; and the

Pope, in consequence, became a secular prince . But the nations of the
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that its disastrous issue should be a warning to the nations not

to infringe the royalties of Heaven hy assigning the pre cise limefor
the accomplishment of particular events predicted in God's Holy Word,
to which perverse and designing men gave a plausiljle meaning, and
under it concealed their own secular and corrupt designs* But
this will be still more clearly perceived in the sequel.

world have sceu the vanity and iniciuity of the claim, and refused allegiance.

Those whom it did govern,—with force and cruelty did it rule them ; and the
odious yoke is now universally cast oft'. Certain ent/iu.tiusts and /ii/pocrites,

not of that church, have also attemjUed to set up a JiftJi Monarchy, a civil

government by //<e Saints!—and diabolic saints they were. To such preten-
ders, God gives neither countenance nor support. The secular, and the spiri-

tual government, God will ever keep distinct : And the church shall have no

Eower but that of doing good; and this, only in proportion to its holiness,

eavenly-mindedness, and piety to God."
Inthis paragraph Dr. Clarke does not convey any intimation, that pious

laymen may not appropriately engage in the executive government of a king-
dom or commonwealth : Such persons are indeed the best pilots for directing

the helm of state, and weathering the storm of contending human interests,

both in the body politic at home and in its relations with foreign countries.

The Doctor alludes to the practice of those who called ttiemselves and all of
their own party " a holy nation" and "a peculiar people," but vvho«ere
far from shewing their title to this sacred character by being "zealous of

good works." On the contrary, they persecuted and oppressed all those who
could not pronounce their Shibboleth, or who would not run with them into

the same excess of riot ; and thus they became " diabolic saints," enthusi-

astic and hypocritical " pretenders !"

* As a kind of counter-part to the sound doctrine of the preceding note,

the following extract from Sir Henry Vane's Retired Man's Meditations, will

afford a specimen of the manner in which the men of var and their republi-

can chaplains excited in the minds of their retainers fresh hopes of ultimately

obtaining their romantic desires.

In his 24th Chapter, on tlie Primitive Cmistitution and Right Use of Ma-
gistracy, he propounds the subjoined doctrine : " Whereas it is said in this

place, ' all rulers must be brought at last to serve Christ and his people, yea,
' to serve Christ in his people,' it doth not only mean earthly tlirones amongst
men, but the very heavenly thrones of angels themselves, who are made sub-

ject unto Christ and the true spiritual seed, that are the right heirs of salva-

tion, unto v)hnm even the angels are appointed ministering spirits ; who yet,

as we have shewed, are the highest lords and rulers of this world under
Christ, those that execute his commands, in all parts and places of his domi-
nion throughout the whole world ; being those that are higher than the

highest rulers amongst men,and that know how to bring redress of grievances

and restoration ui judgment i7i a province, when it is violently perverted by
the uncontrollable force and power of man, then in authority and rule there.

(Eccles. V, 8.) The angels then under Christ are the highest pouers in this

world, whose thrones, and dominions, andprincipalities, are invisible, yet are
influencing to all visible powers whatsoever, steering them to the end Christ

hath appointed, whatever the intentions, designs, and interests of the instru-

ments are : And all visible powers are the next subordinate thrones and
dominions unto them, &c.

—
'riiese powers are fia\d to he ordaisied of God.

(Rom. xiii, 1,) and are likewise called the ordinance ofman, (1 Peter ii, 13,14)

both which ingredients are therefore requisite to (he settinp^up of magis-
tracy amongst men in its right constitution and exercise. For men in their

creation and birth are made of one blood, all the nations of men, (Acts xvii,

2(),) and so are equal, and cannot therefore be distinguished and fixed in such
tlifferent conditions and capacities of rulers and subjects, but by God's ordi-

nance and to serve some holy and glorious end of his. Nor is the subjection

which God retiuires irrational and merely implicit, but rational aud voluntary,

unto which men are to be led, not only by the awe aud fear oftiod unto wlioui

it is they pay a duty, but they are alsio to be won and persuaded by the sense
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When Dr. Twisse had obtained all the knowledge that he
desired concerning the Millennium, knowing that Mr. Mede had
been lately appointed chaplain to his Grace the Archbishop of

of their common good and benefit thereby; which, in whatever forms the

government be administered, (that in themselves, simply considered, are all

lawful and innocent,) doth difference/Ms^ and righteous rule and government
over men, from a tyranny and subjection unto private will and lust, which is

none of God's ordinance^ but the abuse of it. When lust thus creeps into

magistracy, which in itself is the good creature and ordinance of God, it

knows how to engender to bondage and tyranny, which God for a punishment
brings upon theuatious of the world, and suffers ; but it is no part of the pri-

mitive institution of a right magistracy.
" Men may lawfully arrive and attain unto this office and dignity, either in

an ordinary way through tlie endeavours and free choice of men, or extraor-
dinarily by the immediate call of God himself to the exercise thereof, making
those that are to obey willingiy subject in that day of his power.—Therefore
we are not to conceive, as most are apt to do, that man, in his innocent state

and sinless nature, stood in no need of this office of magistracy ; for it is not
only useful to restrain from unrighteousness and disorder occasioned by sin

and the fall, but also to conserve and maintain men in the good order and
right disposition of things, wherein by their creation they were placed, in a
preventing way unto the disorder and danger that lust threatens, and is ready
to introduce upon man in his mutable righteous and holy state. And in this

way of exercise it will be upheld by Ciirist during his reign on earth the
thousand years, when with the whole creature it shall be restored from the
bondage of corruption into the glorious liberty of the sons of God, and be
made subservient to the right heirs of salvation, whereby kings shall become
nursing fathers, and rulers nursing mothers to the church, bringing the
glory and power of all nations into it ; so as all nations shall walk in the light

of the New Jerusalem, before which all the kings ot the earth shall stoop
and be made to yield homage and subjection, as not abie to resist the wisdom
and power of God there shining forth ; but from the conviction and demon-
stration flowing thence, shall conform, whether they will or not, to the
righteous rule of this government of Christ, who thereby binds their kings in
chains and their nobles in fetters of iron, causing them to fall down and yield
themselves up in submission thereunto ; or else to be burnt up like thorns in
the fire, as they shew themselves resisters thereof : This being the honour
which all the saints shall have,—in this manner to prevail over and subdue all

their enemies and opposers. (Psalm cxlix.)
" And if it be here demanded, • Whether the Sainis of God are to content

' themselves with having this in their eye only, and with the contempla-
' tion of it by faith, as the thing which'Christ will bringabout in his own
'time, in despight of all opposition?' It is answered, Though the saints
should sit down in faith and patience, waiting to see this promise accom-
plished by the immediate power and hand of Christ, without entertaining
any solicitude in reference to other means, they should not be disappointed
nor fall short of their expectations at the last. But, Secondly, there is a
duty of the day, a generation-work, respecting the time and circumstances of
action in which the lot of our life is cast, which calls upon us to use all lawful
and righteous means that are afforded by the good hand of God, through the
inward light and knowledge he vouchsafes, and outward providences and
helps which he casts in, whereby to make way for and to be hasting unto the
coming of that day of God, &c. Our part is the same therefore in this, as in
the practice of other righteous duties appertaining to us, the perfection
whereof we cannot expect until the redemption of the body ; and yet we are
to be using all lawful means and endeavours to come as near the primitive
pattern and rule as we can, in our whole practice throughout. In this lesson,
the Lord Jesus hath given cause to many of these nations in these late years
to be great proficients, by the experiences which he hath afforded them, step
by step, for the learning of his will and mind therein : Who hath not emp-
tied us from vessel to vessel without some teachings thereby what was bad and
fit to be left behind, nor without some dawnings and intimations of what is
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Canterbury, he began a controversy with him about bowing

towards Ui,e allar, the sanctitij of churc/ics, &c. as he informs us

himself in the note, page 501. In answer to his queries on
this subject, Mr. Mede says :

" I confess I have not been unac-

quainted with speculations in things of this nature : They were
my eldest thoughts and studies, full twenty years ago, and the

good, and is yet before us to be prosecuted and followed after.—Which who-
ever shall impartially and sincerely weigh the cause and interest which the
good people of this nation have all along engaged in, (as well in reference to

their civil liberties or interests of men as men, as to their christian liberties

as *a«w^.v,) cannot but acknowledge : Nor therefore can they vet remove tlie

persuasion thoroughly out of their minds, that God, whohatfi brought on the
work thus far, should leave it here, when it is come (as it were) uuto the
birth, and is upon the very anvil to be formed into what may answer the true
ends of magistracy and common good of men : Unto which if there were yet
applications made in a way of righteousness and in the fear of the Lord,
good men and God's own people might not despair of being taught by God
and enabled through his power to grow up to thai wherein, \\kQ. faithful
servants unto Christ, they might receive encouragement from their Lord at
his coming," &c.
Every one who knows the chagrine which Vane felt on perceiving the

ambitious intentions of Cromwell, will be at no loss to interpret several of
the mysterious expressions in this quotation, which certainly do not admit of
an interpretation lavourable to the Protector's designs. Indeed, he had rea-
sons to believe that Cromwell suspected his fidelity, for as early as 1651 he
thus addresses him, in a letter which contains an allusion to his mystic prin-
ciples, that, in his own estimation, were " too high to be fathomed even by"
Cromwell: " Till then, (whenever it pleases God we meet,) let me desire

you, upon the score of ancient friendship that hath been between us, not
to give ear to the mistakes, surmises or jealousies of others, from what
hand soever, concerning your brother Heron, but to be assured he answers
your heart's desire in all things, except he be esteemed even by you in prin-
ciples too high to fathom ; which, one day, 1 am persuaded, "will not be so

thought by you, when, by increasing with the increasings of God, you shall

be brought to that sight and enjoyment of God in Christ which passes all

knowledge, and into which the wonderful appearances of God in these times
doth directly lead and tend, as to the end of all those shakings and removals
of things that are made, which these late years have produced."—Like many
of his plotting Republican friends. Sir Henry was purposely ambiguous, yet
in the worst etTusions of his moody wildness maybe traced the latent reasons
of a wary politician. However, his " ancient friend" Cromwell did " give
ear to the surmises of others" and for his own security sent the old Knight,
soon afterwards, as a prisoner to Carisbrooke Castle.

Many persons were deeply imbued with the spirit of fanaticism which is

described in this note, and for several years afterwards attended to such
advice as Vane has tendered, in being on " the look-out" for providential

circumstances that might favour their wishes. Under the date of " April

24, 16!)4," that honest old chronicler, John Evelyn, Esq. tells us : "A great
rising of the people in Buckinghamshire, on the declaration of a famous
preacher, (till now reputed a sober and religious man,) that our Lord
Christ, appearing to him on the Kith of this month, told )\\va he was now
come doivn, and trould appear publicly at Pentecost, and gather all the

saints, Jews and Gentiles, and lead them to Jerusalem, and begin the Mil-
lennium, and, destroying and judging the tvicked, deliver the government of
the wm-ld to the saints. Great multitudes followed this preacher ; divers of

the most zealous brought their goods and considerable sums of money, and
began to live in imitation of the primitive saints, minding no private con-
cerns, continually dancing and singing Hallelujah night and day. This
brings to mind what I lately happened to find in Alstedius, that the thou-

sand years should begin this very year lft)4 .• It is in his Encyclopedia
BiBLicA ; my copy of the book printed near sixty years ago."
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argument of my Concio ad Clcrum when I commenceil Bache-
lor of Divinity, and before I was any proficient in the Apoca-
lypse. And, it may be, I have had so many notions that way
as would have made another man a Dean, or a Prebend, or
something else, ere this. But the point of the Pope's being Anti-
christ, as a dead fly, mai-red the savour of that ointment.* And,
besides, I am no practitioner nor active, but a speculator only :

But, I am afraid, there are others as much in fault, which prac-
tise before they know. I suppose you have heard something this

way, and thence took occasion to move this question to me :

Which is the reason I have told you this long tale by way of
preface, lest you might think I had made the bent of the times
the rule of my opinions. But if I did so, I should quickly
renounce my tenet of the Apocalyptical Beast, which I know
few men here so hardy with us as to profess they believe, yea
or would fain do. But alas ! that, I am so ill-advised, I cannot
do withal ! And, I thank God, I never made any thing hitherto
the caster of my resolutions but reason and evidence, on what
side soever the advantage or disadvantage fell. Besides, it fell

out happily, that the times when my thoughts were exercised
in those speculations, were times of better awe than now they
are ; which preserved me from that immoderation into which I

see divers now run, whether out of ignorance or some other
distemper I cannot tell." He then proceeds to give some good
reasons for a greater observance of sanctity in God's worship,
than was generally practised by the Puritans.

In the Doctor's reply,among other things, he says: " Somewhat
I have heard another way, which hath made me recount my own
fortunes in resemblance unto yours. For, sometimes I have been
censured for a Puritan, sometimes for a good fellow : My preach-
ing, as in opposition to Popery, was opportuned to undergo
the one censure before persons Popishly affected ; and my free
conversation in the enjoying of my friends, (yet, I thank God,
without all scandal,) hath exposed me to the other, and that
from the same mouths, not judging indifferently, but upon
particular, and those unjust, distates practising to disgrace me.
I see our fortunes have not been much unlike ; I trust we shall

* In the note page 502, it is shewn what compliances were made by Dr.
Cosin to the prejudices of the Protestant ladies in the court of Queen Hen-
rietta. It must also be recollected, that her Majesty was sister to the French
monarch, who, according to the statement in page 290-4, " ordered his
Protestant subjects to refrain, in their sermons and writings, from calling
the Pope Antichrist." No wonder therefore can be expressed at Archbishop
Laud's attempts to introduce the same forbearing practice among the
English divines, when he had manifested his approbation of the pacific
measures of Cardinal Richelieu and Grotius. And it is highly creditable
both to Mr. Mede and to his patron, that, notwithstanding the wishes of the
latter on this point, the former should not hesitate to assign to the Romaa
Pontiff his proper Jntic/iristian designation, and should not by that and
similar acts lose the favour of the Archbishop. This is a strong proof of
Mr. Mede's integrity and of the magnanimity of the Archbishop's spirit.
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love mutually so much the more.—Things lawful in themselves

become unlawful by accident ; as when they are superstitiously

practised/' though not by ourselves
;
yet, by concurring in the

same act, we may scandalize by countenancing the superstitions

of others. And, I willingly profess, I fear superstition hereby
will creep on in a conceit as if God were better served by wor-
shipping him towards the altar than otherwise : The contrary

whereunto were it publicly professed, I should be the less

solicited with such fears."

In Mr. Mede's next letter, he answers several new questions

which the Doctor had proposed. Amongst other observations

he makes the following, concerning the objection that our Savi-

our ate the Passover, and inslituted the holy supper, in a common
place, in an iiin : " What needed there any altar or place of
relative presence, where the Son of God, the Heavenly Altar

and Holy of Holies, was himself present in person ? Is not the

temple of God there, where He is .^ And what altar was so

holy as his sacred hands.?"—To the question, Why, in the pos-

ture of our adoration of the Divine Majesty, more respect should

be had to the altar or holy table, than either to the font or pufpit,

seeing they also are places of God's presence as ivcU as the other ?,

Mr. Mede replies: " Suppose tiiey be so: Yet, when there are

many, why should not that which hath the principality draw
this respect unto it? For it ought to be considered, that the

Eucharist is the rite of our address imto God the Father in the

New Testament, wherewith we come before him, to offer unto
his Divine Majesty our thanksgivings, supplications, and prai-

ses in the name of his Son Jesus Christ crucified for us ; that

is, it is not only a sacrament, but, as the Ancient Church
used to speak, a sacrifice also. The mystery of which rite, the

Fathers and Primitive Christians took to be this : That as Christ,

by presenting his death and satisfjiction to his Father, continu-

ally intercedes for us in heaven ; so the church on earth sem-
blably approaches the throne of grace, by representing his

death and passion to his Father in these holy mysteries of his

body and blood.—So that, to approach God with this rite, was
to do it by way of commemoration or renewing of a covenant
with him, and as much as to say, Ranemhcr thy Covenant, which
is the foundation of all invocation. For, what hath man to do
with God, to beg any favour at his hands, unless he be in

* In a subsequent letter, Mr. Mede gives the following reproof of this ex-
cessive inclinatioi) of the Calvinists to discover superstition in circumstances
in which it never had an existence: " St. Gregory's church, you say, is

going down, at least is to t)e built clseivhere : but we never yet heard the lilte

of the Lord's day. No ! ["Have we not ?] But 1 have : namely, that a great
man in the Reformation had once a consultation to have translated the
Lord's-day unto Thursday, upon pretence to take away superstition. And
though that consultation succeeded not, yet he is known to have been no
great friend to the hallowing thereof. How true this is, 1 know not ,- peree*

aiilhorcsjides cslo I liut such a thing 1 have read, I can assure you."
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covenant with him? Whereby appears the reason why mankind,
from the beginning of the world, used to make their address

unto their God by this rite of sacrificing, viz. ritu fcederali.

And this is that which the Ancient Church did, and supposed
our Lord intended they should do, in the holy Eucharist of his

death and passion ; which therefore they called the New or

Christian Sacrijice : A definition whereof (as it consists of the

rite and action both together) may be framed out of those words
of Mr. Perkins, ' an oblation of thanksgiving and prayer to
' God the Father, through Jesus Christ, and his sacrifice on
* the cross, commemorated and represented in bread and
* wine.'* This is a point of great moment and consequent,

worthy to be looked farther into by all the learned of the Re-
formed religion; lest, whilst we have deservedly abolished that

prodigious and blasphemous sacrifice of the Papists, wherein
Christ is again hypostatically offered to his Father, v/e have not
(but very implicitly and obscurely,) reduced that ancient

commemorative sacrifice of Christians ; wherein that one sacri-

fice of Christ upon the cross v/as continually, by that sacred,

rite, represented and inculcated to his Father, his Father put in

mind thereof by those monuments set before him ; wherein we
also testified our own mindfulness thereof unto his sacred Ma-
jesty, that so he would for his sake, according to the tenour of
the New Covenant in his blood, be favourable and propitious
unto us miserable sinners. These premises considered, the
answer to your demand is plain and easy, namely, because ado-
ration is an act of address and of tender of honour unto God,
and therefore most fitly to be performed at or toward the place
of our address, which is the altar, whereat anciently as the
sacrament of the Eucharist, so the whole devotions of the
church were performed and presented to the Divine Majesty.
The Pulpit is the place where God speaks to us, not we to him

:

The Fotit. is the place where he reaches his favours unto us, in
accepting us to be his servants : not where, being initiated, we
offer our spiritual sacrifice and service to him. You must under-
stand me here to speak according to the ancient manner of the

* Mr. Mede's remarks on this subject are exceedingly important ; but they
have been abused and misapplied by Drs. Hickes and Heylin. The manner
iu which the Fathers spoke about it may be discerned by the following ex-
tract from Mr. Mede's large treatise on the Christian Sacrijice, which con-
tains many similar quotations from the Ancients :

"In a word, the sacrifice of christians is nothing but that one sacrifice of
Christ, once oifered upon the cross, again and again commemorated: Which
is elegantly expressed by those words of St. Andrew, recorded in the history of
his Passion, written by the Presbyters of Achaia, where ^Egeas the Proconsul
requiriog of him to sacrifice to Idols, he is said to have answered thus :

' OmnijJotenti Beo, qui mius et verus est , i^y. I sacrifice daily to Almighty
< God, but what ? not the smoke of frankincense, nor the flesh of bellowing
* bulls, nor the blood of goats. No ; but I offer daily the unspotted Lamb of
' God, on the altar of the cross : whose flesh and blood though all the faith-
' ful eat and drink of, yet after all this notwithstanding, the lamb that was
' sacrificed remains entire and alive still.' This riddle, though /Egcas the
Proconsul were not able to unfold, I make no question but you are : and here
1 conclude."—Mede's Christian Sacri/ice.

L L
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Church. And thus far I have adventured to discover my
thoughts in this nice and doubtful argument, presuming upon
the experience I liave formerly had of your judgment, freedom,
and ability of discerning, especially of your affection and good
opinion of myself. You may guess, my thoughts have not been
a stranger to things of this nature. You will admire perhaps,
they were no hindrance to my Apocalyptical speculations, and
how I could so easily, being possessed with such tenets, believe

the Popedom to be the Beast, and Rome the Whore of Babylon ;
seeing, in the apprehension of the most, these things accord
not well together. But this seeming incompetibility will soon
vanish, if you consider that in all my meditations I make the
apostacy of the visible chureh to consist, not in Judaism,* but in

Gentilism; the constant character of the Apocalyptical allegories

warranting and first suggesting this conceit, where namely I

observed Judaism to bear the type of the true church, and
Gentilism of the false."t

* This is the solution of the mystery, why Mr. Mede could both call the
Pope Antichrist, and yet could plead for decent order in the services of God's
sanctuary. One of the subjects of dispute, between the advocates of Episco-
pacy and those of Independency and Presbyterianism, lies in the degree of
conformity or non -conformity of many early christian observances to the Jew-
ish ritual and ceremonies. In this view, therefore, Mr. Mede's speculations
could not be very agreeable to those men who attempted to diminish the
splendour and extinguish the glory of the purest and most apostolical church
upon earth, and who introduced for a season a less splendid ecclesiastical

regimen, which obtained favour neither from God nor man.

f The concluding paragraph of this long letter is very important, and as
Dr. Twisse afterwards animadverts on a part of it, it is here subjoined :

" Jltius hoc animo meo insedit, [but this consideration is still more deeply
fixed on my mind,] that the Reformed Churches, out of extreme abomina-
tion to idolatry, have, according to the nature of men, incurred some guilt

before God afxerpia rrjs avdo\Krjs [through the excess of their antipathy]
by taking away the distinction almost generally between things sacred and
profane ; and that they shall one day smart for it. But the prejudices here-
about are so great, that I have little hope to persuade others to my opinion :

Yet I could say much for it ; and, if it be well observed, the present judg-
ments of God upon the Reformation do insinuate some such thing. Let the
godly-wise consider it. Divine Judgments have usually some brand or

stamp upon them, which points at the sin for which they are inflicted : You
may call it a sin-mark. If the passages and ground of the continuance of

this German war be well considered, would not a man think they spake that

of the apostle, Tliou, that hatest idols, dost thou commit sacrilege ? But 1

dare go no further : It may be, I have said too much already, for, I well

know, the way that I go pleaseth neither party ; the one loves not, that the

Pope should be Antichrist : nor the other to hear, that tliese things [rites and
ceremonies] should not be Popery."
This was written in 1635, and contains an evident allusion to the bellige-

rent German Calvinists, who became implicated in the fate of the unfortu-

nate king of Bohemia, whose imprudent and ill-timed zeal against " idols"

is recorded iu page 244, and in whose favour the king of Sweden had then

appeared. (Page 248) . Mr. Mede's remarks were so obvious and just, being

supported by facts that had then recently transpired, as to depress Dr.
Twisee's mind, and to diminish those sanguine hopes about the final triuniph

of Calvinism which he had never ceased to entertain. When his attention

was expressly directed to the point, he could not deny the appearance of the

finger of God in the matter, although in his reply he attempted to parry the

consequences in the following manner :
*' That which you touch concerning

tlie German war, and the causes of it, and the sin-mark, I willingly profess

doth make me melancholic ; for I cannot but sympathize with them. Yet

J
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This is only a part of Mr. Mede's able reply, which had the
effect of silencing at that time the scruples of Doctor Twisse,
who thus expresses his satisfaction : " I am somewhat of a
moi-e cheerful spirit than when I wrote my last. I have gotten
more liberty of spirit to consider your large discourse, [^the

preceding letter,]] savouring of great learning, no less Judgnieni,
and a distinctive apprehension of' thinss of good importance, and
that, not in my judgment only, but in the judgment of others ;

though all require serious and further consideration. And, for
mine own particular, I cannot but reflect upon myself, how
deeply I am beholden unto you for entrusting me in so liberal

a manner with these your speculations. We can never offend
in putting difference between the holij and j)rofane ; neither can
we offend in presenting ourselves too reverently at the Lord's
table. Never was the Mercy-seat so well known in the days of
the Old Testament, as in these days of the New. We now
behold the glory of the Lord with openface ; and accordingly our
Saviour tells us, the Lord requires the true worshippers should
worship him in Spirit and Truth, in distinction from worship-
ping him either at Jerusalem, or in the Mount the woman
spake of: And in this kind of worship we cannot exceed. But
as for outward gestures, I doubt I shall prove but a novice as
long as I breathe ; and we affect not to make ostentation of our
devotion in the face of the world, the rather because thereby
we draw upon ourselves the censure of hypocrisy ; and some-
times if a man lifts up his eyes, he is censured for a Puritan:
And, I confess, there is no outward gesture of devotion which
may not be as handsomely performed by as carnal a heart as
breathes. I am confident, you are far from studia partium. So
should we be all, and be ambitious of nothing but of the love
and favour of God, and of our conformity to him in truth and
holiness."

But this was far too liberal to proceed from Dr. Twisse : In
many of his whims he was was influenced by the opinions of
other divines of theCalvinistic brotherhood, which existed prior to
that period, as a regular confederacy, and which wasnot broken till

it had effected the ruin both of Church and State.* In the letter

although, as I understood when I was in the Palatinate, none was more free
from such sacrilegious courses than the Palatine, [then nominally king of
Bohemia,] not only Bishoprics but even Monasteries continuing there of his
ancestors' foundation

; yet have they suffered as much as any, both first and
last, if not much more."—The whole of this palliation rests upon what Dr.
Twisse " understood," that is, upon mere report when he was at the Court
of Heidelberg.
* The reader has had opportunities of tracing this confederacy in other parts

of the volume. Everj; thing was done according to counsel and mutual
advice. Dr. Twisse gives intimations of this in several of his letters, beside
the one quoted in the text. "Not only myself," says he on one occasion,
" but divers others, as Mr. W. of Dorchester and Mr. T. of Salisbury, and
others,—all of us have been exceedingly taken with your chapel-exercises."
In page 502, he also names " Mr. Stephen Marshall, tliat worthypreacher,"
among "others who highly commended Mr. Mede's discourse as a choice
piece."—These, and the rest to whom allusion is made, were the greatest
enemies of the Established Church, and mighty sticklers for Calvinism.

Ll2
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just qnotedj after stating " the judgment of others" respecting

Mr. Mede's defence of certain rites, he adds. '• all require seri-

ous and further consideration." And this consideration they
soon obtained ; for. without waiting for Mr. M.'s reply, he
wrote a long letter, containing many ensnaring questions, which
are prefaced thus :

** Yet have I not done with your large letter

coHceming temples and chars. Since the writing of my last,

whilst I was reading that large letter of yours to some divines,

who were much taken with admiration at the learning contained

therein, in an argument wherein we had been so little versed,*

—

I say. in the reading of it, I observed one thing of which in all

my former reading; I took no notice ; and that is, in these

words :
' This is a point of great moment and consequence,

worthy to be looked into by all the learned of the Reformed
' religion,' &c- rS?e the whole jmssage quoted in page 551.]]

In the close of that large letter of yours, you signify that you
reserve one thing, lest it might undergo censure ; which, other-

wise, you would communicate. Good sir, you have no cause to

distrust my censure. I hear, by Mr. B., it is concerning Come-
* ^Tieu he had consulted " ~ome divines," he altered his friendly tone,

and in^enuooilv confessed, as in other passag-es, his ignorance of the dis-

pute c^ncemiag " temples and altars." lu the arfumeut of that case, he
and his friends had cenainlv "been little ^-e^5ed;" for it turned much
upon authorities from the Christian Fathers, and the usages of the Ancient
Church, in which, every one knows, the latter Puritans were not equal to

the learned champions of .\nnquity and Episcopacv". One of the chief rea-
sons for this is given, in the note page 42^i—i34 ; and Dr. Twisse had this

defect, in common with the great majority of his predestinarian brethren.
An extensive acqaaintance with the writings of the Christian Fathers, did
Dot constitute a part of his qualifications ; his few quotations from them are
of the most ordinary description, and discover none of that personal inti-

maty with " those'mighty dead" which we perceive at one glance in the
original and recondite observarions of ?uch men as Archbishop Usher and
Mr. Mede, to both of whom, in cases of difficulty about the topics which
were then under discussion, Dr. Twisse was in tfie habit of applying.—The
fallowing concluding remark, from Mr. Mede's answer to the Seventh Letter
of Dr. Twisse, is exceedingly appropriate, especially in relation to the in-

adequate acquaintance of tne Calviuistic divines with the usages of the An-
cient Church :

—" For 1 see so many things requisite yet for the undei^tandmg
of this discourse, that it would require a volume to give satisfaction herein.
But you desired but to know what I thought of Genujiexio versjis altetre,

and I think J have told you. I know not how you will like it : I know how
full of prejudice in these things most of our divines are. But I am verily

p-ersuaded, that the notions of Antiquity hereabout are so far from being
followed, that they are quite forgotten and unknown."
But Dr. Twisse could with truth employ the general excuse of bis Predes-

tinarian friends : When taxed with neglecting the productions of the early
Christian Fathers, he could say, " I am too much engaged in giving an air

of plausibility to the rigid scheme of Calvin." In his attention to this great
conccrri. he had q'lite overlooked the important aid which his labours might
receive from the mysteries of sacred prophecv, to the developement of which
be vigorously devoted himself. For a season he thought Mr. Mede's elucida-
tions suitable for bis purpose, and to that learned and humble individual he
tbtis expressed Li? gratitude :

" .\la5 '. had it not been for your help, 1 had
been to this day a stranger in the mystery of God : while all my thoughts are
employed in makingup the breach which' these degenerate times have caused
in the mrsitn,- of God's grace."—The breach to which he adverts is, not
merely the one which .Arminins made, but tba^ which his own friends, Pis-

cator, Du Moulin, and others effected.
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lius, -whora jou take to have been no Proselyte in any degree :

The contrary thereunto, supposed in oiir Divinity schools,

was one of the first things I was acquainted with upon my com-

ing to Oxford, and since I find confessed by Sciiindler. Yet, I

pray, let me see your discourse thereon, and let me know how
you salve it; for I am confident voc are xo Ahmixiax 1* The
sight of Cornelius, and your explicaring the practice of the

Ancient Churches in their continual celebrating of that ' comme-
morative sacrifice,' in distinction from that which we do impli"

cUly and obscurely, wOl be a great refreshing to my spirit, and

• Because Mr Mede was a man who greatly resembled Arminius in the

mildoess of his dispositioi: and iu his anosteatatious behaTioar, and because

his oiaaaers were exceedingly dissimilar to those of several youn^ Armi-
nian aspirants, Dr. Twisse was confident he icfu no .Jrmiman .' If the Doc-
tor's conjecture be correct, how honourable tc liie impartiality of Arch-
bishop Laud is the advancement of Mr. Mede as his Grace's chaplain '. But,

1 am afraid, few high Calvinists will relish the extract in page 4>7 concern-

in? Absolute Reprobation : And Mr. Mede's intimacy and unison of feeling

with Dr. Thbmas Jackson will not assist him in rising into the esteem of

strict Predestinarians.
But, independent of other corroborating circumstances, his opinion res-

peeling Cornelius, from which Dr. Twisse draws the inference in the text,

will place him at once in the ranks of Anninianism. To reason away the

kind and merciful purposes of Heaven as manifested in the care of God for

that heathen Centurion, Acts s, and toinvalidate the arguments thence to be

deduced in favour of the call and the bringiog-back, to the good Shepherd
and Bishop of their souls, of those Gentiles w ho " had not liked to retain God
in their knowledge," the Calviuists tried many expedients, to one of which
Dr. Twisse here adverts : To bring Cornelius within what they called *• the

covenanted mercies of God," they boldly asserted that he was " a Proselyte of

the Covenant." But if this bad been the^ct, what uecessitj would have existed

for Peter's trance .' .And if Cornelius were already even " a ProseK-te of ihe

Gate," would he have been any longer reckoned a complete " alien from the

commonwealth of Israel, and a stranger from the covenants of promise?"
Yet St. Peter said to the " many that were come together" into the house of

Cornelius, " Ye know how that'it is an unlawful thing for a man that is a

Jew to keep companv, or to come unto one of another nation : But God hath

shewed me that I should not call any man commoa or unclean." The doc-

trine of this verse, .2%,; is decisive against the alleged Pnselytism oi Cor-

nelius : But that of a succeeding verse, 35,} is still more instructive, and
has created much trouble to the Calvinists: " Of a truth I perceive that

G^ IS no respecter of persons : But, in everj- nation, he that feareih him,
and worketh righteousness, is accepted with him."—What the comment of

the A?53rinians was upon this passage, maybe easily deduced from the Doc-
tor's charge : .Addressing Mr. Mede, he vinually 'says, " If you take Cor-

nelius to have been no Proselvte in any degree, 1 am confident, yoa are an
Armiaiau '.

' Bat Dr. Twisse was mistaken in his supposition : For Mr. Mede
accounted Cornelius a Proselyte of the Gate, and says :

" Howsoever these

proselytes were reputed Gentiles, and such as with whom the Jews might
not converse, as being no free denizens of Israel ; yet did the Jewish Doc-
tors yield tiiem a parfin the life to cooie."

Joseph Mede was a pious .\rminian of the good old practical school : his

humble and unobtrusive conduct on this occasion is a tine trait in his cha-

racter, and affords a fair specimen of the gentleness and long-suffering of the

private ministers of the Arminian persuasion daring that period, of whom
there were great numbers whose duty did not call them iuto the ranks of

public defenders of the benign doctrines of General Redemption, but who
were as usefully employed in teaching their several congregatious the neces-

sity of conforming to the primitive practice of the churches of Christ '-in

walking worihy of the Lord unto all pleasing, being fruitful in every good

work, and increasing io the knowledge of God." <J ' 1'
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consequently may prove some ease to my bodily infirmity also."

At the conclusion of his letter he informs Mr. Mede, " And now
truly^ Sir, there is no book that I desire to study more than
yourself."

Mr. Mede returned an appropriate answer in his customary
imdisguised and artless manner ; about a month after which, it

seems. Dr. Twisse visited Cambridge, according to the intima-
tion at the close of his letter, where his violent prejudices against

ceremonies were further excited by some high Nonconforming
spirits in that University. On his return to Newbury, he
addressed a letter to Mr. Mede, which is a curious medley of
praise, blame, and bigotry, and from which I now proceed to

give copious extracts,—and subjoin, as notes, Mr. Mede's replies

to some of the complaints and accusations. " Had I staid

longer in Cambridge," says Dr. Twisse, " you had enjoyed
my company longer, or, to speak more properly, I should
have desired to enjoy your company longer ; and it would be
very long ere I should be weary of your discourse. O Mr.
Mede, I could willingly spend my days in hanging upon your
ears, while you discourse of Anliclirisl and the accommodation
of his legend to the Pope of liome, and the whore of Babylon to

Rome itself:* though my studies have lain far more in their

writings than in our own divines, and I was never found to

dislike any opinion of a Papist for the Papist's sake who main-
tains it,as having profited inDivinitymore by their writings than by our

own, always excepting interpretation of scripture !t How much
moi*e to hear you discourse of the glorious kingdom of Christ

here on earth to begin with the ruin of Antichrist ! It may be,

you do not find many disciples more docile this way than

* This is very true : The Doctor was delighted as lon^ as Mr. Mede pro-
phesied about the downfall of Popery, in which, by Dr. Twisse's own expla-
nation, (pai^e 511,1 was included the ruin of the ecclesiastical establishment
of his country. But as soon as he begun to discourse about the crying sins

of the Puritans, and their open contempt of decency and order in the pub-
lic worship of God, the old man immediately became testy and would en-
dure no allusion to that topic.

-f- This is a remarkal)le expression. }5ut how can it be reconciled with
others, in which. Dr. Twisse has sedulously attempted to fasten on the
Arminians of Holland the charge of an attachment to the doctrines of
Popery, aud on those of England a love both for the doctrines and the rites

of the Romish Church ? This Iiowever is not the sole instance in which the
duplicitj; of the man's character is displayed. The Christianity which his

adversaries jirofessed had not one half as many points of co-iucidence with
Popery, as that profes'ied by the Calviuists had ;

yet tt. render those Protes-
tant adversaries odious in the eyes of the world, he employed the usual
artifice of his pariy and designated them Papists, at the very time when iu

his private correspondence he could utter such a sentiment as this, which
cannot be deduced, even by implication, from any of the Arminian writers

of that age, though they were among the most ingenuous and liberal divines

that ever breathed. Correctly therefore was it said by Dr. Twisse, "that
he had himself profited in Divinity more by the writings of Papists than by
those of Protestants ;" and the traces of the doctrines of the Dominicans
and Franciscans are so numerous in the Doctor's most famous performance,
as to require no intimation of the kind contained in this letter, that " his

studies had lain far more in their wriiings than in our own divines !"
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myself.—But I would intreat you to spare me in the point of

ceremonies ; in some particulars whereof, you told me once in

a letter, ymi mere no practitioner : But now, I fear by tliat which

I find, you are a promoter of tliem* In Easter term last, I

heard * * *, your good friend, while he lived, complain not

a little of a sermon of yours, which you had then lately

preached : and he delivered it with much grief After, Mr. B.

wrote unto you of the battle of Armageddon, enquiring whether

the time thereof mere not already extant : The next letter I

received from him, had this passage, ' I am verily of Mr.
' Mede's opinion in this

—

that the times wherein we live, are the

' timesJor the slaughtering of the witnesses.'f Whereupon I com-

* " Yea, hut [you say] Iam a great pi-actiser and prosecutor of suck
ways ! Yet, for all this, 1 bowed not to the altar when 1 came out of St.

Mary's pulpit, as others commonly use to do. I have urged no man at any
time to use any of these ceremonies, nor conformed myself to any of them,
till I saw them prevail so generally as I should have been accounted singular.

Our own chapel is very regular
;
yet was not any thing introduced by me but

by others. I confess, I had no scruple to follow them ; besides 1 took occa-
sion, by my chapel-exercises, to inform them of the nature and grounds of
what they practised, lest, for want thereof, they might cherish some unsafe
conceit. And, notwithstanding! preached for ^owmi;, as you say, to altars,

yet I have not hitherto used it myself in our own chapel, 'though 1 see some
others doit. If I come into otlier chapels where it is generally practised, I

love not to be singular where I have no scruple." Mede's lieply.

f Mr. Mede's real opinion concerning the slaughter of the witnesses is

thus diffidently expressed in the translation of a Latin letter to a friend :

" You desire to know ' what my sentiments are respecting that most griev-
* ous calamity which Brightman jiredicted as; impending over all churches,
* while all things were then in a peaceful and flourishing condition.' 1 wish
that the reasons which I deduce from the Apocalyptic mysteries did not com-
pel me, as far as I can understand them, to approach more nearly to Bright

-

man's opinion than I desire, but on other groinids than those on which his is

founded,—whether that opinimi was pronounced in a prophetic spirit or
from other influence. Either I am deceived, or the Revelation suggests
very plainly, that, a short timeprevious to tlie destruction of the Beast, the
whole of the Reformed world will be oi)presscd, though only for a short time,
and (the relation fills me with horror,) will be entirely subverted. * * *
* After three days and half, the spirit of life from God shall enter into the
slain witnesses of his truth, and they shall stand upon their feet,' &c. Bright-
man supposes this prediction to have received its fulfilment long ago, in

the Smalcald contest, but I think it has yet to be fulfilled. For, as long
as the Beast shall reign, those mournful times of the apostacy have not
completed their period, nor therefore is the time at an end for the witnesses
to mourn in sack-cloth and ashes. But I scarcely dare say whether this

deplorable destruction and ruin of the Reformed Churches, which we have
now for a fev/ years beheld, be preparing the way to this catastro])he : This
is a thing known to God alone, in whose hand are the times and seasons.
But this assertion I shall not be afraid of venturing to make, ' If any man
' has deeply contemplated the present aspect of affairs, the result of his con-
* sideration will suggest causes of fear that will be sufficiently weighty.'
For what man does not perceive matters to be now brought to such a crisis,

that, unless the Father of Mercies speedily look upon us with theeyesof his
paternal mercy, we must expect the miserable destruction of the entire
Reformation as it were, and tne appearance of all things being once more
brouf^ht under the tyranny of the Romish false prophet! To this nnist be
added, the amazing disorder and confusicm of counsels, as if they proceeded
from persons that were judicially stricken by God; and, sujjprcssing all

notice of otlier sins, that manifest hardness of heart among the Reformed
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pared youv letters ; and I found that well it mij:^ht be, by your
opinion. And if it be so, how sorry should 1 be to observe

that you should have a hand in the slaughtering of them !,* as

namely, by promoting of svich courses and countenancing

them, for not conforming whereunto many are like to be slaugh-

tered, that is, (according to your interpretation,) turned out

of their places. And as for outward compliments, nothing

themselves, which is not a subject of common grief, hut rather to be de-

plored in tears of hiood ! For how few are they who are seriously affected

with grief at the affliction of Joseph, or who lament the destruction of their

brethren ! On the contrary, the greater part of those persons whom these

evils have not yet molested, though they are close to them and impending
over their heads, indulge themselves with such security in their mutual
dissensions, hatred and partialities, as if tliey had made a covenant with
death, and with hell were atperfect agreement !"

This opinion could not be very grateful to the Calvinistic prepossessions of

Doctor Tvvisse, who was vexed at Mr. Mede's making both parties exceed-

ingly culpable.
* " But [you say] you would not have me have ami hand in killing- the

vntnesses.—God forbid I should '. I rather endeavour they might not be guilty

of their own deaths : And, I verily believe, the way that many of them go
is much more unlikely to save their lives than mine. I could tell you a great

deal here, if 1 had you privately in my chamber, which 1 mean not, for any
man's sake, to commit to paper. Syramsa: vestrcB tapientur, et in pulvere
pingitis." Mp:de's Reply.

This is one of the most notable passages in the whole correspondence.

The old Doctor esteemed his ('alvinistic and Nonconforming friends the tivo

witnesses, who had " prophesied clothed in sack-cloth." But Mr. Mede was
not of that opinion : He viewed them as men of a rash and turbulent spirit,

who would effect their own destruction, instead of being "overcome and
killed by the beast." However, the Doctor and his friends took the most com-
pendious method in the world to have the prophecy fulfilled, in their sense of

the Apocalyptical expressions, by accounting " the three days and a half" to

beiusttheri (1640) expiring, after "the dead bodies of the two prophets

had lain in the street of the great city." To make the prophecy complete,

therefore, they thought " the Spirit of life from God had entered into them-
selves," as composing an essential and important part of the two witnesses ;

and they contrived, by their tyrannical measures, to inject " great fear into

them who were spectators." 1 have proved, in another note, that the grand
finale of the prophecy was not perfected in their experience, as Sir Henry
Vane had likewise previously shewn. Indeed, the small portion of truth to

be found in Mr. Mede's modest conjectures on this subject, seems to apply to

the persecuted Armiuians in Holland, England, and France, who were
compelled " to prophesy in sack-cloth" while the enthusiastic notion of au
universal Calvinistic empire prevailed, and was inculcated as one of the

verities of scripture. But He, hi whose hands are " the times and seasons"

of human affairs, and whose providential appointments are incontroUable,

manifested his high displeasure against this presumptuous mode of dictating

to him and of their desire to become his counsellors; for before twenty
years had elapsed, he gave such a direction to public affairs in this king-
dom, as evidently to demoustrate to the whole world, that, if the English

Calviuists had ever possessed the least claims to the honour of being " the

two witnesses" described in the Apocalypse, they had prematurely cast aside

their " sack-doth" and vain-gloriousfy assumed the royal purple. They
were therefore, in this their own prophetic view of the matter, punished
^vith a just retribution, by being com[)eded to resume their discarded sack-

cloth, and to come under the yoke to those men over whom they had ex-

ercised a brief but cruel triumph. Thus, almost literally, was fulfilled the

concluding prophetic expression of Mr. Mede :
" Their Syracuse was taken by

storm: and they, as captives, had leisure to engrave their sorrows on the

sand!"
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more pleaseth a natural man in religious worship, and he finds

himself apt enough for it, yea far more apt than they who,
knowing and considering that God is a Spirit mid they that wor-
ship him must worship him in spirit, are most careful for the per-

formance thereof: Whereupon while their minds are intent,

they find themselves not so free for outward compliments, the
care whereof is apt to cause avocation and disturbance in that

U7ium nccessarmm.—You bade me stand up at Gloria Fatri ; and
it was in such a note too, that you had the mastery of me I

know not how : I profess I little looked for such entertainment
at your hands. My wife's father, Dr. Moore, was Bishop Bil-

son's chaplain, and most respected by him of any chaplain
that ever he had, and he a cathedral-man too ; but they could
never get him to stand up at Gloria Patri.* I, living in a country-
auditory, am a mere stranger to such ceremonies; neither

do I know any order of our church urging thereunto ; neither

do I know when it begun and upon what grounds : It may be,

it was upon their prevailing against the Arians ; and, as the
Creed is pronounced standing, so and in the same respect this

also : All which is duly to be considered before we come to the

practice of it. It is true, we were private, and I was loth to

offend you.—In like sort concerning bowing towards the altar,

for which it was (as I heard) that you preached, I profess unto
you I have hitherto received no satisfaction ; and I long to

hear of my Lord of Armagh's judgment of the passages
between us. And therein, I perceive, the main thing you
reached after was a certain mystery concerning a sacrifice,

which the Papists have miserably transformed, but, in your
sense, is now-a-days become a mystery to all the christian world.

And hereupon you touched upon the judgments of God at this

time in Christendom, as if it Avere for the neglect of that sacri-

fice ;\ which, while I attended, in the issue came only to the

sacrilege of these times : But whether your meaning were not,

' that for God to be robbed of such a sacrifice was a great sacri-

* The reader is referred to Mr. Reid's account in a preceding pa^e, (454,)
and he will instantly perceive how galling it must have been to this sturdy
old Puritan, to be compelled in good manners to stand up when Glory be to

the Father, 8(c. was repeated in the service of the college -chapel . He seems
to bemoan his compliance, as if it had been a mortal sin.—But his cha-
grine appears to have been increased on recollecting, "his wife's Father,
Dr. Moore, a cathedral-man too," could never be prevailed upon "to stand
up at Gloria Patri !"

f " Because in the close of my letter I expressed my fear of some judg-
ment to befal the Reformed Churches, because out of the immoderation "of

their zeal they had in a manner taken away all difference between sacred and
profane, you will needs suspect I aimed ' to make the present judgments of
' God upon Christendom to be for neglect of that sacrifice' of which I had
spoken ; a thing I never thought of, nor thought so plain an expression of
my meaning could ever have been so mistaken. I pray, let me iutreat you
to read over those papers once again, and then tell me with whom the fault

is. For why ? Is not to esteem the Eucharist a Sacrament, to account it a
sacred t/ii>ig', unless it be accounted a sacrifice ?" Mede's Reply.
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' lege,' I know not.* And by Mr. B. I heard, as [coming]
from yourself, the practice of Bishop Andrews's chapel was
that which first cast you upon such a way, so as from thence to

observe the course and practice of Antiquity. But, in my
poor judgment, it is very strange that a matter of such impor-

tance, as you seem to make it, should have so little evidence in

God's word and antiquity, and depend merely upon certain

conjectures.t That which you style your conjedura de Gogo et

*" I meant between *acrerf things, persons, times, and places, vinA pro-

fane : The neglect or violation of the respect due to all which may, in a
large sense, be termed ^am/e^e. And then consider, whether God may not

in time upbraid the Reformation with that of St. Paul, T'lou that hatest

idols, dost thou co7nmit sacrilege ? This was that I reached at."

—

Ibid.

t " It seems ' strange to you that a matter of so great importance, as I

' seem to make this sacrifice to be, should have so little evidence in God's
' word and Jntiquity, and depend merely upon certain conjectures.' As for

scripture, if you mean the nai-.ie of sacrifice, neither is the name Sacrament
nor Eucharist (according to our expositions) there to be found ; no more than
0/ioso-<os [' being of one substance']. Yet may not the thing be?—But
when you speak of so little evidence to be found in Antiquity, I cannot but

think such an affirmation far more strange than you can possibly my opi-

nion. For what is there in Christianity for which more antiquity may be

brought, than for this ? 1 speak not now of the Fathers' meaning, (whether

I guessed rightly at it or not,) but in general of their notion of a sacrifice in

the Eucharist. If there be little Antiquity for this, there is no Antiquity for

anv thing. Eusebius Altkircherus, a Calvinist, printed atNewstadt in the

Pa'latinate, in 1584 and 151)1, De mystito et incrueiito Ecclesia Saciificio,

[says] page 6, ' This was always the standing, accordant and unanimous
' opinion of all the ancient Fathers of the Church, that the memorial of the
* passion and death of Christ in the Holy Supper, instituted by Him,
' contained also i7i itself the commendation of a sacrifice.'—Bishop Morton,

in the Epistle Dedicatory prefixed to his book of the Eucharist, [says] ' We
* freely acknowledge the" fact, that there is frequent mention made by the
' Ancient Fathers of the bloodless sacrifice of the body of Christ in the
' Eucharist ; and it is not possible to describe how much such passages have
* exercised, tortured and vexed the genius of some men, who were other-
* wise very learned, or with what arrogance on the contrary the Papists
* boast themselves on this matter.'—And that, in the age immediately fol-

lowing the Apostles, the Eucharist was generally conceived of under the

name and notion of a sacrifice, (to omit the testimonies of Ignatius and
Justine Martyr,) take only this of Irenffius, lib. iv, cap. 32, 34. [Which
we here omit.5 The evidence of this was such as forced Hospinian to

sav, ' Even in that first age, whilst the Apostles were still alive, the devil

' had the audacity to lie in ambush under this sacrament more than under that
* of Baptism, and gradually seduced men from that primitive form :' And
Sebastianus Francus [to say,] « Immediately after the time of the Apostles,
' all things were inverted, the Lord's Supper was transformed into a sacri-

fice.'
" Now, Sir, if 1 was loath to pass so harsh a censure as some do upon the

First Fathers and Church Christian, and could not be persuaded but that

which the Catholic Church from her infancy conceived of the Eucharist

should have some truth in it, and accordingly endeavour to find out that

ratio sncrificii. therein, such as might be consonant both to the principles of

the Reformed Religion and unto the scripture of the New Testament,—yea,
perhaps found therein not quoad rem only, but quoad nomen also,—did I

merit to be irrided for having found out' I-know-not what ' w.y^tov/ o/

«

' sacrifice, no;r-/i-dfn/s a mysteiy in my sense to all the christian world V
Wheii all men arc at a seek', and one cries, I think I havefound it, shall he

be chidden therefore ? Sir, I can remember when you understood me more
rightly, and interpreted my freedom with much more candour. To tell you

true therefore, I am somewhat suspicious lest the air of Cambridge did you
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Magogo, in my poor judgment, is more rational by far ;* and
yet the matter thereof you know to be very strange, but it

prevails very much with me.—Indeed, the matter of bowing at

hearing of the name of Jesus, is nothing pleasing to some in

these times. But how doth Bishop Andrews's reading in Anti-

some hurt.—That which I wrote to you concerning this mystery, was, for
the most part, little other than testimony of matter of fact. If it were
false, testare de mendacio ; if true, cur ccedor ? Yet one thing more : It is uo
time now to slight the Catholic consent of the Church in her first ages,
when Socinianism grows so fast upon the rejection thereof, nor to abhor so
much the notion of a Commemorative Sacrifice in the Eucharist, when we
shall meet with those who will deny the death of Christ upon the cross to
have been a sacrifice for sin. Verhum intelligenti. There may be here
some matter of importance." Ibid.
* " The rising of the martyrs is that which is called the first resurrection,

being, as it seems, a prerogative to their sufferings above the rest of the
dead ; who, as they suffered with Christ in the time of his patience, so should
they be glorified with him in the reign of his victory before the universal
resurrection of all. ' Blessed and holy are they who have part in the first
• resurrection, for on them the second death hath no power ;' namely, because
they are not in via but in patrin ; being a prerogative, as ] understand it, of
this sort of reigners only, and not of the second. Thus I yet admit the first

resurrection to be corporal as well as the second, though I confess I have
much striven against it.

" The second resurrection, to be after the end of the thousand years, Justin
Martyr, by way of distinction, calleth Tr)j/ Ka6o\LKT]v /cat aiwvtav o/ji.odviJ.a5oy

afjLO. tJttVToov avuTaatv, the eter7ial and universal resurrection of all together :

namely, in respect of the former which was particular, and but of some.
And that it is common both to the godly and to the wicked, and not of the
wicked only, may appear in that there are two books opened for the dead,
(Rev. XX, 12,) whereof one is ' the Book of Life,' which argues two sorts of
dead to be judged. Nor can T imagine how it can be otherwise, unless all the
just which live during the thousand years be supposed to be immortal ; which
is a paradox I dare not admit, understanding not that all the individuals, but
that the bodyof the church hereon earth should successively reign with Christ
her Lord a thousand years. Besides, the attempt of the nations, after the
devil's loosing, argues a state subject to mutability. As for those words of
verse 14, which seem to intimate no other dead then judged but the wicked,
because it is said that 'death and Hades were cast into the lake of fire,'

which is the second death; 1 suppose nothing else is meant thereby, but that
death was now quite vanquished, and that there should be no more death of
body, or separation of soul, but only the second death. As if it had been
said, Death and Hades are now confined only to the lake of fire which is the
second death ; but the former death of bodies in the grave, and the state of
separate souls in Hades, was no more.
" For Gog and Gog Magog, who, after Satan's loosing and before the last

resurrection, shall gather" together against the camp of the saints and the
beloved city, it cannot be literally understood of the nations so called in the
Old Testament. For there Gog the prince, with the people of Magog came
out of the north parts, where the posterity of Magog was seated. But Gog
and Magoj here are said to be ' nations which are in the four quarters of the
* earth.' As therefore the Apocalyptical Babylon is not Babylon in Chaldea,
but a counter-type thereof, most like for universal ambition and metropoli-
tanship of spiritual fornication: So this Apocalyptical Gog and Magog is

not the Gog and Magog of the North, but a counter-tvpe of them which
should, after the same manner, attemptagainst the beloved city then, which
the Scythian Gog and Magog (I mean the Turk) doth against the church of
the Gentiles now, and should, before his last ruin, attempt against Israel at
their return. And if there ever be an Antichrist, such as the Fathers de-
scribe, now will be the most likely time for him, when the devil is loose but
for a little season."—Mede's Remains.
The concluding paragraph is an epitome of Mr. Mede's conjecture in Latin.
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quity serve his turn for that?* Cornelius a Lapide is a Papist

and a Jesuit : He saith, ' Ad nomen Jesu in St. Paul, is no more
than ad Jcswn! I know it is the Father's pleasure, that as we

* Mr. Mede's acquaintance with Bishop Andrews is thus related in the
Account of his Life :

" His first shewing himself abroad was by an addresfs

he made to that great patron and example of learning, Ur. Andrews, (then

Lord Bishop of Ely, afterward of Winchester,) in a Latin tract, De Sancti-

tate Relativa,&c. A piece of that commendable learning that, had it been
published when it was first written, would have discovered the author's preg-
nant parts, and raised his just estimation in the world. And though himself,

in his latter time, was pleased to censure it, as ' savouring too much of his
' infancy in divinity, and first thoughts, and affectation of style,' and that
upon this score he would not permit the forementioned tract to see the light

:

yet this early specimen of his theological studies gained the approbation of
so great a judgment as his was to whom it was presented; insomuch that

shortly after, he having need of the King's favour concerning his election to

a fellowship, that worthy bishop stood his firm friend, and not only main-
tained his right then, but afterward desired him for his household chaplain ;

which place notwithstanding he civilly refused, as valuing the liberty of his

studies above any hopes of preferment ; and esteeming that freedom which
he enjoyed in his cell, (as he used cheerfully to term it,) as the haven of all

his wishes."
Dr. Twisse has likewise alluded, in a preceding sentence, to " the prac-

tice of Bishop Andrews's Chapel" as " that which first cast Mr. Mede upon
such a way of observing the course and practice of Antiquity." When that
pious and learned Bishop, whose high and well-merited encomium has been
pronounced by persons of all denominations, was first appointed Dean of
the Chapel to King James I, he saw the danger to which his Majesty was
exposed by his pride and vanity, and how easily he might be perverted to

the Popish faith. To prevent this,—which, was not an imaginary danger,
as may be proved by the king's private correspondence with the Prince and
the Uuke of Buckingham in Spain, and his degrading negotiations with the
Spanish and French courts respecting a family alliance,—Bishop Andrews
employed his profound knowledge and great skill in Antiquity in giving as

much pomp and ceremony to the service of the Church, when performed in

the Chapel Royal and in his own, as might be rendered conducive to prac-
tical godliness, and not repugnant to the simplicity of the Gospel. That
Erudent divine was much commended for the conscientious manner in which
e brought into display many of the ceremonies of the Church of England

that had fallen into disuse or neglect, and for thus guarding the volatile

mind of his royal master from the two extremes of Presbyterianism and
Popery. When Bishop Andrews demonstrated to that erudite monarch,
from the writings of the Ancient Fathers, the Antiquity as well as the pro-

priety of many of those chaste and primitive observances, his Majesty was
delighted, because he possessed learning sufficient to enable him to appre-
ciate the correctness of the Bishop's observations, and he expressed wonder-
ful satisfaction at being the Head of such a pure ecclesiastical establishment.
The subjoined extract from Heylin's Life of Laud will shew, that the Doc-
tor pursued the same practice as his learned predecessor, and com-
menced his ministrations with an act which is highly creditable to his me-
mory :

" But the Deanery of the Chapel fRoyal] had not been void above
nine days, when Laud was nominated to it, and was actually admitted into

that office on the sixth day of October following, [1626,] by Philip Earl of
Montgomery Lord Chamberlain of Majesty's houshold, before whom he
took the usual and appointed oath. He had before observed a custom used in

the court snce the first entrance of King James. The custom was, that at

what part soever of the public prayers the King came into his closet, (which
looked into the chapel,) to hear the sermon, the divine service was cut off,

and the anthem sung, that the preacher might go into the pulpit. This the

new Dean disliked, as he had good reason, and thereu])on humbly moved his

Majesty, 'that he would be present at the Liturgy, as well as the sermon every

'Lord's day; and thiit, at whatsoever part of prayers became, the priest
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honour the Father so we should honour the Son ; and all the

world shall never bring me to shew more reverence at the

hearing of the name of Jesus, than at the hearing of the

« who ministered should proceed to the end of the service .' To which his

Majesty most readily and religiously condescended, and gave him thanks for

that his seasonable and pious motion.—As for the Deanery of the chapel, it

was of long standing in the court, but had been discontinued from the death
of Dr. George Carew Dean of Windsor, Anno 1672, till King James his

coming to this crown, at what time Bancroft, then Bishop of London, con-
ceiving' into ivhcit dangers the Cliurch was like to run, by the multitude of
Scots about him, thought it expedient that some Clergy-men of note and
eminence should be attendant always in and about the Court. And there-
upon it was advised, that, to the Bishop Almoner and the clerk of the clo-

set, a Dean of the Chapel should be added, to look unto the diligent and
due performance of God's public service, and order matters of the choir.

According to which resolution, Dr. James Mountague was recommended to

the King for the first Dean of the chapel in his time : succeeded in that place
by Andrews, and he now by Laud."
When Dr. Laud became Detm of the Chapel 7?oif/a?, the times were materi-

ally altered from what they had been in the days of Bishop Andrews, which,
Mr. Mede says, " were times of better awe than now they are." But when
Dr. Laud succeeded to the office, the Predestinarian controversy, as it was
then conducted atd fomented under the auspices oi Abbot, had done incalcu-
lable injury to the cause of Uniformity; and the Puritans, it is seen, had
assumed fresh courage by the auspicious decisions otthe Synod of Dort, and
were determined, at all hazards, to follow up their advantages. In this state
of the Established Church, that which had been considered necessary by
Drs. Bancroft and Andrews for the establishment of the mind of King James,
was deemed equally necessary for confirming the minds of the people : and,
for this reason, " the decency and order" observed in the King's chapel were
recommended for adoption throughout the kingdom. Other circumstances
conspired to render the general adoption of these observances desirable,
among which has been already noticed the case of the Queen, page 502. When
it was afterwards ignorantly objected against Archbishop Laud, that he had
introduced innovations into the service of the church, his friends commonly
defended him by alleging " the practice of Bishop Andrews's chapel," which
his Grace had admired and endeavoured to bring the Church of England uni-
formly to observe. The greatest defect in his character, noted both by friends
and foes, was—that, in the execution of his designs, he did notalways adhere
to the excellent rule of suaviter iti tnodo, though no one complained of his
deficiency in the other clause of the description, /o/-^«7e>-i« ?e. Yet many
excuses may be made for his conduct. Dr. Twisse^ with all his keen Puritanic
animosity, was a very mild specimen of the violent party that was then excit-

ing tlie popular fury against the National Church, and clamouring for its

destruction. If, on such an emergency, the opposite party, that strove to
maintain the dignity of the church, ran for a season into the contrary ex-
treme, and sanctioned many actions and writings, of which in their cooler
moments they could not entirely approve,—it was no more than that which
any one acquainted with the constitution of human beings might naturally
expect ; and, though an infirmity greatly to be deplored and carefully guard-
ed against, yet it was by no means confined to one side, but both parties
appear to have acted alike under its influence. The just and weighty reasons
of Dr. Laud for the unwearied attempts which he made to uphold the dignity
of the Church, are thus briefly summed up by himself, in the answer which
he delivered at the bar of the House of Lords, after the articles of his im-
peachment had been read: "Ever since I came in place, I have laboured
nothing more, than that the external public worship of God, (so much
slighted in divers parts of this kingdom.) might be preserved ; and that with
as much decency and uniformity as might be. For I evidently saw, that the
public neglect of God's service in the outward face of it, and the nasty lying
of many places dedicated to that service, had almost cast a damp upon the
true and inward worship of God, which while we live in the body needs ex-
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name Jehovah : And when we are (as we should be) intent

upon our religious comportment before God according to tlie

inward adoration in spirit, that we shoidd watch, when a word
comes, to perform outward obeisance, in my judgment is

very strange.* And I remember how faintly Mr. H. carries

himself in this ; and others, in pleading for it, most of all

urge this, that nobody is troubled about it : But now more than
enough must yield or suffer.—I never had experience of the
practice till now, and that makes me the bolder to write as I

do. Yet whatsoever we shall be put unto, I am glad that I

have such liberty to confer with you thereabouts. I am lately

grown acquainted with my Lord of Armagh, being encou-
raged to write unto his Grace about the matter of the Sabbath

;

which I willingly apprehended, and acquainted him with all

my grounds whereupon I proceeded ; and he justifies them all.

I intreated also help in Antiquityt about the notion of a Sab-

ternal helps, and all little enough to keep it in any vigour. And this [ did to
the utmost of my knowledge, according both to law and canon, and with the
consent and liking of the people : Nor did any command issue out from me,
against the one, nor without the other."
* " As for bowing at the name Jesus,—it is commanded by our Church.

And, for myself, I hold it not unlawful to adore my Saviour upon any cue or
hint given. Yet could I never believe it to be the meaning of that place of
thePhilippians, [' that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow,' &c.]
nor that it can be inferred thence otherwise than by way of a general and
indefinite consequence. I derive it rather from the custom of the world, in
several religions thus to expresssome kind of reverence when that which they
acknowledge for their God is named, as we find the Turks do at this day.
Besides, I conceive, to do this reverence at the name Jesus only, is proper
to the Latin church, and it may be of later standing. For if some Greeks
have not deceived me, the custom of the Orient is to bow the head, not only
at the name Jesus, but at the name Christ, and sometimes (though not so
frequently) at the name God. And if that were the fashion of the elder
Christianity, that out of St. Jerome would sound more to the purpose, Moris
est ecclesiastici Christo gemiflectere, [it is the custom of the church to bow
the knee to Christ.]
" That the worship of the inward man is that which God principally

requires and looks at, I think no christian man denies. But what then?
Doth not our Saviour's rule hold notwithstanding in such a comparison.
These things ought ye to tiave done, and not to liave left tlie other undone !

And consider, that the question is not here, (as most men seem to make it,)

between inward worship and outward worship seorsim, (for in such case, it

is plain, the outward is nothing worth,) but whether the inward worship
together ivitk the outward may not be more acceptable to God than
tlie itiward alone ?—As for that so commonly-objected scripture in this ques-
tion, of worshippi7ig the Father in Spirit and trutlb, as the characteristical
ditfereuce of the et^aw^eZicft^ worship from theZ^'^'a^; 1 believe it bath afar
different sense from that it is commonly taken to have, and that the Jews,
in our Saviour's sense, worshipped the Father in Spirit and truth."

—

Mede's
Reply.

t This is another proof of Dr. Twisse's deficiency in a knowledge of the
Ancient Fathers ; and he applied to Archbishop Usher for a solution of his

difficulties. Indeed, the Lord Primate of Ireland was for many years the
grand source of information, as well as the depository of intelligence, for
all the Puritanic party; and many of the malevolent arrows that were
winged against the Church of England, had been feathered from his pi-

nions. The subsequent complete change of sentiment in the pious Arch-
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bath given to the Lord's Day ; and he profest unto me, that
he never inclmed his mind to observe that, in all his reading ; and
he added this reason, ' For he never thought to see such times
' as these, to call into question Whether the Moral Law contains
' TEN or but NINE commandments.' And Dr. Reynolds, being
asked ' what he thought of Beza's judgment concerning the
Sabbath,' made no other answer but this. You know the com-
mandment. Thus have I made bold to write freely as to my
dear friend. I doubt not but whensoever I am pvit unto it, I

shall find you the readier to afford me your best satisfaction

;

for certainly I will neglect no means to keep me out of the
paw of the lion as well as I can."

The main accusation in this long letter was answered in the
following humble and candid manner by Mr. Mede : " As
that I bade you (hearing prayers in our Master's closet,) to
stand up at Gloiia Patri, I will assure you, you were mistaken.
My words were. We stand up, or They stand iip, (I know not
certainly which,) intending only to have you take notice of

bishop, and the amelioration ultimately effected in the opinions of Bishops
HalJ and Davenant,and other dig^nitaries who had formerly been high Calvi-
nists and patrons of the irregularities of Nonconformists, I ascribe almost as
much to their deep and accurate acquaintance with the productions of the
early christian Fathers, as to the effect of their own painful experience in
the rugged paths of the levelling party. Both these causes contributed to
render them loyal subjects, and mild and practical christians. The very
learned HerbertThorndike gives a modest hint, towards the close of the sub-
joined extract, why many persons of that age did not cultivate this neces-
sary branch of theological literature :

" Two privileges there are, belonging to the Fathers of the Church,
which no man that writes in these days can pretend to, how godly, how
learned soever he may be. The First is that of their age and time, creating
an infallible trust, in point of historical truth, concerning the state of Chris-
tianity during those ages in which they lived, or which they might know.
This is that, which neitherPagans, nor Jews, nor Mahometans, can refuse
them, any more than christians can refuse to believe them in matters of fact,
which they relate, not as things done in private, (which themselves, with a
few more, may pretend to have had means to know,) but which were visible
to the world at such time as they writ, and wherein, Jaad they been otherwise,
they might have been reproved, as imposmg upon the world, not the belief of
that which doth not appear to be true, but of that which doth appear to be un-
true. But when I see, how many, pretending to search the Scriptures, and
the truth of things questioned in Christianity, never make use of any inform-
ation they might have from them, to argue thereupon the true sense of the
Scriptures, (who, if they were to expound any author of human learning,
would count him a madman that should neglect the records of those authors
that lived nearest the same time, and perhaps do themselves employ the writ-
ings of Jews and Pagans in expounding the very Scriptures,) 1 cannot chuse
but take it as a mark of prejudice against some truths, that men care not to
be informed of the primitive Christianity, lest consequences might be framed
against some prejudices of their own, which, supposing only the credit of
historical truth, might prove undeniable.—The Second consideration, in
which the writings of the Fathers are valuable, cometb from that which is
now proved, that is, from the society of the Church, and the unity thereof,
from whence it follows, that what is found to be taught in the church by men
authorized by the communion thereof, and qualified to teach, and that with-
out contradiction, is not contrary to the rule of faith, but, if it be taught
with one consent, it is part of it." Thorndike's Epilogue to the Tragedy
of the Church of England.
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our manners and fashions ; as I did also the night before,

•when they bowed at the name Jesus in the Creed. I con-

fess indeed, when I saw you so suddenly to alter your posture,

I had some suspicion lest you misunderstood me, and repented

me I had spoken, and thought of it some times afterward.

Yet mine was but doubting : I would yours had been so too.

For why would you suppose me to be so uncivil, as to speak

unto a stranger and my better in degree in such a rude manner,

or 7ioie, as you call it ? Surely, in this you were to blame.

Nay, I do not remember that ever I bade any one, little or

great, either to stand up at Gloria Patri, or bow at the name
.Testis, or to conform to other the like posture, all days of my
life, however my opinion hath been concerning them. The
plain truth is, I had a desire to have talked with you about

these things, and to have acquainted you with something I had
that way; which, now I find your mind so averse, I shall

never do. For this end it was, that I ever anon put you in

mind to observe our postures; and now and then, at other

times in our discourse, touched upon something of that kind,

to have given occasion of conference about these matters

:

And the rather I desired it, because I had declared myself so
far in my letters unto you formerly as I thovight might require
more to be added to prevent such scruples as might arise from
thence. You may remember what hint I gave you in our
Gate-house the first night, concerning that place in Daniel,
(vii, 25,) And he shall think to change times and laws ; and they

shall be given into his hand for a time, times, and half a time. I

would fain have entered with you upon that scripture, and
told you I had some notion thereabout which some friends of
mine had termed Dog and Cninmin seed, &c.— As for my ser-

mon at St Mary's, if I could have enjoyed you privately et

sine arbitris, (which I much but in vain desired,) in all proba-
bility you had been (together with some other things,) better
acquainted with some of the contents thereof. And as for

preaching for bowing to altars, if my memory fail me not, the
word altar (unless in citing a place of scripture) was never
mentioned in my whole discourse. Sure I am, there was no
bowing spoken of, either with respect to it or to the Commu-
nion-table ; but only of bowing in general, without any deter-
mination. Besides, that which was spoken was done as it

were obiter and in few words, without insisting thereupon,
and that too with premised caution ; and nothing so much by
a great deal, nor so punctual, as I had discoursed in the same
place sixteen years ago in a Concio ad Cleriim for my degree
upon another text. [See note page 501]—The text now was
that of Solomon, Look to thyfoet, when thou comest to the house

of God ; and be more ready to obey, than to offer the sacrifice of
fools. (Eccles. V.) I made the sense of these words of Solo-
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mon to be as if we, inflecting them to our manner, should say.

Look unto, or he observant of, thy head, when thou contest into

the house of God; meaning, that he should put off his hat,

and use any other reverence wont to accompany it as a leading

gesture. For so was this rite of discalceaiion among the Jews
a leading ceremony to other reverential guises then used, as

the putting off of the hat (in civil use) is wont to be with us.

Hence I inferred, it was not only lawful, but fit and a duty
commended to us in scripture, to use some kind of reverence,

yea some reverential guise and gesture, when we come into

God's house : Where, after a very few words of the thing in

general, in the close I had these words :
' For, should we come

* into God's house, as we do into a barn or stable ? It was not
' good manners once, so to come into a man's house. There-
' fore our blessed Saviour, when he sent forth his disciples to
* preach the Gospel, would not have them to enter into a man's
' house without salutation. When ye enter into a house, saith he,
* salute it. (Math, x.) Why should we not think it to be a
' part of religious manners, to do as much when we come into
' the house of God .? But if any shall ask me here, what other

' gesture beside the uncovering of the head I would require in this

* case, because I intimated that (even now) to be a leading
' gesture, I answer. This belongs to the discretion of our supe-
* riors and the authority of the Church to appoint, not to me
* to determine. For here, as in all other ceremonies, the
* Church is not tied, but hath liberty to ordain that which she
' shall think most suitable and agreeable to the time, place,
' and manners of the people where she lives. Yet if I may,
* without offence or presumption, utter what I think, then I

* say, that adoration or the bowing of the body, together v.'ith

' some short ejaculation (which the Church of Israel used in
' her Temple together with discalceation, and which the Chris-
* tians of the Orient at this day use in their churches, and, time
* out of mind, have done so,) is of all others the most seemly,
* ready and fitting to our manners, were it once by uniform
* order and practice established, namely according to that of
' Psalm cxlii, 7, We will go into his tabernacle, we will worship
' at hisfootstool; or to that of Psalm v, 7, / ^vill enter ifito thy
' house in the multitude of thy mercies ; iti thyfear will I worship
' toward thy holy temple : Which is the form the Jews use at this

* day at their ingress into their Synagogues ; and so, for aught
* I know, might we too.'—This was the whole passage verbatim

as I spake it. Whence I passed immediately to the Second
Part of my text. Be more ready to obey, Sfc. where my chief

observation, wherewith I concluded, was, * the condition of
' all external service of God in general, in the eyes of God

;

' which was such as he accepted no otherwise than secundaria,
' namely as issuing from a heart respectively affected with that

M M
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' devotion it importeth : That as the body without the soul is

* but a carcase, so is all bodily worship wherein the pulse of
* the heart's devotion beats not.' Now, Mr Doctor, what was
there, in all this, that an honest, discreet and moderate man,
being so persuaded as I am, might not speak ? But you will

say, iniit/ need had I lo sen) am) thing at all? I will tell you.

My opinion in these things was well known to many in the Uni-
versity. Our pulpit had a long time been inflamed with such
discourses. My obstinate silence,—having had more than once
opportunity to declare myself, and being studied in these mat-
ters,—was imputed to me by some to proceed either ex malitioso

affectu toward such as furthered these things, or out of too much
addiction and tenderness to the Puritan faction ; which is a

crime here, if it be once fastened upon a man, mdlo oceano elu-

endnm. 1 thought good therefore to declare myself ; which yet

J did, with that caution and tenderness which might not give

any just cause of offence to those who were contrary-minded ;

who yet, now I perceive, deserved it not by their over-lavish

report of what was spoken.*—Besides, I observed, both out of

books daily printed and out of such discourses as I had heard, upon
what dangerous grounds some defended these things ; namely,

such as would in time infer the lawfulness of image-worship.

I thought good therefore, in more private discourses, to set

them upon safer principles, and such as might, if it were pos-

sible, prevent such an evil. And, in all this, why may not I

say, What have I done ? Was there not a cause ?"—This letter

was dated May 2, 1637, six years before the appointment of

Dr. Twisse as Prolocutor of the Assembly of Divines, for

which office he had long proved himself to be well qualified.

To this masterly reply Dr. Twisse and his friends seem to

have found nothing effectual to say, till July the 2nd l638, soon

after Mr. Mede had in the simplicity of his heart presented the

Doctor with a copy of his recently-published treatise on Church'

es, which he had dedicated to his patron the Archbishop of

Canterbury. On that occasion Dr. Twisse writes thus :
" I

have lately received a book from you by the hands of Mr. Hart-

lib, for which I heartily thank you. The title you give in your
dedication, siddati discriminis inter sacrum et prafaman assertori

eximio, I doubt, will do you wrong with many, and make them
to conceive that the sacrum et profanum you speak of is, in your
account, oidy in respect of place, and not at all in respect of

TIME. But I know the contrary, which makes me wonder at

it the more. I had recourse to you about the holiness of places

long ago, merely for information ; and I was then as abrasa

tabula, apt to receive aught that I saw reason for. But to this

* Thus, it appears, that, whether the speaker was Joseph Mede or Arch-
bishop Laud, if the things spoken did not agree with the preconceptions of

the C'alvjnists, they were certain to be misre))orted.
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hour I am not satisfied ; whether the fault be in my understand-
ing or in my affections, God knows, or in the sufficiency of
evidence convincing. And that my affection should sway me, I

have this reason against it; I find myself naturally pliable that

way which you take, even to superstition, as now I find, cal-

ling myself to examination. And I have been very prone to

your interpretation of that in Paul, (1 Cor. ii, 22.), [[What.?
have ye not houses to eat and to drink in ? or despise ye the
church of God, and shame them that have not ? What shall I

say to you.? shall I praise you in this? I praise you not :'2 inso-

much that the way others take to the contrary seemed to me at

first sight wondrous strange, that I understood not so much as
their meaning at the first, nor did I come to understand what
they would, without some plodding : And when I did under-
stand it, it seemed harsh unto me, until I came to examine
what it is to despise or dishonour a place, and compared it with
dishonouring of days. And surely neither days nor places are
to be honoured by us, but God in them : But, notwithstanding
the difference between us herein, you shall always be as dear to
me as you have been : and that not as a civil friend only, but as
my christian brother too, were our difference in opinion greater
than these : For I manifestly perceive, how easy a thing it is

for good men to take your way about the Holiness of Place

;

and hereunto myself have been exceeding prone."
Dr. Twisse then adduces the arguments which he has

'•epeated in page 501, concerning " the axiom of there being
the same reason of time and place :" To which, and to his
remarks about the dedication of his treatise, Mr. Mede returned
the following judicious reply :

" Now, Sir, for my book, I sent it not to you as an auctora-
tnentum or press-money to bind you to be of my opinion, but
only as a testimony of that honour I thought I owed you ; and
yet so much the moi-e willingly, because the argument con-
firmed some grounds of Mr. Potter's, if I am not deceived. It

was my New- Year's Gift to my Lord's Grace, after he had taken
me under his name ; which some friends informed me was a
ceremony of decorum, that I could not now at the first omit,
and would serve instead of a journey to London to thank his
Grace, &c. I had this ready, and sent it in that name, with the
inscription which you see ; save only that the words, ' In ?iovi

anni mispicium gratique,' Sec. now appear not, being thought by
some fit to be omitted when it was to go to the press : to which
honour, the author, if I know his mind, had no ambition it

should have been preferred. Well, but, howsoever it came about,
you say 'that the part of the eulogium in the inscription, you
* doubt, will do me wrong, [[[namely, Sublati inter sacriim et pro-
'fanum discriminis asserlori^ although you know the contrary to
* what they will be ready to conceive thereupon.' It is true,

Mm 2
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there be some men that Avill never find the true sense or reason
of any thing quod dicUim aid fadtim nollent* I have heard of
the constructions of my new relation, but, God forgive them! I
have witnesses enough, which they are aware of, of their
unadvisedness, that I may give it no worse term. I am beholden,
yea exceedingly beholden, to my Lord's Grace for his good
opinion of me, (notwithstanding he well knows, that in
some things I differ from him,) and I am bound to acknowledge
it. Howbeit he yet knows not his chaplain dcfacie, nor his
chaplain him.t But because there are some that forget there is

* This is a fine aud delicate reproof of Dr. Twisse, who was in the num-
ber of those " who never would find the true sense or reason of any thing,
the tnention or the execution of which they winked to suppress." On a for-
mer occasion, (page 5^0,) the same truth was more plainly told, thus, "I
can remember when you understood me more rightly, and interpreted my
freedom with much more canduur," &v. In fact, the able reasons produced
by Mr. Mede for several rites, against which the Calvinists objected, were
exceedingly perplexing to the whole of that j'arty, who could make out a
much more specious case for themselves when they encountered some of the
replies to which reference is made in the text, than when they had to com-
bat those of our author. In the letters which passed between him and Dr.
Twisse, when the latter was unable to grapple with the arguments of his
friend, he appears sometimes to have tried to awe him into silence by the
overwhelming authorily of Archbishop Usher. But this stratagem had not
the desired effect ; for Sir. Mede knew more than Dr. Twisse about the Lord
Primate's sentiments, who lived long enough to feel the unkindness of such
rigid Calvinists as the Doctor and his party. On this point the followiuo-
remarks, bj; Dr. Gauden, will he read with interest

:

*'As to his personal policy, domestic subtilty, or private cautiousness,
truly he had little enough of the serpent ; bvit as to his harmless innocency,
he had very much of the dove, ever esteeming piety the best policy auu sanc-
tity the safest sanctuary. If any thing might seem to have been as a venial
alloy in him, it was a kind of charitable easiness and credulity, which made
him prone to hope good of all, and loth to beliere evil of nni/ ; especially if
they made any proiession or shows of piety. He did not think there could
have been so much gall and vinegar mixed with the shows or realities of
some men's graces, until he found by sad experience some godly people and
Presbyters professing much godliness, who formerly were prone to adore
him as a God or an oracle, were (now) ready to stone and destroy him with
all his brethren the British Bishopf. He was most prone to err on the right
hand of charity, and to incline to those opinions in things diiuutahle whTch
seemed to set men furthest off from pride, licentiousness and profaneness

;

of which he was better able to judge than of hypocrisy, being more jealous
of ii'religion, than of superstition which is the right hand and the more
venial extreme of religion. He had not, till of late years, felt the scalding
effects of some men's over-boiling zeal, or the dreadful terrors of their righ-
teousness who affected to be over-righteous, who despised his learned, wise,
and moderate counsels touching the settling of peace, order and govern-
xnent in the church : For the advance of which he could have cheerfully
sacrificed all his private interest of honor or profit, and have been reduced to
teach school in ahelfry, as his phrase was. But he ever held to his pristine
and constant judgment in the most prosperous times, which enjoyed him
the same as did his adversities ; no losses and distresses, (to which the fata-
lity, fury, folly, or ingratitude of this age reduced him,j being able to cloud
his judgment or discompose his tranquility, in any other, or in this sharp
controversy touching Episcopacy."

t " When he newly related "to his then Grace of Canterbury, and now
glorious martyr, (neither of whom, I believe, had seen each other's face
in all their lives, 1 am sure he told me so not long before his death,J he
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a Ninth commandment, [' Thou shalt not bear false witness

against thy neighbour,'] as well as a Second, and have given me
cause to speak, I would have them know what I now say, that

I defy them, whosoever they or he be, that says, ' He is less

' ambitious or less discontented with his present condition than

* I am, or were when this happened unto me.' And this by

the way.* 1 said, there was eadem ratio loci et temporis, not

simply but eadem ratio loci et temporis sacri : to wit, for the sanc-

tification (that is, holy and discriminative usance,) due unto

them both, and the formal reason in respect whereof it is due.

For the reason why a thing is to be sanctified or suncte haben-

dum is, because it is sanctum or sacrum. Now, whatever is appro-

priate unto God and his service, is such, whether the determi-

nation thereof be by God's own immediate ordination or man's

devotion it is all one in this respect, so the appropriation or

dedication therefore be supposed lawful and agreeable to the

Divine will. For this sanctification we speak of, depends not

either upon the difference of the cause or manner whereby the

thing is consecrated, nor upon the diversity of natural and

artificial being, but upon the formalis ratio of the object, because

it is holy or sacred, therefore to be sanctified with holy usance.

For to snnctifij m scripture is, not only to make holy -anpn , but

to do unto a thing as becometh its holiness, tn-. Moreover, I

believe the sanctification of a place to be intended in the fourth

commandment, as well as that of time : and that, not only from

desired me to tell him freely what I heard men say coucerniug his chaplain-

ship, &c. The sum of my answer was, ' that I perceived he was looked
* upon as arising man, and that many rejoiced at it because of his known
' merits,' &c. To the latter part of ray answer he replied, * I am much
* beholden to my friends for their good opinion of me, &c. But no man
* knows my delect so well as myself.' And this was but the native lang^uage

and dialect of his innate modesty. But when he came to reply to the former
part, which spake him n rising- man, here he used more than ordinary
solemnity, and with a grave, composed couutenauee uttered these words

:

* As to my rising, come now, 1 will make you my Confessor. I cau safely
' appeal to that Infinite Majesty who hears me, that, if 1 might obtain but a
' doua\.ivesi?iecin-a, which I may keep with my fellowship, I woulil set up
' my staff for this world. And the reason why f desire this, is, that 1 might
' be able to keep a nag for my recreation sometimes, in taking the air, and in
' visiting my friends in the country, since this my corpulency ftheu growing
* upon him,) makes me unwieldy for walking.' " Mf.de's Li/e.

* Mr. Mede immediately adds the following paragraph ;

" I come again to the eulogium, where 1 am not so narrowly pent, that I

should be confined to the discrimen between sacrum et profanum in places

only, to make it true. You may remember, that once upon occasion with
you I made four sorts of things sacred: lo wit, 1, Persona sacnr, 2. Res
sacrcE, ii. fjoca sacra, 4. Tempora sacra ; Persona sacree, as the cler2;y ; Res
sacra, (specially so called,) as Bona Ecclesiastica, Ufa. Now 1 think the
world takes notice, that my Lord is Assertor e.viynius of the discrimination of
the first three from common : and 1 hope an instance of one particular

amongst four,against the other three,doth not make an indefinite amrmatiin
not true. Besides, I add the word, sublati ; but the discrimination of sacred
time with us was none of the sublata, though somewhere it be as well as tiie

rest. And the field of my defence is so much the larger if it be considered,
that one of the three. Res Sacra, is capable of sub-division. But enough of
this, it Leiug no well-becoming theme to <!ispute upon."

Mm i>
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the rule observed in the interpretation of the rest of the com-
Diandments, (by one of the kind named, to understand all the
rest ejnsdem generis,) but especially the Lord himself hath con-
joined them as pairs :

' Keep my Sabbaths, and reverence my
' Sanctuary.' (Leviticus xix, 30.) And why not, when they are
so near akin, being both circumstances of action ? Avhy may I

not then say. Quae Deus coujururil nemo separel ? And it may
be, (if it be well looked into,) the sanctification of the Lord's-
day might be urged with far more advantage upon the ground
I intimate, than upon that other which is so much controverted.*

* How untenable the ground on which the Puritans defended their views
of the sanctification of the Sabbath, will be perceived by the following ex-
tract from Thorndike's Epilogue : " 'J'here is :iu opinion too well known
amongst us, * that the First day of the week is kept by Christians in virtue
' of the F'jurth Commandment, which obliged the Jews to keep the Seventh
' day of the week.' Which opinion if it be true, they have some ground for
confining the service of God to it. But it cannot be maintained without two
assumptions : The First, ' That t/ie Seienthday in the Fourth Command-
' ment signifies, not the Seventh <Uiy nf the week on which God rested from
' creating any more, hut one nf the aeren dai/s.'—The Sf.cond, ' That the
' resurrection of Christ upon the First day of the week, is a reason that ne-
' cessarily determines all christians to do "that which they are bound to do on
' one day of the seve7i—upon ^/(e jF;m^ and none else.' Neither of which is

true, though the latter nave far the more appearance of truth in it. For it

is manifest, that the will of God may be, having obliged the Jews to keep
one day in seven, to oblige Christians to keep one in "six or less, unless it be
otherwise determined by some commandment of God's. Now itappeareth, that
the First day of the week was kept in the times of the Apostles, our Saviour
having appeared unto them afier his resurrection upon that day. But, of any
precept to make this a law to all christians, nothing appears in the scriptures of
the New Testament. Again, it may be said, ' that the Gospel requireth more
' plentifulfruits of obedience than the Law ; and therefore if the Law required
' one day of seven for the service of God, that the Gospel requires more.'
Nor will it concern me here to prove, that this opinion is true: It is more
than enough that I can say, that, before this novelty came into England,
it cannot appear that any christian thought otherwise. For i argue no more
in this place, but that the risvig' of ovr L,ord upon the First day of the week
doth not necessarily determine the Church to keep one day of the seven, as
tlie command of f.'of/doth. For, had God commanded one day of seven to

be kept under the Gospel as under the Law, there had been no room for

further consideration. But so long as there is only a reason on the one side,
' that the Resurrection to Christians is as the Creation to Jews,'—and a rea-
son on the other side, ' that it becomes Christians in this, as in all, to do
' more than Jews,'— I cannot denv that there is a sufiicient reason, for him
that hath power of determining that which God hath not determined, to

appoint the First day of the week. But I utterly deny, that there is any law
of God, before the act of this power, to determine it. And the reason is

plain : For, in matters of this nature, there may be sufficient reason for

several determinations, because it is not the substance but the circumstance
of that which is by nature necessarily good and God's service. Agaiu, sup-
posing that Christians are bound to keep one day of seven for God's service,

may 1 not ask, Why the passion of Christ should not determine them to keep
,

the Sixth, as well as the liesnrrection the First day of the week .' especially

in the sense of them who think they have reason to feast on Good Friday, and
to celebrate their Fasts on the Lord's day ! For, if the Resurrection of Christ

be.no reason to make the day thereof festival, nor his Passion [a reason]

why we should rather fast on the day of it, certainly, where both cannot be

kept, the one concerns us as much as the other docs; and therefore there is as

much reason to keep this as that." Thorndike's Epilogue.
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But it is partiality that undoes all. It seems by this objection

I have now answered, you supposed the argument of my book
to be the Reverence of Holy Places, which is only the Antiqui-

ty of them. I think I have no more to make answer to, and
i confess I have done this not without some tediousness. For
you must pardon me, if, judging as a stander-by, 1 am not

persuaded you are by nature so prone and liable, as yon think,

to the way which you say I take. Thus, with my heartiest

affection, which I never found myself prone to change for mere
difference of opinion, I commend you and yours to the Divine

blessing."

In the long quotations which I have introduced on this sub-

ject, it has been my intention to shew the perfect harmlessness
and propriety* of several of those decent rites and ceremonies

* Though I call several of these ceremonies " harmless and proper," I

would not be understood by such an exjjression to intimate my entire appro-
val even of those of them which Mr. Mede here defends. St. Paul, in refer-

ence to a different topic, has given us this general axiom : " All things are

lawful forme, hut all things are not expedient: All things are lawful for

me, but all things edify not." In this view we may satisfactorily account for the
conduct of Bishop Bedell, as thus narrated by Bishop Burnet : " He thought
Conformity was ' an exact adhering to the Rubric ;' and that ' the adding
' any new rite or ceremony' was as much NoNcoNFORjnTV, as ' the passing
' over those which were prescribed.' So that he would not use those bow-
ings or gesticulations which grew so much in fashion that men's aH'ections

were measured by them.| He bad too good an understanding not to conclude,
that these things -were not unlawful in themselves ; but he had observed, that
when once the humour of adding new rites' and ceremonies got into the
church, it went on by a fatal increase, till it had grownup to that bulk to

which we find it swelled in the Church of Rome. This began so early and
grew so fast, that St. Austin complained of it in his time, saying, ' that the
' condition of Christians was then more uneasy by that yoke of observations,
' than that of the Jews had been.' And therefore our Author thought the ad-
hering to established laws and rules was a certain and fixed thing ; whereas
superstition was infinite. Upon this account he was against all innovations,
or arbitrary and assumed practices ; and so mucli the more, when men were
distinguished and marked out for preferment by that which, in strictness of
law, was a thing which deserved punishment. "For, in the Act of Uniformity,
made in the first year of (jueen Elizabeth's reign, it was made highly penal
to use ' any other rite or ceremony, order or form, either in the sacraments,
' or in moining or evening prayers, than what was mentioned and set forth
* in that book.' And this was particularly intended to restrain some who
were leavened with the former superstition, and yet, for saving their bene-
fices, might conform to the new service, but retain still (with itj many of the
old rites in sacred offices. And it seems our legislators were of the same
mind, when the last Actof Uniformity was past in the year 1()62 ; for there is

a special proviso in it, ' That no rites or ceremonies should be openly used in
^ any Church other than what was prescribed and appointed to be^use(» in and
' by the said book.' Our author therefore continued to make the Rubricthe
measure of his conformity as well before his promotion as after it.— He went
constantly to the common prayer in his cathedral, and often read it himself,
and assisted in it aKvays with great reverence and affection. He took care to
have the public service" performed strictly according to the Rubric ; so that a
curateof another parish being employed to read prayers in the cathedral,
who added somewhat to the collects, the Bishop observing that he did this
once or twice, went from his place to the reader's pew, took the book out of
his hand, and, in the hearing of the congregation, suspended him for his

presumption, and read the rest of the oHice himself. He preached constantly
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against which the great body of high Calvinists directed all

their argumentative artillery, and which were generally de-

fended by persons that held the tenets of Arminius, or whose

twice a Sunday in his cathedral on the Epistles and Gospels for the day, and
catechized always in the afternoon before sermon ; and he preached always
twice a year before tlie Judges, when they made the circuit. He observed
the Rubric so exactly, tliat he would do nothing but according to it ; so that,
in the reading of the Psahns and the Anthems, he did not observe the common
custom of the minister and the people reading the verses alternately : for he
read all himself, because the other was not enjoined bv the Rubric."—Thus it

is seen, Mr. Mede and Bishop Bedell, who were divines of exemplary piety
and moderation, ran in opposite courses, with regard to some of the new
ceremonies, though both of tlient were very far removed from the restless

factiousness of the Puritans. But the rules by which JMr. Mede regulated
his behaviour, were certainly more correct and defensible than those by
which the Bishop walked. On the introduction of fresh rites, Mr. Mede says,
in page tt'.i? :

" This belongs to the discretion ofour superiors, and the autho-
ritff of the Cimrch, to appoint, not to me to determine," &c.
Such a principle is plain and intelligible, and very different from Bishop

Burnet's strange reasoning about the immutability of the Rubric, and his de-
claration that NoNCONFORMiTV consists " as much in the rtrfrf/wg- any new
rite or ceremony, as in the passing- orer those which were prescribed."' The
Bishop's arguments in the whole of the paragraph, if pursued to their conse-
quences, would conclude quite as well for a Roman Catholic priest's stedfast
adherence to his Creed, (immutable smce\\ie ilonucW of Trent,) and would
furnish as many plausible pretences for his commencing a schism in that
church v>hen any new rite was ordained by his ecclesiastical superiors, as they
do for Mr. Bedell's principles and practice both before and after he became a
Bishop. In making out a case. Bishop Burnet has used one of those great
liberties for which he is rendered famous as a historian : He has taken a long
leap from " the Act of Uniformity in the first year of Queen Elizabeth" to

that " in the year 1()62;" leaving the reader, if ignorant, to conjecture, that
in the intervening 104 years no additional regulations were framed for the
government of the Church, under the auspices of King James or his ill-fated

successor,—wlien the contrary was the fact. All this, however, agrees well
with the Bishop's design, which was,—on every occasion to produce arguments
in defence of what he had advanced respeclii g some of the circumstances
attending the revolution of 1688, the justification of which, in the Bishop's
hands, approximated too closely, in the judgment of many persons, to the
principles avowed by the successful republicans.— But on the subject of con-
formity we shall receive much safer counsel from Bishop Sanderson's cele-
brated Preface to his Sermons :

" 1 know no true son of the Churcli of Eng-
land, that doteth upon any ceremony, whatsoever opinion he may have of the
decency or expediency of some of them. If any do, let him answer for himself.
Anion^ wise men, he will hardly pass for a wise man, that doteth upon any.
Nor will he, I doubt, prove a much wiser man, that runs into tl e contrary
extieme, and abhorreth all. It is true, that there have been long and unkind
quarrels about these things. More is the pity ! but where is the fault .' To
whom is the beginning, and to whom the continuance of a quarrel rather im-
putable—to him that demandeth his right,—or to him that withholdeth it

from him } For this is the plain case, in short, The Bishops (under the Kin^)
require obedience to the laws Ecclesiastical ; these men refuse to give it.

So began the quarrel at first ; and upon the same terms it continued. They
have been told a thousand times over in the sermons and writings of private
jmeo, which is also :it1ested and attirmed by the public declaration of our
Church, (the most authentic assurance a question of this nature is capableof,}
that we place no necessity at all in these things, but hold them to be merely in-

different:T\v<\\ whew, ioT decency, order, or uniformity'ss^ke. Any coi\iit\l\i\.wi>s

are made couceruing them, there is the same necessity o{ ohey'm^ such consti-
tutions as there is of obeying other laws made for the good of the common-
wealth concerning any other indifferent things : That such necessity, either
;n the one or the other, ariseth not properly from the authority of the irame-
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reading in Christian Antiquity rendered them liberal and tole-

rant in their principles. These circumstances relative to the

public worship of God were maintained, by three or four party

writers, in a less learned but more violent manner than that

which Mr. Mede has adopted : But he is produced as an
example of the great body of the Episcopal Clergy of that period,

who, when superior decency and splendour were communicated
to some parts of the public service of the Church/ did not

diate law-giver, but from the ordinance of God, who hath commanded us to

obeu the ordinances of inen for his sake : That, such necessiti/ o/ obedience
notwithstaiidiug, the things remain in the same inditteiency as before ;

every « ay in respect of their nature and quoad rem, (it being not in the power
of accidental relations to change the natures of things,) and even in respect
ot' their use ; and quoad nns thus fat, that there is a liberty left for men, upon
extraordinary and other just occasions, sometimes to do otherwise than the
constitution requireth, e^^rrt co*«m 5c«nrfa;< et confemjjtus ; a liberty whicli
we dare not either take ourselves, or allow to others, iu things projjerly aud
absolutely necessary."

* It has been before stated as a just ground of complaint, among mode-
rate men both now andin former days, that the levelling spirit of Norcon-
formitVjUUiler a pretence of introducing primitive purity into the worship of
God, wished to destroy many of the chastest observances of the Ancient
Christian Church. The following remarksoccur in Bishop Sanderson's Ejris-
copacy not prejudicial to Regal Power

.

" Because the Papists by the multitude and pompousness of their cere-
monies had taken away much of the inward vigour of God's public worship,
by drawing it too much outward ; the Puritans in opposition to them, and
to reform that error, by stripping it of all ceremonies have left it so bare,
that (besides the unseemliness) it is well nigh starved for want of conveni-
ent clothing. It is in the distempers of the hody politic, in this respect, not
much otherwise than it is in those of the body natural. In an ague, when
the cold tit hath had his course, the body doth not thence return to a kindly
natural warmth, but falleth speedily into a burning preternatural heat,
nothing less (if not rather more) afflictive than the former. And how often
have physicians, (not the unlearned Empericks only, but even those best
renowned for their skill and judgment,) by tampering with a crazy body
to master the predominancy of some noxious humour therein, cast their
patients ere they were aware under the tyranny of another and contrary
humour as perilous as the forraei : or, for fear of"leaving too much bad blood
in the veins, have letten out too much of the vital spirits withal ? Only the
ditterence is, that in bodily diseases this course may be sometimes profitably
experimented, and with good success ; not only out of necessity, when
there is no other way of cure left, (as they use to say, desperate diseases
must have desperate remedies,) but* also out ot choice, andin a rational
way. But for the remedying of moral or politic distempers, it is neither
warrantable nor safe to try such experinr.ents : Not warrantable ; because
we have no such rule given us in the word of God whereby to operate. Nor
SAKE ; because herein the mean only is commendable, ail extreams (whether
ill defect or excess) vicious.

*' Whereas the Papists unjustly charge the Protestant Churches with
schism for departing from their communion, it could not but be a great
scandal to them to confirm them in that their uncharitable opinion of us,
if we should utterly condemn any thing as unlawjul, or but even forbid the
n'ie^ ci \\. ^s. inexpedient , upon this only ground or consideration, that the
same had been used in the times of Popery, or that it hud been abused by the
Papists. And truly the Puritans have, by this this very means, given a
wonderful scandal and advantage to our adversaries,' which they ought to
acknowledge and repent of; when, transported with an indiscreet zeal, they
have cried down sundry harmless ceremonies and customs as superstitious
and Autichristian, only for this—that Papists use them. Whereas godiy and
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manifest any symptoms of horror on account of such rites having
obtained the sanction and patronage of an Archbishop who
was reputed an Arminian.—The ungrateful return which Mr.
Mede received from Dr. Twisse for his pacific services, has

been already detailed in various parts of the notes ; a summary
of it is contained in the following lines addressed to one of his

ti'iends : " I can be content to satisfy myself without troubling

others, unless I see them seriously desirous to be informed. But
no man, I find, loves any speculations but such as he thinks

will advance his profitable ends, or advantage his side or fac-

tion." The ingratitude of Dr. Twisse was not confined to

those instances of fretfulness and impatience which occur in

the preceding correspondence: He published some of Mr.Mede's
papers without his privity, after they had been lent to him in

the unsuspecting confidence of friendship. Of this unhand-
some trick Mr. Mede complains in a letter addressed, four

months before his death, " to a worthy friend," an extract

from which, inserted in the note,* displays to advantage the

regular Protestants think it agreealilc to christian liberty, charity and pni-
tlence, that in appointing ceremonies, retaining- ancient customs, and the
use of all other indifferent things, such course be held as that their mode-
ration might be known to all men ; and that it might appear to their very
adversaries, that, wherein they did recede from them or from any thing
practised by them, they were not thereunto carried by a spirit of contra-
diction, but either cast upon it by some necessity of the times, or induced
for just reasons of expediency so to do."
The Rev. J. VV. Cunningham, the amiable Vicar of Harrow-on-the-Hill,

has also, in his " Vei vet Cushion," remarked with no less terseness than truth

concerning a Popish church: " The vast Gothic arches, the solemn light,

the general air of majesty—all inspired the most lofty ideas of the Being
to whom the temple was dedicated. And here. Sir, as I am likely to say a
few hard things of Popery presently, I wish, by way of set-off, to remind
you good Protestants, that you owe to Popery almost every thing that

deserves to be called by the name of a Church. Popery is the religion of
Cft^Afrfro/s,—Protestantism of Uvusts,—Dissenterism of Barns !"

It detracts nothing from the high estimation in which the character of this

active and benevolent clergyman is held, that, notwithstanding his belief in

the general truth of the proposition which he thus briefly states, he expung-
ed the whole passage from the succeeding editions, because it had given
huge offence to many Dissenters, who in this particular seem by their prac-
tice to have disowned both the opinions and the deeds of their ancestors.

For, while several of them have been blessed " in their basket and in their

store" by the bounty of heaven, and have been enabled to erect superb
mansions for their personal accommodation, they have, in the unaffected
spirit of ancient piety, repeated the words of king David, " See now, I

dwell in a house of cedar, but the ark of Cod dvvelleth within curtains."

Not content with a listless repetition of the noble sentiment, they have
erected magnificent structures in various parts of the kingdom, and, more
blessed than the royal Psalmist, have lived to see them dedicated to the pub-
lic worship of the Living God. This is as it should be. It is a holy service,

which deserves commendation, by whomsoever it may be performed.
* " There are some papers of mine, walking I know not where, concerning
bowing towards the altar ; which were written by way of answer to somebo-
dy, (and a man of note,) demanding of me what I thought thereof. One
was my first answer: Another more large, replying to the exceptions he made
against that first and the whole opinion and practice, being somewhat
larger than I use to write letters, and written with some intention of mind.
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unsubdued good^nature of this eminent divine. Many were
the artifices, invented by the Doctor and others, to induce the

good man to transgress the usual bounds of his moderation,

and to shew himself a warm and decided partizan : But this

they could not accomplish. For, as it is well observed by his

biographer, " To conceal his judgment, not to divulge every
thing that was truth to him, he was not hard to be persuaded.

But neither friends, nor interests, nor any worldly allurements
whatsoever, were of force to cox-rupt his affections, or pervert
his judgment: Much less could they prevail with him, unwor-
thily to deny any truth, how unplausible soever it was to some
men, and therefore disadvantageous to himself. For a proof
of his constant and unremovable affection to truth, as also of
his patient enduring the contradiction of others against himself,

take this instance :
' In the revolution of about twenty years

' by-past,' (the saying was his own,) ' he had by the self-same
' persons been looked upon, and accordingly reported of, as
' Popish, Protestant, and Puritan :' And yet he would pro-
test it as in the presence of God, ' that to his knowledge he
' had not in the least receded from his very first persuasions !'

So that all the while he was the same without wavering,
although varied to their appearance; because they, sailing with
the tide and wind, varied towards him."

But another point of difference between Dr. Twisse and Mr.
Mede, that ultimately became a test of the party to which a
man belonged, was the defining of Fundamental Articles,
to which allusion has been made in page 497, where Mr.
Mede, with the liberal feeling then generally exhibited by the
the English Arminians,* declares that the Romish Church holds

after my thous:hts that way had been long asleep, f, by chance, kept a copy
of it, which how it came to be so much dispersed, I profess I know not. That
so-long-since- written discourse of mine, De SanctUate Relativa, &;c., sa-
vours too much of my infancy in divinity, and first thoughts, and affection of
style, ever to see the public light. And indeed I had resolved to enjoy my-
self, and such contentment as I could find in my cell, and never to have come
in print again, either to please or displease any man ; but only to vent such
notions as I had conceived privatelj' by a new way I took of common-placing,
changing my theme quaUbet vice.

' When now on a sudden before 1 was
aware, and little expected any such matter, one of my stragglers is perked
into the press, telling the world he was one of those common places. What
his destiny is, I know not : but if it be good, somebody can say, ' He hath
' flung many a stone in his days, but never hit the mark till now, and that
' too by mere chance, and not so much as intending it.'

"

* " It cannot seem strange, that a man in my case, removed by the force of
the war from the service of the church, should'riedicate his time to the consi-
deration of those controversies which cause divisions in the church. For,
whatcould I do more to the satisfaction of mine own judgment, than to seek
a solution, what truth it is, the oversight whereof hath divided the church ;

and therefore, the sight whereof ought to unite it ? The title of Reformation
which the late war pretended, mentioned only Episcopacy and the Service.
The ertecl of it was a new Confession of faith, a new Catechism, a new Direc-
tory, all new ; with chapter and verse indeed, quoted in the margin, but as
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those truths which Protestants considfirJundamental. Arminius
was one of the earliest divines who attempted practically to

apply, to the purposes of general christian union the compre-
hensive plan, which had been devised by Erasmus, Junius,

and others, of defining tliose few grand truths the belief of which is

necessarif to salvation. On this subject, his nine orphan children

say :
" The mind of our beloved father was strangely exercised

with many thouglits of this kind, which often drew tears from
his eyes, and excited sensations painful beyond any thing that

he ever experienced. For by his incredible sagacity he could
discern how the dissensions of friends, while they operated as

losses to themselves, were advantageous to their enemies. The
whole of these considerations he has m.ost accurately expressed
in his elaborate oration on this subject. With this view, under
the Divine favour, he most diligently and mildly applied the
powers of his mind to effect a complete union of the Churches,
at least of those which differed very little from each other ;

and in this way endeavoured according to his ability to remove
sects from the Reformed portion of Christendom, a measure
most offensive to them, and to destroy the kingdom of Anti-
christ,^—always stipulating for the inviolability of that truth

by which we either stand or fall, and having a due regard to

the preservation of their own names to all those to whom such
an object v/as of consequence. He was desirous to point out
in a sparing manner the method by which this design might be

well over- against their own new inventions, as over-against the old faith of
the church. This burthen was as easily kicked off by the Congregations, as
laid on by the Presbyteries ; as carrying, indeed, no conviction with it, but
the sword, and vvliat penalties the sv\ord should inforce it with. Which fail-

ing, what is come instead of it, to warrant the salvation of diristians, but that
the Bible is preached, (which what heresy disownetli ?) and by them wliom
the Triers co'int godly men ? make they what they can of it. I, from my
nonage, had embraced the Church of England, and attained the order of
Priesthood in it, upon supposition that it was a true church and salvation to

be had in it and by it ; owning, nevertheless, (as the Church of England did
own,) the Church of Rome for a church in which salvation, though more
difficult, yet might be had and obtained. That there is no such thing as a
church by God's law, in the nature of a body, (which this state of religion

requireth,) is opposite to an article of my creed,who always thought myself a
member of such a body by being of the Church of England. The issue of
that which I have published, concerning that title of Reformation which the
war pretended, was this: That they are schismatics, that concur to the
breaking or destroying of the Church o"f England for those causes.— If the
salvation of a christian consist in professing the common Christianity, as [

shew you at large, shall not the salvation of a divine consist in professing what
he hath attained to believe, when he thinks the exigent of the time renders it

necessary to the salvation of God's people .' How shall he otherwise be minis-
terial to the work of God's grace, in strengthening them that stand, in co>n-
forting and helping the weak, in raising them that are fallen, in resolving
the doubtful, without searching the bottom of the cause .' Nay, how shall he
make reparation for the offences he may have given, by not knowing that
Avhich now bethinks he knows ?"

—

^Thorndike's Ejnlngue, 1654.
" They [the Puritans] promote the interest of R^ome, and betray the

Protestant cause ; partly by uiistaking the question, (a very common fault
among them,) but especially through the necessity of some false principle or
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accomplished, through a lure to others ; by which means he
studied to procure commendation for them, rather than seem
himself to seek his own honour by prescribing a method to his

governors and fellow ministers, to all of whom he paid a most
willing homage." But, unlike Grotius* and some of his English

other ; which, having once imbibed, they think themselves bound to maintain.

Among those false principles, it shall suflice for the present to have named
bnt this one, ' That the Church of Rome is no true church.' The disadvan-
tages of which assertion to our cause in the dispute about the visibility of the

Church, (besides the falseness and uncharitableness of it,) their zeal, or pre-

judice rather, will not suffer them to consider. With what out-cries was
Bishop Hall, (good man ! who little dreamt of any peace with Rome,) pur-
sued by Burton and other Hotspurs, for yielding it a church ? Who had
made the same concession over and over again before he was Bishop, (as

Junius, Reynolds, and our best controversy-writers generally do,) and no
notice taken, no noise made of it. You may ])erceive by this one instance

where the shoe wringeth."

—

Sanderson's Preface. On these outcries against

Bishop Hall consult a succeeding note, which contains Sadler's examination.

* Of the early opinions of Grotius on this subject it is necessary to give

some account, because, at a subsequent period of his life, they were objected

to him as contradictory to his more mature thoughts and designs : In 1611,

when he was twenty-seven years of age, on consulting Anthony Walfeus
about one of his first publications, he thus addresses him ; " 1 perceived

that it would be easy for me to clear myself, before those persons who would
enter into a rigiit consideration of my design ; and yet that it would be an
act of greater jirudence and correctness, if every expression were so mollified

as to require the least possible excuse or apology. But, as this course was
one of difficulty, for I seemed always inclined to stumble against one side or

the other, 1 began to deliberate if it would not be better to suppress this pro-

duction, or to defer its publication to a mors peaceful period.—The saying of

yours is undoubtedly true, ' that, among those topics of controversy between
' us and the Papists, there are some which openly attack the citadel of the

•true faith.' Vet the foundations of the citadel are still apparent among
them ; and, if a comparison be instituted, we shall 6nd those foundations to

be greater and more dignified than the structure that is erected upon them,
and than that part of the structure itself which is nearest the foundations,

—

for there are gradations even between the different parts. Our Junius was
accustomed to say, ' The Popists err in the foundations so as not to err from
' the foundations :' To this distinction 1 yield my full assent. In this book,
in which I had purposed to abstain from ail controversies, I could not pass

over in silence, among other topics, that most jirofane custom of forming re-

presentations of the Deity by images ; because in reality I hope, that no pru-
dent men in the church of Rome itself can possibly approve of that impiety,

as they must likewise disapprove of those gross and Pelagian opinions of some
men about Merits, and Free-will in reference to its opposition to Grace. But
even these points among the Papists which are most dangerous, may, I think,
be undermined and overturned by the very principles w hich 1 lay down as

granted. The authority of these principles ought to be the greater, because
those who are convicted by them of falsehocxl, dare not deny their truth.

The declaration made by certain divines of great reputation, approaches very
near the truth :

' All those truths which we believe, are acknowledged by the
' Papists ; but to them are added other things which are false, and which are
* totally inconsistent with those prime truths which they acknowledge.' The
consequence is this, when religion is reduced to those truths in which all

christian churches of every age agree, Popery «vill be ruined, because it is

composed of private opinions," [which have no connection with the recog-
nised verities of the Church Universal.]

It is amazing that any one should have objected against these sentiments ;

for they are the very germs of the principles which he afterwards expanded
in the Blessed work of pacification. This is rendered still more apparent, by
a letter to the same learned divine, written two months afterwards, of which
the following is an extract • *' Between you and me no difference of opiuion
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disciples, Arminius rejected the Papacy from his project of
pacification, as Bertius informs us, and it is also recorded in

his last Will and Testament: " He shewed great solicitude,

exists respecting: the Papists, thotip;h each of us may employ ditfereiit phrases
from the other, which is nothing unusual. For 1 concede to you, that, in

Popery, there are certain things which it has in common with other churches,
and that there are likewise some thinp which are peculiar to itself : Those
of the former class are christian, those of the latter are for the most part
antichristian ; the former by themselves are of a xaxnng nature, the latter,

when separated, are destructive. But we have cause of gratitude to God on
one account—those individuals among the Papists who possess a larger portion
of candour and liberality, are compelled to own, ' tliat all the artiiles oftheir
' belief are tiot of equal authorifi/, and therefore that those assured princi-
' pies which are common to our Christianity, ought to be apprehended with a
' kind of special knowledge that does not belong to the others.' For this

reason the way in which I proceed seemed to me not unsuitable for healing
those who are capable of a cure, and that is— to teach them to hold those
things as undoubted which are of a salutary nature, and, if they cannot yet
execrate the others as pestiferous, to lay them aside in the nieun time as
unnecessun/. Though I readily understand how important and ditlicult of
reconciliation those topics are which are controverted among christians, and
particularly those which are subjects of discussion between us and the Pa-
pists, yet to place before their eyes this importance and dijficulty was no part
of my intention, which only included a wish to exhort real christians to the
exercise of charity, on account of those things which are common to all of
them : and to advise all others to embrace those things which are professed
by christians in general, and to omit all the subjects of dispute. Unless such
a plan be adopted towards those who are not christians, they will undoubt-
edly be so scandalized at our dissensions, as almost to think that, excepting
the name of Christian, there is no other point in which we all agree."

His early views on this subject receive further illustration from a Letter
addressed, six years afterwards, to his brother, who was then at Paris on
his travels. " My Brother, your safe arrival at Paris in the midst of such
difficult circumstances, is a true source of pleasure to me : Nor is it the less

pleasing to hear, that at the very commencement of your journey you have
begun to know a race of men whom you had not seen before, who are objects
of hatred to every good man, and distinguish themselves by that most arro-
gant appellation of Jesuits ; as though it was not sufficient for them to be
called Christians,—a title with which the piety of such a multitude of ages
has been content ! The objections which they stated to you about the Catho-
lic Church, are of no value. For it is as great an absurdity to dignify the
Church of Rome with the name of Catholic, as to bestow it upon the
Church of Holland. Both these churches are only parts of the universal
body, whose head is Christ. The Greek, Syriac, Coptic, Abyssinian, Rus-
sian, Armenian, and as many more that lie under no obligations to the Ro-
man Pontiff, are parts of the same great body. These are stigmatized by
the Roman Catholics as schismatics, because they do not own that new
Aom'm^Vwn oi tlie Universal Bishopric -which Gregory, the Roman Pontiff,
specified long ago as the mark of the future Antichrist. Jt is an undoubted
fact, that the Christian Name is far more widely extended among those
nations that are unacquainted with the Papal kingdom, than it is among
such as have submitted their necks to that unjust yoke. But if the Roman
Pontiff" would confiup himself within the ancient limits, and would account
it enough to he tlte First Patriarch, and at the same time the Son but not
the Lurdoi the Church, some hopes might then be indulged concerning the
restoration of unity, which cannot form any possible ground of hope as long
as liberty is thus manifestly under oppression. The conversion of the Gen-
tiles is indeed promised to the true church, and, in the first ages after Christ,
that prophecy received au abundant fulfilment. Yet 1 cannot deny, that some
persons have been gained from Paganism to Christianity, as well by Papists
as by Protestants : But this circumstance is of no avail, either to them or to

us, in discovering the truth under controversy,—no more than it concerned
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that the scattered members of the Church should no longer

remain in a state of separation, but should now at length,

according to their Lord's command, be incorporated into one
body. In his judgment, which in this instance is supported

by facts, the Court of Rome does not seek those things which
are Christ's, but the pleasures, the honours, the profit, and
the splendour of this world, and a system of tyranny over
both the minds and the bodies of men ; and he therefore con-
sidered it neither possible nor proper for any person to enter

into consultation with that harlot respecting the concerns of
salvation, or the establishment of peace throughout the Chris-

tian community. In other religious denominations he could
generally perceive a studied regard and attention to conscience
and piety ; and that these parties did not intentionally or by
design offend against the integrity of the Church, so much as

by doubtful ambiguities or intricate enquiries. To render
these noble attempts abortive, or to elude their efficacy, Satan

those of old ' that compassed sea and land to make one proselyte, who,
' when he was made, became two-fold more than his masters the child 0/ helL
' but not nf Jieca'en.' (Matt, xxiii, 15.)."—At the close of the same letter, he
alludes to a principle contained in his treatise On the Freedom of the Ocean,
and says : " My treatise by no means concedes an indirect dominion to the
Pope; but it derives its argument from those principles which are professed
among the Cardinals themselves. 1 approve of the sentiments of those indi-
viduals among the Roman Catholics who declare, 'that Bishops,—and among
' them, the Roman Pontiff, if he be desirjus of properly discharging his
' functions,—have a right over the sheep of their fold to make arrangements
* about the concerns of their flock in the way of persuasion, but not of cmn-
' mand.' If any person refuses obedience, he may for equitable reasons be
excluded horn communion, but he cannot be compelled. But if those who are
called Heretics may through thefear of contagion, be excluded from the
privileges which are common to all by the law of nations, why may not ac-
cess into Spain be denied to us and to the English .' Thanks be to God, we
are not heretics : but we can say with St. Paul, After the way which they call
Heresy, so worship we the God of our Fathers !"

In all these extracts, Grotius manifests the same liberal feeling as he ex-
hibited nearly thirty years afterwards, with the exception of his hint about the
mark of Antichrist. Most justly therefore could he observe to his brother in
1643, in reference to a scurrilous publication against him .• " 1 have seen the
book which James Laurence has dedicated to me. I wonder, how he, who
calls himself the defender of the truth, can utter such audacious falsehoods,—as he does when he says, ' that Ruarus lodged in my house,'—and when he
applies to the Sociniaus the arguments which, m my hooV. on the Laws of
War and Peace, I had written against the Mennonites. I am not aware of
any Protestant having hitherto declared, ' that no man, in the communion
' of the Church of Rome, can possibly be saved !' A doctrine contrary to
this was both taught and written by Camero, Ferrarius, and many other
Protestants. The causes which he aciduces are exceedingly vapid. For the
Council of Trent says, that the righteousness which obtains the approbation
of God, and which it is his pleasure to render saving, is derived from God
through Christ. It is also possible for persons in that Communion to abstain
from idolatry, by honouring the saints only as the servants of God, by using
images as refreshing excitements to their memories, and by venerating in the
sacrament that which is its principal part, as the Council of Trent has made
the adoration of the sacrament to be tantamount to adoring Christ in the
sacrament.—He objects against me many of my former opinions, as if they
were at variance with my recent writings ; yet there is no actual variation
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endeavoured to excite a persuasion in certain inconsiderate

persons, that in all these things Arminius was actuated by a

selfish desire to procure his own glory, to make an ostentatious

display of the force of his genius, to introduce innovations

into the Church, and to put in motion the recriminating saw
of mutual contentions and altercations." By consulting the

Works of Arminius, (vol. 1, pp. 408—461, Q39, 660,) the

reader will become acquainted with the philanthropic and libe-

ral views of that great man, who made those benevolent decla-

rations, when, according to the statement of the Dort Syno-
dists " the magistrates were favourable to the Arminians, and
they could accomplish any thing through Uitenbogardt's in-

fluence with the Advocate of Holland."* {Arminius, vol. 1, pp.
514, 548.)

between them, if Ihey be examined according to the exact rules of Logic. If

my judgment lias become purer and more refined through process of time,
conversation with the learned, or through diligent reading, I ought not, on
that account, to beaccusedofzwwwi-towt?/, any more than St. Augustine, who
in his i?e<rot'^fl<jo»s has corrected many of his own opinions.—But, in defi-

ance of all justice, he charges the Psaltery of Bouaventura upon the whole
body of Catholics, (though it was condemned by the Doctors of the Sorbonne,J
and those verses to the Virgin Mary which commence with Inipera Redemp-
tori, as well as some others which he has quoted from their hooks. Prudent
men among the Roman Catholics believe, not only that censors of books but
that Popes themselves may be fallible, and often are deceived on many
subjects."

• lnpage496, I have said, that " the Dutch Calvinists adopted the expe-
dient of calling the doctrine of Unconditional Election and Reprobation
Jimdamental ," and it is there shewn to be a Popish principle. For, with the
substitution of the word Calvinists, the Arminians might employ Mr. Mede's
phrase, and say :

" The Calvinists and we differ not in the articles we
account to be fundamental ; not that we differ not, and mainly too, in those
which TUEV account fundamental."
The first mention of such a proposition was made by Gomarus, at the close

of a Public Conference between him and Arminius, before the States of Hol-
land, on the 24th of May, 1608. After a patient hearing of the parties, the
President of that honourable assembly had thanked God tlutt the controversy

between the two Professors did not at nil concern the main points of the chris-

tian religion; but Gomarus passionately affirmed " that the controversy
*' between them was ofsuch vast importance, that he durst not appear in the
" presence of his Maker, if he maintained the opinions which Arminius pro-
" fessed !" To this uncharitable speech should always be appended the just

remark of one of his co-temporaries : " I would much more readily appear
"before the tribunal of God with the Faith of Arminius, than with the
•* CiiARrrv of Gomarus!"—The re|>ly of Gomarus was much applauded by
Lis friends, acd the principle which it avowed was pertinaciously maintained
by the Dutch Calvniists, during the whole cf the succeeding half century.
But, though inclined to live in amity with his colleague, Gomarus was
attacked on his weak side ; and being constituted the leader of the high Pre-
destinarian party, he was furnished with projectiles, which, at the suggestion
of some craftier'men, he hurled against the scriptural doctrines of General
Redemption. To this fact some allusions are made in the Life of Arminius ;

and it is easily proved by a document, signed by Gomarus, onlythree jears
before, in which he explicitly states, " that, among the Prolessors of the
Faculty of Theology [in Leyden] , no difference existed that could be consid-
ered as in the least a{i'ei:ting the fxindamentals of doctrine !" It was not
even pretended, that Arminius had disclosed any fresh heterodoxies between
the years lfiO.5 and 1608 ; but the Calvinists had discovered, that, unless they
boldly affirmed their doctrinal peculiarities to be essential to salvation^—

a
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In the long note on " the becoming reverence which the

Church of Eiififland has always entertained for the authority of

the Christian Fathers," in a preceding page of this work, (429-

433,) I have given a brief account of the labours of Grotius in

preparing the celebrated Edict of l6l4, and the pleasure which
King James received from a perusal of that document. That
learned Monarch immediately resolved to adopt the basis of

Grotius, and to apply his principles on a more extensive scale

in effecting a fraternal concord between all the churches that

had rejected the yoke of Popery : In this service he employed
Peter Du Moulin ; and, in l6'15, after the scheme was com-
pleted, he transmitted a copy of it to each of the Reformed
Churches in France and Holland. This proposal was exceed-

ingly liberal, and happy had it been for the whole of Christen-

dom if its principles had been embraced by all Protestant

churches ! I subjoin a portion of its contents :
" My mean-

ing is not to commence a religious disputation : For as soon as

the minds of men are put into a ferment, none will yield, and
each will ascribe to himself the victory. But the object at

which I aim is this—to lay on the table the Confession of the

English and Scotch churches, with those of the French and
Dutch churches, that of Switzerland and of the Palatinate, and
others : Out of all these Particular Confessions a General one
might be drawn up, in which many things might be tacitly pas-

sed by, the knowledge of which is not esteemed necessary to

salvation. For instance, the dispute of Piscator, and several

refined opinions which have been proposed by Arminius on the
points of Free-will, the Persevei-ance of the Saints, and Pre-
destination.*—With regard to ceremonies and church-govern-

distinction which the Papists alone had till then claimed for their antlchris-
tian additions to the gospel,—they could not hope to succeed in their daring
attempt to suppress the benevolent doctrine of God's good will to all mankind.
For, as Grotius has shewn in the case of the Papists, (page 550,) when once
these Predestinarian additions were allowed to hold no place among the Fun-
damentals of the gospel, Calvinism would cease to have the pre-eminence to
which it aspired, and the concise yet benignant foundations of Arminianism
would be immediately recognized, by the Common Sense of mankind, as
those of genuine Christianity. To such a dangerous admission as this, it

will be perceived, neither the rigid Papists nor the rigid Calvinists would
agree; and, in Mr. Mede's days, (page 497,) the latter continued to object,
that, if the Predestinarian pomts were " declared not-fundamental, they
" would lose part of their strength and be shaken."

* The golden chains, and similar valuable trinkets, which " his High and
Puissant Majesty King James" bestowed upon Du Moulin and other literary
drudges, ofwhom he had several that rendered him essential aid in his learned
labours, were of great service to the individuals who received them, as their
loyalty and attachment to the government of the country were frequently
thus secured at a trifling expense. The good effects produced by the mere
countenance and discourse of his Majesty upon the mind of the famous
Camero, who had early been tinctured with the disaffection of his party, may
be seen in page 205. His Majesty's presents and friendship were equally po-
tent and benign when bestowed upon Peter du Moulin, who was uncommonly

N N
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raent, a mutual declaration should be framed and appended to

the Confession, in which the deputies should testify, in the

name of their principals, that the churches do not condemn
each other for such diversities as do not hinder us from still

agreeing in the true faith and doctrine, and from embracing each

other as true believers and members of the same body.*^—The
points on which the Lutheran church differs from us are two-

fold : (1.) Some are of such a nature as may easily be adjusted

1 e'weeii us, viz. the ceremonies of the Lutheran church, which
might be understood in the most favourable sense and tolerated,

being matters which belong to the class of expedients rather than to

that of necessaries. Of this kind also are some of the opinions

about Predestination,t concerning which, I conceive, an aiticle

of the general Confession may be framed so as to be approved

by all parties without scruple, if, avoiding a prying curiosity,

we imitate the manner of the Augsburg Confession, in which that

topic is mentioned with gieat caution and purposely passed over.

obsequious, and yielded a ready compliance with any of the niouarch's pe-

dantic humours. Indeed, much of that deleterious influence on the subject

of religion, which has been ascribed exclusively to Archbishop Abbot, may
be traced up to Uu Moulin, who yet, on almost all the disputed points both of

doctrine and discipline, was at perfect a";reen)ent with his Grace.

But after the death of Kin^ James, what a metamorphosis was effected in

Du Moulin ! The kind and liberal peace-maker became one of the most vio-

lent incendiaries in Europe; and, not content with embroiling bis native
country in an unholy war, he affected to wield in his own hand the religious

destinies of Holland and Great Britain. An admirable specimen of his en-
deavours to kindle the flames of civil discord in this country, will be seen iu

page 392, and refjuiresno comment.
* How christian and pacific is this judicious plan ! And what a contrast

does it present to the malevolent productions of the same man, recorded in

page 393.

-f-
In a preceding pa^e (1''4) the ingenuous IMosheim has frankly acknow-

ledged, " If the opinions contained in the well-known Five Points of the
Arminiansbe simply regarded by themselves, no man can deny the fact that
they are the same as those which the Lutherans embrace for Divine Verities
that are clearly revealed. Where can the man be found who will not confess,

that the Lutherans were wounded,condemned, and excluded from salvation,

at the Synod of Dort, through the sides of the Arminians ?"—At the heck of
king James and of the Duke of Bouillon, four years afterwards Du Moulin
wrote a letter approving of that intolerant conduct on the part of the Synod,
although he had previously made the large admissions in the text. See page
2-12.

But, in enumerating other differences between the Calvinists and Luther-
ans, Du Moulin added, in fiis pkni of paci/icatioti,'^ Thtre'is aho some di{-

ferencc about the necessity of Baptism, which, in a good sense, may be
asserted to be necessary to salvation, that is, * it is necessary baptism should
* be used in the christian church, and it is no less necessary that each private
* christian shoula not despise it,' without entering any further into the ques-
tiou of such necessity." In page .S9(), I have quoted the Ninth Article of the
Augsburg Confession, which declares the manner in which the Lutherans
hold Baptism to be necessnry to salvatinn ; and which is quite contrary to Du
Moulin's Eighth Motion: Let the reader peruse that article, if he be d.esirous

to observe the difference between Du Moulin in 1615 and in 1641. In the long
tiuotation on the same page from Mosheim, allusion is made to Bishops Ward
and Davenant's opinions concerning Baptism, on which the reader will find
ample information in Dr. Tarr's JJfeoJ Jrchbisliop Usiier, pages 434—438.
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(2.) There is the pouit of the Lord's Supper, which will cause

more trouble, &c.—For there are two sorts of errors : Some
consist only of what we think or believe, others of some external

act beside the belief or opinion. Of the the Jirst species are

those which relate to the nature of Christ, to Predestination

and Free-will. Of the second are the doctrines concerning the

Communion in one kind, the Adoration of the Host, and Pray-

ing in a language nnknow)i sometimes even to him that prays. The
errors of the latter sort, though they be often of less moment
than the others, do yet produce greater ferments and sometimes

schisms. For' if I hold communion with any one who errs in

the business of Predestination or in that of Christ's nature, or

who maintains that Christ's body is every where, though these

errors be great, yet need they not disquiet the person that par-

takes of the Lord's Supper with him. But if I approach that

sacrament with a man who pays adoration to the b?-ead, or who
believes he is then sacrificing Jesus Christ, such an act must
scandalize and drive me from thence, for fear of joining in his

idolatry oxfalse oblation. Now it is a happy circumstance, that

our differences with the Lutherans are of the First kind ; and
that with regard to externals, there is no difference but such as

might be easily adjusted between us.—In order to induce the

respective communities and churches to conform themselves to

the agreement which may be concluded, it will be absolutely

necessary for the several princes and states to promise, that they

will exert their authority for the purpose of abolishing the

names of Lutherans, Calvinists, and Sacramentarians,
and of causing all our churches to be called Christian Reformed
Churches. Every one ought also under severe penalties to be
prohibited from inveighing against his brethren in sermons, or

writing against them: And the catalogues of those books which
are offered for sale at the Frankfort Fair must no longer be fil-

led with the titles of such scandalous libels and invectives as

have been commonly published.—The Protestant princes of

Germany shall also consent tosend their ministers on an appointed

day to the principal churches of the neighbouring princes, who
shall be ready to receive them, and they may there partake

together of the Holy Communion on some solemn festival.—If

God would grant his blessing to this holy and laudable under-
taking, which would crown with everlasting honour the King
of Great Britain and those Potentates that assisted him, it

might then be a proper season to offer terms of peace to the

Church of Rome. And though I indulge doubts concerning
any such peace, because the Pope allows of no Council or Con-
ference in which he is not permitted to preside, yet,* if it were

* This is the opinion of Grotius quoted page 550, and agrees with the fol-

lowing extract from Bishop Gauden : "Nor did the ancient Ecclesiastical
laws and distinctions lay more to the Roman inspection or jurisdiction, than

Nn 2
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once to be brought undei' discussion, we should attain a much
higher reputation ; and, when we were at length brought to an
agreement among ourselves, we should be able to speak \\o

others^ with greater authority."

Among those who entered with spirit into this amicable mode
of composing religious differences, none was more distinguished

than the famous Archbishop of Spalato. Of this individual. Dr.
Heylin gives the following sketch in his Life of Archbishop
Laud: "We will begin the next [year, 1623,'] with the dismis-

sion of the Archbishop of Spalato, a man defamed by the Itali-

ans at his coming hither, and as much reproached by the

English at his going hence : His name was Marcus Antonius
de Dominis, Archbishop of Spalato in fact, and Primate of

Dalraatia in title : Such anciently and of right those Archbi-
shops were, till the Bishop of Venice, being made a Patriarch

by Pope Eugenius the Fourth, Anno 1450, assumed that title

to himself, together with a superintendency over all the

churches of that country, as subordinate to him. He had been
long conversant with the Fathers and ancient councils;* by this

light he discerned the darkness of the Church of Rome, and the

blind title which the Popes had for their supremacy. Inclining

to the Protestant religion, he began to fear, that his own coun-
try would prove too hot for him at the last ; and therefore,

after he had sat in the See of Spalato about fourteen years, he
quitted his preferments there, and betook himself for sanctuary

to the Church of England, anno l6l6. Extremely honoured
at his first coming by all sorts of people ; entertained in both

Universities with solemn speeches ; presented, complimented,

the sub-urbicaria» re£;ions, which extended 100 miles from the city. That
the Roman Bishop was owned as the first or chief Patriarch in order and pre-

cedency, in place or vote, was not a re2;ard to the persons of the Bishops or

their authority, as if it were more than other Bishops by any Divine orhuman
right, but [it was] a regard to the pristine Majesty of the city, and to the

Apostolic emiuencyof that church in which the two great Apostles, St. Peter

and St. Paul, had" not only placed much of their pains but ended their lives.

Lay aside the Roman pomp and insoleucy, no sober man but will allow the

Bishop of Rome his civil andecclesiastical primacy, as KingJames and other

i'rotestant Princes ottered long ago : Nor would any of the great reformers,

Luther, or Calvin, orCranmer, have grudged this, if the Bishop of Rome
would have submitted either to a general couiicil, or to the word of Christ."

* It appears from the life of Bishop Bedell, that the Archbishop of Spalato

Avas not acquainted with the productions of the Greek Fathers ; for, after

being requested to examine the Ten Books of the Archbishop's Ecclesiastical

Republic, " Mr. Bedell corrected many ill applications of texts of scripture

and quotations from the Fathers. For that Prelate, being utterly ignorant of

the Greek tongue, could not but be guilty of many mistakes both m the one

and the other." Mr. Bedell had been chaplain to Sir Henry VVotton, during

the nine years of his embassy to the republic of Venice, and was the person

who brought Dc Dominis over into England, and several of the famous Fa-

ther Paul's manuscripts, particularly his History of the Council of Trent.

This learned Italian professed, " that he had learnt more from Mr. Bedell ia

all parts of divinity, whether speculative or practical, than from anyone
witn wjiom he had ever conversed,"
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feasted by the great Lords about the Court, the Bishops, and

some principal persons about the city ; happy v/as he that

could be honoured with his company, and satisfied with

beholding his comely presence, though they understood not his

discourses ! Commended by King James at first for a constant

sojourner and guest to Archbishop Abbot, in whose chapel at

Lambeth he assisted at the consecration of some Englisli

Bishops. Made afterwards hy the King the Master of the

Savoy, and Dean of Windsor, and by himself made Rector of

West-Illesby in the county of Berks; a revenue not so

great as to bring him ixnder the suspicion of coming hither out

of covetousness, for the sake of filthy lucre ; nor so contempti-

ble, but that he might have lived plentifully and contentedly

on it. During his stay here, he published his learned and ela-

borate book, entituled, De liepublica Ecclcstas!ica, never yet

answered by the Papists, and perhaps unanswerable. He had

given great trouble to the Pope by his defection from that.

Church, and no small countenance to tlie doctrine of the Pro-

testant churches by his coming over unto ours. The founder-

ing of so great a pillar seemed to prognosticate, that the fabric

of that Church was not like to stand. And yet he gave greater

blows to them by his pen, than by the defection of his person

;

the wound so given being conceived to be incurable. In these

respects, those of that church bestirred themselves to disgrace

his person, devising many other causes by which he might be
moved or forced to forsake those parts, wherein he durst no
longer tarry: but finding little ci-edit given to their libellous

pamphlets, they began to work upon him by more secret prac-

tices, insinuating, ' That he had neither that respect nor those
' advancements which might encourage him to stay ; that the
' new Pope, Gregory the Fifteenth, was his special friend ;

' that he might cliuse his own preferments and make his own
' conditions,"if he would return.' And, on the other side, they

cunningly wrought him out of credit with King James, by the

arts of Gundamore,* Ambassador at that time from the King of

* This bold and clever catholic exercised at one period a complete control

over the weak luiiul of King James. The reader will also recollect this am-

bassador's interference in the ca-e of Sir Walter Raleigh, and the irresolute,

conduct of the pragmatical monarch. No one acquainted with the history of

that period can entertain a doubt concerning the pernicious consequences of

Gondemar's residence in England : He and his agents excited within the

mind of James the recollections of his royal mother's Catholicism; they

brought the infatuated King within the reach of temptation, into which his

Rlajesty would undoubtedly have fallen a willing prey, had all his alile coun-

sellors been as wavering in the Protestant Faith as himself; and they thea

introduced the seeds of Popery into the Royal Family, which were not eradi-

cated even after King James the Second ;vas underthe necessity of abdicating

the throne and quitting the Kingdom. There cannot be a doubt, that Charles

the First was the finest branch of the unfortunate family of the Stuarts : In

strength of understanding, quickness of apprehension, and solidity of j'ldg-

Nn 3
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Spain ; and lessened his esteem amongst the clergy, by some
othei* artifices. So that the poor man, being in a manner lost on
both sides, was forced to a necessity of swallowing that accursed

bait, by which he was hooked over to his own destruction

:

For, having solicited King James by several letters, (the last of
them bearing date on the 3d of Febrnary, l623,; to licence his

departure home, he was by the King disdainfully turned over

ment, his Majesty excelled his royal father and his OAvn sons. Yet whoever
has considered Clarendon's just representation in a preceding page, (344,)
and has perused with attention Lis Majesty's very interestins; letters to Oueen
Henrietta, will find no difficulty in interring, that the very delicate und'inore
than gentlemani}/ deference there displayed would ultimately have been pro-
ductive of dangerous consequences to the sound Protestant principles which
the King entertained, had the last eventful years of his life been as prospe-
rous as they were adverse. The judicious precautions of Archbishop Laud
might in the end have proved unavailing, had the Queen gained by affability

and kindness unbounded ascendancy over her royal consoit : and when once
her Majesty had engrossed the management of the most momentous concerns
of the kingdom, and experienced no interruption in the distribution of

court- rewards, in which she would have had the aid of Popish advisers, the
Protestant iuterest would have been gradually sapped, and Popery Vvould
have struggled hard to gain its ancient supremacy.
These are some of the remote consequences which flowed from Gonde-

mar's reprehensible interference in English affairs ; and it was in the same
line of operations, at once to render De Dominis suspected at court, and to

flatter his vanity by inducing him to undertake the Quixotic expedition of
effecting a reconciliation between the Protestants and the Papists.
We are told, in the Life of Bishop Morton, " thatthe Archbishop's pretence

for going to Rome was, to negotiate an unity in religion between the Church of
Rome and that of England, upon those moderate grounds which he had laid

down in his works priuted at London. He thought himself the more likely to

execute this design by reason of the seasonable opportunity which he hacl at
that time, when Gregory XV was newly chosen Pope, who had been his old
and intimate acquaintance, being brought up in the same school and college
with him. Besides, if he failed in the attempt, he hoped he should lose nothing
but his labour, since Count Gondamar, the Spanish Embassador in England,
who had persuaded him to that journey, had promised him the protection of
the King of Spain his master. While he was full of this design and hopes.
Bishop IVhirton came to visit him, and among other discourse with him had
the following [in Latin,] which shews of how little authority the Council of
Trent would be, if itwere not for the terror of the Inquisitioii:

—

Morton. 'My
' Lord, what is in your mind, [that induces you to go to Rome] ? Is it )'our
intention to convert the Pope and the Papal Conclave ?'

—

De Domviis. Why
' not, my Lord .' Do you suppose that they are devils, and incapable of con-
version ?'

—

Morton. ' 1 do by no means account them devils ; neither do I

' consider his Grace of Spalato to be God and able to effect such a miracle.
* For does not your Lordship know the Council of Trent }'—De Dominis. ' I

' am indeed, my Lcvd, well acquainted with it : and 1 venture to assure your
' Lordship, that there are thousands of thousands, in Italy itself, who have no
' faith whatever in that Council !' This discourse, and many others having
passed between them, they parted in a friendly manner; and not long after,
our Bishop wrote a long letter to the Archbishop, to dissuade him from his
intended journey, in which, among other arguments for that purpose, he
used one, in which he shewed himself a true prophet, concerning the recep-
tion which he was likely to meet with at Rome. This fell out accordingly

;

for Pope Gregory XV, the Archbishop's old friend, died before he came thi-
ther ; and a successor was chosen in his place, by whom the Archbishop was
imprisoned in the Castle of St.Angelo, where he died, not without strong sus-
picioa of murder or poison : and his body was afterwards burnt, as that of an
retic, in Campo Fieri,"
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to the High Cormiiission, or rather to a special Commission
directed to Archbishop Abbot, the Lord Keeper, [^Williams

Bishop ofJ Lincohi, the Bishops of London TMountague],
Durham [^Neile], and Winchester [^Andrews], with certain of

the Lords of the Privy Council. These Lords assembling at

Lambeth on the 30th of March, and having first heard all his

excuses and defences, commanded him to depart the realm
within twenty days, or otherwise to expect such punishment as

by the laws of the land might be laid upon him, for holding-

intelligence by letters, messages, &c. with the Pope of Rome.
To this sentence he sorrowfully submitted, protesting openly,
that he would never speak reproachfully of the Church of
England, the Articles whereof he acknowledged to be sound
and profitable, and none of them to be heretical, as appears by
a book entituled, Spalato's S/dftiiigs in Religion, published, as

it was conceived, by Laud's especial friend, the Lord Bishop of
Durham. How well, or rather how ill, he performed this pro-
mise, and what became of him after his return to liome,* is not
now my business."

This celebrated divine in l()17 dedicated the first Four
Books of his Commonwealth of the Church to the States

General ; after King James had, for certain reasons, declined
that Honour. (Seethe Works of Ai-miniun, vol. 1, p. 412,439.) In

acknowledging the splendid present which their High Mighti-
nesses sent him, the Archbishop thus alludes to the dissensions

between the Dutch Calvinists and Arminians, which had not
been completely allayed by the prudent and conciliatory Edict
of 16'14: " I wish the two parties would neglect all counsels
that are merely human, and would suffer themselves to be
directed and instructed by that charity alone which the Holy

* In Baker's Chronicle the following brief account of his death is given :

"He preached publicly divers times before divers Lords of the (xiuncil,
printed in London the first four of his ten books, intituled, Of the Coimnoti-
irealtk of the Church; wiierein with great earnestness he maintained the
doctrine and discipline of the Protestants. But after all this, whether all he
had done was but dissembling from the beginning, or whether out of remorse
of conscience he repented him of that he had done, after five years' staying
he retracted all he had said or written before : which so incensed King
James, that he commanded him (within three days at his peril) to depart the
realm ; who thereupon went to Rome, and there inveighed as bitterly against
the Protestants, as he had done in England against the Papists ; honing at
least for pardon, if not for preferment. But, notwithstanding his recantation,
according to the law of the Inquisition, (having once revolted, though now
returned,) he suffered the death of an heretic, though not the shame ; had
the punishment of a martyr, but not the honour ; and was publicly burnt at
Rome : yet not burnt alive, butdyingin prison, and then buried, it is said
his body was afterwards taken up and burned."—The truth is, he was twice
nominally burnt : The first time, he was burnt in effigy immediately after
leaving Italy, on which occasion he humorously observed to his friends in

England, " that he was never colder in his life, than on the day when he was
burnt at Rome." The second time, according to Baker's description in the
preceding paragraph, his disinterred remains alone were consumed.
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Spirit infuses into oui- hearts. Were this course pursued, they
would undoubtedly compose all their differences immediately
by themselves, without wearying or disturbing foreigners, and
would thus each bear the burdens of the other," &c.—In the
Seventh Book of his Rcspublica Ecclesiaslica, he says :

" Those
long and tedious Confessions which contain the decisions of
many theological controversies, cannot be embraced or pro-
posed as Symbols, Rules and Formularies of Faith : For those
that began to be published in almost all the Reformed churches,
in order to terminate the differences which had arisen in some
or other particular church, are nevertheless and always will be
the principal causes of schism.* Who is so dull and stupid as

to submit his judgment or his conscience to the doctrines of
particular teachers, from whom he can receive no certainty of
their faith }" He owned, that the most compendious way to

produce a general peace of the church, would be to compose a
brief Confession of fundamental and necessary matters,t with

* " VV'e make lliis offer, ' that whatever proposition we aflfirm without
• shewing- scripturefor it, and that expounded according to the interpreta-
' tion of the ancient church, we will presently forego,' and it' you viould pay
us the like offer, and >our party make it good, 1 doubt not but, as turbulent
a sea as the state of Christendom is at this lime, the whole church might
quickly be at peace, or at least the dissentient party not to be considerable.
I remember a passage in Saint Hilary, depredicating the Bishops of France
as very happy men, ' that they knew no other Confession than that ancient
' and most simple which, through all churches from the Anostles' age, had
' been received :' And I am a little confident that that which first made, and
hath ever fomented, the breaches of that precious body, is the muliiplying
and imposing of new Confessions and Articles of Belief from the suggestion
of private or less public spirits, and that hath made the body like Aristo-
tle's t«sc'c<«7/*, which for want of blood run out into a multitude of legs

;

every such new article so multiplied (above the number of those which
scripture in the truly Catholick interpretation of it will authorize, not only
as true but necessary to be so acktunvkdged,) being an effect of some want
of blood, I mean of charity, in the authors : For though to teach any man
any certain truth be an act of charity, yet to make an article, that is, to
retjuire every man to believe irhafever tee conceive to he truth, is a great
uncharitableness, and a cause or occasion of more ; the adding to the neces-
sary truths, ordinarily, being a forerunner of the abatement of the inventory
of the necessary performances, I mean of those which are indispensably
required of us under Christ." Hammond's I'iew of the Apology, <i^'c.

f " Such a grand Catholic convention of able ecclesiastics in these Western
Churches might, bv the consent of princes and chief magistrates, be so or-
derly conxened witli freedom, impartiality, and due authority, as might
enable them to consent in one canon or rule of faith and good manners ; that
the clear and concurrent sense of scrii)tures might be owned by all, in which
all things necessary are contained, either literally or by just deductions ; that
what is dark or dubious should be left inditterently to christians' use and
judgments; that, ai- all would agree in the same ancient fundamental arti-

cles of faith, contained in primitive creeds, also in the same sacraments or
holy mysteries to be devoutly celebrated, so in the same way of good works
to be practised ; that we might all have the same catechise, the same public
liturgies, so composed that all christians might with faith and charity say
Amen to them, and in their several languages understand them ; that a'com-
ineutary on Scriptures, and sermons containing all christian necessary doc-
trine, might be agreed upon ; that neither curiosities nor controversies
should be couched in public prayers or preachings ; that all might enjoy the
same catholic source and course of ecclesiastic ordination, ministry and au-
thority," &c.—Gauden's Ecclesiw Anglicana Suspiria,
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the universal concurrence of all the ortliodox Eastern and Wes-
tern christians,—those of the Greek, Romish, Lutheran and the

other Reformed churches. With regard to other differences

which are not essentials and which cannot be comprised in such
a Formulary, they ought, in his opinion, to be tolerated.—In
this very clever man's productions is displayed much christian

philanthropy, and he proposed many excellent devices for the
peace and the unity of the Church Universal ; but his fate was
only another warning to real peace-makers, not rashly to ven-
ture their persons within the precincts of the Pope's domains.*
He had been deceived in his hopes of finding the Church of
England " a city that is compact together ;" he lamented the

spectacle which she then presented through the mismanage-
ment of King James,t who> in fact, was encouraged by Abbot
* Some emissaries of the Roman See, like Gondemar, had been exceedingly

active in giving Grolius an invitation to visit Rome. But, though a great pro-
moter of peace and union, he preferred to reside in a country in which the
Pope's right to punish apeace-maker was not recognized, rather than incur
some personal hazard by proceeding to the seat of Antichrist. In a letter ad-
dressed to his brother in 1625, he says : " It is also exceedingly desirable,
that Pope Urban may be able to produce some degrees of concord in the faith
of Christianity, which is now in too great a state of discord. But this event
is the subject of one's v!fisHEs, rather than of one's hopes or expectations,—
particularly since the memory of Mark Antony De Dominis has been con-
demned at Rome, by burning his body. And yet there are those who invite

me to Rome

:

What lure, I ask, is this for me.
That city's famous walls to see?"

In a letter of an earlier date, (1622,) having mentioned " those who had
prevented the payment of his pension, and who had hoped that he might
possibly by that means be induced to attend Mass," Grotius instantly adds.
" 1 have read some of the productions of Mark Antony De Dominis, who is

now celebrating- High Mass in Antwerp. On the questions of Grace and
Free-will he evidently maintains the same opinions as we do ; on other points
he is a follower of Cassander, with the exception of his attacking Transub-
stantiation and other dogmas with greater boldness. I wonder vihat he will
say about this change of his religion : Perhaps he will say, that he has ?iot

altered his religion, for he considers the Roman Catholic religion and that of
Protestants to be alike."

•f- The king's conduct with respect to the Synod of Dort will be the subject
of a future note. I have quoted some animadversions on his encouragement
of the Rochelle Calvinists, in pages 291 & .308 ; and it is to be regretted that
in some of his learned productions he proved himself incapable of exenis-
ing the same nice degree of discrimination, as the admirable Bishop Bilson
had done, in 1.585, in his True Difference between Christian Stthjectiun and
Unchristian Rebellion.— It is remarkable, that Bishop Bedell alluded to the
case of the Rochellers, about that period, in his Letters to Mr. Wadsworth,
who had been his fellow-student at Cambridge, and who,—on being appointed
chaplain to the anomalous embassy of the Duke of Buckingham when that
nobleman accompanied the chivalrous Prince Charles in his disastrous ma-
trimonial excursion to Spain,—was there converted to the Church of Rome.
In those Letters the Bishop says :

" Do you think subjects are bound to give
their throats to be cut by their fellow-subjects, or to their princes, at their
mere wills, against their own laws and edicts .' You would know quo jure
the Protestant wars in France and Holland are justified." He then quotes
Four brief Reasons, and concludes them thus :

" These are the rules of
which the Protestants, that have borne arms in France and Flanders, and
the Papists also both here and elsewhere, as in Naples, that have stood for
the defence of their liberties, have served themselves : How truly, I esteem
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himselfto exercise the Archi-cpiscopalJ'uficlioux in addition to those

of Royalty. Wisdom^ in the larn^e acceptation of the word, was
not one of that monarch's qualifications, but he substituted in

it hard for you and me to determine, unless we are more thoroughly acquaint-
ed with the laws and customs of those countries, than 1, for my part, am."

—

Bishop Burnet observes, " that Mr. Bedell's book was so well received, thatwe
may look upon it as the sense of the Ctiurcli of England at that time .'" Yet
in one part of the pamphlet which he wrote, in reply to the charges of Dr.
Hickes against him i'or certain alleged interpolations in the Letters to Wads-
worth, Bishop Burnet expounds a contrary doctrine, by dividing " the

point of resistance into two questions, (1) Whether subjects may resist

merely upon the account of religion '' The other is concerning the constitu-

tion of states and kingdoms. How far they have retained or lost their liber-
ties ? The one is a point of Divinity ; the other is a point of Law and His-
tory. As to the First, I do not know one, of all the divines that have sworn
to the present government, who are not still of the same opinion that they
were formerly of, and that do not still judge resistance on the account
OF RELIGION TO BE UNLAWFUL.—Nor does It any way reflect on them, if

they should have changed their opinion in the other point, which falls not so
properly within their studies. Many might go into wrong notions of our
government, and think we had no liberties left us but what were at the dis-

cretion of our princes. A great many have not at all changed their opinion,

even in this second point," &c. In the same pamphlet he says, that, in repub-
lishing Bedell's letters to Wadf>worth, " he could not but take notice of the
case of subjects resisting their princes fully stated and justified by the
author, and this in a book dedicated to Kino Charles the First, then Prince
of Wales ; and that this was never once objected to Mr. Bedell, nor was he
obliged to retract it, but, instead of that, he was soon afterwards preferred
to a Bishopric." This was one of the first indications observed by Bishop
Burnet, " which led him to see how late it was before the notion of non-
resistance was received as a doctrine of the church, though he had another,
which was later as well as inore public. For, in the year 1628, during the
siege of Rochelle, there was a public Fast appointed upon that account over
England ; and the besieged were prayed for as our brethren, and success to

them was prayed for by that form." The Bishop had the Form of Prayer,
which, as he remarks, " shews how far this church was at that time from
condemning resistance in all cases as rebellion."

It would not require any deep or extensive research to discover earlier

instances than these, in the reign of Kiu^ James the First, of the versati-

lity of his political principles, instead of transmitting a spirited Remon-
strance to the Court of France respecting an amelioration in the condition

of the Protestants of that kingdom, as Oliver Cromwell subsequently did
when they were actually persecuted, the unwise Monarch addressed letters

and despatched representatives to the Assemblies of the Reformed as an inde-
pendent party. How ridiculous such conduct must have appeared to Mark
Antouv De Dominis, who had been encouraged by the same monarch to

publish the following sentiments ! "The Church ought not to fight against

Princes, even wicked Apostates or Infidels, upon any ecclesiastical, pious
or holy account, especially when such Princes do not oppose the christian

faith ; neither can 1 imagine how the church can countenance such a war,
even though the prince should persecute his christian subjects ; being per-
suaded in my own mind, that the sword is to be used neither in the defence
of the faith, nor even for Christ himself: Neither have I ever read, that, in

all those ages when the heathen emperors, or any apostate, heretical, cruel

and ungodly princes reigned and oppressed the christians, the latter ever
took up arms against their persecuting princes, or stirred up others to doit
even when it was in their power : And yet I find, at the same time, that the
church flourished most of all under these persecutions, ami being adorned
with all kind of virtues, shined out then most brightly : But, on the con-
trary, that peace and plenty has made her idle and slothful. 1 know too,

that all christian virtues, such as piety, holiness, zeal for the faith, inward
religion, and the best morality, have appeared much more illustrious in many
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its place a low species of Cunning, which, to the degi'adation of
the regal dignity, he designated " king-craft." In the motley
garb in which his Majesty was desirous of bedecking the Eng-

of those christians that are subjects to the Grand Seignior, than in the king-
doms of christian princes." Upoa the objection ot Bellarmine : " That
force may be opposed by force, una that, by the law of zvar, people may resist

the persecntions of the Heathens or of Hereticks, if they are able," De Domi-
nis replies, " That a believer may justly save himself by flight, and so avoid
persecution ; and of this 1 never doubted, having learned this doctrine not
only from the word of God, but also frem the actions and apology of Athan-
asius. But that it is lawful to withstand by force and with arms our own
rightful sovereign, though hs be a persecutor of the faith, I have never yet
learned ; and especially have I not been able as yet to satisfy myself that the
ministers of Jesus Christ, by virtue of their othce or authority, may take
up or meddle with arms in order to make any such resistance. ' I know the
opinion of Nazianzen, who speaks thus of Julian the apostate :

* He was
' nevertheless compelled by the grace of God, and the tears of christians,
* many of which were poured out, and by many, since they had no other re-
* niedy against the persecutor, notwithstanding that his whole army in anian-
' ner consisted of christians.' Now if tears and patience be the only remedy,
then may we not use any arms, any violence, any deposing of princes, any
withdrawing of our fidelity and obedience. Certainly the argument of Bel-
larmine arms as well heretical subjects against those Catholic princes who
have inflicted temporal punishments on them, as Catholic subjects against
heretical princes. And by the same argument, all opposition, even the most
unjust, may be excited, fomented and defended. For if ill men have the
power of opposing force against the magistrates, they will always pretend
that they are unjustly persecuted. They that were hearers of the apostles
(as Andrew Duditius" writes to Beza,) brought forth for the most part fruits

worthy of the gospel, and of repentance. But they did not publicly arm the
people, nor maintain that religion is to be propagated by war or violence.
Can we then say that they who do such things, preach and practise things
conformable to the apostles' doctrine?"

In the pamphlet which Bishop Burnet wrote against Dr. Ilickes, he has
not only tendered us his own opinions on the doctrine, but has affected to give
us those of Archbishop Tillotson, who was a much more consistent charac-
ter than the Bishop. But it is safer to receive the Archbishop's testimony
from himself. He and Dr. Burnet frequently visited Lord Russel while under
condemnation, in 16H3, " for his vigorous opposition to Popery and arbitrary
government ;" and though his Lordship " had once received satisfaction"
from them that his principles of resistance were erroneous, yet Dr. Tillotson
afterwards expressed his " sorrow at having found a change" in the senti
ments which they had inculcated, and therefore addressed an able letter to
bis Lordship, of which the following is an extract : " I do humbly offer, to
your Lordship's deliberate thoughts, these following considerations concern-
ing the points of )-Mwf««ce if our religion and rights sliould be invaded, as
your Lordship puts the case. First. That the christian religion doth
plainly forbid the resistance of authority. Secondly. That though our reli-
gion be established by law, (which your lordship urges as a difference be-
tween o?<r case and that of </((? primitive christians,) yet in the same law
which establishes our religion it is declared, that it is not laufulupon any
pretence whatsoever to take up arms, &c. Besides that, there is a particular
law declaring the power of the militia to be solely in the king ; and that ties
the hands of subjects, though the law of nature and the general rules of
scripture had left us at liberty; which I believe they do not, because the
government and peace of human society could not well subsist upon those
terms. Thirdly. Your lordship's opinion is contrary to the declaretl doc-
trine of all Protestant churches ; and though some particular persons have
taught otherwise, yet they have been contradicted herein, and condemned
for it by the generality of Protestants."
Old Gerard Brandt was one of the most strenuous defenders of the civil

and religious liberties of mankind in Europe, yet, in his Annotations on
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lisli Church, were many things to disgust the well-informed

mind of De Dominis, who, in common with the best of our

divines, entertained high ideas of the decisions of a Church
United, and held in contempt the awards of mere sects and par-

ties. His admiration of Grotius, and his attachment to the

tenets of the Arminians, would not recommend him to the fa-

vour of Archbishop Abbot ;
yet during the whole of that agi-

tated period, he confined himself within the bounds of neutrality

far better than the greater part of the divines about the Court

of England : And there cannot be a doubt, that his plan of

vniversal pacification was in l6'22 an object, the adoption of

•which by the royal knight-errant was nearly as much dreaded

by Archbishop Abbot and the Calvinistic party, as it was by
Count Gondomar and the Papists. The Venetian Archbishop was

therefore made a sacrifice to two contending Court-factions,

whose prospects would have been blasted, had he been fostered

and his scheme patronized. Who can be surprised if such a

man was disgusted with the duplicity of a Court, in which he

had been encouraged to write largely in favour of christian /o/c-

ralion and unanimity, at the very time when they were devising

and executing measures for cutting off two important members
(the Arminians and Lutherans,) from Christ's mystical body, by
the arbitrary decisions of the Synod of Dort :* He subsequently

his own History, he speaks thus :
" But what tlten tnnst a subject, a good

vian, and a christian do, in case tlie government neglects its duty ? He ou^ht,
in my opinion, to wait for a public Reformation of the church, without
giving offence by separations or schisms ; and ought in the mean while to do
all that in him lies towards promoting it, but by such methods alone as be-

come him; that is, by exhorting, advising, aiul prayiuf: ; and, whenever
the honour of God and the salvation of men's souls require it, by bearing

his testimony openly (as often as it is necessary or proper) against those

matters and things "in religion to which he cannot give his consent, especi-

ally against the weightiest of those which he thinks need reformation.

15ut, above all, let liim in tlie mean time amend tliat in himself whicli tie

findsfault with in otliers. This is conformable to the nature of the christian

religion; but by no means ought we to use force, or introduce reformation

and drive out siiperstition by tumults or by arms. The churches and public

places of worshi]! belong to the magistAtes ; and they may consign the use

of them to whom they please, and ta^^e it away again from such as they

judge have forfeited it. But if some thmgs be practised in and by the esta-

blished church, which are against our consciences, then must we quit it:

And if such communities as belongf to that church will not bear the represen-

tation of their abuses, or those mild attempts of reforming them at which we
have now hinted, hut will excommunicate the representer and eject him, he
must bear it, and join himself to other private christians or christian assem-
blies, that are more godly, reasonable, and moderate, and there hold spiri-

tual communion and exercise external worship. But before we forsake any
religious assemblies, whether public or private, we ought to take care not

to depart from them causelessly or on slight occasions ; and, even if we be
cut off or excluded by them, not immediately to imagine that the baud of

spiritual brotherhood is entirely dissolved."

On this important subject, the reader will find a mass of information in

Falkner's C/iristian Loyalty, published in 1()79.

* The learned Mosheim's remarks on this subject are quoted page .504.

But his Majesty's versatility of opinion was conspicuous on many other public
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gave utterance to his wounded feelings on this subject, in a La-
tin letter which he addressed to Bishop Hall, and in which he

reproaches that excellent Prelate for the part which he had acted

ocasions : No person would imagine, that one and the same man presided in

the Hampton Court Conference, gave his sanction to the Articles of the
Church of Ireland, or directed his clerical representatives in Holland to con-
demn the Aiminians ! The King knew very well, when he sent his divines to

the Synod of Dort, that the Church of England had in her great wisdom not
determined any of the points which were then brought under discussion : He
was therefore wary enough to order them to disavow all authority from the
English or Scotch church, as may be seen by Balcanqual's despatch to the
Ambassador, quoted page 399, " For they declared," he says, " that, being
deputed by his most Serene Majesty, and not by their churches, &e., they
had delivered only their own private judgments," &c. In the celebrated
" Joint Attestation," signed and published by the Five British Divines in
1626 against Mountagu, they candidly "avow that the discipline of the
Church of England was not impeached by the Synod of Dort," but that
Bishop Carloton openly entered a salvo in favour of Episcopal regimen, and
•' appealed to the judgment of antiquity and to the judgment of any learned
man now living; and craved herein to be satisfied, if any man of learning
could speak to the contrary: To this there was no answer made by any."
But on the subject of Doctrine they express themselves thus cautiously :

" As in that Synod our special care and perpetual endeavour, was, to guide
our judgments by that sound doctrine which we had received from the
Church of England ; so were we far, and ever shall be, from usurping our
mother's authority, or attemptmg to obtrude upon her children aw?/ o/ owr
Synodical conclusions as obligatory to them : yet remanVrng ourselves neverthe-
less resolved, that, whatsoever there was assented unto and subscribed by us
concerning the Five Articles, eitiier in the joint Synodical judgment, or iu
our particular collegiate suffrage, is not only warrantable by the Holy Scrip-
tures, but also conformable to the received doctrine of our said venerable
mother."
Thus, while they disavowed the act "of usurping their mother's authority,"

they considered tlmir own private opinions to be conformalile to the venerable
formularies of the English church, under which both Calvinists and Aimini-
ans may eo«5w<e«</y shelter themselves. It is a remarkable circumstance,
that, while some modern divines have expended ail their energies in proving
the doctrine of the Church of England to be similar to the decisions of the
Dutch Synod, these more ancient and better-informed divines could not ma-
nage that argument at all, without calling to their aid the Articles oj the
Church oj Ireland, which, they strenuously asserted, were closely allied to
those of the English Church. For instance, Rous, m \\\s Testis Peritatis,
when treating of the doctrine of the assurance of salvation, says, " We see,
that it hath also been sealed up arid settled m the Articles of the Oiurch of
Ireland; between which church and the church of England, to make a con-
trariety and opposition, is a thing of extreme danger and absurdity." A
similar mode of argumentation may be seen in Goad, Featley, Carleton,
Prynne, &c. In a preceding page 367 is recorded the Earl of Strafford's judi-
cious advice to Archbishop Usher, about incorporating into the polemic arti-
cles of the Church of Ireland the plain and orthodox articles of the Church
of England : and for no act of his life did Archbishop Laud incur so much
censure, from the Calvinists of that period, as for his very commendable ex-
ertions in procuring the requisite alteration.
In Dr. Hevlin's History ofthe Presbyterians the following remarks occur:

" In the time of King James, some propositions had been offered by him in
the Conference at Hampton-court, about sending preachers into Ireland, of
which he was but half King, as himself complained, their bodies being sub-
ject unto his authority, but their souls and consciences to the Pope. Here-
upon followed the plantation of Ulster, first undertaken by the city of Lon-
don ; but it was carried on more vigorously, as more unfortunately withal,
by some adventurers of the Scottish nation, who poured themselves into this

country as the richer soil. They brought with them hither such a stock of
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at the commencement of the Synodical tragedy. The venerable
Brandt, after quoting that letter in his admirable History, adds
this brief comment: " These were the words of De Dominis,
that miracle of learning, whom this Synod furnished, if not
with a true cause, at least with a fair pretence of quitting the

Protestant religion, and returning to the Popish which once he
had wisely forsaken.'"

The next grand attempt to bring the doctrine of Fundamen-
tals into more general notice was early in l6l6, when the

States of Holland passed a further Resolution in confirmation of

the tolerant doctrine contained in their famous Edict. The city

Puritanism, such acontempt of Bishops, such aneglect of the public Litur-

gy, and other Divine offices of this church, that there was nothing less to be
found amougst them, than the government and forms of worship established
in the Church of England. Calvinism liy degrees had taken such deep root
amongst them, that at the last it was received and countenanced as the only
doctrine which was to be defended in the Church of Ireland. For, not con-
tented with the Articles of the Church of England, they were resolved to

frame a Confession of their own, the drawing up whereof was referred to Dr.
.Tames Usher, then Provost of the College of Dublin, and afterwards Arch-
bishop of Armagh and Lord Primate of Ireland ; by whom the book was so
contrived, that all the Sabbatarian and Calvinian rigors were declared
therein to be the doctrines of that church. For the Articles of Lambeth, re-
jected at the Conference at Hampton-Court, must be inserted into this con-
fession, as the chief parts of it. No power ascribed to the church in making
canons, or censuring any of those who either carelessly or maliciously do in-

fringe the same. The Pope made Antichrist, &c. All which, being Usher's own
private opinions, were dispersed in several places of the Articles for the
Church of Ireland; approved of in the convocation of the year 1615 ; and
finally, confirmed by the Lord Deputy Chichester, in the name of King
James.—What might induce Kin^ James to confirm these Articles, differing
in so many points from his own opinion, is not clearly known ; but it is pro-
bable, that he might be drawn to it on these following grounds : For, First,
he was much governed at that time, in all church-concernments, by Dr.
George Abbot Archbishop of Canterbury, and Dr. James Mountague Bishop
of Bath and Wells ; who, having formerly engaged in maintenance of some or
most of those opinions, might find it no hard matter to persuade the King to

a like approbation of them. And, Secondly, the King had so far declared
himself HI the cause against Vorstius, and so affectionately had espoused the
<luarrelof the PrinceOf Orange against those of the Remonstrant party in
the Belgic churches, that he could not handson\ely refuse to confirm those
doctrines in the Church of Ireland, which he had countenanced in Holland.
Thirdly. The Irish nation at that time were most tenaciously addicted to the
errors and corruptions of the Church of Rome, and therefore must be bended
to the other extreme, before they could be straight and orthodox in these
})oints of doctrine. Fourthly. It was an usual practice with that king, in
the whole course of his government, to balance one extreme Viy the other ;

countenancing the Papists against the Puritans, and the Puritans against the
Papists; that, betwixt both, the truereligion and the professors of it might
be kept in safety. But whether I hit right or not, certain it is, that it proved
a matter of sad consequince to the Church of England ; there being nothing
more ordinary amongst those of the Puritan party, when they were pressed
in any of (he points aforesaid, than to appeal unto the Articles o'f Ireland, and
the infallible judgment of King James, whoconfirmed the same. And so it

stood until the year IG34, when by the power of the Lord Deputy VVentworth
l"Earl of Strafford,] and the dexterity of Dr. John Bramhall, then Lord Bishop
of Derry, the Irish Articles were repealed in a full convocation, and those of
England authorised in the ]>iace thereof."—The ingenious reply, in Parr's
JJ/e of Usher, to some parts of this statement, is worthy of perusal by
those who wish to know all that may be consistently said on botn sides of a
question.
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of Amsterdam, in which the most violent of the Calvinistic

ministers then resided, was one of the principal parts of the

States that refused its sanction to this Resolution for accommo-
dating the differences of the clergy. On that occasion, Grotius,

and five other of the deputies of Holland, were sent, as

the representatives of the States, to induce the Magistrates

of Amsterdam to co-alesce with the majority ; when that great

man, in the name of his colleagues, delivered a speech, which
every Senator ought to peruse for its political wisdom, and every
Divine for the acctirate knowledge of Theology Avhich it displays.

The following are a few extracts from the first English transla-

tion of this document, which does not felicitously express the
richness and energy of the original

:

" We shall now proceed. Gentlemen, to the second capital

Article of the resolution of the States, consisting in an order
for preserving unity, by a mutual toleration, notwithsfanding the

differences that have arisen in the churches under their jurisdiction,

about the business of predestination, and the points which have a rC"

lation to it. This their order is founded upon a fixed rule, which
we may justly call one of the pillars of our christian Reforma-
tion ; for the Reformed Churches, being so taught from the word
of God, have always asserted, ' that doctrinal points were of
* two kinds : The First, of such a nature, that all persons as
* soon as they attained to years of discretion were bound to un-
' derstand and embrace them with a sincere faith, at the peril of
'their salvation. These doctrines were called Fundamentals;
' and the Reformed churches always judged them to be butfew
' in number, and to be clearly and plainly proposed to us in holy
* W^n7, attended with a promise of salvation.to those who believed
' them, and a threatening of damnation to such as did not believe
' them. Whereas all other doctrines were judged not to be of
' the Foundation but of the Superstructure only, which, if
' proposed agreeably to God's Word, might (as the Apostle ex-
* presses it, 1 Cor. iii, 11, 12,) be called gold and silver ; but if

otherwise, hay and stubble.' They further asserted with the same
Apostle, that the ministers or teachers who build with such hay
and stubble, do not, merely on that account, forfeit their salvation :

From whence it follows, that they ought not to be shut out of
the church, being owned by Christ himself for his members ;

but that we, on the contrary, are obliged to bear with the weak-
ness of such persons, and not to judge them but to receive them
among us, waiting till the day when the truth shall be revealed.
The contrary practice of Popery, (in which communion, in con-
sequence of an ecclesiastical decision, people are anathematized
and declared heretics for all sorts of doctrines,) was always
affirmed, by our divines, to proceed, not from the Spirit of Christ,

but from that of Antichrist. Accordingly, when the Papists

reproached our people with the diversity of opinions about cer-
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tain points among the Reformed ministers, inferring from thence

that we were of different religions, they very justly replied.

That such divci'sitif of opinions did not constitute different religions,

nor dissolve the unity of the church ; alleging the examples of all

the doctors of the ancient churcli, among whom there were
scarce two to be found who entirely agreed with each other on
all points : and yet, notwithstanding such disagreement, they

always continued members of the same Catholic church, main-
taining among themselves all christian communion. This for-

bearance, in matters which are not absolutely necessary to salva-

tion, has not only been preached up by all the chief pastors of

the Protestant churches, but actually put in practice. Accord-
ingly we find, that both in the year 1520, and in 1537, during
the disputes between Luther and the clergy of Switzerland,

about the sacrament of the Lord's Supper, there was a sincere

brotherhood promised and maintained for a while, though after-

wards broken by the heat of some, to the great prejudice of the

evangelical churches, and to the joy, advantage, and strength of
Popery. The same project of a toleration was again set on foot

in the year 1570, in Poland and Lithuania, by the churches of
the Augsburg, Bohemian and Swiss Confessions ; all which, not-

withstanding their disagreement in the business of the sacra-

ment, promised to maintain all christian love and charity with
each other, to esteem each other as orthodox churches, and to

be ready to shew their unity, both by frequenting the same
christian religious worship, and by joining in the communion of
the Lord's Supper. Which unity has, through God's special

grace, continued among them to this day, and enabled them to

make a stand as well against the Papists as the Samosatenians.
" Now as we [the Dutch Reformed] have always offered a

toleration of the differences about the sacrament, and of other

matters in which the Lutherans dissent from us, so likewise it

is M'ell known, that controversies have arisen in England, Swit-
zerland and other parts, about Christ's descent into hell, about
Excommunication and several other points, which are not yet
decided ; but these things have made no breach in the unity of
the church. Franciscus Junius, in his life-time Professor in the
University of Leyden, being moved by certain ecclesiastical dis-

putes that had happened at Utrecht, published an exhortation
to peace, wherein he most strongly maintains this doctrine of
the toleration of different opinions, and recommends it as highly
necessary for the good of the church. The Provincial Synod of
South Holland, holden in the year 1574,—'having been warned by
the French churches, that D. Piscator, Professor at Herborn in

the county of Nassau, propagated certain errors relating to con-
version, faith, and Christ's active righteousness,—were pleased to

exhort those of the French Churches not to drive on matters
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with such heat, as that a schism or quarrel might arise : since

which Tilenus, Professor at Sedan, following the opinion of

Piscator in the bvisiness of justification, (which was always con-

sidered by the Reformed Churches as a point ofthe last import-

ance,) was thereby engaged in a violent dispute with Du Mou-
lin, a famous and excellent minister in France ; which dispute

was accommodated by the interposition of Monsieur Du Plessis

and other learned persons, in such manner, that they recipro-

cally owned each other for orthodox ministers, and yet each
retained his own opinion.

" The same plan of toleration has been practised as well in

this as other countries by those who maintain an vncoftcliiional

predestination, some of whom place it above, others belo7v theJail;

insomuch, that the brethren of the Contra-remonstrant persua-

sion, who were at the Conference of the Hague, expressly

declared, that this difference never produced any discord or

quarrel in our churches. Now to apply this general rule of
toleration to the particular dispute about predestination and its

dependencies, as it was canvassed at the said Conference, and
from whence (God help us !) such sad divisions have sprung up
in our churches, who is so rash as to maintain, ' that the know-
' ledge of it, either on the one side or the other, is absolutely ne-
' cessary to salvation ?' For all things that are of such necessity

ought to be understood and received by women as well as men,
by young as well as old, by the most ignorant as well as by the
most learned, at the peril of their eternal welfare. How many
plain good men are there in the church of Christ, and even
among the clergy themselves, who do not so much as know the
state of the difference, much less which side they ought to

choose ? And dare we refuse salvation to such persons .'' God
forbid that a christian man should entertain so hard a thought!
Both opinions agree in this, 'that all the decrees and operations
' of God relating to the salvation of men, are founded in Christ
' Jesus, and accordingly we hold him to be the only foundation.'

Most of these disputes turn upon the order which is con-
ceived to be between God's foreknowledge and his decrees, and
yet we allow, that both are in him from all eternity. From
hence, through the subtilty of disputing, there have arisen such
crabbed questions, that the most learned hardly know how to

extricate themselves : For which cause, even reason itself

teaches us, that a toleration of such points ought to be extended
not only to the common members of the congregation, but also

to their pastors, since pastors and teachers are not altogether
exempt either from ignorance or error, any more than their

flocks, and upon that account may be justly included in the
number of those with whose weakness we ought to bear ; and
the constant practice of the Reformed Churches clearly shews
it The Hmse'Book or Manual of BuUinger is sufficiently known

O o
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in this country. The Loci Communes of Melancthon are pub-
lished not only in Latin but in French, with a noble recommen-
dation of Calvin : Whoever will compare those books with the

Imiilutions of the last-mentioned author, or with what Bezahas
written about predestination and the points relatinj^ to it, may
plainly enough discover the difference of their opinions about

modem controversies. Nevertheless, all these men of learning

and piety, excellent instruments in the hand of God, and pillars

of the church, did not condemn or excommunicate one another

for the sake of such differences ; but, on the contrary, treated

each other as dear and worthy brothers and fellow-labourers in

the Lord's harvest, thus leaving to their successors glorious

examples of prudence and moderation. All that we have said

above, concerning that toleration and union which our people

formerly offered to the Lutherans, is likewise applicable to the

case in hand ; since the Lutherans, (besides that wherein they

differ from us in the business o^the sacrament,) teach the doctrines

of Universal Grace, Prcdestinatioji from Faithforeseen, and that

some true believers, by si?niing against light, fall entirelyfrom grace

andfaith : So that the Synods and ministers before-mentioned,

when they offered such a union to the Lutherans, did by so

doing declare, ' That they did not look upon those points as ne-
' cessary on either side, but as objects of toleration :' which is

likewise expressly shewn by Perkins, an eminent English

divine, and one that held with the brethren of the high opinions

in the business of predestination and other points, (whom we
here call Contra-Remonstraiits,) who allows, that the Lutheran

churches, though maintaining Universal Grace, are true churches

of God, and that they hold the foundation of salvation uncor-

rupted ; and who ranks the errors about free-will among those

points that by no means destroy the fundamentals of religion.

With this agrees what was written some years since by Paraeus,

Professor at Heidelberg, and a Contra-Remonstrant too, since

he places the articles of a Divine Predestination, its cause and

effects, and the nature of free-will, not among the fundament-

als of our faith, but among those theological decisions about

which men may disagree without breach of peace or charity ;

adding, ' that if the Reformed divines would seriously consider

* this, there would be fewer dissensions in the church, and the

remedies would be at hand to heal our wounds and restore

' unity.' The churches of Anhault, as well as some of the

clergy in Denmark, having forsaken the Lutheran doctrine

about the sacrament, continue nevertheless in the lower opinion

concerning Predestination, and the points belonging to it, as

maintained by the brethren in these provinces, whom they call

the Remonstrants ; and yet it is well known, that the other

Reformed Churches maintain all good agreement and fraternal

corres))ondence with those churches and their j)astors. In Eng-
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land at this very time there are persons of both persuasions, in

some of the most eminent stations in the church, without any

infringement of ecclesiastical unity.
" Here it ought to be well considered, that these points of

controversy are not only iwt necessary to salvation, but also that

they are so deep and so difficult, that we cannot find they were
ever synodically determined, either in the christian churches of

old, or in the Reformed of later times. As for the ancient

church, it is well known, that the Fathers and Doctors of the

first four centuries which followed the Apostolical age, do all

along shew they had no knowledge of these deep points, and
consequently the people could not learn any thing of them from
their sermons and writings ; and, what is more, Calvin, Beza,

and others of the same opinion, frankly confess, that the doctors

of the primitive times thought and spoke differently from them
about these matters: Yet it is no less certain, that christian sim-

plicity never flourished more than in those ages, and that never

more martyrs offered up their souls to Christ ; a plain indication

that both piety and happiness are to be attained without the

knowledge of those profound subtilties. Afterwards, when
certain heretics began to cry up the natural strength of man,
in opposition to grace, St. Austin, a very famous doctor of the

church, carrying the matter somewhat higher, maintained the

necessity of grace in order to salvation in such a manner as to

join with it an absolute predestination ; but not without being

opposed by many. Now though there were four or five coun-

cils held in his time against the mentioned heretics, and though
St. Austin was the chief manager in one of those councils that

met at Carthage, yet it appears from the Acts of those Councils,

that nothing was determined by thenti on the one or the other

side about the doctrine of Absolute Predestination and the points

that depend on it ; but the substance of the decrees of the said

Councils amounts to this. That all men are corrupted, and that

7ione can do any thing that is spiritually good, without some i?iternal

and unmerited grace of God. And whereas some others after-

wards so far acknowledged the efficacy of Divine grace, as to

agree, that perseverance or continuance in good proceeds from
such grace, (being still of opinion at the same time, that some men,

by the begiiuiings of a good will, do prevent grace,) against those

there was a Council holden at Orange, in which it was summa-
rily taught. That the beginnings of good proceedfrom grace, but

without making any mention of an absolute predestinution to sal-

vation : and so matters rested for that time.
" We shall not call to our assistance the examples of the Pa-

pacy; yet this is worthy our observation, that the points,'—about

which the scholastic writers, (as they are called,) disagree so

much, that the Dominicans dispute upon them with the Jesuits,

and even the Jesuits among themselves,—are by no means to be
Oo2
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esteemed causes of our sepai-cating from Popery ; and though it

has been the custom for many hundreds of years, in the Romish
church, to proceed very lightly to decisions and condemnations,
yet have not the Popes determined the disputes about absolute
or conditional predestination, nor concerning the manner how
grace acts upon the will of man, either on the one side or the
other, but have left liberty of opinion to both parties,* forbid-
ding them to anathematize or to rail at each other. Would to
God that the children of light were as wise in this matter as
the children of darkness ! and that what the Papists do for the
support of their temporal kingdom, the Protestants would 'do
for the raising Christ's spiritual kingdom in love and peace !

" If now we will take a view of the times from the beginning
of the Reformation down to this day, we shall find, that though
tliese controversies have sufficiently troubled all our churches,
they have never yet been determined in any lawful Synod ; and
how variously the several Confessions speak of this matter, may
be easily observed by every one that will take the trouble to
read them with attention. Some imagine, that these disputes
were synodically determined in England, at Lambeth, in the
year, 15.Q6'. But that is a great mistake; for the meeting at
Lambeth was no Synod, nor ever counted such ; neither do the
articles that were there agreed upon, denote any thing more

* Some years after the foolish decisions of the Svnod of Dovt had been
fulminated through the Protestant world, a Romau Catholic author addres-
sed a Divine of the Church of England in the following taunting manner

;and It must be allowed, that his comparisons between the Predestinarian
combatants in his Church and ours have too much truth in thorn :

" The dif-
ferences amonst those of our Church are not differences in matters of Faith
or Religion, as it is evident ; but on the other side it is manifest and confes-
sed, that yours are. Our differences are in Philosophy only, or in some
Scholastic and undefined jioint ; and such, in particular, is that now some
years agitated between the Dominicans and sundry of their party on the one
side, and the Jesuits and Sorbonne Doctors, and many more, on the other.
For these contend not, as we do with the Calvinists, namely, whether we
have free will or ?io ?, all of them agreeing in that verity of faith. But they
contend about a question only Philosophical, which hath some relation to it,
namely, ivhethcr, with thisfreedom of will acknowledged by both sides, phy-
sicalpredeterminations or premotions can consist / which qu"estion is no ques-
tion of faith. Now admitting, as many think, that these predeterminations
could not stand with the doctrine of free-will, yet the saicl doctrine of faith
isnot hurt thereby: for the opposition between them and free-will is either
discovered by the Dominicans, or not : If not, then is it dormant, and so,
though never so ill, it cannot do hurt to faith, or work it any prejudice : If
it be discovered, then it can work nothing, forasmuch as thereupon it will be
rehnquished and abandoned presently ; because the doctrine of free-will is
received by an assent of faith, and the other but by a philosophical or opina-
tive; the former, being the stronger, must needs coaimand and expel the
latter, as soon as they begin to fall at variance. Wherefore it would in that
case be a good consequence with them, viz. Man hath free-will, therefore
there IS no predetermination; and not coutrarywise, (as it is with the Calvi-
nists,) there is predetermination, therefore no free-will. Therefore in the
holding of predeterminations there is a vast diflFerence between a Calvinist
and a Dominican, even as much as between an obedient Catholic, and a
perverse and obstinate Heretic, and that is difference enough."
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than a declaration of the opinions and advice of the divines

assembled at that place. And besides, they are drawn up in

such a manner, as that both the high and low men may receive

them without changing their own opinions. But that which is

most remarkable of all, is, that the late Queen of glorious me-
mory did by her own authority forbid the publication of the
aforesaid Articles of Lambeth ; and that the King [James I.]

who now reigns, being desired by some divines to cause those

Articles to be inserted into the Confession of the English
Church, refused his consent, thinking it would be of no use to

stuff the said book of confession with theological conclusions.
" If the toleration be rejected, one of these three things will

necessarily follow; either all the clergy must bebrought to one
and the same opinion with respect to these points : or else one
part of them must be excluded the ministry : or lastly, there

must be two Reformed Churches in these provinces

—

To bring

all the clergy to be of' the same mind, is impossible : for both par-

ties quote several passages of Holy Writ in their favour, pro-
duce many plausible arguments, and boast of many great men
of the Primitive as well as of the Reformed churches.

—

To turn

out of the ministni those of either of the opinions, is neither chris-

tian nor practicable :* It is 'not christian, because the doctrine of
our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ teaches more moderation and
temper, than to allow that any man's talents should be rendered
useless, for no other reason but because they disagree with us
in opinions which by many are so difficultly understood : Nei-
ther is it practicable, for the number as well of the clergy as of
the people, on each side, is too great to bring about such a busi-

ness, without putting the nation in a flame.

—

The Reformed
* In alludingf to the Toleration here claimed for both parties, the artful

Historical Preface to the Dort Acts says :
" It was to be feared, if opinions

so discordant to each other were permitted to be propounded from the same
pulpits to the same congregations, the peace of the Churches would be still

further disturbed, as had been previously ))roved by experience." What is

the sage comment of the late Rev. Thomas Scott on this permission, granted
by the Civil Magistrates, for the Dutch Calvinists and Arminians to enjoy an
equal liberty of preaching the gospel, according to their own peculiar tenets,
provided each party restrained itself within the limits which the States pre-
scribed .' He says, '< Let it be recollected, that all the parties were strict

Presbyterians as to church government. The toleration here described is

entirely different from any thing known in Britain, or indeed at present
thought of. The general sentiment,—even of those who claim not only the
fullest toleration, hut something beyond toleration, as their indisputable
right,—is, at least, separate places of ivors/dp for those of discordant opi-
nions." Now, the case of the Arminian Pastors was this,—their brethren
the Calvinists had entered into a compact not to allow the pulpits which they
occupied to be defiled with Arminian doctrines,—and the States of Holland
had passed an Act, that neither party should have separate places of wors/iip.
What course then was to be taken .' Why, that which was ultimately pur-
sued,—the poor Arminian ministers, being then through political events the
weaker party, were not only excluded from the ministry, but by the same
Calvinistic association were banished out of the country.
But Mr. Scott says, with his wonted forgetfulness, " The toleration here

described is entirely different from any thing known in Britain," after hav-
Oo3
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Church of these provinces (which, God be praised, has hitherto

been uniform,) may indeed be rent or divided, but it will be dan-

gerous to the last degree. It is true, Gentlemen, we connive

at some conventicles, or private meetings of Martinists and

Mennonites, but you know this is quite a different case ; since

the States have not taken upon them the defence of such secta-

ries, but only that of the true Reformed churches, which they

ought to preserve undivided, as when they received them under

their patronage. The schism between the Lutherans and the

Reformed had its beginning about the year 1530, increasing

more and moi-e till it was entirely formed in 1575 ; since which

many pious divines have laboured to cure the wound, but in

vain. So much easier is it to divide than to unite ! And there-

fore the beginning of such evils ought to be obviated with the

utmost industry ; and the rather, since schism is of such a na-

ture that there spring from it in time many errors which are

much worse than the pretended causes of the schism itself.

Accordingly we find, that both the Novatians and Donatists,

after their separation from the orthodox, departed still more and

more from the truth, as have the Lutherans by falling into the

Ubiquitarian error. The reason of this, next to the just judg-

ment of God, is, because, by schism, all order and discipline is

destroyed, and each party, apprehending further divisions, is

afraid to use the proper remedies. If it be lawful to make a

schism on account of the articles in question, why not on account

of others which equally regard the business of predestination,

and with reference to which even the Contra-Remonstrants dif-

fer among themselves ? Is it allowable to separate for these?

then why not, much more, for the points that concern justifica-

tion, such as those which are canvassed by Piscator and Tilenus

on one side, and Du Moulin and many more with him on the

other.? The Lutherans, after having separated from the rest of

the Protestant churches, were immediately split into Flaccians,

in^ told us "that all the parties were strict Presbyterians as to church-

gfovermnent." On the contrary, a similar toleration is to this day practised

in the Church of England. 1 know many large towns in England, and seve-

ral parishes in London, the inhabitants of which are favoured with a ser-

mon in the afternoon or eveningfrom a lecturer, chosen by the parishioners,

who either gives them some Calvinistic doctrine, or (which is now more fash-

ionable,) something Baxterian, though he generally makes it apparent that

he has never studied ^xxxt.yCs Aphorisms on Justification ! This is frequently

done in churches, in which other two sermons are preached every Sunday of

a gracious Arminian aspect. If, therefore, the vicars or rectors of such

parishes do not utter any lamentations about " permitting opinions so dis-

cordant to each other to be propounded from the same pulpit to the same
congregation,"—by allowing both Calvirists and Arminians to have a por-

tion of meat in due season,—they shew themselves to be far more charitable

than those Dutch Calvinists wh'ose sentiments are recorded at the com-
mencement of this note. But if these beneficed clergymen were to exert

their authority and influence, and prevent the introduction of such Calvi-

nistic afternoon or evening-lecturers, they could incur no blame from those

defenders of " toleration" who are governed by the principles Ahicli Mr.
Scott has here avowed and approved.
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Osiailclrians, and the like. We see the English Puritans are

separating from the church and from one another every day ;

but, above all, the Anabaptists are remarkable on this account,

who have so many sects swarming among them, that scarce

any can reckon their number or names. From hence. Gentle-

men, we may justly conclude, that if we once suffer a separa-

tion, we can expect nothing else but greater devastations in the

Reformed churches, to the hurt of the true religion and to the

joy and victory of the Papists ; and what mischiefs it may intro-

duce into the state, is not unknown to our civil governors. If

the plpgue of schism be spread in the churches, it will soon infect

the state ; especially in a nation where the chief band of union

is religion. In kingdoms themselves, diversity in the public

exercise of religion is extremely prejudicial ; but, to republics,

it is utterly destructive.* On the other hand, if we embrace

* I quote these few sentences at the close of the Oration, to shew that

those persons who praise the tolerant views of Grotius and the Dutch Armi-
nians, at the expence of Archbishop Laud and his friends, know nothing at

all about the matter. Uniformity in religion appeared so desirable as to

induce both those great man to argue that, for its sake, several minor differ-

ences ought to be sacrificed. The only difference between the means which
each of them adopted to etfect the same purpose, was this,—Grotius and his

friends procured the enactment of an admirable statute, at the time when it

was particularly needed, for allaying the dissensions of two contending par-
ties in the Church,—while Archbishop Laud only exercised those large
ecclesiastical powers which the Constitution as it then stood had vested in

his Archi-episcopal predecessors. 1 have the means of proving, that Laud
executed those powers with more equity than any former Archbishop, and
with more mildness too, if we consider the opprobrious epithets bestowed
upon him and his high function, and the gross libels upon his administration
of affairs ecclesiastical which were published by the Calvinists, who, whe-
ther Churchmen or Dissenters, seemed to glory in their unholy combination
for his destruction. Vet, amidst all these personal provocations, which
were far greater than those which had been endured by the whole of his

Protesfcint predecessors in the Archi-episcopal see, he maintained that " tole-

ration'^ in the Church for which Grotius here pleads, and between two par-
ties that stood nearly in the same relation towards each other as their respec-
tive brethren did in the United Provinces. Indeed, it is a fact which easily

admits of proof, that, during the period when he bad the disposal of eccle-
siastical patronage, more Calvinistic clergymen obtained dignities in the
Church than Arminian clergymen did under the rule of Archbishop Abbot.
Such were the commendable though unproductive efforts of two great

pleaders for uniformity in the public worship of God, but 7tot in doc-
trine : For each of them wished the Dutch and the English National
Churches to shelter both Arminians and Calvinists. What was the conduct
pursued by another great European peace-maker, at the period when Epis-
copacy was abolished, and when Presbyterianism, though not absolutely
the established religion, was the only one which enjoyed the advantages of
formal Parliamentary sanction ? At that juncture,—when Arminianism had
no existence either in the numerous separate congregations or in the Pres-
bytery, but was crushed under the ruins of the Episcopal Church and its

professors were excluded from all offices of honour or emolument by every
vexatious and tyrannical method that could be devised,—at that juncture
when the successful Calvinists had only to legislate for their own dear Pre-
destinarian brethren, the famous John Dury, better known by his Latin
name DuR/Ets, a member of the Westminster Assembly of Divines, on the
request of the Indf.prndents to be permitted " to have a few churches accord-
ing to their own model," spoke tint s; " It would lay the foundation of strife and
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christian moderation and allow of a toleration with reasonable
restrictions, we shall first attain that which is most necessary for
ns in this burning fever,—rest and quietness; all doctrines contra-
dictory to the universal faith of the Reformed churches will be
unanimously expelled out of our churches."
These sentiments are worthy of the great man by whom they

were pronounced, and are highly indicative of the enlarged phi-
lanthropy which filled the breast of this true disciple of Armi-
nius ; but it is a subject of lamentation, that they were addressed
to persons that were resolved to punish real peace-makers,
which purpose of theirs was soon afterwards effected in the Sy-
nod of Dort. I refer the reader to what Mosheim has said
respecting that Synod in a preceding page, (151,) and every
man who knows the history of its proceedings will give it the
appellation which it merits, if, with that learned historian, he
calls it " an Assembly destructive of sacred peace !" The only
trace of libej-al feeling, with respect to Fnndomental Articles, is

to be found in the sentiments of the Bremen divines,* who en-
dured the most cruel treatment from the majority of that Calvin-
istic Council, and much obloquy and persecution after their
return to Bremen,—only because they displayed greater bene-
volence of disposition and uttered more correct opinions about
the goodness of God to all men, than were indulged by several of

division in the kingdom to have two ways of church-government: Which may
agree with some Machiavilian, hut no Christian, policy. And therefore it

will be no wisdom in the state, to yield to the suit of the [Independent] bre-
thren ; except it be induced thereto by the necessity of avoiding some greater
inconveniency, than is the admitting of a seed of perpetual divison within
itself, which is in my apprehension the greatest of all other, and most op-
posite to the kingdom of Christ."

It would require the display of much greater finesse, even than that which
is usually employed, to produce any plausible point of comparison between the
Arminian Archbishop's conduct and that of Due v the intolerant Presb3terian !

* Louis Crocius thus describes the pacific exertions of the Bremen depu-
ties, in the Preface to a work which he published after the death of Marti-
nius, who was one of his colleagues at the Synod of Dort ;

" It cannot easily
have escaped the recollection of any of the Synodical Fathers, that the depu-
ties from Bremen took uncommon pains with the English, Hessian, and
other divines in that Assembly, to prevent the deadly scliism of the churches,
and openly to disapprove of the inconvenient and rigid opinions and phrases
of certain persons; by which method, not only the Remonstrants in Hol-
land, but the Lutherans intiermany, might the more readily have been
induced to unite with us. The desire of promoting and establishing such a
union, was seriously inculcated by their Honours, the magistrates.—That
man of consummate wisdom [Martinius] remembered the designs and the
cautions entrusted to us when we were deputed to the Synod ; which were,—-
that the moderate doctrine, to which the church of Bremen had been accus-
tomed from the commencement of the Reformation up to that period, should
not be rendered more difficult by the rigid speeches and opinions of some
foreigners,—and that the consciences of the more infirm should not through
disgust be t irned aside from our congregavions : So that whenever princes

or other individuals encjuired of us respecting the state of religion, vie might
be able to shew, by the principles which we taught, that without the least

disguise or fraud we WERE real adherents to the Augsburgh Confes-
sion !"
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their violent and churlish associates.* The confused and multi-

farious decisions of that Predestinarian Council are in direct

opposition to this plan of Fundamental Articles ; any proposal

* At the conclusion of their decision on the Fifth Article on Perseverance,

the divines of Bremen thus recorded some of their judicious reflections:

—

" This is the sum of the whole matter, we are not pleased with any doctrine

which engenders mean and little ideas about God, while it elevates man and
renders him great , but which does not at all times resolve itself into this

sentiment, He that glorieth, let him glory in the Lord .' There aie in this

world many secret things, the knowledge of which we might with great per-

sonal benefit defer to the heavenly Assembly oj the spirits ofjust men
made perfect; and we ought, in the meantime, to worship Gcd in purity of

heart and with constant affection. We must undoubtedly stand upon our
guard, lest, under the title of liberty of prophesying, licentiousness should
transgress all just boundaries, and should drown and suffocate the tender

and fruitful plants of the Church. The word of God itself admonishes us,

that we must treat controversies about religion in a religious manner, and
with all due disc.-imination and caution ; not for the purpose of doing any
thing to grieve each other, but that we may mutually favour each other's

labours, and may distinguish ^/jiw^.? ^/tff^ are necessary from those which
are unnecessary, and such as are probable from those which are less probable

.

For, unless we practise Tins eouitv, we can never hope for any peace either

in the Churches or in the Universities."

The tolerant conclusion of this extract, which strongly marks the cha-
racter of the upright and intelligent Martinius, reminds me of an excellent

passage respecting this pious man's death, in a letter which Dr. Laud,
then Bishop of London, addressed to the venerable Gerard Vossius in 1630 :

—

*' But I the more deeply lament the death of Matthias Martinius, because
the Church is in greater want of that eouitv which flourished in him, and
which, I still hope, is not entirely buried in his tomb. 1 say, lliope it isnot
ENTIRELY 6?<rie(/; yet, lam afraid, it is much more rare and uncommon
than becomes the clerical profession. That History, from which Martinius
professed to have derived tliis eouitv, contains within itself ample stores,

and from them such readers as are not too unworthy may obtain the same
virtue. Again I tender you my thanks for that production ; and now, since

you have promised it more than once, nrepare yourself for writing another
History, the History of the Ancient Church. For, if it please God, I have
a great desire to behold Baronius [the Popish Annalist] falling under the
force of your weapons before the destinies open the tomb for me : You cannot
therefore expect to receive any letter from me, without a repetition of this

stimulus," &c.
The book to which the Bishop here refers, and which had proved beneficial

to Martinius, was the famous Pelagian History of the learned Vossius,
written a short time before the convention of the Synod of Dort, to afford

the reverend members of that Council an impartial view of the opinions of
the Ancient Christian Fathers on the matters in controversy between theCal-
vinists and Arminians. But though both parties own its authority, I know
no Calvinist who in those days of ecclesiastical tyranny durst openly ac-
knowledge his obligations to it, or who was enlightened by it in the same
manner as this celebrated Bremen divine.

It is known, that the opinions of the British Divines on the extent of
Christ's redemption were more expansive and scriptural than those of their
associates, with the exception of the enlarged sentiments of Martinius, con-
cernin": whom it is related, in one of Hales's Letters to Sir D. Carleton,
" My Lord Bishop of late hath taken some pains with Martinius of Breme.to
bring him from his opinion of Universal Grace : By chance I came to see
his letter written to Martinius, in whicluhe expounded that place in the third of
Johr^ So God loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Sun, &c ; Which
is the strongest ground upon which Martinius rests himself." I am inclined
to believe, that this anecdote is the foundation of another related thus by the
Rev. Anthony Farindon :

" You may please to take notice, that iu his youn-
ger days he was a Calvinist, and even then when he was employed at that
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therefore of a more brief and compreliensive description must
have encountered much opposition. Such a pacific proposal
was, at the King of England's own suggestion, conveyed to the

Synod ; and at the well pressing of the Sixteenth verse of the Third Chapter
of Saint John's Gospel, by Episcopius,— ' There 1 bid John Calvin Good
Night !' as he has often told me." This account has puzzled several authors
beside Mosheim, who, in the Life, Fate, and Labours of the Ever Memo-
rable John Hales, says :

" Yet I feel a difficulty in persuading myself into a
belief of the circumstance as thus narrated. For every one thoroughly ac-
quainted with the affairs of the Synod must know, that Episcopius never
expounded at Doit that saying of our Saviour which is recorded by St. John,
or defended the doctrines of his sect from the sacred writings. Neither dues
Hales himself, in his letters to the Ambassador, give the slightest intima-
tion from which to elicit the fact that he was rendered more equitable in his
judgment toward the Remonstrants during his residence at Dort. On the
contrary, although he does not conceal the blemishes of the Calvinists, there
is not a single passage, in which he refrains from expressing his entire dis-

approval of the cause of the Remonstrants even after Episcopius had de-
livered his speeches. I think therefore, that Farindon has misunderstood
his friend's meaning, who, I suspect, only wished to say, that he had been
impelled to desert Cahmi's party on perusing- a certain book by Episcopius.
But whatever the ultimate occasion might be of this change in his sentiments,
it is an undoubted fact that he renounced the fate and other rigid doc-
trines taught by Calvin : Not only do his writings, prove this, but it is also
confirmed by the answer which he is said to have returned to one of his

friends, who on a certain occasion found him reading Calvin's Institutes,

and asked him ' if he was not yet past that book .'' To whom he pleasantly
replied, ' In my younger days 1 read it to inform M vself ; but now I read it

• to reform him [Calvin.]' I wish this eminent man had refrained from the
faults of those persons who imagine that their former opinions are to be
entirely discarded ; and bad not, by avoiding one extreme, run into its op-
posite, which was equally pernicious ! His opinion concerning the Lord's
Supper is sufficient to demonstrate, were there not plenty of other evidence,
that the antipathy which he had once conceived against Calvin led him fur-
ther than was lawful."
Now, the very objections which I have quoted from Mosheim are all an-

swered, by supposing the name of Episcofius to have been uttered by Mr.
Farindon instead of Martinius. For, after the letter in which reference is

made to the discussion of the passage in question. Hales wrote only other
two to the Ambassador, in neither of which does a single sarcastic expression
against the Remonstrants escape, but both contain direct proofs of some
sudden change in his sentiments. In the very nexi letter, without any pre-
vious intimation, he tells the Ambassador, " I lately writ unto Mr. Coil-
wall, to know what order was to be taken for the discharge of my lodging,
whether your Honour were to answer it, or the public purse. I would will-

ingly be resolved of it, because I have a desire to return to the Hague ;

First, because the Synod proceeding as it doth, I do not see that it is opera
/>»'e<i«m for me here to abide ; and. Then, because I have sundry private
occasions that call upon me to return." One of the concluding paragraphs
in his last letter, is the following : "There hath not been any stay made
amongst the Foreign Divines, but only in this Second Article ; out of which
if they can well and clearly wrest themselves, their passage out of the rest

•will be more smooth. I lately told your Honour, that Martinius of Breme
made some doubts, amongst the rest, concerning Univer.sal Grace : Not
Martinius only, but D. Ward in this point. For the composing the doubts
of both these, that they brake not out to any public inconvenience, there
hath been of late many private meetings iri my Lord Bishop's lodging ;

where, upon Wednesday morning, were drawn certain Theses in very sus-
pense and wary terms : to what end, whether to give content to all parties,

or to exhibit to the Synod, or what else, I know not. By chance, 1 had a view
of them, but no opportunity to transcribe them." If Hales were not present
at " these private meetings ill my Lord iJishop's lodgings," it appears that
he had other means of becoming acquainted witii the nature and result of
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Synod, by that complete court-sycophantj Du Moulin, at the

very time when, with consummate hypocrisy, he had his Swa-

the discussions which there took place. In the first extract which I bave
given from him, he says that it was " bi/ chance" he " came to see the

Bishop's letter written to Martinius ;" in the last extract he employs the

same phrase, " bi/ chance 1 had a view of the Theses ;" and these chances

were undoubtedly the opportunities of private intercourse which Martinius

afforded to the Ambassador's youthful and ingenuous chaplain, who had pre-

viously distinguished himself in the learned world, by important contribu-

tions to Sir Henry Saville's superb edition of St. Chrysostom's Works, and in

his situation of Greek Professor in the University of Oxford.
This note, already too prolix, is not the proper place for adducing other

collateral evidence in favour of this conjecture. I have translated the entire

paragraph from Mosheim, for the sake of the two last sentences in it, which
contain an allusion to one of those extraordinary phenomena occasionally

exhibited, even by the strongest human intellect,—a kind of moral revulsion

or shock, which, "forcing the mind from the moorings to which it had been
previously fastened, hurries it impetuously down the raging currents of con-

tending human opinions, and drives it either on the dangerous shoals of

indifference, or dashes it against the frightful rocks of baneful errors. The
latter was the unhappy fate of " the Ever Memorable Hales," after his

mind had been disgusted with the proceedings of the Dort Synodists, and
after he had embraced the more scriptural creed of Martinius. Des
Maizeaux and Mosheim have satisfactorily vindicated him from the charge
of being the author of those two Socinian publications, Brevis Disquisitio

and Dissertatio de Pace et Concordia Ecrlesice, both of which in an English

dress may be seen in the PhcenIx, or Revival of scarce and valuable Pieces.

But his aberrations were only temporary, and his recovery from them is

generally attributed to the powerful arguments of Archbishop Laud: And
though some Dissenting historians, after their iisual method of unfounded
aspersion, have imputed corrupt motives to Hales for this partial retracing

of his steps, yet no man ever displayed stronger j>roofs of ingenuousness and
sincerity ; and, on the very points on which these partial narrators of facts

had supposed him to be a deserter, he never subsequently altered his opi-

nion, which was favourable to some of their views of church-government.
Indeed, it is a remarkable circumstance and deserving of more special

notice than I can here give it, that two of the most able divines of that age.

Hales and Chillingvvorth, from whose productions the Dissenters selected

some of their most plausible reasons against Episcopacy, were gained over

to the service of the Church of England by that eminent Archbishop, who
shewed, by his forbearing conduct towards them, how much he was capa-
ble of enduring when he perceived uprightness of intention unmixed with

malevolence, and a strong desire to promote practical religion without em-
ploying the specious pretence of instructing men in the unrevealed will of hea-

ven, concerning the high mysteries of absolute election and unconditional

reprobation. The intelligent reader will quickly appreciate the extent of

the Archbishop's patience by the foUownig extract from Hales's 7'7-ae^ o»
Scliism, the most obnoxious parts of which he modestly defended in a letter

to his magnanimous patron :

" Consider of all the Liturgies that are and ever have been, and remove
from them whatever is scandalous to any party, and leave nothing but what
ail agree on ; and the evil shall be, that tlie public service and honour of

God shall no ways suffer. Whereas, to load our public forms with the pri-

vate fancies upon which we differ, is the most sovereign way to perpetuate
Schism unto the world's end. Prayer, confession, thanksgiving, reading of

scriptures in the plainest and simplest manner, were matter enough to fur-

nish out a sufficient Liturgy ; though nothing either of private opinion or of

churchpomp,ofgarmentsorprescribedgestures,of imagery, of music, of mat-
ter concerning the dead, of many superfluities which creep into the church
under the name of order and decency, did interpose its self. To charge
churches and Liturgies with things unnecessary, was the first beginning of

all superstition ; and when scruple of conscience began to be made, or pre-

tended, there Schism began to break in."
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toimf of Arm'miamsm in tlie press and almost ready for publica-
tion.* By that vile performance, and by a letter to the Synod
nearly equal to it in virulence, he endeavoured to heal the
wound which to common observers he might seem by his

peaceful laboiirs to have made in his Calvinian orthodoxy. The
English Ambassador, Sir Dudley Carleton, wished Mr. Hales,
during his residence at Dort, to transmit his opinion about Du
Moulin's scheme, which was not in substance different from that
of 16"14, and which has been detailed in page 555 ; and to ask
Bogerman's views on the same subject. Mr. Hales soon ten-

* In other parts of this volume, I have exposed the intolerant views and
actions of this pragmatical Calviuist ; I now proceed to quote the following
brief character of him from the impartial Mosheim's notes to Haies's Let-
ters:—" Peter Du Moulin, who was without controversy a great man,
obtained by his writings of various kinds a larger portion of glory than has
fallen to the lot of many of the Reformed Divines. Let those who are desi-
rous of knowing the circumstances of his eventful life consult, among the
rest, Bates's I^'Ucb Selector. ^4iigust. T'iror., Frehere's Theatrum f'iror.
Erudit., Paravicin's Singuluria de I'-'iris Erudit., and others. But the
same individual is said to have betrayed great inconstancy in these contro-
versies, and does not appear always to have followed that rule which ought to
be observed by a divine. Prior to the convening of the Synod, he frequently
exhorted each of the parties to peace and concord, and at that time Tiis opin-
ion about the Armiiiians was not very low : See his letter toD'Aerssen, in
the Letters ofthe Remonstrants, and compare it with the famous Turretin's
Cloud of TVitnesses. But afterwards, when he perceived how the affair would
terminate, he united himself to the party that hated the Remonstrants, so as
not to seem far removed from injustice or unfair dealing. For, being prohi
bited by the command of the King of France from making his appearance
among the Fathers of that Council, he not only transmitted to the Dort
Assembly his judgment on the Five Points, which was full of harshness
and asperity, and which may be seen iu the first part of the Jets of the
Synod; but he likewise published a very celebrated book, which he entitled
the Anatomy of Arrtiinianism, and in it openly proclaimed a ilreadful war
against the Remonstrants, who have generally complained of the acrimony
of that performance. Among other authorities on this subject, consult the
preface to the Synndical Acts of tlie Remo7istrants, and in their letters is an
Epistle addressed to him by the banished Arminians. Neither were there
wanting those who attempted to refute Du Moulin's book ; among them Cor-
vinus is the most eminent, whose work, entitled 7^/(e ?<«5/e(7//</ /mwrf/iw^- 0/
Peter Du Moulin, the new Anatomist, or a Censure on his Anatomy of Armi-
nianism, was published in Quarto, at Frankfort, in 1622.

"To every one who considers this matter it must seem wonderful, that
when this man was bearing proposals for establishing peace between the Lu-
therans and the Calvinists, he was at the very time condemning and pro-
scribing certain of the doctrines of the Lutherans, while engaged in attack-
ing the'Arminians. For, if we attend solely to the Five Points, who can
avoid observing, that our [the Lutheran] opinions about them are nearly the
same as those of the early followers of Arminius ? But Du Moulin appears
afterwards to have again mitigated what he had expressed with rather too
much harshness ; For, in the defence of what he calls tlie orthodox cause, he
asserts, that God reprobates no men except those who are unbelievers and are
impenitent to the close of life. On this account he could not escape repre-
hension from the more rigid Calvinists, among whom the verv famous Wil-
liam Twisse styles Du Moulin's book, which 1 have now described, a preva-
rication, and does not hesitate to assert that ' Du Moulin had not only
' promoted the cause of the Arminians beyond what was right, but had
* entirely overturned all his previous orthodox conclusions about election.'

"

Such were Mosheim's remarks on the reasoning of Hales contained in the
next note.
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dered his own opinion,* and, a few posts afterwards, sent the

Ambassador the following account of Bogerman's :
" I spake

upon Tuesday with Mr. Praeses concerning Moulin's project.

His answer to me was tliis, ' That he communicated the thing
' with some of the discreeter of the Synod, and that he had
* required my lord Bishop and Scultetus to conceive a form of
* public confession. Which as soon as it should be conceived and
' allowed of by those who should in that behalf be consulted
* withal, he would send a copy of it to your honour, to be sent to

' his Majesty, by him to be revised and altered according to his

' pleasure, and so from him to be commended to the Synod pub-

* " Concerning Monsieur Moulin's proposition, of which your honour
required my opinion, thus I think : His project consists of two heads, of a
General Confession, and ot a Peaceable Treaty for union with the Lutheran
Churches.— \ imagine, that the GT.iiEViM.YV\' of the Confessions must not in-

clude the Lutheran. For if it doth, then are both parts of his proposition

the same: it being the same thing, to procure one general Confession of

Faith, and a union. Supposing then, that this Confession stretches not to

them, I will do as Jupiter doth in Homer, ' I will grant him one part, and
' deny him the other.' For a general Confession of Faith, (at least so far as

those churches stretch who have delegates here in the Synod,) I think his

project very possible, there being no point of faith in which they differ. If

therefore the churches shall give power to their delegates to propose it to the
Synod, 1 see no reason but it should pass. But £ did not like the intimation

concerning church-government. It had, I think, been better not mentioned :

not that I think it possible that all churches can be governed alike, (for the
French church being 5;«6 cr?«ce, cannot well setup Episcopal Jurisdiction,)

but because it may seem to his Majesty of Great Britain, that his excepting
the point of government might not proceed so much from the consideration of
the impossibility of the thing, as from want of love and lil<.ing of it in the
person,

'* Now for thatpart of the proposition which concerns the Lutheran, either

it aims at an union in opinion or a mutual toleration.—The first is, without all

question, impossible : For, in the point of the sacrament and the dependen-
cies from it, as the Ubiquity of Christ's manhood, the perso7i of Christ, the
Communicatio idinmatum, &f'c., either they must yield to us, or we to them,
neither of which is probable. Their opinions have now obtained for a hun-
dred years, ever since the beginning of the Reformation,and are derivedfrom
the chief author of the Reformation. Jt is not likely, therefore, that they will

easily fall, that have such authority and so many years to uphold them.—But
I suppose Monsieur Moulin intended only a mutual toleration; and be it no
more, yet if we consider the indisposition of the persons with whom we are
to deal, I take this likewise to be impossible. The Lutherans are divided in-

to two sorts, either they are molliores, as they call them, or rig-jrfi. What
hope there may be of moderation in the first, 1 know not, but in the second
we may well despair of. For they so bear themselves as that it is evident,
theu would rather agree with the Church of Rome than with the Calvinist.—
He that is conversant in the writings of Hunnius and Grawerus, will quickly
think as I do : The first of which hath so bitterly written against Calvin,
that Parsons the Jesuit furnished himself by compiling Hunnius his book. If

the whole lump [of Lutheranism] be leavened, as tliose two pieces which I

but now named, they are certainly too sour for moderate men to deal with.
The French wits are naturally active and projecting, and, withal, carry ever-
more a favourable conceit to the possibility of their projects. Out of this

Frencli conceit, I suppose, proceeded this of M. Moulin."
It would be an agreeable occupation to trace the very preceptible differ-

ence between the sentiments here expressed by one of the greatest men of
that age, and the more enlarged views of toleration which he embraced and
defended on becoming an AriQiuian.
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' licly.' Which course, he thinks, will take good success. As
touching the point concerning the Lutherans, he thinks it notjil

that any word at all be made." See in page 4 53, what a mild

Lutheran divine has very justly observed on this last sentence.

On the receipt of these opinions. Sir Dudley dispatched a letter

toArchbishop Abbot, in which the following paragraph occvirs:

" There hath been an overture made to his Majesty by Du Mou-
lin the minister at Paris, of a General Confession to be composed
by this Synod for all the Reformed Churches, a form whereof is,

by his Majesty's order, privately conceived by some select per-

sons in the Synod, which, when it is perfected, it will be then

sent to his Majesty, to be by him governed as shall seem best to

his wisdom, either by suffering the same to go no farther, or, if

he approve thereof, with such change and alteration therein as

he shall think fit, to recommend the same publicly to the Synod,

and by consequence to the several churches which have their

deputies there. Du Moulin doth recommend further a project

of mutual toleration betwixt the Calvinists and Lutherans ; which
doth ill suit with our present business of suppressing the Armi-
nians ; and therefore, I believe, it will not be thought fit to

make mention thereof in the Synod." In this very letter are to

be found stronger indications of the premeditated design of the

Synodists " to suppress the Arminians ;" and the inference de-

duced by Mosheim is exceedingly just, " It was scarcely possi-

ble therefore, that peace could have been refused to the Armi-
nians, if the Lutherans had been received into covenant and
sacred alliance."

The pernicious effects of the unhallowed zeal and injustice

of the Dort (Calvinists will be cursorily noted in succeeding
parts of this narrative. After Grotius had, through the intre-

pidity and conjugal devotedness of his excellent wife,* effected

* The following: account of this circumstance from Du Maurier's
Mcmoires de HoUande, though not the most correct, is entertaining :

" It

was by the advice and contrivance of Mary de Reygersbergeu his wife, who,
observing that, after his keepers had fatigued themselves with often search-
ing and examining a great trunk full of books and foul linen which used to

be washed at Gorcum, a town not far from the castle [of Louvestein] where
he was imprisoned, they allowed it at length to pass without opening it, as
had formerly been their custom. She advised her husband to get into the
trunk, having bored holes with a wimble in the place where the fore-part of
De Groot's head lay, that he might breathe and not be stifled. He complied
with her advice and was carried in this manner to a friend's house in Gorcum
whence he went to Antwerp in the common waggon, having crossed the great
square, in the disguise of a joiner, holding a rule in his hand. This artful
woman feigned, thai her husband was extremely ill, in order to give him time
to make his escape. But when she thought he was got into a place of safety,

she laughed at the keepers and cried, The thirds are flown .' At first it was
intended to prosecute her; and some judges were of opinion, that she ought
to be kept in prison instead of her husband ; However, she was released by
a plurality of voices, and applauded universally for having, by her wit and
artifice, procured her husband's liberty."—Bayle's remark on this affair is

also worthy of insertion :
" Such an excellent wife merited, from the com-

mouwealthof learning, not only to have a statue erected to her honour, but
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his escape from prison, to which he had been unjustly doomed
by the dominant Calvinistic faction, he appHed himself on his
arrival at Paris to the task of promoting the peace of the Church,

even to be canonized. For to her we owe the great number of excellent works
which her husband has published, and which would never have emerged out
of the gloom of Louvesteiu, had he been confined there his whole life,—as
some judges, chosen by his enemies, intended."
The following extract from a congratulatory letter addressed to Grotius, by

Erycius Puteanus, one of the greatest wits of that age, is exceedingly
,

amusing :
" You have opened a passage for yourself when every avenue was

closed
; and who would have believed, that in'the chest a man was concealed ?

When you were in that manner lifted up [on the shoulders of the guards] you
would appear like a corpse inclosed in a coffin ; but the comparison will not
hold, for you were then coming out from your sepulchre. All men may won-
der at this : The whole of Grotius was not contained in that chest. Your
body was in the chest, the chest in the boat, the boat in the river

; you
seemed to me to be in all these, and yet beyond them all, for you had filled

the world. This was the reason why your genius could not be detained in the
prison in which your bod?/ was confined. Inclosed within walls, immured in

a dungeon, aud surrounded with guards, you shewed yourself free though in
such circumstances of difficulty, and proved that no obstacle can successfully
oppose the progress of virtue. Proceed, great man ! You have performed
an achievement m the course of a few hours, that will more than counterba-
lance all the sufferings which you endured in the three years preceding

;

for, the hands of those who employed the most strenuous endeavours to de-
tain you, were the very hands that were raised up to effect your deliverance.

They believed the whole of their burden to consist of books : and in this con-
jecture they were correct,—for your genius is a library in itself. While others
therefore call you a learned andfamous individual, I style you a brave man,
worthy not only to be saved [from the wrath of your enemies,] but to obtain
glory and immortality. Have you not already related the splendid acts of
other men } Other men will now describe this feat of yours, which will not
suffer when placed in comparison with that of Daedalus. Wings bore him
out of the place of his confinement, but books served you instead of pinions:
He led forth his own sou [Icarus] with him, but it proved destructive to the
youth; you have left your wife behind you, but it is with the intention of pre-
serving "her existence. For she could not endure any longer to witness your
confinement ; but now, when she beholds you at large, she blesses her
shackles. Alas ! that true conjugal affection should thus be dissevered !

She was delighted as soon as she ceased to be at liberty, and has thus un-
doubtedly shewn herself worthy of regaining her freedom. Cherish the firm
persuasion, that she will soon again enjoy her liberty ; and that she, who has
not been afraid of the horrors of a prison, will never attempt to avoid any of
the inconveniences of exile,—for she will consider the place of her banish-
ment her country, because it contains her husband ! And you will yourself
acknowledge, that the country from which you fled was not your mother ; but
that it was a harsh step-mother, from whom you were compelled to escape."
The answer of Grotius to this ingenious effusion is among the finest modern

specimens of chaste and elegantLatiu composition witii which I am ac-

quainted : It is necessary to premise this remark, that Grotius may not suffer

through my inabihty to transfuse his spirit into this translation of that part
which relates to the conduct of Madam De Groot :

<' Literature possesses the

property of powerfully recommending even those who are in a moderate de-

gree imbued with its spirit (among whom I wish 1 were worthy to be ranked!)

to others who are completely subject toils influence, in which number you
have attained to deserved eminence. Yet I think the very injustice ofa few in-

[ dividuals has served still more effectually [than Literature] to ingratiate me
into the affections of several of the best of mankind : For that is not a foolish

proverb which says, • A man under misfortunes, especially an innocent man,
' is a sacred object.' But look how propitiously the providence of God has

recompenced my troubles with blessings of au opposite description ! I have
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Among the numerous congratulatory epistles which he received
on that occasion from some of the most learned and eminent
persons in Europe, the following, which was written in June
1621, by the famous Du Vair, Chancellor of France, will be
perused with interest;.—" Sir, Well-bred and ingenuous men,like
yourself, feel themselves to stand little in need of the professions
of politeness. At all times,—or, to express myself with greater
propriety, ever since I heard others talk aboiit you,—I have ad-
mired your eminent genius and rare erudition ; and I after-

wards pitied your calamity, when I saw your sufferings on
account of your excessive attachment to the liberties of your

found in w^ ivife ihd^i fidelity which I had myself displayed towards my couri'
trij. While I was striving to maintain the liberty of the people, I'lost my
own ; and my good wife in return lost her freedom in securing my enlarge-
ment. And it is not without reason you are surprised at the manner in which
my escape was effected. For who could hope to gain his liberty from a well-
guarded prison ; or to enjoy again the unconstrained and heavenly draughts
of vital air, after being pent up within such narrow bounds as scarcely admit-
ted air enough for respiration .' Who could have indulged hopes of the
practicability of avoiding the keen inspection of such a number of guards, by
means of the hands and the feet of those very guards themselves .' In another
respect, however, it was just, that a jierson, who had been oppressed with
such an unexpected calamity, should be preserved in a manner that was
equally unexpected.—For who would ever have believed that such acts as
these would have been perpetrated ? 1 had endeavoured with my best powers,
both in prose and verse, to elevate to the skies the glory of m'y native land,
and of the most eminent of my countrymen : For this meritorious attempt
my fellow-citizens have rewarded me with extreme ignominy. Bv my
patronage I defended the wealth of the Republic, and by my counsels! aug-
mented its resources, while I lost my own private property. I have acted as
guardian to the liberty of my country, which has cost me a most afflicting
imprisonment.—In one view it is a fortunate occurrence that I have left my
wife iti durance, and guarded with greater strictness on account of my eman-
cipation

; for no one will now indulge a doubt concerning the seizure and
captivity of innocent persons, and of such as have the greatest claims on the
gratitude of tlieir friends. When I was conveyed out of prison, that was the
only circumstance with which my wife was acquainted ; and while the issue
of the enterprize remained undetermined, in a slate of the most exquisite
anxiety she revolved within her breast various conjectures, and breathed
forth suclt. wishes as no one would expect from a wife who is passionately
attached to her husband,

—

sfie vnshcdthat fntshand to be then at the greatest
possible distancefrom her ! It was at that juncture too I first perfectly under-
stood from what an excellent wife I had taken my departure ; and lliegan to
feel such grief at her absence, that, rather than be any longer deprived of
her company, I preferred a return to my former confinement. It is matter of
coDgratulation tothe age, that shame, and the reverence entertained for its
own reputation, have potency enough to wrest a defenceless female out of the
hands of those men who have now no other object on which to wreak their
vengeance. But she is entitled to the greater commendation for this very
reason,—because, after she had suffered me to be carried away, she dared
not to hope for such an easy exit and prosperous termination ; for she was as
conscious as myself of my innocence, and understood from that fact the kind
of men into whose hands we should have fallen, had her scheme miscarried.
To no other woman could the following verses be so appropriately applied :

For me thou didst not fear thyself to pledge.
And in a certain risk thy life engage

;
This act, if aught from death could hope to free,
Deserves to screen thee from mortality."
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country, and the patronage which you extended to those who
had begun to recal the truth from obscurity. In the situation

which I hold, and as far as the service of my master has per-
mitted, I have solaced your distress and obtained your deliver-

ance. It is the will of God, that you should be indebted
entirely to Him for this your enlargement, and not to the
intervention of any merely human powers ; and the Divine
Purpose in this seems to be, that, since you are thus separated
from human cares, you should employ the mass of uncommon
endowments He has bestowed on you in advancing that work
which is without doubt most pleasing to Him—the common
peace of Christendom, by the re-union of the members that
have separated themselves from their spiritual mother,* in whom
either they or their fathers were conceived and born again unto
salvation. Therefore, since I perceive this to be a matter about

* That such a remark as this should escape from Du Vair, wil! excite no
surprise, when it is recollected, that he was a French Bishop, and that there
was at that period a ^reat apparent desire on the part of the Gallicau Church
to be still more independent of the Papal See. However, the uote iu page
550 will shew the sound views of Grotius i especting the Popish religion.

It is not improbable that the custom of placing Protestant ecclesiastics in
some of the higher offices of state, was, among other bad fashions, im-
Eorted from the Court of France when our Charles the First married the
eautiful daughter of Henry the Fourth, and with his royal bride introduced
many novelties. In this, as well as in some other things, there was too great
a conformity to the practice of Popish courts, which was checked before it

had become a great evil ; and it undoubtedly was one of the chief circum-
stances which excited the odium of the Nobility against Archbishop Laud,
and accelerated his downfall. His Majesty had indeed been eursed with
many unfaithful servants ; and the Archbishop in the unsuspecting integrity
of his soul, forgetting that the proper business of Churchmen lies in mat-
ters ecclesiastical, thought he could find among those who officiated before
the altar some excellent men, who would prove faithful both to their God
and fheir king, and who would thus be qualified to execute the highest duties
of government. In conformity with this opinion, he recommended Dr.
Juxon, then Bishop of Loudon, to be Lord High Treasurer of England, to
whose acceptance of office a curious allusion is made in page 236, and who
did as great credit by his upright conduct to his patron's discernment, as
Archbishop Williams had previously been a discredit to the Duke of Buck-
ingham by his pragmatical behaviour as Lord Keeper of the Great Seal, the
stigma of which was not effaced by his subsequent republican achievements
at Conway Castle during the Civil Wars. Laud's solicitude for the honour
of the Church is well expressed in his Diary, under the date of March
<i, 16.%: ''William Juxon, Lord Bishop of London, made Lord High-
Treasurer of England. No Church -man had it since Henry the
Seventh's time. I pray God bless him to carry it so, that the Church may
have honour, and the King and the State service and contentment by it.

And now if the Church will not hold up themselves under God, 1 can do no
more."
The Archbishop's pious wishes were ultimately answered in this exem-

jilary Prelate, who survived the civil troubles, was elevated at the Restora-
tion to the see of Canterbury, died three years afterwards, and was buried in
St. John's College Oxford. Oneof the historians of that period says: "The king
of Spain is not prouder of the sun's rising and setting in his dojnijiiuns, than
that house may be tliat T)r. Juxon and Dr. Laud were bred there. As he
[Juxon] had gone on in the same course, acted on the same principles, en-
joyed the same honours, soheliethin the same grave, with his friend and
patron Archbishop Laud."

P P
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which all men of reputation form large expectations from you,

I cannot avoid uniting with them in rejoicings on this account,

and accelerating by my plaudits such a blessed pursuit." This

letter, composed with consummate art, concludes with a pro-

mise of the king's bounty, and of an honourable employment
in the State, the latter of which was never fulfilled, because

the independence of this illustrious exile could never be pur-
chased. Grotius returned the following very elegant reply : " I

do not know whether I ought to manifest a greater degree of
pleasure or of displeasure towards fame, since she has traduced
my character in my own country by imputing to me false crimes,

while she has ennobled me in foreign countries with praises which
I have never deserved. I have always felt a desire to devote
myself to literary pursuits ; but the authority of my friends

prevented the attainment of my wishes, and before my
studies had reached any degree of maturity, the applica-

tion of them was at first directed to the bar and afterwards to

the affairs of government. But when called into the service

of the Republic, it was my infelicity to be employed at such a
juncture as would not allow a man, who loved repose, to in-

dulge himself in that security without which it is scarcely pos-

sible to make progress in learning. But my mind bears testi-

mony to the truth of the jvidgment which you have formed—

•

* that the public liberty was defended by me according to those
* laws which I had received,* and that neither by the promises

* " \n vain did Monsieur DeBarncveldt complain to his natural aud only
sovereigns the States of Holland aud West Frizeland ; and in vain did these
take him under their protection. The Prince was deaf to privileges that
opposed his designs, and resolved to make his own power, which he cun-
ningly masqued under the name of the States General, superior to that of
the particular provinces. Agreeable to this, Monsieur De Barneveldt was
arrested by an extraordinary order in the name of the States General, sign-
ed only by eight members of that assembly, all of them dependents and
creatures" of Prince Maurice. Three of his friends were seized at the same
time, and committed to dift'erent prisons ; Monsieur Hogerbeis, Pension-
ary rif Leyden, a man of known capacity and integrity ; Monsieur Levden-
BERG, Secretary to the Provincial States of Utrecht; and the great Hugo
Grotius, Pensionary of Rotterdam. They were accused of enormous crimes
against the State, and, amongst the rest, of having formed a design to

plunge the country in blood, and deliver it up to the Spaniard. This heavy
charge was posted up at every corner, ic order to render them odious to the
pco|ile; but their real crime was that of having opposed the ambitious designs

of Prince Maurice, who, a little before their detention, had entirely broken
through the constitution of the republic, by arbitrarily changing the magis-
trates of several places in Holland, as well as in the city of Utrecht where
he likewise disbanded the garrison, newly raised and maintained by that
town agreeable to her privileges. This he did in the name of the States Gene-
ral as conservators of the Republic, which was no more than a veil artfully

drawn, to hide the truth of his designs from the populace at home, and the
neighbouring Princes abroad; who, being ignorant of the constitution,

might falsely imagine the sovereignty of the seven provinces to be lodged in
that assemblv-

<' Whilst the above-mentioned gentlemen were in prison, the Prince and
liis parly convened a general Synod at Dort, which they termed national,
as if t!ie Seven Provinces made but one people, in prejudice to their distinct
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* nor the threatenings with which I was assailed, could I be in-

* duced to become accessary to the oppression of those who held
' correct sentiments, and such as accord with the ancient creeds,
' on the subjects of Grace and Free-will.' God will, I hope, pre-

serve me in this spirit,—-not to be seduced by any hope or fear

to swerve either in Avords or deeds from the real sentiments of

my heart. But should I be deceived in these particulars, my
confidence is, that the same gracious God will either instruct

his erring child, or will pardon my ignorance. He is acquaint-

ed with the grief which I formerly felt, as often as I instituted

a comparison between this our degenerate age, and the early

days of Primitive Christianity—^a name which is full of im-
portance in itself! For, in this age, persons who perfectly

agree with each other in the chief articles of belief, but who
differ in some rites and opinions, are forced into factions, and
into wars of which even the profane heathen would be asham«
ed. Yet it cannot be doubted, that many, who are weary of

these evils, cherish within their breasts charity towards all

christians, and ardently desire an external appearance of unity,

—being prepared, for the sake of such a good cause, to accom-
modate themselves to the infirmities of the weak, according

to the apostolic exhortation, and to extend their patience and
moderation as far as the extreme limits of the Divine Law will

admit. But, it seems, there are some men who oppose and
frustrate these attempts, and whose desire of receding to the

farthest possible distance from others drives them onward to

the greatest extremes. My prayer is, that God would be pleased

liberties, winch reserve to each of them the right of regulating' religion
within their respective districts. This assembly, to outward appearauce,
was extremely solemn. Besides the members of the several provinces, it con-
sisted of d«puties from our King James I, from the Elector Palatine, the
Lando-rave of Hesse, the Protestant Cantons of Switzerland, and the towns
of Geneva, Bremen and Embden. But it was soon evident, from the conduct
of these Divines, that they met together to co«(f«'?H« their opponents rather
than refute them ; and accordingly the doctrines of Armiuius were declared
heretical and scandalous, tending to introduce Popery into the United Pro-
vinces ; and, in consequence of this, all those Divines who were either known
to be Arminians, or suspected for such, were suspended from officiating

in their functions, banished the United Provinces, and forbid to returQ
under severe penalties.
" The decisions of the Synod of Dort may justly be said to have fixed the

fate of Monsieur De Barneveldt, who was now brought to his trial and con-
demned to death on the l'2th of May, l(il9, by a set of Commissioners, cho-
sen in reality by the Prince of Orange, though nominated by the States Ge-
neral, in manifest violation of the rights and privileges of the Provincial
States of Holland, his natural and lawful judges. And, to prevent the com-
plaints of that Assembly, (who some time before, by an authentic resolu-
tion of State, had taken Monsieur De Barneveldt into their protection,} the
Prince, by another insult on their privileges, removed several of their mem-
bers, and substituted others in their room that were entirely devoted to him.
In pursuance of this sentence, Monsieur De Barneveldt was beheaded
at the Hague, in the 7()th year of his age, after having long served the State
with ^reat abilities, and been the principal means of Prince Maurice's early
elevation."

—

Batavia Illustrata by Onslow Burrish Esq.
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to grant to the rulers of the Church, to Kings and to Supreme
Governours, a plentiful supply of his Spirit, the Spirit of cha-
rity and gentleness, so as to overcome all opposing difficulties,

and to restore to the Church, as far as possible without pre-
judice to the truth, her primitive beauty, but especially that
solid peace which she formerly enjoyed. I devoutly wish to

be numbered among that company of men which consists of
many thousands, whose pious vows will accompany this holy
purpose, and who will assemble together in crowds around
the standard of victory whenever it is unfurled. When I look
about and inspect myself, I discover abundant tokens of my
almost total incapacity to render my services efficient

; yet I

greatly desire to possess the requisite qualifications for employ-
ment, and not to abuse his Majesty's kindness through inacti-

vity or supineness. In the mean time, if any services of mine
can be m.ade available, it will be your duty to command them,
while it will be mine either to obey, or to shew that I am not
deficient in willingness to ensure success, but that my powers
are inadequate," &c.
Such was the prudent and pious answer of the illustrious

Grotius to the politic and ensnaring patronage which was then
extended to him by the French Government. That great man
was eminently a citizen of the world, and delighted, from his very
youth, in every thing that had a tendency to promote the gene-
ral welfare of mankind. Yet he had particular reasons for his

attachment to the French nation, which feeling was only sur-

passed by his unsubdued affection for his native land, whose
interests he zealously espoused and advocated, at the very time
when those who administered its government were his most in-

veterate personal adversaries.* When only fifteen years of age,

he had accompanied the celebrated John Barnevelt in his

embassy to the Court of France, and had received from that

great monarch, Henry the Fourth, several tokens of high
regard: His Majesty placed around the neck of the youthful

scholar and future statesman, a chain ofgold and avaluable medal

* The following: aiiectiote, from Dr. Bates's Life of our author, deserves to

be recorded : While Grotius resided iu Paris, " he always shewed himself
intent on performing all possible good offices to his native land and to his
oountrymen, when there was any business to be transacted with the Court of
France in which his services could be available, by his advice and assistance,
or by the favour and influence which he possessed among some of the King's
ministers. Yet he was not ignorant of the evil machinations of those who were
entrusted at Paris with the management of the affairs of the United Provinces,
and who left nothing unattempted by which they might exasperate the King's
mind against him : But their labours were ill-bestowed on a Prince [Louis
XIII] who was well acquainted with the transactions of Holland in 1CI8 and
Ifil!). For that monarch is reported to have declared, on more occasions than
one, ' that be admired the virtue of the man, who, after having endured such
' cruel treatment in hi:; own country, could not cease from wishing well to it

' and its inhabitants, and from conferring upon it all the benefits which he
* could devise !' "—Of this fact innumerable instances occur in the letters of
Grotius.
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containing the King's portrait. Before his return to Holland,
Grotius became acquainted with Casaubon, and several of liis

learned co-temporaries, who caused the honorary degree of
Doctor of Laws to be conferred upon him, with other flatter-

ing distinctions. In the subsequent troubles which agitated

the United Provinces, the Remonstrant party received counte-

nance from the French Court ; while the Contra-Remonstrants
were powerfully supported by King James ofEngland.* During
that turbulent period, Grotius evinced the greatest moderation
towards both the contending parties ; and, though his predilec-

tions for the Arminians were well known, yet no public man
ever manifested less of the meanness of a party spirit. There
can be no doubt, that the French assisted him in obtaining his

freedom from perpetual imprisonment, to which he had been
most iniquitously doomed ; and he was ready, on all proper
occasions, to give proofs of his gratitude for this favour. Finding
himself neglected by the French ministers, he applied his men-
tal energies to the composition of various useful treatises whicli

he published during the first eleven years of his banishment
from Holland.

Dr. Bates tells us, " The first work published by Grotius
after he had regained his liberty, was an Apology or DcJ'ence, not
so much for himself, (who could have committed no offence, in

executing those commands which had issued from his superi-

ors,) as for those magistrates who, after having been lawfully

created, had, in the years I6I8 and 1619j managed the affairs of
the province of Holland according to its fundamental laws and
constitution. When the deputies of the United Provinces had
discovered this publication, they perceived the complete expo-
sure of their disgraceful artifices which it contained, and of
the violence which they had offered to the constitution of their

country ; and since they had nothing by which they could effec-

tually weaken or refute the true account of affairs which it

gave, they employed their former violence, and attempted
again to persecute him by proscriptions. But all their efforts

were rendered impotent, through the protection afforded by his

Most Christian Majesty, who had received him under his im-
mediate patronage," &c—At that period too, he translated out
of Dutch verse into Latin prose, with large additions, his book
On the Truth of the Christian Religion,^ which he had originally

* Some of the politic considerat'ons whiclj swayed the conduct of the two
Courts, will be found in the succeeding Appendix F.

f I have said something in praise of this book, in page 279. Perhaps there
is not another religious publication in the world, with the exception of the
Bible itself, that has been translated into so many languages, or has been so
extensively circulated among different denominations of Christians, as Gro-
tius on the Truth of the Civrlstian Religion. Amoug ourselves, this excellent
work is now studied as a text-book, not only by all those who intend to pre-
sent themselves before the Examining Chaplains of the Right Reverend the
English Bishops, as candidates for holy orders, but by all the scholars in ilie

Pp3
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composed principally for the instruction of the Dutch seamen,

who, captivated with the charms of the poetry, might be temp-
ted to the further study of that noble subject, and thus be fur-

nished with arguments in favour of Christianity for the confu-

tation of infidels and heathens.—In 1625 he published his

incomparable work De Jure Belli et Pacts, and dedicated it to

his Majesty Louis the Thirteenth. For this production he was
applauded by the greatest literary characters in Europe ;* but

it experienced the fate of many of the best books that have

been written for the benefit of mankind,'—.it was inserted two
years afterwards in the Index Expurgatorius at Rome, and thus

became a prohibited book and of little utility in Popish coun-

tries.

These were the principal works composed by Grotius during

his residence in Paris, in which he advocated the same pacific

and liberal principles as appear in his subsequent publications

;

indeed on this point he Avas throughout life the patron of unity

and concord. But those works were not produced without

much care, vexation and anxiety, as will be apparent to those

who peruse his letters to his friends at that period. His invin-

cible attachment to the Protestant religion was no recommend-
ation to official employment in those days of real bigotry and
confusion. He wished to free himself from the irksome situa-

tion of a dependant on the French Court, and to practise at the

bar as a counsellor in some of the Protestant States of Germany.
It appears, that soon after his escape from confinement, he had

been invited to accept some public office in Denmark ; for, in

a letter addressed to his father, in February, l624, he says:

—

" For your extreme diligence, my most excellent father and

brother, I return you my best acknowledgments. I remain con-

firmed in the persuasion, that no better plan can be adopted than

this,—I must sit down in some corner or other among the

evangelical professors of the Augsburgh Confession, where I may

most celebrated Dissenting Academies in the kingdom. This fact is in itself

no slight commendation, and may be quoted as a good proof of the Catholic

and tolerant principles of its admirable author.
" The rules of morality and practice, which were laid down in the sacred

writings by Christ and his Apostles, assumed an advantageous form, received

new illustrations, and were supported upon new and solid principles, when
that Great System of Law, that results from t/ie constitution of nature and
the dictates of right reason, began to be studied with more diligence and in-

vestigated with more accuracy and jserspicuity than had been the case in

precedin^f ages. In this sul.dime study of the law of nature the immori al
Grotius led the way in his excellent book Concerning- the Rights of IVar and
Peace; and such was the dignity and importance of the subject, that his

labours excited the zeal and emulation of men of the most eminent genius

and abilities, who turned theii principal attention to this noble science. How
much thelal)ours of these great men contributed to assist the ministers of the

Gospel, both in their discourses and writings concerning the duties and obli-

gations of christians, may be easily seen by comparing the books of a practi-

cal kind tltat have been published since the period now under consideration,

with those that were in vogue before that time."—Moshezm's Eccl. Hist.
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indulge the hope of maintaining my family in a frugal manner
without consuming more of my private property, and there

await the return of brighter days, if such a change should ever

occur. For I am fatigued with the frequent solicitations which
I have received to attend Mass; and the state of uncertainty in

which the affairs of this kingdom stand, adds much to my men-
tal disquietude. Besides, I perceive nothing here upon which
my concerns can securely depend. Sut this business must be
managed with the greatest prudence, lest I should suffer in my
reputation both in France and in other countries. It will be
quite sufficient if my well-wishers know, that I am not so firm-

ly settled here as to be rendered incapable of being easily

removed. Should any situation offer itself, we can deliberate

about it. In the meantime I desire you to continue your enqui-
ries about Spires,—what description of men are admitted into

the faculty of Advocates,-what hopes of success maybe indulged
if I there apply myself to pleading," &c.*—At the close of the
same year, 1624, he utters the following complaint to his brother

respecting his Annotations on the Gospels, which he could not

publish in France : " It is an occurrence greatly to my injury,

that, when I have interpreted every thing according to the sen-

timents of primitive antiquity, and when I have proved myself
free from party-influence, I cannot find a place in which my la-

bours can be printed : And if I could find one, I am afraid I

should be rendered still more vile []to the Papists] by the pains
I have taken in explaining certain passages on which particular

I^Popish] dogmas are founded, and which, though publicly

• In a preceding letter of Jan. IC, he thus describes his situation and feel-

ings :
" Since 1 last wrote to you I have seen the new Keeperof the Seals, who

will hereafter become Chancellor, if he survive the present occupant of that
high situation. He made far larger promises than I had expected. But I

have now become hardened at the repetition of these verbal services : we shall
soon perceive what kind of j)erformances will follow. Nothing must be done
in the Danish affair, except through friends of approved fidelity ; and it must
on no account be iniiniated, as though it originated with me. Some friends
advise me to repair to the city of Spires, and to devote my talents to the legal
profession ; for the pleadings are there conducted in the Latin language, and
the old Roman jurisprudence is in great request and reduced to practice :

Equal toleration is likewise extended to the Lutherans and to the Roman
Catholics. If you can gain any information respecting the expences of living
in that city, eitlier from some of the inhfibitants whom you know, or from
those who have been there, I beg you will acquaint me with the particulars.
For I must come to some determination about myself, as this state of uncer-
tainty consumes all my family property."
On the I2th of July, U)23, he thus expressed himself: " The payment of

all pensions is here suspended : This circumstance, and the design of being
more frugal of the King's treasure, create me much anxiety. Should any
potentate be desirous of engaging my services,—for instance, the King of
Denmark, the Duke of Saxony, or any one who is competent to grant me his

patronage and an honorable maintenance,— I should account it a matter wor-
thy of consideration. At present, all seem to have forgotten me, because they
consider me in the employment of this potent monarch. I have lost some great
friends. Those who are now in office wish me well ; but they have too many
claims on their attention, and I am no teasing parasite."
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approved in this kingdom, I cannot persuade myself ever to have
been pleasing to christian antiquity."—.In January, 16'30, the
same causes of dissatisfaction existed, for he thus unbosomed
himself to his brother :

" As to my own affairs, my attention

will be principally directed to obtain that liberty which is the
most valuable object with regard to religious matters: And, of
those princes Avho have signified their pleasure to engage me in

their service, there is no one who has not made large promises
to me of such a liberty, and of other privileges considerably
more important than any I have ever had in France, or can pos-
sibly expect. May God inspire us with salutary counsels ! I

will not become a suppliant to any man living. You are aware
that the Emperor of Germany employs many noblemen who
are Lutherans, in his own Council, in the Senate at Spires, and at

other places. Buchovius, who is a decided Calvinist, openly
teaches the civil law at Heidelberg under the Duke of Bavaria.

What reason therefore can be given why we QArminians] can
obtain no situation, when all the Universities that adhere to the
Augsburgh Confession have expressed their approbation of our
sentiments by condemning those of the Synod of Dort ?"*

* The first of the following extracts from the Letters of Grotius was written
in April the same year, and proves, that all his literary labours after his ex-
ile were directed to a pacific object :

" There are conclusions in the Canons
of the Synod of Dort, of which, if good Melancthon were again to make his
appearance, he would express his disapprobation, and with which BuUinger
would be no less grieved ; there are others which alienate all the Lutherans
from the Calvinists, although amity and concord between them and us is de-
sirable at this juncture. There are some points in them which forbid the
Greeiv Churches from uniting with us, although in many more particulars
they are very favourable to us ; but there are others ofthe Dort Canons
which admit of no controversy, that is, such of them as agree with the
second Council of Orange, in which the whole matter concerning Grace and
the Liberty of the human will was treated with the greatest prudence.
Those persons who are acquainted with these distinctions, have their minds
in a state of preparation for peace, and will easily discover an equitable me-
thod of laying a foundation. It is possible that they may recal to mind my
labours for unity ; even those writings, which 1 published after my calamity,
have not been diverted from the same peaceful ooject."
The necessity of pacific counsels at that period, among all those who were

reformed from Popery, will appear to everyone who recollects the brief ac-
count of the state of Kurope in 1630, which is recorded in page 248. The
great Protestant powers began to perceive the folly of their mutual conten-
tions, which were most artlully fomented under various disguises by the Pa-
pists ; and when they saw several of the smaller States fall into the hands oftheir
arch-enemy, they awoke from their supineness, and seemed inclined to imi-
tate the noble intrepidity of Guslavus Adolphus, who, by a series of wonderful
successes in Germany, gave a severe check to the ambitious projects of the
Emperor Ferdinand.—Tothis state of public aft'airs Grotius refers in the pre-
ceding letter; and the subjoined extract will convey its own meaning on the
same subject: "St. Augustine says, 'Preceding- Councils have been frc-
< quently corrected by those which were afterwards convened, as that of Ephe-
< BUS which received the appellationof >-o66e/-f'roiu the Council of Chalcedou.'
Under the auspices of Great Britain, Denmark and Sweden, a convention
n>ight now be summoned to establish peace among all Protestants : when
this is once effected, our controversies will all subside. If this affair be trans-
acted with those who are entirely Lutherans, no subject of contest will

remain between them and the Remonstrants, who are, in reality, Semi-
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These letters are sufficient to prove, that France was not the
place in which such a liberal-minded and philanthropic indivi-

dual as Grotius would choose to reside. He could not stoop to

those servile practices to which the sycophants of a despotic

court have recourse ; and as this circumstance did not serve to

elevate him in the esteem of Cardinal Richelieu, his stipend was
irregularly paid and at length totally stopped, under the pretext
that the exhausted condition of the King's treasury required him to

retrench his liberalities. Presuming on the strong professions of

Lutherans. For you know, that the Dort Canons have been condemned by
all the Protestant Universities in Germany, and that the Predestiuarian
controversy is now the principal cause of dissension, since the Ubiquitarian
dogma has among all of thein nearly become extinct. Indeed, the pastors
of this place may well desire to see such a plan comjjleted."
The last sentence aihides to the followers of Cameron, whose peculiar situ-

ation and trials have been described in the preceding Appendix C. Grotius
here stjles the Church of England, as well as that of Denmark and Sweden,
completely Lutheran ; various parts of his learned works shew that he was
better acquainted with the constitution of this Church, than many natives
are, rt'ho, without any previous deep research on this point, pronounce it a
Calvinistic Church, from the mere assertion of some eminent man that is as
well-informed as themselves.

* The following brief extract, from a letter which Grotius addressed from
Hamburgh in 16I32 to Lusson First President of the French Mint, will shew, that
the French Court were ashamed of their recent behaviour and made distant
overtures to induce him again to reside at Paris :

" Illustrious man, respec-
ting the King's money my determination remains fixed, and I feel no desire
to have any motion made about it ; for I consider myself as much obliged by
the gifts which I have received, as if I had been dismissed under a load of
them. While this continues to be mv resolution, to what region soever I may
hereafter proceed, 1 shall carry witli me, in the inmost recesses of my heart,
not merely a sense of the benefits which that most excellent king has confer-
red on me, and on which I place a high value, but likewise a sense of his
singular good- will towards me, of which I possess most indubitable tokens,
not so much in his liberality towards me which is often extorted by unblush-
ing effrontery, as in his Countenance and his Conversation ; both of which
are the more worthy of credence, on account of the dignified gravity of the
former, that is as great a stranger to the wish of deceiving, as the majesty of
the latter is exempted from the necessity of practising deceit."

In a subsequent letter to the same gentleman, after describing a pleasant
villa on the Elbe, at which he spent the autum of 1632, Grotius adds :

" But
what in the mean time are you doing.' Are you still occupied in founding,
fusing and stamping gold, silver and brass .-' Does not the Cardinal's favour
call you to better avocations ? It will be a grievous mortification to me, if,

in opposition to the provisions of a very wise and salutary law, you should
continue, as a horse, any longer to plough in the same yoke with asses. To
whatever better situation you may be pronwted, it cannot be so elevated as to
make me account it a sufficient recompence to your well-tried probity, or to
your very correct and refined judgment."

In another letter from Hamburgh he thus alludes again to the minting
operations in which his friend Lusson was employed :

*' You will pardon me
if I do not reject all the kind declarations which you are pleased to make
concerning me, and if I assume to myself those concerning which I have an
approving conscience,—my desire to pass a life of innocence, and my faithful
but unfortunate attachment to that [free] condition which, as a native of
Holland, is my inheritance. I rejoice, in behalf of learning, that Salmasius
has obtained an honourable reception from the very men who have ejected me
with disgrace. The Dutch territory will now, instead of France, become his
country; while i have been forced to quit Holland and repair to Hamburgh,
and probably after a while I must proceed to some other corner of the world.
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attachment to him which had been made by the Prince of
Oransfe, Frederic Henry'^ successor to Prince Maurice, and
yielding to the concurring solicitations of his most prudent
friends, Grotius returned to Holland at the close of the year
lC)31 : but, instead of being received with that cordiality and
distinction which his virtues and talents entitled him to expect,

he was, through the machinations of his enemies, again refused

an asylum in the land of his birth, and forced to retire to the
city of Hamburgh.* Dr Bates gives a brief but satisfactory ex-

planation of this affair thus : " After the death of Maurice,t

1 return ray grateful acknowledgements to his most excellent Majesty, and
shall continue to own my oblisfations, for his wish to make me a partaker of
his liberality. Let it suffice for me, to have been burdensome to you while I

lived in France, in which I did not exldhit any proofs of my services ; for it

was impossible for me to do that, although I made a tender of tliem. Now,
when J am an absentee, shall 1, like a lazy drone, consume the provender of

others .' Such a course would be hisfhly improper. Yet I shall ever account
myself a debtor to the kind intentions of a most benevolent monarch, and of
my numerous friends; especially to you, most honourable man, whose morals,
formed of the purest metal, antl whose spirit, which is the coin that imparts
value to the most celebrated actions, I deservedly estimate far beyond all the
fColu which either passes through the hands of De Fayette, or adheres to

them."
* The history of this affair is very curious ; but, as the details of it would

occupy too much space, I must refer the reader to the letter of Vossius in the
next note. The following extract of a letter from Grotius, after his arrival in

Holland, toDu Maurier, will explain some of his views and feelings :
" Illus-

trious man, your conjecture is correct, that 1 have already fouud plenty of
waves in this sea to which I have returned. Indeed, they had been previously

contemplated by me
;
yet I had hoped to discover a little courage in those

who are either good, or sufficiently good. I now behold liberty of speech
destroyed in most men, through a recollection of the evils which we have
been compelled to endure, lam therefore still undetermined, whether I

ought to remain a little longer among those to whom 1 am not an unwelcome
visitant, and wait in expectation of a favourable change in the minds ofothers,
or whether J should remove to some other places of abode, to which I am in-

vited on honourable conditions. The affairs of the King of Sweden are so

Erosperous, as to have raised fresh hopes even in the Elector Palatine, who
as long been drooping and inactive ; for he has gone to pay a visit to those

who were formerly his own subjects, and is attended by our cavalry : And
the ears of all those who expressed the most doleful forebodings of the war,
are now closed against the bare mention of a cessation from hostilities."

t The following extract from Burrish, descriptive of the death of Prince

Maurice, is a continuation of the paragraph quoted page .587 :

" It cannot be doubted, that through all this scene of violence and in-

justice, the Prince [Maurice] acted by C/t-sar's maxim, with a view to make
himself sovereign of his country. But because he did not execute this when
it was in his power, after having destroyed Monsieur De Barneveidt and his

adherents, the friends of the House of Orange took occasion to deny that it

had ever been his intention ; in hopes, no doubt, to obviate the general

odium which the avowal of such a design would ca'^tupon his memory. But
the Prince's actions were of too strong a dye to admit so favourable an inter-

pretation. The truth is, that, after Monsieur De Barneveldt's death, his

Highness met with more obstacles to his design than he had foreseen. Even
those who had assisted to bring on the fate of that minister, were, upon the

whole, as much averse to the loss of their liberty, as the deceased. And on

the other hand, the Prince saw but too visibly, that by the death, imprison-

ment, and exile of so many persons, who were well allied and had served

the State with fidelity and honour, he had entirely lost the affections of the

people. In proportion as his real designs came to he discovered, the odium
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Prince of Orange, his brother Frederic Henry was raised to the

government of the Republic, and had then afforded hopes not

only of a milder species of regimen, but likewise of the resto-

ration of the liberty which was formerly enjoyed in the admi-

nistration of public affairs. He had Qn I6223 a long time

before, testified in a letter the affection of his heart toward Gro-

tius ; in consequence of which, many persons believed that he
would afterwards endeavour to acquire glory to himself, by
reversing the iniquitous sentence which had been pronounced

against that great man, and by restoring to his former blame-

less condition one who had been most unjustly condemned.

But it too frequently happens in the Courts of Princes, that the

minds of those who preside in their Councils are more under

the influence of what they account useful, than under that

•which is honourable : Of these some were not wanting who sug-

that had been artfully raised against Monsieur De Barneveldt was changed
into pity; and the Prince, who was considered as the author of all the

injustice that had been done him, from being the darling of the public,

became its aversion. Such was the state of domestic affairs in the United

Provinces ; and the situation of things abroad was still more averse to the

Prince's undertaking. The Elector Palatine, upon whom he had a very

great dependance, was so entirely reduced by the battle of Prague, that

instead of being in a condition to assist Prince Maurice upon any extremity,

he was forced to be obliged to him for part of his own subsistence. And on
the other hand, the Emperor, Ferdinand II, was become so absolute over

the Princes and free towns of the Empire, that the Prince lost all hopes of

the least assistance from Germany.
" Chagrined with these disappointments, and penetrated, it may be,

with remorse for his injustice to Monsieur De Barneveldt, Prince Maurice,
from being fat, robust', and indefatigable, became lean, languished, and
died in the beginning of the year 16251 Breda was at that time besieged by
the famous Spinola. The Prince had taken it by surprize from the Spa-

niards, thirty four years before, when he was yet young in the command of

the army ; and it bein^ a city of his own patrimony, a report was spread

that he died of grief, for not being able to relieve it ; but others, with more
probability, ascribed his death to the disquiet andchagrine he had conceived

upon the ill success of the schemes he had formed to acquire the sovereignty

of his country."
Judge not that ye he not judged, is a Divine Command, which it would be

well for all men to observe. I do not consider it a breach of this command,
but rather a great and allowable source of instruction, when juiiicious histo-

rians invite their readers to behold the striking retaliative acts of God's Provi-

dence, in punishing the sins of public men ; which become national crimes

when they obtain the sanction, and are perpetrated in the name, of the

government of any country. But it requires tne exercise of a sound discre-

tion, to distinguish' such acts of Divine Justice from others which do not bear

that character. Some modern writers,—who have called public attention to

the marked chastisement which the House of Bourbon received, in a long

banishment from their paternal dominions,—seem, in the warmth of their

just animadversions, to have forgotten, that the very country which afforded

an asylum to the scattered remains of the French Royal Family, contained

at the same time another illustrious exile, who is now King of the Nether-

lands, and whose ancestors treated the innocent Arminiaus in a most harsh

and cruel manner. But while we, as Britons, admire some of tlie blessings

of liberty which, in 1688, were wafted over from Holland in the gales which
conveyed the person of the intrepid Stadtholder, we may very naturally for-

get, in our admiration of a generous William, that the House of Orange
likewise produced a tyrannical Maurice .
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gested to the Prince, how danc^erous it might be to his affairs

again to admit into the Republic a man who was such a tenaci-

ous lover both of liberty and of his country.* In compliance
with these insinuations, he preferred to consult the security of

his power before the permanence of his reputation ; and when,
at the close of l632, it was debated in the Assembly of the

Nobles, whether Groiins, mho had returned to Holland, should be

suffered any longer to remain, Prince Henry Frederic united with

those who voted that Grotius shoidd be prohibited from residing

any longer in the country !" t

Grotius was indeed a passionate lover of his native soil, and he had flat-

tered himself with the expectation of spending the remainder of his days
among the dearest of his friends, some of whom had been long imprisoned,
and an order had then recently been given for thtir emancipation. When
these his just hopes were frustrated, his lacerated feelings found relief in such
effusions as the following to his friend Vossius . "Most excellent man amon^
the learned, and the most learned among the excellent, the arrival of my wife
and the sight of your writing not only served to relieve my solitude, but pro-
duced great gladness. For, while I am thus oppressed with such a host of

enemies, to whom can 1 more properly betake myself, than to that exemplary
woman who has been my companion in every variation of fortune, and to you
whose fidelity to me, unsullied by a doubt, has illumined so many of my mis-
fortunes, and has never been with-held from me in any of my preceding
adversities ?— I have not yet determined any thing about my own affairs ; but
so far as I can estimate my prospects, I shall have some diversity on which to

exercise my power of choosing. I ought not to consider it a hardship to live

under the dominion of a master, when I behold my countrymen, who have
expended so much for their liberties, retain little else except the name. I

imdoubtedly think I must adopt any plan sooner than that of supplicating

those individuals to whom, after a patience which I have practised these

many years, I appear worthy of being again traduced and defamed : I cannot
esteem that man who has wasted all his natural generosity. I wish Pontanus,
and others whose names flourish in the annals of literature, to allow me to

live in their remembrance ; not that 1 can hereafter account this as my
country, but that, whatever part of the world may be chosen for a residence,

it may prove agreeable, especially to those who are the victims of undeserved
hatred."

t A few weeks prior to this decision, Daniel Tilenus addressed to Grotius
the foUowingletterof condolence, which breathes much of the generous indig-

nation of friendship : "Most ennnent man, 1 cannot do otherwise than
approve of your determination, in preferring to bid a final farewell to that

cruel country, rather than stain your innocence by unbecoming supplica-

tion, or make yourself the obiect of unworthy rumours. Nay, the ungrate-
ful land, which has spurned to receive your extraordinary endowments, does
not deserve to hold your bones or to cover your remains. 1 venture to prog-
nosticate, that those who hate the virtuous man, when he is present and
alive, will enciuire for him in vain when he is removed out of their sight.

What a dignified Slate [is Holland] which contains no other inhabitants than
Jews and Manichees, and which rejects from its bosom those with whom
piety itself may justly seem to take its departure ! Yet the period will arrive,

when those who have bceu unwilling to render due rewards to the men who
have merited them, will suffer the just punishment incurred by the injuries

which they have inflicted. What, 1 pray, could you do in those provinces in

which the most eminent honour and integrity are exposed to the deepest dis-

grace, and in which virtue not only receives no reward, but is subjected to

Kunishment .' What could you do among men, who have not a particle of
umanity in their composition .' Yet it is not my intention to account that

man an exile from /(iicojtwYr?/ who will be most affectionately entertained,
and cherished with avidity, in any region of the globe that is not entirely ex-
cluded from the rays of the sun ; For you will find no want of Holland, but
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As some readers may wish to know v/hy he did not come
over to England at that juncture, when, many of our historians

pretend, vast encouragement was afforded to Arminians, I subjoin

the following extract of a letter from Dr. Laud, Bishop of Lon-
don, in answer to one from the learned Gerard Vossius,* describ-

ing the ungrateful reception which had been given to his

intimate friend : " I have a few things to communicate to you
respecting that famous and learned individual, Hugh Grotius

;

Holland will feel her want of you ! It is a source of grief to me, to perceive
that I must hereafter be deprived of your most delijjhtful converse and com-
pany. But my hope is, that neither this dolorous circumstance, nor thepain
arising from the gout, my old and now too intimate acquaintance, win be
perpetual : for 1 know, that shortly I mustput off this my tabernacle. (2 Pet.
i, 14.)"—This personal allusion to his own case was too soon verified; for
Tiienus died about a year afterwards, to the deep regret of Grotius, who had,
twelve years before. Been welcomed by his fellow exile (from Sedan) on his
arrival in France, and the two friends and their families had for some time
afterwards resided together in the same house in Paris. Tiienus had been for
several years a martyr to the gout: In a letter to Du Maurierin 1G33, Grotius
said : "In Tiienus, each of us has lost a ^reat friend. Yet we might con-
gratulate him on ids liberation, even by death, from his murderous disorder."

* The following is the portion of his letter which relates to Grotius,—and
bears the date of Feb. 13, 1632: "At the persuasion of several eminent
men, some of whom occupy dignified stations in the Republic, that right
honourable person, Hugh Grotius, has returned to his native land. But this
was done without the privity of those who, twelve years before, had senten-
ced him to perpetual imprisonment ; and it was not communicated to the
individuals, who, in the days of faction, had attained to the highest honours
in the State, after they had ejected the former occupants : All these persons,
with very few exceptions, consider themselves personally interestea in not
sutfering a man, with whose celebrity and endowments they are well
acquainted, to enjoy among his fellow-citizens the light of heaven which is

common to all men. They have therefore contended against him in the
Assembly of the States, with great warmth and asperity. Yet Grotius has
not been destitute of patronage either among the order of the Nobility, or
among the three great cities—of Rotterdam of which he was formerly pen-
sionary,—of Delft the place of his birth,—and of Amsterdam which now ex-
cels, not more in riches and power, than it does in prudence. But the greater
the interest thus created in his favour, the more strenuous were the exertions
of the members for Leyden, the first Counsellor of which had been one of
his judges; and of those for Haerlem, who were under the influence of a
cause not much dissimilar. Some of the members for the other cities con-
fine themselves within the bounds of neutrality ; but there are more of them
who unite with the Leyden members, especially those who are deputed by
the little towns and whose votes are generally considered to depend on the
opinions of their pastors. Wherefore I cannot easily say what kind of ter-
mination this affair will have : Grotius has the flower of all Holland in his
favour; but it is no uncommon circumstance among us, for the zealots,
such as the more rigid kind of Puritans in England, to overcome by threats
and clamours the modesty of the better party. Should matters proceed
onward in this course, 1 am afraid this very great and excellent man will be
wearied and disgusted with his grievances, and will again spontaneously
depart out of his ungrateful country : 1 dread this event the more, because
I know very well what a great desire some kings and several princes have
expressed about engaging him in their service, and they endeavour to entice
him into their dominions by promises of vast honours and advantages. But
if he be compelled to reside in a foreign land, I had almost said I should
envy his abode in all other countries except Great Britain, where 1 foresee
how exceedingly useful he might become to our royal master, his most
serene Majesty king Charles, and to the whole kingdom,"
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I beg you to salute him in my name. Let him also know how-

agreeable it is to me, who am very undeserving of his notice,

to have been honoured with the most worthy tender of his

approbation, of which I have been informed by his letters to

Casaubon.* But, I must confess, his return to his native land

* This was Meric Casaubon, whose well-tried loyalty is described in paje
380, and from whom Grotius had received nearly a similar communication
to that which Bishop Laud transmitted to Vossius : Of that communication
he speaks thus to the latter :

" I am much pleased with the letter of Meric
Casaubon, which affords abundant proofs both of his own friendly disposition

and of the good-will of that great i3ishop."

Strange as it may at first sight apjjear, Grotius and Laud held no inter-

course together, till the autumn of IfiSl, a few months prior to his retiring

from France. But those who l<now the state of European affairs about that

time, will express no kind of surprise at this circumstance : For, through
the favouritism of the Duke of Buckingham, the most pernicious legacy that

his royal father had bequeathed to King Charles, a war had been declared by
the Enji^lish against Spain, ostensibly for the recovery of the Palatinate, but
not improbably, (as it was then reported,) in revenge for the public affront

which Buckingham had received while in Sjiain, on the romantic expedition

to obtain the hand of the Infanta for his royal companion. Scarcely had this

contest begun, when the kingdom was embroiled in a fresh war with the

King of France, whose sister had been only a few months married to King
Charles the First. The commencement of this impolitic family squabble in

1626, and the termination of it and of the war with Spain, which stand as

monitory warnings of the sad consequences of conducting the affairs of a
great kingdom on unsettled or irrational principles, are thus briefly related in

Phillips's Cotitinuation of Baker's Chronicle :

" The French Priests and domestics of that nation, which came into Eng-
land with the Queen, were grown so insolent and put so many affronts upon
the King, that he was forced to send them home : In which he did no more
than what the French King had done before him, in sending hack all the Spa-
nish courtiers, which his Queen brought with her. But that King, not look-

ing on his own example, and knowing on what ill terms the King stood both
at nome and abroad ,_/['/•»< seized on all the merchants' ships which lay on the

river of Bourdeaux ; and then the peace, lately patched up, was turned into

an open war, so that the King was fain to make use of those forces against the

French which were designed to have been used against the Spaniard, and
comply with the desires of the Rochellers, who humbly sued to him at this

time for his protection and defence.—In the spring of this year [1629] the

<^ueen, being affrighted, aborted of a son, which added something to the
King's troubles at home, though abroad matters succeeded well : For the
King of France, being in a trans-alpine expedition at Susa for the relief of

Ca=al, was so intent on that war, that he was very inclinable to peace with us

;

and, by the intervention of the States of Venice, a peace was concluded.—In
the month of January, Don Carlos de Colomas, sent Ambassador from Spain,
arrived at London, and had audience six days after. His business was to

treat of a peace betwixt the two crowns, which was a while after concluded,
ail things being left on both sides in the same condition in which they were
before the war, and the Spaniard did engage that he would make use of all

his interest with the Emp'Tor for restoring the Prince Elector Palatine to his

lost estate."

During the whole of this agitated period, Grotius resided in Paris, and
expressed his strong disapprobation of the principles on which the Rochelle
Calvinists had taken up arms against their lawful sovereign. See pages 208
—216, 265 & 290. During the same period. Laud was solicitous for the suc-
cess of the Rochellers, and of his patron the Duke of Buckingham, who was
sent to- their assistance ; and, paradoxical though it may seem, he was one of

the five Episcopal Commissioners, who, in exercise of the Archi-episcopal
functions from which Dr. Abbot had been previously suspended, gave their

advice for the appointment of the public Fast in 1628, and assisted in the
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has always appeared to me one of those things which are

scarcely credible, by whose persuasion soever it may have been
undertaken : I have reasons for my opinion about that enter-

prize, although they must not be inserted in this letter on the

present occasion. Should he again spontaneously leave his

country, he is happy in having so many kings and princes who
wish to secure his services;* in one point alone lies his infelicity,

—he cannot choose his employer with such ease and safety as

he can be chosen. I am truly glad, that you would not envy
his residence in Great Britain so much as in any other kingdom

;

and I cannot know his capabilities with greater accuracy than I

can appreciate the value of his services : But as affairs now stand

among us, not a thought must be indulged on that subject."t

Grotius felt a desire to reside in England,]: but tlie laconic

and uncourteous reply of Laud to Vossius relieved him from the

composition of T'/ie Fortn of Prayer vihicli Bishop Burnet has quoted with

such triumph in a preceding page, (562,} though, like many other of the

Bishop's inconsequent collateral proo/s, it tends little to confirm his previous

statement.—While in such very opposite circumstances, it is not wonderful
that the celebrated Dutch exile and the English Bishop remained at a distance

from each other, though they were in another view well acquainted through
their common friend Gerard Vossius, to whom Grotius thus announced, iu

1631, his boldness in having written lor the first time in his life to Laud :

—

"OurJunius is nowin England, which, notwithstanding the unhandsome Ireat-

nienl he received, he does not cease to love. I gave him a letter to the Bishop of

London. You perceive what confidence I have reposed iu Literature, which
I have always cultivated, thus to have the daring to write to a person to whom
I am unknown.— I am absent in the sweeter part of myself [Madame De
Groot] , to whom I hope speedily to be united, that I may again become what
Plato calls an Androgynus. I bid farewell to you and to your better half,

with your very happy and numerous progeny.—August 2yth,twelve years after

the commencement of many adversities to myself and my country.

'

Immediately after his arrival at Paris in the capacity of Swedish Ambassa-
dor, Grotius transmitted a letter of congratulation to Laud on his recent pro-

motion to the See of Canterbury, which is quoted in page 600; and soon after

he addressed a letter of recommendation to his Grace in behalf of the Rev.

Sampson Johnson, who had accompanied Sir Robert Anstruther in his em-
bassy to the Diet of Ratisbon, and with whom Grotius had become acquainted
during his abode at Hamburgh. See page 216. Such was the commence-
ment of their epistolary intercourse, which was never subsequently cultivated

to any great extent, except through the intervention of Vossius, Casaubon,
Junius, and others ; for after Laud's exaltation to the Metropolitan dignity,

he found abundance of occupation for his extraordinary talents, in attempting
to retrieve the affairs of the kingdom from the deplorable condition into

which they had been plunged by the profligacy or the misconduct of some who
had been his predecessors at the King's Council-board.

* We are told by Niceron, that, " during the stay which Grotius made ia

Hamburgh, the kmgs of Denmark, Poland and Spain invited him into their

respective dominions ; but, not thinking the proposals which they oflfered to

be suitable, he persisted in his first design of serving the crown of Sweden."

-f-
An interesting enquiry might here be raised, respecting the cause of thus

declining the offer, which Vossius had tendered of his friend's services in the

Court of England. The reader will find, in a subsequent note, an attempt

to solve this difficulty.

J The subjoined letter, containing an allusion to England, was written by
Grotius to his brother, five days after Vossius had addressed his to Bishop

Laud, and will serve as an exposition of his prospects at that juncture :
" I

have again heard some discourse concerning the King of Sweden ; but in the

present situation of my affairs the information has been conveyed to me by
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anxiety of expectation.* He had not, however, been long a resident

at Hamburgh before he obtained the honourable employment to

several messengers. The origin of it is ascribed to Oxensteru, who is now
ambassador at the Hague. You and others know in what high estimation
I hold that king, it is imprudent for me to change the place of my abode,
on account of hopes that may prove uncertain: The despatch of the affair is

not the only thing which ought to be considered, for we must likewise have
some regard to dignity. Those who were commanded to acquaint me with
this business, thought the king was desirous of engaging my services to the
Court of France ; if this be done with the title of Embassador, and with those
perquisites and advantages which will enable one to maintain the dignity, it

might prove to be an object worthy of my deliberation. But I have like-

wise been greeted with a sort of favourable breeze from England. We must
deliberate long about that which can only once be done. If you know any
thing which will aid our consultations, I beg you to impart it. You need
not be reminded, that all must be transacted so as not to make us appear
like anxious candidates."

* Though to my mind the Bishop's letter seems uncourteous, yet much of
this appearance arose from the studied brevity of his style, and the multi-
plicity and importance of his occupations. Grotius himself nnderstood the
Bishop's reasons for declining to mvite him into England, and manifested
no signs of offence at the disappointment : On the contrary, as soon as he
had entered Paris in the quality of Swedish Ambassador to the Court of
France, he addressed the subjoined to the newly-elected Archbishop of
Canterbury : " Most reverend and illustrious Lord, I think there is scarcely
an individual among your own countrymen who was so much overjoyed as I

was, whenl received the first intelligence of your Grace's elevation to that
highest Patriarchal dignity;—not because 1 was ignorant of the magnitude of
your spirit, which soars far above all things that are frail and liable to decay,
and which therefore expends no portion of its admiration upon those splen-
did titles or the eminence of the station ;—but because I sincerely congratu-
lated the Church of England on having obtained a true Governor and Pro-
tector, who will, as far as circumstances permit, recal all things to the purest
state of Christian Antiquity. I should have been mistaken had I supposed
this benefit [of UniformityJ was to be granted to the churches of one king-
dom only, or even to those of all the [three] British kingdoms, since its

latitude is still more extensive, and belongs to the whole body of the Christian
Church which is widely spread over the face of the earth, and which, how-
ever torn and lacerated, is still held together by a few ligaments and fibres.

I have long desired to have some favourable opportunity of testifying my
respect and veneration for you ; and now, having been honoured with an
embassy to France in the name of the Queen of Sweden, 1 considered the
charge committed to my trust was not so confined within the French boun-
daries, as to render it impossible to transmit it to the neighbouring king-
doms, which are only separated from me by a narrow strait ; and I beseech
your most reverend Lordship to allow the welfare and good success of the
kingdom of Sweden, and of the affairs in which the Swedes are engaged, to

form a part of your Grace's care and solicitude. If I may add any private
request to this public one, it is to pray, that you will not suffer me to be
excluded from the operation of your benevolence and good-will, which are
so freely bestowed upon all, and to which a long time ago I sought to gain
access, &c.

In a letter addressed to the Swedish Chancellor Oxenstern two months
afterwards, Grotius thus alludes to the Archbishop's reply: " I have received
a letter from the Archbishop of Canterbury, which is full of kindness to me.
He says, ' that he will both say and do every thing that is proper in behalf of
' the affairs of Sweden, which! had recommended to his notice, as soon as he
'has more fully understood what may be the principal advantages that the
' King and kingdom of England will obtain.' Thus he gives an indefinite an-
swer to an equally jjeneral request." This is in the true diplomatic style,

and shews how Archbishop Laud had profited by his residence at Court, in

refraining from making large promises which he might never be able to fulfil.
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which alhision is made in a preceding page, (599) and the origin
of which* is thus described by Du Maurier: " Gustavus Adol-
phus. King of Sweden, having read and admired the Treatise

But the urgent nature of domestic affairs prevented !Laud from cultivating
any new acquaintance abroad, though he maintained an interesting corre-
spondence with his old and wortliy friend, Gerard Vossius.
Nor must this letter be viewed as a mere complimentaryefFusion. It spoke

the genuine sentiments of the writer's heart respecting that great but perse-
cuted individual, in language which Grotius repealed on several other occa-
sions when corresponding with his friends, who had no acquaintance with
the Archbishop, or w ho had but a faint or distorted knowledge of his charac-
ter from his enemies. Consult the preceding pages 261—28!). The following
unbiassed testimony in his favour, is quoted from a letter which Groiiul
addressed, while at Hamburgh in 1634, to the celebrated Ruarus, and which
contains a strong and explicit approval of Laud's design to produce uniformity
in the public worship of God throughout Great Britain :

" In England, he
who had been Bishop of Loudon, being now raised to the Archbishopric of
Canterbury, has obtained supreme authority in the affairs of the kingdom
and of the Church : He is a man of prudence, who has regard to the model
of the Ancient Church, as far as the times will permit. Among the things
indifferent adopted by the English Church, no part of the Popish rites is intro-
duced ; but, with regard to those things which have been received as the
public customs -of the kingdom, an attempt is made to render them in every
place uniform and alike. The harsher dogmas, which rivet with nails of
adamant men's salvation or destruction, are now become still more obsolete
in England, and find few defenders."—Let it be recollected, that this and si-
milar passages are no common authorities : They |)roceed from a man who
was better acquainted wiih the constitution of the Church of England and
with the writings of the Christian Fathers, when he was only tWenty-five
years old, than many excellent and learned divines are at sixty. His testi-
mony is the more valuable, because, as it is said in page 217, he had the
best opportunity in the world to know the designs and deeds of both the
parties, that had then made their appearance in the political arena,- and his
absence from the scene of action, his elevated rank, and his friendly inter-
course with men of all persuasions, constituted him as impartial a witness
in these affairs, as it was possible for a man to be who was not an absolute
indifferent, that is a real Deist.

» To remain so long in a state of uncertainty respecting his ulterior des-
tination, must have been extremely painful to the mind of Grotius, who in
allusion to this sort of feeling writes thus to his friend Vossius from Ham-
burgh : " My wife passes one day after another in hoping for better times.
In the interim, age creeps on apace, time flies, and, 1 am afraid, even those
opportunities which present themselves in various directions, will all vanish.
It is miserable to be long in suspence !"

From the same place he addressed the following lines to his friend Lusson
on the 14th of May 1633: " 1 humbly intreat you, illustrious man, not to
account the withdrawing of my hand from the munificence of the King of
France, as any proof of the small estimation in which 1 may be thought to
hold his Majesty's favours, or your aid in this business who have always
been one of the best of my friends. * * * 1 have been asked by the minis-
ters of some princes ivhether I was engaged to anyone; and because the
report of these enquiries has been circulated, I have always declared, ' that
« I should continue mindful as long as i lived of those benefits of which I
* partook in France, but, since my departure out of that kingdom, lam
'disengaged and entirely at my own disposal.' Opportunities of being
employed present themselves from more than one quarter, and they are o"^

a kind not to be despised wiiether regard to had to dignity or to advantage.
But that sentiment constantly suggests itself to my mind :

' It is necessary
* to deliberate a long timeabout that which can only once be determined.' Vet
I hope my future condition will be such as to allow me occasionally to revisit
France and my dear friends, and to return my personal thanks to you, dear
sir, to Thuaiius, Cordesius, the Puteani, and Pelleticr, whose names 1

Q Q
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De Jure Belli et Pacts, resolved to employ the Author ; for he
concluded, from this production, that he was a great politician.

The Chancellor Oxenstern, who was prime minister to that tri-

umphant Monarch, confirmed him in the design, as he highly

valued the work, which he was almost constantly perusing.

—

But this Prince having been killed at the battle of Lutzen in

1632,* the Chancellor Oxenstern, agreeably to his own inclina-

tion and the late King's intentions,t nominated GrotiusAmbas-

carry with me deeply ensjraven on my heart, and 1 will bear them about to

whatever reffions I may be called by Providence."—^This letter will also serve
further to illustrate the note in pages .591 & ,593.

* In a letter to his brother, dated Dec. 8, 1632, Grotius says : " It is

amazing to behold the dejection of mind which is evinced by the Swedish
and German Protestants, especially by those of them who had more openly
engaged in that cause, on the death of the great Gustavus, whom they had
already destined to possess the Empire [of Germany], as mortal men, who
flatter themselves, are accustomed to exceed moderation in the hopes which
they conceive."

f To his friend Lusson, Grotius writes thus on the 26th of June 1634 : " I

am now at Frankfort, having been invited here, more than once, by the
Chancellor of the kingdom of Sweden, a man who is worthy of being com-
pared with any of the ancients, and whose pleasure it has been to draw me
out of the umbrageous bowers of literature in which I lay concealed, to

bring me to the light and to employ me in great atl'airs. But my strongest

fear is, that my services will not fully answer the expectations which such a
great man has conceived." In a letter to J. Puteanus, he says : "This
change of my residence, from Hamburgh to Frankfort, is caused by the
Chancellor of Sweden, the greatest man of our age, who has, by a letter

highly honourable and flattering, retained me in the service of that kingdom,
and has received me with the greatest benignity." And in another, addressed
to Du Maurier, he says: "I might sometime ago have come to the very
illustrious Chancellor of Sweden, who is the chief of the Evangelical League,
at a juncture that would have been more favourable to these affairs as
well as to myself. But since his great mind shines forth with the greater
lustre in difficult circumstances, it is equitable for us also to follow the
example of such a great leader."

The particulars in the subjoined letter addressed from Paris, in 16.37,

to.John Frischnian, will be perused with interest, especially that part of it

which relates his design in composing the work ow tJte liiglits of tf^ar and
Peace: " Most learned and polite man, I address you by this double title

according to your great merits, since I have your letter in proof of your pos-
sessing in a high degree both those accomplishments : Learning cannot pos-
sibly be too abundant ; it is politeness that transgresses the limits of modera-
tion. You are aware, that those unbounded applauses, when credited by aged
men, possess the power of enchantment, and injure the individuals on whom
they are bestowed, unless the force of the charm be averted by words com-
posed in due form. I embrace that part of your eulogy in which your mind
forms a proper estimate and a grateful recollection of the extraordinary vir-

tues of king Gustavus the Great, and of his truly royal purpose of relieving

and elevating the afflicted. Having endured many adversities, I am chiefly

consoled and elated with this consideration, that after the king of Sweden
had felt something like a Divine presentiment that his end was approaching
and had in conscfinence delivered a number of orders to his confidants, that
great monarch, among other things, then commanded them to engage me in

the service of the kingdom of Sweden. His royal pleasure was executed by
my Lord Oxenstern, the only substitute to be found who was equal to sup-
port the immense weight which devolved on his shoulders, after that great-
est of monarchs was freed from the burden. The affection which these two
great personages have evinced towards me, or even the judgment which they
Save formed concerning me, will easily confirm me in despising both the
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sador from the Court of Sweden to that of France" in 16'34.

He made his public entry into Paris in 1635, and, in the first

audience which he had with the French Monarch, he received
some distinguished tokens of his Majesty's personal regard,
which are described in two of his letters, but which could not
compensate for the loss of his daughter Mary, whose sudden
death, just after his first appearance at Court, " he and her
mother bore with the feelings of those who are familiar with
misfortune."*—On the 23d of March he thus addressed Gerard

detraction and hatred of men, who, in no point whatever, can admit of a
comparison with them.— I am also glad that you have correctly ascertained
the purpose which 1 had in view, when I wrote my treatise De Jure Belli
Pacisque. Fori proposed two objects to myself: (1.) To witlidraw the men
in authority from that ferocious cruelty in 'conducting a war which is dis-
graceful to men, but, most of all, to christians, coucerning whom it has
been matter of doubt with some good people whether they have any permis-
sion whatever to engage "n warfare. But no good man can entertain a sin-
gle doubt respecting the unlawfulness of waging war in a savage manner.

—

(2.) The other object was, to provide for the exigences of tliose who, to
employ a simile, were ready to set sail in the study of the laws,—and parti-
cularly those to whom leisure and youth supply prosperous breezes,—by
marking out certain points, like stars, according to which they might steer
and direct their course. If the book contaitis any thing remarkable for its

excellence, 1 am indebted for that to the writers whose authority 1 have fol-
lowed and extolled." &c.

* My veneration for the memory of Grotius, who was highly estimable
both ill his public and private character, will notsufter me to with-hold from
my readers the following beautiful letter, whicli he addressed to his Father
on that mournful occasion .

" Dearest and best of Parents, while I deferred
writing to you until I had surmounted the impediments that were raised [by
Cardinal Richelieu] first against the embassy itself, and afterwards against
the dignity of my embassy, behold a fresh wound is inflicted on me, which
has torn open the scars that had begun to be healed ! 1 was received by the
King of France with declarations of the greatest benevolence, both to the
Queen in whose name I have come, and towards myself: 1 had scarcely
returned home from my first audience, when, in a manner which 1 cannot
describe, almost without pain, and affording indubitable proofs of piety
with her last breath, our Maria was snatched away, not from us who are fol-
lowing her, but from this life of misery. She had been indisposed in her old
complaint in the bowels, which was contracted by the cold to which she had
been exposed on her journey, and from which the Physician expected a lin-
gering and tedious disorder. 1 and my wife bear this disaster, as people do
who are inured to misfortunes. But why should 1 call this a disaster, if God
resume in his own right the gift which he had bestowed, and if he send our
daughter before us to partake of those heavenly delights after the enjoyment
of which young people should as ardently aspire as those who are older

!

This catastrophe frees us from the great anxiety of finding a husband, who
would please her father and mother as well as herself—a combination which
seldom occurs ! And even if she had found a suitable husband, there might
have been some danger lest their dispositions, which were previously con-
cealed under a slight covering, should differ, and thus prove to be a mutual
cross and an incessant trouble. But, grantnig all these events to have oc-
curred accordingto our wishes, how many and great troubles are connected
with child-bearing, the maintenance of the infants and their education, and
with that anxiety for the welfare of the progenv, from which we are now
liberated as it regards our daughter! Our dear'Maria will not tread in the
sorrowful footsteps of her mother : She will not behold the countenances of
a company of packed judges, bloating with rage against her innocent hus-
band, and the more so on account of that very innocence : She will not pur
chase a sight of her husband at the expence of partaking of the horrors of

Qq 2
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Vossius : " Most learned Vossius, the best of my friends ! The
feet of my coming to Paris in the name of the Queen and the

States of Sweden, has, I suppose, been related at Amsterdam,
either by those who wish me well, or by my enemies who
behold what they dislike, not only in matters that transpire in

their own presence, but likewise in those which occur at a dis-

tance. But omitting all mention of this, I will inform you that

the kindness of the French Monarch towards me has been

extreme : and thai he has given me strong proofs of the very high

gratification which he experiences at this my return into his

dominions with no common honour. Bignonius, Thuanus, and
Cordesius are causes sufficiently powerful to induce one to

reside as a private individual at Paris, rather than loaded with

honours in any other city : They love you, and make mention

of you whenever I converse with them. Let me know what
engages your attention at present, and tluis we shall all know.
Six of the principal of the Calvinist Pastors have already ten-

dered me their congratulations : It is marvellous to perceive

the great alteration of mind which they have learnt in the

school of adversity.t They wish to see the union of all evange-

liis prison : The faithful companion of his long exile, she will not exchange
one country for another. We may congratulate the spirit of our departed

child on her removal from this world, before she had become too well ac-

quainted either with those things which are called tlie blessmgs of the world,

or with those which are poignantly felt as its evils. We may also congratu •

late ourselves, who have been permitted to enjoy her society while it was all

sweetness and had in it no tendency to bitterness. What is there now
throughout Christendom,—agitated as it is by sects, dissensions and wars,

—

that can make it desirable to live ? How many wounds are inflicted in every

direction, what a multitude of reproaches are cast upon the weaker sex,

what a number of sudden and cruel deaths have occurred, and how manifold

and diversified are the roads whicli lead to indigence ! All the inhabitants of

Botiemia, Moravia and Silesia are in a state of banishment ; and the heirs

of the most noble families live by the bounty of others,—if that can be called

life which consists of passing one day after another in continual desire of

death. Most excellent parent, I have transmitted to you these cogitations

of my mind, with the design that you and my dear mother, who have always

acted the part of father and mother towards'my children rather than that of

grandfather and grandmother, may enjoy them with me; and that, if you
have any other consoling reflections to add, you may in return make me a

partaker. 1 pray God to be present with you and my mother, in his saving

power, to the very close of life!—Paris, 23 March, Wi')."

t The reader must be reminded, that Grotius left France soon after the

fate of Rochelle had been decided, as related in page2(i(), and consequently

had scarcely any opportunity of observing the better temper and altered tone

of the Calv"inistic pastors, many of whom then imbibed the more scriptural

opinions of Cameron and Amyraut both on politics and Religion.t (See paps
220-225.) But though a great change had been effected in them, and the free

exercise of their religion 'had been insured to those who remained peaceable

and loyal subjects, yet a few extracts from the letters of Grotius will shew

the ins'idious policy of theChurch of Rome, which never relaxed in its efforts

to have the kingdom of France rid of the Protestant heretics. Louis the

Thirteenth would not listen to such a dishonourable proposal ; but bis ambi-

tious successor, who was not so scrupulous, became the willing instrument

of the Papal hatred toeverv thing which bore the marks of Protestantism.

In a letter to his brother, dated the !>th of January, lfi29, he says :—
" Montmorency considers it sufficient, with the small number of his forces,

to prevent Rohan from attempting any further enterprise. If lie can succeed

hi his design, that matter will be easily delayed till the Italian warbe finished;
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Heal professors ; and they promote that good object as far as jios-

sible, both in then- discourses and their writings. Some ofthem
are now more moderate in their sentiments on the doctrines in

controversy, so as not to deny that they are more favourable to

Melancthon. But these men picture to themselves most won-
derful accounts concerning England, from reports with the ori-

gin of which I am unacquainted. They say, ' that images are
* restored, and superstitions w hich had been long abolished ;

' and the difference remaining between Protestantism and Po-
' pery is now exceedingly trifling.'* I refute these rumours, and
say, that they proceed from the excessive hatred which the
Puritans indulge against the Bishops. The authors of their

own credulity speak highly in commendation of the letters of
Soubise. I receive intelligence quite of an opposite description,

from the persons who manage the English affairs in Paris ; and
I insist that the representation which these persons \j}\e English
Ambassadors]] give, is more worthy of belief."

The-<^alvinisticpastors soon afterwards waited upon Grotius,
and invited him to join in communion with them at Charenton,
as the reader will see in a preceding page, (222,) but the result

for the conclusion of which the Pope is desirous, on account of his solicitude
for Italy, and has written a letter to the King of P'rance, extolling- his victory
[at the siege ot'Rochelle], and recomniendinjj his Majesty to purge his king-
dom from the rewaina ofsectarian poison. But the King has distinguished the
limits of the obedience which is due to him and to God, and has framed an
edict, not yet puhlished, in which he threatens all possible severity against
those who retain their arms, and gives his sacred promise, that the rest of the
Protestants shall continue to enjoy their religious liberties according to the
edicts."

At the close of the year 1637, Grotius transmitted the following information
to the Chancellor Oxenstern :

" A new coalition, which has been formed
among the Popish ecclesiastics of this kingdom, excites great apprehensions
in the breasts of the French Protestants : "it is called the Consregation for
propagating the Faith. The Protestants are afraid, that by degrees this
contrivance may be turned against them, and thus become an engine of com-
pulsion. I think nothing of magnitude will arise from it ; but that the
Court of Rome seeks to gain favour [among the French ecclesiastics] by
every plausible method. Some of the same Protestants suspect, that some-
thing beyond a mere fault has been committed in the loss of the fortifications
on the Rhine ; that the Freuch government act thus, in order to remove the
Protestants as far as possible from the neighbourhood and the sight of France

;

that it is the Cardinal [Richelieu] to whom the Kirg has transferred not only
the collation to all ecclesiastical benefices, (for his Majesty acknowledges
this himself,) but also in some degree the management of the kingdom
itself ; and the two persons nest in power to the Cardinal are ["ather Joseph
aud Noyere, both of whom are candidates for the same purple,"&c.—Grotius
does not say, that the French Reformed were wrong in these remarks; and
the subsequent history of that unfortunate race of Christians proves them to
have been more than bare conjectures. For the coalition, of which they
were then afraid, ultimately became the instrument of dragooning them
either into the ranks of Popery or out of their native country. Whatever the
deeds of their predecessors had been, those sufferers after the rise of Amy-
raut had generally been loyal subjects, and were undoubtedly entitled to
better treatment.

* How untrue these rumours were, the reader need not be told who has
perused Mr. Mede's modest account of ihem in nagres 517—540.

Qg 3
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of that application is not there narrated. After Grotius had con-

sented to attend the services of their church, in his quality of

Swedish Ambassador, he required to have a pew or seat

appropriated to him, as is the custom with all those who are the

public representatives of their sovereigns in foreign countries.

That distinction the Consistory of Charenton refused to grant,

though it was allowed to the Protestant Ambassadors of other

countries, whose religious establishments differed, as mvich as

that of Sweden, from the Calvinist church at Charenton.* On
this subject he thus addressed his brother in October, 1635 :—
" I have in a former letter acquainted you with my reasons for

* The English Ambassador, prior to the death of Charles the First, had a
distinct seat assiijned for his use in the Reformed Church at Charenton ; but
after that mournful catastrophe,thepresenceof the usurper's ambassador was
preferred to that of his Majesty's, according to the following very curious
extract from one of Sir Richard Browne's letters in 1656 to Lord Clarendon:
" In the conversation I have had abroad in my travail, as well as here ia

Paris since my return had with the French Protestants, I find them generally

much involved in ("romvvell's interests, he having dexterously insinuated into

their belief thai he will maintain them in the enjoyment of their privileges :

a more manifest demonstration of their good inclinations to him may also

doubtless be, their having, since Locker's arrival, effaced the name of King
out of the inscription of the seat for the English Ambassadors at Charenton,
and left only ' poicr lea Jmbassadeurs de la Grande Bretajne.'

Olim tempus erit magno cum optaverit emptum
Inlactum Epigraphen.

And in their discourse upon all occasions, they fervently declare their great

good wishes of the prosperity of the army of the King of"Sweden, as abetting

upon that hand in order to the ruin of Antichrist, under that King and Crom-
well's banners."
Some persons may suppose in charity, that this petty act of malice towards

royalty in exile wasdone out of subserviency to the known predilection of the
French ministry for the usurper Cromwell ; but on referring to page 313, the
reader will find, that the Preshyterians throughout Europe were nearly una-
nimous in expressing their approbation of their English brethren. Amyraut
and his connections form an honourable exception. After such an expositioa

as that of Sir Richard Browne, one cannot avoid wondering at the following

expressions, in a letter from Daille, one of the pastors of Charenton, in J660,

at the Restoration of King Charles the Second, whom he recommended to

his Presbyterian friends in England as a monarch untinctured with Popery :

" I cannot but rejoice with you for the happy news which is conveyed to us
from the place where you are ; whereby we are informed, that the universal

desire of the people seems with a common voice to recall their natural and
lawful King. Besides, that generosity and equity itself obliges us to wish,

that this prince may return into his own kingdom and inheritance of which
he hath been unjustly deprived, we ought also to desire it for the honour of

our religion, which should be more dear to us than any other interest. For
when our adversaries formerly would charge the blame of the death of the

late King of England on our religion, you know we could very well guard
ourselves from this reproach, by casting' if ei) firth/ upon the sectaries, who
indeed were only guilty of that horrible crime. SJut at present we do not
stand upoj) the same terms, since there is such a change of affairs ; the secta-

rians having lost their credit, or at least being fallen from that sovereign

power which they had grasped ; and on the contrary the Presbyterian party,

which is ours, now go\erning in England. So that if they let slip the fair

0|)p"rlunity which God seems to open to them, for the re-establishing of the

King of Great Britain in his dominion, and to re-advance him to the throne

of his ancestors, it is most apparent there will be no further ground to excuse
themselves upon the sectaries, nor to wash our holy religion from that spot

from which, by the grace of God, it hath alwaysbeen preserved pure and
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not yet appearing in the church of Oliarenton. I am amazed at

the inconstancy of the men, who, after having invited the

Lutherans to them,+now deny that they can admit the Swedish

clean to this present. It is objected against this, that during the whole space

of time which the King of Great Britain passed in the Court of France, he
never came to our religious assemblies, and that amongst others he never

came to Charenton in the days of our worship. But although this may at first

view appearstrange to those who know not the reason of it, nevertheless, as

we are better informed of this than any one, we can testify that religion was
not the cause of it, and that he abstained from coming upon polific andpru-
dential considerations, which may be peculiar to our Church. And the proof

of this appears in that, when the King of England hath been out of Paris, he
hath willingly gone to sermon in the churches ofour brethren; as for instance iu

Caen and some other towns ; and in Holland also, he hath several times heard
the sermons of thefamous Monsieur More, who at present is our colleague."

See pages .379—391.
As a complete contrast to this pliable sycophancy, for which the Calvinists

of that period were famous, I subjoin an extract from an able Arniiniaa let-

ter, addressed by Poelenburgh to Professor Hartsoecker at Amsterdam in

1651, soon after the unfortunate battle of Worcester. Having described

the youthful monarch's flight, and his concealment in the umbrageous foliage

of an oak, he proceeds to observe concerning the Independents and the Pres-

byterians, •• They are raised upon high, in order to suffer a more grievous

fall. And it would be no cause of amazement to me, if, after these wicked
men had sufficiently fullilled their lusts in shedding the blood of the King
and extirpating those who are attached to the royal party, they should then

turn their rage against each other, and should fall down together wounded
by their own mutual violence and cruelty : Such is the usual fate of robbers,

upon whom by this method God in just judgment exercises his vengeance,
when they treat all the laws with contempt and are not afraidof other judges.

Many indeed among us have fallen into error, and principally those who
call themselves the purely Reformed, though they dislike to be styled Puri-
tans, and who openly in their sermons beseech God ' to bless the arms of the
' Parliament which have been justly taken up for the cause of religion.' And
there were not wanting men who manifested the greatest pleasure, when
they perceived the late King to be near the close of his sufferings : Whether
such villainy as this may be excused under the simple term of an error, I

cannot easily determine. They are undoubtedly imprudent mortals, not to

call them /ooto/i or stupid, who do not suppose that sometimes the greatest

ivickedness is concealed under the pretext of religion. But what has ren-

dered these men thus excessively hostile to the King's parly .' Does a differ-

ence in religion ? That cannot be, for the King ojienly professes the
Reformed Religion. Is it a diff"crence in the mode of church-government ?

That is exactly the poii»t. For, as they relate, Calvin was perpetually com-
plaining that the English had left the floor [of the Church^ besmeared tvith

this nastiness [rites and ceremonies]! To whom, on the contrary, the
English Prelates replied, * We must sweep and cleanse the house of God, so
' as not at the same time to pull up the stones with which it is paved.' Was
this a matter of such consequence, that, on account of a difference in eccle-

siastical regimen they should be desirous of taking up arms against the King,
of shedding such a profusion of blood, and of jterpetrating shameful and
degrading acts ?, particularly when the Episcoi)al order has been established

from times the most ancient. But since Cromwell is wholly intent on occu-
pying the palace and seizing the kingdom for himself, after having expelled
the royal owner and wretchedly murdered him upon his own threshold, the
anger which in the minds of many persons rankled [against the late King] is

turned into pity and commiseration. I am likewise afraid, that in process
of time these our own countrymen may aeknowledge a kindred feeling in

themselves, if by chance the English gladiatbvs should some time or other
turn against us [the Dutch] the violence of their fury. Whatever the
event may be, we [the Arminians] must never favour those men who take
up arms against their lawful rulers under any pretext."—This is the charac-
teristic boast of Gi'.NUiNK Arminianism througfiout the world

!

t This refers to the liberal proposals which the French Protestants had
transmitted to the Convention at Frankfort in 1G34, at which Durseus was
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Ambassador, in his quality of Ambassador, on account of the
difference which subsists between the reb'gious sentiments
which they maintain, and those professed by the kingdom of
which he is the representative." And in another, a few days
later in its date, he says :

" The reason why I was unwilling to

be seen among the Charenton congregation in another quahty
than that of Ambassador, is, not only because that dignity

cannot be laid aside in public, but because, when I had gone
there, I should have carried with me as Ambassador from Swe-
den, the authority of the Augsburgh Confession,'—and what is .

comprehended in that dociimeiit you need not be told."t The truth
is, had Grotius been received in the capacity of a Lutheran
Ambassador, it would have been viewed, by the men who invited

him to Charenton, as virtually the triumph of Arminianism :—

•

This dreadful concession they were desirous to avoid.

Arrived at Paris as the representative of Majesty, Grotius
immediately engaged with spirit in the arduous duties which
his dignified office required him to perform, and of which the
affairs of the Christian Church formed no inconsiderable portion.

Gustavus Adolphus had, from the commencement of his

Germanic expedition, perceived the absolute necessity of

present, and of which Grotius makes the following mention in a letter from
that city :

" The sentiments of three Bishops, concernhig- the methods
of effecting peace and'Concord among tlie professors of the gospel, have been
published in Eng;land. The pamphlet contains many things, which, if our
counlrymen [the Dutch] were possessed of wisdom, they might convert to

their own profit. I have also seen a manuscrijjt composed by the pastors of
the Church at Paris or Charenton, which is withheld from publication lest

it should prove injurious to them [at the French Court]. Nothing can with
propriety be advanced on this subject [of unity] which will not militate
against ihe laboured attempts of the Synod of Dort."

Both these tracts appear to have been embodied into one pamphlet and
printed t<)^ether in 1634, under the title of Jliquot Theotogorum Callia;,

et trium Ecctesioe AngticanceEpiscoporum , Sententia de pads rationibus inter
Evangelicits tistcrpandis. The names of the three English Bishops were Mor-
ton, Davenant and Hail : the two latter had been deputed to Dort, and stren-
uously endeavoured afterwards to undo all that they had assisted to effect at
that Synod. Bishop A'lorton was a Prelate remarkable on many accounts,
but more particularly for beiiio- one of the advisers of king James when his

majesty issued his royal " declaration concerning lawful sports to be used,"
which ultimately became a disgrace to our country, and the cause of much
disunion. The account which his biographer Dr. Barwick gives of that
transaction is exceedingly interesting; but every impartial person must
own, that the disease, bad as it was, "could not be worse than the remedy.
In perusing the account, the reader must recollect that the good Bishop's
advice was not asked till " the king had willed to give" the inhabitants of
Lancashire " the sa'isfaction" which they required ; and that when he found
the king thus determined, " he considered ot six limitations or restrictions,
by way of condition, to be imposed upon every man who should enjoy the
benefit of that liberty ; his Majesty added a seventh, saying only, ' that he
' would alter them from the words of a Bishop to the words of a king.'

"

This exonerates Bishop Morton in a great measure from being the author
of that obnoxious measure.

_ t In oneof his letters Grotius callsArminianism, with great propriety. Semi-
jAitlteranisin. In the conversation between him and the French pasKirs,
(page2'22,) of which this is the result, they candidly stated that they had
written to Rivet at Leyden " about receiving the Dutch Remonstrants into
communion with them;" and the sudden and oiherv\ise unaccountable
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cementing together in a religious union all the Protestant

States and Communities in the North of Europe ; for as long as

they stood at that great distance from each other to which the

Synod of Dort had driven them, they not only became severally

a prey to the ravaging tyranny of the Church of Rome in the

person of the Emperor Ferdinand, but, as disunion is weakness,

they suffered their Protestant neighbours to fall into the hands
of the common enemy, while they remained in a state of Phari-

saic quiescence, and virtually said to them, " Stand by yourselves,

come not near to us ; for we are holier than you." (Isai. Ixv, 5.)

In a very interesting letter addressed from Paris, in l635, to his

friend Holing, who was on a tour in Abyssinia, and had previously

visited various countries in the East, Grotius thus relates the

benevolent labours of the King of Sweden and of his successor:
" I cannot sufficiently admire the magnanimity of your spirit,

who have subjected yourself to such a number of inconvenien-

cies through an ardent desire of knowing the state of distant

nations, and especially the condition of their christian inhabi-

tants. In those countries you behold, what is obvious enough
in our part of the globe, how difficult it is to heal the ancient

divisions of the Churches. Gustavus the great King of Sweden,
for whose daughter the Queen I am now Ambassador at the

Court of France, convened at Leipsic not long before his death

an assembly of the Protestants of both persuasions, Qhat is,

Lutherans and Calvinists,^ between whom, you know, the sub-

jects in controversy are not very numerous, but are much of

the same slight description as those about which the christians

of the Greek and Coptic Churches in the districts around Egypt
profess themselves at disagreement. By his authority, the King
caused both parties to separate amicably, and with fair hopes of

restoring unity. But the lamented decease of that great monarch
hindered the further execution of the salutary measure which
had been thus auspiciously commenced. Neither was England
backward in transmitting her recommendation of this blessed

undertaking, in the person ofDuraeus,* who came to Frankfort

change in their conduct is in proof of the kind of /jacific advice which that

individual had given. This is the true solution to ail their demurs, about
assig-nin^ a separate seat to Grotius as a Lutheran ambassador.

* Grotius there became personally actjuaiiited with Durseus, Calixtus,

Bergius, and other peace-makers, and derived exquisite pleasure from their

society and conversation. In a letter to Duraeus iu 1637, Grotius thus relates

his own early predilection for pronjoiing union and concord in the churches
of Christ: " Reverend Man, The object which you pursue with such labour
and assiduity, is that which, from the time when I first gained some knovy-

ledge of good things, 1 have always desired to pursue, and I still indulge

the same wishes : That object is, to elFect a closer union, in heart and by
plain and conspicuous proofs of friendly feeling, between those churches
which for very weighty reasons have seceded from the Roman Pontiff. From
my personal experience I am fully aware of the great difficulties which pre-

sent themselves against the execution ot this laborious undertaking ; some
of them arising from political considerations or the suspicions of divines ;

others of them, from the self-complacency with which every one looks upon
his own opinions, or from a desire to exalt private opinions loo highly, and
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on the Maine, with letters of introduction from many of the

English Bishops, at the very time when another Convention of

the Protestant States were holding their deliberations in that

city. But this affair, which was in itself sufficiently difficult,

was rendered still more complicated by the harsh and intolerant

answer which Dr. Hoe [a Lutheran] from the Court of Saxony,

returned to those whom he called Calvinians. Yet the great

body of the Ambassadors who had been deputed to that Con-

vention, promised that they would so manage this affair in their

several countries, as to make the sincerity of their wishes for

such a imion apparent..—The ministers of Charenton have not

only abated from much of their former rigour, but have in a

letter confirmed Duraeus in his sacred design, by adducing a

number of powerful arguments. They likewise invite me to

their communion, though they know that I have generally

adopted the doctrinal sentiments of Melancthon. I will not

refuse this invitation, if I can accept it on such equitable terms

as are not repugnant to christian liberty : For I am quite ready
to unite with another denomination of Protestants in offering

after the same manner \ja.t the altar of God] our joint tokens of
brotherly love, provided I shall find their minds equally well-

prepared. This I shall do, not without some hopes of the

example spreading itself still more extensively. The present

Primate of England is a man of the greatest learning and pru-

dence, and kindly lends his authority and advice to promote
this general christian union."

Grotius had been present at the Frankfort convention with
the Chancellor Oxenstern, whom he soon afterwards accom-
panied to Magdeburgh, as he was then retained in the service

of Sweden, but had not received his appointment to any par-

ticular office. In a letter from that city, after severely animad-
verting on the intemperate conduct of Doctor Hoe, he thus
addresses James Puteanus :

" How much more correctly do
your Frenchmen act, who promise themselves to become our
helpers equally in peace as in war, and undertake at the same
time the management of the affairs of the Elector of Saxony,
of the Swedes, and of the Roman Catholics, and, beside all this,

pay large subsides annually to Calvinistic princes." This
short paragraph is the key to all the ulterior exertions of Gro-
tius, to insure the peace of the Church, and to promote union
among all denominations of Christians. This pacific project

became a favourite measure with Cardinal Richelieu, who, to

under the appearance of piety to withdraw themselves as far as possible from
others. But noue of these circumstances ought to terrify a man from per-
forming a most excellent service, if it can be efltected ; if it cannot, he may
undoubtedly enjoy the consciousness of such an upright and sublime inten-
tion. 1 will not cease to do what I have hitherto done,—to recommend to
that great man, the Chancellor Oxenstern, your piety and learning, and the
pureness and sincerity of the desires of your heart in trying to accomplish
this purpose. 1 will ardently pray for your success, and shall be glad at all
times to know the degree of progress you arc making."
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humble the pnde of Spain, had prevailed on the king of France to

join the Protestant Confederacy ; to which the king of England
had formerly become a party, for the sake of assisting his

relative the Elector Palatine in recovering his hereditary domi-

nions.* No method seemed so likely to keep together and to

* A stronger proof of the crooked and vacillating policy pursued bythe
early ministers of King Charles, is not on record, than that which they
adopted for the restoration of the Elector Palatine, whose cause was first

patronized on account of the insulting conduct of the Court of Spain. See
page 598. The kings of France and Denmark and the Dutch Republic
entered with spirit into the views of the British Court in the first year of
King Charles's reign, and concluded a treaty for restoring the liberties of
Germany; but the unfortunate attempts of the King of Denmark in the
North of Europe, those of the English on the coast of Spain, and the absurd
breach with France the year afterwards, destroyed all hopes of immediate
success, and left the Emperor Ferdinand andi the other members of the
Catholic league completely at liberty to proceed vigorously iu the work of
devastation and refined proselytism. The King's subsequent application to

the Emperor at Ratisbou, by Sir Robert Austruther, was equally unsuccess-
ful. When Gustavus Adolphus arose in splendour, the King of England
elected him into the noble order of the Garter, and formed great hopes from
the exertions of that royal warrior. Two of the most treacherous servants
that Charles possessed, were employed to assist in the Swedish expedition
—Sir Henry Vane as Ambassador to Gustavus,—and the Marquis of Hamil-
ton as commander of the English forces, which were sent for his succour.

—

At that period the Protestant confederacy seemed to be very near the accom-
plishment of its wishes in Germany, and was strengthened by the accession
of new allies : But the death of Gustavus the Great at Lutzen quashed the
sanguine expectations of the Elector Palatine, who had for ten years been
feeding on false hopes; and to that catastrophe were ascribed his sudden
indisposition and decease, within three weeks after that of his royal friend
and patron.
The ministers of King Charles might consider it good policy to display

their abilities at counter-plotting, by their frequent yet fruitless applications
to the Emperor of Germany and the King of Spain in behalf of the Elector.
But this subserviency to the Houseof Austria'was made the ostensible ground
of the French King's apathy in the afiairs of England, when they were
brought to a crisis ; and Grotias often alludes to it in his letters :

On the 13th of July, 1641, he writes thus :
" If the Bishops be removed

in England, it is certain that several of the nobility will be offended at the
change of church-government, and will unite themselves in communion with
the Church of Rome. The lower orders wish it to be believed, that, after the
death of the Earl of Strafford, a new conspiracy was formed, to which
France became a party. Though 1 think the King of France wishes well to

his sister, the Queen of England, and is displeased at beholding such
a near example of the lowering of the regal dignity, yet I am compelled to

doubt whether he be willing to do anj- thing for the King of England, before
he has fully withdrawn him from the Emperor and the King of Spain."

Philli])s's brief account of the fluctuating affairs of the Palatinate is wor-
thy of being perused .

" There was an Imperial Diet held this year, [1636]
for the electing of a king of the Romans ; and the king sent thither the Earl
of Arundel, his Ambassador, to treat with the Emperor and the Princes for

the restitution of the Palatine to the Palsgrave. But that embassy could
eflFect nothing; for the Duke of Bavaria, who had in his possession the
Upper Palatinate and the electoral dignity, would by no means hear of any
Propositions to part with either. But the' Lower Palatinate he might have
ad upon some terms which the emperor proposed; but our Ambassador

was not instructed to accept of any thing in diminution of the Elector's

Right: So that the Palsgrave had no fruit of this embassy. Yet were his

hopes a little raised by an overture of marriage made at this time betwixt
the king of Poland and one of his sisters, which was almost cliccted by the
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render effective the discordant materials of which that grand
confederacy was formed, as a religious union ; and Grotius had
instructions to promote that object in France, in every way

legation of Prince Radzovil here in England. But the emperor privately
obstructed it, and, by the insinuation of the Jesuits, so instigated the clergy
of Poland against it, because of her rehgion, tliat tlie treaty was broken off,

and the King afterwards married the lady Cecilia, second sister to the Em-
peror.—The Prince Elector and Viis brother Prince Rupert went to Holland
about this time, in order to a design which was put in practice the next year
to attempt something with an army in the Palatinate. The assistance and
credit of the king's purse, did so prevail under-hand with the prince of
Orange and the States of the Uniteil Provinces, that a small beginning of
an army was raised, with which they advanced into Westphalia and besieg-
ed Lemmingen. But Hatsfield, one of the Emperor's Generals, came so
soon upon them, that they etfected nothing, but were forced to fight to great
disadvantage, having had 2000 men slain, and most of the rest dispersed,
and many prisoners taken, amongst which were Prince Rupert and the
Lord Craven ; the Prince Elector himself escaped by flight, and retired to

the Hague.
" The Prince Elector, in July this year, [1639] arrived at the Court of Eng-

land in prosecution of a design he had, to ^et command of the array of Duke
Bernard Saxon Weymar lately dead, which consisted of a gallant number
of Swedes, Germans, and other nations. The king did like very well of the
business, and proposed it to the French Embassador, offering that the
Prince should join in perpetual league with France, and that he would con-
tribute what he could to his assistance. The Embassador seemed to be
Very well pleased with the offer, and told the king that he doubted not but
his master would approve of it ; and that Cardinal Richlieu, the chief mi-
nister of that State, would be willing to serve the king and the prince there-
in : and thereupon he dispatched a messenger to Paris, to acquaint the
French king with the matter. But in the mean while it was suggested to

the king, that Richlieu under-hand fomented the troubles of Scotland,
whereby the confederate covenanters had been encouraged to write a letter

to that king for assistance ; so that the reality of Richlieu was so much sus-
pected, that the prince was advised to go privately through France to Duke
Bernard's army, of which it was believed he might by his appearance easily

get the command. The Prince therefore in November passed over to Bullen,
and from thence endeavoured to pass by disguise through France, but at
Lyons he was discovered and taken prisoner. And the King of France in-

terpreted this action of the Prince of no fair intentions towards him, because
it was done in a time of treaty, so that he was kept under a strict guard."

In a subsequent note 1 shall prove Grotius to have been a consummate
politician as well as a man of piety. In several of his letters he notes it as a
sad defect in the policy of Englan'd, that the cause of the Palatinate, which
offered a good pretext for a foreign war, was not undertaken w ith greater
spirit, for the purpose of allowing the fury of the religious malcontents to

expend itself abroad, instead of overturning the government at home.
Besides, it is known tothose who are con\ersant with that eveiitful period of
our history, that a war in favour of the Elector's claims in Germany would
have been exceedingly popular, and not the less so on account of its being at
first made a party question by the Puritans,—though none of them were
more zealous or sincere in their endeavours to obtain an acknowledgment of
that unfortunate family's just rights, than were Archbishop Laud and the
English Arminians. But the execution of this scheme was prevented by two
powerful causes already specified in this note,—the plotting of Cardinal
Richelieu, and the treachery of two of the King's mmisters whose design
can be proved to have been "the discomfiture of his best-concerted projects.

Another lay in the want of adequate supplies, which, in consequence of his

quarrel with the Parliament, his Majesty was unable to obtain.—But Grotius
was a more powerful and etticient friend to the exiled Queen of Bohemia and
her family, than any other man in Europe. It was through his influence

with the French Court, that the imprudent jouug Elector was released from
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that was lawful and honourable. This he could do with a far

better grace as the Ambassador of a great Queen, than when
he was waiting for employment at the Court of France, and
manfully refused to listen to the solicitations, with which he
was constantly pestered, to change his religion.* Though he

his confinement ; on which occasion Grotius addressed a very ahle despatch
to the British Ministry, through Lord Scudamore, in behalf of the Elector's
affairs, to which he alluded ou the i4th of August 1640, in the following let-
ter to Camerarius, the Swedish Ambassador at the Hague : "The Prince
Elector is liberated on his parole of honour, yet in such a way as to be
restrained, in the judgment of the French ministry, (by a bond which he exe-
cuted and has left in the King's hand,) from doing any thing contrary to the
interest of France. He has proceeded on his journey to his mother and the
Dutch, to wait amon^ them and see what the English and the Danes will do
for him in Germany. 1 am exceedingly grieved at the vicissitudes of a prince
who has been so long a time contending with adverse fortune ; and I wrote
into England, to Viscount Scudamore, who was formerly Ambassador at this

Court and is high in favour with the Archbishop of Canterbury. 1 suggested
to him, that it might be worthy of consideration, whether, on entering into
a treaty with Sweden, that House might be restored to a better condition;
and whether, by the same means, the wild and ferocious spirits of the Scots
might not be softened, combustible materials be withdrawn from internal
commotions, and a way opened for procuring the liberty of Germany and a
good peace to Christendom.—The Viscount replied, ' that both himself and
' other Euglishmen desired nothing with greater earnestness than to behold
* some relief afforded to the Electoral house ; but that no great hopes were
* yet entertained of concord with the Scots; and that, before the King could
* apply his mind to the care of foreign concerns, every attempt must be
* made to induce his subjects to return to their duty.' The rest of the letter

was politely expressed."
In a subsequent letter to the same individual, Grotius says: " I pity the

fate of the excellent king of Great Britain in having the Scots his enemies,
and the English as subjects but little inclined to yield obedience. When
England had it in her power to assist the Prince Palatine, she refused ; and
now, when she is extremely willing, she is prevented by her domestic trou-

bles from rendering him any assistance. I am likewise afraid, that the same
prince will be forced to wait a long time in expectation of some sincerity

from the king of Denmark. We must beseech God to explain this matter
by his own power, which we are uuable to solve by human counsels." On
the 29th of Sept. Grotius records an observation made by one of the French
ministers to him :

" If the king of Great Britain had entered into our trea-

ty, he would not only have consulted the welfare of the Electoral Family and
the affairs of Germany, but would likewise have found at home more obe-

dient subjects, who suspect the existence of Spanish influence at the Court
of England."
During the troubles iu'England, the Electoral family, in imitation of many

others, became divided :" The Queen of Bohemia, and her two sons, Prince

Rupert and Maurice, adhered to the cause and the fortunes of the Royal
party. The young Elector, who had undoubtedly, in his own person and in

that of his father, experienced great apparent neglect from the English
Court, joined the ranks of the Parliamentarians ; and it is related of him
with triumph, that he often sat as a member of the Assembly of Divines at

Westminster. His morbid feelings against the royal family of England were
encouraged by the republican party to which he had attached himself ; but
after all the boasted exploits of Oliver Cromwell in his favour, he only ob-

tained by the treaty of Westphalia the possession of the Lower Palatinate,

—

a portion of his hereditary dominions which had been offered many years

before, through his royal uncle's ambassador, but which was then refused.
* I have given some account, in page 591, of the troubles which Grotius

was called to suffer during his exile in France. The following extracts from
his letters will more fully develope this part of his misfortunes. In one
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never forsook the cause or the interests of the Arminians, yet

his peculiar situation had prevented him during many years

from uniting in communion with them, and he now considered

addressed to his friend Du Maurier in 1626 he says : " At the time when I

received your letter, my wife, after an unsettled state of health of some
months' continuance, was under medical treatment and in imminent hazard
of her life : Before such a prudent estimator of human affairs as yourself,

it is unnecessary to expatiate on the augmentation of suffering when endured
in a foreign land, in which it is a work of the greatest difficulty to find a
single friend on whom to place dependence. Eight long years have now
elapsed since we have been debarred, partly bjy a prison and partly by exile,

from the sight of our parents, and of every other object which, next to our
parents, is dear to us in our native country. In the mean time our enemies
not only hold possession of the government, but offer their insults to us at

this distance ; and the very men who have risen to power by their scurrilous

invectives against the French name, now abuse the power which they have
gained in oppressing us in France itself. The second year is nearly com-
pleted since any regard has been paid to me in Paris, except that all those

seductive arts are practised towards me which have a tendency to cast down
a generous mind from its high station. I find no solace against these

numerous adversities, except in the sight and company of my wife and chil-

dren, whom my infelicity has brought into this state of misery. Time will

shew what the Prince of Orange will do ; he complains, that he is incapable
of doing much. But if our portion of good fortune is dependent on his, we
are deprived even of this ground of hope, for he has been"—unsuccessful in

some of his enterprizes, &c. The remainder of the letter is composed in a
less desponding style, and breathes more of the spirit of the christian hero,

a character which" peculiarly belonged to Grotius.

In a letter addressed to the same friend a year afterwards, he thus alludes

to the prospects of his return to Holland, to which his affectionate wife had
repaired for the purpose of reconnoitring :

" I perused your letter with that

sort of feeling which possesses me whenever 1 see your writing ; it was also

read with no less affection by my wife, who has now been nearly two months
with me. In our native land she found multitudes of friends. She would not
become a suppliant to any one for my return ; for she was afraid that the
bare expression of such a desire might be interpreted into an acknowledg-
ment of guilt. This circumstance inflamed those men who are hostile to me,
for no other reason than because they once begun to injure me ; and to such a
height have they carried their hatred, as to revive the old slander, with
which they formerly charged my relative Reigersberg, of havmg addressed
letters to me."

In 1629, Grotius gave the same friend the following information: " It is

my disposition to rejoice at <Ae M'e//rtreo/ MY country without any regard
to my own advantage ; because I have learnt, in books and by experience,

that "all the charities are contained in that title: For lam as ignorant as

yourself of what will be my future condition. I am aware that both the
goodness and the power of the Prince of Orange are increased with his pros-
perity ; but 1 know, at the same time, Princes are frequently lavish in pro-
mising to do many things which they would not wish to be done, and to

abstain from the performance of other things of which they would approve
when completed. Whatever the Prince may do or not do, 1 am prepared to

give the most favourable interpretation to his conduct, and will inure myself
to bear disasters, if any yet await me after ten years of sorrow. There are
some among the nobles and chief men in Paris, who honour me with their

countenance and society. In reference to my pension, if it does not proceed
exactly according to my wishes, I have some ground of consolation in the
conmion misfortune of many beside myself. I lament to live here in a state

of inactivity, and of no use to the king and kingdom of France, in whicti

I have found a safe abode
; yet 1 will not on this account swerve in the least

point from the ancient institutions," that is, he refused to yield to the pres-

sing importunities of those who wished him to become a Papist.
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himself a member of the Lutheran Church, by being a subject

of theQueen of Sweden. Those who have carefully perused the

Augsburgh Confession, especially the twelfth andJiftee?ith Artu

cles of Belief, those on the abuses of the Mass, and other Popish

traditions, will not require to be informed, that the ambassador

of a Lutheran nation had, in the execution of such an excel-

lent undertaking as the reconciliation of Protestants with

Papists, fewer prejudices to renounce than a member of any

other Protestant community. It was his full persuasion, that

the Providence of God had placedhim in this high situaton, "that

he might speak with freedom, and not be afraid of the virulent

pens of Marets, Du Moulin, and others." (See pages 279, 281.)

Besides, the accurate knowledge of antiquity which Grotius

possessed enabled him to distinguish between the precious and

the vile, the innocent and the hurtful, of the Romish rites and

ceremonies. His views and exertions in this sacred cause have

been amply detailed in the preceding pages of this Appendix,

(269—293,) and I will here add only a few elucidations of the

earnestness and good faith with which he embarked in the

enterprize.

On the 24.th of March 1640, he writes thus to his brother:
" Nothing has excited christian princes to cruelty so much as

those harsh sayings about the Pope being Aidichrist, the Papists

denying the merits of Christ, and their idolatry. Wherefore we
must often and carefully examine whether those assertions be
correct. Unless this be done, what hope remains of restoring

the unity of the church, which we profess in the Apostles' Creed,

and which Christ has commanded } I disdain to admit into my
calculation the odium which I shall incur in the prosecution of

such a pious purpose. What man, that was afraid of this, ever

healed confirmed and inveterate vices.̂ There are some persons

in what is called the Romish Church, who fall into errors, but

all of them are not of that class ; and their errors do not con-

sist either of those doctrines which are generally received, or

of those which were confirmed at the Council of Trent. If

on some of these you entertain any doubt, I will most willingly

compare my reasons with yours or with those of others. But

In 1630, Grotius addressed the following lines to his old friend Gerard
Vossius: " 1 do not know whether the wishes which you express for me
ought to be indulged as objects of my desire. 1 have a country in my parents,

my relatives, and in such friends as yourself and others of your mould ; of

whose presence with me I feel no doubt, by their affection for me and their

kind remembrance. But it forms no great portion of my wishes, to behold
other individuals, through whom Holland, instead of being my native land,

is become a cruel step-mother ; and you know it to be one of the properties

of the human heart, to hate those whom it has deeply injured. I can scarce-

ly therefore be induced to expect any equity from those who have treated us

in such an unworthy manner, when it would neither have been unjust nor
unreasonable in us" to hope for some rewards from the public. In the meau
time, my books continue to extort commendations from good men ; and
they also serve to shew bad men what kind of person I have been and now am."
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I am certain, that even in this part the Prostestants exceed all

moderation ; for, in their desire to accuse the Papists, they

accuse the whole of the Greek, Latin, Syriac, Arabic, and Coptic

churches, for many ages past ; and thus, by their imprudence,
they spontaneously array and arm their adversaries. Let us not

therefore confound those things which antiquity has kept dis-

tinct ; let us not remove the ancient land-marks."

On the 8th of April UHO, he again addresses him thus :
" If

on any subject we may be allowed to exercise a freedom of

opinion, it ought certainly to be on the prophecies
;
particu-

larly, since the Protestants have published nearly a hundred
books about them, which are greatly discordant with each other,

and of which eighty have been printed in England alone, as I

have been informed by the English ambassadors.* In such cir«

cumstances, while it is shameful to keep silence, it is the act

of an imprudent man to be induced to deliver his opinion. I

am not grieved at common report, for pointing me out as the

author [of the Appendix to his tract on Antic/irhQ ; that ru-

mour will make the book so much the more saleable. But I

wish particularly to know, whether the books be every where
on sale, and whether they are forwarded into France and Eng-
land : If this be not done, I wish nothing more of mine to be
delivered to the De Bleaus. I am in search of a publisher, who
will obey me, and who will not gratify other people at my ex-

pence and contrary to my inclinations. For there cannot be a

doubt, that enemies and pretended friends will expend all their

energies to stifle this production in its birth ; on this account

therefore it is the more reasonable for me, and for those who
really love me, to exert ourselves in preserving, cherishing and
rendering it vigorous. I shall never consider the sentiments of

those men to be orthodox, who wish to defend and propagate
religion by arms and sedition."

On the 14th of the same month he addressed the following

expressive lines to his brother :
" I remain confirmed in my

purpose of seeking peace, or at least a way that may lead to

it. It is frequently necessary to strive against the current.

But I am not the only person that has engaged in such an ar-

duous undertaking : Erasmus, Cassander, Vecelius, and Cas-

aubon have stemmed the torrent before me, and De Milletiere

is now running against the stream. The Cardinal [[^Richelieu^

* This was written in 1640. In the succeeding twenty years of civil broils

and religious confusion, I think it would not be difficult to enumerate nearly
two hundred new books and pamphlets on different portions of the prophetical
scriptures, that were within that period published in Great Britain. Modern
readers would be surprised at the number of learned and sensible men, who
attempted to give their own interpretation to various scriptural predictions;

but how fanciful soever those interpretations might be, all of them arrived at

the same conclusion—the jtrosperity of the Calvinisiic interest throughout
Europe, and thedownfall of Popery and Arminianism which were generally

associated with each other. I have a copy of a small treatise entitled " The
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professes himself to be the patron of this business ; he is so

fortunate a man as never yetto have attempted any enterprize in

which he has not succeeded. EvenVeron, [the Jesuit] who has hi-

Revelation, &c. ivritten by a German D. D. and, for the rareness of the

subject and benefit of the English nation, translated out of High Dutch,"
&c. 1651, 1 he translator of this curious book, was the celebrated Samuel
Hartlib, whom Evelyn in 1655 styled " an honest and learned, a public-

spirited and ingenious person, who had propagated many useful things and
arts." He seems to have been by birth a Lithuanian, and was intimate with

all the eminent literary characters of that period. He was one of Joseph
Mede's best correspondents ; and Milton honoured him by dedicating his

Tractate of Education to him. Comenius also, the famous manufacturer of

prophecies for all occasions, (pages 258-262) was his particular friend, and
transmitted this treatise " from Lissa in Poland, wliere most of the exiled

Bohemians have had their residence since the time of their banishment."
Hartlib dedicates his translation " to the right honourable Oliver St. John,"
and tells him, atBong other things, " In public you have owned me towards
the Parliament, and procured an aspect from that high and honourable
Court towards me, to set me apart as an agent for the advancement of Uni-
versal Learning and the Public Good, which, 1 confess, is an employment
whereuntofrom my youth God hath naturalized my aft'ections."

But this is not the sole curiosity in the small volume: It contains, "by way
of Preface thereunto, an epistolical Discourse [in 7d crowded pagesj from
Mr. John Durie," the christian pacificator. The following extract from
the commencement of Dury's Preface will confirm the observations in pages
264 & 266, respecting the extraordinary fanaticism which was then excited

among the Calvinists iu England and on the Continent.

Concerning the author he says : " He doth not arrogate unto himself

any infallibility, but only hath ottered that which seemeth most likely to him
to be the mind of God "iu the prophecy ; whereof the truth will soon be
known, whether his conjecture be right or no ; because he brings the matter
within the compass of five years to be tried by the event : which is no long

time of expectation; and whether he hath hit right in this or not, it can be no
prejudice to us to take warning to be ready always : for we are sure the time

is not far.
" Hook then upon this book, (which doth open, to the Bohemian exiled and

German churches, the counsel of God foretold so long ago in the Revelation,

and now shortly to be accomplished,) as a special cordial sent unto them from
heaven in their present affliction and to support their hearts against the

approaching visitation, wherewith God's providence will farther visit those

parts, before he make an end of his work amongst them. And that it is now
also at this juncture of time sent from thence unto us, to me it doth signify

that which is very considerable iu several respects, which I shall briefly point

at before I come to speak of the treatise itself.

" Firs r, then, we may observe from hence, that the same Spirit who doth

raise the expectation lij the saints in these parts, doth also work the like

thoughts elsewhere. As it is observable, that, about the time of Christ's com-
ing in the flesh, there was much waiting for the consolation of Israel, and
looking for the redemption of Jerusalem, as Luke doth intimate; (ii,25, 38,)

so it is now worth our consideration, that there is more than an ordinary

looking out for the accomplishment of the promises, wherein the Revelation

of Jesus Christ hath caused us to hope. You know, that, some months ago,

one came of purpose (as be said) out of Germany, through the Low Coun-
tries, into this city, to make hiqmr\es ivhether ani/ were here who did look

after the ful/'llling of the Revelation. His design by the enquiry was, that

some ground of communication and good intelligence might be entertained

amongst us, for the better understanding of God's ways, and the observation

of his footsteps in working out his great work for the churches. And to this

effect he left some books here with him whom you know ; and, since his re-

turn into the Low Countries, he hath by letters promised a further communi-
cation with us upon that subject, in the name of his colleague. Thus we
have had a call both from Germany and Poland, to entertain these thoughts.

R a
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therto evinced the greatest hostility to the Reformed, explains the

dogma of Transubstantiatioii, and some others, in such a man-

As for the Low Countries, you know that there are inaiiy there, whose eyes
are opeued to look this way ; aud in France I know some, (though not so

many as elsewhere,} whose heads are lifted up hecause their deliverance is

at hand. Nor do we christians only expect shortly some great change of
affairs, hut even the .lews almost every where are also made sensible of the
approaching change of their condition. So that, seeing there is an universal
concurrence of thoughts towards this abject, we may rationally conclude, that
the Lord is iiastening to finish his worli in righteousness : And because it is

apparent, that ou allsides the enemy is about to lift himself up like a flood,

we may also see it herein manifest that ' the Spirit of the Lord,' according to

his promise, is preparing ' to lift up a standard against him.' (Isa. lix, li>.)

" Secondly. This call, which is given to us from so far, doth signify unto
me two things :

—

First, somewhat of God's way to accomplish his design,

—

Secondly, somewhat of our duty in subordination thereunto. God's way to

nccomplish his design, according to the Scriptures, is and will be the commu-
nion of saints in the mystery of godliness, when every member, acted by the
same spirit towards God and each to other, shall draw from him, and supply
one to another that which he will give to every one for the edifying of the
whole in love. And althou? h they have not such an exact contrivance of cor-
respondency settled one with another, as the politic Jesuits have in their way,
yet the Spirit by which they are led, acting the same thing in them all, will

make the effect of their counsels and actings to correspond, without any
special contrivance of their own ; that the work in the issue may appear to

be of God, and not of men : For Sion, as soon as she travaileth, nay before
she travaileth, and her jDain comes, she shall be delivered and bring forth a
nation at once. (Isa. Ixvi, 7, 8.) God, by the communion of saints in one and
the same Spirit, shall do this, by his contrivance of his own way amongst
them : Nor shall any gathering together of enemies, (which shall not be
wanting,) nor any violent attempts or destructive weapons and endeavours,
which will be seta foot, be able to obstruct the effect of this communion
which will bring the body of Christ to the stature of a perfect man.
" The THIRD thing, which the sending of this book from Poland hither to

be translated, and the calling upon us to communicate our thoughts to them
concerning it, doth signify unto me, is a wai'ning unto us, as from the Spirit
of God, to waken us from security, and to move us to expect, as those of
Poland say they do, both a further trial of our faith and patience, and also a
gTacious deliverance to follow thereupon, whereof we shall partake if we
hold fast the beginning and confidence of our hope firm unto the end with
joy. We knovvthat no man shall be crowned but he that strives first law-
fully, and that none shall reign with Christ but he that suffers with him.
As for me, I cannot see that our warfare is yet, as some would have it, (and
to their own particular station think it to be,) at an end ; those upon that
account having embraced the pleasures of brutishness and sensuality in this

present world, have also made it a part of their happiness to dethrone God
and Christ in their ranting and blasphemous imagination, and so are justly

given over unto a reprobate mind. But as I have cause to grieve at the dis-

honour which thej^ do to God and to the holy profession, and at the certainty
of their endless misery under the notion of a present perfection and felicity;

so I am awakened thereby to wait for the overflowing scourge and the storm
of hail, which shall sweep away the refuge of such lies, and the flood of

waters which shall drown the hiding-places thereof. I am therefore inclined
to expect still, before the times of refreshment, which shall come from the
presence of the Lord, the last assault of the power of darkness aud of this

world against the saints, which shall be, of all other, the heaviest and fierc-

est. And this I am induced to believe from the analogy which is to be between
the sufferings of Christ in the flesh, and the sufferings of his members under
the power of Antichrist, before he comes to his end. Christ's last sufferings,

imtnediately before his unchangeable state of glory, were the greatest which
befel unto hmi in all his life ; nor was he raised by "the power of God to sit at
his right hand, till he was first laid in the grave : so must it also fare with his

body the church."
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ner as to make them not only quite harmless but very useful.

My book on the Truth of the Christian Religion, -which contains

many passages relative to peace-makei's, has been favourably

received by the Cardinal and the principal men, and is now
published under the auspices of the king's authority. In addi-

tion to these facts, consider,—.that the Spaniards and the

French, encouraged by the example of the Venetians, the Tus-
cans, and even the inhabitants of the small republic of Lucca,
are affixing bounds to the Pontifical power,—.and that the

Greeks, Armenians, and Maronites, are received into com-
munion by the Church of Rome, and allowed to retain their

own rites :—When you have considered all these things, say,

ought they not to inspire us with some hopes ? And even if

there were now no hope at all, is it not our duty to plant trees

for the benefit of future generations ? Besides, since we have
received a command from Christ to procure, by every method
that is not offensive to God,* the unity of the church, even in

the common sacraments, is it not our duty to labour against

hope, and to say, ' Hath not God now pointed out a way by
' which his sacred purposes may be accomplished ?' But if we

* The piety of Grotius displayed itself on all occasions ; and those who
have perused his works with attention must know, that his integrity was
such as to prevent him from employing in the accomplishment of his pur-
poses " any method that he deemed, to he offensive to God." But he had
seen more of the world than several of those who reprehended his conduct

;

and he was evidently aware, that if more scriptural principles could once be
introduced into the Romish Church, they would soon " leaven the whole
lump," and assimilate to their own purity the gradually impregnated mix-
tare. This was the true reason why he made those large concessions with
regard to some of the peculiar rites and dogmas of the Roman Catholics, which
must have appeared very alarming to all who were not iipprised of his design.
The Rev. Mr. Twells, in his Life of Dr. Pocock, says, in continuation of
the paragraph quoted page 280 :

" Upon this occasion, these two learned men entered into a long dis-
course concerning the state of things in the East, and the reasons why the
holy religion of Jesus Christ was so far from gaining ground in those coun-
tries, that it was treated there, by unbelievers, with great contempt. Mr.
Pocock mentioned several things, which he observed to be thus fatally mis-
chievous :

' But amongst them all,' he told him, ' there was nothing more
' so, than the many schisms and divisions of those that own the name of Christ,
* who ought to beas owe /oW under one shejilierd.' As Grotius very easily
believed what Mr. Pocock thus reported, so it inspired him with new resolu-
tion and courage to pursue the design he was engaged in, to promote as far
as he was able the peace and union of tlie christian world : A glorious under-
taking, and such as highly deserves the most zealous endeavours and the
most fervent prayers of all that love the Lord Jesus Christ with sincerity

;

though some of the measures which were followed by that most learned
man, are not to be justified. For, though we are to do what lies in us for
the sake of christian peace, we are not to yield up the truth even for obtain-
ing that most desirable blessing : We must not, we cannot, part with truth."
On a review of the whole question, these sentiments are more correct than

those of the unguarded admirers of Grotius, who deserves to be venerated
by all good men for his arduous though unsuccessful attempts to cure the
maladies of the Romish Church by the feasible scheme of Protestant inocu-
lation.
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obtain no other result than this from our exertions,—to dimi-

nish the odium produced by these harsh assertions, and to make
Christians somewhat milder and a little more sociable with each

other,—is not this worthy to be purchased at the expence of a

little labour and of giving offence to certain individuals ? My
brother, I have now completed my fifty-eighth year, and I have
a father yet living, who is much more advanced in years. Yet,

had I fonnerly been less anxious, this age has made me look
forward to the end of my course. I beseech you never to sup-

pose that, in the things of God, I have regard to any thing

else than to God himself, and to that care for my neighbour
which, next to God, is recommended to our attention. Of this

care a principal part consists in the unity of the church, which
is the preserver not only of charity but of truth. For the

truth is much better preserved in that bond of agreement
which is diffused through the whole habitable globe, than it

can be in small parties, and, according to the present fashion,

in fragments of small parties. I leave to others the delight

which they feel in favouring and cherishing different parties,

in which they alone may hold the reins of government. But
it has not escaped my observation, how little true piety has

been promoted by these partitions, and divisions into many
new churches. Let us therefore perform with seriousness that

which is our duty ; and let us leave to God the times or the sea-

sons, which he holds in his own power. (Acts i, 7-) But I consi-

der myself placed by God in this embassy, as in an asylum,
that as long as I live I may render some service to his truth and
to the sacred cause of concord."

To Israel Jasky of Dantzic, on the IQth of January l641,

Grotius wrote thus: "Most noble Lord, I desire from my heart

that your city may enjoy a secure and perpetual peace, and the

fruits of tranquility, which are Literature and Commerce. I

approve highly of the practice of those men who deem it to be
of more consequence to exercise themselves in the points of
controversy which we have with Mahometans and Jews, than
in those dissensions in which Christians indulge among them-
selves. I shewed myself to be of this opinion long ago, when
I first published my treatise on the Truth of the Christian Reli-

gion ; and that I still maintain the same sentiment, is proved
by the Testimonies which I have added to that Treatise, and are

just published, but I do not know whether they will have yet

arrived in your city. I have weighty reasons for thinking, that

all those epithets which are applied to the Pope by many people, do

not belong to him : These reasons I have embodied in a small

pamphlet, which does not bear my name in its title. Some
persons have appeared to refute it as my production ; I am
therefore compelled to defend it as my own. I think a period
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may come when the Church will have a Pope,* who may con-

sider it one of the duties which appertain to his office, to

restore the broken and scattered members into their one entire

* Arminius was of a different opinion, as will be seen by the subjoined

quotation from his letter to Sebastian Eg-berts, one of the Magistrates of

Amsterdam, dated Sept. 24, 1C08 : "I openly profess, that I do not own the

Roman Pontiff as a member of Christ's body, but account bim an enemy, a

traitor, a sacrilegious and blasphemous man, a tyrant, and a very violent

usurper of most unjust domination over the church, the man of sin, the, son

of perdition, that most notorious outlaw, &c. But, in this description, I

understand a Pope who executes the functions of the Pontificate in the usual

manner. But if an Adrian of Utrecht, raised to the Pontifical dignity with-

out intrigues, were to attempt a reformation of the Church, and were to

make a commencement with the Pope himself, the Pontificate, and the

Court of Rome,—and if he were to assume to himself nothing more than the

name and authority of a Bishop, though holding, according to the ancient

statutes of the Church, the principal station among the rest of the Bishops,

— I durst not bestow on such a man f liese epithets. For [ cannot persuade
myself, that an individual, whom the partisans of anti-christianity and the

Court of Rome hated so dreadfully, as to deprive him of existence, is that

wicked one. It is believed, that he was poisoned by those persons who were
afraid of his eti'ecting a reformation in' the Church, and especially in the

Court of Rome. Yet 1 am of opinion, and I think it can be proved with great

appearance of probability from the Scriptures, that a reformation must not
be expected from any one who is elevated to the Roman Pontificate ; and
that, if a person allows himself to be promoted to that dignity in hopes of

personally accomplishing such a reform, he will incur the certain peril of

death or exile, because God himself has thus ordered the matter. For he
shall be destroyed at the glorious appearing of Christ ; and the predicted

reformation will be effected by tiie separation of the nations from Babylon,
which city will never be destitute of its head.—But if that preacher supposes

it to be a consequence which flows from the sentiment which I hold, about
God not having yet sent a bill of divorcement to the dliurch in which the

Roman Pontiff' presides, that ' I acknowledge the Pontiff himself for a mem-
ber of the Church ;' by such a supposition he declares himself incapable of

distinguishing between tlwse who have been seduced and who endure the

tyranny, and the falsf, prophet and ivrant himself, who spontaneously
divests himself of the appellation of a member of the Church, by boldly styl-

ing himself the Head of the Church, and by actually excommunicating
or accounting as excommunicated all those who are unwilling to acknow-
ledge him in that character. But if on this account such a charge can
lawfully be made against me, I have, as my associates in this crime, Francis

Junius and Luke Trelcatius, both of pious memory, beside Gomarus himself
and the greatest part of our divines."
These are just stntiments, and especially that which relates the hopeless-

ness of any attempt of a Pope to introduce reformation into the Roman
Catholic body of corruption : since, by the bare assumption of that title and
the prerogatives vainly ascribed to it, he commits an act of hostility against

the God of Heaven, and proves himself to be "that son of perdition who
opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is called God or that is wor-
shipped." From such an impure source what hope of reformation can be
derived ? This was an opinion which the principal of the Dutch Remonstrants
imbibed from the great divine whose memory they venerated, and which
they continued to maintain amidst all the temptations to the contrary from
various quarters. Grotius utters grievous complaints on this subject; and,
in some of his letters, their refusal to unite with him in his pacific undertak-
ing is attributed to the slight estimation in which their leaders held the

authority of the Ancient Fathers. This charge was justly applicable to F^pi-

scopius, who, with some of his friends, conceived the same kind of antipathy
to those venerable authorities, as John Hales had done, after the decisions of

the Synod of Dort ; and both these great men expressed that temporary
loathing in their subsequent writings.
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body. But as long as it is held for an undoubted verity, ' that
' all the Popes to the end of the world will be Antichrists, men
' of sin, and sons of perdition, and that all the people who hold
* communion with them are idolaters and enemies to Divine Grace,
' who from the very fonndation overthroiv the merits of Christ,'—no
peaceable result can possible be expected. The great men
about the French Court think, that we must not despair about

beholding concord ; but that, prior to its establishment, those

things must be removed by which the wounds are inflamed.

My Annotations on the Gospels will soon be published, in which
I shall contribute what my abilities will permit, to the pious

purpose of promoting truth and peace.—I lament that when
the German Princes, who call themselves the Reformed, feel

the wrath of God pressing upon them so long and so heavily,

they do not begin to reflect upon the probable causes of such

a great evil, and seriously endeavour to avoid them in future.*

—Against those men who suppose, ' that the time of one's

' death is absolutely fixed and fastened with adamantine nails,

' without any regard to human actions,' I am accustomed to

oppose the following passages of scripture :t Honour thyfather

On the 19lh of Feb., 1639, Grotius addressed the following lines to his bro-
ther: " Uitenbo^ardt is timid through old age ; Vossius is naturally of a
timorous disposition, and perhaps is now rendered more fearful through his

anxiety for the affairs of Great Britain. But I do not account these two
assertions,

—

Tlie Pope is Jnticlirist , and Antichrist trill sjmng from the tribe

of Dan,—to be articles of Faith ; and I think no man ought to be hindered
from propounding, to the consideration of pious and learned men, his

thoughts and meditations, as long as they are not prejudicial to godliness. 1

also praise those ivho choose rather to cool this hot and turbulent age, than
to inflame it."

And on the third of January, 1643, Grotius again wrote to his brother :

" The Roman Catholics among you [in Holland] do not preser\e that
moderation which the French display. The most accomplished of the
Remonstrants reject traditions, the Fathers, and the ancient rites, even those
of them which aie of a harmless nature : They are too much addicted to

their own party, or rather to their shred of a party. Vossius is timid ; Bar-
Iseus has some time since abandoned these studies. The Reformed who in

these parts are studious of peace, adhere to the limits which they have pre-
scribed to themselves, and j)ay no regard to the common good of Christendom.
God will probably find for liimselfsume [fit] person. 1 will abide by what I

have said, and will not suffer myself to be committed any further with Rivet,
whose opprobrious railing is daily increasing. Either I am greatly deceived,
or they will all very soon repent of having despised the peace now proffered.
For they reject all the conditions of peace except one, which is

—

that they
mail dictate laws to others .'"

* See the note from Mr. Mede, page 522, which contains an exactly similar
sentiment.

f To understand tiiis answer of Grotius, it will be necessary to present the
reader with apart of the letter which .lasky had previously written :

" Jt

would prove advantageous to christians to introduce moderation not only
into their wars, but principally into their religious contests; and, when they
bad suffered dissensions to cease among themselves, it would be much more
pleasing to hear ihe disputes of the Turks with the Tartars, and with other
professors of Maliometanism, respecting the Institutes of their prophet,

—

than for christians pertinaciously to defend their own opinions about faith,

though indeed such opinions contribute nothmg towards faith. The conse-
(pience of such a course would be, the establishment of a mutual toleration,

an object the attainment of which has been importunately sought with many
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ond thy mother, that thy days may be long upon the land which the

Lord thy God giveth thee. (Exod. xx, ]2.) Bloody and deceitful

men shall not live out half their days. (Psalm Iv, 23.) If these

passages be charged with obscurity, what part of the Holy
Scriptures can be caWed plain or perspicuous? In them, the des-

pising of parents, blood-thirstiness, breach offaith, and deceit, are

not the INSTRUMENTS of the decree, but they constitute the

OBJECT of the decree; which object, unless it were of this

description, would not be comprehended under the decree.

—

Farewell, most noble man ! Continue to pray to God for the

restoration of peace, first to the empires of the earth, and af-

terwards to the churches !"

From these extracts it will be seen, that the French Church
then wore tlie appearance of being peculiarly favourable to

these schemes of christian pacification. As early as 16"26',

before the short visit of Grotius to his native country, he ad-

dressed the following observations to Du Maurier respecting

the conduct of the Rochelle Calvinists, who were then ap-

proaching the crisis of their fate :
" Though I consider it

equitable that the authority of the king of France should be
supreme in every part of his dominions, yet I am afraid that

the hatred of some individuals against the Protestants will be
bounded by no moderation, and that severity of punishment
will fall with the greatest violence on those who are the least

implicated in offence. A discourse, delivered by Bassincourt

at Amsterdam, is circulated in this city : It is full of re-

proaches against the king and the members of his government.
The book is suppressed in Paris, but the author triumphs.

—

But there is something on account of which we may congra-

prayers and tears by pioas christians, and thus should we cease from the
lamentable practice of destroying each other by our mutual enmities ! The
present Pope, who, according to the report of several persons, is exceedingly
desirous of eifectinj the peace of the Church, might easily be induced to

adopt this sentiment ; especially if the Evangelicals would no longer bestow
on him the invidious epithet of Antichrist ! I cannot perceive the reason
why certain divines should so vehemently defend the pdsition that the Popeis
Aiitichr'tst, since it is no prime article of belief, and 1 can either believe it or
not, without any injury to the faith of Christianity. The man who affirms,
that tlic Pope is not A)iticlirist, does not on that account approve of all the
Popish dogmas : And this cuucession might in the first place be granted to

the Pope, provided he would abolish the Inquisition, that torture of con-
sciences, and would neither account the dissenters from the Church of Rome
as heretics, nor visit them with his execrations.—The Elector of Branden-
burgh died suddenly and unexpectedly at seven o'clock in the evening, on the
first of December, at Konigsberg. He was not far advanced in years, but
his body was extremely feeble on account of his great excessess in drinking.
For this reason a question might justly be raised among divines, ' Did he
'attain to the term of life which dxl had pre-ordained ? or, did he antici-
' pate that period by his disorderly course of living ?' This question, one of
the most difficult, is not examined by many divines with that prudence
which it demands, especially by those who are so exceedingly urgent about
tlint ahsolute decree, and who ascribe nothing to the immoderate luxury of
man or to other external causes."
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tulate France, whose Bishops have lately retrieved the offence

which was formerly committed in the Convention at Roan.

For they have openly defined the supreme power of the French
monarch to be subject to no man living, not even to the Church
itself;* they have condemned the taking up of arms against

* This was a sea?.onable sally of patriotism on the part of the Catholic
clergy of France, lo distinguish themselves from their Calvinislic fellow sub-
jects by their expressions of superior loyalty. But Grotius was a honest
chronicler; and frequently had occasion to record a contrary practice on the
part of the Popish clergy. For instance, he wrote thus, thirteen years after-

wards, to the Chancellor Oxenstern : " As the [Presbyterian] ecclesiastics in

Scotland, who ought to be the authors and promoters of peace, are the active

and strenuous exciters of disturbances, so in France the [Popish] ecclesias-

tics treat the rights of the King with contempt. For Cardinal Rochefaucaud,
who is the violent manager of the affairs of the Pope, and some Bishops who
inherit much of his disposition, have condemned as heretical and schismati-
cal the book entitled The Liberties of the GaUican Church, which is composed
from the public acts, and forms a faithful index of ancient manners : They
have also addressed letters about this affair toother Bishops, advising them
to prevent the people from reading that pernicious book .'"

The history of this afl'air, which would be far too long for a note, proves the
hopelessness of ettecting any salutary change in communities that acknow-
ledge the Pope for the Head of the Church, and derive from him the right

of induction to ecclesiastical dignities. The following extract from Bavle's
notice of Peter De Marca will place this subject in a just light: "The
volume of the Liberties of the Gallicun Church, published by Peter du Puy,
alarmed the partisans of the Court of Rome ; some of whom endeavoured
to make it believed, that they were the preliminaries of a schism contrived

by Cardinal Richelieu ; as if his Eminency had it in his head to erect a Patri-

archate in the kingdom, in order to render the Gallican Church independent
of the Pope. A French divine, who took the name of Optatus Callus, wrote
on this subject; and insinuated, that tb.e Cardinal had brought over to his

party a great personage, who would apologize for that erection. This great
personage was no other than our Peter de Marca. The King, perceiving that
an accusation of this nature would render him odious by the counter-blow of
hatred to which it exposed the Cardinal, laid his commands ujjon M. De
Marca to refute this Optatus Callus, and at the same time to observe a cer-
tain medium,—not to shake the liberties of the Gallican Church on the one
hand,—and to make it appear on the other, that these liberties did not in the
least diminish the reverence due to the Holy See. He accepted of this com-
mission, and executed it by his book De Concordia Sacerdotiiet Imperii,
sivede Libertatibus Ecclesi<e Gnllivau(e, whic/. he publisiied in 1641. He
declared in his preface, that he did n')t enter upon discussing of right, but
confined himself to the settling of facts ; and that he had only marked out
the bounds which, through all ages, had separated the two dominions, those
oi the temporal awA those oi \\i^ spiritual prince. But though he had col-

lected an infinite number of testimonies in favour of the Po|)e's power, that
circumstance did not hinder his book from giving ofi'erice to the Ultramon-
tains, so tender are their ears ! The Court of Rome made a great many
difficulties in despatching the Bulls, which were demanded in fa\our of this

author, who had lately [1(>42] been presented to the Bishopric of Conse-
rans : She caused it to be understood, that, iii the first place, it was neces-
sary he should soften some parts of his, and she made his book pass a very
strict examination." After narrating several of these delays, Bayle thus
concludes his account : " De Marca, seeing how affairs were protracted,
and despairing of success excej)t he gave satisfaction to the Court of Rome,
published a book, in which he explained himself to the liking of the Uitra-
montains, and wrote a very submissive letter to the Pope, with great promises
of fidelity. He owned, that, in his book, he had jjcrformed the duties of
n President of the Parliament, much better than those of a Bishop. The
Court of Rome, according to her ordinary finesse, still continued dilatory,
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kings, even when they are j)ersecutors ; and they have ex-
pressed their approbation of the treaties which have been con-
cluded with those whom the custom of the age calls Heretics."
The letters of Grotius contain an immense number of allusions

to the increasing liberality of the French Church, and to the
reports which were invented, by some persons, against Cardinal
Richelieu* for his bold projects of ecclesiastical union. In
Appendix H, which will be subjoined to Bishop Womack's
Calvinisty Cuhinet Unlocked, I shall again introduce the Cardi-
nal and some of his measures. The following extract, from
Bayle's account of Richelieu's proposal to Amyraut, will be
sufficient for ray present purpose: " The Jesuit, who conferred

after this ample satisfaction ; but at last, iu January 1647, M. De Marca
obtained his Bulls.—It is a very troublesome servitude to the French Court,
to be obliged to have the Pope's Bulls, before they can establish any bishop

;

which is the occasion, thai those who would be very capable of supporting'
the liberties of the Gallican Church, and the interest of the King in his dif-
ferences with Rome, dare not exert all their strength. They aspire to prelate-
ships, and they see that they never can succeed in those views if they render
themselves too odious to the Court of Rome, or, at least, that they must at
length be obliged to make dishonourable satisfactions.—It was a ^reat misfor-
tune to the Jansenists, that this great prelate met with such difficulties at
Rome, when he had occasion for a Bull in order to his being made Bishop of
Conserans. This made him sensible, that he ought to lose no opportunity of
repairing the loss which he had sustained there by his Concord between the
Rnyal Power and the Priesthood : And what more favourable opportunity
could he expect, than this of seconding the Court of Rome in its procedures
against the disciples of Jansenius .' Add to this, that they bad made him
suspected of Jansenism beyond the mountains; and that this ill office had
for a long time retarded the expedition of the Bull ; which was necessary to
establish him in the Archbishopric of Thoulouse, of which he took posses-
sion without any pomp in 16.55. Whatever was the motive of Marca's zeal
against the Jansenists, it is certain that they found in him a very formidable
adversary."
Truth and instruction are combined in these judicius remarks. A different

mode of proceeding, on the part of the Church of Rome, is contained in the
following extract of a letter from Grotius m 1640: " The controversies
between the Courts of Rome and France still continue ; but it is believed,
that Mazarine, who is sent on the part of France to negotiate a peace at
Cologne, will compose the difference by his own elevation to the dignit)- of
Cardinal. The disposition of the Court of Rome is such, that you may effect
far more by terrifying it into compliance, than by soothing it with flattery."

* The authors of these rumours were both Calvinists and Papists : The
former circulated a report, which is thus related in one of the letters of Gro-
tius in 1628, just after the surrender of Rochelle : " And Richelieu who, it

was said, would fix the seat of his power in Rochelle, has by its capture
cleared himself in the sight of all men from any such design ; and has shewn
that, by incurring tliese heavy expences, he has not been transacting his own
private business but that of the public."
Rumours were also invented about Dury, Ferri, and other Protestant

peace-makers, as though those good men were as much under the Cardinal's
patronage, as De Milietiere had been after deserting the ranks of the
Rochellers. See pages 21 1 & 226. In the letters of the celebrated Guy Patin
the following passage occurs :

" Monsieur Ferri, minister of Metz, "died a
month ago. He was one of the most learned men amongst those of his reli-

gion. If Cardinal De Richelieu had lived some time longer, he would have
reconciled the two religions. There were several ministers bribed for this
purpose : Monsieur Ferri was one of them, and had a yearly pension of five
hundred crowns. Thus the Hugunots speak of him here."

'
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with Amyvaut upon tliis subject, was Father Aiulebert.* Mr. tie

Villeneuve, then Lord Lieutenant of Saumur, having invited

them both to dinner, (and that with such an obliging carriage

to the minister, that he placed him above the Jesuit, and
caused grace to be omitted,) took care they should confer in

private after dinner. It is true, Mr. Amyraut protested that

he could not forbear imparting to his colleagues all that should

pass between them. The Jesuit began by owning ' that he
' was sent by the King and his eminence to propose an agree-
' ment in point of Religion ;' and afterwards, entering upon
the matter in hand, he declared ' that the Roman Catholics
* were ready to sacrifice to the public tranquility fhe invocation of
' saints, purgatory, and the merit of good tvorks ; that they would
* set bounds to the Pope's power; and that, in case they should
' meet with opposition as to that from the covirt of Rome, they
' would lay hold on the occasion to create a Patriarch ;t that the

* Whenever I find the Jesuits employed in any affair, I immediately
suspect the integrity and sincerity of tlicir employers : But, from other
circumstances in the history of Cardinal Richelieu, it is probable that in

many of these experiments he was t tie person deceived rsLther than the deceiver.

It was very unfortunate, that the members of this daring Order abounded in

the Court of France when our Charles the First brought his (2ueen to Eng-
land, and that her Majesty afterwards afforded them such ample encourage-
ment.—Whoever has observed the purpose to which Prynne has applied the
term which a Jesuit employed respectiugthe potency of the " drug Armiui-
anism," will not admire that litigious and intolerant barrister for any
profundity of intellect displayed by him on that subject. Arminianism was
understood bv the English Puritans, generally, as something that was con-

nected with the introduction of the new rites and ceremonies, more than in

its doctrinal import of God's e.rpatisire compassion to all the ruined race of
Adam. It was in the former acceptation in which the plotting Jesuits

employed the term, as one of discord and separation to effect their own dis-

organizing purposes : In the latter meaning, it could not be applied by the

Jesuits with the design which Prynne has intimated.

t Those persons who know the history of ("ardinal Richelieu and his nego-
tiations with the Court of Rome, will entertain no doubt concerning his am-
bition in aspiring to the Patriarchate. Grotius seems not to have accounted
it an improbable event, though he expresses himself with great caution

about it, in a letter to the Chancellor Oxenstern in Julyl()38: "That pas-

sionate ebullition which was excited here against the Romish Bulls, is

somewhat subsided. The space of six weeks has been granted to the Pope's

Nuncio, in order to devise and try remedies; one among which, Father
Joseph thinks, will be his ohtuining the Cardi7ials' Purple, a favour which
has hitherto been pertinaciously denied to him. I dare not indeed form in

my mind such vast conceptions, but there are persons who suppose, that the

Cardinal [Richelieu] will rise from these beginnings, and will claim for him-
self the Patriarchal authority, which is almost that of a Pope : And, since

every thing in these cases is seized with avidity by such minds as are inclined

to bel'eve the report, some people have given this interpretation to the fol-

lowing verses, which were composed by Nostradamus, a noble and ancient

astrologer, who, in the opinion of the vulgar, foretold many events that

have been actually fulfilled :

Celui qui ttoit bien avant dans le rcgne
Ayant chef rani,'e, proche hierarcliie,

Aspreet cruel, et se fera tant craiudre
Succedera a sacree Monarchic."

This fpiotation is illustrative of the note in page fi24. Grotins bi iefly al •

hides lo this report, in Miuch, KMO, but does not express a <loci(lcd oj.iniou
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' Laity should be allowed the communion in both kinds ; and
' that they would give up several other points, provided they
' found in the Protestants a sincere desire of peace and union.'—
But, when Mr. Amyraut touched upon the doctrines of the
Eucharist, he protested, ' that, as to that tenet, no alteration
' would be admitted :' wherevipon the other answered, ' that if

' so, they could come to no agreement.'*—'Their conference

about it : "A very libellous pamphlet is circulated here ag-ainst the Cardi-
nal, accusing him of a design to etfect a schism from the Roman See. Among
other matters, it is objected against him, that lie allows christian truth to
be taught by men who are not in the Church. The favourable judgment
formedhereby the most learned men, both Senators and others, concerning my
treatise on the Truth of the Christian Religion, and the sanction of the royal
authority which it has obtained, will, 1 think, cause Voetms to feel asham-
ed of having represented it as a Mahometan or Socinian production."

* This proposition for concord between the two churches seems to have
been broken otf, on the part of Mr. Amyraut, on account of tlie realpresence
in tiie Eucharist,—a point on which a Lutheran and a Papist are at complete
agreement by means of the Ubiquitarian doctrine. This was one of my rea-
sons for asserting, in page fil5, that " the ambassador of a Lutheran nation
had, in the execution of such an excellent undertaking as the reconciliation
of Protestants with Papists, fewer prejudices to renounce than a member of
any other Protestant community."—If terms as liberal as these had been
proposed to the early Protes'ants, and had been strictly observed by the
Church of Rome, it is probable that Lutheranism would never had an ex-
istence in Germany. But as Mr. Amyraut's opinion on the real presence was
very different from Luther's, he acted the part of an honourable man, to
make that point a preliminary objection. Those who have read the notes of
Grotius on Cassander will not require to be told, that between Cassander's
terms of union, and those propounded to Amyraut, no great dissimilarity
existed. On this subject the following letter, addressed by Groliusto Rosen-
han, in March 1(J42, will be perused with interest

:

" The further 1 advance in years, and consequently the nearer my ap-
proach to the confines of the grave, the more sensibly 1 feel to owe God this
service,—to communicate to posterity those things which, in the course of
my whole life, I have been learning a"s conducive to the peace of christians ;
and I am not without hope, that persons will hereafter arise who will use
my admonitions, and those of others, to heal the dissensions which have
afforded combustible materials to the flaines of so many wars. I ascribe no
more to the Roman Pontiff, than was formerly ascribed to him by Melanc-
thon ; nor have 1 hazarded any assertion which is not most apparent from
the historical records even of the three earliest and best ages, as may be
seen in a book which has lately been published on the Primacy in the Churchy
by David Blondel, a minister in these parts among those who in France call
themselves the Refo[(MED. But i address my sincere prayers to God, to
grant such a Pope as will properly discharge his duty, and will amend what-
ever may admit of amendment. But if, in composing those works which
are in my opinion both true and useful, I do not please every one, this fact
will excite little wonder in the mind of the man who knows, that Philip du
Plessis Mornay wrote many things which were exceedingly prejudicial to the
religion of the king of France, at the very time when he enjoyed from that
monarch the highest honours, and yet he was never called to any public
account about those matters.—In the mean time the Augsburgh Confession
has been published at Paris under my superintendance ;°and 1 perceive that
the French bishops and divines entertain favourable sentiments about it. If
any one will transmit me the Swedish Liturgy translated into the Latin lan-
guage, the present will be exceedingly agreeable."

In reference to Blondel's book, Grotius, under the date of July the,31st,
IfiliS, gises the following account, whicli is very creditable to the memory
of Archbishop Laud :

" I highly praise the conduct of the Archbishop of
Canterbury, who has within Xhaa few days, by an honourable letter, ex-
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lasted about four hours. The Jesuit requh-ed secrecy ; but Mr.
Amyraut protested, according to the declaration he had made
at first to Mr. de Villeneuve, ' that he would communicate the
' whole matter to his colleagues, but that he would be answer-
^ able for their prudence and discretion.' The same evening
he gave them an account of the conference, and made no con-
science of speaking of it, as occasion offered, after the Cardinal
and Father Audebert were both dead."
Concord between Protestants and nominal Papists would

have been practicable, had the Gallican Church effected a seces-
.sion frf)m tliat of Rome, which she was more than once on the
I)oint of doing; but, in that case the union would not have
been betweeen Protestants and Roman Catholics, but between
two parties, both of whom had separated from the Popish
communion. Grotius had fluctuated greatly in his hopes and
expectations of beholding the establishment of this desirable
union. Soon after his arrival at Paris as ambassador for Swe-
den, he saw so much of the flexible nature of the Popish
institutions, and of the door which that corrupt church oj)ened
at its pleasure to mischievous innovations, as induced liim to
indulge in boding misgivings respecting a successful issue.''

liorted David Blondel, the most learned of the [French] Reformed pastors,
to publish a book which he has written against the usurped rights of the
Roman Pontiif." That able work against Popery was soon afterwards pub-
lished at Geneva.

* On the i:5th of December, 1635, he writes thus to C'amerarius, the Swed-
ish Ambassador at the Hague : " I perceive a yearly, nay, a daily increase
both of superstition and of the Pope's kingdoiii, to the grief even of those
who, having been born in that communion, remain members of it. A book
has been lately published concerning the -Scff/jw tor of the Carmelites, [a dress
worn over their shoulders,] which gives an assured promise to those who die
in this habit, that they cannot possibly be damned; and that they will not
even be dragged about in Purgatory beyond the first Saturday after their de-
cease.—Another book has likewise been published which ascribes to Mary the
prayers addressed to God, with no other change than the gender of the words,
thus, Our mother, who art in heaven, and so on to the endof the prayer. When
the Doctors of the Sorbonne were desirous of preventing the publication of
these books, the King's Council prohibited them from interfering. What
surprise therefore can be expressed about the refusal to licence anymore
publications in favour of the royal authority, and against the parasites of the
Pontiff, whoclaim for their master a jurisdiction overthe lords of the earth,
when many attempts of this description on the part of the Sorbonne and of
the Parliament, are at present frequently suppressed by orders from the
King's Council ? The book which Peter Aurelius has written in behalf of the
authority of the Bishops, and against the Jesuits who spurned the episcopal
jurisdiction, has been censured by some Bishops convened together by Cardi-
nal Richelieu. I have deemed it of importance to give you an intimation of
these things, in order to make it apparent, that there is not only no hope of
amendment, but that all things are actually in a state of deterioration."
On the li)th of June, 1638, he addressed the subjoined remarks to the

Chancellor Oxenstcrn : "With this despatch I likewise transmit a royal
decree, which will furnish much matter for conversation in France, but
much more at Rome. This edict, like many others before it, forbids any
money, or promissory notes for the payment of money, to be remitted out of
the kingdom to Rome, for the purpose of purchasing Bulls for Bishoprics,
Canonnes, and benelices ; and this is the cause assigned, ' because the prices
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When the Scotch Presbyterians afterwards entered into a con-

spiracy against their lawful sovereign, and sought to obtain

from him by force of arms those immunities which they ought

' of those commodities are enhanced, contrary to former treaties.' Many
will think this to be the foundation of a dissent from Rome ; but I am pre-

vented from entertaining such a sentiment, when 1 behold those men impri-

soned and persecuted who defend tbe ancient sentiments of France. Hut,
since the King has invested Cardinal Richelieu with his patronage, to confer

Bishoprics, Canonries, and Benefices, I suppose the Cardinal is desirous of

gaining another object—the delegation to himself, as Legate or Primate, of

the Pope's power of approbation ; and because kings can extort nothing
from the Court of Rome, except through the impulse of fear, the Cardinal
terrifies the Romish gentry by threatening them with the danger of his mak-
ing a still greater dissent [from the Church] so that they dare deny him
nothing. The present Pontiff readily foresees the magnitude of the evils

which would befal the kingdom of France, were his successor to be more
attached to the Spanish interest, and were he to manage the French atfairs

so as to make them serviceable to Spain ; and the Pope's equity on this point

communicates additional hopes to the Cardinal.—But I am induced to indulge

in no hopes of moderation on the subject of religion, when I see an associa-

tion formed here, which is called tlie Congregation for propagating the

Faith, and which frequently holds its sessions in Paris with great parade :

It lays powerful foundations for a second Inquisition; for its spies are dis-

persed through all the provinces and towns of France, and all things are
reported by them here, especially by the Capuchins, that is, the society to

which this Hyacinthus belongs, who is the inventor of the contrivance."
But the most remarkable instance of the animadversions of Grotius on

these topics is contained in a letter to Chancellor Oxenstern, in January,
1639 : " There was lately published in Paris, through the exertions of great
men, a book containing splendid documents of the liberties of the kingdom
and church of France, which have been produced from Royal edicts and
from Acts of Parliament. In it, the kingdom and church of France claim
their own liberties, not as having been received by way of gift from the
Roman Pontiffs, but as retained from ancient manners and defended by per-
petual usage. This is a work which is worthy to be read even by foreigners

;

for in it are apparent, both the artifices of the Popes, who have during many
years been attempting to extend their power,and the very difficult labours which
they encounter, who, to captivate the minds of the populace, relinquish their
rights to a power that is always on the increase. The Pope's Nuncio under-
stood well the great injury to himself which this publication would produce ;

and, after many contrivances and endeavours by his assistants and monks,
he has at length prevailed with the king's council, in the name of the king
himself, to forbid the further sale of this book which had been composed ia
favour of the king and his kingdom. Thus, under kings who are either
ignorant or indolent, as much damage is frequently sustained as can with
great difficulty be repaired by their successors. And it is a most won-
derful circumstance, that books written in favour of the rights of kings
cannot obtain a licence at Paris, while works composed in opposition to
kings and their just rights are published every day at Rome. A short time
before his death. Father Joseph was desirous of obtaining the Archbishopric
of Rheims ; and, had his life been prolonged, I believe he would have been
created Cardinal. The loss which the Elector of Bavaria has sustained by
the death of that man, is greater than that of France. For his better defence
the Cardinal [Richelieu] has taken a thousand dragoons into his immediate
service, in addition to his own body-guard. Many even of the king's body-
guards enrol themselves under his standard, because the pay and perquisites
of the soldiers retained by the Cardinal are more certain than those of the
king's troops.
VVhat an appalling

monarch ! After this able exposition of the pohtic conduct of the Roman
That an appalling picture is here drawn of the favourite of a despotic

Pontiff, and of the abject servility of those whose ambition prompted them to
obtain ecclesiastical honours from him, who can doubt of the aversion which
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to have procured in a more constitutional manner, the insidious

policy of the Church of Rome began to display itself in that

affair by a plausible liberality in its agents, and an apparent

relaxation of its ancient rigour. Flattering proposals of recon-

ciliation were tendered both in France and England; and Car-

dinal Richelieu himself advanced the projects of the Pope by
fomenting the disturbances between the English monarch and
his people.* It must never be forgotten, that the Scotch rebel-

lion was the grand cause of the last strenuous efforts of Grotius
in procuring peace and amity among professing christians

;

(see page 275,) and since he found a union between the diffe-

rent Protestant denominations to be impracticable, he tried by
means of mutual concessions to produce an agreement between
Protestants and Papists. Considering his peculiarly favourable

opportunities for observation at that crisis, it cannot be said

that Grotius had formed too sanguine calculations. Though
he appears from the first to have been fully aware of the diffi-

culties to be encountered, yet, after the fall of Archbishop
Laud, he still thought his scheme of pacification w^orthy of
being adopted.t In a letter to his brother in January l641,

Grotius said

:

Grotius felt against the increasing influence of Popery ? And who can express
any surprise at his endeavours to destroy that influence, by his pacific me-
tliodof infusing into the diseased body the only means of a radical cure,

—

the introduction of purer and more scriptural principles ? But, it will be
seen, the chief members of the body refused to accept the sanctifying reme-
dies which Grotius prescribed.
* "Cardinal Richelieu was no small incendiary in this difference betwixt the

King and Scots ; for the King making it always a great master-piece to keep
the balance even betwixt France and Spain, that, neitiier of them being too
strong forthe other, the aifairs of Christendom might be the evener poised,

he [the Cardinal] knew the French design of driving the Spaniard out of

Flanders and the rest of the Netherlands could not be ettected, unless the

King were embroiled at home : So that he sent his chaplain and almoner,
Mr. Thomas Chamberlayn, a Scotchman, to assist the confederates in

advancing the business, and to attempt all ways of exasperation, and not to

depart from them till he might return with good news in this project. Con
also, the Pope's agent to the Queen, a Scot by nation, and one Reed of the
same country, were very active ; and many Scotch Jesuits, at this time in

England, were not idle ; and Hamilton's chaplain had often secret commu-
nication with Con: All which practices were discovered in a great part by
one Andreas Habernsfield, a nobleman of Bohemia, then become physician
to the King's Sister, the Palsgrave's relict, who made it also apparent that
many of the nobility of England, and the chief favourites at Court (among
whointhe Earl and Countess of Arundel, Secretary Windebanke, and Endy-
niiou Porter,) were named to be acquainted, and consenting with their

transactions. To this the King, out of the bounty of his nature, gave not
much credit."

—

Phillips's Contmuatinn.
\ In the preceding notes it is perceived, that, in the midst of his most san-

guine expectations of ettecting unity and concord, Grotius often manifested
the misgivings of his well-informed understanding, by pertinent allusions

to posterity, to whom, he honed, his labours would prove beneficial. Of this

description is the following extract, addressed to his brother in July, 1642 :

" It is our Divine Master who commands us to labour for the concord of the

Church ; and if the issue does not correspond with the attempt, we must
exjjcct the fruits of our labour from the Master himself. We ought not to
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" I have not yet seen Du Moulin's book De Vate: If I can dis-

cover any thing in it that is worthy of refutation, I shall be

able to place it as an Addendum to the second edition of my
Appendix. When this book [xhe Appendix]] is published,

many of the Protestants will perceive, that the way to effect a

reconciliation between the Churches is much easier than they

had supposed. For, by the Pope's good leave it will be possi-

ble to retain those things in which the Reformation is believed

principally to consist, provided the Pontiff be not exasperated

by injuries. On this subject I have spoken nothing rashly ;

and Cardinal Richelieu thinks the affair will succeed : Such
undoubtedly are the expectations which he has expressed to

many persons. The Archbishop of Canterbury is now under

punishment for having entertained a most honourable and
praiseworthy purpose,'—which has frequently been the fate of

other good men.* But the prosperous success of seditions

have regard only to our own age, but also to posterity ; though I have seen
men as far advanced in years as myself, who have not despaired of yet be-

holding the accomplishment of this event in France. The change effected

in D'Or [his conversion to Popery] is the same as formerly took place in that

very learned individual, I'. Pithou ; and Casaubon himself had determined
to adopt the same plan if he had remained in France, for Cordesius was one
among others to whom he imparted his resolution. It is my most earnest

wish to see those vices cured which have crept into the church, and I shall

not be backward in tendering my advice. But we must reflect again and
again, whether it would be proper and useful to wish to heal these evils by a
divorce, especially when it is evident from the doctrines [of the Gospel]

,

that the Spirit of 'God is not present with those who form new parties. Be-
sides, the conduct of separatists affords an inlet through which other vices

obtain an entrance ; and when the licentiousness of secession is once intro-

duced, it always produces new parties, which never co-alesce with each
other."
The reports concerning Casaubon's inclination to Popery were numerous,

but unfounded : The reason of them all may be traced to his transcendent
attachment to antiquity, and to the ill treatment which he received from the
Genevan Calvinists. See page 431.

* It is a fact not generally known, that Grotius advised Archbishop Laud
to effect his escape from confinement : He could not indeed recommend the
Aameme^/tof/ as that pursued most successfully by himself : For the Arch-
bishop was a solitary bachelor ; and, on a perusal of the preceding extracts

from the letters of Grotius,—that allude to the devoted affection of his wife,

and even to the troubles to which she and his children were exposed through
his misfortunes,—and on comparing them with the monotonous imprisonment
of Laud, much of that sympathy which might be expected to exist in both
these instances will be found to be destroyed in that of the Archbishop in

consequence of his celibacy. Thus, the troubles occasionally attendant on a
married life, must not always be viewed as absolute misfortunes ; for, by the
providence of God, they frequently operate in various ways to a man's great
advantage, and are ultimately converted into blessings.—The noble answer
which the excellent Prelate returned to the very learned bearer of the pro-
posal, is highly deserving of record, on account of the view which it affords

of the unsubdued courage and integrity of the Archbishop's spirit. I give it

from TwELLs's Life of Dr. Pocock, and the extract is itself a continuation of
the paragraph quoted in page 619 :

" In a short time Mr. Pocock left Paris, and came for England; where,
taking London in his way to Oxford, he found, what he had heard several

reports of before, namely, a great change of affairs since he left the nation,

and a sad face of things. A turbulent party among the Scots,—who, when
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ought not to make us abandon the truth and our desire of
peace. For such furious attacks did not terrify Erasmus, Cas-
sander, and Melancthon, or prevent them from contributing

upon very groundless pretences they had armed themselves the last year,
had met with all the kindness and satisfaction which a very gfracious Prince
could give them,—renewing their sedition, had now invaded the northern
parts ot the knigdom. And in the Parliament, which was convened to find
out the i)roper means of sending these disorderly and ungrateful people
home, too many there were who were so far from promoting a just defence
against them, that some of them approved, and others resolved to make
use, of their designs. This unhappy correspondence between those that
raised these troubles, and several of them that were now called upon as only
able to quiet them, disappointed all the peaceable endeavours of a pious and
good king, and even began to shake the very foundations of the kinedom.
1 he thing that was now first and most violently attacked, was the Eccle-
siastical Government established by law. This hierarchy, as it is agreeable
to the word of God, and warranted by the constant practices of the church
of Christ in all places and at all times, so it had for fourscore years, reckon-
ing from the beginning of Queen Elizabeth's reign, stood both the glory and
the defence of the Church of England. And, as a learned gentleman was
pleased to express his sense of the matter, 'upon the account of its anti-
^ quity alo7ie, it must be concluded now to need repair.' But repairing or
mending was but a mean attempt for the violent zeal of some others :

Wherelore they were for making an utter destruction of all the roots and
branches ol it, even a total abolition. That this last course might be taken,
was earnestly desired by such as, doubtless, had made a deep search into
the nature ot the thing, to wit, some thousands of tradesmen in and about
the cityot London, who were ready also to demand, what they thus re-
quested, at the doors of the Parliament. And the.se were soon seconded by
five and twenty hundred Kentishmen, who had found, by experience,' as
they said in their petition, ' Episcopacy to be verv dangerous both to
' church and commonwealth.' The ecclesiastical government itself being
thus struck at, it could not be expected that the Governors should escape.
Accordingly, the chief of these, the Archbishop of Canterbury, was early
accused of high-treason

; and several of those who had been justly punished
in the courts wherein he was concerned, for seditious and immoral prac-
tices, were let loose against him to worry him even to death.

•' The Archbishop, having been ten weeks in the custody of Mr. Maxwell,
Gentleman Usher of the Black-rod, waiting for the charge which was to he
brought up against him, was committed to the Tower, March 1, 1640;
about which time or a little after, Mr. Pocock came to London. And he
thought himself under the same obligation to go and pay his duty to bis
Patron now in his confinement, as if he had been still on the height of his
former prosperity either at his Palace at Lambeth, or his lodgings in White-
haU. Being admitted to his presence, doubtless, the vast difference of cir-
cumstances which he now beheld, from those he had formerly seen him in,
could not but fill his mind with the just sense of the uncertainty of human
greatness, and the trausitoriness of worldly honour and power, even when
established npon innocence and virtue. He now saw a man, who, beside
his highstationiu the church, had been for many years thefavouriteof agreat
and good Prince; a man, whose advice was most followed in affairs of state,
which he still gave according to his best wisdom and with undoubted inte-
grity ; a man, whose requests to the throne were seldom or never denied;
tor it was manifest that he managed no private interest for himself or his
relations

; but had long devoted all that he had to the public good : This
man, Mr. Pocock now saw fallen from that eminence on which he stood,
become the object of popular hatred and contempt, reproached, accused,
and shut up in prison, there to expect the bitter effects of the malice of his
enemies and the madness of the people.
" The Archbishop received Mr. Pocock with many expressions of a very

great esteem, and a most hearty kindness ; he thanked him for the pains he
liad been at, in procuring so many curious manuscripts for him in the East,
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their prayers and counsels towards the promotion of truth and

peace. It is the prerogative of God, to know the junctures of

the times and seasons : it is our part, to perform ovir duty, and
to live or to die in good desires."

I have quoted, in page 278, a passage in praise of the Eng-
lish Liturgy, which was written by Grotius only a few months
prior to his decease ; to the same period belongs the following

unbiassed testimony to the excellence of the Church of Eng-
land, to which the admirers of that great man will attach a

proper value : " I have received letters from Corvinus : I am
glad to find him steadfast in his reverence for antiquity. I

think there are few like him among the Remonstrants ; if there

were, I v/ould persuade them to appoint some among them.-

selves and elevate them to a higher degree of eminence as Bis-

and for the several accounts of things, which, from time to time, he had
sent him thence; he told him, • that he very well knew what that diligence,
' together with an extraordinary ])iety and learning-, deserved, from him ;

* that he had firmly purposed to make a just acknowledgment of all, by
' some considerable preferment on his return; and that the impossibility of
* doing it, which he was now reduced to, was such an addition to his other
' afflictions as very sensibly touched him.'—Mr. Poccck, who could not but
be much affected with so obliging a discourse, returned him thanks both for

the favours he had already conferred on him, and for those which he bad
further designed for him. And lamenting the unjust usage he had met with,
and the imprisonment he now suffered, he delivered to him a message relat-

ingtoboth, which Hugo Grotius had charged him with when he waited on
him at Paris. It was the humble advice and request of that learned man,
* that his Grace would find out some way, if possible, to escape out of the
' hands he was now in, and pass to some place beyond the seas, there to
* preserve himself for better times, at least to obtain some present security
* from the malice of his bitter enemies and the rage of a deluded people.

—

'This,* Mr. Pocock told him, ' that excellent person had earnestly pressed
* him to move his Grace to, as soon as he should be able to have access to
' him ; and he hoped the thing would appear so reasonable to him, that he
' would neglect no means or opportunity that might be offered to put it iii

* execution.'
" Though this was a course which had been lately followed by some other

great men, particularly by the Lord Keeper of the Great Seal, and by one of
the principal secretaries of state,—the former having withdrawn himself
into Holland, the latter into France,—the Archbishop, as soon as it was
thus proposed to him, declared his resolution against it. ' 1 am obliged,'
said ne, ' to my good friend Hugo Grotius, for the care he has thus ex-
* pressed of my safety; but I can by no means be persuaded to comply with
* the counsel he hath given me. An escape, indeed, is feasible enough

;

* yea, it is, I believe, the very thing which my enemies desire ; for every
* day an opportunity for it is presented to me, a passage being left free, in
* all likelihood for this purpose, that I should endeavour to take the advan-
* tage of it. But they shall not be gratified by nie, in what they appear to
' long for. I am almost seventy years old ; and shall 1 now go about to pro-
' long a miserable life, by the trouble and shame of flying ? And were I
* willing to be gone, whither should I fly ? Should I go into France, or any
* Popish country, it would be to give some seeming ground to that charge of
* Popery they have endeavoured, with so much industry and so little reason,
* to fasten upon nie. But if I should get into Holland, I should expose
* myself to the insults of those Sectaries there to whom my character is
' odious, and have every Anabaptist come and pull me by the beard. No,
' I am resolved not to think of flight; but, continuing where I am, pati-
* ently to expect and bear what a good and a wise Providence hath provided
' for me, of what kind soever it shall be.'

"
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hops, and to receive imposition of hands from the Irish Arch-
bishop who is now in Holland.* These Bishops, when thus con-
secrated, might afterwards ordain the rest of the pastors, and
so commence their return to customs which are at once ancient

* Whenever 1 read such ardent and disinterested avowals as these in favour
of British interests and of our eoclesiastical establishment, 1 lament that
the proffered services of the great man from whom they proceeded were not
accepted, at the period to which reference is made in page 598. In that grand
crisis, the exemplary virtues, talents, and political experience of Grotius,
might have been of the greatest benefit, not only to the cause of royalty,
but likewise to that of constitutional liberty. Yet my decided conviction is,

that his devotion to the affairs of Great Britain would, in the singularly-
inflamed state of parties which then existed, have produced no felicitous

results, unless he could have had influence sufficient to divert the popular
torrent into a foreign channel ; and his presence in the contest, like that of
some of the enlightened and liberal ministers of King Charles, who were
called into office in the decline of his affairs, would only have served to grace
the temporary triumph of anarchy and fanaticism. Indeed, a man could
scarcely have been selected throughout Europe, whose elevation to official

employment in the state would have afforded stronger grounds of dissatis-

faction, than that of Grotius would have done, to the Puritanic faction both
in Parliament and out of it ; and the very natural and laudable aversion of
the English to the encouragement of foreigners, would, in that morbid state

of public feeling, have augmented the national grievances, and might have
alienated the minds of some of the staunchest friends to the monarchy.
Archbishop Laud, in the height of his power, had found it difficult to main-
tain himself against the undue odium which had been excited against
Arminianism,—though he, and the great men with whom he acted, always
and with much justice disclaimed the appropriation of the epithet to their

religious sentiments, which they constantly proved to be obvious deductions
from the public formularies of the Church of England. His difficulties

therefore would have increased tenfold, had he brought into power a man
who had from his youth defended the tenets of Arminius, and who consi-
dered them synonimous to " those grand scriptural principles on which alone
\\eco\AA justijy the ways of God to man !" Some ill-natured censors will

perhaps object, that Laiid would not have relished such a compeer in the
govenmient, on accoiuit of the strong attachment to public liberty and to

that of his native country which Grotius had always professed, and for which
he was then enduring a living martyrdom. This supposition, if correct,

ought to excite poignant regret in every British heart, that considers the
importance of the moderate counsel which such a wise statesman would
have given, and which under Providence might have saved the nation from
those evils with which it was subsequently visited. I readily grant, that the
views which Grotius entertained of the principles both of civil and religious

liberty were more elevated and correct than those of the Archbishop; yet
there are circumstances respecting the refusal conveyed through Vossius, that
mark a proper national feeling on the part of Laud, which must extort ap-
plause from his very enemies.
That Grotius could not at that period have found an asylum in England,

will not appear wonderful to any one who reflects, that our king's own sister

and her royal offspring were then in Holland, and principally supported by
the bounty of the Prince of Orange, who had voted with the majority of the
nobles for his removal out of the United Provinces. A marriage was likewise

at that time in prospect between the young Prince of Orange who subse-
tiuently became William the Second, and the Princess Royal of England ;

and though the parties were then very young, yet the marriage was soon
afterward consummated. It was not probable therefore, that King Charles
would offend a government with which he was on terms of amity and strict

alliance.—But Grotius had written early in life (Hi09) his treatise entitled

Marc L'lherum, the best eulogy on which is, that his majesty's present minis-
ters (1K2;5) have adopted several of the principles advanced by the author, in

liieir recent modifications of what are generally called our Navigation Laws.
'J'Lis work had been published in favour of the right claimed by the Dutch,
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and salutary. Wherever those customs have been despised, the

licence for framing new opinions has increased, and has created

new churches; and what the articles of belief in such churches

will be a few years hence, we cannot determine."

to fish for herrings on the coasts of Great Britain.—As early as 1626, King
James the First had commanded our illustrious countryman, John Selden,
to prepare collections for proving the right of the crown of England to the

Dominion of the Seas ; he commenced the undertaking, but had not finished

it in 1629, the time when he and other members of the House of Commons
were imprisoned by order of the Court. On this subject Dr. Heylin observes,
" stomaching the submission and acknowledgment which he was forced to

make in the High Commission for publishing his book of tythes, and sensible

of the smart which he had found from the pens of Tillesly, Montague, and
Nettles, in their answers to him, he [Selden] did not only suppress the

book which he had written in the king's defence, but carried an evil eye to

the Court and Church for a long time after. But being a man of great parts,

and eminent in the retired walks of learning, he was worth the gaining,

which Canterbury takes upon him, and at last effecteth. By his persuasion

he not only perfected, but published that laborious piece, which he dedi-

cated to his majesty, whose cause he pleaded." In Piiillips's Conti/iuatmt

it is said: " The merchants of London and other parts made great com-
plaints at the end of the last year [1634] of the obstructions of trade, for

want of good convoys to secure them against the Turks and other pirates

that infeited our coast ; which made the king very earnest in making pre-

parations to make himself strong at sea, to which he vvas the more inclined

for the vindication of his just authority of the sovereignty of the British

Seas; which was not only actually usurped by the Hollanders, but the

right itself disputed by a tract, written by HugoGrotius, a learned man of

that time, called Mare Liberum. But whilst the king ^-^ /«> ;>oM't'r omitted

not to maintain his right, our learned Selden b^/ his pen encountered Grotius,

in a learned book called y>/a7-e Clausmn, wherein he did not only assert the

sovereignty or dominion of the British Seas to the crown of England, but

clearly proved by constant and continual practice that the king of England
used to levy money fronj the subjects, for the providing of ships and other

necessaries, to maintain that sovereignty which did of ri^ht belong unto
them. But before the writing of this tract, the king had well advised how to

enable himself with treasure, to support his authority, and defend the king-

doms by the industry of Noy, his Attorney-<ieneral, a most indefatigable

inquisitor into our ancient records, who had found many precedents for levy-

ing a naval aid upon the subjects by the sole authority of the king, whenso-
ever the safety and preservation of the kingdom did require it of him and
that such aid had been heretofore levied in the same year in which the kings

that took it had received subsidies m the way of Parliament."
Archdeacon Nicholson tells us. in his English Historical Library, " It is

very plain, that when the author [Selden] penned this book, he was not

such an inveterate enemy to the prerogative-doctrine of sbip-money, as

afterwards. For he professedly asserts, that, in the defence of their sover-

eignty at sea, our kings constantly practised the levying great sums on their

subjects without the concurrence of their Parliaments. His authorities

indeed are brought down no lower than the reign of Henry the Second. But
even so, the service was reckoned of that valuable kind, as that, by an
express order of the king and council, the book was delivered to the Barons

of the Court of Exchequer in open Court, to be by them laid up, as a most
inestimable jewel, amongst the chief records which concern the Crown."
Dr. Heylin's concluding remarks are worth transcribing: " The service

was as grateful as the author acceptable ; from henceforth both a frequent

and a welcome guest at Lambeth-house, where he was grown into such

esteem with the Archbishop, that he mi^ht have chose his own preferment

in the Court (as it was then generally believed) had he not undervalued all

other employments in respect of his studies. But possibly there might be

some other reason for his declining such employments as the Court might
offer. He had not yet forgotten the aifronts which were nut upon him about

his history of tythes, (for in the notion of aflfronts he beheld them always)
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It Wcas not to be expected, that a man, who thus exerted

himself for obtaining christian unity, could escape censure:

As early as 1628, one of the chiefpublic officers in the State of

Holland, and a celebrated Dutch divine, united in depreciat-

and therefore did but make fair weather for the time, till he could have an
opportunity to revenge himself on the church and church-men, the king
being taken into the reckoning. For no sooner did the Bishop begin to sink
in power and credit under the first pressures of the late long Parliament, but
he published a book in Greek and Latin by the name Eutichyus, with some
notes upon it. In which he made it his chief business to prove, that Bishops
did no otherwise differ from the rest of the Presbyters than doth a master of
a College from the rest of the Fellows,—by consequents, that they differed
only in degree not in order. And afterwards, when his majesty began to

decline in the love of the Parlianicnt, and that the heats grew strong between
them, be was afiirmed to have written the answer to his majesty's declara-
tion about the Commission of Array : AVhich in effect proved a plain putting
of the sword into the hands of the people. So hard it is for any one to dis-

cern the hearts of men by their outward actions, but the God that made
them !" What a difference in these last particulars between the conduct of
Gkotius a foreign ambassador at another Court, and Seldf.n a native Bri-
ton! The exertions of the former, in behalf of the just rights of the king
and the church, when both were in peril from the attacks of Republican
levellers, were of the most disinterested kind ; while the temporizing beha-
viour of Selden, when public affairs were brought to a crisis, was evidently
in opposition to the convictions of his better judgment, and can be viewed as
little more than the coyness of a pseudo-patriot who courted popular ap-
plause because it was agreeable to him and flattered his passions.

The important consequences involved in this affair, which was in reality

the hinge on which the civil war turned, do not require to be pointed out to

those who are acquainted with the instructive History of that ajra. This
fact will of itself account for Archbishop Laud's unwillingness to encourage
the hopes of Grotius respecting an appointment at the Court of England ;

and his cautious manner of exjjlaining himself to Vossius, (page 599) shews
the reasons which prevailed with him, in declining Grotius's proffered ser-
vices, to have been secrets of the king's council. But whether the employ-
ment of that illustrious foreigner would have proved personally gratifying or
disagreeable to the Archbishop, it is certain that it could not have been very
palatable to Selden and the party to which he was attached. 1 have often
reflected upon a phrase employed by Mr. Evelyn in his Diary, during the
Avar with Holland in 1672, which, he said, was begun " for no provocation
but that the Hollanders exceeded us in industry, and in all things hut
ENVY !" After all " the love of country" which 1 feel, I cannot deny that
there is much truth in the assertion. M. Chauvin tells us, '* Some indeed
are of opinion, that Selden wrote his treatise De Jure Natiirali et Gentium
juxta disciplinam Eh^-worum [in 1646] out of emulation to the work of Gro-
tius De Jure lielli Pacisque." If this be true, his failure in the attempt was
remarkable ; and such a paltry opposition to the increasing posthumous
fame of his foreign rival, affords a striking contrast to the playfulness with
which Grotius, in 1636, greeted the publication of Selden's Mare Clatisum
in a beautiful Latin Epigram, to which he prefixed the subjoined observa-
tions :

" Selden has assumed a famous sounding title for bis book, in which
he combats my /ijMjff^ire expressions with *moMs objections. I am much
obliged to that man of learning and politeness, for having treated me in a
maimer that is at once learned and polite. Yet, 1 think, I have not injured
the bond of friendship, which subsists between us, by the subjoined Epigram

:

Ipsum compedihus qui vinxerat Ennosigeeum,
Est Grceca, Xerxes multus in historia.

Lucullum iMtii Xerxem dixere togntum :

Seldenus Xerxes ecce Britannus erit
!"

The classical reader will not require to be told, that these lines contain the
germ of Dryden's elegant Epigram,

Three Poets, in three distant ages born,
Greece, Itaii/ and Britain did adorn, ijr.
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ing the work of Grotius on the Truth of the Cliristian Religion,

because it neither contained every thing which they wished,

nor were all its arguments stated after their manner. Their

objections might have had an air of probability, if the work
had professed to be merely an appeal to the passions, which is

a course not always to be neglected ; but since it was more an

argumentative than a hortatory production, their remarks were
egregiously misapplied. In fact, it was a book unsuited to the

region in which it was composed ; its object being to teach

men how to live well, rather than how to be subtle disputants. In

reference to such objections, Grotius said, " I do not heed the

scandalous rumours disseminated by Heinsius and Thysius.

There is not in Paris a single person, whether Papist or Protes-

tant, that does not approve of the production. But perhaps

Heinsius and Thysius are of the same opinion as Voetius, 'that

* to place the principal part of religion in an observance ofChrist's

'commands is rank Socinianism.' But I perceive this was
accounted the principal part of religion by the christians of

the primitive ages; and their various assemblies, divines and
martyrs taught, ' that the doctrines necessary to be known are
' exceedingly few, but that God forms his estimate of us from
* the purpose and intention of an obedient spirit.'* I am like-

* 1 might quote numerous instances of the piety of Grotius, in explicitly

acknowledging the hand of God in all his ways, and in submitting himself

and his atl'airs with unfeigned humility to the Divine disposal ; but I shall

content myself with the following brief and characteristic notice.

In the folio edition of the ^notations on the Gospels, published by De
Bleau, a beautiful portrait of Grotius is inserted at the close of the Preface.

As the good Dutchmen knew, that books, even in those days of comparative
innocence, were frequently despoiled of such a treasure, they provided
against the evil by printing the conclusion of the preface on the reverse of

the portrait-page ; so that if any book-embellisher felt an itching to commit
a depredation, he was deterred through a fear of mutilating the Preface, the

fraction in which would tfll its own .story if the Portrait were not present to

answer for itself. Under the portrait were displayed the following titles of

honour, which had been bestowed on Grotius, " Privy Counsellor to the
" Queen and the realm of Swedei;,',and their Ambassador to his Most Chris-

*' tian Majesty, formerly Pensionary of Rotterdam, and Deputy from the
" same city to the States of Holland and West Friezlaud." Beneath these

official distinctions was engraved an elegant Latin epigram by Daniel Hein-
sius. When Grotius received the presentation copies from the binder, he
was grieved to iiud such a superb image of himself, which, how tolerable

soever it might be in a book of merely human lore, was, in his opinion,

improperly prefixed to a book of Divine wisdom. On that occasion he
expressed his feelings in the following strong manner to his brother :

'* After

the copies of my Annotations on the Gospels had been returned tome by the

bookbinder, I was exceedingly grieved when I beheld a portrait of myself
added to the back of the Preface with that invidious and boasting proclama-
tion of titles, which 1 never wish to see appended to any work of mine, but,

least of all, to this production which inculcates humility of spirit. Fur this

reason I tore it out of my copies ; and 1 desire, above all things, that it may
be removed from the remainder of the impression. 1 earnestly request you
to perform this service for me, as an affair which greatly concerns my
reputation. I should prefer the preface to remain, if the portrait can be

abstracted from it without injury; but if that cannot be done, I wish the

portrait to be removed^ even with the loss of the preface,"
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wise of the same opinion, and shall never repent of havinig'

maintained it." If his Calvinistic friends in Holland were thus

Gfotius not only practised but unceasingly inculcated the duty of prayer
and thanksgiving to God Almighty, the Giver of every good and perfect gift

;

this devotioual feeling is apparent in the letters to his friends, and in bis
principal treatises. Nay, he ascribed far more to the potency of earnest and
faithful prayer, than many of those persons in the present "age who wish to
be accounted his brethren in Arminianism, but not more than the scriptures
of Truth and the writings of the Ancient Fathers teach us to expect. Some
men of this class would call the following passage " highly enthusiastical,"
but every man of piety will style the doctrine propounded " trulv scriptural."
In his posthumous treatise on the Authority of the Supreme Powers tvith
regard to Ecclesiastical Affairs, (chap, v, 9,) he thus expresses himself

:

"But a knowledge of sacred matters is not so intricate as some persons
wish it to appear. ' Theology or religion,' says Nazianzen, ' is a simple and
' naked affair, without great artifice, and consisting of Divine testimonies

;

• and yet some people wickedly convert it into an art of much difficulty.' In
those things which it is expedient for those in Supreme Authority to l<now,
and the knowledge of which is sufficient, the Divine assistance will not be
withheld; and, by this aid, what wouldotherwise have been defective through
want of time, will be very easily supplied. One of the Ancients has said,
• that he had derived far more instruction from prayer than from reading.'
God is not inattentive to these prayers of his Church, Give t lie Kmg thi/

judgments, O God, and thy righteoiisnessto the King's son, (Psalm Ixxii, 1.)
And David says, (Ps. li, 8,) Thou hast taught me to know thy secret wisdom.
The youthful Solomon confessed, ' that he did not know how togooutorcome
in :' He was overpowered by the multitude of hissubjects and the weight
of his afl'airs, and said, 'Who is able to judge this thy so great a people ?'

He therefore beseeches God to give him an understanding heart, to judge his
people, and to discern between good and evil. What was God's answer .^

He said, ' Because thou hast asked this thing, &c., lo, 1 have given thee a
• wise and an understanding heart.' It is a common saying, ' that God and
• nature are not wanting in things that are necessary :' Since therefore em-
pires are ordained by God, and indeed principally for the defence of true
religion, what can be so agreeable to the Divine Goodness as to supply, to
those who piously pray for them, the things that are necessary for the i ight
performance of their duties ? For it cannot be credited, that He, who under
the Old Testament often endued the Supreme Powers with the peculiar gift
of prophecy, can deny any one those requisites without which it would be
impossible for him to administer the affairs of government ?—But ' in these
last days He has spoken to us by his Son,' in whom God the Father has
unfolded all his counsel respecting the salvation of mankind. After Him,
we have no longer many masters, but one is our Master, even Christ, and of
his fulness have all we received.Wherefore no new revelation is now required,
as was formerly the case ; but only the constant promulgation of the revealed
will of heaven. Nor is there any thing, of whose obscurity or subtlety any
man may complain; for ' the word is nigh unto us, in our mouth atid in
our heart.' (Rom. X, 8.) Nor is the doctrine of the gospel concealed from
any one, except from him whose mind Satan has blinded. (2 Cor. iv, 4.J
Therefore ail are said to he taught of God, and to know God: and thus so
far was fulfilled through Christ the wish which Moses breathed. Would God
that all the Lord's people were prophets ! (Numb, xi, 29.)
" But if to understand thedoctrine of the gospel be thus easy and accom-

modated to all christians, among whom many are illiterate and busy, and
have to provide a maintenance for theniselves by the constant labourof their
hands,—what is there that can possibly exclude kings from such a general
benefit ? particularly when the Apostle applies specially to kings that uni-
versal proposition, God our Saviour will have all men to he saved, and to come
unto the knowledge of the truth. (I Tim. ii, 4.) Inflamed with this confidence,
when it was the duty of the emperor Theodosius to pronounce judgment in a
matter of faith between several sects, he implored Divine aid in secret, and
it was not withheld. Justinian obtained the same blessing, when he published
such a Confession of Faith as Contius has truly called, • a more complete
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exaspeivated against him for inculcatinnf " an observance of
Christ's commands," it is not wonderful that this calumny was

* and perspicuous Confession than those which have been published by any of
• the Fathers or Bishops.' Few indeed in number, and obvious to the capa-
city of every man, are those things the behef and performance of which are
necessary to salvation, as well as those things which, though not absolutely
necessary, are nevertheless of great importance in the Church ; for they
clearly shine forth, first, in the holy scriptures, and then in the perpetual
consent of the Church in the state of her purity. With regard to the rest

that are not necessary, there is scarcely a single thing to cause any trouble
to those who are in supreme authority. Yet if any thing should transpire that
is unexpected and has never been the subject of premeditation, (an occur-
rence more frequent in profane than in sacred affairs,} let those in authority
proceed leisurely and take faithful counsel."
This treatise and several others were abridged and translated, from the

Latin ofGrotius.by Barksdaleduriiigthe Inter-regnum ; and they contributed
much towards enlightening the British public on the principles of Arminian-
ism. In the dedi'-ation of his translation to " my Lord and Lady Chandos,"
he gives this brief but just character of Grotius :

" The Author, born in a fow; country, hath, by his excellent works both
divine and human, raised himself to the just repute of the most general and
the wisest scholar of his time : So that it is become a character of an ingenu-
ous student, (as it was said in the last age of his countryman, the great
Erasmus,) to be well versed in the books of Grotius : Out of whose magazine
our best English writers, to their praise, have borrowed some of their best
furniture. The argument of this work is worthy the study of princes and
great persons ; from whom certainly God expects a greater care of his

church's peace and order. To which purpose the grave author hath here
said some things first of all ; some, with a better grace than any other ; and
some, that, alt^iough they have been said very well by our own men, yet per-
ha])s will be better taken (as the English humour is,) from the pen of a
stranger. The translator's design is partly public, in this scribbling age,
(wherein yet we have need of more good books, to out the many bad ones,)
to cast in his mite into the treasury of the Church of England, whom, as the
moderate author much honoured, so he professeth himself so be one of her
poor children," &c.
The letters of Grotius are an invaluable treasure to a young statesman,

on account of the many sage maxims, founded upon the principles of sound
jurisprudence, which they contain. His views of the different policy pur-
sued by the Court of France, and by that of England, are very interesting.
Cardinal Richelieu kept the hot spirits of the former nation long engaged in
a foreign war ; but a similar course was not adopted by the British ministry.
It is scarcely necessary to advert to the results : France, which for several
preceding years had been a prey to dreadful intestine broils, was preserved
through the policy of its statesmen ; while Great Britain was deluged with
blood, in consequence of all the malcontents being pent up together in the
British Isles, and having no foreign object on which to vent their over-
charged zeal and impetuosity. In the note page 6i;i, Grotius alludes to the
importance of a foreign war, and the two subjoined quotations refer to the
same topic.

Under the date of January 22, 1(>39, he says : " The French are in reality
waiting to see what the English will do about the treaty, and in this they act
with propriety. The commotions which are breaking out again in Scotland
will cause some delay about the treaty; although, as I told the English,
it is often a piece of prudence, under the pretence of a foreign war, to remove
the heads ot a faction, and the flower of military men. It may likewise be
readily believed, that several unjust suspicions will die away, when it

becomes apparent that the English Court openly grants its aid to the affairs

of the Elector Palatine and of the I'rotestants." And on June 1, I(i41, he
wrote thus: " lam also of your opinion, that the business is completed
respecting the treaty between the Swedes and the French ; and that the
report, about the treat}/ being in force till the conclusion of a mutual peace,
is circulated for the purpose of affrighting the enemy ; but that the Swedes
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afterwards revived by the British Calvinists, for nearly the

same reasons, when Grotius appeared in the ranks against their

principles and practices."* Archbishop Laud, who shewed him-.

have stipulated in a separate article, if the affairs of Germany be restored to

a better state, that they shall be allowed to conclude a separate peace. For it

cannot be doubted, that it is the interest of the French Ministry to continue the
war as long as possible. The King of England also would probably have
committed no great error, if he had some time ago anticipated and prevented
these domestic commotions by engaging in a foreign war. What termination
those hostile armies, daring seditions, and lamentable punishments will

have, becomes now a question that is not easy of solution. All these events
have undoubtedly occurred at a period the most inconvenient and prejudicial

to the Elector Pa'latine."

Born under a Republic, Grotius had, early in life, written with great abi-

lity in defence of that form of government," and yet with such caution as

must extort admiration. But his own subsequent experience of the multi-
form tyrannies into which the corrupt Batavian Republic was ramified, and
other collateral circumstances, had taught him to entertain more enlarged
views of general government, without abating a particle of his ardent attach-
ment to the cause of gjeimine liberty. Without reflecting on the change
that had been effected in the Republic itself, which had not retained the
masculine integrity that it possessed when it first cast off the trammels of
the Spanish tyranny. Rivet reproached him for this alteration in his politi-

cal principles ; and part of the reply which Grotius returned to this charge
is quoted in page 214. At the close of it he says, " After all these conces-
sions, Grotius may now surely be permitted to amend and grow better, after

he has by a more extensive course of reading and continued meditation
become older, and attained to a state of life that is uninfluenced by party-
interests." The following extract, written in January, 1643, alludes to the
same subject :

" I am not wishful to undertake the defence of those objec-
tions which are raised against me, from my treatise on the Antiquitii of the
Jiatavion Republic. For I transgressed the bounds of moderation, through
my partiality for that Republic in which I lived ; and years consume within
lis" much of this youthful impetuosity. Yet it is not ecjuitable, that the king
of England should be injured by what I have said in my earlier productions.
For his Majesty is the successor of a monarch, who obtained the kingdom
by conquest of arms, and not by compact or treaty ; and the king requires
nothing, except what has been sanctioned i)y the usage and practice of his

ancestors,—according to which the king alone possesses the executive power
of government : He has a right to declare war or conclude a peace, and to

distribute civil, ecclesiastical and military rewards. The only thing which
the king is not accustomed to do without the Parliament, nor the Parliament
without the king, is the enactment of new laws or the imposing of taxes.

Such are the opinions of all the Lawyers who wrote before the cumnience-
ment of these commotions."

* This report was revived, not only at the period when Grotius wrote
against the seditious attempts of the Scotch (lalvinists, but subsequently
when Dr. Owen wrote his treatise on the Perseverance of the Saints. Baxter,
who delighted in opposing Owen, wrote his Grotian KeUglon to prove, that

Grotius was not a Socinian but a rank Papist. On the uncharitable and futile

attempts of both these men, the Rev. Herbert Thorudike very justly observes :

" We have seen two men of repute, nov^ amongst us, censure Grotius his

labours upon the scriptures; from which I acknowledge to have received
much advantage. The one of iheui hath made him a Socinian, the other a
Papist. Boih could have given us no better argument that he was neither,

than this, that lie cannot be both. It is not my intent to bring men's per-

sons into consideration w ith the common concernment of Christianity and of

God's church. To his own master he stands or falls. I do but instance in an
eminent person, that must needs bea Papist, though never reconciled to the

Church of Rome; that must needs be a Socinian, though appealing to the

original consent of the whole church : Upon which terms, how should there

be any such things as Papists or Socinians? I remember an admonition of
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self on all occasions extremely solicitous about purity of
doctrine, was both surprised and grieved at the charge thus
preferred; and he confidentially requested from Grotius some
explanation about it, the substance of which is thus related in

a letter to his brother, under the date of June 4, 1639:
" I am not much affected by the calumnies about Socinian-

ism with which I am aspersed by some of the worst of men ; for

they will be easily refuted, before equitable judges, by those
writings which I have already published or which are prepared
for publication. In the doctrines which relate more to jier-

formance than to speculation, Socinus has happened to adopt
such opinions as are correct and ancient : These I will not
desert, and I think I conferred about them with Johnson when
at Hamburgh. I have likewise had frequent conversations with
Ruarus. I have defended the ancient opinions concerning the

Trinity, the Satisfaction of Christ, the injliction of punishments
when this life is ended ; and I have refuted the contrary opinions
from the sacred writings, from the consent of christian anti-

quity, and even from experience. Ruarus answered me, on
the topic of Christ's Satisfaction, in such a manner as to leave

his bitler adversary,Dr. Rivet, 'that the See of Rome will never thank him for
what he writ.' And from thence I inferred, as charity obliged me to infer,
that the common good of Christianity, and of God's church, oblig-ed him to
that, for which he was to expect thanks on no side. This for certain : Grotius
never lived by maintaining division in the church. Whether any body doth
so or not, I say not. Their Master will judge them for it, if they do."

If some persons he inclined to excuse Owen, who, when he made a large
display of his borrowed materials, had not the opportunity of consulting the
letters of Grotius, which would have amply explained what he wished to
exhibit as inexplicable; such a palliating circumstance cannot be pleaded
in favour of his biographer, who, instead of re])eating " a thrice-refuted
tale," ought to have informed himself more accurately of the facts, and not
have told us about " the evidence alleged against that celebrated man from
his epistle to Crellius, and his conversation on his death bed." For he ought
to have known, that the letter to Crellius was given in a mutilated state;
and that the alleged " conversation of Grotius on his death-bed" is the abo-
minable fabrication by Rivet, to which I have alluded in page 28.5, and
which is completely falsified, in the same page, by the letter of Quistorpius,
the Lutheran clergyman who attended Grotius in his dying moments. Mr.
Orme must feel ashamed on perusing, in a subsequent note, an extract from
the Magazine of his own denomination, which shews the salutary eftect of
the kindness of Grotius on the mind of Crellius the Socinian. 1 cannot con-
clude this note more appropriately, than by the following brief quotation from
Mede's Letters, that offers a shrewd explanation of the reasons which too
frequently induced the Puritans to stigmatize with the name of Papists and
Socininns those who differed from them in doctrinal sentiments.
" To be neareror further off from tlie man of sin, is not, I think, the mea-

sureoftruthand falsehood: nor that, which would bemostdestructive of him,
always true and warrantable. Jf it be, there be some in the world, that
would be more orthodox and reformed christians than any of us. The Soci-
nians, you know, deny, « that souls live after death, until the resurrection :'

or ' that Christ hath carneni et sanguinem now in heaven ;' both as most
destructive of the idolatrous errors of the man of sin ; the first, of Purgatory
and Invocation of Saints, (which, they say, can never be solidly everted, as
long as it is supposed souls do live,) the other of Trausubstantiation of the ele-
ments of bread and wine into the body and blood of Christ. Is not this to
undermine Antichrist with a vengeance, as they say .'"
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between us very little room for controversy. I have also

brought completely over to my sentiments some other persons

who had formerly been Socinians. I occasionally correspond
with Ruarus, who frequently writes to me ; I reply to him as

one man does to another^ and his claims for this civil treatment
from me are far greater than those which induced St. Basil to

maintain a correspondence with the heathen Libanius. For
you may often by affability and kindness communicate instruc-

tion to such persons, as by your harshness and severity you
would render still more hardened. I informed the Archbishop
of these circumstances, through a divine of the name of Goffe,*

who had called upon me : and I have written about them to the

Senator Reygersberg and to Vossius, both of whom according

to their own pleasure and discretion may shew to their friends

my former letters, if there be any among them who are infected

by the pestilential vapour of such silly falsehoods. But I wish
them to exhibit the whole, and not to injure them hy extracts.

I know that it is impossible for me to satisfy Rivet and others,

who are designedly envious and malignant, and who often do
not understand the very questions about which they are treat-

ing : I do not esteem them so highly, as either to engage myself
in giving them satisfaction, or to request others to do it for

me. I have had some conversation about these matters with
Bysterfield, who says, that you understood, what I had also

heard, ' that Crellius declared, a short time before his death,
' he never would have written against me had he previously
* read my sentiments on the payiicipotion of piimshment, in my
' book on the Laws of War and Peace.f The Chancellor of Swe-
den has a surgeon who is a Socinian."

* Grotius referred to Goffe's visit, on the 16th of Oct. 1638, in the sub-
joined letter : " A celebrated English divine has brought me [to Paris] some
parts of a letter, which 1 addressed a long time ago to (Jreljius, who had
most politely sent one to me, which J answered with equal politeness. The
followers of Socinus, wishful to interpret this affability of mine into an
argument of my concurrence with them, have distributed parts of that let-

ter in England. 1 should have preferred their publication of the whole with-
out curtailment ; it would then have been made apparent, that 1 had not
changed any of my former sentiments. This fact I rendered evident to the
English divine, both from my treatise oh the Laws of JFar and Peace in the

chapter concerning the participation of punishment, in more passages than
one of my book ow the Truth of the Christian Religion, and from my Anno-
tations on the Gospel of St. Matthew ; so that he will now be enabled coin-

Eletely to silence both the Socinians themselves, and those who wish me to

econie a Socinian. A new edition of my book on the Satisfaction of Christ

in opposition to Socinus, and of the Defence of it which was written by Vos-
sius, has lately been published at Oxford, through the agency of that very
learned man, Sampson Johnson, the Archbishop's domestic chaplain, who
is now preparing to proceed to Holland as Chaplain totheQueen of Bohemia."

t In the Evangelical Magazine for October, 1^-22, is recorded the follow-

ing anecdote concernitig Crellius, as an extract from Latrobe's History of
ttie United Brethren :

"" Samuel Crellius was a Socinian, and a leader of

that party. The endless mercy of our Lord was also manifest in him. He
not only rejoiced to see his daughters bow their knees to the Crucified, but
he himself, turning to that Lord, called upon him as his Lord and his Go» ;
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This quotation introduces us to the labours of Archbishop
Laud, a man who has suffered in his character more unjustly

than any individual of that age, and principally because he
opposed the unhallowing speculations of Calvinism,* and pro-

moted the inculcation of the practical principles of the gospel.

The very foibles of the individual and his peculiar opinions

and found, at the latter end of his life, no consolation but in the atonement
by the blondof Jesus, and wished that all his books could die with him ! This
has been testified, not only by his daughters, but by all who were with him
before his end."
This was a noble triumph to the mild and tolerant principles which

governed the conduct of Grotius, and proves the truth of his remark in the
text, "You may often by affability and kindness communicate instruction
to such persons, as by your harshness and severity you would render still

more hardened." 1 frankly confess, though 1 look upou all Sociuians with a
sorrowful counf^uance as upon men " who not only deny the Lord that
bought them," but who try to deprive " the poor in this world" of their best
consolation; yet 1 seldom pass through the cloisters of Christ's Hospital, in
which is erected a sepulchral tablet to that eminent Socinian philanthropist,
Thomas FiRMiN, without reflecting upon his eminent services to the church
and nation. And, while 1 profess not to know the possibility of those being
saved who pertinaciously reject the scriptural evidence of our Lord's Divinity
and Atonement, I recollect one of our blessed Saviour's declarations, "That
many shall come from the East and from the West, and shall sit down with
Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob in the kingdom of heaven ; but the children
of the kingdom shall be cast out into outer darkness." if this passage be
thought in any respect applicable to a Socinian, 1 hope it will be in the way
in which it is applied to the case of Creliiiis,—" in turning to the Lord
and calling upon him as his Lord and his God." It must also be thus applied
to FiRiMiN, if the inscription on "the monument erected by his sorrowful
widow," conveys correct information; for, after an enumeration of bis
virtuous and benevolent labours, it is added :

" Yet, after all, he ascribed
nothing to himself ; acknowledging on his deathbed, that he had been an
unprofitable servant, and he professed that he hoped for salvation onlyfrom
the mercy of God through the mediation of Jesus Christ."—The calumny of
Socinianism which was fabricated against Archbishop Tillotson, in conse-
quence of his intimacy with Mr. Firmin, has been satisfactorily disproved,
by Firmin's biographer, and by Dr. Williams and Bishop Burnet.
* Few circumstances gave nK)re serious oti'ence to the Puritan clergy, than

the method adopted by Archbishop Laud to abridge their licentiousness and
compel them to confine their prayers to the forms contained in the Rubric;
of which his biographer gives the following account

:

" Nor was the clamour less which was raised against such of the Bishops
as either pressed the use of his Majesty's instructions concerning lecturers

and silencing the Arminian controversies, or as urged the ministers of their

several and respective diocesses to use no o.her form of prayer before their

sermons than that which was prescribed. Canon 55. It had been prudently
observed, ' That by suffering such long prayers, as had accustoraahly been
* used of late before the sermons of most preachers, the public liturgy of the
* Church had been much neglected : That the Puritan i)reachers for the most
* part had reduced all God's service in a manner to those pulpit-prayers :

* That the people in many places had forborne to go into the church, till the
* public liturgy was ended and these prayers begun ; and that by this means
' such preachers prayed both what they listed and how they listed, some so
' seditiously that their very prayers were turned into sin, others so ignorantly
' and impertinently that they dishonoured God and disgraced religion.' For
remedy whereof it was thought convenient , by the Archbishop and some other
Prelates, to reduce all to the form of prayers appomted in the canon above-
mentioned, according to the like form j)rescribed in the injunctions of
Queen Elizabeth, and before her time by King Edward the Sixth, and before
his time also by King Henry the Eighth

; practised accordingly in the times
of their several reigns, as appears by the sermons of Bishop Latimer, Bishop
Gardiner, Archbishop Parker, Bishop Jewel, Biahop Andrews, and gene-
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concerning celibacy in the clergy* have been employed to injure his
reputation. Coming into power at a period when the monarch
rally by all divines of the Church of England ; till, by the artifices and
endeavours of the Puritan faction, these long prayers of their own making
had been taken up to cry down the liturgy. VV hich being in chars^e in the
visitation, and afterwards in the articles of several bishops, made as much
noise amongst ignorant and factious people, under colour of quenching the
Spirit of God, expressed in such extemporary prayers of the preacher's°cou-
ceiving, as [had been done by] silencmg the doctrines of Predestination,
changing the afternoon's sermons into catechisings, and regulatino- the
extravagancies of some of their lecturers, under the°eolour of a^plot to^sup-
press the gospel."
Modern readers can form only very faint conceptions of the joy expressed

by these men when the Archbishop was beheaded. They were then at liberty
to utter an extempore prayer of an hour's length, as many of the chief
preachers did during the Jnter-regnum, according the accounts of their own
historians. 1 have a curious pamphlet, printed in 1645, part of the title of
which stands thus : "The Life and Death of William Laud, Late Arch-
" bishop of Canterhury: Here is a brief Narration of his doings all his life
" long, faithfully given-out.—Kr.sif, That his Sayings at his death mav not
" be a suare to the perdition of souls.

—

Secondly. His Doings and Sayings
" being compared and weighed together, his sayings are found infinitely too
" I'&ht, yet of weight sufficient to press every man to make a three-fold use
" from all, of infinite concernment to his eternal soul.—By E. W. who was
" accjuainted with his Proceedings in Oxford," &c. One of the four mot-
toes in the title is the following quotation from Lord Bacon :

" Blood-letting
is as often necessary in effecting [bodily] cures, as murders are in civil cases."
As the author's comment on the Archbishop's prayer at his execution con-
tains a good description of the feeling of the Puritans on that occasion, part
of it is here subjoined :

" His prayer at the foot of his sermon takes with a world of people, as
his sermon did. Indeed, we are very prone to make an idol of our last
prayer; we hope we may fly unto it when we are slaying, as Joab did unto
his Sanctuary. ' God will hear our last words,' thitik we, ' though we re-
' garded not to hear his words all our life hing.' This is but a conceit, a false
hope, and will deceive us, as it did Joab, and as it has deceived all the wicked
in the world, JVho cried, but there ivas none to help ; even to the Ij}rd, hut He
ansuered not ! 1 dare not censure that which learned men do approve : But
I am persuaded, that the soul shall find as little comfort in the time of need
from his prayer so formed, and so suggested unto him, as his palate finds
relish now in the white of an egg. Beware of having an hand or voice in re-
straining prayer, or binding it to forms. Thou art no more able to do this,
thac thou canst restrain the sweet influences of Pleiades, or bind the sim-
beams: (Job. xxxviii, 31.) But beware of having a mind or purpose in thy
heart to do it, as this late Archbishop had, and these Lords of the world have
at this day. Remember how it fared with this man, how pent-up ami
restrained his spirit was at his death. He wasputting-upa prayer then, which
he hoped would pierce the heavens and reach the bo.som of his Father there.
A miserable deceit ! He had no help to form his prayer but his hand ; nor to
suggest, or prompt, or to teach him how to pray, but his eye. Ah Lord ! A
prayer so formed, so taught and suggested, can uo more reach heaven, than
you can the highest star with the shortest finger! And yet the adversary and
enemy will have his Service-Book brought into the Churches again. God
shall be served, after tneir manner, with forms the hand has framed, and
with prayers the eye hath taught. Well, we shall see whose word shall
prevail,—man's or God's; and how the Lord will recompencc these proud
men."

* The following very eloquent and sound observations on tlte advantages of
a married clergy, will be a good antidote to the Archbishop's views on this
subiect : They were delivered in " a Sermon before the Sons of the Clergy,
at their Anniversary Meeting in the Cathedral Church of St. Paul, Dec. (i,

170y, by Francis Atterburv, D.D.," who was afterwards banished.
" When Marriage, at the Reformation, was first allowed to the clergy of

this kingdom, there is no doubt but that some who then sat at the helm and
gave no good i)roofs of any real regard for religion, intended it as a politic
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was encircled with Papists, and when the Queen and the
principal persons in her confidence were of the Catholic corn-

device to lessen their interest and keep them low in the world. And yet so
has God ordered matters, that even from hence many signal advantages have
redounded to our church ; some of which I shall so far presume upon your
patience, as to lay before you.
"And first, several temptations, under which the Popish clergy lay,

towards embracing an interest distinct from that of their country, are, by
this means, effectually removed ; and all uneasy jealousies of our riches,
greatness, power, and union, are, in good measure, abated. And this, in
times when even the diminished revenues and privileges of the church are
looked upon with a suspicious eye, is some advantage to her ; as it gives her
leave to enjoy those poor remains of ancient piety which she possesses, without
that envy and ill-will which would otherwise attend them. Little reason
there is, God knows, to envy her on this account ; for, notwithstanding the
large incomes annexed to some few of her preferments, 1 will be Iwld to say,
and do notdoubtbut to prove, that this church, in proportion to the numbers
of its clergy, hath, io the whole, as little to subsist on, as almost any even of
those Protestant churches which are thought to be most meanly provided for.

However, since this little is by some thought too much, and vain jealousies
of our strength and power are on this account entertained or pretended, it is

well, that these apprehensions are qualified by a sense of our marriage cir-
cumstances, which even they, who are pleased to think us under no other tie

to the true interest of our country, will allow to be an effectual curb upon us.
They who marry give hostages to the public, that they will not attempt the
ruin or disturb the peace of it ; since, in the public safety and tranquility,
that also of their wives and children, that is, of their nearest and dearest
relations, is involved, according lo those remarkable words of the prophet
Jeremy, directed to the Jews in Babylon, ' Take ye wives,' says he, ' and
beget sons and daughters, and take wives for your sons, and give your
daughters to husbands, that they may bear sons and daughters ; that ye may
be increased there and not diminished: And seek the peace of the city,
whither I have caused you to be carried. For in the peace thereof shall ye
have peace.' (xxix, 6, 7.)

"By this means also, the foul impurities that reigned among the unmar-
ried, especially the monkish clergy, and the scandalous reflections which fell

upon the whole orderon that account, have been prevented. It is true, these
enormities have been thought more and greater than they really were. It was
the interest of those who thirsted after the possessions of the clergy, to repre-
sent the possessors in as vile colours as they could ; and many of those poor
people were, doubtless, frightened and betrayed into false and disadvanta-
geous confessions; the general prejudices of the lime falling in with these
accounts and procuring them an universal reception, and our historians
taking them afterwards upon trust, as their credulity, laziness, or partiality
led them. However, after all the abatements that can be made, there was
too much truth in some of these representations ; so much as brought the
whole function into disgrace, and made the offering of the Lord to be uhliorred.
And it is plain, that the cure of this evil is one of those many blessings which
have arisen, to our religion and church, from a married clergy.
" Another is, that great numbers of men descended from them, have been

distributed into all arts and professions, all ranks and orders of men amongst
us; and have, by the blessing of God upon their industry, thriven so well,
and raised themselves so high in the w orld, as to become in times of difficulty
a protection and a safeguard to that altar, at which their ancestors minis-
tered. And I question not, but there are many here this day, who will have
the same success in the world and will make the same use of it. We may say
to onr countrymen, as TertuUian, in his Apology, did to the Romans, 'Hes-
terni sumus,^c, 'We, the sons of the clergy, are but of yesterday, as it

* were ; and yet the country, the city, the court, the army, the fleet, the bar,
* the bench, and the senate-house itself, hath had, and still hath, a large
* share of us :' Men often famous, often highly useful in their generations ;

useful in their public and in their private capacities ; useful to their country,
and useful to the Church ; being an honour and a support to that order from
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munion, he conducted himself with exemplary prudence; and
wJiile he boldly reprehended the practices of the Priests who-

which they descended. The lot of the sons of the Clergy, in this case, is like
that of the sons of Levi , of whom it is said, I will dh'ul'e them in Jacob, and
scatter them in Israel. (Gen. xlix, 7.) This dispersion of that particular
tribe, among the rest of the tribes, was intended as their punishment ; but it

proved in the event, and in many respects, a great blessing, both to them and
to the whole Jewish community!
"Again, even the secular cares and avocations which accompany marriage,

have not been without their advantages ; inasmuch as the Clergy have, by
this means, been generally furnished with some measure of skill in the com-
mon affairs of this life, have gained some insight into men and things, and a
competent knowledge of what is called. The World—a knowledge to which
most of the order, while under the obligations of celibacy, were great stran-
gers. And of this kind of knowledge they have made admirable use in their
profession, towards guiding and saving souls; for it has enabled them to
preach to their flocks after the most rational and convincing, the most apt
and sensible manner, rightlij (lividing the word of truth, like workmen that
needed not to be ashamed, (2 Tim. ii, 1.5.) and so explainingand applying the
general precepts of morality contained in the gospel, as that the consciences
of those to whom they addressed their doctrine should readily bear witness
to the truth and feel thepowerof it. It is, perhaps, for this reason among
others, that our practical divinity is allowed to excel, and to be as sound and
affecting as that of our Popish neighbours is flat and unedifying. For he that
preaches to man, should tinderstand what isinman, to such a degree as is

requisite to qualify him for the task : And that skill can scarce be duly
attained by an Ascetic in his solitudes, or a Monk in his cloister. I speak the
sense of St. Chrysostom ; who, as great a lover and recommenderof the soli-

tary state as he was, declares it to be no proper school for those who are to
be leaders of Christ's flock and the guides of souls ; and thinks such persons
best qualified for the pastoral charge, who, to innocence of life, have joined
so much worldly experience and prudence, as may enable them , in the course
of their ministry, to address themselves to men in a way suited to their seve-
ral exigences and tempers, to their various ranks, conditions and characters.
I need not say, what advantages, in this respect, belong to a married clergy,
particularly to those of the Church of England.
' Nay, farther, the married state of parochial pastors hath given them the

opportunity of setting a more exact and universal pattern of holy living to
the people committed to their charge, and of teaching them how to carry
themselves in their several relations of husbands and wives, parents and
children, by domestic patterns as well as by public instructions. By this
means, they have, without question, adorned the gospel, glorified God, and
benefitted men, much more than they could have done in the devoutest and
strictest celibacy. And their usefulness in this respect to others hath not
been without some advantage to themselves ; it hath raised the credit of the
order, and promoted the reverence that is justly due to it.

" Let me add one instance more, wherein the marriage of the clergy hath
redounded to their honour, inasmuch as it affords a remarkable argument
of God's particular providence towards them and their families. For,—con-
sidering the chargeable methods of their education, their numerous issue,
and small income,—considering theexpences incumbent upon them, inpoint
of hospitality and charity, and the proportion (the at-least-equal proportion)
they bear in the public burthens and taxes,— it is next to a miracle, that no
more of their children should want, and that so many of them should be in
such prosperous circumstances, as we have good reason to think there are,
even from this day's solemn appearance. ' Happy art thou, O Israel,
* O people, saved by the Lord, the shield of thy help, and who is the sword of
' thy excellency ! and thine enemies shall be found liars unto thee. (Deut.
' xxxiii, 29.) No weapon that is formed against thee, shall prosper ; and
* every tongue that shall rise against thee in judgment, thou shall condemn.
' This is the heritajje of the servants of tlieLord, and tfieir riglUeoumess is
' of me, saith the Lord.' (Isai. liv, 17.)

I
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were in the service of her Majesty,* he tried all the mild and
politic arts which he could devise for reclaiming, from the com-
munion of the Romish Church, those who had been seduced

" However, stillone inconvenience there is, with which the marriage of the
clerg;y is too visibly attended,—the poverty of some of them ; an inconve-
nience, wkich is,'as you have heard, balanced and outweighed by many signal
advantages

; and which we are so far from dissembling, that we meet this
day to do, every one of us, somewhat, as God hath enabled and shall incline
us, towards removing it. This is the only specious objection which our
Romish adversaries urge against the doctrine and practice of this Church,
in the point of celibacy ; the tnly matter of just reproach wherein they visi-
bly triumph. Since other arguments have, by our excellent writers, beeu
wrested oatof the enemy's hands, pity it is that they should remain in posses-
sion of this ; that we should not be able to justify"our Reformation in every
respect, and to make this church, likethe truespouseof Christ, agloriuus
church, having neither spot, nor wrinkle, tior ani/ such thing, that may ble-
mish her lustre, deform her beauty, and expose her to any degree of that
ungodly scorn, with which proud aud irreligious minds are ever ready to
pursue her. We are not indeed, of ourselves, sufficient for this work .

However, more may be done by us, towards it, than at first we are apt to
imagine," &c.
* Our pity for the misfortunes of King Charles, and our admiration of his

magnanimity under them, must not tempt us to overlook the weaknesses
apparent in his character. He was undoubtedly in imminent peril when
surrounded by advisers, who were Papists and under the (2ueen's control.
See page 630. But when, at the commencement of the civil wars, that confe-
deracy was dispersed, his majesty displayed the sterling integrity of his
spirit, and rose superior to his adversities. In a letter to Chancellor Oxen-
stern, dated Dec. 12, 1()3(), after having alluded to the negotiations com-
menced at Ratisbon by the Earl of Arundel, (page 611,) Grotius says:
" The third way [proposed for the restoration of the Elector Palatine] is, that
two new Electors be added to the seven, in which number the Duke of
Bavaria is already included ; and that of those two one should be a bishop,
the Qlher the Elector Palatine. Ahhough this last plan cannot be completed
without a regular convention,—and though it must be a work of difficulty to
persuade the rest of the Electors to sanction it, because their honour is les-
sened in proportion to the increase of their number,—yet the project is

agreeable to the Pope, as I learnt from Lord Scudamore the English Ambas-
sador, who visited me yesterday. A certain person, who is well acquainted
Avith the Court of Rome and intimate with the Nuncio, assures me, that the
Englishman who resides at Rome, does not, as it was said, transact business
with the Pope in the Queen's name, but in that of the King of England him-
self. From this fact and from other indications, it is amazing what hopes
the Papists conceive about F^ngland ; but my hope is, that by the prudence
of the king, of the Archbishop, aud of the discreet and well-affected part of
the nobility, these Popish expectations will be rendered fruitless. The cor-
respondence between the Earl of Arundel and the Court of Rome is of au
ancient date. If the affair respecting the Palatinate be amicably concluded,
the court of France and that of England might enter into a treaty, to defend
each other mutually in those conquests which a peace may either give them
or leave in their possession; and there might then be a renewal of that
treaty, which was I think formerly promised, for the one kingdom to
refrain from assisting those subjects of the other who might fail in their
allegiance, although their disobedience might be veiled under the specious
pretext of religion."

This extract affords many subjects for reflection to those who have studied
with attention that part of our national history, and who are acquainted with
the character of the parties introduced ; but the expectations which Grotius
entertained of seeing the projects of the Papists blasted, were founded upon
his confidence in the prudence of kiug Charles, Archbishop Laud, and the
Protestant nobility.
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through Popish subtlety or self-interest.* He found the
English constitution strongly inclining to despotism, yet he is

accused of having been himself the cause of its deterioration;

and in his endeavours to cure the evils that had crept into the
ecclesiastical establishment, he has been charged with motives
the most conflicting and preposterous. As a Briton, I feel a
strong aversion to every symptom and appendage of arbitrary

power ; and 1 cannot describe the horror of my mind, when I

first perused the account which King James gives of the flexible

powers and extensive jurisdiction of the Star-chamber, and
recollected many of the tyrannical purposes to Avhich it and
the High Commission Court had been applied. " The Star-

chamber," said his Majesty in I616, " hath that belonging to

it which belongs to no other court : For in this Court attempts

are punishable, where other Courts pvmish onXyfacts ; and also

where the Law punisheth facts easilij, as in case of riots or
combats, there the Stai'-chamber punisheth in a higher dcgree,\

* Of the gossiping information of Avhich Archbishop Usher was made the
the depositary, the following extract of a letter, addressed to him by Mr.
Alexander Cook, is a good specimen :

" I was desirous to acquaint you with an accident lately fallen out, some
circumstances whereof I had better occasion to know than many my betters.
It concerneth my Lady Faukland. She, within this fortnight, hath declared
herself to be a Papist. One of the Priests who perverted her, goeth under
the name of Fitzgerard, though his true name is George Pettiuger, a York-
shire-man, an idle prating companion, and a serving-man not many years
ago ; a frequenter of baudy-houses, and a cozener of tradesmen in London,
as 1 myself in part know, and as I am credibly informed by Sir Thomas
Savile, to whom he was well known, and by some gentlemen of his own
kindred. Mr. Mountagu, Mr. Cosens, and the College (as it is called) at
Durham-house, are sensible of the disgrace which they sustain by reason of
her fall. Mr. Mountagu told her, ' that, dying an English Papist, she died
in the state of damnation.' Mr. Cosens told her, ' that she had sinned dam-
' nably in departing from that church in which she was born and baptized,
• before she had consulted with the governors thereof.' Besides, Mr. Cosens
gave her a few notes, which she sent unto her priest to answer; whose an-
swer came to my hands, and, in my poor opinion, was a very silly one. Yet
Mr. Cosens would not reply, but took his farewell of the lady, without purpose
of ever visiting her again. She protested, that if ever she turn again, she
will turn Puritan, not Moderate Protestant, as she phrasetn it: For

' moderate Protestants—viz. Mr. Cosens, &c.—are farther from Catholics
* than Puritans.' And thus much concerning her, who, for any thing 1

know, is neither fallen //-ow grace nor ^0 grace. London, Nov. 30, 1626."

The witty remark at the conclusion is very just, when applied even to other
apostates than those who forsake the communion of Protestants. But, on an
impartial observer, the whole account, which was intended to detract from
Arminianism and to exalt Puritanism, will produce a contrary effect : For
every one must co-incide in opinion with Lady Falkland, that "moderate
Protestants are farther from Catholics than Puritans."

f In a letter to Bishop Bedell in 1C29, Archbishop Usher said, " My Chan-
cellor is better skilled in law than 1 am, and far better able to manage mat-
ters of that kind; suam quisquenorit artem runneth still in my mind, and
how easy a matter it is for a Bishop, that is ignorant in the law, to do wrong
unto others, and run himself into a Premunire ; and where wrong is done, I

know right may more easily be had against a Chancellor than against a
Bishop. If my "Chancellor doth wrong, the Star-chamber lieth open, where
I will be the man that will cast the first stone at him myself, as 1 did for the
removing and censuring of him whom I found at my first coming into the
Diocess of Meath."
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?ind also all combinations of practices and conspiracies : And
if the King be dishonoured or contemned in his prerogative, it

belongeth most properly to the Peers and Judges of this Court

to punish it. So then, this Court, being instituted for so great

causes, it is great reason it should have great honour."* In the

year I609, the same learned monarch spoke thvis about the High
Commission Court : " Complaints may be made to you of the

High Commissioners ; if so be, try the abuse, and spare not to

complain upon it : but say not. There shall be no Commission !

For that were to abridge the power that is in me ; and I will

plainly tell you, that something I have with myself resolved

anent that point, which I mean ever to keep except I see other

great cause ;—which is, that in regard the High Commission is

of so high a nature, from which there is no appellation to any
other Court, I have thought good to restrain it only to the two
Archbishops, where before it was common amongst a great part

of the Bishops in England." Such are the descriptions given

by the first Stuart who reigned over England, and who, after

his escape from the severe thraldom in which the Scotch Pres-

byterians had holden him, scarcely knew within what bounds
he might indulge his newly-acquired power, or the restraints

to be imposed upon his ambitious inclination. His towering

ideas on this subject are significantly explained in the following

sentence of his Speech in the Star-chamber, in I616: " It is

atheism and blasphemy to dispute what God can do ; good
christians content themselves with his will revealed in his word:
So it is presumption and high contempt in a subject to dispute

what a king can do, or say that a king cannot do this or that.

This parag^raph may teach us two things at least : First. Archbishop
Usher, who is generally said to have been an ardent lover of liberty, was
as much attached as Archbishop Laud could be to Star-chamber processes,

which, as the constitution then stood, had a prescribed jurisdiction.

—

Secondly. It would have been well if Bishop Bedell, as well as Archbishop
Laud, had recollected the Latin maxim, " that every man is best acquainted
with the mysteries of his own profession," &c.

* Tlie learned Judges must have smiled at the following part of the
charge delivered to them by King James in the same speech ;

" Know this,

that your interpretations must be always subject to common sense and rea-

son. F"or I will never trust any interpretation that agreeth not with my com-
mon sense and reason and true logic : for ratio est anima legis in all human
laws without exception. It must not be sophistry or strains of wit that must
interpret, but eitherclear law or solid reason. But in countries where the form-
ality of law hath noplace, as in Denmark, (which 1 may truly report,as having
myself been an eye-witness thereof,) all their State is governed only by a writ-

ten law. There is no advocate or proctor admitted to plead, only the parties

themselves plead their own cause, and then a man stands up and reads the
law, and there is an end ; for the very law-book itself is their only judge.

Happy were all kingdoms if they could be so ! But here, curious wits,

various conceits, different actions, and variety of examples, breed questions

in law. And therefore, when you hear the questions, if they be plain, there

is a plain way in itself ; if they be such as are not plain (for men's inventions

daily abound) , then are you to interpret accordmg to common sense, and
draw a good and certain minor of natural reason, out of the nuijor of direct

law, aud thereupon to make a right and true conclusiou."

T T
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but rest in that which is the king's revealed will in his law."

—

What these Courts became in the hands of a king who loved to

stretch his prerogative, which he declared to be " no subject for

the tongue of a lawyer, nor lawful to be disputed," and what
they might have become at an early period of his reign, had not
some of the sage counsellors of Queen Elizabeth remained to

apprise him of his duty and of the rights of the people,*—do
not require to be repeated to those who know the history of
that period- But in those transactions Archbishop Laud was
not concerned : They occurred before he came into public
notice. I require, however, no other descriptions than these
which King James has given of the two obnoxious Covirts ;

and, without adverting to facts, I am compelled to conclude,
that the execution of such ample powers could not be entrusted
to any mere mortals, whether ecclesiastics or laymen, without
corrupting the individuals employed. But to every impartial
observer it might be easily proved, that Archbishop Lavid exe-
cuted his important trust with less severity than some of the
excellent menwho hadpreviously occupied the high station in the
Church to which he was elevated. If we consider the unprece-
dented provocations which he received from the insubordina-
tion and bitter language of some of the inferior clergy, we must
admire, in numerous instances, his lenity and moderation; and
knowing something of w/uit is in man, we must not be surprised
at other cases in which he shewedjudgment tvithoul inerci/.f In

* " Touching the laws, (wherein I mean the common laws of England,) I
shall be the more sparing to speak, because it is my profession : But thus
much 1 shall say with confidence, that, if they be rightly administered, they
are the best, the equallest in the world betw'een the prince and people; by
which the king hath the justest prerogative, and the people the best liberty ;

and if at anv time there be an unjust deviation, hominis est vitium, non
professionis [it is the fault of the man, and not of the profession] . But that it

may in all things have a fairer proceeding, let the king take a care, and as
much as in you lies do you take care for him, that the Judges of the law
may be always chosen of the learnedest of the profession, (for an ignorant
man cannot be a good Judge,) and of the prudentest and discreetest, because
so ^reat a part of the civil government lies upon their charge. In the laws
weiiave a native interest, it is our birth-right, and our inheritance ; and I

think the whole kingdom will always continue that mind, which once tiie

two Houses of Parliament publicly professed, Nulhnus Legem Anglice mu-
tare. Under a law we must live ; and under a known law, and not under an
arbitrary/ Laiv, is our happiness that we do live."

—

A letter ofAdvice written
by Sir Francis Bacon to the Duke of Bvckisgham, when he became Favourite
to King James.
f We are too apt to judge Archbishop Laud and his predecessors in the see

of Canterbury, by the principles of toleration that were avowed and acted
upon, by our ecclesiastical superiors, after the Revolution of 1688. But this
is not a proper criterion by which to form a correct estimate of their views
and conduct -. For it was not the Episcopal party alone that attempted to effect

uniformity in the outward worship of God, but the Presbyterians pressed the
same object with greater pertinacity, and were the latest in abandoning it as
a hopeless entcrprize. The present Lord Chancellor (Eldon,) is reported, in
the Journal, to have said in the course of a discussion in the House of
Lords on Monday, March 24, 182o, " that there were some things which, as
a lawyer, he thought the King might lawfully do, but which, as a statesman.
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Chalmers's Life of the Aixhbishop;, it is said, " Whatever were
Laud's faults, it cannot be denied, that he was condemned to

death by an ordinance of Parliament, in defiance of the Statute

of Treasons, of the law of the land,* and by a stretch of prero-

he should advise his Majesty not to do. He used he word Imvful as a lawyer,
not as a statesman; and in that sense, he would say the Crown niii^ht do law-
fully in the premises what it is not restrained from doing by Act of Parlia-
ment." It was Archbishop Laud's infelicity, not to observe this just distinc-
tion

;
yet his severity in this particular has been highly exaggerated. On

comparing his deeds with those of others in authority, we shall find weighty
reasons for giving credence to the declaration which"he made on this sul)ject
in his speech at the bar of the House of Peers in March, 1643 : " The coun-
sellors which attended the Council-board can witness, some of them here
present, that in all references to the board, or debates arising at it, I was for
that part of the cause where I found law to be ; and if the counsel desired to
have the cause left to the law, well might 1 move in some cases cbarity or
conscience to them : but I left them to the law, if thither they would go.
And how such a carriage as this, through the whole course of my life in pri-
vate and public, can stand with an intention to overthrow the laws, I cannot
see. Nay, more, I have ever been of opinion, that laws bind the conscience,
and have accordingly made conscience in observing of them ; and this doc-
trine I have constantly preached, as occasion hath been offered me." See
also his appeal in page 534.

* The trial and extcution of this eminent prelate,- in whatever light ihey
be viewed, are disgraceful to the country, and never could have occurred
except by a breach of the constitution, and in defiance of all law and justice.
There is not another instance on record since the days of Cranmer, in which
a reputed state-culprit was such a length of time under confinement without
having his fate determined. He was taken into custody in Dec. 1640, and
executed in June 1644. The fact is, his enemies found his case unmanage-
able according to any of the known principles of the British Constitution.
Like his great predecessor on the scaffold, he was sacrificed to the malice of
the triumphant Scots, and of their Presbyterian friends in England.

In the very eloquent speech which he delivered when the articles of
impeachment were read, March 12th, 1643, the Archbishop said: "Let
nothing be spoken but truth, and I do here challenge whatsoever is between
heaven or hell, that can be said against me in point of my religion, in which
J have ever hated dissimulation. And had I not hated it, perhaps I might
have been better for worldly safety than now 1 am ; but it can no vvay
become a christian Bishop to halt with God.—If I had any purpose to
blast the true Religion established in the Church of England and to intro-
duce Pojjery, sure I took a wrong way to it ; for, my Lords, I have staid
more going to Rome, and reduced more that were already gone, than,
1 believe, any Bishop or divine in this kingdom hath done ; and some of
them, men of great abilities, and some persons of great place:" Having
enumerated several of those converts from Poperv, and, among the rest'^

the great Chillingwortii. the Archbishop concluded his speech with these
words : "Nor did ever any one of these I have named relapse again, but only
the Countess of Buckingham, and Sir William Spencer; it being only in
God's power, not mine, to preserve them from relapse. And now let
any clergyman in England come forth, and give a better account of his zeal
to the church." It would be accounted a most indecorous and unjust inter-
ruption, even in the practice of the Old Bailey, were one of the spectators
to rise up in his place and impertinently answer such a challenge as this,
made by a prisoner on trial for his life': Yet exactly such an interruption
was given at Archbishop Laud's trial by the infamous Hugh Peters. The
circumstance is thus narrated by Brook, in his Livesofthe Puritans, in the
form of a quotation from Prynne's Canterbmi/s Doom : " The Archbishop,
at the commencement of his trial, delivered a speech in his own defence,
in the conclusion of which he challenged any clergyman to come forth,
and give a better account of his zeal lor the church, and his conver-
sion of Papists to the Protestant religion; when Mr. Peters, standing
near his lordship, asked him whether he was not ashamed of making so
bold a challenge in so honourable an assembly ? adding, that he himself.

Tt2
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gative greater than any one of the Sovereign whom that Parlia-

ment opposed. It can be no wonder, that his ruin should

appear certain, considering his many and powerful enemies,—
almost the whole body of the Puritans, many of the English

nobility and others, and the bulk of the Scotch nation. The
Puritans considered him as the sole author of the innovations,

and of the persecutions against them : The nobility could not

brook his warm and imperious manner, and his grasping at the

office of Prime Minister," &c.* The truth respecting the last

the unworthiest of many hundred ministers in England, was ready to

answer his challenge ; and to produce a catalogue, not of twenty-two
Papists, but of above one hundred and twenty, whom he, through the bless-

ing of God, had converted and brought home to God, making them other

kind of converts than any he had recited, who were made neither good
Protestants nor good christians. He further added, that he, and many other

ministers in England, were able to produce hundreds of true converts to

Christ, for every one of his pretended ones ; some of whom, by his own
confession, soon turned apostates, and the rest were little better." From
such a decided friend to liberty as Mr. Brook pretends to be, we might have
expected some severe reprehension of the conduct of Peters : But the only
remark which this false patriot ventures tomake, is the following, " What-
ever truth there might have been in this reply, it certainly discovered Mr.
Peters's too great forwardness, while it very miich offended the Archbishop."
Had a Puritan prisoner been treated thus at the bar of the Old Bailey, Mr.
Brook would have devoted two or three pages of his work to the purpose of

exposing such a culpable and unconstitutional proceeding. But as in this case

the prisoner was a reputed Arminian prelate, and though a flagrant injury

was done to him while in the course of his just defence before the highest

tribunal in the realm, Mr. Brook mildly blames his Puritanic hero, and
politely styles his offence " too great forwardness." When modern Dissent-

ing historians manifest this kind of cool apathy at the ^ross perversion of

public justice, do not they give more than a tacit approval of the cruel deeds
of their fathers ?—This is a fair specimen of the equity displayed by the early

Calvinistic accusers of Archbishop Laud, and of the partiality of some of
their descendants. It would be a waste of time to advert to the precious con-
versions from Popery, effected by such a champion as Hugh Peters !

* In the same work is quoted Mr. Gilpin's comparison between Archbishop
Laud, and his great predecessor Cranmer, which Mr. Chalmers justly thinks
to be worthy of consideration : "Both were good men, both ivere equally
zealous for religion, and both were engaged in the work of reformation.
While Cranmer pursued his [plan] with that caution and temper which we
have just been examining. Laud, in the violence of his integrity, (for he
was certainly a well-meaning man,) making allowances neither for men nor
opinions, was determined to carry all before him. The consequence \yas,

tliat he did nothing which he attempted, while Cranmer did every thing.

And it is probable, that if Henry had chosen such an instrument as Laud, he
would have miscarried in his point ; while Charles, with such a Primate as

Cranmer, would either have been successful in his schemes, or at least have
avoided the fatal consequences that ensued." These remarks are, on the
whole, not very objectionable

; yet, to those who are actiuainted with the
rest of the ministers with whom he acted, and with the actual state of the

kingdom and of the Court when he came into power, many reasons will be
suggested in proof, that the affairs of the nation could not then have been
retrieved by ill-timed lenity and supineness, but required all the firmness
aiid resolution of a Cato. See the Note in Page 67L
But Mr. Gilpin's comparison between Cranmer and Land will not hold.

For the former had a powerful monarch, and an obedient parliament, to

support him in the arduous work of reform. The latter was supported
indeed, but it was by a monarch, who, while surrounded with Popish coun-
sellors, displayed the greatest hesitancy and irresolution, (page 318,) and
who, through the resistance of his Parliaments, was not only deprived of
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part of this account, is, that he possessed a large portion of the

affectionate warmth and honest frankness which all men admire

in the conduct of the Apostle Peter. His long residence at

Court had made him acquainted with the iniquitous conduct of

many persons in authority, whom his zeal for his royal master

prompted him to bring to justice ; and, in the performance of

such useful services, he felt no scruples about over-stepping

what might be deemed the strict duty of his own province. A
rigid sense of justice and unbending integrity were the stern

guides which he followed ; and he thought it " savoured too

much of worldly cunning"* to exhibit any dread of popular

their powerful co-operation, but subjected the Archbishop aud his plans to

be thwarted by their spleen and animosity. Laud proposed Archbishop Ban-
croft for his pattern, who had certainly etTected greater wonders in the work
of Uniformity than any of his predecessors ; but it must always be recol-

lected, that Bancroft succeeded Whitgift the strict disciplinarian, and that

Laud was the successor of Abbot, who had relaxed the reins of disciphne,

and through his violent hatred of Arminianism had introduced principles of

disorganization into the estabishment. This mischief would soon have been

remedied by the prompt measures of Laud, but the nation was not then in

such a passive condition, as it had been in the days of Bancroft, to endure the

caustic remedies which had formerly been applied to good purpose.
* Yet some instances are on record of the Archbishop having asked, on

many occasions, what opinion the public formed of particular measures in

which he was concerned ; and one of the best answers to Bishop Burnet's

charges against him, for " hotness and indiscretion" and " not acknowledg-

ing his errors," is contained in the following letter, which he sent to John
SELDENjEsq. within six months after the Convocation had passed the Canons,

that were afterwards made the chief grounds of accusation against him :

*' To my much honoured friend, Mr. John Selden, these : Sal. in Christo.

" Worthy Sir,—I understand that the business about the late Canons will

be handled again in your house to-morrow. I shall never ask any unworthy
thing of you ; but give me leave to say as follows. If we have erred in any
point of legality unknown unto us, we shall be heartily sorry for it, and hope

that error shall not be made a crime. We hear that ship-money is laid aside

as a thing that will die of itself ; and 1 am glad it will have so quiet a death.

May not these unfortunate canons be suffered to die as quietly without ble-

mishing the Church, which hath so many enemies both at home and abroad:

If this may be, I here promise you, I will presently humbly beseech his

Majesty for a licence to review the canons and abrogate them ; assuring

myself that all my brethren will join with me to preserve the public peace,

rather than that any act of ours shall be thought a public grievance. And
upon mv credit with you 1 had moved for this licence at the very first sitting

of this "Parliament, but that both myself and others did fear the House of

Commons would take offence at it (as they did at the last) and said, vye did it

on purpose to prevent them. I understand you mean to speak of this busi-

ness in the house to-morrow, and that hath "made me write these lines to you,

to let you know our meaning and desires. And I shall take it for a great

kindness to me, and a great service to the Church, if by your means the house
will be satisfied with this which is here offered of abrogating the canons.

To God's blessed protection 1 leave you, and rest your loving poor friend,
'< W. CANTERBURY.

" Lambeth, November 29, 1640.
" 1 mean to move the King this day for a licence, as is within-mentioned."

The following letter to Archbishop Usher exhibits marks of a great and
liberal mind : It was written at the time when the Irish clergy were required

to subscribe the Articles of the Church of England as well as those of

Ireland,—a compromise which was effected through the management of

Bishop Bramhall, when the Eari of Strafford was Lord Lieutenant of Ireland,

Tt '3
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odium. Some of the King's ministers of State, who were deeper
pohticians than himself, but not more upright statesmen, took
advantage of this trait in his character, and often placed him in
the front ranks of the battle, when they wished to screen them-
selves from public observation.* It can, I think, be satisfacto-
rily proved, that he entertained far more correct sentiments
concerning civil liberty, than those which have generally been
imputed to hiin ; and I should wish to see an impartial compa-
rison instituted between the severe punishment which he
inflicted on Prynne, Bastwick, and Burton, and that which Dr.
John Owen,t the Independent Vice-chancellor of Oxford and
the falsely-styled " father of English liberty," inflicted on two
offending females among the Quakers. (See page 4l6.) The
See page 566. Though Archbishop Laud, and every true friend to the Church
of Ireland, would have preferred the adoption of the English Articles,
without their being incorporated into those of Ireland, yet, strong as his
feelings were on that su1)ject, he expressed himself in ihis'niild and christiaa
manner to the Lord I'rlniateof Ireland :

" May lOth IGliS. My very good Lord, I thank you heartily for your letters;
and am as heartily glad, that your Parliament and Con\ocation are so hap-
pily ended, especially for the Church ; and that, both for the particular of
your letting leases which is for maintenance, and for the quiet and well-
ordering and ending of your Book of Canons. 1 hope now the Church of
Ireland will begin to flourish again, and that both with inward sufticiency
and outward means to support it. And for your Canons, to speak truth and
with wonted liberty and freedom, though I cannot but think the English
Canons entire, (especially with some few amendments,) would have done
better; yet since you and that church have thought otherwise, I do very
easily submit to it, and you shall have my prayers that God would bless it.

As for the particular about subscription, I think you have couched that well,
since, as it seems, there was some necessity to carry that article closely :

And God forbid you should, upon any occasion, have rolled back upon your
former controversy about the articles. For if you should have risen from
this Convocation in heat, God knows when or how that church would have
cooled again, had the cause of difference been never so slight. By which
means, the Romanist, which is too strong a party already, would both have
strengthened and made a scorn of you. And therefore ye are much bound to
God, that, in this nice and picked age, you have ended all things canouically
and yet in peace. And, I hope, you will be all careful to continue and main-
tain that which God hath thus mercifully bestowed upon you.—Your Grace's
very loving friend and brother. VV. Cantf.hburv."

* J^ee a succeeding note from Lord Clarendon's Life.

t Many other republican personages, beside Owen, might be adduced as
fit ol)jects of comparison, overall of whom the Archbishop would gain a
triumph. But when the conduct of the dominant etcle.siasiics under the
Commonwealth is comjiared with the very wor-t specimens of episcopal
severity, (which, it must always be recollected, did not extend to half the
dioceses in the kingdom,) the superiority of Episcopacy will be manifest.
Much truth is contained in the subjoined quotation from Bishop Gauden

:

•' The sharp severities and early rigours of both which parties [Presbyte •

riaiisand Independents], and their consectanes, grew quickly both remark-
able and intolerable to sober christians. For as they were bred and born,
like Pallas, armed, full of anger, revenge and ambitious fierceness ; so they
have acted, even in their infancy and minority, far beyond what regular,
sober, and true Episcopacy ever "did in its greatest age and procerity here in

England : Yea, its greatest passion and transports did not exceed "the aims
of these new masters, both ecclesiastical and civil, which was, either to rule

all or to ruin all. Bishops commonly justified their real or seeming severities

by those laws, either civil or ecclesiastical, which were in force against all

such as did not conform to them. Hence were occasioned (much, 1 am con-
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Archbishop deserves to be venerated by all good patriots for

his spirited and successful attempt to destroy that pernicious

system of selecting from the nobility and retaining at Court a
2)rof'cssed royal favutirite, through whom all honours descended
to those that were so happy as to obtain in such a circuitous

manner a reflection of his Majesty's bounty or patronage. This
practice had been the bane of the realm dviring the reign of
King James and the early years of that of Charles ; to those

therefore of the nobility who aspired to that eininence, after

the death of the Duke of Buckingham, the endeavour to destroy
its pestiferous influence could not be viewed with indifference.

Other noblemen looked with jealousy upon the motions of the
Archbishop, on account of the bold enquiries instituted by him
into some of the alienated possessions of the Church, which,
even after the despoliating days of King Henry the Eighth,
had in various ways become the property of titled laymen, and
which, from Laud's exemplary love for the Church, would
undoubtedly have been reclaimed.—Those who have accurately

examined the best chroniclers of that eventful era must know,
that Archbishop Laud was made a political scape-goat ; and,
in the estimation of posterity, he has had to answer for crimes
which he did not commit and for counsels which he never ten-

dered. I refrain at present from any further delineation of his

character ;* for it is my intention, in Appendix H, to compare

fidenljto the ^rief and against the desire of the most grave and godly bishops,)
sometimes those so oft declaimed-agaiiist and aggravated persecutions of
some unconformable yet otherways godly ministers, by silencings, suspen-
sions, deprivations, &c., which sometimes were but just and necessary exer-
cises of discipline, (as I conceive,) if men will maintain any order and
government in any Church or State. Sometimes, it may be, some Bishops
pressed too much upon the strictness and rigour of law, aggravated by their
private passions beyond what might with charity and moderation safely have
been indulged to some able and peaceable ministers, though in some things
dissenters, yet, as to the main, good and useful to the Church. Yet all these
old almanacks, these stale and posthumous calculations of episcopal severi-
ties, did not, upon, true account, (no not in one hundred years,) equal the
number and measure of those pressures and miseries which have been acted
or designed in one fifteen years by such as now profess Presbyterian and
Independent principles, against all Bishops and all those Ministers which
are of the episcopal persuasion. I think it may, without any stroke of
rhetoric or hyperbole, be said with sober truth, ' that the little finger of
* Presbytery and Independency, with the warts and wens of other factions
* growing upon them, hath been heavier upon the episcopal, which was the
* only legal clergy of England of late years, than the loins of any sober and
' godly bishops ever wereforany one ceiUury, yea, and [hath been] equal to
' the burdens of the most passionate and immo'derate bishops whatsoever iii

' any age, who commonly were most imperious when the Church had most
' peace and civil prosperity.' But the Presbyterian thunder and lnde})endcut
lightening urged most upon all biohops and all episcopal ministers, then when
they were most scared, pillaged and harrassed by a civil war, when most
tossed by those sad storms, and almost overwhelmed by the impressions of
those sad dissensions."

* One of the finest delineations of Archbishop Laud's character, and cer-
tainly the most impartial in the English language, is that which was written
V>y Bi/ibop Gauden, who appioved of the project of ecclesiastical pacification
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some parts of his conduct with those of Archbishop Abbot,
and to clear him from much of the undeserved obloquy under
which he has laboured.

invented by Archbishop Usher, and recommended it for adoption, in one of
his productions the year before the Restoration. The Primate of Ireland
was his favourite, and he could not therefore be expected to indulge any
improper bias towards Archbishop Laud. After vindicating some excellent
Prelates, with whom he had been well acquainted, he proceeds in the follow-
ing manner to cK-ar others, "to whom he was most a stranger

:"

" The first and greatest was [Dr. Laud] the last Archbishop of Canterbury,
who was by many suspected and charged, not only as Popishly affected
himself, but as a poisoner of the whole stream and ciirrent of the Reformed
Religion in England ; at last, he was treated either as a Heretic or a Traitor,
or both, to Church and State.
" It becomes not me to sentence either the sentenced, or the sentencers

that adjudged him to death,—his and their judgment is with the Lord ; only
as to the aspersion of his being Popish in hisjudgment, (which reflected, in
the repute and event, upon all the Bishops of England,) truly his own book
may best of any and sufficiently vindicate him to be a very great Anti-papist

:

Great, I say, because it seems, by that learned dispute, that he dissented
from Popery, not upon popular surmises and easy prejudices, but very learn-
ed and solid grounds, which true reason and Religion make good, agreeable
to the judgment of the Catholic Church in the purest and best times. And
in this the Archbishop doth, to my judgment, so very impartially weigh the
state and weight of all the considerable differences between the Papists and
the English Protestants, (not such as are simple, futile and fanatic, but
learned, serious and sober,) that he neither gratifies the Romanist, nor ex-
asperates him, beyond what is just ; neither warping to a novel and need-
less *M/*«--reformation which is a deformity on the right hand, nor to a sub-
reformation which is a deformity on the left, but keeping that golden mean
which was held by the Church of England and the greatest defenders of it.

" As to his secret design of working tip this Church by little and little to

a llomish conformity and captiuitp, I do not believe he had any such pur-
pose or approved thought ; because, besides his declared judgment and con-
science, 1 find no secular policy or interest which he could thereby gain,
either private or public, but rather lose much of the greatness and freedom
which he andother Bishops with the whole church had : without which temp
tation, no man in charity may be suspected to act contrary to so clear con-
victions, so deliberate and declared determinations of his conscience and
judgment in Religion, as the Archbishop expresses in that very excellent
book.
" I am indeed prone to think, that possibly he wished there could have been

any fair close or accommodation between all christian churches, the same
which many grave and learned men have much desired : And, it may be,
his Lordship thought himself no unfit instrument to make way for so great
and good a work, considering the eminencies of parts, power, and favour
which he had. Haplv he judged, as many learned and moderate men have,
that, in somethings between Papists audi Protestants, differences are made
wider, and kept more open, raw and sore than need be, by the private pens
and passions of some men, and the interests of some little parties, whose
partial policies really neglect the public and true interest of the Catholic
Church and Christian Religion, which consists much in peace as well as in
purity, in charity as in veriiy. He found that where Papists were silenced
and convinced in the more grand and pregnant disputes,—that they are no-
vel, partial, and uncon^orm to the Catholic Church in ancietit times; as,
' in the cup withdrawing, in the peremptory defining of transubstantiation,
' in public Latin prayers such as common people understand not what is

' prayed or said, in praying to angels and saints, in worshipping reliques
• andimages with divine worship, in challengingof a primacy of Divinepower
' and jurisdiction to the Bishop of Rome overall, in their adding Apocry-
• phal books to the proper and ancient Canon of the scripture, in their for-
' bidding marriage to the clergy,' and the like—when in these points the
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The reader will have perceived, in pages 517

—

54^3, the dif-

ferent form which Archbishop Laud's alleged innovations

assume, when explained by such a competent interpreter as Mr.

Romanists were tired, discountenanced and convinced, then he found they
recovered spirits, and contested afresh against the unreasonable transports,

violences and immoderations of *o/«<? professing to be Protestants, who, to

avoid idolatry and superstition, run to sacriledge and rudeness in religion,

denying many things that are just, honest, safe, true and reasonable,
merely out of an excessive Antipathy to Papists. Hence some are run so far
that they will have, as no material churches built or used or consecrated, so
no Liturgy, never so sound, solemn, and easy to be understood ; so, as no
Bishops never so holy and orthodox, so no ministers rightly ordained by
them, no orderly ceremonies or decent rites whatsoever used by the Papists,
though they first had these from those Churches which were yet beautiful
and pure in their primitive health and integrity.
" The truth is, it would make a wise man mad to fall under the sinister

censures and oppressions of all vulgar opinions, who still urge in things in-
different that unsociableness which is between light and darkness, truth and
error, reformation and superstition ; never suspecting themselves for super-
stitious, in being so anti-ceremonious, anti-liturgical and anti-episcopal : nor
are they jealous lest any thing, that hath the heat of their zeal, might want
the light of true judgment, and be like a tailor's goose or pressing iron, hot
and heavy enough, but neither bright nor light, neither seeing nor shining.
Truly, 1 find the calmness and gravity of sober men's judgments is prone to

improve much by age, experience, and reading of the ancients, hereby
working out that juvenile leaven and lee, which is prone to puff up and work
over younger spirits and less decocted tempers in their first fervours and
agitations. Possibly the Archbishop and some other Bishops of his mind did
rightly judge, that the giving an enemy fair play, by just, safe and honour-
able concessions, was not to yield the cause or conquest to him, but the
more to convince him of his weakness; when no honest yieldings could help
him any more, than they did iudamage the true cause or courage of his an-
tagonist.
" This charitable sense I suppose I may justly have of this very active and

very unfortunate Prelate, as he stood at a great distance from me and emi-
nence above me ; against whom, I confess, I was prone in my greener years
to receive many popular prejudices, upon the common report and interpre-
tation of his public actions. In one of which I was never satisfied, as to the
piety or policy of it ;—that when his Lordship endeavoured to commend the
Liturgy of England to the church of Scotland, (which was a worthy design,
as to the uniformity of devotion,) yet he should affect some such alterations
as he might be sure, like Coloquintida, would make all distasteful. Such
was that in the prayer of consecration and distribution at the Lord's supper,
which was after the old form of Sarum, and expunged by our reformers as
too much favouring transubstantiation ; besides some other changes in that
and other things, of which possibly bis Lordship could give a better reason
than 1 can imagine or have yet heard.
"Toward his decline I had occasion to come a little nearer to his Lord-

ship ; where I well remember, that, a few days after his first confinement,
when he seemed not at all to despair of his innocency or safety, having oc-
casion to wait on him, and being not only a stranger wholly to him, but
under some prejudice with him as to some relation I then had, yet he was
pleased, after some accesses to him, to invite me to some freedom of speech,
asking me (among other things) vluit the sense of people generally teas of
him and his actions. I freely told him, 'the vulgar jealousies and reports
' were, that his Lordship, by secret approaches, did seek to betray the Re-
' formed Church of England to the Roman correspondency and communion ;

* which was so tender and just an apprehension in all people, out of their
'zeal to their religion, that 1 humbly conceived it were great wisdom to
' avoid all suspicion of it. Nor did it seem an hard matter so to do, in ways,
as much to God's glory and the church's honour, so less exposed to people's
'jealousy or obloquy j common people being easily won or lost by persons
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Mede; and in a note, page 532, it is shewn, that this excellent
man, as well as his patron, derived his attachment to the prac-
tice of many of those rites, from the venerable Bishop Andrews.

' of public place and eminent authority, whose actions as they could not be
' hid, so their wisdom or weakness would be exposed to every censurer, ac-
* cordinjj to that party and side which he most adopted or opposed.'
" I added, ' that people were not taken generally so much with grand

' and severer virtues, as with things more plausibly and seasonably, yet
' piously and prudently, adapted to their capacity as well as their good; that
* as they were not to be unworthily humoured, so nor too roughly neglected
* or offended ; that it was much easier not to raise than to allay the spirit of
'jealousy in the populacy; that it was no hard matter for a good and great man
* honestly to make himself gracious with the best and most people, by doing
' them as much good as they could expect, without any wresting of" his or
' their consciences, without diminishing his lawful authority, or their iuge-
' nuous liberties ; that in some cases and postures of times, a wise man was
' not bound to do people more good than they would or could bear, nor was
' he to surfeit and tire them by over-driving them to better pasture; that it
' was possible to serve the times, and yet to serve the Lord, as the pilot that
* in a rough sea humors the winds and waves, yet saves himself^ his ship and
'goods; lastly, that it was no hard matter for his Lordship, and other Bi-
' shops of great parts and preferments, to out-do in preaching, praying and
' well-doing all those that most maligned Episcopacy.'
" To this purpose I took the boldness sometimes to speak to his Lordship ;

which as he heard at first with something a severer brow, so he at length
very gravely and calmly thus replied: Protesting with a serious attestation
oi ]tis integrity before God's omniscience, that, 'however he might mistake
* in the mean and method, ^et he never had other design than tlie glory of
' God, the service of his majesty, and the good order, peace and decency of
' the Church of England:' that he was so far from complying with Papists,
in order to confirm them in their errors, that he rather chose such methods
to advance the honour of the Reformed Religion in England, as he believed
might soonest silence the cavils of fiercer Papists, induce the more moderate
Recusants to come into us, as having less visible occasion given them by need-
less distances and disputes to separate from us ; which he thought arose much
from that popular variety,inconstancy,easiness,irreverence and uucomeliness,
which might easily grow among us in the outward profession of religion, for
want of exact observing such uniformity and decency in religion, as were
required by the laws and canons of this church and state. He added, that
he had (further) a desire as much as he could, to relieve the poor and
depressed condition of many ministers, which he had to his grief observed in
Wales and England, where their discouragements were very great, by rea-
son of the tenuity and incompetency of their livings ; that in his visitations
he had sometimes seen it with grief, among twenty ministers, not one man
had so much as a decent garment to put on, nor di'd he believe their other
treatment of life was better ; that he found the sordid and shameful aspect of
religion and the clergy gave great advantages to those that were Popishly
inclined, who would hardly ever think it best for them to join with that
Church which did not maintain either its own honour or its clergy to some
competency and comeliness.
" Much more discourse his Lordship was pleased to use at several times

to this purpose, which commands my charity to dear him, as far as 1 can
judge, of any tincture of Popery, truly so called, or of any superstition,
which ulaceth a religion in the nature and use of that thing which God hath
not either particularly commanded, or in general permitted. I suppose he
thought, that where "God hath allowed to his church and to every private
christian, so far as may consist with the church's good order and peace, a
liberty of ceremonious and circumstantial decency as to God's worship, there
neither himself wa;: to be blamed, nor did he blame other men, if they kept
within those discreet and inoffensive bounds which either the church's pub-
lic peace required, or its indulgence to private christians permitted. And
thus I leave this Archbishop to stand or fall to his and our Great Master, wh(
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The most obnoxious of the new ceremonies was that of hoiv-

ing towards the altar ; yet a celebrated Dissenter, Mr. Alsop, in

the prefaceto his Mischief of Impositions, praises the moderation

with which it was recommended in the Canons of 1640, " that

" they which use this rite, despise not them who use it not ; and
" they who use it not, condemn not those that use it." These

and other circumstances, to which aUusion is made in some of

the preceding notes, will, it is hoped, enable the reader to form

a tolerably correct estimate of Archbishop Laud's character ;

and the respect and veneration, to which the memory of this

great man is really entitled, will not be diminished by a perusal

of the subjoined documents. In the correspondence be-

tween Grotius and his friends, frequent mention is made of

the Archbishop's strenuous efforts to procure peace and concord

in the Church Universal. But, before we advert to his plans

for effecting that desirable purpose, it will be necessary to give

some account of his care for the Church of England.

In July 1629, while he was only Bishop of London and
obnoxious to the Puritans for his strictness in exacting confor-

mity, he addressed the following interesting communication to

his friend Gerard Vossius, Professor at Leyden, in answer to

the letter in the note :* " The last particular which you state in

will judge our confidences and infirmities according to our sincerity. Doubt-
less this Prelate had more in him of charity, liberality, munificence and
masjnificence (as appears by the works he undertook to found, to build or

to repair) than ever I saw in any of those who are the having and gttting
not tne giving enemies to Ejjiscopacy." I have omitted a part of the Arch-
bishop's character, which will be quoted in a subsequent note.

* On the 20th of June, 1629, Vossius thus addressed Dr. Laud, who was
then Bishop of London :

" Within the last few days I have learnt, from those

who seemed well acquainted with the affairs of Great Britain, ' that there is

' yet some reason to fear that, by the imjirovident zeal of certain individuals,
' a schism may probably arise in your celebrated country, on accountof some
' dissension between very learned men in the controversy about Predestina-
* tion and the dogmas connected with it.' My informants also said, ' that
* your piety and prudence have therefore been occupied during the last ses-
' sion of Parliament in endeavouring, if possible, to avert by salutary and
* moderate counsels an evil so pestilent in its nature ; but that this evil was of
' too obstinate a kind to be then dispelled.' This was perhaps the less prac-
ticable, because among those who employed the pretext of rtUgiun, as is too

commonly the practice, there might be not a few who coveted after the enjoy-
ment of another person's dignity, and patronized novelties.
" I am not accustomed to indulge my curiosity so far, as anxiously to inquire

into the public affairs of your country ; but, notwithstanding, I cannot affect

to conceal the great uneasiness which I have felt concerning this matter. For
it is my wish that the affairs of Great Britain should be most flourishing and
prosperous,—not only because it seems to me as though by your favour 1 am
DOW in some degree reckoned in the number of the inhabitants ofyour country,
—but chiefly because the safety of the Reformed Church depends, under God,
upon the kingdom of Great Britainand ujjon these [United] Provinces. It is

therefore my constant prayer to God, that He would be pleased to bless his

serene Majesty the King, and to grant a happy issue to your holy design, and
to that of others who profess a similar purpose. That design is 'approved
with both hands,' as the phrase is, by all those who are in these provinces
lovers of peace and concord. Indeed, if we have regard to human power
alone, those persons seem to undertake a diilicult province who study to be
mediators in religious differences : Nay, such persons much too frequently
become a prey to the victor, as 1 have in some oieasure learnt by experience to
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* your letter is, within a few clays you have heard, from those
' persons who seemed well acquainted with British affairs, that
' the dissension which has arisen between some learned men in

my own injury. But, I still hope, God is not yet so offended with our sins,as
to permit this sad evil of dissension to burst forth among you,and to effect the
national ruin : Against such a catastrophe all men wish to provide, if we may
believe what they say about themselves. But, how great soever may be the
hoasts of peace, which are made by each party, the pacific remedies which
they prescribe are exceedingly different. For many of them know of no other
method [of procuring peace,] than for themselves to gain the entire supre-
macy after they have^cruelly treated those who hold different sentiments, and
after they have oppressed them with fines and punishments. Others of them
on the contrary, express afar greater moderation both of purpose and senti-
ment towards all those who retain </<e/a««r/«<<Vm of religion. Of the possi-
bility of carrying this moderation into effect, those who hold the latter
opinion do not despair,—provided adequate honour be conceded to venerable
antiquity, and to those great men whom it has been the willof God to produce
cut of due time. For, whatever appearance there may be of some difference
on certain points between [those who patronize] the ancients and the moderns,
the business [of peace] may still be adjusted,—provided the latter refrain
from the rash indulgence of their passion for innovation, and jirovided those
who adhere to the former [to antiquity] lay aside their love for dominion over
the consciences of others. But tliis proviso is not acknowledged by the men
who prefertheirovvn ambition to heavenly truth, and the gratification of their
private hatred and malevolence to christian charity : To whatever party these
men may belong, while they choose to dispute with acuteness rather than to

exemplify Christianity in their lives, they do not take the city of Saguntum,
[they do not succeed in their />j'o/e«*e«f intentions,] but they conquer some-
thing that is greater and far more excellent than Saguntum itself,—that is,

BROTHERLY LOVE. It is impossible for US to be christians, when this love is

banished from the minds both of the learned and the populace ; in such cir-

cumstances, the kingdom of Antichrist receives vast accessions. These con-
siderations induce me the more earnestly arain to pray, that God may here-
after strengthen your most reverend Lordship and my illustrious Maecenas
with the spirit of truth and constancy, and that, for the accomplishment of
this purpose, he may be pleased to bestow upon you long life and a continu-
ance of <;;ood health, and to impart toothers such a portion of grace as may
incline them to listen impartially to your excellent admonitions and counsels,
and no longer to seek their own things, but those which are Christ's."
This letter contains sentiments that are worthy of an Arminian ; and iu

the text Bishop Laud answers it in a manner highly creditable to himself.
Vossius refers to the distinguishing properties of the two contending parties

in the church,—the attachment of the Arminianstothe Ancient Fathers and to

many of the primitive usages of the church,—and the increasing love of
innovation which was manifested by the Calvinists. He also alludes to the
liberality of the former " towards all those who retain the foundation of
religion." If Bishop Laud had been the intolerant bigot that he is generally
represented, many sentiments in this letter would have given offence,
especially such as that which refers to the men who "loved dominion over
the consciences of others. But Vossius knew his friend much better ; he
knew and approved of his endeavours to induce British christians " to

exemplify Christianity in their lives, rather than to dispute with acuteness."
In lfi27, he dedicated his work 07i the Ijatin Historians to the Duke of

Buckino-ham, who was then Chancellor of the University of Cambridge, to

which vossius had formerly received an honourable invitation; and indeed he
ingcnuousljr confesses, in a letter dated June 1, lC2."),that hehad availed him-
self of this invitation, " to acquire some little profit to himself among the
Dutch," by an increase of salary. After receiving a copy of the Latin
Historians from the :'\\i\\or. Bishop Laud acknowledged the favour, Sept.
2.5, 1()'27, and told him, " it was your History of Pelagianism which first

attracted my affection for you, &c. I am now writing a letter to the Duke
of Buckingham; and he will probably hear from me, before any other, what
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' controversy respecting predestination and its annexed dogmas,
' is, by the imprudent zeal of certain individuals, nearly burst

a recompence is due to your exertions." At the end of March, 1628, Bishop
Laud gave the subjoined description of an accident which had then recently
befallen him :

" About two months ago, as with unlucky feet i was hasten-
ing after the king's majesty, who was then proceeding to Hampton Court, and
whom it was the duty of my office [as Dean of the Chapel] to attend, I ahghted
from my carriage and leaped over a brook not more than four feet wide;
when my feet fell unequally on the opposite shore among gravel and slippery

f
round, and I broke the sinew, or tendon, of the right leg. From that time
have been lame ; neither is it yet certain when I shall recover my former

strength. If you enquire, What is the meaning of all this ?, I relate it for
the purpose of informing you, that you have a friend that is lame. But
although, in consequence of my broken tendon, I cannot perform in your
behalf what both you and 1 desire, yet as soon as my strength is recruited I

will sedulously despatch the affairs entrusted to me. You may thus under-
stand, at least, if I be able to accomplish any thing, that I am disabled only
in one part,—not in my heart or affections."
While Bishop Laud was confined to his room by this accident. Dr. Heylin

was first admitted into his presence ; and the account which he gives of that
interview is one among the many natural touches presented to us in
his very able Life of the Archbishop, and it is creditable to the heart
and the domestic habits of that excellent prelate. At the close of bis
account Dr. Heyliu adds, " A passage, I confess, not pertment to my present
story, but such as J have a good precedent for from Philip De Comines, &c."
I adopt the same apology for these extracts from the Bishop's correspon-
dence ; for 1 introduce them as elucidations of a succeeding letter to Arch-
bishop Usher, which alludes to all these particulars. On the 5th of Aug.
1628, the Bishop again wrote to Vossius : " Send me, if you please, your
son, one out of the many of your happy children ; and command him always
to be mindful of the honour of God and of his father. The Duke of Buck-
ingham will provide for his admission into one of the colleges as a sizar, in
which he may pursue his studies at the least possible expence to you. By
your leave, 1 will likewise be a father to him, if God will prolong my
declining years, and as long as vour son walks in the footsteps of his father.

Besides, the illustrious Duke has added another benefit, a Canonry at
Windsor, that he may not seem to honour you in your son alone.—My mis-
fortune was a grievous one, and still continues. I feel no pain in the part
injured, but only a weakness, which will be my daily guest during the
ensuing twelve months. If it be pleased then to take its departure, the
restoration of my former agility will be as agreeable to me as a return from
captivity: If it do not then retire, my wish will be to retain an upright
mind in a lame body, and I will freely submit to necessity. One thing I

greatly lament— I am so intangled with business on all sides, as to be almost
an exile from my books, which alone, next to God, are the objects of my
devotion. I wished to inform you of this fact, that you may hereafter be
pleased not to number me even among students." In a postscript he adds :

" My letter has been delayed, yet not to your disadvantage ; and I am glad
that 1 have become acquainted with the circumstance before I transmitted
it : For the king has changed his purpose concerning a Canonry at
Windsor, and has now begun to think about one at Canterbury, the value
of which will exceed the former, by forty pounds a year at the lowest calcu-
lation," &c. The whole of this correspondence took place prior to the letter

which is quoted at the commencement of this note, and it exhibits the cha-
racter of Laud in a very amiable light. In the former part of that letter

the Bishop again alludes to Vossius's son, who is here said to be received
under the patronage of the Duke of Buckingham. After stating to the elder

Vossius the preliminary measures adopted in his son's favour, Bishop Laud
rroceeds thus : " On this subject my letters have been entirely silent ; for

wished to refrain from writing till 1 saw something actually performed.
1 now beg leave to inform you, that I liave executed every thing which either
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' forth amon^ us into a schism :' Yon also alhitle to some
affairs with which I and others were much occupied during the

the wishes of the Duke or my own held me bound to perform : For, accord-
ing to the pleasure expressed m his majesty's letter, your son is now Fellow of
Jesus College, and may the change prove auspicious and happy both to him
and yourself! It is not improbable, that in this matter likewise your son
has outrun me : What indeed is there to prevent your receiving from him a
previous account of these things? For it would not seem wonderful, if a
?/outh outran an oldman, a sound man proceeded more swiftly than owe u>ho
is lame, or if a son reached his father before a strange)- could arrive ! But
though your son has now changed the place of his res'dence, I hope he will
effect no change in his friends, in his disposition, or in his studies: This
will easily be managed, first, by the grace of God, and then by your admo-
nitions. The removal which he has made, will thus he the more felicitous;
for it is from 5^. Pe^er to Jesus !" The wit in the last clause, which is a
good specimen of the puns of that age, will be more readily understood when
the reader is told, that young Vossius at his admission into the University
of Cambridge was first entered of Peterhouse, and afterwards through royal
favour elected Fellow of Jesus College.
Vossius had long known Laud by letter, and by the frequent interchange

of friendly sentiments, but at the close of 1629, he came into England, soon
after the elevation of his friend to the Bishopric of London. Of this visit a
very interesting account is given in Twells's Ufe of Dr. Pocock, which
commences thus :

" Gerard John Vossius, at this time a Professor at
Leyden, being of great fame throughout the world for his extraordinary
learning, had a particular respect paid him by some of the nobility, and
many learned men of the English nation. He had published several excel-
lent books, particularly his Pelagian History ; wherein, as he had expressed
more temper and moderation than some of his countrymen, so he manifested
ajust esteem for ecclesiastical antiquity, for which no church in the world
had a truer regard than that of England." His visit to the University of
Oxford is then described, " where he was received with all the marks of a
very great esteem. He spent much of his time, during his stay, in viewing
the manuscripts and other rarities of the public library. Amongst other
things, he took particular notice of the Syriac manuscript of the Epistles,
•whicn gave occasion to Mr. John Rouse, the chief librarian, to acquaint
him with Mr. Pocock's performance, [who had transcribed four of the
Epistles in the Syriac character, added a Latin translation, &c.] Vossius,
being extremely pleased with what he thus heard, desired to see both the
author and the work ; and, after much discourse with him, and a diligent
examination of that, he made it his earnest retjuest, that what so well
deserved to see the light should no longer be kept in darkness." Vossius
undertook the charge of having this oriental treasure printed at Leyden,
which was soon afterwards done, and Mr. Pocock dedicated the work to
Vossius. It was this dedication which ultimately attracted the notice of
Bishop Laud to Mr. Pocock's great merits, though in the Prelate's first letter

to him at Constantinople in Oct. IG.'il, no mention is made of the name of
Vossius. That letter, Mr. Twells says, "plainly discovers, that they had
then no acquaintance with each other ; and that the Bishop, having no
interest of his own in the chaplain at Aleppo, wrote to him in the strength
of Mr. Bedwell's acquaintance." The subjoined extracts from the literary

correspondence of Archbishop Usher, furnish some interesting particulars
concerning the visit of Vossius.

In a letter from Sir H. Bourgchier to Archbishop Usher, dated Dec. 4,

1628, he says : " Here hath been a good while with us Ger. Jo. Vossius of

Leyden, a man well known to your Grace by his books, and now to nie de
Jacie, and, which is more, wiih whom 1 have contracted familiarity and
friendship. He told me, that your Grace was well known to him, both by
your Latin book which he had diligently read, and by the report of divers
learned men : And when he understood by me how much you esteemed and
loved him, he desired me to return his humble thanks, with desire that you
would command his service in whatsoever he is able to perform. His majesty has
conferred upon him the Prebend in Canterbury which lately was Dr. Chap-
man's. He is now settling himself in it. He saith, he hath received a late
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continuance of the last Parliament.—In truth, I purposely

omitted all these particulars in my preceding letters ;
partly,

advertisement of the death of Bertius, who over-lived his own credit and
reputation." And on the 21st of Janaary 1()29, the same gentleman wrote

thus i "I wrote to your Grace in my former letter, of Mr. Vossius being

here in England. Within these two days I heard from him, by Mr. Junius

his brother-in-law, who went over with him : He lil<ed his entertainment

so well in England, tliat he hath now a good mind to settle himself here."

It appears, that Archbishop Usher wished to provide some good prefer-

ment for Vossius in Ireland, and for that purpose addressed a letter to f ,aud,

who was then Bishop of London, and who wrote a reply on the 23 of Feb.

1629, of which the following is an extract: " It is true, my Lord, God hath
restored me, even from death itself; for I think no man was farther gone,

and scaped. And your Grace doth very christan-like put me in mind, that,

God having renewed my lease, I should pay him an income of some service

to his church ; which I hope, in the strength of his grace, I shall ever be
willing and some time able to perform.—As touching the Deanery of Armagh,
I am glad to hear, that any place of preferment in that kingdom hath so good
means of subsistence without tythes. But I must needs acquaint your Grace,

that neither my Lord of Winchester that now is, nor Dr. Lindsell, did ever

acquaint me with your Grace's purpose of drawing Johannes Gerardus
Vossius into those parts : Had I known it in time, the business might have
been easier than now it will be.—For, First, Upon an attempt made by the

Lord Brook to bring Vossius into England, to be a reader in Cambridge, the

States [of Holland] allowed him better maintenance, and were unwilling to

have him come : And himself was not very willing, in regard of his wife

and many children, being loath to bring them from all their kindred and
friends into a strange place. And if he were unwilling upon these grounds
to come into England, I doubt whether he will venture to Ireland or not.

—

But, Secondly, my Lord, since this, my Lord Duke [of Buckingham] in

his life-time procured him, of his majesty, the reversion of a Prebend in

Canterbury, which is since fallen. And Vossius came over into England in

the time of my infirmity, and was installed ; and 1 was glad I had the

happiness to see him. After he had seen both the Universities, he returned
home again ; and, within these two days, I received a letter from him of

the safety of his return thither. The church of Canterbury, notwithstand-
ing his absence, allow him a hundred pounds a year, as they formerly did

to Mr. Casaubon. Now, I think, the Prebend of Canterbury, would he
have been priest and resided upon it, would have been as much to him as

the Deanery of Armagh. But, howsoever, the king, having given him that

preferment already, will hardly be brought to give him another, especially

considering whatl could write unto you, were it fit. Nevertheless, out of

my love to the work you mention, if you can prevail with Vossius to be
willing, and that it may appear the Deanery of Armagh will be of suRicient

means for him and his numerous family, if your Grace then certify me of it,

I will venture to speak, and do such offices as shall be fit."

Thus, it seems. Archbishop Usher was as culpable as the Bishop of Londoa
in granting encouragement to professed Armiuians. Indeed, the whole
aflFair, if fully explained, would serve highly to enhance the Lord Primate's
character : For it is known to all the learned, that he and Vossius differed

on the subject of Godeschalchus and his opinions, and that the Archbishop
published in 1632 a History of Godeschalchus, and of (he Predestinarian
controversy excited by him, which he addressed to Vossius, and in which
he tried to correct some of the supposed mis-statements in the Pelagian
History.—Bishop Laud's letter contains an allusion to one which he had
received from Vossius, only two days before, relating "the safety of his

return." In that letter Vossius says :
" By the Divine favour, I found all

things exactly in the same situation as they were when I departed. It is

scarcely possible for me to recount the number of those who, during the few
first days, waited upon me to welcome ray return: Nearly the whole of

their discourse was occupied about his most serene majesty King Charles, or
his privy counsellors. 1 heir judgments and conclusions were exceedingly
tlissimilar, according to the stronger attachment which each of them felt for

Monarchy or Democracy, for the ancient or for the modern Church. Indeed,
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because this affair, how lightly soever I might touch it, is a
sore, which, since I could not heal it, I was unwilling to chafe

I by no means arrogate to myself any depth of intelligence respecting those
matters which concern the public affairs of the kingdom : For I know well
how far they transcend the capacity which 1 possess, whom God has placed
in a station that is much inferior. Yet my sense of religion would uot permit
me to do otherwise tlian encounter their intemperance with expressions of
modesty and friendship : I mean the intemperance of those persons who, in

their own eyes, seem to touch heaven with a finger, if they be able in any
possible way to injure the name and reputation of the individuals upon whose
safety and continuance in office depends the wellare of Great Britain, and
without whose ruin the present state of the kingdom and of the Church
cannot be overturned. But though my discourse made no advantageous
impression upon those who have no relish for any thing except what is

popular and novel, yet the more prudent kind were glad to have their scru-
ples and surmises removed, which had been injected into them by the
calumnies of some men of a seditious spirit," &c. This letter, written thirteen
years prior to the death of Bishop Laud, is in proof of the dreadful animosity
of the Dutch Presbyterians against every thing which bore the name of
£,piscopacy or Monarchy. In the United Provinces, the political storm which
overwhelmed England was, for many years, in a course of formation ; and
several of the Republican Sectaries, who lent their willing aid to effect that
revolution, had been adventurous and voluntary exiles in Holland, but
returned as soon as they were informed, that they might desseminate their
seditious principles with impunity. On the 21st of July, 1630, Bishop Laud
in his brief reply to some of the preceding remarks, says: " I am suffi-

ciently aware of the kind of friends that will be found among you, by those
who are in any way whatsoever favourers of the royal authority and of the
ancient church. You have acquitted yourself to very good purpose, if you
have removed the doubts and scruples of the more prudent party; and with
regard to those who are lovers of sedition, I refer them to the populace, for

whom let him care that has any desire. Your letter does not make mention
of my name, but 1 understand the matter well enough, and can perceive iu

it much madness and extravagance.— 1 wish you to know, that though I am
not engaged in allaying the tempests which in these days agitate the Church,
yet by the favour of God, I willneitherfaultertowards the cause, nor fail in the
performance of my duty. In the mean time it is apparent to every one, that
while the Church is tossed about by waves, the kingdom is subject to immi-
nent peril," &c.
The reader will perceive, that all these occurrences transpired some time

before Vossius applied to Bishop Laud in favour of his friend Grotius; and
perhaps some of the reasons advanced in page 634, why Grotius was not
invited into England, will apply remotely to the case of Vossius, who, in a
letter to his friend then residing in Paris, says, iu refereuce to his British

voyage : " 1 was received with such honour and favour,—by his most serene
majesty the King, by the Archbishop, by Earls, Barons, Bishops, by the
chief men in each of the Universities, and by others who are famous either

for their dignities or by their learninoj,—as was not suitable to Vossius, but
to one who was much his superior. And 1 was not suffered to depart until I

had been exalted to the dignity of a Prebendary of Canterbury, on this sole

condition—to enjoy the perquisites of the office in a foreign country. I do
not know whether this affair has procured for me a greater portion of honour
from some men, or of envy from others to whom the moderation of my mind
is ungrateful. But I may adopt the phrase of the Theban bard [PindarJ
and say. It is a more easy matter to sustain envy, than to reijiuire pity."—
To this part of his friend's communication Grotius replied, after polite con-
gratulations : " Beside the advantages which accrue to you from this

honour, it is one of great eminence, and, so far as I know, never yet bestowed
on any foreigner, except yourself and Peter Du Moulin. It is the same thing
as to have meritea the freedom of the city of Corinth." In the succeeding
troubles, the conduct of Du Moulin was detestable and ungrateful : See
pages 282, 31)2 : That of Vossius was timid and peaceable ; he sighed in

secret when he beheld the destruction of the fairest ecclesiastical fabric in

the world, though, with the feelings of a man born under a Republic, he
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and irritate;* and partly, because nothing was at any time more
unpleasant to me than \jiidum propriimijoedare} to circulate an
unfavourable report concerning my own country. Another

did not approve of all the measures which were at first devised by the Court
of king Charles for the suppression of seditions. But Grotius excelled both
these men, in a noble disinterestedness and unsubdued courage.—Many
reflections suggest themselves on a perusal of this correspondence, which
the well-informed reader will easily discover and improve.
But I cannot close this long note without saying, that the family of Vos-

sius, independently of his personal merits which were uncommonly great,
had just chiims on the gratitude of Great Britain and of Christendom itself.

Francis Ion or .Junius, who was father-in-law to Vossius, with the assis-

tance of the celebrated Tremeliius, gave the Protestants of Europe one of
the earliest and best Latin versions of the Old Testament. Its excellence
will soon be appreciated, if a comparison be instituted between it and our
own admirable translation ; indeed, the one seems to be almost a literal

rendering of the other, as far as the genius of the two languages would admit
of a close resemblance. His writings on other subjects, and especially on
religious toleration, are entitled to the highest commendation. His moderate
views on Predestination, had been extensively promulgated in the Low
Countries, before the name of Arminius had attained any of its subsequent
just celebrity ; and the circulation of those views, beyond any other circum-
stance, prepared the way for scriptural Arminianism. The son, who is said
in Sir H.Bourchier's letter to be " Vossius's brother-in-law," was likewise
called Francis Junius : He came into England in 1()20, and was. I believe,

through the interest of Grotius, admitted into the family of the Earl of
Arundel, whose name stands high in the annals of learning as one of the
noble contributors to the scientific treasures of his native country. Under
the roof of that munificent patron of learning Junius resided thirty years,
and is well known, to all the lovers of our national literature, as the most
profound Anglo-Saxon scholar in Europe. The matchless stores of his

extensive erudition, which served to revive in England the needful study of
the ancient northern tongues, enrich the University of Oxford, and have
received from all competent British lexicographers their due meed of praise.

His fame likewise is not inconsiderable on account of his admirable book o?i

the Paintings of the Ancients, which was published at London both in Latin
and English— I regret to add, that Isaac Vossius, the son of Gerard John,
though in many respects a great man, did not prove himself as worthy of
the high patronage which he obtained, as did honest Meric Casaubon. See
page 380.

The discrepancies in the dates of Laud's letters, and in those of Vossius,
will be easily accounted for and rectified by those who know, that the com-
putation of time according the Gregorian Calendar Jwas used in the one
country, while the other adhered to the Old Style of reckoning.

* The exertions of Bishop Laud during that session of Parliament, will be
described in the subsequent notes. At the opening of the preceding short
Session of 1()'27, he preached before the Parliament, as Dr. Heylin informs
us :

" To make himself more gracious in the eyes of the people, his majesty
releaseth such gentlemen as had been formerly imprisoned about the Loan ;

which in effect was but the letting loose of so many hungry lions to pursue
and worry him -. For, being looked upon as confessors, if not martyrs, for

the common-wealth, upon the merit of those sufferings they were generally
preferred afore all others to serve in Parliament ; and, being so preferred,
they carried as generally with;them a vindicative spirit, to revenge themselves
for that restraint, by a restraining of the prerogative within narrower
bounds. At the opening of this Parliament, March 17, the preaching of the
sermon was committed to [Dr. Laud] the Bishop of Bath and Wells, who
shewed much honest art in persuading them to endeavour to keep the unity of
the spirit in the bond of peace , f'Ephes. iv, .3.) which he had taken for his

text : In which, first laying before them the excellency and effects of unity,
he told them, amongst other things, 'that it was a very charit.-ible tie, but

U u
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reason was, because I wished to say nothing concerning the
Parliament except what was good, and truth would not always

' better known than loved ; a thirg so good, that it was never broken but by
* the worst men ; nay, so good it was, that the very worst men pretended
* best when they broke it ; and that it was so in the Church, never yet heretic
' renting her bowels, but he pretended that he raked them for truth ; that it

' was so also in the State, seldom any unquiet spirit dividing her union, but
' he pretends some great abuses which his integrity would remedy : O that
' Iwere made a judge iw the land, that every man which hath any contro-
' versy might come to me, that I might do him justice :' And yet no worse
* a man than David was king when this cunnuig was used ! (1 Sam. 15.)
' That Unity both in church and common-wealth was so good, that none
* but the worst willingly broke it ; that even they were so far ashamed of
'the breach, that they must seem holier than the rest, that they may be
' thought to have had a just cause to break it.' And afterwards coming by
degrees to an application, ' Good God!' saith he,' what a preposterous
' thrift is this in men, to sew up every small rent in their own coat, and not
' care what rents they not only suffer but make iu the coat of Christ .' What
' is it ? Is Chribt only thought fit to wear a torn garment ? Or can we think
* that the Spirit of UnitJ, which is one with Christ, will not depart to seek
* warmer cloathing? or if he be not gone already, why is there not Unity,
* which is wherever he is ? or if he be but yet gone from other parts of Chris-
' tendom, in any case (for the passion, and in the bowels of Jesus Christ, I

'beg it,) let us make stay of him here in our parts,' &c. Which sermon
(being all of the same piece) so well pleased the hearers, that his majesty
gave command to have it printed."
This excellent sermon gave much offence to several of the high spirits in

the House of Commons, who presented their celebrated Remonstkance to
king Charles on the 17th of June, in which " Neile Bishop of Winchester,
and Laud Bishop of Bath and Wells" are called " the principal patrons of
the gTowing faction of the Arminians, who are Protestants in show, but
Jesuits in opinion and practice." (See page 327) The Royal answer to that
Remonstrance is generally ascribed to the pen of Laud, whose uncommon
abilities, on the recommendation of the Duke of Buckingham, had then
been brought into public notice, and they were ever afterwards devoted to
the service of his sovereign. He was consecrated Bishop of St David's in
1621, and Bishop of Bath and Wells in 1626; and he had scarcely been a
month installed in the Bishopric of London, when, on the 23rd of August,
1628, his patron the Duke of Buckingham was murdered at Portsmouth by
Felton. Bishop Laud and the rest of his Majesty's counsellors were then left

to prosecute two unjjopular wars, (page 598) and to procure the necessary
supplies from a refractory Parliament. To call an ecclesiastical personage,
thus recently brought into employment, " a prime mover iu all public mat-
ters," is an egregious misnomer ; yet the same tale is repeated, for purposes
that are very obvious, by men whose historical information must have taught
them many of the peculiar difficulties which Bishop Laud was compelled to
encounter, during the succeeding five years of civil bickering and prepara-
tions for intestine warfare till, in 1633, he was nominated Archbishop of Can-
terbury. All the fury of the Puritans, which had been concentrating itself
fromthetimcof the SynodofDort, was then turned against him; andthenialice
of that party ultimately vented itself in his murder, and in that of the Earl
of Stratford, whose intimacy with Bishop Laud commenced at this parti-
cular juncture, and is thus described by Dr. Heylin :

" Sir Richard W'eston
then Lord Treasurer, created afterwards Earl of Portland, having gained
him to the king, not only procured him to be one of his majesty's Privj'
Council, hut to be m-dde Lord President of the North, and advanced unto
the title of Viscount Wentworth : Being so gained unto the king, he l)ecame
the most devout friend of the Church, the greatest zealot for advancing the
Monarchical interest, and the ablest minister of State both for peace and
war, that any of our former histories have afforded to us. He had not long
frequented the Council-Table, when Laud and he, coming to a right under-
standing of one another, euterijd into a league of such inviolable friendship
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allow me, if I spoke at all, to say any thing in commendation

of that parliament.* But the principal cause of my silence was

that nothing but the inevitable stroke of death could part them ; and, joining

hearts and hands together, co operated from thenceforth for advancinsf the

honour of the Church, and hih Majesty's service." Ou " this co-operation"

of two celebrated men, and the similarity of their fate, the following lines

from loyal old Cleaveland are very expressive:

" How could success such villanies applaud ?

The State in Strafford fell, the Church in Laud

;

The twins of public rasfe, adjudg'd to die

For treasons they should act by prophecy !

The facts were done before the laws were made,
The trump turn'd up after the game was play'd '.

Be dull, great spirits, and forbear to dim!) '.

'

For worth is sin, and eminence a crime.
No church-man can be innocent and high,

'Tis height makes Grantham steeple stand awry."

The difficulties with which they and the other ministers of the Crown had to

contend, were of no common magnitude: Comparatively little versed in

affairs of State, it was their province not only to rectify the errors and impru-
dences of their predecessors, but to introduce a belter state of things,

—

though the measures which they devised were not such as in every respect to

command the admiration of an enlightened posterity. But their deeds, if

judged with equity, must be subjected to another standard than our modern
and more enlightened opinions. The year lfi28, which may be reckoned
the first of Laud's political life, was exceedingly disastrous ; and, on the
25th of Oct. in that year, he gave to his friend Vossius the following relation
of the troubles which he had been called to endure: "I return to that
indescribable grief with which 1 am oppressed on account of the ever-to-be-
lamented murder of the illustrious Duke, &c. Now listen to the marked
occurrences of this—a year most inauspicious to me : At the commence-
ment of it, as you already know, 1 broke the tendon of my leg, and still

walk lamely. The sermon at the opening of the session of Parliament suc-
ceeded ; the delivery of which the king imposed upon me while 1 was in a
very infirm condition, and it was an ofBce both of peril and difficulty in the
existing posture of our affairs. Soon afterwards tiie Duke of Buckingham,
who was extremely dear to me, by I know not what kind of fatality, was
killed most unhappily and not without the aid of the devil : This unfor-
tunate circumstance occurred at the close of a Session, in which neither he
nor 1 found the most friendly treatment. I indulged in unfeigned and secret
grief at this loss; and, after many sighs, I contracted a severe disorder,
frum which 1 have not yet fully recovered. Four of my servants have been
attacked by various diseases, and another of tiiem is dead of the pleurisy : And
1 do not know the evils which the succeeding portion of this calamitous year
threatens to inflict. But it is God, whose servant I am ! His presence with
you and yours, by his special grace, is earnestly implored by

Yours most aftectionately,

William London."

This letter elucidates some of the facts related in page 661; and it proves
the high value which king Charles attached to the good Bishop's services
even as an ecclesiastic, when he laid upon him, in that state of weakness,
his royal commands to preach at the commencement of the Session. But
the Bi'shop was a man whose spirit never knew what fear was, when his
duty to his sovereign or to the church called him to the performance of ser-
vices in which hemight encoimter either " peril or difficulty." This noble
bravery of spirit was too frequently called into exercise by those who required
its powerful assistance : And it was this circumstance, which, beyond all

others, accelerated the Archbishop's downfal.
* In a subsequent note from Baker's Clironicle, the conduct of that Par-

liament is faithfully pourtrayed. Archbishop Laud had advised his Majesty
Uu 2
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this: Since every one knows that I am harassed and attacked

on all sides, I was unwilling either to suffer in your esteem as

to cause the Articles of the Church of Euf^land to be reprinted, and such a
Declaration placed before them as might preserve theui [from the Calvi-

uistic misconstructions which had then been given. Among other excellent

directions, that Declaration contained the following: " 1 hat therefore in

these both curious and unhappy ditferences which have, for many hundred
years in different times and places, exercised the church of Christ, we will

that all further curious search be laid aside, and these disputes he shut up in

God's promises, as they he generally set forth unto ns in holy scripture ; and
the general meaning of the articles of the church of England according to

them. And that no man hereafter shall either print or preach to draw the
article aside any way, but shall submit to it ii. the plain and full meaning
thereof: And shall not put his own sense or comment to be the meaning of
the article, but shall take it in the literal and grammatical sense." In pa^e
432, I have shewn the effects of a similar regulation in Holland ; and it is

highly to the houourof Arminianism, that in both countries it required no
other liberty than that of expounding the Gospel in its plain and literal signi-

fication, and of suffering the disputes concerning Predestination "to be
shut up in God's promises, as they be generally set forth unto us in Holy
Scriptures." And it is to the disgrace of Calvinism, that when the attempt
was made to confine it to the words of scripture, it burst the boundaries
prescribed ; and, rather than interpret the will of God concern Predestina-
tion exactly as he had expressed it in his word, (which is only incidentally and
very sparingly,) the Calvinists both in Holland and England conspired to

overturn the constitution of each of these countries, but they committed far

greater devastations here than in the United Provinces. Indeed Calvinism
would die a natural death, were it not allowed to sustain itself with its

congenial aliment,—human disquisitions on the xmrevealed will of Heaven.
Gomarus and other antagonists of Arminius admitted, that the doctrine of

Predestination, as explained by them, was not to be found in the Gospel ;

and though we have the solemn asseverations of some modern Calvinists in

opposition to this concession, yet they are not the asseverations of persons
remarkable either for the accuracy or the extent of their information. To
confine a Calvinist, therefore, to the brief notices which the New Testament
contains respecting Election and Reprobation, was in reality to prevent him
from being any longer a rigid Prcdestinarian : And I here repeat the
question. What Calvinist in the world would endure this with patience ?

In the Life of Archbishop Laud; Dr. Heylin thus describes the ferment of
that party: " No sooner were the Articles published with this Declaration,
but infinite were the clamours which were raised against it by those of the
Calvinian party. Many exclaimed against it for the depths of Satan ; some
for a Jesuiticalplot to subvert the Gospel : ' For what else could it aim at,'

as they gave it out, ' but, under colour of silencing the disputes on either side,
* to give encouragement and opportunity toArminians hereto sow theirtares,
* and propagate their erroneous doctrines? And what effects could it pro-
' duce, but the suppressing of all orthodox books, the discouraging of all

' godly and painful ministers, thereby deterretl from ^xesich'n\g the most
'comfortable doctrines of man's election imto life? ; the Arminians in the
' mean time gathering strength, and going on securely to the end they aimed
' at.' And to give the better colour to these suspicions, a letter is dispersed
abroad, pretended to be written to the Rector of the Jesuits in Brussels, the
chief city of Brabant; in which the writers let him know, ' with what care
* and cunning they had planted here that sovereign drug Jrminianism,
* which they hoped would purge the Protestants from their heresies, and that
* it did begin to tiourish and bear fruit already ; that for the better preventing
* of the Puritans, the Arminians had locked up the Duke's ears,' &c. with
much of the like impudent stuff', which no sober man didotherwiselook upon
than as a piece of guUery. Upon which grounds a petition was designed for

his sacred Majesty, by some of the Calvinian party in and about the city of
London, 'For the revoking of the said Declaration, by which they were
' deterred, (as the matter was handled,) from preaching the saving doctrines
* of God's free grace in election ;iud predestination : And this (say they) had
' brought them into a very great strait ;—either of incurring God's heavy
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a person that could not govern his anger,* or to prognosticate

in your hearing doleful events to my country or to the church,

which, in me, would have been an act of great impropriety ;

* displeasure, if they did not faithfully discharge their embassage in declaring;
' the whole counsel of God ;—or the danger of being censured as violators of
' his Majesty's said act, if they preached those constant doctrines of our
* Church, and confuted the oi)pposite Pelagian and Arminian heresies both
* preached and printed boldly without fear of censure.' But this petition

being stoj)ped before it came to the King, they found more countenance from
the Commons in the next Parliamentary meeting, than they were like to have
found at the hands of his Majesty. For the Commons conceiving they had
power to declare religion as well as laiv, (and they had much alike in both,)
they voted this anti-declaration to be puiilished in the name of that House :

namely, 'We, the Commons now assembled in Parliament, do claim, profess,
' and avow for truth, the sense of the articles of religion which were estab-
' lishedin Parliament the thirteenth yearof Queen Elizabeth, which by the
' public acts of the Church of England and the general and current esposi-
* tion of the writers of our Church have been delivered to us, and we reject
' the sense of the Jesuits, Arminians, and all others wherein they differ from
'us.' Which Declaration of the Commons, as it gave great animation to

those of the Calvinian party, who entertained it with the like ardencyof
affection as those of Ephesus did the image of Diana which fell down from
heaven, so gave it great matter of discourse to most knowing men. The
points were intricate and weighty, such as in all ages of the Church had
exercised the wits of the greatest scholars. Those which had taken on them
to declare for truth , that which they took to be the sense and meaning of the
Articles in those intricate points, were, at the best, no other than a company
of lay persons met together on another occasion ; who, though they might
probably be supposed for the wisest men, could not in reason be relied on as
the greatest clerks. And therefore it must needs be looked on as a kind of
prodigy, that men unqualified and no way authorised for any such purpose
should take upon them to determine, in such weighty matters as were more
proper for a National or Provincial Council. But being it proceeded from the
House of Commons, whose power began to grow more formidable every day
than other, nobody durst adventure a reply unto it ; till Laud himself, by whose
procurement his Majesty's declaration had been published, laying aside the
dignity of his place and person, thought fit to make some scholia or short
notes upon it."

* The " anger" of Archbishop Laud has been industriously represented,
by his insincere friends and his bitter enemies, not only as " ungovernable"
but furious. The appearance of this alleged infirmity is to be found in the
blunt earnestness of his manner, which often proceeded from the racked
state of his mind, on account of the multiplicity of state-affairs that demanded
his attention, and allowed him little leisure for needful relaxation. A fine
jiractical illustration of the Archbishop's harshness of manner, and his
candid acknowledgment of " the imperfection he had by nature," will be
found in (he IJ/e of Edwaj-d Earl of ChARENDOii, from which I quote the
following passage :

—

" The person whose life this discourse is to recollect, (and who had so

freat an affection and reverence for the memory of Archbishop Laud, that
e never spake of him without extraordinary esteem, and believed him to be

a man of the most exemplar virtue and piety of any oj that age,) was wont
to say, ' the greatest want the Archbishop had was of a true friend, who
* would seasonably have told him of his infirmities, and what people spake
* of him ;' and he said, ' he knew well that such a friend would have been
' very acceptable to him ;' and upon that occasion he used to mention a story
of himself, that when he was a young practiser of the law, being in some
favour with him, he went to visit him, in the beginning of a Michaelmas
term, shortly after his return from the country, where he had spent a month
or two of the summer.—He found the Archbishop early walking in the gar-
den, who received him, according to his custom, very graciously, and con-
tinuing his walk, asked bim, ' What good news in the country ?' to which
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for in this I imitate Cicero of old, tvho would much ratJicr prO'

phesif evil concerning ami other coimtry than his own ! Yet, because

you particularly desire some information on this subject,

be answered, ' there was none good ; the people were universally discon-
* tented ; and (which troubled him most) that many people spoke extreme
* ill of his Grace, as the cause of all that was amiss.' He replied, ' that he
* was sorry for it ; he knew he did not deserve it ; and that he must not give
' over serving the King and the Church, to please the people, who otherwise
« would not speak well of him.' Mr. Hyde told him, ' he thought he need
' not lessen his zeal for either; and that it grieved him to find persons of the
* best condition, and who loved both King and C hurch, exceedingly inde-
' voted to him ; complaining of his manner of treating them, when they had
' occasion to resort to him, it may be, for his directions.' And then named
him two persons of the most interest and credit in Wiltshire, who had that
summer attended the Council-board, in some affairs which concerned the
King and the county ; that all the Lords present used them with great cour-
tesy, knowing well their quality and reputation ; but that he alone spake
very sharply to them, and without any thing of grace, at which they were
much troubled : And one of them, supposing that somebody had done him ill

offices, went the next morning to Lambeth to present his service to him, and
to discover, if he could, what misrepresentation had been made of him : That
after he had attended very long, he was admitted to speak with his Grace,
Avho, scarce hearing him, sharnly answered him, that ' he had no leisure for

compliments ;' and so hurried away ; which put the other gentleman much
out of countenance : And that this kind of behaviour of his was the discourse
of all companies of persons of quality ; every man continuing any such story

•with another like it, very much to his disadvantage, and to the trouble of

those who were very just to him.
" He heard the relation very patiently and attentively, and discoursed over

every particular with all imaginable condescension ; and said, with evident

show of trouble, that ' he was very unfortunate to be so ill understood ; that
' he meant very well ; that he remembered the time when those two per-
' sons were with the (.'ouncil ; that upon any deliberations, when any thing
* was resolved or to be said to any body, the Council enjoined him to deliver
* their resolutions, which he did always according to the best of his under-
' standing ; but by the imperfection he had by nature, which he said often
* troubled him, be might deliver it in such a tune, and with a sharpness of
' voice, that made men believe he was angry, when there was no such thing

;

' that when those gentlemen were there, and he had delivered what he was
* to say, they made some stay, and spake with some of the Lords, which not
' being according to order, he thought he ga\ e them some reprehension, they
' having at that time very much other business to do ; tnat he did well
* remember, that one of them, who was a person of honour, came afterwards
' to him, at a time he was shut up about an affair of importance, which
* required his full thoughts ; but that, as soon as he heard of the other's being
* without, he sent for him, himself going into the next room, and received
' him very kindly, as he thought ; and, supposing that he came about busi-
' ness, asked him wttnt his business was, and the other answering, that he
' ttad no business, but continuing his address with some ceremony, he had
< indeed said, that he had not time for compliments ; but he did not think
' that he went out of the room in that manner ; And concluded, that it was
' not possible for him in the many occupations he had, to spend any time in
' unnecessary compliments; and that if his integrity and uprightness, which
* never should be liable to reproach, could not be strong enough to preserve
* him, he must submit to God's pleasure.'
" He was well contented to hear Mr. Hyde reply very freely upon the sub-

ject, who said, ' he observed by what his Grace himself had related, that the
' gentlemen had too much reason for the report they made ; and he did not
' wonder that they l.ad been much troubled at his carriage towards them

;

* that he did exceedingly wish, that he would more reserve his passion
' towards all persons, how faulty soever ; and that he would treat persons of
' honour, and (juality, and interest in their country, with more courtesy and
' condescension; especially when they came to visit him, and make oiter of
' their service.' He said, smiling, ' that he could only undertake for his
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accept of the following account which flows from a heart that

has been too freqviently wounded :

* HEART • that he had very good meaning : For his tongue, he could not

* undertake that lie ivould not sometimes speak moi-e hastily ami sharply than

* he should do, (which oftentimes he was sorry and reprehended himself for,)

« and iu a tune which which might be liable to misinterpretation, with them
* who were not very well acquainted with him, and so knew that it was an
* infirmity, which his nature and education had so rooted in him that it was
« in vain to contend with it.' For the state and distance he kept with men,

he said, ' he thought it was not more than was suitable to the place and
* deo-ree he held iu the Church and State ; or so much as others had assumed
* to "themselves, who had sat in his place:' And thereupon he told him some

behaviour and carriage of his predecessor Abbot, (who, he said, was not

better born than himself,) towards the greatest iiobiiity of the kingdom,

which he thought was very insolent and inexcusable, and was mdeed very

ridiculous. , , , . ,r • i" After this free discourse, Mr. Hyde ever found himself more graciously

received by him, and treated with more familiarity : Upon which he always

concluded, that if the Archbishop had had any true friend, who would, in

proper seasons, have dealt frankly with him iu the most important matters,

and wherein the errors were like to be most penal, he would not only have

received it very well, but have profited himself by it. But it is the misfortune

of most persons of that education, (how worthy soever,) that they have

rarely friendships with meii above their own condition ; and that their

ascent being commonly sudden, from low to high, they have afterwards

rather dependants thaa//7t;«os ; and are still deceived, by keeping somewhat

in reserve to themselves, even from those with whom they seem most openly

to communicate ; and, which is worse, receive, for the most part, their

informations and advertisements from clergymen, who understand the least,

and take the worst measure of human affairs, of all mankind that can write

and read."
This anecdote, related by the noble historian, who had an intimate

acquaintance with the Archbishop, will outweigh the " thrice-refuted

slanders" and endless hearsays of those who had no personal knowledge of

his Grace, and never understood either his policy or his measures. The
" condescension"of the Archbishop is tlie more remarkable, because Mr. Hyde
was then but a barrister commencing practice, and his principal connections

were of the liberal party in both Houses of Parliament. But 1 cannot permit

his concluding sentence to pass without animadversion : It is true, indeed,

that the province of the clergy lies properly in affairs ecclesiastical ; but no

wise man can with justice assert, that " they understand the least of all

mankind that can write and read," &c. In opposition to this, consult the

quotation from Bishop Atterbury, page 646.

When the Bishops, Deans and Archdeacons in their seniority, and th«

rest of theClergv promiscuously, were called up to the House of Bishops,

ou the 29th of May 1640, to subscribe the Canons passed in Convocation,
" recusant there was none," says Dr. Heylin, " but [Dr. Goodman] then

Bishop of Gloucester, suspected of some inclinations to the Romish religion

in the times preceding ; which inclinations he declared more manifestly by
this refusal, for which there would be no imaginable reason to prevail upon
him but the severity of the Canon for suppressing the growth of Popery.
Some pains was taken with him in the way of persuasion, and some com-
mands laid on him by his Metropolitan as President of the Convocation:

But neither of the two endeavours could remove him from his former obsti-

nacy," &c. At that juncture when Archbishop Laud would have excom-
municated Bishop Goodman, upon a third admonition pronounced by him
three quarters of an hour in these words. My Jjordof Gloucester, [admonish
you to subscribe, ike. Bishop Davenant told his Grace publicly in the Con-
vocation, " he doubted whether that procedure was agreeable to the laws of
•' the Church in general, or of this land in particular," upon which the

Archbishop thanked the Bishop of Salisbury for his information, an-d

desisted.—In this transaction, his Grace exhibited none of that anger with

which he has often been charged. Both Houses of Convocation unanimously
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" I have always used every endeavour to prevent those dan-

gerous and perplexing questions |[about Predestination] from
becoming public topics of discourse before the people, lest,

condemned Bishop Goodman to a suspension a beneficio et njficio :
*' A sen-

tence," says Dr. Heylin, " which might have produced more dan°^erous

effects on tliis obstinate Prelate, if he had not prevented it in time by his

submission. For the sentence being reduced into writing, subscribed by the
Archbishop's hand, and publicly pronounced in the Convocation, his majesty
took such just offence at so great a scandal, that he committed him to prison,

where he staid not long; for, on the tenth of July, he made acknowledg-
ment of his fault before the Lords of the council, and took the oath injoined

in the sixth Canon, for preserving the doctrine and discipline of the church
of England, against all Popish doctrines which were thereunto repugnant.
Upon the doing whereof, his majesty was graciously pleased to restore him
to his former liberty; though his submission appeared, within few years
after, to be made either with some mental reservation or Jesuitical equivoca-
tion, with which he came prepared. For in the time of bis last sickness, he
declared himself to be a member of the church of Rome, and caused it so to

be expressed in his last Will and Testament, that the news thereof might
spread the further, and his apostacy stand upon record to all future ages. A
scandal so unseasonably grven as if the devil himself had watched an
opportunity to despite this church !"

The Archbishop has not only been depicted as a 7?f««owrt^e but as a cruel
man: Of the truth of this accusation the reader may judge, by the sub-
joined extracts from the Lifeof Dr. Pocock. After relating many interesting
particulars concerning the murder of Cyril Lucari, Patriarch of Constan-
tinople, in which the Jesuits had a more prominent share than in that of
Archbishop Laud, Mr. Tvvells says : " I shall conclude the account of
Cyril witii observing, that Archbishop Laud was deeply concerned at the
misfortunes of the old Patriarch. In his answer to Mr. Pocock, on that
head, he writes thus :

' For his successor, I hear no good yet ; what it will
' please God to work by him, I know not. It may be, he hath shewed the
* Turk a way, in the death of Cyril, how to deal with himself.' In this, the
Archbishop conjectured happily enough. For in less than a year's time, the
new Patriarch, whose wicked intrigues hastened the death of his prede-
cessor, was charged by the Greeks with extortion, and other wrongs done to

their church and its privileges ; and, upon a hearing before the Basha, he
was convicted and imprisoned, and the Greeks had leave to choose a new
Patriarch; upon which they elected Parthenius, Archbishop of Adrianople."
In a subsequent passage, after quoting some of the Archbishop's instructions

to Dr. Pocock, Mr. Twells says : " In answer to this, Mr. Pocock writes,

Aug. 18, 1638, giving an account of the Patriarch Cyril's unfortimate end,
which prevented his applying to him for the Hypotyposes of Clemens. He
gives also the Archbishop an account of the Greek books at Mount Alhos;
wherein the Patriarch of Alexandria seems to have promised his assistance,

if not also to accompany Mr. Pocock thither. But he was hindered from
doing either, and moreover in danger for not consenting to anathematize
good old Cyril : fVhich, to use Archbishop Laud's own expression, in his

next letter to Mr. Pocock, is such a piece of charity, as barbarity itself is

scarce acquainted vAth. It appears, from the course of the correspondence,
that the Patriarch of Alexandria, in the end, lost his life, and, as was sup-

Eosed, through the contrivance of the new Patriarch of Constantinople, who
ad served his own predecessor so before. The death of two great and good

Patriarchs, contrived to gratify his own ambition and malice, was a heavy
charge upon the new Patriarch : And, as men are apt to form severe judg-
ments against the authors of mischief to those in their own circumstances,
it might have been expected, that Archbishop Laud would not have disco-

vered the least approbation of that mercy which spared the lifeof the newPatri-
arch, after his fall, and condemned him to imprisonment,—rather to pre-
vent his death from the fury of the multitude, than as a punishment. But to

shew how little the Archbishop favoured sanguinary metJwds, though still

calumniated on this score by his enemies, hear his christian and temperate
expression :

* I heard,' says he, (in a letter to Mr. Pocock, dated, April 8,

J()40,) ' before your letters came to me, that the Patriarch; who succeeded
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under the speciousness of [[defending] the truth, we should be
doing an injury to godliness and charity. My counsels have
ever been those of moderation, with the intention that men of

warm dispositions, whose chief care does not extend itself to

the interests of religion, might not throw all things into con-

fusion.* This course of proceeding has probably given some
umbrage : But I recollect with what seriousness our Saviour

has recommended charity to his followers, and with what
caution and patience the apostle wishes us to treat the weak.

If I perish by arts like these, being made a prey to those dispu-

tants who may gain the victory, (the usual fate of such as

adopt moderate counsels,) my reward will be with me, and,

' Cyril,was like to suffer. And certainly he deserved it, and that in a severer
• manner, than is fallen upon him. Yet 1 cannot but say, there is charity,
' andperhaps luisdom, inpreventing the execution that might otherwise have
'fallen upon him.'

"

* Whatever may be said to the contrary, Eishop Laud's "counsels had
then always been those of moderation ;" and it was only at the time when
" men of warm dispositions attempted to throw all things into confusion,"
that he adopted measures of severity. As the storm rose, he raised himself,
and strove hard to resist its impetuosity, but it was only by such means as
his ecclesiastical predecessors had adopted. His conversations withTwisse,
Hales, Chillingworth and Selden, as alluded to in various parts of this
volume, are highly to the honour of the Archbishop, and prove that he
exercised " the caution and patience with which the apostle exhorts us to
treat the weak."
The following remarks from Lloyd's Worthies are exceedingly appro-

priate, and deserve a place in this brief elucidation of the Archbishop's
character: "Archbishop Abbot's Yield, and thet/ will be pleased at last,

was a great miscarriage ; Archbishop Laud's Resolve, for there is no end of _

1/ielding, was great policy. His great reach in government, suitable to that
king's apprehensions, commended him to king James ; his vast ability and
integrity, to king Charles and the Duke of Buckingham ; to the first whereof
he was Privy-Councillor, to the other a bosom friend ; before both whom he
laid the best representation and ideas of the English government, as to things
and persons, in several abstracts, of any man under heaven. I have heard
a states-man say, ' That none knew joints, turning, flexures, interests of
' all parties in church or state, that were either to be encouraged or suppres-
' sed, with the seasons and opportunities to do it, so well as Doctor Laud.'
The Feoffees for impropriations he laid aside, the Sabbatizing and Pre-
destinarian controversies he silenced, the licentious press he reduced, dig-
nities and preferments he worthily filled up, bribes at Court he retrenched,
no interest, no alliance could ever advance an unworthy person wliile lived :

* Breed up your children well, and I will provide for them,' was his saying to
all his relations. Many a man would be disobliged by his sternness at first

view, for whom, if deserving, he would afterwards contrive kindnesses by
after and unexpected favours. No place of experience did he ever miss,
none of employment did he ever decline. He would never see authority
baffled, but ever wave all proceedings against all offenders, or go through
with them. His prosecutions, as in Leighton's case, were close ; his obser-
vation of all circumstances, as in Lincoln's, wary ; his declaration of the
cases clear and convincing, as in Prynne's, Bastwick's, and Burton's ; his sen-
tence mild and compassionate, as in Waller's; his resolution and justice
ever making way to his mercy, and his mercy crowning his justice. Oftea
did he confer with the ablest and most orthodox clergy, with the most expe-
rienced and most observing and reserved courtiers, with the profoundest
lawyers, with the skilfuUest and discreetest mechanics ; out of all whose
opinions, tbe.result was his most exact judgment la any case that came
before him at Court or at Lambeth."
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except in God, I will seek for no consoLation beyond myself.*

In the mean time,those things concerning which I indulge some
hopes are very few, and those about which I entertain fears

are numerous. There is nothing of which the Reformed
Church ought to have a greater dread, or about which she

* " It is no marvel," that a man,who had such a presentiment as this,should
refrain from marriage, according to the apostolical direction under nearly
similar circumstances :

" I suppose therefore that this is goodfor the present
distress, it is good for a man so to be. Art thou bound unto a wife ? seek
not to be loosed. Art thou loosed from a wife ? seek not a wife. Brethren,
the time i'* short: It remaineth, that they that have wives be as though they
had none," &c. (1 Cor. vii ; 26.)—In the following very elocjuenl extract
from his speech at the bar of the House of Lords, when the articles of
impeachment were first read, the Archbishop alludes to this peculiarity in
his condition :

" I am fallen into a great deal of obloquy in matter of reli-

gion, and that so far (as appears by the articles against me) that I have
' endeavoured to advance and bring in Popery.' Perhaps, my Lords, lam
not ignorant what party of men have raised these scandals upon me, not for
what end, nor perhaps by whom set on. But, howsoever, I would fain have
a good reason given me, if my conscience stood that way, (and that with my
conscience I could subscribe to the church of Rome,) what should have kept
me here before my imprisonment to endure the Ubellinsf and the slander, and
the base usage that hath been put tipon me ,

—

and these to end in this Queition
for my lije ? I say, 1 would know a good reason for this. Is it because of
any pledges I have in this world, to sway me against my conscience ? No,
sure; for I had neither wife nor children to cry out upon me to stay with
them: And if 1 had, I hope the calling of my conscience should beheard
above them. Is it because I was loath to lose the honour and profit of the
place I was risen to.'' Surely no; for I desire your Lordships and all the
world should know, I do much scorn the one and the other, in comparison
of my conscience. Besides, it cannot be imagined by any man, but that
if I should have gone over to them, I should not have wanted both honour
and profit : And, suppose not so great as this I have here, yet sure would
my conscience have served myself of either [honour or profit], less M'i^A
my conscience would have prevailed with me, more than greater against
my conscience. Is it because I lived here at ease, and was loath to venture
the loss of that .' not so, neither; for, whatsoever the world may be pleased
to think of me, I have led a very painful life, and such as 1 would have been
content to change had I well known how. And would my conscience have
served me that way, I am sure I might have lived at far more ease, and
either have avoided the barbarous lil)elling, and other bitter grievous scorns
which have been put upon me ; or, at least, been out of the hearing of
them."

It is one of the many anomalies in HUMAN reasoning, (1.) that Arch-
bishop Laud refers to the absence of a wife and children, as a fact in favour
of his not veering towards Popery ; for his argument is, "I have neither
wife nor children, who are Popishly affected, and who might cry out upon
me to stay with them :" (2,) And that Bishop Atterbury refers (page 645)
Xo the pos.-.cssiun of a icife and children, as a remedy to " several temptations
under which the Popish clergy lay towards embracing an interest distinct
from that of their country ;" and his argument is, " because, in the public
safety and tranquility, that also of their wives and children, that is, of their
nearest and dearest relations, is involved."—It is also among the consequeut
numerous anomalies in human practice, that Atterbury, who had been " the
husband of one wife" and had a family, was accused of maintaining a
correspondence with Papists and attempting to introduce a Popish monarch;
and that Laud, who was an unmarried Bishop, was charged with " endea-
vouring to introduce Popery and to reconcile the Church of England to the
Church of Rome." I leave the reader who has read the evidence produced
against these two eminent Prelates, to decide to which of them the accusation
most justly applies.
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ought to be more cautious, than this,—now when she is attacked

on every side among other nations,—not to wound herself by her

otvn hands, in our country and in yours, (which are the only places

in which she enjoys much safety,) till, by a more dreadful rent,

she divide herself first into parties, and afterwards by degrees

into fragments of parties, and thus at length entirely disappear

and vanish into nothing.—There is likewise another disaster

which I seem to foresee •* but it is better to pray that it may
never take place, than to foretel its occurrence

;
yet even on

this condition j^of its not occurring] I am unwilling to become
a prophet.—I wish to say no more on this subject, lest, while
engaged in tracing these deplorable times, I be tempted to give

utterance to such things as I particularly desire no one to know.
Of one thing respecting me I wish you to be well assured, that

is, by Divine assistance it shall be my endeavour to make peace
and truth kiss each other : If, on account of our sins, God will

not permit such a happy issue to my endeavours, I will indulge
in the hopes of very speedily attaining to the blessed state of
eternal peace, and leave those men who withhold from God
the kiss |~of peace]] either to be converted by him in his own
good time, (a consummation which I heartily desire !) or to

suffer under his chastisements."t

Bishop Laud's "^ endeavours to make peace and truth kiss

each other" relate to his attempts to suppress the unedifying
Predestinarian controversy, which he kept down with a strong
hand and in a most impartial manner, as long as the Parliament
did not interfere. But the House of Commons seized on the

new ceremonies, and on the attempt to extinguish all nice spe-

culations about the unrevealed will of heaven, and compounded
them with other grievances, for the politic purpose of obtaining

a victory over the King's prerogative.^ Arminianism and Popery

* This is a remarkable sentence ; and, from other iutimations, by the
Archbishop, that I have had an opportunity of perusing, I am inclined to
believe, even at that distance of time, he foresaw the destruction of the Con-
stitution, which was then openly and violently attaci<ed by the CalviuistiC
malcontents. It is also not improbable, that his seat at his Majesty's
Council-board aflTorded him the means of ascertaining some of the nefarious
schemes of the Popish party in the Court; which it required the exertion of
all his prudence and address to counteract and prevent. To the mind of a
man that was harrassed by the daring and unprincipled attempts of the
Papists on one side and of the Puritans on another, the deplorable aspect
of the times must have been very distressing ; and the prognostications
which he had formed were too soon and awfully realized.

-f-This conclusion is in every respect worthy of a christian Bishop, and I

will not detain the reader by pointing out to him the remarkable manner in
which this alternative occurred.

:J:"The time now drawing near for the meeting of the Parliament, the King
for many weighty reasons, put off their assembling to the 20th of January,
[1628,] and in the mean time Archbishop Abbot was admitted to kiss his

hands, and commanded not to fail of his attendance at the Council table ;

which was done at this conjuncture to moderate the heats of certain ecclesi-

astics, who made great disturbance in the Church by some scholastical con-
troversies, iu the points of predestination, grace, and perseverance. Both
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were then artfully combined together, to render the Archbishop
odious ; and when the tfouse of Commons liad published their

invectives against Arminianism, the charge wasrepeated by the

Puritans, who, having for a few years been jirevented from
uttering their speculative opinions, received encouragement from
Parliament to vent with ten-fold rage* their antipathy to the

parties were abetted by several bishops, and each of them would pretend the

opinions they held to be the doctrine of the Church, when, in truth, they were
but the opinions of'private men : For nothing can be called the doctrine of the

Church, that is not so declared by the whole clergy, ; lawfully assembled in

convocation. These were distinguished by the names of Calvinists and
Arminians : The first countenanced by the Commons in Parliament and
some few of the Bishops ; the latter justified by most of the Bishops and not
discountenanced by the King. The first of these were likewise somewhat
remiss in exacting a rigid conformity to the ceremonies ; the latter perhaps
more earnest than was needful therein at this time, but withal they were
great assertors of the prerogative royal. The King was very intent for the
peace of the whole, and caused the Thirty-nine Articles of the Church to be
published, with a declaration to restrain all disputes in the poiVits contro-
verted ; and now also a Ijook, writ by one Mountague in King James his

time' of these controversies, called ^^'yoe//o Ccesarem, was called in, and
Dr. Potter, a Calvinist, is made Bishop of Carlisle. But these acts did not
mollify the minds of those for whom they were intended ; for, a while after,

namelj^ on the 20th of January, the Parliament assembled, and the grand
Committees, which are usually the first things settled at the opening of that
Assembly, were very busy and active. That of religion made great com-
plaints of the invasions upon religion, which they pretendedWas much
endangered by the increase of Pojiery and Arminianism, and many instances
were made to heighten the apprehensions of the people therein, whilst the
House was not less active in their inquisitions into the miscarriages in civil

affairs." Baker's Chronicle.
Dr. Heyliu's reflectiorson these devices of the Court, deserve to be quoted:

" It never falleth out well with christian princes when they make religion
bend to policy, or think to gain their ends on men by doing such things as
they are not plainly guided to by the light of conscience : And so it happened
to his majesty at this present time ; those two last actions being looked on
only as tricks of king-craft, done out of a desien for getting him more love
in the hearts of his people than before he had. Against the calling in of
Mountague's book, it was objected commonly to his disadvantage, ' That it

* was not done till three years after it came out, till it had been questioned in
' three several Parliaments, till all the copies of it were dispersed and sold ;
* and then too, that it was called in without any censure either of the author
* or his doctrines ; that the author had been punished with a very good
' Bishopric, and the book seemingly discountenanced to no other end but to
* divert those of contrary persuasion from writing or acting any thin^ against
* it in the following Parliament.'—And as for Potter, ' What couldhe have
' done less in common gratitude, than to prefer him to a Bishopric, for so
' many years' service as Potter in his time nad done him both as Prince and
'King.'' So true is that of the wise Historian, IVhen Princes once are in
discredit with their subjects, as well tlieir good actions as their bad are all
accounted grievances."

* I have frequently alluded to the unexampled rage manifested, by the
Calvinists of that period, against Arminianism, and especially against the
chief patron of what was generally accounted £nglish Arminianistn; and
that rage is well described by Mr. Twells, page 632, where he says, " several
of those who had been justly punished in the courts wherein the Archbishop
was concerned, for seditious and immoral practices, were let loose against
him to worry him even to death." Grotius utters frequent lamentations to
his various correspondents respecting the ignorance and maliciousness of
tliose who were theu "let loose against Laud," as his public prosecutors

;
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doctrines of General Redemption, and to stigmatize them as

Popery. Under such circumstances, it is not wonderful that

and no learned man, that has even cursorily perused Pynne's numerous
productions on that memorable occasion, can remain in doubt respecting
the incompetency of that individual to form a right conception, much
less to give a correct representation, either of the sentiments or the prac-
tices of the Archbishop and his connections. No wonder therefore, can
be excited at the incongruous mass of conflicting statements and absurd
deductions of this pettifogging Calvinist; for, how despicably soever his
task was executed, it was well received by the party, because the author
*' spake evil of dignities," &c. In May 1644, Grotius wrote the subjoined
])assage to his brother ,

" I seriously lament the crimes of which the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury is accused,—that, in the books which have been dedi-
cated to him, he has permitted himself to be addressed !)y the title of Angel,
Pontiff, and Holiness: all of which, in the books of the ancients, are
bestowed on every Bishop, by Presbyters, Bishops, Councils, and Emperors.
You perceive what an injury it is, to fall into the hands of judges that are
both exasperated and ignorant !" And, a month afterwards, he added:
•' You form a correct judgment concerning the Archbishop of Canterbury,

—

that helmsfallen among bad men and into bad times ! It is a great proof of
his iunocency, that so many of his most exasperated persecutors and
declaimers convert such things into crimes against him."
But the most ludicrous part of the charges, preferred by the ignorant

Pryune and his malevolent co-adjutors, relate to the persons who received
promotion through the Archbishop's interest. The learned Dr. William
Chappel may be quoted as an instance : Traces of his instructive corres-
pondence may be found in the works of the most famous men of that age.
He had been some time Fellow of Christ College, Cambridge, when, upon
Archbishop Usher's importunate recommendation, he was appointed by his
Majesty Provost of Trinity College, Dublin ; and afterwards Bishop of Cork,
throuj^h the interest of the Lord Deputy. One of our old writers' gives the
following brief description of the latter days of this exemplary Bishop :

" Harrassed between the Rebellion in Ireland, and in England,—where it

was imputed to Archbishop Laud as a crime that lie preferred Bishop Chap-
pel, and to him that he was preferred by him,—being thought a Puritan
before his preferment, and a Papist afterwards, though he was the same
godly and orthodox man always,—he died in 1649, dividing his estate equally
(1.) between hisrelations, to whom he was obliged in nature, and (2.) dis-

tressed ministei's, for whom he had compassion as a fellow-sufferer," &c.
When Arminianism in England no longer received the fostering aid which

its plain and scriptural principles had justly demanded, from a church that
was famous throughout Christendom for its aversion to opinions that were
merely speculative and that conduced little topractice, it was stillstigmatized
as Popery, though then divested of all the pretended badges of Popery with
which it had been arrayed in the days of Archbishop Laud. The Poperv
therefore of Arminianism, while the Cliurch of England lay in ruins, must
have been of an entirely different species from that which it exhibited when
this Church was in its prosperity : On this subject Bishop Sanderson very
pertinently observes, in the celebrated Preface to his Sermo7is m 1G57 :

" In the mean time, it is to me a wonder, that, if reason would not hereto-
fore, yet the sad experience of the ill consequents so visible of late time,
should not have taught them [the Puritans] all this while to consider what
infinite advantage they give to the Rotnish party to work upon weak and
wavering souls, by damning so many things under the name of Popi'.rv,
which may to their understandings be sufficiently evidenced ; some, to have
been used by the ancient Christians long before Popery was hatched, or but
in the egg ; and all to have nothing of superstition or Popery in them, unless
every thing that is used in the Church of Rome become thereby Popish and
superstitious : nor what °;rcat advantage they give to our newer sectaries, to
extend the name yet farther, who, hy iheheXy oi\h&\T neiv lights, can dis-
cern Popery, not only in the ceremonies formerly under debate, but even in
the churches and pulpits wherein they used to preach against Popery, and
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the Archbishop and all persons in ecclesiastical and civil autho-
rity should adhere to the cause of the monarchy, and should

the bells wherewith they used to call the people together to hear them.
These are by some of them cried down as Popish, with other things very
many, which their Presbyterian brethren do yet both allow and practise;
though how long they will do so is uncertain, if they go on with the work of
Reformation they have begun with as quick dispatch and at the rate they
have done these last two seven years. The having of God-fathers at bap-
tism, churching of women, prayers at the burial of the dead, children asking
their parents' blessing, &c. which whilom were held innocent, are now by
very many thrown aside as rags of Popery ! Nay, are not some gone so
far already as to cast into the same heap, not only the ancient hymn Gloria
Patri, (for the repeating whereof alone, some have been deprived of all their
livelihoods,) and the Apostles' Creed, but even the use of the Lord's Prayer
itself ? And what will ye do in the end thereof ? And what would you have
us do in the mean time, when you call hard upon us to leave our Poperv,
and yet would never do us the favour to let us know what it is ? It were good,
therefore, both for your own sakes, that you may not rove in infinitum, and
in compassion to us,—that you would give us a perfect boundary of what is

Popery now, with some jirognostication or ephemerides annexed, if you
please, whereby to calculate v^lidt will be Poperv seven i/ears hence /"

In various parts of this volume I have shewn, that those who exclaimed
most loudly against the reputed Popery of the Arminians, were not the most
eager in combatting the arguments of real Papists; and, in the following
able passage from Bishop Sanderson, the same fact is repeated, with an
additional charge which does not accord well with the declaration of Hugh
Peters recorded in page ()52 : "As for those other regular sons of the Church
of England that have appeared in this controversy on her behalf, how impro-
bable, and so far forth uncharitable, the suspicion is, that they should be any
viay instrumental towards the promoting of the Papal interest, may appear,
amongst other, by these few considerations following. (1.) That those very
persons,—who were under God the instruments of freeing us from the
Roman yoke, by casting Popery out of the church, and sundry of them mar-
tyred in the caiise,—those very persons, I say, were great favourers of these
(now accounted Popish) ceremonies, and the chief authors or procurers of
the constitutions made in that behalf. H(e manus Trojam erigent ? (2.)
That in all former times, since the beginning of the Reformation, our Arch-
bishops and Bishops, with their Chaplains and others of the Prclatical party,
(many of them such as have written also in defence of the Church against
the Puritans,) were the principal (I had almost said the only) champions to
maintain the cause of religion against the Papists. (3.) That, even in these
times of so great distraction, and, consequently thereunto, of so great
advantage to the factors for Rome, none have stepped into the gap more
readily, nor appeared in the face of the enemy more openly, nor maintained
the fight with more stoutness and gallantry, than the Episcopal divines have
done, as their late learned writings testify, (Bishop Bramhall, Dr. Cosins,
&c.) Yea, and some of them such, as (beside their ether sufferings) have
Iain as deep under the suspicion of being Popishly affected, as any other of
their brethren whosoever. (4.) That, by the endeavours of these Episcopal
divines, some that were bred Papists, have been gained to our church

;

others that began to waver, confirmed and settled in their old religion ; and
some that were fallen from us, recovered and reduced, notwithstanding all

the disadvantages of these confused times : And of each of these, 1 am able
to produce some instance. But I profess sincerely, as in the presence of God,
and before the world, that I have not known (at least, I cannot call to remem-
brance,) so much as one single example of any of this done by any of our
anti-cercmonian brethren, whether Presbyterian or Independent!"
Those who know the ecclesiastical history of that period will recollect,

that the spirited allusion to Richard Baxter, in the Bishop's Preface, was
one cause why that celebrated Presbyterian wrote The Grotian Religion
Discovered, in whicli he says, (sect. 6(),) " But the Reverend Dr. Sanderson
thinks, I should also have given notice how the taking down of Episcopacy,
&c. hath advantaged the Papists, &c. To which I say, &c." After a few preli-
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employ all the power which they possessed to repel the attacks

of the republican assailants.* In the midst of these conflicts, he

never desisted from his endeavours to establish peace in the

minary sentences, he adds the passage which I have quoted in page 294.

But when requested to name those Papists whom he had described as apos-

tates from the Church of England, and favourers of the pacific scheme of

Grotius, in which there could then (leoB) be no possible hazard, with his

usual cunning he declines such an avowal: " For," says he, (1.) " Some
of them have very lovingly sought to proselyte me, as having (by the

reproaches of some unadvised brethren) been brought to have some hopes of

me . And, truly, ingenuity prohibits me to betray them that manifested their

love to me, though in a mistaken way : For I am confident, they think they

are in the right, and intended my good while they endeavoured my hurt.

(2.) What if i had named Bishop" Goodman, and all the rabble that your

friend in the Legenrfrt Lignea descrihiis (which are more than Dr. Vane,

and Dr. Goffe and Dr. Baily, and II. P. de Cressy, as you may there see,)

had it been reasonable that 1 should have thought there are no more ? (.S.)

Grotius assures me himself, (whom I have reason to believe,) that not a few-

such there were among the prelatical men. And what if 1 knew not the

name of one them, should I not therefore take any notice that such there

are } He then adds the concluding sentences, which are quoted in page 294.

The whole stock of his allegations against the Popery of the Arminian clergy

is exposed in that pamphlet, and in his iifey /o/- Catholics ; a.ud the reader

who has perused both of them will have perceived how exceedingly small

the whole of that ,'«^of* appears. In the latter publication, Baxter could do
nothing more, in his enumeration of Arminian apostates to Popery, than

barely repeat his former list, as is apparent from the subjoined summary
of that argument :

" The Articles exhibited in Parliament against many of

the Bishops will tell you, by their works, who were the instigators of them. Of
themselves 1 know of none but Goodman that hath professed himself a flat

Papist ; and I shall not think it my duty to suspect any one man of holding

an opinion which he professeth not himselt, unless the evidence be vciy

strong to move suspicion. But that many Papists were at work with theiii

in that pretended reconcilemeni, Francis, a S. Clara and divers others put

us past doubt. And ihat Papists crept into places in the Church under the

garb of conformable Arniinians, is too well known. It is no wonder there-

fore that Dr. Baily, Dr. Gofle, Dr. Vane, Hugh Paul de Cressy, and many
more of them, did openly revolt when the game seemed to be spoiled that

was plaved underboard. It had been far less hurt to us, 1 think, if all the

rest had been as open." How far the account respecting Goodman is consis-

tent with truth, may be seen by consulting the note in page 672.

This brief catalogue is in accordance with the following quotation from
Evelyn's Diary :

" Nov. 4, 1684. Dr. Turner, now translated from
Rochester to Ely, preached before the king [Charles II.] at Whitehall, on
Rom. iii, 8, a very excellent sermon, vindicating the Church of England
against the pernicious doctrines of the Church of Rome. He challenged the

producing but of five Clergymen who forsook our Church and went over to

that of Rome during all the troubles and rebellion in England, which lasted

near twenty years ; and this was to my certain observation a great truth."

At the close of the right honourable Arthur Onslow's character of Arch-
bisho[) Abbot, it is said, " It is not perhaps unworthy of observation, that,

in England, Calvinism went along with civil liberty, aws? Arminianism #/(e

contrary; ajid that, in Holland, it tvas at the same time the very reverse."

As a general proposition, this is untrue. The facts of the case stand thus :

Two Arminian Bishops, Laud and Juxon, became members of his Majesty's
Privy council at the peculiar juncture when the liberty of the subject and the

prerogative of the Crown were brought into open competition. Arminianisra
was not implicated in the origin of that contest, which had agitated the
kingdom several years prior to Laud's advancement at Court, and while he
occu))iedonly a private station in the Church. It is allowed, that while these

two excellent and judicious divines continued members of the administra-
tion, many impolitic as well as unlawful measures were adopted : Yet this

concession^ taken in its greatest amplitude, is no impeachment on their
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Church ; and, though he was fully aware of the unpopularity
ofsuch a course at that juncture, he tried to make a favourable

impression upon Papists, since schemes of pacification from a

individual attachment to constitutional liberty ; and Burnet will be praised
by no man of genuine liberality for the following sentiment :

" In most par-
ticulars, Laud excuses himself by this

—

that he was hut one of many, who
either in Council, Star-chamber, or Hig^h Commission, voted illegal things,"
&c. The responsibility of the constitutional advisers of his Majesty, it must
be recollected in favour of the Archbishop, was a principle that may be said

to have been almost unknown in England till after the Revolution. It may
be answered, " Laud ought to have deserted a ministry that advised and
adopted illegal measures." When this is said, the circumstances under which
Laud came into power ought to be taken into consideration : He succeeded
Dr. Abbot, who, for the sake of crushing Arminianism, subjected the
Church of England to the daring inroads of its worst enemies. Was this

noble structure to be deserted when in such a dilapidated condition ? No,
Laud with the intrepidity of a martyr placed himself in the main breach,
carefully repaired its walls, and tried to make " Jerusalem a praise in the
earth." This noble fearlessness of a great mind, resolved to adhere to the
church, till he raised it to its pristine excellence or till he was buried under
its ruins, is well expressed in the letter quoted in the text, which was written
fifteen years before he fell a willing sacrifice to the fury of his enemies. That
a man whose love for the pros])erity and comeliness of the church was thus
transcendent, should be willing to suffer many evils which he could not
cure, will not seem wonderful to those who are accpiainted with the secret
springs which were the motives of actions in that eventful sera.

But no one who has carefully studied the history of the ineroachments
made on the constitution at that period, will pretend to say, that civil liberty

did not receive as much injury from the aggressions of the republican party
in the House of Commons on the one side, as from some of the more unprin-
cipled of the king's ministers on the other: So that, even in this view,
civil liberty cannot be said " to have gone along with Calvinism," any more
than with Arminianism. The subjoined extract from Baker's Chronicle vi\\\

serve to elucidate this topic :
" The King's extraordinary wants put him,

as you have heard, upon some unusual courses for levying of money, not very
warrantable by our ancient laws; and some, that were unwilling to coun-
tenance such courses, or otherwise disaffected to the government, upon
refusal were imprisoned ; and, because no legal cause could be assigned for

such restraint, the warrants whereby they were imprisoned had no cause
specified in them, which was exclaimed against as not legal and a great
grievance. There is scarce any thing, short of death, more grievous than
imprisonment; and though by our laws no man can be imprisoned without
a legal cause expressed, yet those that are in the exercise of power in tumul-
tuous times, upon extraordinary emergencies are constrained to pass over
those bounds; for nosuch provision hath yet [been] or can be made, to exclude
all manner of arbitrary exercise of government ; but whoever they be, that

exceed in this tender point, it will become their prudence to do it vrith extra-
ordinary caution !—Upon the return of the fleet after the late actions at sea,

the soldiers, for want of pay, were billeted in private houses, which was
alledged to be against the law ; and to aggravate this, the rudeness of their

persons, and their country (being Scotch and Irish) did much contribute.

Nevertheless, though their actions were bad, and their persons worse, the
Commons liked not that they should be punished by law-martial. For there
being a commission issued to try offences of the soldiers by martial law, they
exclaimed at it, and it was urged as a grievance ; yet till that time the king's

prerogative, in making and establishing martial laws, was never questioned,
though since the petition of right, there is doubt of it. Magna Charta, and
six other statutes explanatory of it, were express against illegal levies of

money and imprisonments; and though those Statutes were in force,

(whether the Parliament thought them antiquated,and therefore less regarded,
or for what other reason it is not said,) to provide against the grievances
complained, &c. they drew up that memorable law, called The Petition of
Right, and presented it to the king, to which he gave the royal assent in full
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reputed Arminian found little encouragement among Puritans,

in a subsequent note it will be shewn, that the British Calvinists

parliament, to the very great liking of the people. And it was now thoui;ht

there was so sweet an harmony betwixt the king and the parlianjtnt, that
nothing could hinder the nation of as much happiness, as it could be capable
of; but this concession inflamed the zeal of many of the House of Commons
to press a little further, and they immediately framed a remonstrance of
several late miscarriages in government, in the conclusion whereof they
said, ' The excessive power of the Duke of Buckingham, and the abuse of
' that power, is the principal cause of all the evils and dangers therein men-
* tioned ; and therefore they humbly submit it to his Majesty's wisdom,
* whether it can be safe for himself, or for his kingdom, that so great power,
* both by sea and land, as rests in him, should be trusted in the hands of
* any one subject whatsoever.' On the I7th of June, 1628, this remonstrance
was presented to the king, with the Sill of Subsidies, in the banquetting-
house at Whitehall ; who, when he had heard it read, told them, ' He little

* expected such a remonstrance, after he had so graciously passed the petition
* of right ; and for the grievances, specified therein, he would consider of
* them as they should deserve.' "—Other stronger facts than thesei and of a
more recent tlate, might be quoted in proof of the existence o(faults on both
sides: But this quotation will suffice to shew, that Arminianism is not
chargeable either with the attack u^on the liberti/ of the stibject, or upon
the rights of the crown, upon both of which the old historian passes some
just animadversions. On the just rights of the monarch, consult page 640,
in which are contained the brief remarks of Grotius, who may be regarded
as a distant and an impartial spectator.
But this will be granting more than is correct respecting these two eminent

prelates ; for both of them gave stronger proofs of their attachmetit to
genuine liberty, than several of the most vociferous of their accusers. With
regard to Dr. Juxou, it is sufficient to observe, that his mild and equitable
conduct had prepossessed even the republican innovators in his favour; he
was therefore the last of the English bishops who were despoiled of their
dignities and revenues : And with regard to Archbishop Laud, it is sufficient

to quote his own dying declaration, which it would not be difficult to corrobo-
rate by other testimonies :

—" 1 have been accused likewise as an enemy to
parliaments : No, I understand them, and the benefit that comes by them, too
well to be so. But I did misl'ke the misgovernments of some parliaments
many ways ; and I had good reason for it : Yov corruptio optinii est pessi?na,

there is no corruption in the world so bad as that which is of the best thinff
within itself; for the better the thing is in nature, the worse it is [when]
corrupted. And that being the highest court over which no other hath juris-
diction, when it is misinformed or misgoverned, the subject is left without
all remedy." He had strong reasons for talking thus about " the misgovern-
ments of some parliaments ;" for how excellent soever their professed objects
may appear to us who reap the fruit of their labours, the unjust and out-
rageous measures which out of pure contradicti.m to the court they chose
to pursue in attaining those objects, can never be justified by men of impar-
tiality. The faults on both sides were many and egregious ; and at this

distance of time they will be obvious to all who are not violent partirans.
In the spirit of the expressions here quoted, it is easy to imagine, that, ia
relation to many subjects beside those with which we are acquainted, the <

Archbishop would have been pleased to behold an amelioration of practice ;

but at that peculiar juncture of public affairs, the slightest concession would
have been interpreted by the opposite party as a complete triumph, as was
afterwards perceived when his majesty commenced the work of unguarded
yielding. On the same principle, that intrepid and intelligent statesman,
the late right honourable William Pitt, previously to his becoming Prime
Minister, ably advocated what he considered to be the just rights of the
people; yet when he was elevated to that distinguished place in his Majes-
ty's Council which he filled with such honour to himself and benefit to his

country, he discovered good and valid reasons for refusing the boon which he
ha d himself instructed the people to demand ; and, on account of this oppor-

Xx
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at the Synod of Dort, long before Dr. Laud's advancement, had
maintained "that the Pope ought not to be called Antichrist

tune refusal, I never heard that upright minister blamed except by the most
illiterate of modern republicans, who would have delighted in beholding
England emulate France in acts of licentiousness and atrocity. But the
sound part of the nation were too well-instructed to suffer our former scenes
of republican frenzy and profaneness to be re-acted : A single beacon of this

description was accounted a powerful warning in the history of any people.
Without any intention to compare the Archbishop's notions of liberty «ith
those of Mr. Pitt, (for the latter entertained such as were far more correct

and liberal,) 1 may be permitted to ask, If Mr. Pitt's reasons be deemed just

and valid at the period to which 1 have referred, what can with propriety be
alleged against thoseofArchbishop Laud, who lived at a most eveutful crisis,

when Church and State were assailed by insidious and powerful adversaries ?

We have a remarkable testimony to the correctness of bis views, and to the
general propriety oi h\?, measures for procuring a strict uniformity, in the
conversion of some bishops and other divines of Calvinistic principles, who
had been disciples of Abbot, and who had acted towards their inconformable
predestinarian brethren, upon that Archbishop's maxim, quoted in page
6715, till they perceived its erroneousness, and the dangerous results which it

produced. This will be rendered apparent in two subsequent notes, one of
which relates to the alteration of conduct in Bishop Hall, and the other to

that in Bishop Davenant. But the testimony of his declared enemies, the
Presbyterian Calvinists, will probably be considered still more remarkable
and convincing. In Robert Baylie's Dissuasive, which was " published by
Authority," and dedicated to that curious political character " the Earl of
Lauderdale," only five years after the extirpation of episcojiacy, the author
attempts to remove the reproach, that " the new monsters of sects" were
to be ascribed to " the [Calvinistic] reformation in hand, and Bishops were
" magnified, as if they had kept down, and this [the Presbyterian church-
" government] did set up, the sects which now predomine." To this he
replies : " The tyranny and superstition of this step-mother Episcopacy was
the seed of Brownism—the great root of the most of our sects, all which were
many years ago brought forth, however kept within doors so long as any
church discipline was on foot. Now, indeed, every monster walks in the
street without controulment, while all ecclesiastic government is cast asleep :

this too too long inter-reign and mere anarchy hath invited every unclean
creature to creep out of its cave, and shew in public its mis-shapeti face to all

who like to behold. But if once the government of Christ were set up
amongst us, as it is in the rest of the Reformed Churches, we know not what
would impede it, by the sword of God alone without any secular violence, to

banish out of the land these spirits of error, in all meekness, humility, and
love, by the force of truth convincing and satisfying the minds of the seduced.
Episcopal Courts were never fitted for the redainiing of minds ; their prisons,
their fines, their pillories, their nose-slittings, their ear-cuttings, their cheek-
burnings, did but hold down the tlame, to breakout in season with the
greater rage. But the Reformed Presbytery doth proceed in a sjiiritual

method, evidently fitted for the gaining of hearts ; they go on with the
olFending party with all respect," &c. In this quotation, which is intro-
ductory to the extracts already given in pages 326 and 348, the impartial
reader will perceive the indirect praise which is most reluctantly ascribed to

Episcopacy, in " keeping all the sects within doors." Respecting the abso-
lute necessity of suppressing all sectaries, Robert is very decided : The sole

difference between him and Archbishop Laud lies in the mode,—the " spiri-

tual metiiod of the Reformed Presbytery" being, in his opinion, the best
adapted for that purpose. To page 443, and to that curious pamphlet the
Burden of Issadiar, published in 1616, I refer those who are desirous of
knowing more concerning- Baylie's intolerant views, and " the mild methods"
adapted by the Presbyterians towards those who were under their eccle-
siastical regimen.—But Bishop Barnet asserts, that " Laud's Diary repre-
sents him as an abject fawner on the Duke of Buckingham." Every man
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till it had been fully proved in that assembly by what right the

epithet appertained to him or to his office." Yet of this opinion

who has perused Bishop Burnet's sermons on public occasions, as well

as some of his other productions, will be inclined on this point toaddress him

in the lang-ua^^e of scripture, " Why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy

brother's eve| but considerest not the beam that is in thine own eye ?" For

there are fewer traces of any thing that resembles fawning or flattery in Laud
than in Burnet. 1 shall embrace another opportunity to shew the difference

between the influence which Laud exerted over the Duke of Buckingham,
and that which was exercised by Archbishop Abbot. At his entrance on a

court-life, Laud found no great statesman like Lord Burleigh, in Queen
Elizabeth's days, when the Lambeth Articles were abrogated, who could

apprize his sovereign of the injurious tendency of rigid predestinarian prin-

cipleswhen pushed to their obvious consequences. He soon discovered that

the Duke of Buckingham, a nobleman of some talents, possessed such an
ascendancy over king James the P'irst and his royal son, as is usually

accounted "the power of a strong mind upon one that"is weaker ; and as the

roval favourite was the common attraction of all parties for their o\vn/)r««^e

benefit, and was consequently a man of no fixed principles or consistent con-

duct, Bishop Laud resolved to win him overto the public benefit of theC'hurch,

which was then in a suffering and abject condition. The reader has already

seen the manner in which Laud prevailed with some men of eminence in

the literary world, when he was desirous through them to promote the

interests of his royal master ; and he was equally successful in attaching

to the service of the Church and of the State the Duke of Buckingham, and
afterwards the Earl of Strafford. The felicitous results of that particular

enterprize, which with the others is in proof of his great abilities, offended

those men in power, who had accounted the Duke a creature of their own,
that was enlisted in their service and entirely devoted to their interests. Any
man of competent literary acquirements, who would engage in such a
labour, might produce abundance of proofs from the correspondence of the

Calvinists themselves, that nearly all the contumely and opposition cnccun-

tered by Laud during lije, arose from the poiverfvl court-injiiunce that he

gained in favour of the doctrines of General Redemption, which, though
explicitly recognized and taught in the publicformularies of the church, were
objects o/ supreme aversion to those who were then entrusted with the chief

management of affairs ecclesiastical. Yet in effecting these desirable pur-
poses, Bishop Laud was never betrayed into any mean action or servile com-
pliance that was unbefitting either a gent]en)an, a christian, or a bishop;

but this cannot be said, with truth, concerning those who have been among
the most acrimonious of his censurers. His intimacy with the Duke was of

the greatest personal service to that nobleman. It rendered him a more
considerate and prudent man, and consequently a more efficient meniber of

his Majesty's Council ; and it has been well observed of the Duke, " if he
had lived a few years longer, to have seen through the temptations of great-

ness, he might have proved as great a pillar of this State as any that went
before him."—The firmness of mind and self-devotion, that were throughout
life eminently conspicuous in the Archhishop, have been well described by
Dr. Heyliu, who, after shewing the desolating effects of the prevalence of
Calvinisn) in Oxford, ffi\es the following account of the liberal course of
Laud's studies at the University in 1598 :

—" But Laud, being forged and
hammered on a better anvil, would not be wrought on by the times, or
captivate his understanding to the names of men, how great soever they
appeared in the eyes of others. Nor would he run precipitately into common
opinions, (for common opinions many times are but common errors,^ as

t'alderinus is reported to have gone to mass, because he would not break
company with the rest of his friends. His studies in divinity he had founded
on the Holy Scriptures, according to the glosses and interpretations of the
ancient fathers ; for doing which he had the countenance and direction of a
canon made in Convocation, Anno 1571, by which it was appointed, 'That,
' in interpreting the scriptures, they were to raise no other doctrines from

XX 2
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the Archbishop has, by several of his ignorant accusers, been

depicted as the first and chief patron. The injustice of such an

* them than what had been collected thence by the ancient fathers, and
' other godly bishops of the primitive times.' And laying to this line the

established doctrines and determinations of the Church of England, it was no
hard matter to him to discern how much the church had deviated from her

self, or most men rather from the church, in those latter times ; how pal-

pably the articles had been wrested from the literal and grammatical sense,

to lit them to the sense of particular persons; how a different construction

had been put upon them, from that which was the true and genuine meaning
of the men that iframed them, and ihe authority which confirmed them ; and
finally, that it would be a work of much glory, but of much more merit, to

bring her back again to her native principles. But then withal, it was as

easy to discern how desperate an attempt it must needs appear for a single

man, unseconded, and not well befriended, to oppose himself against an
army ; how vain a thing to strive against so strong a stream, and cross the

current of the times; that the disease by long neglect was grown so natural

and habitual, that more mischief might be feared from the medicine, than

from the malady ; that he must needs expose himself to many censures and
reproaches, and possibly to some danger also, by the undei taking. But
these last considerations, being weighed in the scale of the sanctuary,

appeared so light, that he was resolved to try his fortune in the work, and to

leave the issue thereof unto God, by whom Paul's planting and Apollo's

waterivg do receive increase."—From these and other brief notices it will be
perceived, that even the most culpable parts of Laud's conduct admit of

great palliatioe, if not of complete defence ; and his frequent and candid
acknowledgments of the impetuosity of his natural disposition, notwith-

standing Bishop Burnet's insmuatioii to the contrary, (653,) shew him in an
amiable' light and prove him to have been an upright moral character, and
most exemplary in all his private relations, but especially in his secret inter-

course with God as his Father and his Judge, through Christ his Intercessor

and Atoning Sacrifice. In the judgment of all charitable persons he will be

acquitted of many grievous charges, if he be allowed to plead his own cause,

as he did in Sept. 1643, when he replied to some accusations, "that the

words charged upon him at the Council-table and elsewhere, might well

have been spared ; that no ill effect did follow on them ; and that they were
innocently though suddenly spoken,—which, he hoped, might, without

involving'him in the crime or guilt of treason, proceed from a 77ian ofsuch a

hasty and uncircumspect humour as himself, made so, as well by nature as

by the multiplicity of vexations which were put upon him, &c. Grant me,
indeed, but one small and not unreasonable concession, similar to that which

in our days is demanded for the personal obliquities of every republican

demagogue or petty Independent pastor under the Commonwealth,— allowr

me to plead a consideratio7i of the aspect of the times, the peculiar difficulties

of his situation, and the inflamed state of parties, and I will undertake to

prove, that Laud's patriotism was in reality purer and more disinterested,

than that of any of his Calvinistic cotemporaries, who had an opportunity of

displaying the genuineness of their patriotism in their public actions.

But these observations are merely personal. When, however, we briefly

advert to the general proposition at the commencement of this note in refer-

ence to the great bodtf of English Jrminians, we shall find it to be still less

Ve/iable, than when i"t is applied to Laud and Juxon. In Appendix M, it will

he shewn, that the Arminians had strong reasons for appealing to the Articles

and other Formularies of the Church of England, in support of the doctrines

of General Redemption ; and the remark quoted from Phillips in page 676,

will appear very correct : " Nothmg can be called the doctrine of the Church,

that is not so declared by the whole clergy, lawfully assembled in Convoca-

tion." By such a " lawful assemblage," the Predestination to life, which

restrains itself to " a few particular persons without any respect to their

faith in Christ or to (.hrist's sufferings and death for them," has never yet

been declared to be the doctrine of the Church ; or that " the few particular
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assumption will be rendered apparent by a reference to Balcan-

qual's Latin Journal of the proceedings, of that Synod, and to

persons, thus predestinated to life eternal, shall by an irresistible grace be
brought to God, and by the infallible conduct of the Holy Spirit be preserved
from failing away from ^race and favour." But " a lawful Convocation of
the Clergy" has avowed, at the close of the Seventeenth Article, " that we
must receive God's promises in such wise as they be generally set forth to us
in Holy Scripture; and that, in all our doings, that will of God is to be fol-

lowed which we have expressly declared to tis in the word of God." How
inconsistent such a " declaration" is with the habitude of Calvinism, 1 have
shewn in various parts of this volume, but more particularly in pages 432
and 668. By comparing those two notes together, the reader will discern,
that the Calvinists considered the Articles of the Church of England 7iot to be
sufficietitly explicit on unco?iditional election and reprobation, and conse-
quently to require emendation in that point as well as in others ; and that,
though the most exasperated of his enemies could never accuse Archbishop
Laud of any desire or endeavour to amend the doctrines of the Church,
however loud and bitter might be their complaints about his reputed
innovations with regard to ceremonies, yet they could never forgive his

attempt to give a greater prominence to the last clause of the Seventeenth
Article, which prominence be virtually gave, nearly in the very expres-
sions of that clause, in the King's Declaration of 1628, quoted in page
668. In the Life of Laud, Dr. Heylin says, "Nothing better proves the
doctrine of the Church, in the points of Election and Reprobation, than
the Church itself, by holding forth—the universal redemption of all mankind
by the death of Christ,—the free co-operation of the villi of man with the
grace of God, in the chief acts of his conversion,—the possibility of falling
into grievous sins, into God's displeasure, and consequently from the grace
received : All which are utterly destructive of Calvin's doctrine in this point."
The Doctor then proceeds to confirm all these Arminian tenets, by apposite
quotations from the Articles and Public Liturgy, which it i'< unnecessary here
to repeat, as others of a similar description will afterwards be given. The
men who had such strong-holds as these in the established Articles and
Liturgy, under which they might with perfect cotigruity shelter themselves
and their scriptural sentiments, were under no necessity whatever of deriving
their reputed Arminianism from Holland ; for the benign doctrines of
General Redemption were constituent parts of the Creed of the National
Church of England long before the birth of Arminius.-^Some of her admir-
able and unaltered Arminian features are exhibited in the following sketch
from Dr. Hammond's very eloquent Far^nesis or Seasonable Exhortation to

all true sons of the Church of England, which he wrote in 16.56, after Cromwell
had issued his severe and tyrannical interdict against the Episcopal clergy :

(page 419 :) " When the characters or discriminative marks of the English
Reformation are two:

—

One, the conforming all our doctrines to the Primi-
tive Antiquity, receiving all genuine Apostolical traditions for our rule, both
in mditiar&ot faith and government

:

—The other, in uniting that fair and
beautiful pair of Faith and \yoRKS in the same degree oi necessity and cow-
ditiwtiality both to our justification and salvation, and to all the good works
aijustice and mercy of which the Romanist speaks, adjoining that other most
evament one oi humiUty , attributing nothing to ourselves when we have
done all, but all to 'the glory of the mercy and grace of God, pur-
chased for us by Christ;— it is but just, that they who have walked unworthy
of such guides and rules as these, who have lived so contrary to our pro-
fession, should at length be deprived of both, not only to have our ' two
staves broken. Beauty and Bands,' the symbols of order and unity, (Hosea
iii, 4,} both which have now for some years taken their leaves of us, but
even to have the whole fabric demolished, the house to follow the pillars'
fate, and so to be left ; ' and to abide without a sacrifice, and without an
image, and without an ephod, and without teraphim,' deprived of all our
ornaments, left naked and bare, when we had misused our beauty unto
wantonness."—The conclusion of this atfecting passage will convey much

XX 3
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the trimming conduct of King James, whose extreme predi-

lection for Popery has been already recorded and blamed. (See

instiuclion to the attentive reader, in addition to the purpose for which it

has been quoted.
Though the immense advantages of a Confession and Rubric of such a

catholic amplitude as that of the National Church have been ascertained
on more than one great crisis in the ecclesiastical history of this country;
yet those advantages were never more conspicuously displayed than when
the attempt was made by Laud and his able co-adjutors to revive Armi-
iiianism. This scriptural system, under a different name, had been pro-
fessed by many of the Martyrs in queen Mary's days ; and had been publicly
taught both from the Chair and the Pulpit during "the reign of queen Eliza-
beth, who by the advice of Lord Burleigh withheld her royal sanction from
the Lambeth Articles, which had been surreptitiously and cunningly framed
with the avowed desisru of discountenancing the "spreading doctrines of
General Redemption, ^fhe pragmatical conduct of king James in the affair

of the Synod of Dort, and his subsequent endeavours to maintain some flegree

of consistency by an awkward and evidently reluctant encouragement of
(Calvinism, gave an alarming preponderance "to that rigid system of Predes-
tination, and rendered it a work of extreme difficulty on the part of those to
whom the care of the established religion was afterwards consigned, to

induce the members of the Church to recur to some of its first principles,

which, through disuse, had become inefficacious and nearly obsolete. The
succeeding long period of peace and plenty, which is described with classic

simplicity by Lord Clarendon in page 309, assisted in fixing the yoke of Cal-
vinism upon the necks of Englishmen ; For the soothing doctrine oi eternal
irrespective electinn IS Ranaring to the pride of man, and always succeeds
when it is artfully applied to a people immersed in luxury, who seldom
delight to hear much concerning works of mercy and justice, of self-denial

and cross- bearing. St. Augustine was one of the first of the Ancient
Christian Fathers who speculated deeply on the nnrevealed will of heaven
with regard to the eternal destinies of individuals ; and though several
modern authors, who have written with much confidence on this subject,

make no distinction between the Predestinarian o|)inions of that Father
and those of Calvin, yet all who have compared them together will not
require to be told, that the latter held far more rigid and fatal tenets than
any which had been taught by St. Augustine or his immediate successors.

. . s „
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transcended Bez'a ; and the climax was completed by a regular gradation
upwards, through Perkins, Piscator, Gomarus, and iJubbertus, to Maccovi-
us, ArcherandTwisse.—The most learned and ingenuousof these individuals
confessed, that their Predestinarian opinions were beyond what was written
in the Holy Scrijitures, and received no countenance from the Ancient
Feathers who lived prior to the age of Augustine. This principle of defection
both from the Scriptures and from the Fathers was of very dangerous ten-
dency, especially in a Church that acknowledged the former as the sole

unadulterated fountain of its faith, and the latter as the only conduit which
conveyed the pellucid waters in refreshing purity. Its baneful effects may
be traced in the Church of England, from the Dispersion under the jjcrsecut-

ing Mary down to the commencement of the reign of King James, before
the tenets of Arminius as stick were promulgated in England: For it will be
found, that, with very few exceptions, the most violent Puritans and the
greatest sticklers against the prescribed ceremonies, during that peiiod, were
always the highest Predestinarians ; and that their best and most successful
opponents were generally learned and pious individuals, who were as con-
spicuous for their attachment to the doctrines of General Redemption as to

the decent rites and observances of the Ancients. The very principle which
impelled men to speculate on matters which were uot among the revealed
vciitics of heaven, induced them at the same time to give the reins to their
imaginations iu inventing modes of worship different from those which were

As Calvin outstripjied this Father, so on some points connected with this

unrevealed sort of Predestination Beza outstripjied Calvin ; on others Zanchy
transcended Beza ; and the climax was completed bv a resrular cradation
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page 557.) This important fact was studiously concealed in

that age, by those whose party prejudices were concerned in its

enjoined by public authority. That this principle was inherent in the
system of Calvinism itself, and not a bare creature of circumstances, is

proved by the immense diversity of predestinarian schemes, as well as new
forms of devotion, which were produced in Great Britain during the Inter-

regnum, though the Confession of Faith fabricated by the Westminster
Assembly of Divines was highly Calvinistic. This fact admits of further
and strong'er proof from the conduct of foreign churches, some of whose Con-
fessions of Faith were more decided in favour of rigid predestination than
that of England

; yet in those very churches, whose Calvinism was of the
most refined description, many writers arose who indulged in diversified

fancies concerning the modes and procedure of the Divine Decrees, beyond
both the letter and the spirit of their different Confessions. That the same
foreign writers on Predestination did not as universally as the speculative
Calviuists in England busy themselves in framing new modes of wo?'*/»/> as
well as offaith, is easily accounted for when it is recoUectsd, that the Pre-
destinarian churches to which they belonged were under the Presbyterian
form of government, and that in several of those countries this propensity to

iimovation was discountenanced and forbidden by the civil magistrate. But
in other countries, as in the United Provinces and some of the minor
German States, in which a toleration of religion was admitted, this inno-
vating principle displayed itself as amply as in England during the Protec-
torate. The reader will not require me to point out to biui the practical dif-

ference, in both these respects, between the Calvinistic parties whom I have
designated in this paragraph on t/ie one part, and the moderate Lutherans
throughout Europeand those who were accounted thechief patronsof Armini-
anism in this country on the other part : For, the two latter, even when they
enjoyed opportunities for innovation, were evidently under the restraint of

the purer, more social, and uniform spirit of their Creeds, and in conse-
quence meddled not with those who were given to change either in Church
or State.

The existence of this principle of innovation among the Calvinists will

solve the phenomenon, that all the English Aiminians were in that age
members of the Episcopal Church, and that not a single congregation of
them was to be discovered among the numerous sects that had then separated
from the ecclesiastical establishment. This remarkable phenomenon is seen
to have been purely accidental ; and the English Arrainians did not forsake
the cause of " civil liberty," but many of them thought they contributed
best to its security wheti they became "assertors of the prerogative royal."

After the period of the Synod of Dort, when every doctrine or practice that
connected itself with General Redemption became unpopular, and more
particularly after Archbishop Laud had attained to some influence in the

fovernment, the public profession of Arminianism, instead of being (as it

as generally been depicted) " the direct road to fame and honour,"
resembled in most instances the early profession of Christianity itself, in

being an actual choosing of obloquy, disgrace, and a living species of
martyrdom. When Laud first attempted to direct the attention of the
clergy to the neglected tenets of their own church on the subject of Getieral
Redemption, at least three-fourths of the right reverend occupiers of the
Episcopal Bench were decided Calvinists; and their ranks had not been so
greatly thinned by death, in the fifteen succeeding years, as many persons
have imagined. Indeed, the greatest single creation of Bishops that took
place at any subsequent period of that age consisted entirely of Calvinists,

as will be shewn in the second volume. How unenviable the condition of
Arminian clergymen must have been iu those dioceses over which a Bishop
of Calvinistic sentiments presided, may easily be conceived. But their con-
dition was not desirable, even in those Bishoprics in which their opinions
received countenance and support from their ecclesiastical superiors : For
though those superiors were very naturally inclined to bestow their patron-
age on such as co-incided with them in sentiment, yet they were scarcely
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suppression, and who with manifest inconsistency stigmatized

Arminianism as Popery, not only when it was supported by

able to maintain themselves, much less their clers^y, against the torrents of
reproach and calumny with which they were puljlicly assailed. The very
name ol' " Arminianism" was industriously traduced and rendered so odious
to the common people, as to be disclaimed by those who were the greatest
admirers of the system itself, but who at the same time knew that it was
contained in the formularies of their own church, and was capable of
derivins^ from them most ample confirmation. The subjoined cjuotation

from Baker's C/iranicle viWl be explanatory of ttiis matter:—" In his first

year, [Charles I.] some ditfcrences were revived about the tenets of Armi-
iiius, which began in the latter end of his father's reign, and were heightened
by the Commons House of the Parliament then newly assembled, the mem-
bers whereof generally favoured the oppugners of those points : And the
controversy was the more remarkable, because it divided the Bishops them-
selves ; but those of that order that were reputed Arminians did not own
themselves to be such, but maintained That what they held tvas ever the
doctrine of the Church of England, contained in the Seventeenth Article
thereof; and the like was asserted by those that opposed those tenets, so
tnat both made claim to that article ; and about the exposition thereof, and
the consequences from thence derived, the peace of the Church was not a
little disquieted."— I shall embrace another opportunity to prove, that many
of the Arminian clergy of that age and some even of the Bishops themselves
derived, immediately from Holland, not only their religious opinions with a
taint of the infection which had then broken out in Amsterdam, but likev*ise

their relish for civil freedom and an enlarged religious toleration.—The two
classes of exemplary Arminian divines, who chose thus for many years
to encounter certain reproach without any equivalent accompanying induce-
ments, except such as arose from the highest and most disinterested source,
could not be expected to join the ranks of the republican levellers that
were trying to subvert not only the Monarchy, but likewise the Episcopal
Church, from which the doctrines of General Redemption drew their best
sanction. Instead therefore of this circumstance being quoted in disparage-
ment of the Arminian clera;y, it is to their perpetual honour and credit
that they adhered to the declining interests of the Knig and the Church ; and
when the cause of both was utterly ruined, those excellent men presented
to the world a magnanimous example of patient suffering for righteousness'
sake, which, were it to receive as large and studied an illustration as that of
the comparatively small number of Nonconforming ministers who were
ejected from the bosom of the Church in the year lfi(;2, would in several

particulars transcend all the instances of suffering virtue that have been
known since the Christian Religion was first planted in Great Britain. On
this subject the following quotation, written by Dr. Gauden a few months
prior to the Restoration, is exceedingly just and appropriate:—" The renown
and value of Episcopacy is much risen since Englishmen have seen added, to

the other excellencies of our English Bishops, the miracle and magnanimity
of their Christian patience ; who, after their hard and long studies, attended
with many meritorious and useful virtues, after they had lawfully obtained
and many years peaceably enjoyed such honors and estates as adorned
Episcopacy in England,—after they had no way and by no law forfeited these

or misused them
;
yet iti the deciine of their lives, in the colder and darker

winter of their age, these grave and gallant men can bear with Christian

patience and heroic composedness of mind the loss of all, and that from their

own countrymen, professors of the same Christian (yea and Reformed)
Religion: And this without any respect had either to their present and
future support, or their pristine dignity. A fate so sad and tragical, as is

scarce to be paralleled in any age or history ;
yet have none of them been

heard to charge GodfooUshlt/. They say and write either nothing, or only
the words of soberness, truth and charity; they still possess their souls in

silence and patience, .vhen dispossessed of all things: Wherever they live,

their lustre shines through their greatest obscurity and tenuity, as the bright

su;i through small crevices, far beyond the most sparkling Presbyters or
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the powerful influence of the Church, but when the Hierarchy
itself was shorn of its strength and deprived of its beauty.

glittering Independents ; whose new popular projects for Church government,
compared to primitive and old Episcopacy, are like comets or blazing stars

compared to the sun and moon. 1 know some of those Lords and Commons
who in the huddle helped to destroy Bishops and their order, now not only
pity the undeserved sufferings of such brave men, but repent of their own
compliance; and so do many Rlinisters."—This description is as applicable
to the Arminian clergy as to the Bishops, which is obvious from other
remarkable passages in Dr. Gauden's work ; and the whole of it serves to
prove the prepared state of the public mind for the return of Monarchy,
Episcopacy, and Arminianism in 166'0.

But the remarks in the preceding long paragraph apply to the Arminian
clergy, rather than to the laity, whose numbers previous to the overthrow of
the monarchy were not so vast as is generally supposed. Indeed, the criterion

by which the quality as well as the quantity of both Arminians and Cal-
vinists are usually tried, is exceedingly fallacious; for the persons who
composed the two opposing armies in the Civil Wars, are frequently adduced
as accurate specimens of those two religious parties,—a mode of calculation
which I shall afterwards shew to be manifestly erroneous. It is only neces-
sary in this place to observe, that several gootl Arminians, both among the
Clergy and Laity, did not approve of all the measures of government ; that
some of them expressed their displeasure at the rigorous proceedings of the
High Commission Court and the Star Chamber; and yet that all of them
considered it better to endure a few temporary, known, and defined evils,

than seditiously to rush into others which were unknown to the laws of the
realm, and unsanctioned by scripture: For they were well assured, that
there existed a constitutional remedy for all those evils, in strong yet respect-
ful petitions and remonstrances from the people to their monarch. Though
the Arminian laity were small iu number, and though during the days of
republican anarchy their influence was feeble and confined, yet this " little

leaven" of righteousness ditl'used itself in an amazing manner among all

ranks of the community, and its gracious effects were rendered apparent at

the Restoration. It will hereafter be a part of my grateful duty, to demon-
strate the existence of that Divine energy, in the establishment of scriptural

Arminianism during the iuter-regnum, which had been so conspicuously
exerted in the original establishment of Christianity itself. For, after all the
well-intended labours and arduous efforts of Archbishop Laud and his pious
coadjutors, the expression of the Prophet may, not unfitly, be applied to the
rapid and extraordinary diffusion of Arminian principles at the period to

which I have referred ; those principles were then disseminated, " not by
[human] iniglit or power, but by the Spirit of the Lord of Hosts."

I am ([uite ready to acknowledge, that, iu England, the Calvinists opposed
the introduction of new ceremonies into the church, or, more properly,
the revival of old ones ; and that, both in England and Holland, they strenu-
ously and effectually resisted the toleration, which the Civil Powers were
willing to grant to Arminianism, and which was not incompatible with the

Confessions of either of the National Churches, though that of the Church of

England was, of the two, far the more liberal. (See TVorks ofArmlnius,
vol. i, p. 665j— I have exposed in the preceding pages (494—543) some of the
principles on which their opposition was grounded, I have also shewn,
(p. 676} that "the encouragement which the House of Commons gave to

the English Calvinists, to utter their speculative Predestinarian opinions, and
to vent their antipathy to the doctrines of General Redemption," was the real

origin of their opposition to the salutary restraints then attempted to be
imposed upon their metaphysical and unchristian refinements on the Gospel.

This politic encouragement gradually extended itself, till the Parliament
ultimately became the avowed patrons of seditious movements, in favour of

the ecclesiastical supremacy due to Calvin's dogmas. The establishment, of

this supremacy was rendered more hopeful and palatable to the Calvinists

tlxemselves, (p. 313, 448} and to the irreligious and unprincipled part of the
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(Page 677-) Some persons of the same class, in our days, are

willing to have it generally believed, that no divine of eminence
except Archbishop Laud felt the least hesitation about the posi-

nation, by the plausible association effected by the republican statesmen
between Calvinism and a Commonwealth. But every one who is acquainted
with history, knows that a RF.ruBi.ic is not actually synonymous rtith

Civil Libertv ; and Calvinism is certainly a term which is iar from being
ec[iu\'aleut lo Heligious yreedotn. It would be singular, indeed, and a cir-

cumstance altojfcther anomalous in the moral history of mankind, m ere those
narrow principles which are peculiar to Calvinism accounted the parents
of a liberal toleration, either civil or religious. The mistake vvinih has
arisen concerning this alleged Calvinistic love of freedom, will be rendered
still more evident by briefly adverting to the model of civil government
which the English Calviuists i)roposed to adopt; It was that of the Dutch
Republic, which bad recently ejected from its bosom, and banished into
foreign countries, some of its most valuable and industrious citizens, in the
persons of the pious Arniinians : That was one trait of Dutch freedom I A
consummaiion like this against Arniinianism, the British Calviuists could
not hope to obtain under a Monarchy ; but, iu)der a Republic, they did
obtain it to a considerable extent, (though far beneath their wishes,) when
they procured the suppression of the 15ishops, and the ejection of almost
every Arminian clergyman in the kingdom. Such were some of the appear-
ances of this Calvinistic love of freedom,—a freedom to exclude, from the
benefits of their confined Toleration, all those who professed the sanctifying
doctrines of General Redemption. Dr. Hammond has given a good descrip-
tion of the natural incongruity between Calvinism and Civil Obedience,—
the latter of which, to whomsoever it may be due, is the foundation of all

rational liberty,—in his treatise of Fi/ndameiifals, written in 1654, while
Cromwell's Committee of Fourteen Prede-,tinari:in Divines were sitting in

consultation about the nature oH F/i>i(/ri)iu)i(iil Truths, or rather about the
terms on which Calviuists might tolerate each other. " To these christian
and theological considerations," says the Doctor, " it will not be amiss to

add what care the writers of Politics have had, to warn us of the noxiousness
of this doctrine [Absolute Predestination] to all civil governments ; which
the Christian religion, rightly understood, is so very far from disturbing, that,

beyond all other aphorisms political, beyond the sagesi provisions of the pro-
foundest lawyers, it is iincomparably qualified to perpetuate the public weal
and i)eace, would men but live accoiding to the rules of it. But, [as] for

the doctrine of those who so mistake the christian religion, as to think it is

only a chain of fatal decrees, ' To deny all libertjf oj man's choice toward
' good or evil, and to afiix all events to God's predetermination,—This,' say
they [the Politicians] ' is utterly irreconcilable with the nature of civil
' government, with the foundation thereof laid in laws, or with the punish-
' nients and rewards which are thought necessary to the continuance thereof;'

and Campanella chooseth to instance in a republic or free state. For when
the people, who think their liberty (of which they are very lender and jealous)

lobe retrenched or impaired by the restraint of laws, can further answer
their rulers, though but in heart without proceeding to farther boldness,
' that they cannot observe the laws, being led by irresistible decrees to the
* transgressing of them,' the consequence is easy to foresee— the despising
and contemning of laws, and hating and detesting of those who are ol)liged

to punish them when they have ottended, which two are soon inflamed,
beyond the rate of popular discontents, into actual seditions and tumults, as

soon as opportunity shall favour, or opinion of their own strength encourage
them to it." The justice of these remarks was felt even by the Repub-
lican rulers; and (,'romwell himself was compelled to employ measures of
severity and co-ercion against many of his once-dear Predestinarian friends,

who were the intolerant advocates of that species of liberty which has been
described in this paragraph.
The contrast which is attempted to be established, by comparing the

genius and progress of Arniinianism in Holland with its genius and progress

in this country, is likewise unjust and inapplicable. The case of the early
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five Antic HRiSTiAN character of the Roman Pontiff, wished to

conciHate the affections of Papists, or attempted to overcome

their objections by mild and gentle methods. But whatever blame

Arminians in England has received only a very briefelucidation in this note

;

but more ample justice will be rendered to it in the second volume. Sufficient

evidence, however, has been produced to shew, that they were no such enemies
to "civil liberty "as they have been jfenerally represented-The author of the first

sentence in this note' ousbt to have known, that the Dutch Arminians are

depicted in the Historical Preface to the Si/nod of Darts.?, moversof sedition,

while the very opposite to this was the fact: They were thus stigmatized,

because, while their own friends were in power, they refused to subscribe to

a fresh formulary of faith in the Heidelberg Catechism ; and since tiiis Cate-
chism and the Dutch Confession had received from the C^alviuists the appel-

lation of " THE Little Bibles and the Marrow of Scripture," the Armi-
nians were desirous that both these documents should be subjected to a regular
canonical revisioi», and rendered as unexceptionable as possible, if both of
them were afterwards to remain standards of faith for all tiie Dutch Churches.
They could not obtain this reasonable concession for themselves when their

patrons were at the head of goverumert ; and their vioietit brethren, who
had previously intended to alter both the Catechism and Confession and to

make them more accordant to their own opinions, succeeded ultimately in

their crafty design, by framing the Canons of the Synod of Dort, and impos-
ing them on the churches of the United Provinces and on those of neighijour-

jng nations, as still higher standards of Calvinian orfhodoxt/. These facts are
copiously detailed in the First Volume of the JVorks of Arminius, pages 514,

644 and 664. and through the whole of his Declaration; and I refer the

reader to pages 432, 57;5, 575, 585, and 594 of the present volume for addi-

tional information respecting the mild and tolerant conduct of the Dutch
Arminians, which is highly characteristic of that scriptural system wherever
it is permitted freely todevelope itself. Such a permission it did notobtain iu

England in the days of Archbishop Laud, much as has been asserted to the
contrary, or even nnder the boasted rule of Ciomwell ; but after the Restor-
ation, its genial intliiences gradually diffused themselves till the Revolution
of 1688, when they communicated an extensive and salutary impulse to the
whole nation, which is felt at this day among all denominations of British

christians. I have repeatedly admitted in these notes, that the opinions about
civil and religious liberty which Grotiusand his Arminian friends in Holland
defeuded,wereof apurerand more philanthropic description than those which
were openly avowed and acted upon by Archbishop Laud, and some of his

immediate advisers : This is only tantamount to the admission, which every
one acquainted with the atfairsof England will be prepared to make, that
we then received from Holland the masters who excelled us in painting,
engraving, printing, commerce, legislation, &c. But the effects of the
rivalry then excited between the two countries were soon afterwards apparent
by our rapid march and improvement in all matters connected with intellect,

business, navigation, ingenuity, mechanism, legislation, art, science and
literature, in which we obtained a striking sui>eriority, and still retain the
enviable trophies of those grand national efforts. It is not wonderful there-

fore if we began to surpass our teachers in religious toleration and civil

government, as soon as we received a monarch from Holland in the person of
King William the Third. Other curious circumstances both of resemblance
and difference between theArminians in Englandand those in Holland, might
be adduced : In both countries they constituted the minority, while their
patrons were the chief members of government ; they wished to continue in

the Established Churches of Englandand Holland; both of them offeredthcir
opponents the most ample toleration in the bo^om of that Church from which
they were themselves excluded by the Calvinists ; and, to eflect tlieir exdu-
siot), a gross outrage was committed on the constitution of each country. To
prevent the mfliction of that outrage, some of the English Arminians made
common cause with Monarchy and Episcopacy, and engaged in a civil war
to secure what they deemed their just immunities. Jn Holland, the Armini-
nians, though belter prepared for resistance than their English brethren.
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some of the Calvlnists of that age might attach to his Grace for

indulging in such enlarged designs and benevolent sentiments, it is

declined an appeal to arms, and yielded to their tyrannical conquerors with-
out any other resistance than that of remonstrance and petition, which are
the only weapons recognized by true christians. lu neither country did the
Calvinistic pastors fully succeed in their wishes, though in both they had
indulged vast hopes of supreme dictation in Church and State. Those hopes,
however, were frustrated by the statesmen in the two nations, who had
designs of their own to execute. In Holland the statesmen maintained their

authority, not only against the insidious aggressions of the predestinarian
ecclesiastics who were elated with their victory over the Arminians, but like-

wise against those bolder attempt? of Prince Maurice who failed in his inten-
tion to elevate himself to the rank of a monarch and to render himself abso-
lute. (See pages .524 and .) To the republican statesmen of England I

have adjudged their due meed of measured approbation in pages 400, 4^6 &
448, for the resistance which they gave to the " exorbitant demands of the
Calvinistic pastors ;" yet those interested legislators allowed themselves and
the whole nation to be duped and abused by Cromwell, whose tyrannical
conduct became at length disgusting even to his supple dependant. Dr. John
Owen. The effects of these Calvinistic movements in both countries may be
thus stated : Prince Maurice failed in his hazardous and tyrannical enter-

prize : Cromwell, availing himself of the experience atlbrded by the failure

of the Dutchman, adopted more decisive measures than Maurice had done,
for obtaining political supremacy by means of the triumphant Calvinists.

The Dutch Arminians opposed in a legal manner the ambitious designs of
Prince Maurice ; and the English Arminians boldly opposed Cromwell, and
censured him for his mal-practices, both in personal interviews and from the
press, at the very time when these Calvinists who have been depicted, by
their party, as " the grand defenders of English liberty," exhibited the most
abject subserviency to the tyrant, flattered his passions, frequented his

court, and offered him the grateful incense of fulsome adulation. So that

the Dutch and the English Arminians did not differ so much in the ki7id as in

the degree of " the civil liberty" which they severally patronized and
defended : And if we make allowances for the difference of name between a
Republic and a Monarchy, and for the relative freedom of the institutions

of each of those modifications of civil government, we shall find that the
object of the Arminians in both countries was essentially alike, and that their

spirited exertions were laudably directed to the preservation of their ancient
laws and liberties.

More points of co-incidence and contrast between the Arminians of Eng-
land and those of Holland might here be added ; hut those already enumerated
will serve to shew, that the Dutch and English Calvinists are not entitled in

any sense to the praise which has thus been inconsiderately adjudged. If it

he. alleged, that the latter were the authors of the Revolution of 1688, all

commendation on account of that occurrence must likewise be withheld from
them ; for Bishop Warburton will afford them some correct information
respecting the Inter-regnum, the Restoration, and the Revolution, in the

subjoined brief quotation : "This miserable nation, now become the scorn

and opprobrium of the whole earth, at length grew tired, rather than
ashamed, of its repeated follies. In this temper they hastily recalled the heir

of the monarchy : and as the cause of all these miseries had been their

insisting on unreasonable conditions from the crown, they did [acted] like

men driven out of one extreme, who never take breath till they have plunged
themselves into another,—they strove to atone for ihcir unjust demands \i\)oii

the VIRTUOUS father, by the most laviih concessions to his flagitwv a son ;

who succeeded to the inheritance, with all those advantages of an undefined
prerogative which an ambitious prince could wish for the foundation of aa
arbitrary system : A sad presage to the friends of liberty, that their gene-
rous labours were not yet at an end ! Indeed, within less than half a century,

the old family-projects, taken up again by the two last princes of this line,

revived the public (juarrel. But it was conducted under happier auspices,

not by the assistance of sectaries, but by the national Church ; and coucluded

ia the final establishment of a free constitution."
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reasonable to suppose, that his plan for converting the Papists and
ameliorating their condition,* will be viewed with complacency
by modern Calvinists, many of whom are violent sticklers

for what is commonly styled Catholic EMANCiPATioN.t

The sentence, therefore, on which I have bestowed these prolix animadver-
sions, would be far more correct, if it were thus expressed: "At the decisive
" crisis of the Civil War in England, Calvinism went along with sedition,

''fanaticism, innovation, democracy, oppression, licentiousness, and disorder;—
" while Arminianism went along with loyalty to the lawful sovereign,
"enlarged toleration in doctrinal matters, veneration for the ancient laws
" and institutions of the kingdom, the consolidation of Christianity, and a
" studied regard to the important interests of the Church Universal ; the
" great body of English Anninians being generally as favourable to the due
" liberty of the subject as to the just rights of the monarch."
* I have shewn, in page 550, wliat were the real views of Grotius respecting

the Papists, both in early life and in his old age. And in some of the inter-

mediate notes ((il9—630) I have elucidated " his endeavours to destroy the
increasing influence of Popery, by his pacific method of infusing into the dis-

eased body the only means of a radical cure,

—

the introduction of purer and
more scriptural principles.'" Archbishop Laud's endeavours were of the same
healing complexion, and had asimilar benevolent direction. But the Church
of Rome was then too crafty to admit of renovating medicines, and to this

day she manifests the same politic reluctance.

t I can easily understand the policy of those consistent advocates of
Catholic Emancipation, who invent a plausible pretext for an indirect yet
'• feasible scheme of Protestant inoculation," for conveying into the body of

the Romish Church healing and renovating principles. Thus the late right

honourable William Pitt defended an amelioration of the condition of the
Irish Papists, on account of the answer which he had received from certaia
Popish universities respecting the nature of spiritual allegiance to the Roman
Pontiff. Such a great and well-informed statesman could not be deceived by
tliat unsatisfactory reply ; but he employed it as a politic pretence on which
to ground the healing "measures which it was his wish to promote. But I

never could understand how it was possible for any man, especially a Protes-
tant ministerof the gospel, to justify the sweeping kind of Catholic Emanci-
pation which has lately become popular among certain classes, on the abstract

right of every man not only to worship God as he pleases, (which privilege

has been long enjoyed by all religious denominations in these realms,) but
likewise on that of the eligibility of every man to the highest offices in the
State, whatever may be the religious tenets which he professes. When mea
argue for such an abstract right as the latter, in reference to the Roman
Catholics, they argue for " the unalienable right" of a madman to possess a
sword, though they know the first purpose to which he applies it will be the
destruction of his fellow-creatures. The most noisy of those who reason thus,

would, on a change of circumstances, be among the violent remonstrants
against the lar^e and noxious concessions to the Papists for which they now
contend. We have a remarkable specimen of this convenient tergiversation

in Evelyn's Diary, under the date of October 29, 1687. It is known to every
one, that the Conimon-Hall Orators of the city of London, in the days of

Archbishop Laud, talked as largely and astutely against any indulgence to

Papists, as some of their successors have argued for it : Yet a few years
afterwards,when our Popish King James the Second and his Queen honoured
the city with a visit in state, the Pope's Nuncio was invited with their Majes-
ties, as Evelyn quaintly informs us : "An Anabaptist, [Sir John Peake,]
" a very odd' ignorant person, a mechanic I think, was Lord Mayor. The
" King and Queen, and Dadi, the Pope's Nuncio, [were] invited to feast at
" Guildhall. A strange turn of affairs, that those who scandalized the
" Church of England &?> favourers of Popery, should publicly invite an emis-
" sary from Rome, one who represented the very person of their Antichrist I"

Such mutations of conduct as this will be constantly exhibited, in the course

of muudaue affairs, while men argue and act upon untenable principles.
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Dr. Peter Heylin has, in the Life of Dr. Laud, ^iven an
account of the concessions which, according to report, the Arch-
bishop was willing to make to the Roman Catholics ; but he

Some of tlie members of our national Senate have said many thinsrs on
this subject, which, if the Journals report ariffht, require great correction :

They have referred very fallaciously to the conduct of Holland and the North
American Republic, as patterns by which v*e ou!;ht to reg,iilate our practice.

The very intolerant enactments h^ some of the United States of America,
preclude any allusion to tke w/inlea^a proper guide in this respect. The
following- information with regard to Holland may, however, be worthy of

perusal; it is an extract from i/rty«i7Vr lUustrata, by BuitRisH, who says :

"There are very great numbers of Roman Catholics in the United Pro-
vinces ; notwithstanding their religion, as Sir >Villiam Temple observes, is

not immediately protected by the laws of the Republic. Tiie same author
has assigned the reason of this, which is, that the States believe tke Roman
Catholic religion must make vien bad subjects, ivhilst it teac/ies them to

acknoy'lerlge a foreign power superior to that under which they live : and
accordingly they have made several penal laws to prevent the growth of it.

But as each Province has reserved to herself the liberty of regulating religion
within her own jurisdiction, these penal laws of the States General have
never been put in execution. In Holland especially, neither prudence nor
policy wjuld permit them to exclude so large a bodyas the Roman Catholics
out of the general toleration ; and accordingly they are very numerous in the
great towns of that Province, where the magistrates give thein an ecjial pro-
tection with other dissenters. At Amsterdam, they have not fewer than
twenty four chapels. There are great nimibers of the same communion in
Rotterdam and severalother cities. But they are most numerous in the vil-

lages, insomuch that a miller, smitii, or any other mechanic, bei?ig a Pro-
testant, is sure to be a beggar if he settles in the country: For the j)riests

never fail to enjoin their whole communion to neglect him. This perhaps
«ay seem strange to the English reader, who considers Holland as a Reformed
country, and a principal bulwark of the Protestant Religion : but 1 speak
upon good grounds, and, amongst many proofs which 1 might bring ot the
truth of what I advance, I choose to instance the Remonstrance made to the
States General, in 1725, by the deputiesof the generalSynod, who represented
the growth of Popery in the most pathetic terms, and ' affirmed, ' that since
' the year 1650, the number of Roman Catholics, in the se\en provinces, was
'increased three hundred and fifty thousand, of which they bad authentic
'proofs.' This is plain evidence both of their great numbers, and the assi-

duity of the priests in their profession : For, considering how many of both
sexes the monasteries and nunneries take olf who engage in vows of celibacy
and virginity, and that great numbers actually leave the United Provinces
yearly upon these accounts, to settle in the religious houses of the adjacent
countries; it will be difficult to account for so large an augmentation, without
the help of new conversions. As necessary, however, as it may seem to

restrain the growth of Popery, it would be difficult if not impossible to effect

it without some degree of persecution ; and therefore the States will act in

it with the utmost caution. But were they less delicate, in vain are penal
laws whilst the city and villageschouts remain theoverseers and prosecutors of
criminal affairs ; for these will ever dispense with the practices of the priests

for a sum of money, which they are always in a condition to furnish upon such
an occasion."

Without any allusion to these mal-practices in the Dutch administra-
tion of justice, which will find no parallel in Ireland, we may advert to the
principle of Popish caste which pervades the whole of that intolerant system
wherever it is allowed to hold dominion over the consciences of the populace.
If these arlsof exclusion were practised in a country in which Pojiery received
only a limited tohrat'on, it may not seem difficult to imagine the" degree of
tyranny exercised by the Popish ecclesiastics over the Irish people, who are
involved in ignorance. Yet the enormities conceived by the most inventive
imagination, will scarcely equal the real acts of tyranny from that impure
source, which are conspicuous in Ireland, even at this enlightened period.
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relates this affair in a manner very common with him when he
had no certain data upon which to proceed. However, if the

The following quotation from DrGauden was published under the Protec-
torate, and faithfully depicts the dangers that accrue both to princes and
people when no such bulwarks are raised ag'aiiist Popery as those which the
Church of England affords. Though at that period through Cromwell's prohi-

bition they were rendered inefficacious, yet, in the hands of able episcopal
divines, they have iti more than one im|)ortant crisis of our history proved
under God the real defence of the nation against Popery. This quotation
likewise confirms the account which Burrish gives of the Dutch mode of tole-

rating the Papists :
" Since experience shews us in England, that many

subjects, by the scandal of our divisions, are turned Atheists, Papists,
Socinians, Anabaptists, Familists, Seekers, Ranters, Quakers, any thing,

yea nothing as to true religion, which consists in piety, equanimity, charity,

the love of God and our neighbour, what shall hinder those that hereafter
may be in sovereign power, and exposed to many temptations, to take the
same freedom when they list, and to profess Popery or any thing when relig-

ion is left to their choice and inditferency,—there being no public worship,
catechism, articles or canons, to which all agree as the card and compass of

religion, by which both prince and people may safely aud unanimously steer

their course towards heaven in a christian consent and harmony, [and which
would be] much more punctual and explicit than that is of owning only one
God, which the Turks do, and one Lord Jesus Christ, which all heretics and
schismatics do. Which sad fate of a prince and people, who are every day to

seek and choose or change their religion, cannot hefal England without sore
conflicts and many bloody bickerings; the temper of the English being not
so dull and phlegmatic and overawed, asthat which possesseih some Dutch-
men and Almaines [Germans], whose zeal for trade and gain (besides their

social drinking, which begins and ends all their differences,) makes them
more capable to endure different professions of religion among them, so far

as they do not endanger the civil peace, nor obstruct theirblessed commerce.
Yet even these churches and states have some settled form and profession of
religion in doctrine, worship, and discipline."

Among the numerous periodical pamphlets of a salutary description which
are now published at a low price every week, lam glad to find a popular
abridgment of Fox's Biok of Martyrs, which will serve to counteract in the

rublic mind that spurious kind of liberality towards modern Papists to which
have adverted at the commencement of this tiote. On this subject Dr.

Wordsworth has observed, with great truth, in the preface to his Ecclesi-
astical Biography : "I am not ignorant of what has been said also by Dr.
John Milner's predecessors, in the same argument,—by Harpsfield, Parsons,
and others. But these writings have not proved, that John Fox is not one of
the mostfaithful and authentic of all historians. We know too much of the
strength of Fox's hook, and of the weakness of those of his adversaries, to

be further moved by Dr. John Milner's censures, than to charge them with
falsehood. All the many researches and discoveries of later times, in regard
to historical documents, have only contributed to place the general fidelity

aud truth of Fox's melancholy tiarrative on a rock which cannot be shaken."
No one has stated "the continual plots and attempts of the Romanists

against the established church and government of England, ever since the
Reformation," with greater brevity and clearness than Sir W. Dawes, Bart.
afterwards Lord Archbishop of York, who tells us, in " aSernion preached
at St. Mary's church in Cambridge, on the 5th of November, 1705 :"

" What endeavours did the Romanists use, (Pope Clement the Eighth by
his Bulls, and the priests and other his creatures, by the influence which
they had over any of the subjects of England,) to hinder King James's acces-
sion to our throne.' And when they found that that would not do, they
immediately contrived a desperate desi|fn for seizing the King and Prince
Henry his son, even before his coronation. Which failing likewise, they
soon contrived another, which they thought it was not possible should mis-
carry, the Gun-powder Treason Plot,—A plot so base, so barbarous, so
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account of those concessions were correct, every man who is

familiar with the progress of Lutheranism in Germany, will

perceive, that they clo not yield so much to the Roman Catholics

devilish in all its circumstances as hardly any age or history can parallel j

and withal so cunningly contrived, so secretly carried on, so plentifully

encouraged by those who pretend to have the keys of heaven in their keeping,
that, had not the special providence of God interposed for its discovery, we,
in all probability, had not been here this day lo worship God in the pure
way of the Church of England; Nay, perhaps the Reformation all over
Europe had been, long before this time, rooted up and destroyed.
" In King Charles the First's reign, when the Papists boasted most of their

loyalty,—and when, to do them right, many of them did shew themselves
better than the principles of their religion in this respect, (Oh that they
would do so in many more !j—even then, I say, we are not to learn, who first

fomented the war in Scotland, even an holy Cardinal, [Richelieu] ; who
inflamed the troubles in Ireland, by a most horrid massacre of the Protest-
ants; who conspired to take away the King's and Archbishoj)'s life in Eng-
land; who acted among the rebels in disguise; who kept a council at London
and transmitted intelligence to Rome ; and by whom it was resolved, that
the King's death wasfor the good of tlie CathoUccause. Lastly, who submitted
to, courted and fawned upon the usurped powers, and gave them to under-
stand, that they might be iisuch surer of tliem than of the Prelaticparty

.

'* All the reign of King Charles the Second, how were we continually
alafmed with fears and apprehensions of Popish conspiracies! What shrewd
suspicious circumstances at least were there, that the Papists had had a hand
in the firing of London ! What plain proof of their designs upon the King's
life, and the subversion of our religion and government ! And when, at last,

that unhappy prince began toopen his eyes, and see the danger which he was in

from them, a sudden, seasonable death for them, not very like a natural
one, sealed up his eyes for ever.
" 1 need say very little of the next reign : Popery and Arbitrary Govern-

ment were then barefacedly forcing themselves in upon us : And this learned
body especially, as also her sister of Oxford, had their rights, liberties, pro-
perties, and (above all,) their most holy religion, invaded with so much
violence, and were put into such imminent danger of losing all that was most
dear and valuable to them, that it would be a severe and intolerable reflex-
ion upon us to speak as if we had the least need to be reminded of that time.
"King William's reign was one constant struggle against Popery and arbi-

trary government, both dangerously threatened by a zealous bigot to both,
—the French King ! And when the Papists found that they could not be too

hard for him in open combat, how pitifully, how basely did they contrive a
secret assassination ! How dishonourably did the French King deny his

right and title to the crown, which for a present convenience he had owned ;

and set up and maintained a pretended prince against him !

" And even now, in the happy reign of our gracious Queen [Anne,] how
zealously is the same pretence kept up, and the hopes of the Popish party
here buoyed up with it! How vastly doth the number of Popish priests,

those sure fore-runners of mischief, increase daily ! What more than ordi-
nary care has been taken of late, to reprint old Popish books; to set forth new
ones ; to give pretended answers to the writings of our most eminent
divines against Popery ; to draw schemes of catholic unity ; and, in one
word, to use all means that they dare to seduce her Alajesty's subjects
from their religion, and then, by necessary consequence, from their duty
and allegiance to her !

'I
I shall only add the secret arts that the Romanists have always used, to

divide ns amongst ourselves, by keeping up, ever since the Reformation, a
pretence of the necessity of a yet farther and pvrer reforination, and
thereby hindering us (Oh that our Dissenters would be so wise, as to see and
disappoint this tlitir contrivance !) from uniting upon one bottom ; by creep-
ing into the assemblies of our Dissenters, nay even into their pulpits, and
their blowing the coals of contention, between them and the Church of Eng~
land," &c. Every reader will add, " May this nation never again be
cursed with the prevalence of Popish superstitions and practices !"
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as the pious and moderate Melancthon was inclined to concede

to the Elector of Cologne.* But Dr. Heylin's statement is an

* Grotius often refers to the pacific measures of the benevolent Melancthon.

As a practical illustration of his conduct, the following account of his

labours in Cologne, undertaken at the request of Herman de Vida, the Popish

Archbishop of that city, who had formerly been a persecutor of the Pro-

testants, will be perused with interest:
" He had before desired the Elector of Saxony to send Melanchthon to

him. Accordingly, the latter set out about the end of April 1543, and drew
up, in conjunction >vith Bucer, a plan of reformation, which was read to

the Archbishop, and examined attentively by him. They gave him up cer-

tain things, that were not consonant to the doctrine of the Protestants, and
which made Luther complain of Melanchthon and Bucer, as conniving on
that occasion. The Elector of Saxony was no less dissatisfied with this con-

duct, though the Landgrave [of HesseJ told him, that he must not promise
himself the work would be completed at once. The Archbishop desired to have

all such privileges retained as were not impious, and every order should

preserve its privileges. He did not intend to abolish Episcopacy. ' It was pro-
' posed by Herman, as may be gathered from Melanchlhon's letters, and
* as appears more evidently from Chrytaeus, book xvi. to retain as
' many of the ancient ceremonies as had nothing of impiety in them

;

' together with the dignity, liberty, and all the rights and prerogatives of
' Colleges ; in order that there might be an example set of a moderate and
* pious regulation iu his Cathedral. However, the event shewed, that it is

* extremely diihcult to discover a medium where things are so greatly cor-
* rupted. Hence all this care and caution proved ineffectual ; and the retain-
' ing of the pomp destroyed all the increase with regard to the purity of
* doctrine.' In the plan for a reformation published by him, he made no
mention either of Luther or the Pope. And he couched his expressions with

regard to the Lord's Supper in such a manner, that the Zuinglians might
approve of it. Luther approved of his not being mentioned in it ; he being

sensible that his name might have offended people; but then he condemned
the other parts of this cautious conduct, and was furiously enraged against

Melanchthon : and would possibly have never been appeased, had not

Melanchthon 'laid the blame on Martin Bucer ; and if the Elector of Saxony
had not endeavoured to prevent an open rupture between them. ' Melanch-
' thon was not ignorant of Luther's displeasure, which afflicted him to such
' a degree, that he had thoughts of leaving Wittenberg, if he should be
' obnoxious to Luther; or that (which indeed was talked of) he should be
< publicly refuted by him. However, by the pious forecast of the Elector of

* Saxony, and Pontanus's meditation, Luther was softened, and allowed of
* Melanchthon's excuse, the latter saying, that it was not he, who drew up
' the article of reformation, with regard to the Sacrament, in Colen ; and
' that he had not concealed from Bucer such particulars as he thought were
' wanting in it; but that no regard had been shewn to his remonstrance:
' Hence Luther's anger was turned, with greater fury, against Bucer.'

"

The Popish clersv opposed the plans of the Archbishop, and applied them-
selves to the Pope^and the Emperor. The Pope excommunicated and deposed

this eminent ecclesiastic, and by the aid of the Emperor Charles V, com-
pelled him to resign his See in l"547. Seckendorf says :

" The various ranks

of his subjects declared they would stand by him; and things now wore such

a face, as if violence would ensue. However, the good old man complied

with the persuasions of the Counts Manderschied and Nuenarius, the chief

noblemen in the Archbishopric : Pitying his people, and desirous not to let

them be involved in the calamities of war, he submitted spontaneously, and
absolved them all from their oath of allegiance. He died six years after, on

the thirteenth of August 1.552, in the place of his birth ; and, as Sleidan

observes, of the death he desired: for he had frequently wished, either that

he might have an opportunity of propagating the doctrine of the gospel and
settling the Churches in his dominions on a right foundation, or that he

might lead a i>rivate life. And upon his friends afterwards suggesting to

Yy
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extract from two of the Archbishop's greatest enemies, and

consequently cannot be expected to do justice to his designs.

Having quoted the concessions which they enumerated, the

Doctor observes

:

" In which compliances, so far forth as they speak the truth,

(for in some points, through the ignorance of the one and the

malice of the other, they are much mistaken,) there is scarce any

thing which may not very well consist with the established,

though for a time discontinued, doctrine of the church of Eng-

land ;
' the articles whereof,' as the same Jesuit hath observed,

* seem patient, or ambitious rather, of some sense wherein they

' may seem catholick:' And such a sense is put upon them by

him that calls himself Frcinciscits a Sancta Clara* And if,

him, ihdi\. he would draw much envy upon himself by this change of Reli-

gion, he used to reply, that he could not be surprised with any thing that

might happen."—Ba\i.e's Dictio7inry.
* The subjoined moving passage from Dr. Hammond's A /ew of the J\,e^o

Directory, published in IMS, is a proof, in addition to the many which this

volume contains, of the truly catholic amplitude of the Creed ot the English

Church: " That the Liturgy of the Church of England, (which was at

first, as it were, written in blood, at the least sealed and delivered down to

us by the martyrdom of most of the compilers of it,) should ever since be

daily solicited and called to the same stage and theatre, to fill up what was

behind of the sufferings of those Fathers,— is no strange or new piece of eco-

nomy in the Church of God. There is not a surer evidence and cnterion, by

which to discern the great excellency of moderation in that book, [the

Liturgy,] and so the apportionatencss of it to theend towhich it was designed,

than the experience of these so contrary fates, which it hath constantly

undergone betwixt the persecutors on both extreme parts,—the assertors of

the Papacv on the one side, and the Consistory on the other; the one

accusing it of schism, the other of compliance; the one of departure from the

Church of Rome, the other of remaining with it ; like the poor Greek.

Church our fellow- reartvr, [that is] devoured by the Turk for too much
Christian profession, and damned by the Pope for too little : It being the

dictate of natural reason, in Aristotle, ' that the middle virtue is most intal-

' libly known by this—that it is accused by either extreme as guilty of the

It is undoubtedly one of the excellences on account of which the Articles

and Liturgy of the Church of England are justly celebrated, that their sanc-

tion, like that of the Scriptures, is claimed by a multitude ot dissidents in

religious opinions—by moderate Papists, Lutherans, Calvinists, Arminians,

Baptists, Pa!do-baptists, &;c. The subjoined passage from Baxter's Key

for Catholics, in continuation of that quoted in page 079, contains some just

observations in reference to those Papists who sought to give such a catholic

interpretation to the English Confession, as would render it ample enough to

afford shelter to them and the less objectionable of their sentiments, and is

undoubtedly an indirect compliment to the good intentions of Archbishop

Laud and Grotius :
" As for the King himself that was their head, if any

conjecture that he was aflat Papist, (as I have heard many rashly say,) I

think there is much evidence to confute them.— (1.) That very letter to the

Pope, on which the suspicion is most grounded, if you mark it exactly, doth

iutimate no more than a desire of a union and reconciliation, with some

additions that may bear a tolerable sense.— (2.) His own profession of the

Protestant religion is sufficient evidence.— (3.) His disputation with the

Marquess of Worcester cleareth it.— (4.) His speech at death, and papers

since published, clear it more. So that I think we may be confident that he

was no nearer to Rome than was the reconcilable part of the Greeks : and

that he desired no more than Bishop Bramhall, and other of his Bishops offer
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upon such corapliances as those before on the part of the Eng-
lish, the conditions offered by the Pope might have been con-

firmed, who seeth not that the greatest benefit of the reconcili-

them,—to have the Church governed by Patriarchs, and the Pope to be
Principium Unitatis, H^c. Yea, for ray own part I am persuaded, that the
Papists were as much afraid of King Charles and the Grotian design, as of
any thing that of long time hath been hatched against them. They are not
all of a mind at home. The French and moderate party no doubt applauded
the design, and liked such writings as S. Clara's, and would gladly have
married England and France in religion. But others (the Italian Spanish
Jesuited party] might easily foresee what danger was in brewing for them.
Had France, England, Sweden, Denmark, and the German Lutherans,
agreed together, to bear down the Calvinists as irreconcilable on one side,

(as Grotius intimates it necessary,) a.id the Italians and their adherents that
set up the Pope above a Council, on the other side, it would have made the
Pope afraid, as no doubt he was. For though he was glad that we would
draw nearer him, and make him the head in any sort, yet he knew not how
to stop so great an inundation as was like upon the union to overflow him.
And hence was the malice of the Jesuits against the life of the King, and
withal that he was fallen into such hands where he was like to do them little

service. Secret. Windebank's letter recited by Prynne, tells us, * that it was
the Jesuits that were the death of Father Leander, and so were the enennes

• of Francis. S. Clara and his book,' which caused it to incur a Roman cen-
sure. So that, with one part of them, that is the best way which the other is

more afraid of than of Protestants. We see it by the Jansenian contest.

We see it in that Cassander, Erasmus, \ives, &c. are excellent Catholics
with some of them, and heretical and vile with the rest.—The persecuted
Nonconformists of the Protestant party, though they were most adverse to

the Papists, had some of the Popish brood at last crept in among them, not
only to spy out their minds and ways, but to bead the party, and sow among
them the seeds of further discontent and error, and to make them a nursery
for various sects. For every where, by their good wills, the Jesuits will have
some."

In this and other passages of his book, Baxter acknowledges the existence
of the leaven of Popery among the Puritans ; the proofs of which fact, and
the narrative of the proceedings of the Pope's agents among some, both of
the Conformists and Nonconformists, would fill a volume, and, if well and
impartially written, it might be useful to that class of men among us who
account the Roman Catholics quite an artless and inoffensive race, that are
peaceably pursuing " the noiseless tenour of their way" to heaven. The sub-

J'oined entry in Evelyn's Diary contains a brief account of the labours of a
esuit among the early Puritans : " 24th June, 1690, I dined at the Bishop

of St. Asaph's, [Dr. Lloyd,] Almoner to the new Queen, [Mary,] with the
famous lawyer Sir George Mackenzie, late Lord Advocate of Scotland,
against whom both the Bishop and myself had written and published books,
both now most friendly reconciled. He related to us many particulars of
Scotland, the present sad condition of it, the inveterate hatred which the
Presbyterians shew to the family of the Stuarts, and the exceeding tyranny
of those bigots who acknowledge no superior on earth in civil or divine
matters, maintaining that the people only have the right of government

;

their implacable hatred to the F^piscopal order and the Church of England.
He observed, that the first Presbyter dissents from our discipline were intro-
duced by the Jesuits' order, about the twentieth of Queen Elizabeth; a
famous Jesuit amongst them feigning himself a Protestant, and was the first

who began to pray extempory, and brought in that which they since called,
and are still so fond of, praying by the Spirit. This Jesuit remained many
years before he was discovered

;
[he] afterwards died in Scotland, where he

was buried at * * * having yet on his monument, Rosa inter spinas,
[a rose among thorns]!"
The following anecdote from Arthur Wilson's auto-biography, while it

itlustratcs this interference of the Jesuits in our national affairs, gives some
2yy
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ation would have redounded to this church, to the King and
people ? His Majesty's security provided for, by the Oaths of
Supremacy and Allegiance, so far as it concerned his temporal
power

: The bishops of England to be independent of the
Popes of Rome : The clergy to be permitted the use of mar-
riage

: The people to receive the communion in both kinds, and
all divine Offices officiated in the English tongue : No innova-
tion made in doctrine, but only in the qualifying of some
expressions, and discharging such out-landish glosses as were
put upon them. And, seeing this, Avhat man could be so void
of charity, so uncompassionate of the miseries and distractions
of Christendom,—as not to wish from the very bottom of his
soul, that the reconciliation had proceeded upon so good terms,
-—as not to magnify the men, to succeeding ages, who were the
instruments and authors of so great a blessing ?*

account of Sancta Clara, and contains a compliment to Archbishop Laud,
which will possess a higher interest when it it considered what Puritanic
prejudices the histonac has expressed, and that the conversation occurred
while the Archbihop was in authority. Wilson had accompanied the Earl
of Warwick to the seige of Breda in 1637, and on his return was detained
some time at Bruc^es, " where," says he, " some English and Scots Jesuits
found me out at my lodging, with whom I had often converse. Among- the
rest, one Dr. Weston, an old man, fell into discourse with me about the state
of England. He loathed the memory of Queen Elizabeth. These times
pleased him better, but the little Archbishop of Canterburv [Laud] he could
not endure. 1 pulled a book out of my pocket, written by the Provincial of
the English Friars, Johannes de Sancta Clara, which tended to reconcile the
Church of England and the Church of Rome, if we would come up a step to
them, and they come down a step to us. He told me, that it was iiirpossible
that the Church of Rome should ever descend in the least degree ; and the
author of the book, if he were at Rome, would be mewed up between two
stonewalls, and his book burnt under his nose. ' I know the man,' said
he, 'he is one of Canterbury's trencher-flies, and eats perpetually at his
'table; a creature of his making.' 'Then,' said I, 'you should better
approveof my Lord of Canterbury's actions, being he tends so much your

< way. —
' No,' replied he, ' he is too subtle to be yoked ; too ambitious to

have a superior. He will never submit to Rome. He means to frame a
^ motley religion of his own, and be Lord of it himself.' He took me for
some disguised English parson, as he after told me; ' for,' said he, ' they
« use to come over in scarlet, like gentlemen, as ours do into England.' But
wheu he was acquainted with my relation, he feasted me at his lodgings, and
used me with much civility. And being familiar with him, 1 asked him
many questions, which are Arcana among them, and he was ingenuous to
me in discovering the truth. Among the rest, I desired him to tell me,
whether there were any kind of relish of truth, (which some Jesuits do write,]
that the Puritans in England did machinate the Gunpowder Treason. He
told me plainly, that was but to take off the first edge of the scandal; for
he knew oi it both in the contriving and acting."
* The following truly liberal observations were written by Dr. Gaudeu,

after suffering, from the dominant Calvinists, nearly twenty years, the
reproach of being " Popishly affected," though on this account he had far
less to endure than many of his brethren in the ministry : For he was pre-
served from molestation durinir the inter-regnum by the powerful patronage
of some ofthe nobihty, who had joined the Parliamentarv interest, and who
were among his kindred and intimate connections. It was his relationship
to them, as he intimates in page ()o7, which created in the mind of Arch-
bishop Laud a degree of prejudice against him. The second paragraph in
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" Bat then admitting, as we may, that no such recmdllatiojt

ivas upon the anvU,and that our two discoiirsers have proceeded onhj

upon suppositions, yet Canterbury had good ground for what he

this extract will remind the pious reader of the reasons adduced by St. Paul,

(Roiiiaus ix, 4,) why " the Israelites, his kinsmen according to the flesh,"

were entitled to much veneration : "Whose are the fathers ; to whom per-

tain the adoption, and the glory, and the covenants," &c. :

—

" Bein^ now past juvenile heats and popular fervours iu religion, I cou-

fess I camiot but vehementlv approve the pious and learned endeavours of

those excellent men, who,—after Melanchthon, Cassander, 5?aravia, Wice-

lius, Thuanus, Grotius, Casaubon, and others,—have not only seriously

deplored the sad rents and wounds of Christian churches, but sought to pour

in wine and oil of wholesome and unpassionate counsels; not palliating

apparent errors, yet not aggravating needless jealousies, nor inflaming

mutual angers, in order to gratify either the sacrilegious policies of princes,

or the pride of Popes, or the factiousness of people.
"

F have no antipathies in me, contracted by any education, custom or

acquaintance, against the learned, wise, and worthy Romanists (or any

others) either as men and Christians : In both respects 1 love and esteem

them, for their many excellent parts and works, which are worthy of com-
mendation and imitation. To them and their pious predecessors, with whom
we in England once were in full communion, we thankfully owe, under God,

(as did our forefathers) the successive honour and happiness of our being

baptized, and admitted to the privileges of Christ's flock and people. To
them we owe that conservation, for the main, of true religion, as Christian,

although (as Christ in the manger) it were wrapped up in some either rotten

rags or unhandsome clouts for many years; the substance of which oar

Reformation in England no more chatiged, than the angel did the person of

Jehoshua the high priest, when he bid take away from him the filthy gar-

ments wherewith he was clothed, and to put on him change of fair and
goodly garments. (Zach. iii, 3, 4.) We owe to the Romanists, though ill

husbands of religion in later ages, that Word and those Sacraments which

they conserved and transmitted, like candles put into a dark lantern ; by
which, when we came to open the light side, we saw both our and their

deviations from the good old way, wliich is God's right way : To which we
rather chuse to return under the name ofpious novelty/ and just reformation,

than obstinately to continue with them in l\\€\x pristine aherrntions and inve-

terate deformities. Thougli they were our fathers in nature and religion,

yet we think it not only lawful for us, but our duty, without any brand of

disobedient children, to cure that leprosy or hereditary disease which we had

coutracted from them our less healthful parents, especially when themselves

have preserved for us and afforded to us that receipt of Gon's word, which

teacheth and alloweth us the proper medicine and cure. The successful use

of which is not more comfortable to us than commendable in us, notwith-

standing our progenitors' obstinacy to continue in the same deformed mala-

dies, affer they have seen the happy experiments of its virtues and remedy
upon us, who never gloried in or designed any new Christian Religion, but

only the just reformation and recovery of the old from those crazy distem-

pers and dangerous diseases which, by ill times and ill orders, it had
contracted.
" I well know how little all religion signifies without charity ; that, next

to gross ignorance, immorality, unbelief, and impenitence, unciiaritable-

NEss is the pest and poison of the soul, which infects, beyond the antidote

of ?ifts, good works, and miracles. I consider that many imperfections and
faifings are venial with true charity, which covers a multitude of sins of

infirmity, (I Pet. iv, 8) ; but no perfections are acceptable to God, or avail-

able to the enjoyer of them, if destitute of charity ; that the measure of a

Christian is more by his Iteart than his liead, by his humble and honest

affections than his high and pufting speculations ; that in the bosom of the

church, as many perish by the rock of uncharitableness as the fiats of igno-

. ranee. (1 Cor. viii, 7.) Therefore, however I see the Papists are mostwhat

YY 3
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did, were it no other then the settling of the Church of Eng-
land upon the first principles and positions of her reformation.

But he had further aims than so: He had some thoughts, (and
I have reason to believe it,) by conferences first, and if that

failed, by the ordinary course of ecclesiastical censures,* ofgaining
the Papists to the church ; and therefore it concerned him, in

point of prudence, to smooth the way, by removing all such
blocks and obstacles which had been laid before ihem by the

Puritan faction. He knew, that from their infancy they had
been trained up in a regular order of devotion,t and that they

so supercilious and high in the instep, that they not only deny us Protestants
of all sorts, (even the most noble, sober and moderate, which were in the
Church of England,) their charity, but they despise all our charity to them ;

yet I cannot think it my duty to requite evil with evil, or uncharitableness iu

them with the like unchristian passion in myself, but rather to requite evil

with good, to commend what is good in them, to own with thanks any good
from them, to pray for them, to be ready to do all offices of christian love to

them, to keep all inward christian communion with them, and to be cheer-
fully disposed to exercise all actual communion with them, in all such holy
doctrines and duties of christian faith and worship as agree to the word of
God and the mind of Christ, which are the centre and circumference of
all ecclesiastical union."

* The Archbishop's remark concerning his own conduct at the Council-
board, (page G51,) would undoubtedly have been fulfilled in this case:
" Well might I move, in some cases, charity or conscience to them ; but
I left them to the law, if thither they would go." Subsequently to the
exercise of his charity, the Papists would have found, to their great per-
sonal inconvenience, the Archbishop's law to be of a very heavy description.

\- " These jealousies of some Bisliops, being Popishly inclined, never had,
so far as ever 1 could discern, any farther ground than this : Some Bishops
pleased themselves, beyond what was generally practised in England, with
a more ceremonious conformity than others observed ; First, to the canons
and injunctions, which (they thought) were yet in force in the Church of
England, being not repealed, but only antiquated through a general disuse.

Next, being aged and learned men, and more conversant in the antiquities
of the Church than younger ministers, they found that such ceremonious
solemnities in religion were then very much used, without any sin or
scandal ; no godly Bishop, Presbyter, or other good Christian, ever making
scruple of using the sig;n of the cross in baptism, and at other times of bow-
ing, kneeling, prostrating himself, or of putting his mouth to the ground and
kissing the pavement when he came to worship God, or to celebrate holy
mysteries, expressing thereby that humility, faith, fervency, sense of his own
sinful unworthiness, and that unfeigned reverence which he bare iu his

heart toward God and his service. This, I suppose, made some of our
Bishops hope, that they might with the like inoffensiveness add such solem-
nity to sanctity, and such outward veneration to inward devotion, and yet be
as far from Popery or superstition as the ancient Christians were

;
yea, as

those Ministers and others now pretend to be, who make so much of lifting

up their eyes and hands in prayer, or who are pleased to be uncovered ia
praying, preaching, singing, or celebrating the sacraments.
" Besides this, many Bishops found a secret genius of rusticity and rude-

ness, of familiarity and irreverence, strangely prevailing among countrj^
preachers and people so far, that they saw many of them placed much of

their religion in affecting a slovenly rudeness and irreverence in all publick
and holy duties ; loth to kneel, not only at the sacrament, but at any
prayers, or to be uncovered at any duty ; enemies to any man, and prejudiced
against all he did, if he shewed any ceremonious respect in his serving God.
They saw some were grown so spiritual, that they forgot they had bodies ;

and pretending to approve themselves to God, only as to the inward man,
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loved that Religion best which came accompanied with decency
and external splendour; that they objected nothing more
against us, than the novelty of our docti'ine, the heterodoxies

maintained in public by some of our preachers, the slovenly

keeping of our chui'ehes, the irreverence of the people in them,

the rude and careless slubbering over of our common prayers.

And what encouragements had they^for resorting to the congre-

gation, when they should hear the Pope defamed,* whom they

they cared not for any thing that was regular, exemplary, orderly, comely,
or reverent, as to the outward celebration, in the judgment and apjpointment
of the Church of England. Hence some men grew to such great applaudings
of themselves, (as if this were the only simplicity of the Gospel,) that they
thought every man went about to cut the throat of Reformed Religion, who
applied any scissars or razor to pare off rudeness and rusticity, or to trim it

to any decency in the outward ministrations, according to what seemed best
to the Church of England. Many Bishops tliought, that religion would grow
strangely wild, hirsute, horrid and incuit, like Nebuchadnezzar's hair and
nails, if it were left to the boisterous clowneries and unmannerly liberties

which every one would affect, contrary to the public appointment of the
church.—It some Bishops pleased themselves in using such outward and
enjoined ceremonies, beyond what was ordinary to some men, yet certainly

a thousand decent and innocent ceremonies, such as those enjoined by the
Church of England were declared to be, do not amount to one Popish
opinion; nor are they so heavy as one popular and erroneous principle,

which tends to faction, licentiousness and profaneness."

—

Gauden's fears, &c.
* The following extract from Hevlin's Life of Laud, will prove, that the

prohibition to call the Pope " .\ntichrist" was not peculiar to that Arck-
bishop's regimen, but had been " the order of the day" in the rei^n of King
James when the Spanish match was in agitation. It will likewise corro-
borate the opinion which 1 have given, in page 376, of the obedient conduct
of King Charles, and of the hereditary attachment to Popery exhibited by
nearly the whole of the Stuart family. (Page b^y

.)

" The Bishop of Exeter's [Hall's] book [Eplscopaci/ by Divine Right"]
being finished, and recommended by the author to his [Laud's] last perusal
before it went unto the press, he took the pains to read it over with care and
diligence. In the perusal whereof he took notice, amongst other things,
that the strict superstition of the Sabbatarians was but lightly touched at

;

whereas he thought, that some smarter plaster to that sore might have done
no harm. He observed also, that he passed by this point, viz. IFhether
Episcopacy be an Order or Degree, as not much material ; whereas, in the
judgment of such learned men as he had consulted, it was the main ground
of the whole cause : And therefore he desired him to wei^h it well, and to

alter it with his own pen as soon as might be. But that which gave him most
offence was, that the title of Anticltrist was positivel}- and determinately
bestowed upon the Pope ; which being so contrary to the judgment of many
learned Protestants, as well as his own, he allowed not of ; but howsoever
thought it fit to acquaint his majesty with the business, and, having so done,
to submit it to his will and pleasure. Concerning which, he writes thus to
the Bishop in his letter of Jan. 14. this present year, [1()39]. ' The last (with
' which I durst not but acquaint his majesty,) is about Antichrist, which
' title in three or four places you bestow upon the Pope positively and deter-
* minately ; whereas king James of blessed memory, having brought strong
' proof in a work of his, as you well know, ti^ prove the Pope to be Anti-
* Christ, yet, being afterwards challenged about it, he made this answer,
* when the king that now is went into Spain, and acquainted with it .- That he
' writ that, not concludingly, hut by way ofargument only that the Pope and
' his adherents might see there were as good and better arguments toprove him
' Antichrist, than for the Pope to challenge temporal jurisdiction over kings.
* The whole passage being known to me, I could not but speak with the king
' about it, who commanded me to write unto you, that you might qualify
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beheld with reverence as their common father ; their ceremonies

to be counted Anlichrinlian, tiieir mass Idolatrous, their whole

religion worse than that of the Turks and Moors, conformity

* your expression in these particulars, and so not differ from the known judg-
' ment of his pious and learned father. This is easily done with your own
' peu ; and the rather, because all Protestants join not in this opinion of Anti-
* Christ.' According to which g'ood advice, the Bishop of Exon. qualified

some of his expressfons, and deleted others, to the contentment of his sove-

reign, the satisfaction of his metropolitan, and his own great honour."
No man can doubt that the Archbishop's prejudices against the I'ope were

as inveterate as those of Bishop Hall : But their royal master was connected
with Papists, his Queen was a member of the Church of Rome, and it was
therefore his majesty's pleasure that no undue stigma should attach to the
Roman Pontiff. Bishop Hall's book was finished in l(i;J9

;
yet the modera-

tion which he then displayed, by a suitable deference to the suggestions of his

civil and ecclesiastical superiors, was not a temporary piece of policy adopted
solely on that occasion. It was the resultof con\ iction; and he thus expressed

his opinion concerning it, fourteen years afterw ards, in a letter to Archbishop
Usher: Having alluded (in IGM,) to "the disquisition of that Antichrist

lately set on foot by Grotius and Dr. Hamnnmd," he makes this frank
acknowledgment:—" I must confess, if the times may accord, there may
seem to be some probability in casting Antichrist upon an age not so far

remote from the Apostolic age as hath been commonly reputed ; since the

Apostle speaks of it as a thing so near at hand, that the ordinary christians

of Thessalonica were well acquainted with the bar of his revelation."—Nei-
ther Grotius, Laud, Hammond, Hall, nor the British divines at the Synod
of Dort, could perceive any utility in deciding " concludingly" respecting

the Pope aiS.the predicted Jiitichrist, whatever might be their opinions " hy-
pothetically" concerning the Pontiff's close approximation to the scriptural

characters of " the man of sin and the son of perdition."

To those who have compared Bishop Hall's early works with those which
he wrote towards the close of life, it is unnecessary to remark, that his views

of Geueral Redemption, and even of the severe measures adopted by Laud,
were greatly altered when he perceived the tendency of the principles avowed
by the Archbishop's Calvinistic opponents, of whom he had at first been a
great patron. In his celebrated letter from the Tower, he employs this expos-

tulation :
" Can my enemies challenge me as a close and backstair friend to

Popery or Arminianism, who have, in so many pulpits and so many presses,

cried down both ? Surely the very paper which I have spent in the refuta-

tion of both these, is enough to stop more mouths than can be guilty of this

calumny !" When " he was by his Majesty in 1627 raised to tiie Bishopric

of Exeter," he informs his readers :
" I entered upon that place, not without

much prejudice and suspicion on some hands ; for some that sat at the stern

of the Church had me in great jealousy for too much favour of Puritanism.

I soon had intelligence who were set over me for espials; my ways were
curiously observed and scanned. However, 1 took the resolution to follow

tViose courses which might most conduce to the peace and happiness of my
new and weighty charge ; finding therefore some factious spirits very busy in

that diocese, 1 used all fair and gentle meaus to win them to good order ; and
therein so happily prevailed, that they were all perfectly reclaimed, so as I

had not one minister professedly opposite to the anciently received orders,

(for 1 was never guilty of urging a«^ Hew impusitions,) of the Church in that

large diocese. Thus we went on comfortably together, till some ])ersons of

note in the clergy, being guilty of their own negligence and disorderly

courses, began toenvy our success ; and finding me ever ready to encourage
those whom 1 found conscionably forward, and paniful in their places, and
willingly giving way to orthodox and peaceable lectures in several parts of

my diocese, opened their mouths against me, both obliquely in the pulpit,

and directly at the coi;rt ; complaining of my too much indulgence to persons

f/isaff'erted, and my too much liberty offrequent lecturings within my charge.

The billows went so high, that 1 was three several times upon iny kiiee to his
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to whom in rites and ceremonies, was held to be more tolera-

ble, by the Puritan preachers, than to those of Rome! These

rubs were first to be removed, before they could have any

Majesty, to answer these great criminations. And what contestation I had
with some great lords concerning these particulars, it would be too long to

report ; only this,—under how dark a cloud I was hereupon, 1 was so sensi-

ble, that I plainly told the lord Archbishop of Canterbury, ' that, rather

than I wou Id be obnoxious to those slanderous tongues of his misinformers,
• I would cast up my rochet.' 1 knew 1 went right ways, and would not
endure to live under undeserved suspicions. What messages of caution I had
from some of my wary brethren, and what expostulatory letters 1 had from
above, 1 need not relate. Sure I am I had peace, and comfort at home, in

the happy sense of that general unanimity, and loving correspondence of my
clergy; till, in the last year of my presiding there, after the synodical [or

et-cetera] oath was set on foot, (which yet I did never tender to any one
minister of my diocese,) by the incitation of some busy interlopers of the

neighbour county, some of them began to enter into an unkind contesta-

tion with me, about the election of clerks of the convocation ; whom they

secretly, without ever acquainting me with their desire or purpose, (as driving

to thai end u'hich we see now accomplished,) would needs nominate and set up
in competition to those whom I had, after the usual form, recommended to

them."
Thus, it is seen, the good Bishop discovered the perverse dispositions and

sinister designs of " these conscionably forward and painful" Calvinistic

ministers, before he left his first diocese ; in the management of which, it

has been justly said, "he miscarried only in some inadvertent expressions

which yet he submitted to the censure of the church, and in an over-credu-

lous charity whereby yet he designed the kingdom's peace." The vile treat-

ment which he received from his Predeslinarian brethren, after his removal
to Norwich in 1641, has been narrated in his own expressive language in

pages 31B, 329, and 334. Neither his former undisguised hostility to Popery
and Arminianism, nor the piety and moderation of his latter years, afforded
any protection against the assaults of his enemies. The fine picture of the
ejected Bishops, which was drawn by the hand of a master, in page 688, is

as applicable to this venerable Prelate as to any of his right reverend breth-
ren ; In his retirement on his own farm, at Higham near Norwich, " he
spoke and wrote only the words of soberness, truth, and charity," &c. Of
tliose excellent christian treatises which he published at that period, I never
met with one that a pious Arminian would desire to have suppressed,—with
the exception, perhaps, of his famous letter respecting the oath tendered to

the members of tlie St/nod of Dort, of which the reader will find a curious
history in the second volume of this work. 1 have now before me a copy of
the first edition (16r)2) of one of his small pamjihlets, entitled " The Chris-
tian laid forth in his whole Disposition and Carriage." It is known to all

who love the lore of that age, that when republican liberty was introduced,
the freedom of the press was not established, and no book could make its

appearance without an authoritative iw/?»i?H«<i/r .• For the removal of this

stigma from a reputed free country, who that glories in the name of English-
man has not read " Areopagitica, a speech of Mr. John Milton, for the
Wh^vXy oi unlicensed VrmXm^l" The Bishop's pamphlet is licensed by a
Presbyterian minister, and, as he informs the reader in his Preface, that
" he nas gathered up this true character of a Christian out of infallible rules

Siiid. long experience," I shall quote a few passages, illustrative of the pre-
ceding observations which I have made upon the change effected both in

the Bishop's views and practice :

—

" Is the Christian a subject? He is awfully affected to Sovereignty, as
knowing by whom the powers are ordained. He dares not curse the King,
no, not in his thought ; nor revile the Ruler of his people, though justly

faulty : Much less dare he slander the footsteps of God's anointed. He
submits, not only for wrath, but also for conscience sake, to every Ordinance
of God, yea to every Ordinance of man, for the Lord's bake ; not daring to
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thoughts of uniting to us : And, for the removing of tliose

rubs, he fell upon the courses before-mentioned ; which, being

Renovations only of some ancient usages, were branded by the

disobey iu regard of the oath of God. If he have reached forth his band to

cut otF but the skirt of the royal robe, bis heart smites him. He is a true

paymaster, and willingly rendi-rs tribute to whom tribute, custom to whom
custom, honour to whom honour is due, and justly divides his duties betwixt

God aud Caesar. He bath fully informed himself of all the necessary points

of religfion ; and is so firmly grounded in those fundamental and soring-

truths, that he cannot be carried about with every wind of doctrine : As for

collateral and unmnterial verities, he neither despiseth, nor yet doth too

eagerly pursue them. Matters of speculation are not unwelcome to him ;

but his chief care is to reduce his knowledge to practice; and therefore he
holds nothing His own but what his heart hath appropriated and his life

acted. He dares not be too much wedded to his own conceit; and hath so

much humility, as to think the whole Church of Christ upon earth wiser than

himself. However he be A great lover of constancy, yet, upon better

reason, he can change his mind in some litigious and unimporting truths,

and can be silent where he must dissent. Every man shows fair in pros-

perity ; but the main trial of the Christian is in suffering. Any man may
steer in a good gale and clear sea, but the mariner's skill will be seen in a

tempest. Herein the Christian goes beyond the Pagans, not in practice

only, but in admiration, ff'e rejoice in tribulation, saith the chosen vessel.

Lo here a poiat transcending all the affectation of Heathenism '. Perhaps

some resolute spirit whether out of a natural fortitude or out of an ambition

of fame or eartiily glory, may set a face upon a patient enduring of loss or

pain, but never any of those heroic Gentiles durst pretend to a joy in suff-

ering. Hither can christian courage reach ; knowing that tribulation

worketh patience ; and patience, experience; and experience, hope; and
hope maketh not ashamed.—Is he bereaved of his goods and worldly estate ?

He comforts himself in the conscience of a better treasure that can never be

lost.—Is he afflicted with sickness .' His comfort is, that the inward man is

so much more renewed daily, as the outward perisheth.—Is he slandered

and unjustly disgraced .' His comfort is, that there is a blessing which will

more than make him amends.—Is he banished .' He knows he is on his way
homesvards.—Is he imprisoned ? His spirit cannot be locked in ; God and

his angels cannot be locked out.—Is he dying .' To him to live is Christ,

and to Sie is gain.—Is he dead .' He rests from his labours, and is crowned

with glory.—Shortly, be is perfect gold, that comes more pure out of the

fire t^an it went in ; neither had he ever been so great a saint in heaven, if

he had not passed through the flames of his trial here upon earth."

Those who know the last interesting passages of the good Bishop's life,

will not require to be told, that this is an exact portrait of himself, the result

of his own " long experience ;" and that he derived the chief portion of

these liberal sentiments, from the once-despised practical Arminian tenets

of the Church to which he belonged.

Let the subjoined extract from his " Christ Mystical," which was licensed

by the same hand, and published in 16.^3, be compared with the mutual

railing of the contending Predestinarian sects, and it will soon appear that

this diffusive liberality had a higher and purer source than the one from

which their narrow opinions were deduced- Unless we had previously

discerned some of the retaliative acts of Divine Providence, and had been

apprized of the immense benefit which poor ignorant mortals derive from

personal experience, we could scarcely have been induced to believe, that

the man, who, as Dean of Worcester, assisted partially iu expelling the

pious Arminians out of the Dutch territories, did, in his ripe and mellow

age, as the Ex-Bishop of Norwich, compose and publish the following sen-

tences :
" What would Saint Paul now say, if he saw hundreds of sect-

masters and beresiarchs, (some of them opposite to other, all [opposite] to

the truth,) applauded by their credulous aud divided followers ? All of them

claiming Christ for theirs, and denying him to their gainsayers 1 Would
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odious name of Innovations, by some of those who out of cun-
ning and design had long disused them. Some zealous Protes-

he not ask, ' Is Christ multiplied? Is Christ subdivided ? Is Christ shred
' into infinites ? OGod! what is become of Christianity ?' &c. But be not
too much dismayed, my son ! Notwithstanding all these cold dishearteu-
ings, take courage to thyself. He that is Troth itself hath said. The gates
of tiell shall not prevail against his Church. In spite of all devils, there shall
be saints ; and those are and shall be as the scales of leviathan, &c. (Job xli,

\6.) In all the main principles of religion, there is an universal and una-
nimous consent of all Christians, and these are they that constitute a church.
Those that agree in these, Christ is pleased to admit, for matter of doctrine,
as members of that body whereof he is the head. And if they admit not of
each other as such [members] , the fault is in the uncharitahleness of the
REFUSERS, no less than in the error of the refused. If any vain and loose
stragglers will needs sever themselves and wilfully choose to go ways of
their own, let them know that the union of Christ's church shall consist
entire without them : This great ocean will be one collection of waters,
when these drops are lost."

In another passage he says :
" It is not the variety of by-opinions that

should or can exclude them from having their part in that one Catholic
Church, and from their just claim to the communion of saints. While they
hold the solid and precious foundation, it is not the hay or stubble fl Cor.
jii, 12.) which they lay upon it, that can set them off from God or his church.
But, in the mean time, it must be granted, that they have much to answer
for to the God of peace and unity, who are so much addicted to their own
conceits and so indulgent to their own interest, as to raise and maintain new
doctrines, and to set up new sects in the Church of Christ, varying from the
common and received truths ; labouring to draw disciples after them, to the
great distraction of souls and scandal of Christianity. With which sort of
disturbers, I must needs say, this age into which we are fallen, hath been
and is above all that have gone before us, most miserably pestered. What
good soul can be other than confounded to hear of and see more than an
hundred andfourscore new (and some of them dangerous and blasphemous)
opinions broached, and defended in one once famous and unanimous Church
of Christ .' Who can say other, upon the view of these wild thoughts, than
Gerson said long since, that the world, now grown old, is full of doting
fancies; if not, rather, that the world, now near his end, raves, and talks
nothing but fancies and frenzies .' How arbitrary soever these self-willed
fanaticks may think it, to take to themselves this liberty of thiyiking wJiat
they list, and venting what they think, the blessed Apostle hath long since
branded them with an heavy sentence, (Rom. xvi, 17.) Now I beseech you,
brethren, mark them which cause divisions and offences, contrary to the doc-
trine which you have learned, and avoid them ; For they that are such, serve
not our Lord Jesus Christ, but their own belly ; aitd by good words, andfair
speeches, deceive the hearts of the simple.—But notwithstanding all this hide-
ous variety of vain and heterodoxal conceptions, he who is the truth of God,
and the bridegroom of his spouse the Church, hath said, (Cant, vi, 9.) My
dove, my undejiled is one. One, in the main, essential, fundamental veri-

ties necessary to salvation ; though differing in divers misraised corollaries,

inconsequent inferences, unnecessary additions, feigned traditions, unwar-
rantable practices. The body is one, though the garments differ. Yea,
rather, for most of these, the garment is one, but differs in the dressing;
handsomely and comely set out by one, disguised by another. Neither is it

nor ever shall be in the power of all the fiends of hell, the professed make-
bates of the world, to make God's Church other than one ; which were
indeed utterly to extinguish and reduce it to nothing : For the unity and
entity of the church can no more be divided, than itself."

Stronger proofs will be hereafter adduced of the great alteration in the
Bishop's sentiments. But, to the considerate reader, one part of this note
will elucidate the other; especially on the loveliness and importance of a
strict attention to conformity in the public worship of God, wherever it was
practicable. See page 535.
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tants beheld his actings with no small fear, as biassing too
strongly toward Rome ; the Pnrilans exclaimed against him for

a Papist ; and the Papists cried him up for theirs, and gave
themselves some flattering hopes of our coming towards them :

But the most knowing and understanding men amongst them,
found plainl}-^, that nothing could tend more to their destruc-

tion* than the introducing of some ceremonies which by late

negligence and practice had been discontinued. For I have
heard from a person of known nobility, that at his being at
Rome, with a father of the English college, one of the Novices
came in and told him, wich a great deal of joy, ' that the Eng-
* lish were upon returning to the Church of Rome; that they
' began to set up altars, to officiate in their Copes, to adorn
* their churches, and to paint the pictures of Saints in the
' church windows :' To which the old father made reply, with
some indignation, ' that he talked like an ignorant novice ; that
' these proceedings rather tended to the ruin than advancement
* of the Catholick cause; that by this means, the Church of
' England coming neaj-er to the ancient usages, the Catholicks
' there would sooner be drawn off from them than any more of
' that nation would fall off to Rome.'

" In reference to doctrinal points, heterodoxies and new opt-

nio7is, and such extravagant expressions both from press and
pulpit,t he took as much care as in the other. And to that end,

* The real dread with which the Archbishop's measures inspired the
Papists, is well expressed in the following extract -of a letter, which John
Evelyn, Esq. addressed in 1694 to Dr. Tennison, afterwards Archbishop of
Canterbury: " Mr. Pepys scut me last week the Journal of Sir John Nar-
brouiih and Captain Wood, together with Mr. Wharton's preface to his
intended history of the Life of Archbishop Laud. I do not know whether
I might do the learned editor (for, it seems, he only publishes a MS,
written by that great Prelate of his own life,) any service, by acquainting
him with a passage relating to that person, namely, the Jubilee which the
sacrifice of the Bishop caused among some at Rome ; it being my hap to be
in that city, and in company of divers of ttie Eiiglisli Fatliers (as they call
them,) when the news of his suffering and the sermon he made upon the
scaffold arrived there ; which, I well remember, they read and commented
on, with no small satisfaction, and (as I thought) contempt, as of one taken
oft" who was an enemy to them and stood in their way ; whilst one of the
blackest crimes imputed to him was, (we may well call to mind,) his being-
Popis/tli/ affected ! 1 know not, I say, whether the Memoirs may be of any
import to Mr. Wharton, with whom I have no acquaintance ; 1 therefore
acquaint your Lordship with it," &c.

t The Archbishop was careful concerning " extravagant expressions, not
only from the press and pulpit," but likewise on other subjects than that of
Popery ; as the reader will perceive, from the subjoined anecdote, related
by the Earl of Clarendon in the Account of his own Life :

" From some aca-
demic contests in which Dr. Morley had been engaged during his living in
Christ Church in Oxford, where he was always of the first eminency, he had,
by the natural faction and animosity of those disputes, fallen under the
reproach of holding some opinions which were not then grateful to those
Churchmen who hud the greatest power in ecclesiastical promotions ; and
some sharp answers and replies, which he used to make in accidetital dis-
courses, and which in truth were made for mirth and pleasantness sake, (as
he was of the highest facetiousness,) were reported, and spread abroad to
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he was not pleased that the Pope should be any longer stigma-

tized by the name of Antichrist;* and gave a strict charge unto

his prejudice. As, being once asked by a grave country gentleman, (who
was desirous to be instructed what their tenets and opinions were,) ' What
' the Arminians held,' he pleasantly answered, that they held all the best

Jiishopricks and Dcntieiies in England ; which was quickly reported abroad
as Mr. Morley's definition of the Arminian tenets. Such and the like harm-
less and jocular sayings, ujjon many accidental occasions, had wrought upon
the Archbishop of Canterbury, Laud, (who lived to change his mind and to
have a just esteem of him,) to entertain some prejudice towards him : And
the respect which was paid him by many eminent persons, as John Hamp-
den, Arthur Goodwin, and others, who were not thought friends to the pros-
perity the Church was in, made others apprehend that he was not enough
zealous for it. But that disaffection and virulency, which few men had
then owned and discovered, no sooner appeared, in those and other men,
but Dr. Morley made haste as publicly to oppose them, both in private and
in public ; which had the more effect to the benefit of the Church, by his
being a person above all possible reproach, and known and valued by more
persons of honour than most of the Clergy were ; and being not only without
the envy of any preferment, but under the ad>antage of a discountenanced
person : And as he was afterwards the late King's Chaplain, and much
regarded by him, and a? long about him as any of his Chaplains were per-
mitted to attend him ; so, presently after his murder, he left the kingdom,
and remained in banishment, till King Charles the vSecond's happy return."
Archbishop Laud could not relish the joke, because it was not founded in
truth ; and it was not capable of the same amplitude of meaning, as if it had
been said in Archbishop Abbot's days, " The Calviuists hold all the best
Bishoprics and Deaneries in England."

* Ihis prohiljition was not peculiar to France, (page 291,) nor was its

origin in England restricted to the days of Archbishop Laud, though such
an assertion has been often ignorantly made ; but it formed a part ot the
instructions which King James delivered to the British Divines, whom he
deputed as his Calvinistic representatives to the Synod of Dort. The manner
in which they fulfilled those instructions, is thus related by Balcanqual, in
the Latin notes which he took of the Synodical proceedings, and which he
occasionally transmitted to the English Ambassador at the Hague for his
private information :

—

" In the loyih session, held in the afternoon of the same day, [April 25,
1619,] is read another shorter Preface framed by the synodical Deputies from
several forms which had been offered to them"; the whole of which pleased
the Synod, provided a few alterations were made in it. The British divines
thought ' tlte ti/ranny of Antichrist might be more appropriately expressed
'thus, theJntichristian ti/ranny. Because although perhaps they might con-
* sider it a truth, that the Roman Pontiffwas that great Antichrist; yet they
* scarcely thought, that this point ought to be determined by the Synod with-
* out a previous and fair examination. For this had never yet been done by any
* of the Reformed Churches, with the exception of that of France, which hai
* already withdrawn this dogma from its Confession.' Some of the members of
the Synod could not endure the idea of having this point called in question ;
to whom the British divines replied, ' that the fact itself, whether the Roman
' Pontiff ivere that Antichrist, was not now called in question ; but that this
* was the real question. Ought this point to be determined by the Synod vnth-
' out any previous deliberation .''

"

The reader will perceive the very cautious manner in which the whole of
their objection is expressed. If in their private opinions concerning the
Romish Antichrist , they had been even more decided, than they here seem
to have been, they scarcely committed themselves; and their unanimous
wish to destroy Arminianism, by their votes at that Synod, would have
induced them to make several more important concessions to their royal
master's caprices. I subjoin a translation of one of Mosheim's Notes on the
Letters of the ever-memorable John Hales, in elucidation of the obsequious
disposition of our pious countrymen :

—
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his Chaplains, * That all exasperating passages (which edify
* nothing) should be expunged out of such books as by them

** When the CaWinistic divines hear the authority of the Synod of Dort
diminished on this account— ' that tbe men, who sat in it as Judges, consti-
' tuied one of the two contending parties,'—they immediately invite our
attention to * the Foreign Divines who were present at that Council, to whom
* the same objection cannot apply, and who were devoid of all party attach-
* ments.'— I shall probably embrace another opportunity to demonstrate,
that this is a frivolous excuse, and that these foreign divines were not such
men as they choose thus to depict. I will at present only make a few remarks
upon the British Deputies ; from which it will be apparent, that they did not
bring with them to Dort even a permission to form their own judgments
[upon the matters in dispute]. Dr. Hall [then Dean of Worcester] clearly
testified, in the Latin sermon which he delivered before the Synod, ' that he
* and his colleagues had received his Majesty's commands not to svffei- any
' itinovations to be made in the received doctrine' [which was Calvinism].
The whole company of the British Divines frankly confess the same, in their
judgment on the Five Points, which is recorded in the Second Part of the
Jlcts of the Synod, p. '2CG. And our author, John Hales, very properly
observes, ' It was the act of an imprudent man to make such a co?ifession ;

' for, by that declaration, this learned man shewed, that he and his asso-
' ciates had come to Dort, not in the capacity of thejudges of the Arminians,
* but as their enemies.' This indeed was proved in the result. The British
clergy at that period were favourable to the dogmas of Calvin : This fact
will be rendered apparent to every one who peruses the biography of the
learned individuals who were then Professors of Divinity in their Univer-
sities. King James the First was likewise himself attached to the same
decrees of Calvin, which were indeed agreeable to the rest of the opinions
which he had imbibed. It is not surprizing, that no dogmas took deeper root

in the heart of his Majesty than such as are maintained by the Calvinists,

who assert, that whatever the King' can do, will bejustly done, and that his

Majesty is confined by no law; and who believe, that the people ought to

regard the King's pleasure as just and equitable. See an extract from the
sixteenth volume of Rapin's ^ctes Publics d'Jngleterre, in Le Clerc's
Jiibliotheque Ancienne et Moderne. Such sentiments could not but induce
the King to believe, that God also might, by his absolute power alone, decree
the salvation of men. For he would have dissented from himself, if he had
arrogated to himself an absolute empire over his own sidijects, and had
denied similar unbounded authority to God the Supreme of all Potentates.
When, therefore, King James recommended to his divines the patronage of
the received doctrine, he in reality commanded them to defend Calvinism !

George Abbot, who, as Archbishop of Canterbury, at that time presided
over the British Churches, was addicted to the same principles, and desired,

above every thing besides, the destruction of the Arminians. Let him who
entertains any doubts of this, peruse the following extract of a letter

addressed to his Grace, by Sir Dudley Carleton, on the 14th of January,
1618: ' If I be not deceived, in conformity to what your Grace doth wish,
' when the Synod hath done with the Remonstrants' opinions, this course
' will be taken with their persons,—that the chief ring-leaders (as Uyten-
* bogardt, Episcopius, Grevinchovius, and Vorstius, with some others,) will
* be branded with some note of infamy, and thrust out both of Church and
* State.'—Thus before the Synod had determined any thing about the doc-
trines of the Arminians, it was settled and decreed to brand them with a
mark of infamy and to send them into banishment: And this was the sole

wish which the Archbishop of Canterbury indulged.—What man will now
venture to proclaim to us the wisdom and the sanctity of the Dort Fathers ?

Are these virtues displayed in deceiving men, and in affording a fund of

ridicule for the whole world ?

—

Robert Abbot, Bishop of Salisbury, who was
brother to the Archbishop, was such a favourer of the doctrine of Calvin, as

to publish in a quarto volume, at the very time when the Synod was sitting,

his Jixercises on Grace and the Perseverance of Saints, Loudon, 1618 ; ia
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' were to be licensed to the press ; and that no doctrines of that
' church should be writ against, but such as seemed to be in-
' consistent with the established Doctrine of the Church of

which he refuted the Arminians and defended the Absolute Decree. He
accommodated his doctrine to the Kind's principles : This is evident from
his boolv On the Supreme Authority of Kings, which was published m
octavo at London, in KiW. Indeed, it was not possible for him, ou this

account, to teach any other doctrine."
The arbitrary principles to which Mosheim here alludes, and which he

asserts to have been derived from the school of Calvin, are finely elucidated
by an anecdote contained in the Life oj Waller the Poet, who was " chosen
into the last Parliament of Kin^ James the First, in which he served as
burgess for Agmondesham in Buckinghamshire. On the day of its disso-
lution, he went out of curiosity or respect to see the King at dinner, with
whom were Dr. Andrews Bishop of Winchester, and Dr. Neile Bishop of
Durham, standing behind the King's chair. His Majesty asked the two
Bishops, ' My Lords, cannot I take my subjects' money when I want it,

* without all this formality in Parliament?'—The Bishop of Durham readily
answered, God forbid. Sir, but you should! You are the breath of oitm'

nostrils.—Whereupon the King turned and said to the Bishop of Winchester,
* Well, my Lord, what say you .''

—

Sir, replied Bishop Andrews, / have no
skill to judge of Parliamentary cases.—The King answered, ' No put-ofFs,
* my Lord ! Answer me presently.'

—

Then, Sir, said he, / think it lav)ful
for you to take my brother Neile's money ; for he offers it.—Mr. Waller said.
The company was pleased with this answer, and the wit of it seemed to
afl'ect the King," &c. The attempt to eradicate these tyrannical principles
out of the King's mind, was a difficult enterprize. It was equally difficult

to erase them from the memory of the three succeeding monarchs of his
family; and no man would hazard much by asserting, that this was one of
the principal reasons why Laud did not feel himself at liberty to promote
the views of Grotius, when that great man wished to obtain employment at
the Court of England. (Page 634.) The Archbishop himself was compelled
to submit to many inconveniences, before he could rise at Court. To have
become the avowed patron of such a liberal species of Arminiauism as had
been espoused by Grotius, Episcopius, and the other worthies of Holland,

—

would have been the direct method to render both himself and his tenets
obnoxious to the monarch, who subsequently learnt many useful lessons in
the school of adversity, but who, unhappily, was never afterwards favoured
with au opportunity of reducing them to practice, in the government of the
country. Laud, therefore, deduced his Aruiinianism from the public formu-
laries of the English Church, and left the politics of the Court to adjust
themselves. Arbitrary power had made rapid advances before he obtained
any influence at Court ; and it is a fact worthy to be recorded in his favour,
that after his admission to the King's council-board, several important con-
cessions were voluntarily made, by which tlie liberty of the subject was
greatly augmented. But the complete eradication of the absolute principles
which the whole of the Stuart family had imbibed, required a stronger
course of medicine than Archbishop Laud was either qualified or inclined
to apply. From Calvinism those principles had been derived ; and by Cal-
vinism, when slighted and neglected, they were in the first instance trans-
ferred into the hands of " the many" to no practical advantage. But their
utter expulsion was at last effected, by the great men who professed a purer
kind of Arminianisra than that which Laud had imbibed.— flie deteriorating
influence of Absolute Predestination on men in power, both in kingdoms and
republics, is thus described by Dr. Hammond, who had perceived and
lameiited its effects in King James and Oliver Cromwell: "This doctrine
being imbibed by governors, is very apt to instil into them principles of
tyranny, if it be but by imitating and transcribing from God the notions
which they have received of him, by doing that themselves which they
believe of him,—punishing their subjects by no other rule but that of their

wills, decreeing their destruction first without intuition of any voluntary
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* England.' Upon which ground it was that Baker, Chaplain
to the Bishop of London refused to license the reprinting of a

book about the Gunpowder-Treason, saying to hirn that brought

crime of theirs, audtheii counting it a part of their glortf to execute such
decrees. Thus when Suetonius describes Tiberius as a prol'esscd contemner
of all religion, and from thence soon improved into the most intolerable

tyrant, he renders the original of it

—

that he believed all things to be wrought
by a fatality."

In another part of Mosheim's note, the characters of the five British

Divines are briefly delineated ; and he very properly eulogizes Ward and
Davenant ;

" for they were inclined to the sentiments of those who believe

in the universality of Divine Grace." He then adds . "If therefore the alfair

had been determined by the judgment of these men, we should at this day
have had decrees of the Synod of Dort, of a far milder character than those
which we possess. But tliey were compelled to obey the times and yield to

circumstances. When they perceived, that the commands of the King, the
pleasure of the Archbishop [Abbot], the authority of the English Ambas-
sador, and the wishes and admonitions of the Bishop [Carleton], who was
the President of their company, were all opposed to their desires, these very
excellent men suffered themselves at length to be induced to affix their

hands and seals to an equivocal and ambiguous formula, and to give it their

approval. Indeed these British divines, with those from Bremen, (page 576,)
have made it appear doubtful to some persons of the present age, when they
have had regard only to the decrees of the Synod, what is the public doctrine
of the Calvinists. Though if we insj^ect the other matters that were trans-
acted in the Synod, none of us can be ignorant of the disposition and inten-
tions of the majority of the members. But since the Fathers of that Council
were not unanimous in their sentiments, they were under the necessity of
making such laws as might be accommodated'to every one's dogmas. Let
other people consider, whether such a course was consistent with candour
and seriousness."
The following paragraph of Bishop Carleton's letter to the English Ambas-

sador, dated Feb. 8, 1618, is important ; for it proves, that the two men best
qualified to form a correct judgment about such a matter,—Dr. Davenant
who was then Professor of Divinity at Cambridge, and Dr. Ward who became
the Margaret Professor in that University,—both concurred in asserting
General REDEMPriON as the received doctrine of the Church of England :

—

" When we were to give up our sentence to the Second Article, having first

thought of certain Theses, we parted our labour, so that each one had his

part of the Theses to confirm. ^Vhen all was conferred together, it was
fouud that Dr. Davenant and Dr. Ward had proceeded so far in declaring
their parts, that the rest could not follow them ; whereupon we were at a
stand for a time. They perceiving, that neither myself nor the rest of my
fellows could approve that which they had set down, took occasion of divers

conferences, which did rather set us farther asunder: Vet this was private

among ourselves. They held that the Redemption of Christ, and the Grace
thereof, was general to all withol't exception : Which being put, I

could not see why we should not grant general grace in the largest sense
that the Remonstrants would have it. Their answer was, ' that it was so far
' to be granted, and we were to yield so much to them.'—Upon this there was
some difference ; I took it neither to be a truth of the Scripture, nor the
doctrine of the Church of England; and they thought IT was both. After
some time and discourses spent, I told them, that there was a necessity of
our agreement. If we could not agree in all things, we must come to such
points wherein all may agree ; and willed them to give me liberty to remove
the things wherein we could not agree, that we might all agree in the rest.

To this they yielded, and so we agreed in some things.—We wrote to your
Lordship, ' that Mr. President [Bogerman] was offended at some things
• which we exhiiiited, and was desirous that we should write to know my
' Lord's Grace his opinion thereon.' In moving of that to my company, I

told them, that we might yet take such order as to quiet all things without
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the book, ' That we were not so angry with the Papists now,
' as we were about twenty years since ; and that there was no

Iroublitig- my 7-iord's Grace ; namely, if we should recall our Theses, and
alter them at our pleasure. To this Dr. Davenant answered, that he voiild

. rather have his right-hand cut off than recall or alter any thing ! Thus
ivere we driven to send to his Grace. If 1 could have drawn them to another
course, my Lord's Grace should not have been troubled. Whatsoever will he
done in this, if we should do what we can, we cannot sway the S\nod ; for
the Synod will ever have a major part ag-ainst these opinions, and we can do
nothing herein but only shew our devices ; for we are sure beforehand, that
this device of the Universal Grace of Redemption will not be received in this
Synod."—In a letter to Archbishop Abbot, after a brief lecapitulation of
these transactions. Bishop Carleton thus alludes to Doctors Ward and Dave-
nant : "I cutoff all that discourse, which proved this General Grace,
before our writings were exhibited : This I did, by their good-wills and con-
sent. Yet if the matter shall come to be disputed in the Synod, J fear that
they will nr)t be persuaded to be silent in it. A private admonition from your
Grace may (juiet all I" This " private admonition" seems to have beeu
received by the good men, in the spirit of meekness.

Yet Dr. Davenant, when Bishop of Salisbury, was in 16.30 induced to com-
ply so far with the humours of the party with whom he acted, as to infringe
the terms of the King's Declaration, fp. 668,) by preaching a Lent-sermon
before his Majesty, in which he boldly treated on some of the prohibited
points. The King was much offended at his rashness, and caused him to be
called before the Lords of his Council, before whom he made due submis-
sion and promised amendment. On that occasion, the pious Bishop uttered
the memorable saying, which was indicative of the nati\e benevoleiu e of his
mind : " 1 may have been i7ic/iscreet, but I will not be disobedient." Yet, in
common with many Episcopal Divines, who had imprudently afforded coun-
tenance and encouragement to the enraged and dissatisfied Cahinists, he
lived long enough to perceive and deplore his error. The followingjudicio\is
summary of his mature and painful convictions on this suliject, is given by
Llovd in his //-'or</(jt*;—" John Davenant, Lord Bishop of Salisbury, told
Dr. Ward, when he saw what his and other men's indulgence to dissenting
persons was like to come to, ' that he was ashamed to li\ e when he should
' have nothing left him but to live; and when such immoderate courses
* against government were taken hy them, ior whom he and others had so
* often interceded for moderation from the government :' To see the most
irreligious things done, under the pretence of rel/gio?! ; To see, that he,

—

who had with so much success moderated controversies in the schools,
offered expedients in Convocations, decided the debates of Synods, (his pru-
dent directions, interpositions, seasonable and obliging authority contri-
buting much to the peaceable end of that [Dort] Conveutioi;,) governed
Universities, persuaded Kings, nay, and, by reason of his agreement with
the [Puritanic] faction in some doctrines, done them many favours in dis-
cipline,— could not (among the leading men of the party that he bad so
much obliged,)—by their oaths and their allegiance, by th"e honour of reli-
gion and the dangers of it, by love to brethren, or respect to the designs of
enemies, by the spirit of peace and the God of love, by their bowels towards
their country, or their posterity the children yet unborn, by the prayers and
tears of their ancient friend and a reverend Bishop, [he could H(;t] gain so
much as christian accommodation and mutual f )rbearance. But— after a
most excellent tract of the Peace of the Christian IVorld, wherein he taught
how that the few iiecessary things wherein men agreed ' should be of more
* power to unite them, than the indifferent tilings wherein they dissented
' should have power to divide them : That the christian world inigiu have
* UNITY in the few fundamentals that are necessary, liberty in the things
* that were indifferent, and so chaiiity in all things,'—despairing of j)er-
suading men to peace by arguments, who were set on war and tumults by
their lusts, which were to be subdued rather than convinced, he died of an
old consumption, improved with new grief for the misery of those times
which he foresaw sad, and saw dangerous, April, 1641."

Zz
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' need of any such books to exasperate them, there being now
* an endeavour to wm them to us by fairness and mildness/

This note was comnicuced with a design to prove, that, long before Dr.

Laud came into nower, the British Clalvinists at the Synod of Dort had
pleaded, in behalf of the Pope, that he mig^ht not be designated the Anti-
christ. That point has been established, by an extract from their own
abridged Journal of the public acts ; and the subsequent part of the note

exhibits the necessity of the caution given by Grotius, in page 27.'), where he
shews " of what immense consequence it is to every man, to be judicious in

the choice of the christian teacher whom he employs !"— I will conclude with

an instance of the vast influence of a man's tenets, both on the arguments
which he uses, and on the practice which he recommends. If rigid Cal-
vinism too frequently depicts the God of all grace and of infinite compassion
as a relentless tyrant, who has no regard in his decisions to any thing
beyond the indulgence of his mere pleasure ; the milder species of Calvinism,
known under the name of Cameronism orBAXTERiANiSM, is too apt to display

the Gkkat Judge of the whole earth who will do right, as a truce-breaker or

an artful deceiver ! After perusing the subjoined passage from one of

Amyiaut's productions, and Courcelles' remarks upon it, no man of common
discernment will aver, that I delivered a rash opinion in page 225, when I said,
•' Arminianism teaches men to consider God as a Being of infinite vera-
city,—an attribute of Divinity that seems to have been overlooked by many
of the Cameronists."

<' The following paragraph occurs in Amyraut's Dissertation [ow the

right of God over his creatures :'] 'Some persons indeed have doubted
* whether, in strict right, chief magistrates may be held to adhere to their
' compacts and agreements, when at any time they have transactions with
* their own subjects. For, with regard to those treaties which are concluded
' with FOREIGN POWERS whose dignity is on an equality with their own, or
' nearly so, there is no cause for entertaining a doubt that even the greatest
* monarchs are in every possible way bound by such treaties. But, with
' regard to subjects, so eminent is the authority of the supreme rulers,
* that, as it appears to some persons, it cannot be diminished even by the
' just solemnity of a promise.—If this be true concerning men, it is much
' more so concerning God, whose high elevation above human beings is,

* without doubt, far greater than that of men themselves above their inferiors.
* But we are under no necessity of having recourse to this argument. For
' in the assertions which we have made concerning vihat it is lawful for God
' to do to an innocent creature, we must understand such assertions to relate
* to that creature between whom and God no other covenant has been con-
' tracted, than such as the very nature of things has procured.'— It is a
happy circumstance forAmyraut, that he does not require this argument

!

If he had rei,uired it, he might have driven us to insurrections. But
ahhougb, in thus passing it by, he renders it unnecessary for us to "ive any
reply, we still judge it worthy of receiving a brief criticism. And here we
might call to our assistance the Dutch, who threw oflf the yoke of the king
of Spain, because he had violated the faithful promise which he made to

them at the period of his inauguration. 'J'o this purpose we might also call

upon the English and Scotch, who at this d.av employ the same pretext, as
a reason for the war with which they persecute their king,—but whether this

pretext be iu their casejw.v^ or unjust, it is not mv present business to
enquire. But there is no necessity for resorting to such large armies as
these: We appeal to you alone, O inhabitants of Montauban, Rochelle,
Montpelier, and to others of the Reformed iu France, who some few vears
ago took up arms against your king Louis the Thirteenth, not because he
had receded from the treaties into which he had entered with you,—for that
would have been \nost repugnant to his piety,—but because vou were afraid
lest he should recede when he might subsequently have a"n opportunity of
doing so in safety, that is, after he had deprived you of your fortifications
and ramparts. To you I make my appeal against Amyraut, who thus
abandons to your enemies the edicts which have been promulgated for
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And, on the same ground. Bray, Chaplain to the Archbishop,
refused the licensing of another, called The Advice of a Son,

securing the liberty of your consciences. Since your own interests are here
immediately concerned, I request you to declare, whether the Chief Magis-
trate is not bound btj Ids agreements, when he has entered into a treaty with
his own subjects ? Hut why should I wait tor an answer from your lips, when
facts themselves speak out with sufficient clearness ?

'• I will now briefly declare my own thoughts on this subject. J certainly
do not approve of private individuals rising- up in arms against their sove-
reigns, under any pretext of the violation of their promises ; such a course
is expressly forbidden in the Holy Scriptures. But unless I were desirous of
becoming a courtly parasite or an encourager of tyranny, I would not allow
it to remaui a doubtful point, whether kings may or may t^ot perjure them-
selves with impuniti/. For every one is a perjured person, when he abandons
the agreements which he has rendered valid by the subscription of his hand
and the impression of his seal. I know well the dreadful consequences
which befel Saul and his house, on account of his attempt to destroy the
Gibeonites, (2 Sam. xxi,) with whom, long before his days, a peace had
been concluded by Joshua . And yet that treaty of peace had been fraudu-
lently obtained. (Joshua ix.) In such estimation ought the sanctity of an
oath to be held, as not to permit a man , even wlien lie hath sworn to his own
hurt, to change. (Psalm xv, 4.) Besides, the promise which is made to
Common robbers and pirates must be observed ; because, as Quintilian
justly observes, ' fidelity is the principal bond in all human concerns :' And
Silius Italicus informs us, (lib. ii,)

Without good faif/i, this earth, or seas that ebb and flow.

The pleasing fruits of lasting peace could never know

:

Stern Justice is her lawful spDuse ; she sits enslirin'd

A silent Deity within the upright mind.

If faith is to be ke))t even with thieves, bow much more is it to be kept with
subjects, to whom Princes ought to act in the capacity of Faihers,
Guardians, and Protectors! Should these Princes once entertain the
persuasion that they are not hound by any contract or obligntion into which they
have entered, the certain consequence would be a perpetual distrust, which
would, on the other hand, produce this bad etlect,—the impossibility of
their reposing any confidence in the assured good- will of their subjects, of
which tliey stand in the greatest need. And thus, it will be seen, this per-
nicious opinion is calculated in its very nature to induce both Prince and
People io rise up in arms against each other, to their mutual destruction.
" It cannot therefore be proved, from the example of earthly kings, that

God is not under any obligation to fulfil those promises, by which he has
bound himself unto men, of his own accord, and with a will perfectly free

and at liberty. Such a sentiment as this respecting the Almighty was
undoubtedly never cherished by those divinely inspired men, who have
assured us, that God has performed his words, because he is j2ist and
righteous, TNehem. ix, 8.) and that He is not unrighteous to forget his

promises. (Heb. vi, 10.) Nay, God himself is most abhorrent of such a
thought : For He, willing more abundantly to shew unto the heirs of promise
the immutability of his counsels, confirmed it by an oath : That by TUO
IMMUTABLE THINGS, IW It7uc/t i^ «;«« IMPOSSIBLE FOR GoD TO UV., We might
have a strong consolation, (vi, 17, 18.) Nor is it without good reason, that
God should thus express himself : For the contrary opinion [that God is 7iot

under any obligation to fulfil his promises} is subversive of the Christian
Religion, which consists entirely of /«i</t m God's promises aa6 obedience to

his commands : it does not attempt to overthrow religion by secret craft and
guile, but in a bold and undisguised manner. For if God can rectde tVoni

Kis promises, who will repose with linn coutideiice and faith upon HIM when
He promises eternal life to his worshippers ? And if faith and trust be
withheld, who will obey him? especially since St. John says, in his First

Epistle, This is the victory that overcometh the world, even our faith ! (v, 4.)
*' Amvraut has no ground for replying, that he does not fight with thi-

2zz
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unless he might expunge some unpleasing expressions, affii'm-

ing, ' That those passages would offend the Papiits, whom we
* were now in a fair way of winning, and therefore must not
* use any harsh phrases ageinst them.' The Chaplains not to

be condemned for their honest care, and much less their Lords ;*

weapon which this ars:ument affords. For he has produced it, and has uot by
a single word manifested his disapprobation of it, but he has rather shewu
his approval. He did not employ it, solelj- because he did not require it for

obtaining his purpose, which was this— ' it is not repugnant to the remune-
* ralive justice of God to inflict eternal torments on an innocent creature !'

For, hy an innocent creature, he understands 'a being with whom God has
* not yet entered into any compact.' On this part of his reasoning I will now
pive my opinion. Although God did not enter into any express covenant
with man at the period of his creation, yet equity itself would not permit
the Divine Being to act thus unmercifully towards his creature. For the
mode of creation, \\h\cbv/as, i7i the image of God, constituted a tacit kind
of covenant : Because God would not have formed man after his own
likeness, unless it had been his pleasure to treat him in a manner that cor-

responded with that dignity. And that first benefit drew after itself another,
in the nature of love and beneficence ; unless man should render himself
undeserving of this additional blessing. Otherwise it would be better for

\i\m to have been made a. toad or a. ser/)ent, than to have been a ma7i formed
after the likeness of God, if, immediately after his creation, and without
any sinful demerit, he might have been liable to be cast into eternal burn-
ings!"
This was published in 164.5, the very period when, as Courcelles here inti-

mates, the English and Scotch were persecuting king Charles the First,

among other causes, on account of an alleged violation of his coronation
oath. Highly as 1 venerate the memory of that virtuous and unfortunate
monarch, I am compelled to express my fears, that, if his Majesty's arms
had been finally successful against the Parliamentary forces, he would have
been induced by some of the more artful of his counsellors to adopt the
principle which was thus avowed and defended by Amyraut. His Majesty's
sense of justice might for a season have prevented its adopticm ; but the
powerful influence of the Queen in the management of public affairs, fpages

344, and 647,) and the decided predilection of many of the courtiers for

French principles and manners, might have ultimately overpowered the
dictates of his more upright judgment. Those who have any doubts con-
cerning the Popish origin of this politic and sanguinary maxim, may consult

the note in page 605 : And the affairs of the Rochelle Calvinists, to whom
the whole of the preceding quotation applies most aptly as nrgumentum ad
homines, will be explained by the notes in pages 210, 215, 265, & 291. Those
who wish to see the more daring and seditious sentiments of the high Cal-
vinists in England about the same period, may find a specimen of them in

page 388. An able refutation of the infernal politics advanced by Jeremiah
Burroughs, William Bridge, Stephen Marshall, .John Goodwin, and others

of the Republican party, will be found in the admirable writings of Dr.
Henry Hammond, particularly in his " Address to Lord F'airfax and his

Council of War," an extract from which is given in pages 297-304; his
" Vindication of that Address ;" his treatise " Of resisting the lawful
Magistrate under colour of religion," &c. Let no wise and good man here-

after neglect the caution which Grotius inculcates !

* This extract from Mr. Mede's Life will serve to display some of the

arduous duties which the examining chaplains of that age had to perform :

—

<' Nor would he be discouraged and taken off from such acts of merciful
beneficence, by the unworthy returns he sometimes met with from some dis-

obliging persons. There was one in Cambridge to whom Mr. Mede had
shewed favour in lending him money at a time of need ; but he, being put
in mind of his engagement, instead of making due payment, repaid .Sir.

Mede only with undue words to this effect, that, upon a strict and exact
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though I find it very heavily charged as a crime in all. In the

English Litany set out by King Henry VIII. and continued in

both Liturgies of King Edward VI. there was this clause against

the Pope, viz. ' From the tyranny of the Bishop of Rome, and
all his detestable enormities, good Lord,' &c. Which being
considered as a means to affright those of the Romish party

from coming diligently to our churches, was prudently expung-
ed by those who had the revising of the Liturgy, in the first

year of the Queen [[Elizabeth];].* In imitation of whose piety

account he had no right to what he claimed.— ' ^o ri^ht !' answered he.

—

JVo : No right, it was told him, because he was none of God's children : Far
that they only have right who are graidous in God's sight.—Ungracious and
unthankful sectary ! His name mig^ht be mentioned 1 but let him be anony-
mous, as fit to be numbered only among the men of lu name, as Job (xxx,

8,) doth express men of a vile character.—The story was related by Mr.
Mede, upon the occasion of some intelligence received from London, that
there was at that time a more strict examination there of those who came to

take Roly Orders, concerning that strange position, Dominium temporale
fundatur in gratia, [Temporal dominion has its foundations in grace,] at

which one then in company being astonished, as supposing none would be
so impudent as to assert it, Mr. Mede replied, that he had particular ex-
perience of the evil effect and consequence of such doctrine as in the fore-

mentioned story."
The following brief yet characteristic notice of Bishop Juxon's and Arch-

bishop Laud's chaplains, as given by Llovd in his JVorthies, presents many
points that will interest a reflecting mind :

—" Ingenious Dr. Samuel Baker,
and Dr. William Bray, both bred together under the exact logician, l^r.

Chappel, at Christ College in Cambridge ; both came together to seek their

fortunes in London; both, hitting the Puritan vein, were preferred Lec-
turers ; and growing infinitely popular and followed, both together were
taken off, the one to be chaplain to Archbishop Laud, and the other to
Bishop Juxon; and no sooner favoured by the government, but they were
deserted by the populacy ; both preferred', the one, (Dr. Baker,} to be Pre-
bendary of Canterbury, and Parson of St. Mary hill ; the other, (Dr. Bray,)
to be Prebendary of Canterbury, and Vicar of St. Martin's in the Fields ; both
sequestered together; and both hated upon the same grounds, viz. because
they would not license every phantastic pretender against Popery and Armin-
ianism ; both having great advantage against their adversaries, by having
been of them ; and likewise plucking them by the long locks of their immo-
derate boasting, and touching them to the quick. Dr. Baker died about the
the year 165—; Dr. Bray, 1644. The fault general of these and other
Bishops' chaplains in those times was, that thev were willing to keep the
press sober between the bigots of the extreme opinions in doctrine and discipline."
* " The bond of church-communion should be something common tostrong

and to weak christians ; and certainly the Primitive church, that did not
charge men's faith with such a load of articles, as now in these latter ages men
are charged with, would much less burden men with imposing doubtful
practices upon them as the ground of church-communion. Public forms
of divine service, certainly, should be so composed, as to be the least subject
to any scruple from any persons whatsoever ; being on purpose composed for
the declaring men's unity and consent in their pnblic worship : It ai-gued
very much the prudence "and temper of the French churches, in composing
their public forms of prayer, that thev were so far from inserting any thing
controversial into them, that Amyraldus tell us, ' the Papists themselves
* would use them: And that which men would scarce believe unless they
* saw it, they inserted them into their own prayer-books.' The same temper
was used by our reformers in the composing our Liturgy, in reference to the
Papisls, to whom they had then especial eye, as being the only party theu
appearing, whom they desired to draw into their communion, by coming as
Bear them as they well and safely could : And certainly those holv men,

zz 3
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and christian care, it was thought fit by the Archbishop [[Laud]]

to change some phrases which were found in the Books of
Prayer appointed for the Fifth of November. The first was
this, ' Root out the Babylonish and Antichristian sect, which
* say of Jerusalem, Down nnlh it,' &c. ; which he changed only

unto this, Root out the Babylonish or Antichristian sect, (of
them) which say. Sec. Tlie second was, ' Cut off those workers

who did seek by any means to draw in others, at such a distance from their
princii)les as the Papists were, did never intend, by what they did for that
end, to exclude any truly tender consciences from their communion. That
which they laid as a bait for them, was never intended by them as a hook
for those of their own profession." Stillingfleit's Iremcuin.
The following information on this subject occurs in the Preface to the Life

of Bishop Jewell :

—

" In tlie settlement under Queen Elizabeth, all the care imaginable was
taken to unite the v.hole nation in one religion, if it were possible; and
whatever was in the former liturgy that might exasperate or oifend them,
was taken out : By which compliances, and the expunging of the passages
before remembered, the boi:k was made so passable amongst the Papists,
that for ten years they generally repaired to their ])arish churches, without
doubt or scruple, as is affirmed not only by Sir Edward Coke in his speech
against Garnet, and his charge given at the assizes held at Norwich, but also

by the Queen herself in a letter to Sir Francis W'alsingham, then being her
resident or Leiger Ambassador in the Court of France : And there is a report
recorded by Camden, that the Pope oH'ered by his Envoy Parapalia to the
Queen, ' That he would confirm the English Liturgy by his authority, and
' grant the English the use of the Sacrament under both kinds, provicled the
' Queen would unite herself to the Church of Rome, and acknowledge the
• primacy of the Roman See.' Snice that time nothing has been added, that
might in the least offend them. Why then do they act contrary to their

ancestors ? Why do they pretend more conscience than either their fore-

fathers or the Pope ? Ten years was a sufficient time for them to have found
out the heresy in, if there had been any in the establishment. And we all

know their separation vv'as not upon any scruple of conscience they had, but
in obedience to the Pope's Bull. The Pope, in the mean time, did what he
did, purely out of worldly interest and policy, to advance his own grandeur
and wealth at their cost and trouble. If he could have secured this, the
liturgy and doctrine of the Church of England should have been owned for

Catholic, and have been confirmed by his Holiuess's authority.—About the
same time, another sort of men separated too upon direct contrary pretences.
Why it is our antiquity, our decency, our too great resemblance to the
Church of Rome that offends them. We are not sufficiently purged for these
pure men to join with : We have too little o{ the Primitive Church, cries the
one; <oo »«Mc/t, says the other; too feui ceremonies, too much sitnpUcitif, say
the Papists ; too mam/ oftliejirst, too little of the latter, cry the Dissenters.''

On this topic I transcribe a valuable note from Dr. Wordsworth's Eccle-
siastical Biography :

" The facts of the conformity of the generality of the
Roman Catholics who then remained in England, till the eeraof the publica-
tion of this Bull, [in 1569, J and that from thenceforth they began to cease to

repair to their parish churches, are admitted on all hands. But, perhaps,
there were other causes which conirihuted to this unwelcome event, besides
the thunders of the Vatican ; the declension, for example, of that zeal among
the Protestants which blazed out, on the re-establishment of their religion, at

the accession of Elizabeth ; the lamentable divisions amongst themselves
occasioned by the Puritanical controversy, which now began to turn aside

the heads and hearts of so great a portion of the best men of the nation, from
real and unfeigned religion, to the agitation of the merest trifles, in which
the folly and the deceitfulness of man's hearL ever led him to be zealously
engaged ; and the uncharitable and unreasonable intolerance in which the

Puritans indulged themselves against every thing which bore any relation to

ths Romish religion."
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' of iniquity whose religion is rebellion, and whose faith is fac-

' tion ;' which he changed no otherwise than thus. Cut off those

tvorkej-s of iniquity who turn religion into rebellion, &c. The al-

terations were but small, but the clamour great which was
raised about it ; the Puritans complaining, ' that the prayers so

altered, were intended to reflect on them,' seemed to be con-

scious to themselves of turning Religion into Rebellion, and say-

ing of Jerusalem, (like the old Babylonish sect,) Down with it,

dotvn with it to the ground ! But he had better reason for it,

than they had against it : For if the first reformers were so care-

ful of giving no offence to the Romish party, as to expunge a

passage out of the public Liturgy whe7i the Queen was a Protes-

tant, m uch greater reason had the Archbishop to correct those

passages in a formal prayer not confirmed by law, wheji the

Queen was one of that ]Jhe Popish~\ Religion.*

* I have alwaj's viewed the inveterate Popish bigotry of Queen Hen-
rietta, as one of the worst disasters which King Charles encountered. This
pave a colourable pretext to all the reports of the Puritan party ; while the

Queen's imprudent zeal in affording public patronage to Popish priests, and
the King's easy connivance at their bold and seducing practices, justly

alarmed \he best friends of the Protestant interest. In tlie words of Claren-
don on another occasion, (p. 318,) " the King's condescension in this par-
ticular abated the courage of too many, who had always opposed them and
heartily detested their proceedings."
No man could have behaved with more courtesy and prudence, than Arch-

bishop Laud did, under such difficult circumstances. (Page 502.) »Yet, with
all due respect to the Queen's Popish prejudices, the Primate could neither

be deterred nor flattered from his just concern for the Protestant Church of

England; as will be apparent, by the subjoined extract from Dr. Heylin,
the commencement of which receives some explanation from the note in

page 647 :
" It is not to be thought that the Papists were all this while asleep,

and that neither the disquiets in England, nor the tumults in Scotland, were
husbanded to the best advantage ot the Catholic cause. Panzani had laid

the foundation of an agency or constant correspondence between the Queen's
Court and the Pope's ; and having so done, left the pursuit of the design to

Con, a Scot by birth, l)ut of a very busy and pragmatical head. Arriving in

England about the middle of summer, l^ofi, he brought with him many pre-
tended relicks of saints, medals, and pieces of gold with the Pope's picture

stamped on them, to be distributed amongst those of that party, but prin-

cipally amongst the ladies of the Court and country, to whom he made the
greatest part of his applications. He found the King and Queen at Holdenby
House, and by the Queen was very graciously entertained, and took up his

chief lodgings in a house near the new Exchange. As soon as the Court was
returned to Whitehall, he applied himself diligently to his work, practising
upon some of the principal Lords, and making himself very plausible with
the King himself, who hoped he might make some use of him in the Court
of Rome for facilitating the restitution of the Prince Elector : And finding
that the King's Councils were much directed by the Archbishop of Canter-
bury, he used his best endeavours to be brought into his acquaintance. But
Canterbury neither liked the man, nor the message which he came about,
and therefore kept himself at a distance, neither admitting him to compli-
meut nor communication. Howsoever, by the King's connivance and the
Queen's indulgence, the Popish faction gathered not only strength but con-
fidence ; multiplying in some numbers about the Court, and resortiuff in

more open manner to the masses at Somerset-house, where the Capuchins
had obtained both a chapel and convent. Of this none bears the blame but
Laud, who is traduced, in libels and common talk, for the principal archi-
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" Notliing in this, or any of the rest before, which tends to

the bringing in of Popery, the prejudice of the true Protestant

religion, or the suppressing of the gospel. Had his designs

tect in the plot, and the contriver of the mischief. On this account, and the
proceedings of the Star-Chamher, one lihel is dropped at the south gate of
St. Paul's, on August 23, [1(J37,] declaring ' that the devil had left that
' house to him for the saving of mass, and other abominations of the Church
' of Rome ;' another, two days after, fastened to the north gate of it, signi-
fying ' that the Church of England was like a candle in a snutf, going out iu
* a stench.' His speech iu the Star-Chamber put into a kind of pillory, and
hanged up at the Standard in Cheapside ; and another short lihel made
against him iu verse, four days after that. Awakened by so many alarms,
he had good cause to look about him ; but more at the great noise, not long
after raised, about the seducing of the Countess of Newport, a kinswoman
of the late Duke of Buckingham's, to the Church of Rome ; efiected by the
practices of Walter Mountague, a younger son of the Earl of Manchester,
and the importunities of Toby Matthews, (an undeserving son of a worthy
father,) Con interposing in it as he found occasion. The Archbishop had
long stoinacked at the insolence of Matthews and Mountague, and had for-

borne the taking of any public notice of them, till he had almost lost himself
in the sight of the people. But laying hold on this opportunity, he passion-
ately declares himself at the Council-table, on October 22, in a full and free

speech to the Kitig, concerning the increase of the Roman party, the frequent
resort of Papists to Somerset house, the unsufferable misdemeanors of Mat-
thews and Mountague in practising upon his subjects, and chiefly -jpon those
which lived within the verge of the Court and were nearest to him, humbly
beseeching him to put some strong restraint upon them, whereby they either
might be barred from coming into the ("ourt at all, or to give no offence and
scandal by their misliehaviours. Of this the Queen had notice that very
night, who seemed mucli displeased at the matter, and let him see it in her
countenance whensoever he had any cause of coming where she was. But
tiie pill was given in a very good hour, and wrought so elfectually with the
King, that Mountague and Matthews were purged out of the Court; the one
betaking himself to his country practice, the other for a time to his former
travels in France and Italy. Which the Queen finding to be past remedy,
and knowing how necessary a servant the Archbishop was to his great
master, and how useful he might be to her in her own affairs, she admitted
him to her speech again in December following; and after some expostula-
tions concerning Mountague, she began to clear her countenance, and to

part fair with him.—But that which did most generally vindicate his repu-
tation, was the enlarging and reprinting of his Conference vnth Fisher the
Jesuit ; to which he had been moved by some of his private friends, (none
of them knowing that any other but himself had made the motion,) when
the libellers were most fierce against him, and afterwards advised to it by
the King himself at the Council table. The former propositions had dis-

posed him to it, and this desire of the King's served for a command to con-
firm him in it : But multiplicity of business gave him so little leisure to

attend his studies, that the year was almost ended before the hook could he
made ready for the public view. But at the last it came from the press, and
was presented to his Majesty on Sunday, the 10th of February, and the next
day exposed unto open sale. A piece so solidly compacted, that one of our
historians (who shews himself to be none of his greatest friends,) gives it the
commendation of being ' the exactest masterpiece of polemic divinity of any
' extant at that time;' further affirmina:, 'that he declared himself therein
' to he so little theirs,' (he means the Papists,) ' as he had for ever disabled
* them from being so much their own as before they were.' And Dering, his

most professed adversary, in the preface to his book of Speeches, could not
but confess, ' that, in his book, especially the last half of it, he had muzzled
* the Jesuit, and should strike the Papists under the fifth rib when he was
' dead and gone. And bi'ing dead, that wheresoever his grave should he,
' J'aul's would be his perpetual monument, and his own book his epitai>h.'

"
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tended to the advancing of Popery, he neither would have

taken such pains to confute their doctrines, nor they have enter-

tained such secret practices to destroy his person. Had he

Queen Henrietta was a descendant from the family of De Medicis, the

stains of whose infamy can never be obliterated from the records of European
history, after all the misplaced eulogies which have been lately bestowed on
some of its accomplished but dissolute branches. Her mother, Mary De
Medicis, was the daughter of the Grand Duke of Tuscany, and became the

royal bride of Henry the Fourth of France, after the death of his first Queen,
M:\rsaret. That pragmatical woman, who inherited all the ambition of her
family and their dreadful antipathy to Protestantism, was, alter the murder
of her husband, appointed regent of France, during the long minority of

Louis the Thirteentii. The embroiled state of the contending political and
religious parties in France, under her rule, can be compared to no preceding
period in the history of that nation, except it be to the minority of Charles
the Ninth, when her royal and unprincipled rek-tive, Catherine De Medicis,

held the reins of empire, and with equal presumi)tion and fatuity, by the aid

of the villainous House of Guise, involved the country in all the horrors of a
civil war, the conclusion of which she crowned, in Paris and the provinces,

with the horrid massacre of above seventy thousand Protestants, that com-
menced on the eve of St. Bartholomew's day, in the year 1572. The Duke
of Sully says, " Catherine De Medicis imputed to the French Protestants
*' the death of her husband, which she could no more pardon than their
'< having treated the members of the House of Medicis as Antichrist."
This Antichrislian complaint had been rankling in the breasts of all that
andiitious House nearly a whole century, and had manifested itself at every
tit opportunity, by the horrid symptoms of domestic warfare, rapine, murder,
and desolation. It cannot therefore excite the least surprize it Queen Hen-
rietta was infected with the Antichiistian distemper which was common to

the rest of her Popish kindred, and wished to resort, to strong measures for

preventing or removing the stigma ofAnticuuist, which attached to the Head
of. her Church, and which had likewise become hers by family inheritance.
Neither can any one wonder at the violent antipathy which the English Cal-
vinists manifested against the youthful Queen, when the great intimacy
which subsisted between them "and the Rochelle Calvinists is considered:
Her mother had waged a bloody war against them, and her royal brother
had been their conqueror. (Page 2(j6.) This feeling of detestation was not
diminished by the genealogy of King Charles the First ; for his Popish
ettractiou, however remote, "was remembered to his injury, when he mar-
ried into a family to which his royal ancestors had been nearly allied. His
grandmother, the unfortunate Mary Queen -if Scots, was early united in
marriage to Francis the Second of France ; and her royal mother, the Queen
of James the Fifth of Scotland, was Mary of Lorraine, a member of the
bloody House of Guise !

The extent of this general feeling of detestation against the family of De
Medicis, among all ranks of Britons, may be readily estimated by an extract
from tlie Life of Archbishop Laud by Dp.Hkylin, from whose pen few of the
Puritans would expect such a vituperative passage as this to proceed. But
the Doctor had a heart as truly Protestant as the best of them, and could not
greet with feigned congratulations any bird of ill omen. Speaking of the
King's preparations for war, he says :

" These preparations were sufficient
to give notice of a war approaching, without any further denouncing of it by
a public herald ; and yet there was another accident which seemed as much
to fore-signify it as those preparations. Mary De Medicis, the widow of King
Henry IV'. of France, and mother to the Queens of England and Spain,
arrived at Harwich on October 19th, [1638^ and on the'last of the same
month, was with great state conducted through the streets of London to his
Majesty's Palace of St. James : A lady which for many years had not lived
out of the smell of powder, and a guard of muskets at her door; embroiled
in wars and troubles when she lived in France, she drew them after her into
Flanders, where they have ever since coutiiiued. So that most men were
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directed his endeavours to suppress the Protestants, he wouldnot
have given so much countenance to Dury a Scot, who enter-

tained liim with some hopes of working an accord betwixt the

able to presage a tempest ; as mariners, by the appearing of some fish or
the flying of some birds about their ships, can foresee a storm. His Majesty
had taken great care to prevent her comins^, knowinj? full well bow charge-
able a guest she would prove to him, and how unwelcome to the subject.

To which ei.d Boswel was commanded to use all his wits for persuading her
to stay in Hidland, whither she had retired from Flanders in the year pre-
cedent. But she was wedded to her will, and possibly had received such
invitations from her daughter here, that nothing but everlasting foul weather
at sea and a perpetual cross-wind could have kept her there."
In the very important correspondence embodied in Bray's Memoirs of

Evelyn, is a letter addressed to King Charles, on the 28th of August, 1641, by
Secretary Nicholas, iu which he thus alludes to the departure of the Queen :

" The Queen Mother remains still at Dover, expecting, as my Lord Mar-
shall writes to me this morning, the relurn of a messenger from Flanders, so
as Tuesday next will be the soonest that her Majesty will embark."—To this

extract Mr. Bray has appended the following interesting note :
" The depar-

ture of the Queen Mother from England, where she had arrived in Ifi.'iB, was
palatable to the Parliament party, whose scribes at that period vomited
forth the harshest vituperatives against her. In a curious astrological reprint
ofGrebner's book, accompanied by observations on the life and death of
Charles, it is said, that on her coming, ' all men were against her; for it

* was observed, that wherever or unto whatever coimtry this miserable old
* Queen came, there followed immediately after her either the plague, war,
* famine, or one misfortune or another.'—Yet the same writer, when speak-
ing of her departure, says, ' A sad spectacle it was, and produced tears from
* mine eyes and many other beholders, to see an aged, lean, decrepit, poor
' Queen, ready for her grave, necessitated to deparl^ hence ; having no place
* of residence in this world left her, but where the courtesy of her hard for-
' tune assigned it. She had been the only stately and magnificent woman in
' Europe.'—She had, whilst in England, an allowance of £T00 per day ; and
the Parliament gave her £10,000 for travelling expences when going away."

In Evelyn's Diary, under the date of " 10 Sep. 1641," the following brief

account is given of the Queen Mother's subsequent reception in Holland :

—

" i took waggon for Dort, to be present at the reception of the Queen
Mother, Mary Ue Medicis, Dowager of France, widow of Henry the Great,
and mother to the French King Louis the Thirteenth and the Queen of Eng-
land, whence she newly arrived, tossed to and fro' by the various fortunes of

her life. From this city she designed for Cologne, conducted by the F^arl of

Arundel and the Heer Van Brederode.—There was little remarkable in this

reception befitting the greatness of her person, but an universal discontent
which accompanied that unlucky woman wherei'er she we7it."

The plotting disposition of JVIary De Medicis was inherited by her royal

daughter Henrietta; and their consanguinity to the Queen of Spain and to

the king of France atforded i)oth of them an opportunity of practising their

devices upon the unfortunate King Charles, by keeping him in a state of
oscillation between the Courts of France and S])ain, or, rather, in a slate

of amity with Spain, quite contrary to the Protestant interests of Europe as

well as to those of his own dominions, (page 613,} till neither of those rival

states had any confidence in his overtures ; and, without a struggle in his

favour, both "of them suffered him at length to fall a prey to the rage of his

rebellious subjects. Grotius laments this crooked policy in several of his

letters ; and he says, (page Cll,j " I doubt whether the King of France be
willing to do anything for the King of England, before he has fully with-

drawn him from the Emperor and the King of Spain." In a letter to his

brother, dated " Paris, the 8th of March, 1642," Grotius says :
" I do not

clearly perceive wha* 1 can say about the affairs of England and Ireland.

All things arc in a state of confusion : So that one can scarcely form any
judgaieiit about the termination which may be expected. I am decidedly
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Lutheran and Calvinian Churches. In which service, as he
wasted a great deal of time to little purpose ; so he received as

much encouragement from Canterbury;, as he had reason to

opposed to the removal of the Bishops out of the Cliurch ; and my wishes go
with the Kins^, that he may still retain the things which anciently helonged
to him : Let the former usages he preserved. I have no doubt, that the Kin^
of Great Britain might receive assistance from this Court, if he could create
a complete assurance that he will not Iberize, that is, become a partizan
of Spain."
The subjoined extracts from the letters of Grotius will illustrate the Queen

Mother's visit to England and Holland, and will serve to shew the dread
which was entertained of the presence of these two intermeddling females,
by a great part of the English nation, by the King of France, Cardinal
Richelieu, the Priuce of Orange, &c. On the 26th of February, 16j9,
Grotius informs the Chancellor Oxtenstern :

" The Queen of England is

suffering from a premature birth, and is so infirm in health as to he threatened
with a consumption. The advice of the medical attendants is a change of
air; and her Majesty talks about a voyage to France. But her journey is

suspected by this Court, lest she should advocate her mother's cause before
the King; for she is a daughter whom her mother always loved, and who is

in return much attached to her mother."—On the r2th of March, he again
addresses the illustrious Chancellor: " A nobleman, whose name is Ger-
main, has come again to Paris from the English Court to recommend the
business of the Queen Dowager. He meets with little success ; for the King
is afraid not only of seeing liis mother in France, because she is, in his

opinion, addicted to revenge, but he is likewise timorous about affording her
any support in the States contiguous to France, lest with his money she
should encourage a faction. His Majesty is not ignorant, that the present
state of public affairs is exceedingly displeasing to many people."—In a letter

addressed to Camerarius, the Swedish Ambassador at the Hague, in March,
1641, Grotius says: " It is reported, that the Queen of England will come
here in April : Apartments are prepared for her Majesty at Fontainbleau,
at a sufficiently great distance from the King. Fears are entertained lest

she should attempt something in favour of her mother [Mary De Medicis]

,

who in a most sorrowful letter which she has sent, ml Egiloniam, deplores
her deep poverty. The English are tired of the great charges, and the old
Queen has not yet learnt to be frugal in her exi)ences. But the Cardinal is

afraid when she is present, lest she should raise tumults in France; and he
is not without fears during her absence, lest, if she have a good supply of
money, she should employ it in exciting factions."—In another to the same
individual, a few days afterwards, he says: "It is here considered a cer-
tainty, that the Queen of England will come here. Her mother has written
to the Cardinal and to Melleray . It will he a much easier matter for her to
obtain a small supply of money, than permission to enter the kingdom."—
And in another : " 1 hear, that the Queen Dowager of Sweden will find no
difficulty in obtaining leave to returiTto Sweden, as she suffers those to whom
that office legally belongs to manage the public affairs of the kingdom : But
e(]ual facilities are not granted to the Queen Dowager of France to return
into this kingdom ; for there is no scarcity of mischievous wits, who may
point out to an irritated female several methods of revenge in a disturbed
nation."—lu June he says : «' The Queen Mother is quitting England and
proceeding to Holland ; but it is uncertain whether she will remain in quiet
at Liege, or among the Dutch."—On the 6th of July, he again writes: " It

is believed, that the Queen Mother will retire to Brussels, to add fuel to the
flames of discord which have already been kindled at Sedan. The person
who transacts the Pope's business with the Queen of England, is not invested
with the Sitle of N^micin, but with that of ^i;e«^"—On the '27th of the same
month, he says :

•• The Queen Dowager, it appears, is going to Cologne,
where she is to be maintained ostensibly at the expence of the Queen of Eng-
land, who is secretly refunded by her brother the King of France. Yet the
old Queen will scarcely be able to keep her nails from meddling with the
Sedan ulcer, if it contitiue unclosed."—On the 3d of August, Grotius writes
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expect. Welcome at all times to his table, and speaking honour-
ably of him upon all occasions, till the times were changed ;

when either finding the impossibility of his undertaking, or

thus :
" The Queen of England wishes much to go to drink the waters of the

Spa. But the French Ambassador places as many impediments as possible

in her way ; for he is afraid that she will endl-avour to foment the faction of

the Sedan Princes, either on her mother's account, or for the sake of pro-
niotins: peace."—A few days afterwards, he writes :

" No one prevents the
departure of the Oueen Mother from England : Neither do the French them-
selves care much about her, now that she is grown old and feeble. But the
Queen of England seems to be induced, with the Parliament's consent, to

abandon all thoughts of a transmarine excursion ; for, if we may give credit

to Majrtrmus, her sickness lies more in her mind than iu her body. If her
constitution he inclined to consumption, the waters of Spa are said not to be
useful to those who are afflicted with that disorder."—On the 17thof August,
Grotius again addresses Camerarius :

" The Queen Dowager of France,
mother of his Majesty, will remain at Cologne at the charge of the King of
Great Britain, who will endeavour to obtain some indemnity for this expence
from the French monarch; But I would not venture to be his surety for the
re-payment of that money. The Queen of England seems to remain, lest her
departure should inflame the national enmities, which appear now to be sub-
siding."—On the 22d of February, Hi42, he wrote to the same individual:
" The more attentively! consider the affairs of England, Scotland, and Ire-

land, the more fears 1 feel lest they should have a bloody termination,—
which may God of his mercy avert I But J lament greatly the misfortune,
which, iu addition to many others, the Prince Elector [Palatine] has to

endure, in the aversion which the Parliamentarians have manifested. At
Dieppe, two regiments are embarked in ships : The conjectures about their

destination are various; some th'uk they are proceeding to re-inforce Count
Guebrian ; others, that they are sailing'to the assistance of the King of Great
Britain, who is believed still to retain in his possession Portsmouth and some
other sea-port towns. This, however, is a certainty, that French assistance
would not be with-held from the British Monarch, if the King of France
could but be induced to divest himself of the opinion— ' that the King of Eng-
* land has concluded a closer treaty with the Court of Spain.' The Queen
of England has many jiersons here in her favour, not only because she is

sister of the French Monarch, but because they believe her to have become
au object of hatred to the English, solely on account of her religion, the free

exercise of which was secured to her by the marriage treaty."—On the 8th
of March, he writes thus to the same person :

" If the report be correct
which is circulated here, ' that the King of Great Britain has so far complied
' with the wishes of the Parliamentarians, as to have expressed his pleasure
' to eject the Bishops out of Parliament, and to place all the ports of the
* kingdom in the power of the Parliament,'— in this case, there will undoubt-
edly be peace in England. Yet suspicions will not be entirely banished;
these, however, his Majesty might most commodiously remove from the
minds of his subjects, by .shewing that he has the affairs of the Elector Pala-
tine seriously at heart. (Page (ill. j For composing those differences which
relate to religion and ceremonies, a National Synod, it appears, is to be con-
vened in England : But, 1 am afraid, new controversies will arise respecting
the form and mode of holding it. If the populace be desirous of seeing the
Bishops ejected out of the Church, [as well as out of Parliament,] after the
example of the Scots, the event will possibly be—that those who are attached
to Episcopacy may discover some way of restoring themselves to the com-
munion of the Church of Rome, or of uniting their strength with that of the
Romanists, which they have already begun to do in Ireland. Unless I am
deceived, the Prince of Orange would prefer having his daughter-in-law
[the Princess Royal of England] at his Court, without her mother [Queen
Henrietta] and her grand-mother [Mary De Medicis]. But if the Hague is

to he favoured with the sight of three Queens at one time, [the Queen of
England, of France, and of Bohemia,] this will be truly a novel example.
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wanting a supply of that oil which maintained his lamp, he
proved as true a Scot as the rest of the nation; laying the blame
of his miscarriage in it, on the want of encouragement; and

I hear that the tumults at Cologne have subsided ; and I think that city,

which is a free one that avoids war, will obtain permission [from the belli-

gerent powers] to continue in a state of tranquillity. It is not upon these
considerations, 1 believe, that the Queen Dowager of France is endeavouring
to migrate thither, but because she can there with greater facility procure
necessaries for herself."

Two of the conjectures of Grotius in the last of these extracts, proved
ultimately iucovrect : (I.) " That his majesty's concession respecting the
removal of the Bishops out of Parliament, would tend to secure the peace
of the kingdom." On the contrary. Lord Clarendon has very clearly proved,
in a preceding page, (317,) that "" the passing of that act was an introduc-
tion to the entire destruction of the government of the Church," &c. (2. J His
other mistake was, that, " on the extirpation of Episcopacy, those who
were attached to it would seek out some way of restoring themselves to the
Church of Rome." But, whatever intimations of this kind might have been
given by the two female members of the House de Medicis, who were com-
plete dupes to the Popish priests with whom they were constantly surrounded,
the event disproved all their prognostications. For Dr. Turner's just asser-
tion, in page 679, which was corroborated by Mr. Evelyn, is that " Not
five clergymen forsook our church and went over to that of Rome, during
all the troubles and rebellion in England." The Protestants of the Church
of England in that age, were far superior to the Nonconformists in possess-
ing that genuine trait of British feeling which was well-defined by Arch-
bishop Laud, when a Cardinal's hat was twice offered to him by the Court of
Rome and manfully refused, " My answer again was, that something dwelt
within me which would not suffer that, till Rome was other than it is !"—

•

This modest yet firm reply, so opposite to the inflated rhapsodies of the
Puritans, will be duly appreciated by an unprejudiced posterity.

On the loth of March, 16"42, Grotius addressed the following lines to
Camerarius :

" The judgment formed by your Lordship is very true— ' that
* in such a perturbed state of the English affairs no good f)opes can be
' indulged respecting the business of the Palatinate.' But in the marriage
of his daughter, and much more if there be any discussion about the mar-
riage of his son, the king of England might add this condition—' that the
Dutch shall engage to continue the war until the Electoral House be
restored ;' which will be done with the good wishes of France for the purpose
of increasing the impediments to peace.—It is believed in Paris, that the
British monarch will make several concessions, in hopes that the [Long]
Parliament will some time or other discontinue its sittings, and afford his
majesty an opportunity of gradually recovering what he has thus suddenly
lost. But it is not to be doubted, that the Parliamentarians will imitate the
Scots, in leaving some of their own body invested with authority to execute
the acts and resolutions which they have unanimously passed : Such a pro-
ceeding will prostrate still more the power of the king, which is already low
enough. All the accounts whatsoever, that are published here concerning
these matters, serve to mitigate and support the cause of the Irish, and to
bring the Parliamentarians into disrepute. But the king of France ought
not to be considered so occupied with war, as to have no means remaining for
affording his assistance to the Irish, or to the king of England in his diffi-

culties. For in my opinion, the Prince of Orange will withhold his hand
from touching that sore, lest he give offence to those among the Dutch who
have the greatest influence over the people. The Queen of England will
now be among you ; and you will be at liberty to form some probable con-
jectures from her discourse aiid actions. The Medicean Queen [Dowager
of France], though advanced in age, cannot endure tranquillity; and the
old lady, by frisking up and down, raises much dust."—The allusion in this
extract to the temporizing policy of king Charles, will tend to confirm the
opinion which I ventured to express in page 716, respecting the adoption of
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speaking disgracefully of the man which had given him most.
Had he intended any prejudice to the reformed religion, reform-
ed according to the doctrine of Calvin, and the Genevian forms
Amyraut's principle : And while the subjoined communication from Grotius
to Caincrarius, dated " March, 1641," exhibits the impartiality of the
writer, it will prove still more clearly the close approximation which the
English ministry made to French politics: "With rejjard to English
atiairs, I have no doubt whatever that the king does many things with a
sorrowful heart tor the sake of gaining time, particularly in the matter of
triennial parliaments. This makes 'me still more apprehensive, that the
Elector Palatine will gain no advantage in England, especially when I per-
ceive a return made to the old procrastinating devices of wasting time in
conferences with tiie Elector of Bavaria, who is a man most tenacious to
his purpose. There are now better hopes, I find, concerning the Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland [the Earl of Strafford], than were at first entertained.
Ihe danger of the Archbishop [Laud] is far greater, not only on account of
the crime of his reliiiiion, which is always a powerful consideration with the
people ; but likewise because he is lelieved to have endeavoured to increase the
regal power. The English are terrified with the example of such an augmen-
tation in the royal prerogative as France presents, in which the supreme
domination has no further boundaries beyond which it can now extend
Itself. For it has been determined here to arrest the Duke of Vendome, and,
if that be impossible, to issue a citation against him,—not that he maybe
tried by the Parliament, or by his own chamber of Dukes and Peers, bu't by
certain indixiduals selected from the list of Marshals and Presidents of
Parliament."—The allusion to Archbishop Land as a great defender of the
knig's prerogative, will receive a sufficient explanation in pages e.i.'^-656,
670, 680—684. Without any reference to the unprecedfnted circumstances
of the Archbishop's own trial, the attentive reader will find ample materials,
jn the disclosures which were made on the trial of the Earl of Strafford, for
convincing himself, that both the Earl and the Archbishop had been most
unfortunately associated with an administration, some of the members of
which were traitors to their sovereign, enemies to their country, and
betrayers of their colleagues. Heylin has well remarked concerning one of
these men, (p. 365,} "all matters of Grace and Favour were ascribed to
him, matters of Harshness or Distaste [were ascribed] to the king or
Canterbury." The quotation from Dr. Heylin, at the commencement of
this note, will shew the weight of unmerited opprobrium which Laud was
compelled to endure on account of the Queen's Popery, and the fearless
manner in which he discharged his duty in that delicate affair. Jf the
Archbishop be accused of prodigality in bestowing his censures, the fact
here recorded and others of a similar kind will shew that his reproofs
were indiscriminate and given " without respect of persons," for neither
peasant nor prince was exempted from their operation. The odium
which he was dooired to bear in relation to the management of civil affairs,
was that which belonged to the whole of his Majesty's Council; but, for
party purposes, it was charged upon him alone. The circumstances of
unexampled difficulty in which he was placed, have never received that notice
to which they are entitled by their importance. A few of them are detailed
in the preceding pages ; but their complete developement would fill a large
volume.
The deterring example of France in the matter of the lung's prerogative,

to which Grotius alludes as producing a bad effect on Englishmen, and of
the progress of which he gives a striking instance, may he said to have had
its commencement in 1631", when Louis the Thirteenth, " having notice of
the great preparations carrying on to raise a war in the Duke of Orleans'
behalf, throughout the whole kingdom, and knowing that the province of
Burgundy was to be the chief theatre of the rebe'.lioii, went thither with all
speed. This great diligence of the king obliged the Duke to retire into the
territories of Spain, with his abettors, who were proclaimed traitors. The
proclamation being verified and recorded in the Parliament of Burgundy,
was sent to the Parliament of Paris, where the members were so divideJj,

that, instead of recording the Proclamatiou by a solemn act, they made only
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both of worsliip and government, he would not have so cordially

advanced the general collection for the Palatine churches, or

provided so heartily for the Rochellers and their religion. Had
an act, whereby they declared that the house was divided. The king, on
his return to Paris, would not leave such a disorder unpunished ; and sent

for the Parliament to wait upon him at the Louvre, with orders to come on
foot like criminals, and in a condition to receive the censure they deserved,
to give them to understand, that it was not their business to deliberate on
matters of state; that he sent them his Proclamations upon those matters,
only that they might publish and register them, and taI-..T care to have them
obeyed hy the people &c. This was performed at the Louvre, the kino; sitting in

his Council, and the Parliament in a body on their knees before nim ; and
even after the Chancellor had told theui,by theking's command, thattheyhad
no right to judge of the Proclamations, and other declarations relating to
matters of state, which his Majesty sent them, the king tore off with his
own hand the Jet of Division, which had been written in the Register of the
Parliament Rolls, "and ordered to write down, instead of it, the Act of the
Council by which the other was declared void; with a strict prohibition
never to pretend forthe future to deliberate on such declarations. And lastly,

in order to punish the faults of the whole body on some particular members,
the Presidents Gayau and Barillon, and the Sieur Lesnc? Counsellor, were,
by his Majesty's order, commanded to retire for some time from Paris, and
suspended from their functions, because they had spoken too disrespectfully
of his Majesty's conduct and administration." On reading this account by
Auberi in connection with the remarks of Grotius, and on tracing the gradual
consummation of tyranny in France, no one will evince any surprize at
finding several excellent men enlisted in the Parliamentary iiiterest, when
the first proper aiid constitutional opposition was made to the incroachments of
power in England. In forming a correct estimate of the subsequent co'iduct of
such men, they will be found entitled lomueh of our indulgence and commise-
ration, on account of having early committed themselves so far as not to be
able to recede, after they saw and lamented the illegal and tyrannical method
pursued by their own party, against which some of themstrongly remon-
strated, but did not posscss'the power of applying an adequate remedy.

Such were some of the evil consequences of the marriage of King Charles
with a Popish Princess ! How strongly soever Queen Flenrietta's conduct as
an affectionate daughter, wife and mother, may gain upon our esteem, we
cannot, under the nifluence of a foolish and misplaced gallantry, pretend to
overlook the confusion which she introduced into the national affairs, by her
silly intermeddling, till her husband's cause was rendered irretrievable.
In a preceding page, (343,) Lord Clarendon has described with much truth,
yet in polite and measured language, " the unlimited power" which the
Queen had gained in " the disposal of all favours and preferments, and
" which in truth, what other unhappy circumstances soever concurred in
" the mischief, was the foundation upon which the first and the utmost pre-
" judices to the King and his government were raised and prosecuted."
What course could be more preposterous than that which the King pursued

—

to wait for the Queen's decisions whenever any important proposals of paci-
fication were made to him by his rebellious subjects! VVitbout divulging
the true cause of his lengthened delays, he introduced frivolous distinctions
into the negotiations which ought to have been promptly concluded; and
when he ultimately received the Queen's replies on the matters under dis-
cussion, the whole had assumed a new aspect, and required fresh instruc-
tions from bis head-quarters. How pure soever the intentions of King
Charles might be, (and my belief is, that his native integrity was unim-
peachable,} this want of promptitude and decision effected the ruin of his
cause, which could not be averted by the able advice of his judicious and
experienced counsellors : For, by his apparent unwillingness to conclude the
war, and by the needless procrastination which he employed, his Majesty
alienated the hearts of many persons, that may with propriety be said to
have been till then a hind of neutral party . Such persons could account for
the King's delays and subterfuges, only on the principle of his Popish con-
nections ; and on this point subsequent disclosures, from authentic docu-
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he projected any such thing as the suppressing of the gospel, he
would not have shewed himself so industrious in preventing

Socinianism from poisoning those of riper years; in turning

ments which are hefore the public, have proved these popular jealousies to

have been on!}' too well founded.—Ungracious as the occupation undoubtedly
is, I must be permitted to expose still further the evils of Catholic influence

when exerted ou the C'hiefMagistrateof this country : These were suHiciently

manifested by Queen Henrietta's exj)loits in the reign of her son Charles the

Second.—DuVinj? the exile of the royal family in France, her endeavours to

obtain the suppression of the Protestant worship within the precincts of the
French Court, and her attempts to seduce her son, the Duke of Gloucester, to

the Romish faith, were circumstances which declared in language sufficiently

explicit her zeal and intolerable bigotry. Few people will cherish any doubts
concerning the deleterious power which she exerciseil over the weak mind of

King James the Second ; and she was never reconciled to his clandestine

marriage with the Earl of Clarendon's daughter, till she had received satis-

factory proofs of the Duchess of York's obsequious compliance with the

Popish prejudices of her husband. Another reason for ()ueen Henrietta's

ultimate approval is given in Evelyn's Diary, who, under the date of

"Oct.", 16(J0," says: " There dined with me a French Count, with Sir

George Tuke, who came to take leave of mc, being sent over to the Oueen-
mother to break the marriage of the Duke vvith the daughter of Chancellor
Hyde. The Queen would fain have undone it ; but, it seems, matters were
reconciled, on great otters of the Chancellor's to befriend the Queen, who
was much in debt, and was now to have the settlement of her affairs go
through his hands." In brief, the character of Mary De Medicis, which is

quoted al the commencement of this note, was equally applicable to her
daughter Queen Henrietta in her advanced age; and the baneful effects of

her interference in the government of England may be truly said to be dis-

tinctly perceptible in every subsequent act of the two Kings, her immediate
descendants, till the last of them was comjicllcd to abdicate the throne of

these realms, and to find an asylum in a foreign land. May this Protestant
kingdom never again be cursed with a Popish Queen !

But though most decided in my aversion to Popery, even under its mildest
forms, and notwithstanding all these real ca^tses of fear from the family
De Medicis and from their Popish connections, I cannot allow that any just

reason existed for the unnatural rebellion which was subseijuently excited

under the name of rkligion. If this were a proper opportunity for intro-

ducing such a discussion, 1 would be found one of those who could concede
much to the doctrine of lawful resistance to the aggressions of arbitrary
power : But my concessions would be grounded on the broad basis uft/ie

iichnnivledged rights of the citizens of afree state. It was not ou this plain

and intelligible principle that the Puritans and the minor sects in 1640

founded their opposition to the measures of King Charles's adniinistration
;

but it was on that of a reputed diff'erenie in religious profession andUieliejf

betiveen themselves and their opponents, and, in the capacity of Christians,
they etirolled themselves under the banners of sedition. Before their open
appeal to arms, they renounced tlte formerly alleged infringements of the

laws and constitution of the land, which were then in a course of being
redressed ; because they found the pretext which produced the desired effect

upon the people, who were more afraid of the loss of their Religion than of
their CniL Liberties, was that of representing the { hurch of England as

Popish, and "the willing people" were soon encouraged by false glosses

upon the scriptures to assist in the overthrow of this system of reputed
" idolatry and superstition." 'Fhe doctrine of resistance assumed in that
case a new character, which is not to be found among the doctrines of the
New Testament : And when I read the very ingenious corollaries which the
accomplished Bishop Hoadley deduces froui St. Paul's pointed interrogation

to the centurion, Is it lawful for you to scourge a man that is a Jiotuan and
itncondemned ', \ am not so far convinced by his arguments as to believe,

that the Apostle intended to convey, by that expression and by other traits in
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afternoon sermons into catechising for the instruction of chil-

dren ; in prohibiting all assemblies of Anabaptists, Familists,

and other sectaries, which oppose the common principles of the

liis conduct, the rather indefinite kind of resistance which the Bishaj) depicts.

'J"he truth is, in religious communities, the words of the Great Lawgiver of

his Church will have their accomplishment in the practice of all real Chris-

tians :
" If my kingdom were of this ivorld, then would my servants fight."

This principle runs through the whole of the New Testament ; and whatever

legal resistance St. Paul offered on the occasion just quoted, and when he

was maltreated by the magistrates of Philippi or by Ananias the Jewish

High-priest, itdid notamounttothe/?5-/t<«wi^posture assumed by such repub-

lican divines as Dr. John Owen or Robert Baylie. (Pages 457 & 505) As long

as human nature is corrupt, " men of tlM ivorkV will be found throughout
all lands in sufficient numbers to avenge their own wrongs, to redress the

grievances of others, and to abridge the exorbitant ])ower of tyrants, without

calling upon "all upright professing Christians," as the belligerent Cal-

vinists did in imitation of Mahomet and his followers, to come forvyard

in an armed mass for the destruction of their brethren, "who had obtained

like precious faith with themselves through the righteousness of God and
their Saviour Jesus Christ," but who, unfortunately, employed such rites and
ceremonies in then* worship of the true God as did not accord with the ideas

of their oppressors. Whatever diversity of opinions Jewish Rabbins or Chris-

tian commentators may entertain about the real character of the destroying

angel, whom God commissioned under the Old Testament regimen to execute

his righteous indignation, there can be but one opinion respecting the cha-

racter of the human agents, whom, in the administration of his punitive

providence, God generally employs to effect his great and salutary purposea,

"from seeming evil still educing good." By the li^ht of New 'lestament

principles we can discern these human executioners of IJivine vengeance upon
the ungodly to be, not good men, but the viicked themselves, who, whether
viewed as conquerors or the conquered, may in a justifiable sense be said to

have been made by the Lord "for the day of evil." (Prov. xvi. 4.) This
sentiment is beautifully amplified by a British Poet, when personating a
43ard of ancient Greece:

The good can never be unblest,

While impious minds can never rest;

A plague within themselves they find.

Each other plague, and all mankind!

If this doctrine be trueeoncerningYAeMwAerf, St. Paul renders it equally appli-

cable to thoseprofessors who unchristianize themselves, by not fulfiUi ng this law,

thou Shalt love thyneighbour as thyself . For he immediately adds, "H ye
bite and devour one another, take' heed that ye be not consumed one of ano-

ther,"—a passsage of scripture, which received a striking fulfilment in the

public events of this kingdom between the years 1(J40 and 1()6"0
; as did also

that memorable passage in St. Matthew, when applied to the followers of the

meek and lowly Jesus, as such, "All they that take the sword, shall perish

with the sword." The following extract from Dr. Hammond's treatise of
resisting the lawful magistrate under colour of Religio7i, contains an accu-

rate and scriptural view of the untenable principles and bad practices of the

Calvinistic champions of that age:
"Religion is not so truly professed by endeavouring to kill Others, as by

being killed patiently ourselves rather" than we will renounce it. When I

fight, it may be malice, revenge, some hope of gain by the present service,

any one of an hundred worldly interests, that may help to whet my sword
for me ; or most clearly, a hope 1 may kill and not be killed : And so, all

this while, here is no act of confession of Christ in thus venturing my life, al-

though 1 do affirm I do this for mu religion.—Whosoever considers himself as

a man, much more as a father of posterity, must have many things to trust

God with, and only God; and, among those, nothing more than the future

3 A
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christian faith. For, that his silencing of the Armi7nan conlro'

versics should be * a means to suppress the gospel/ or his favour-

iug of those opinions designed for a back-door to bring in

estate of those who are come from him. There is nothing, after bis prayers
to God and his paternal blessing upon them, so likely to entail his religion
upon them, as his sealing it by his sufferings. This will be a more probable
way to recommend his religion to them, when they shall hear that tlicir fa-
thers thus hoped in God, than that other so distant, that they died in a rebelli-

on against the king. All this upon supposition, but not concession, 'that the
religion of him that would fight for it were the truth and only tnith :'

Whereas indeed there is not a more suspicious mark of a false religion, than
that it is fain to propagate itself by violence ; the Turks and Papists being
the only notable examples hitherto of that practice, till some others have fal-

len upon the same conclusion, directly through Popish principles a little va-
ried in the application. It seems, we are resolved to have no more to do with
martyrdom, think that the thousand years for the saints to reign on earth
are at hand, ; and so, sutfering, or conformity to the image of Christ [being]
no longer the thing we are predestined to, we must set up a new trade of
fighting, destroying, resisting, rebelling, and leaveenduring 'to those chris-
tians which were furnished with extraordinary strength from heaven :' which
are the objector's words of the primitive christians.—The doctrine of allegi-

ance to Kings, and of their supremacy in all cases, hath always been counted a
principal head of difference between the Protestants and the worst of Papists :

And a special evidence which most men have used to conclude the Papacy to
be the Antichrist, is this, that the Pope exalteth himself above all that is cal-
led God, that is, above all the kings of the earth ; that he, in case the king
be not a Catholic, absolves subjects from their allegiance to him, &c. Bodiu
is fain to pas a sad observation upon the fact of those German princes in
taking up arms for religion against Luther's advice : Itafunestum helium 8(c.

I would to God those words were Englished in every one of our hearts : 'A
* direful and calamitous war, with the slaughter of all sorts ; because though
' it were for religion, yet no cause can be counted just of taking up arms
* against one's country.' One general notion there is of our laws, which from
my childhood I have imbibed, and therefore conceive common to all others
with me ; and it is this, that the laws of this kingdom put no man (no Papist
1 am sure,) to death for religion. When Jesuits and seminary Priests
have suffered, every man is so perfect in the law, as to know that it is for
TREASON, by a statute that makes it such for them to come into this king-
dom. From whence I conclude, that in the constitution of our state, no war
for religion is accounted a lauful war, &c. And therefore Sleidau tells us of
Martin Luther, 'that he would not allow a war, though but defensive, with
' the Turk himself:' And though he had mitigated bis opinion upon a new
state of the question, and persuaded the emperor to it, yet it was with
this limitation, modo nee vindictce &c. 'provided that it be undertaken on ac-
• count of neither revenge, glory, nor profit, (three things which are very
rarely kept out of war,) but that they attack this most foul and despicable

' thief, not on the plea of his religion, but on that of his thefts and the inju-
' ries which he has inflicted.'—In his Postil on Matthew 13, Luther likewise
says, 'Observe here how mad we have hitherto been, who would by war com-
' pel the Turks to the faith, heretics by fire, the Jews by fear of being put to

'death; and to pull up the tares by our own strength, as if we were they
• who have power over the hearts and spirits of men, and as if it were in our
hands to recal men to justice and piety.'—For this war to be waged, not

not against Popery truly so called, but against the only true Protestant Re-
ligion as it stands established by the old laws of the land; and therefore it is

fain to be be called Popish that it may be fit to be destroyed, and our Mar-
tyr reformers not able by those fiery chariots of theirs to get out of the con-
fines of Babylon,—just as the primitive christians were by the persecutors
put in wild beasts' skins, that in those shapes they might be devoured,

—

this, I confess, is to me a complication of riddles," &c.
In the last extract which I have given in this note from the letters of

Grolius, the English are said " to have been terrified with the example of
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Popery, na wise man can think. The points in conti'oversy

between the Calvinists and Arminians, in the reformed churches
of Calvin's Plat-form, are agitated no less fiercely by the Domi-
nicans on the one side, the Jesuits and Franciscans on the other

side, in the Church of Rome ;* the Calvinists holding with the

such an increase of the King's prerogative, as France then presented." I

here subjoin an extract from another letter on the same subject, addressed
byGrotius to his brother, in February, 1641; in which he attributes the
alarm felt by the French ministry, and the increased severity of the tyrannical
yoke imposed on the Parliament of Paris, to the audacious aggression of the
English republicans upon the prerogative of their monarch. Thus it will be
shewn, that tyranny in one kingdom, and liceniiousness in the other,
were mutually pernicious, and exercised a fearful re-action on the few liber-
ties which remained among either people.—" The King was yesterday in
Parliament, and complained, that the members abused the right which had
been granted to them by their Kings ;—that after the death of Henry the
Fourth, they had exercised the prerogative of conferring the government of
the kingdom upon the ^ueen Mother;—that there were no laws to counte-
nance the further spread of this evil ;—that he would not allow the Parlia-
ment to interfere in affairs of State or of finance ;—and that it was his pleasure
for all his edicts, as soon as they were issued, to be registered among the Acts
of Parhament without any consultation. The King's brother [the Duke of
Orleans, who had been in rebellion against him and recently pardoned,]
was labouring under an attack of the gout ; but the King ordered him to be
brought into the hall in a chair, that he might be present at the rescinding
of the Parliamentary decree, which had moderated and softened the King's
edict, [recorded, as the King issued it, by the Parliament of Burgundy,]
that declared guilty of treason all the adherents of his brother, [the Duke
of Orleans,] who had forfeited his allegiance. The King granted permission
that the votes of the Cardinal and of the Princes who were present, those of
a few of the Presidents, and that of the Archbishop, should he delivered.
The Secretary of Parliament declared, that all these proceedings must be
inserted in the Acts of the Chamber without the least exception, and must
be strictly obeyed. The titles and dignities of the Presidents and Senators
who had been banished, were then all abolished : The same severities
will be exercised hereafter, whenever any member obtrudes himself into
affairs, the consideration of which has been prohibited by law.—Much trepi-
dation prevails in every direction. The adoption of this measure has been
hastened by the audacity of the English Parliamentarians in their open
insurrections against the King's authority : It has also been accelerated by
the fear, lest, in ease of the death of the King [of France] , the Queen [Anne
of Austria] should obtain the regency by means of the votes of Parliament."
—This last circumstance relates to the dread evinced by Lewis the Thir-
teenth, during the whole of his long indisposition, lest his Queen and his
brother, the Duke of Orleans, should obtain the regency of the kingdom
during the minority of his infant son, and, on account of their decided pre-
dilection for Spanish interests, should conclude a peace with that proud
nation, which might prove injurious to his own kingdom. But, ho jv often,
in human affairs, is it seen, the best concerted schemes are vain and fail of
success ! This tyrannical spell, devised to bind down to the royal pleasure
the supreme power in the government, was broken within less than a month
after the proud monarch's decease ; and the two individuals, whose influence
and management he had justly dreaded, were, by the suffrages of this dra-
gooned Parliament, exalted to the supremacy
Many parts of this note will furnish additional information concerning the

the facts recorded in pages 549, 557, 585, 598, 605, 61i, 621, 624, 629, 681,
6.W, 698, 708.

'»>>»>)>>
* Dr. Hammond's Roman Catholic adversary says : " Our criterion or rule

of faith keeps off dissensions when it is followed
; yours does not. Lutherans

and Calvinists follow the same rule, and yet dissent and condemn one
auother ; ours do aot so, but remit the differences to be decided to one and

3 a2
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Dominicans, as the Arminians do with the Jesuits and Francis-

can Friars. And therefore, why any such compliance with the

Dominicans (the principal sticklers and promoters in the Inqui-

sition) should not be looked onas a back-door to bring in Po-
pery, as well as a compliance in the same points with the other

two orders, is beyond my reach."

The Archbishop's care for the Church of England, which
Grotius styles (page 631) "a most honourable and praiseworthy
purpose," has now received a part of the exposition to which
it is richly entitled"; and, to all unprejudiced men, it will appear
to have been a plan of pacification which, without altering one
of the Thirty Nine Articles of Religion, would have comprehended
Calvinists, Arminians, Cameronists, and moderate Popish recu-

sants. As far as his poAver extended, (and his own Diary shews
it by no means to have been so uvUmited as his enemies have
industriously represented,) he endeavoured to effect a reconci-

liation among the chief parties of professing christians in the

kingdom, and to accommodate all of them within the truly

Catholic bosom of the Church of England. But his designs

were frustrated, by the want of firmness on the part of his

royal master, (which soon displayed itself in his first unguarded
concessions respecting church-government,) as much as by the

unchristian animosity of his illiberal adversaries ; and the best

comment upon the enlightened policy of Archbishop Laud, and
on the usefvdness of his scheme, will be found in the history ofMc
confused state of religion, during the twenty succeeding years,

some notices of which are given in various parts of this

tlie same judge both exterior and interior."—To this remark the learned
Doctor returns the following answer in his l^iew of tlie Apology for the Inful-
iihdity of the CImrch of Rome : " 1 was a proving, by the ancient catalogues

of hereticks, that there were ^ood store of hereticks in the world before the

Reformation, from which it follows, that either your infallible judge was
not then in fashion, or else that it is not such a sovereign means or antidote

against hereticks. You seem to distinguish that your rule keeps off dissen-

sions, not rt/it'w^.v, but wAew it is followed; and prove that farther, because

you remit tlie dilfcrenccs to he decided to one and the same judge. I might
"answer, that our rule, the word of God, doth so too, at least in matters of
faith ; and that any such dissension, at least uncharitable censuring of Dis-
senters, is absolutely against that rule. But, I conceive, that is not the thing

that commends a rule as a means to prevent dissensions, tliat they that

fdlow it dissent not, (for the rule if it be but one rule, whatever it is, will do
"that,) but that it is able and apt to keep men obedient and to restrain them
fronj excesses and not following of it. Now this is an excellence that these

many Catalogues of Heresies proved, that you had no right to pretend to ;

aid if we have not so neither, we are but partners in this piece of human
infelicity, to which, as long as we carry flesh about us, it will be incident,

for tliere must he heresies among you. As for your instance of the Lutherans'
and Calvinists' dissensions, and condemning one the other, 1 must tell you
that this little concerns the Church of England, which always disclaimed
the being called bv the names or owning the dissensions of Lutueran and
Calvinist, and prolesseth only the maintaining of the Primitive Catholic
Faith, and to have no rather on earth to impute their faith to. I might add
more even for those Lutherans and Calvinists, that if they did really follow

llui same rule, they would certainly agree also."
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volume.* The preceding varied extracts will prove, that this

great man was never deceived respecting the subtlety of the

church with which he was treating, and that he stood completely

* The numerous conversions to Pojiery during the Interregnum created

much alarm, especially to those who felt a due ccmcern for the iuterests of

Protestantism. The laws against the Papists were in consequence put in ex-

ecution, though, it will afterwards be seen, their operation was in several

instances mitigated by Oliver the Lord Protector. The difliculties to be en-

countered by "an honest-hearted Papist," who might be desirous of rece-

ding from the communion of the Romish Church, are judiciously displayed

in the following paragraph, which was published in those days of confusion,

and which forcibly reminds one of a similar bold passage in Bishop Sander-
son's celebrated Preface of 16.57 :

"The disadvantages of the reformed religion are now so palpable, and the

danger ofthe people of this nation is so obvious in their returning to that Egypt
and Babylon again which is not the Church of Rome, but its disease and op-

pressioti: that 1 know not in ordinary providence any means can be used or

is left, to stop the daily prevalencies of Popery and the ^reat apostacy of

England to the Romish superstition and subjection in after times, uidess

God stir up such wisdom, zeal, and care in those that have honest hearts

joined with public power and influence, not so much to fleece and depress Po-

pish recusants by pecuniary exactions, but rather duly to restore and speedi-

ly to assert the honor, order, succession, unity, authority and majesty of this

reformed church and its catholic ministry : from which when the Papists see

ourselves to be such profound revolters, with what face can we expect they

should ever come into our Reformation, which they now behold with joyful

and disdainful eyes, so mangled, so deformed, so massacred by our own
hands .' How can we with justice, honour, or humanity, inflict severe penal-

ties upon Papists, as refusing to conform to our church and religion, when
they protest, with so much truth to our faces, they cannot see any church,

any religion among us, as tiniform, public, autlientic, coiistant. 'What,' they

sav, ' formerly had the goodliest figure and fairest presence of a christian
' church, and the best reformed of any, is now deformed, ruined, demolished,
• nothing but scattered rafters and pieces of that ship-wrecked vessel now
* appear floating up and down in a restless and foaming sea of faction, oppo-
• sitioii and confusion, between Bishops, Ministers and People : some are
' Episcopal, others Presbyterian, a third sort Independent : all are disparate or
* opposite in discipline, some are heterodox in doctrine : the Anabaptists rise

' against diW, and the Quakers soar ofioiie all.' To which of all these, with
many other sects, shall an honest-hearted Papist apply himself, to be safe

and settled in religion ?—If to the poor and depressed remains of Bishops
ANDTHE Episcopal Clergv, who yet adhere to the Church of England, alas,

they are weak and exhausted, contemned by many, pitied by some, but as-

serted by few or none according to their true merit in former ages, or their

present worth, courage, constancy and patience in this.—If the Romanists
go to THE Presbyterian party, which, like small shoots, sprang up so thick

in England upon the cutting down of Episcopacy, to which they all formerly
submitted; these, besides their levity, parity, and inconstancy as to their

former stations, opinions, and oaths, seem so unseasonably insolent and ma-
gisterially domineering, before they had got a full and just dominion, that all

sober men think them rather popular, plebeian, and impertinent in their

heats, transports, and passions, than so modest, wise, and grave as becomes
those who will undertake to wrest government out of the hands of their supe-
riors and betters every way, and to impose a novelty of untried and unde-
sired discipline upon such a great and stout nation as England is ; which,
disdaining the iusolency of Popes, and offended at the indiscretion of some
Bishops, will hardly ever bear the pertness of petty Presbyters, who cannot
want vanity, impudence and arrogancy, when they fancy themselves in a
supremacyof power above people, parliaments and princes; for they atfect no
less, as Christ's due and theirs too.—If the tossed Romanists run to the spruce
and self-conceited Independents for shelter, because these fine new masters
ecra to have patents for christian liberty, and urge a Magna Charta from

3 A3
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on his gxiard against all their artful machinations. Though the
Papists themselves viewed his endeavours, if successful, as

completely subversive of their intolerant system within this

kingdom, yet, after their ungrateful returns of cursing for his

intended blessing, he could accost them and other grumblers,
in the language of the Divine Pacificator, " Is your eye evil,

because I am good ?" His sentiments on this point were similar

to those of Grotius, he did not think it proper to relax in his

attempts, or to despair of success, merely because he encoun-
tered opposition or was repaid with ingratitude.*

Christ to be accountable to none in matters of religion but to their own little

congregation or body, (in which as in an ecclesiastic corporation or free bo-
rough of religion, they may hang and draw, exercise high and low justice
upon men's souls as they list in their little Conventicles,) yet here the poor
Papist finds so much of a rude and exotic novelty, such a gross show of
schism, such variety, such an inconstancy, such a plebeian petulancy, sucb
pitiful and ridiculous atfectatious, and arrogating of church power in some
of the plebs, and such contempt of it in others, that he cannot think it is other
than some pieces of Joseph's bloody coat, or some torn limbs of his body,
compared to that splendor, order, strength, beauty, unity, decency and ma-
jesty, in doctrine and discipline, in faith and holy duties, which was former-
ly to be observed, even to the envy and admiration of sober Papists, in the
Church of England, how much more in the ancient and Catholic Church's
grand combinations, from which these petty fractions and crumblings of
christians seem most abhorrent and dissonant."

* In several of the notes between the pages 588 and 642 I have proved,
that Grotius never was deceived respecting the designs of Cardinal Richelieu
and other Papists, when they talked most largely about a general religious
pacification, &c. His views of Popish policy are correctly exhibited in the
following lines, which|he addressed on the 11th of Sept. 163fi, to the Chancel-
lor Oxenstern concerning Milletiere : " He does not perceive, that, under
the word Peace, the Cardinal [RichelieuJ and other servants of the Pontiff

do nothing more than this—by means of it they furnish a specious pretext to

those who eitlier through fear or hope wish to quit the ranks of the weak and
afflicted party [of the German Protestants] and to pass over to those of the
stronger" [the Papists].

The extreme solicitude which Grotius felt to engage England to act a more
decided part, as a Protestant State, in the affairs of Europe, had its origin in

motives d{ pieti/, a% \ve\\ a.s in those of sound poUq/. Well acquainted with
the arts of the French ministry, he saw their connection with an armed Pro-
testant (hn/ederaci/ to be unnatural, and undertaken solely for temporary pur-
poses. As soon as those purposes were accomplished, he knew that the

French would display as j)roper a Popish spirit, as any of the States to which
they were at that time opposed. While, therefore, he was desirous of deri-

ving all possible advantages to the Protestant interest from their politic and
short-lived amity, like a great Statesman he looked about for more congeni-
al associates, whose principles and policy might co-incide with those of Swe-
den and of the Protestant part of Germany : The man who, in his elegant

historical productions, had highly eulogized the able and opportune aid afforded

by Queen Elizabeth of glorious memory to the Dutch Provinces, in their

infant struggles for liberty, could have no other feeling than that of chagriue
on beholding the stupidity and supineness of one of her royal successors, who,
stifling many of the powerful claims of kindred, and disregarding the true

interestsof his family and kingdom, employed all the arts of adulation and
wasted much valuable time and money in expensive embassies to those two
intolerant bigots, th'; Emperor of Germany and the King of Spain, in behalf

of his relative the Elector Palatnie. King Charles the First might have
moreeffectually assisted that unfortunate Prince, at less expence, by making
an armed diversion in his favour ; and he would thus have secured the alfec-
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I now proceed briefly to advert to Archbishop Laud's "efforts

for procuring peace and concord in the Church Universal."

Perhaps the following extract from Mr. Hartlib's correspon-

dence with the Rev. Joseph Mede, in 1638, will be a good

introduction to this subject : " I am very confidently assured,

that my Lord's Grace of Canterbury himself hath written a

book in answer to some Popish points, as it were a second part

of Chillingworth, composed chiefly upon the point of Fun-
damentals and Non-Fundamentals : which book is almost

ready for the press ; only, because in his quotations he hath

trusted to his memory, he is revising and examining them, and

then it comes forth."—Those persons who know the book will

not require to be told, that this character of it is as true as it is

impartial,*—.which I shall afterwards prove by a few extracts.

tions of his subjects by a strong manifestation of his deep concern for the pros-

perity and advancement of the Protestant religion. (See page ) There is

scarcely any subject in the letters of Grotius to which he alludes so frequent-

ly, as to that of the re-iustatement of the Elector Palatine. For, though his

father had been guilty of great imprudence in yielding to the flattering soli-

citations and advice of the great body of Calvinists in Europe
;

yet that part

of the German Protestants who hadinvitedhim, and whom he had offendedby
his zeal in destroying what Scultetus deemed the remains ofidulatry, (p. 254)

were all of the Lutheran persuasion, and had done nothing to deserve such
accumulated sutferings as they were compelled to indure by being involved

in the consequences of his want of success. Twenty years of distress and
disappointment had destroyed all remembrance of the King of Bohemia's ear-

ly indiscretions: His subsequent exemplary conduct under reproach and
misfortune, and the magnanimity and prepossessing virtues of his Queen,
who was certainly one of the best-informed and most admirable women in

Europe, had rendered his cause sacred in the eyes of all the Reformed ; and
it highly concerned the interests of Protestantism, as well as the honour of

his family and political connections, that he should be restored at least to the

whole of his paternal domains in Germany, which had been dismembered
and partitioned by the Popish League.
To this ancient topic both of his regrets and wishes Grotius had referred,

when he addressed the following lines to Count Muller, on Aug. 28lh, lfi38 :

—

*' The French feel no concern either for the Protestant religion or for the

liberties of Germany, as has been rendered apparent by the treaties which
Father Joseph had concluded at Ratisbon. The Swedes are associated with
Protestants both by conformity in religion, and by the defence of the Ger-
manic liberties, which was undertaken by the King [Gustavus Adolphus] of

immortal memory ; they ought, therefore, to be careful not to tarnish this

glory," &.C.

* I subjoin the judgment of Vossius on Laud's Conference ivith Fisher the

Jesuit. On the 31st of August, 1640, the Archbishop addressed a letter to

that learned individual, in which the following paragraph occurs: " You
are not ignorant of the great and pernicious disturbances which the Scotch
affairs have raised among us here in England. 1 know the point at which
these furious innovators are aiming; it is God alone who knows how far

they will be permitted to proceed. But I have no opportunity, neither do I

feel any pleasure in writing about these men, lest a portion of gall should
blacken the pages of my letter ; for I perceive, that, in every direction, and
especially among foreigners, my name and reputation are reviled and dis-

graced by their virulent pens. I return, therefore, to private coHcerns, &c.
I send by Junius my book, which was published last year; but it is in the

English language. 1 confess that 1 promised to transmit to you, before this

time, a copy in Latin : I am not guilty of falsehood in this matter, but I

have myself been deceived. For a man, who was sufficiently learned and
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But that was not the first of the Archbishop's efforts in behalf

of a general concord among the Protestant Churches : In page

610, Grotius gives us the subjoined information concerning the

Frankfort Convention in 16^4: "The present Primate of

England is a man of the greatest learning and prudence, and
kindly lends his authority and advice to promote this gene-

ral christian union." Among the "letters of introduction from
many ofthe English Bishops/' of which Dury is there said to have

been the bearer, the most important was that from his Grace
of Canterbury. In a subsequent document from the Archbishop,

allusion is made to " the decree" which was passed by the

Protestant deputies assembled at Frankfort in 1634; I shall

therefore present my readers with an extract from it, which
will shew the Archbishop to have been one of the warmest and
most decided friends to the Protestant interests, long before he
published his Conference with Fisher the Jesuit : "After Dury had

had abundance of leisure, took this business into his own hands^ and, to tell

you frankly, he completed his labour. But when 1 had bestowed upon it a
little deeper scrutiny, I discovered not a few passages in which he had not
caught and transfused the sense, and several others in which he had not fol-

lowed the style. I accounted it, therefore, much better to suj)press a trans-
lation, which would neither express me nor my sentiments, than to publish
such a one as this, in which all those foreigners who have only an imperfect
acquaintance with the English language, would behold me indeed, but it

would be like the representation ot my form in an luifaithful mirror. If this

translation be capable of correction, you may still expect to see it ; but my
fears are greater concerning the carelessness than tlie pen of the translator.—
With this book of mine, 1 forward you a copy of the Canons which were
framed and confirmed in the last Convocation ; by which you may see, that
1 have neither deserted the Church nor the beaten track of ecclesiastical

antiquity.—With regard to other things, I commend you to God and his

grace; and 1 earnestly iutreat, that, in these times, when our affairs are
assailed in all quarters as well by secret deceit as by open violence, you will

ynite with me in incessant and importunate prayers to God and our Saviour,
that he may be pleased to preserve in safety,

" Your servant, and one whose affection for you, most learned man,
is of the most friendly description,

"' William Canterbury."
To this calm and judicious letter Vossius returned an answer, of which

the subjoined is an extract: ''Most reverend Father in Christ and vei-y

illustrious Lord,— I received, by Junius my relation, your two presents,

which are worth their weight in gold, because [the contents of] both are
entirely golden,—not only the book of the Constitutions and Canons of the
Convocation of Canterbury and York,—but likewise the other, respecting the
Conference between you, at that time Bishop of St. David's, and Fisher the
Jesuit. According to my judgment, each of them is, or at least ought to be,

sufficient to refute the calumnies which are disseminated against the Church
of England and its dignitaries, and particularly against your most reverend
Lordship, by ill-disposed persons, who are principally intent on one object-
to render those men odious who are tenacious ot the doctrines and the con-
stitutions of the Primitive Church, and quickly to appoint as their successors
those who measure all things by the decisions of the moderns.— 1 shall always
hold both these productions among my choicest treasures ; and, during the
short period I have had them in possession, their services have not been
inconsiderable, by restraining the more malignant, and by confirming those
who evince greater modesty : Indeed, the rumours in circulation were far

dillcrent from those in which, by these books, we are now instructed."
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recited, in a full session of all the Confederated States, tTie opini-

ons of the most eminent Divines and Universities ofboth parties,

[Lutherans and Calvinists] not only in Germany, but likewise

in France, England and Transylvania, concerning the best me-
thod of obtaining this truly christian object of Union, which is

most praiseworthy in itself, by which each party may acquire

a greater concord and amity of spirit, and by which the fad'mi

of the Roman Catholics may be deprived of the advantage they have

hitherto reaped from the schism which they observe among the Evan^
gelicals." Such was the grand Protestant Union of which
Archbishop Laud was the distinguished patron upwards of ten

years, and even at the period when he was falsely accused of
betraying the Church of England into the hands of her Popish

enemies ! Grotius imputes the partial failure of this noble de-

sign to " the harsh and intolerant conduct of Dr. Hoe towards

those whom he called Calvinians." That able Lutheran divine*

* His name, as appended to the official account of the Leipsic Conference,
was Matthias Hoe van Henegg. He was chaplain to the Elector of Saxony,
who deputed him to attend that pacific Assembly of Protestants. By con-
sulting pa^es 2.59 and 576, the reader may learn the high character for

learning, moderation, and piety, possessed by two of the other representa-

tives,

—

Bergius, who was deputed by the Elector of Brandenhurgh,—and
Crocius, who, with Neuberger, attended in behalf of the Landgrave of

Hesse. Leyser and Hopfner, who were the Professors of Divinity in the
University of Leipsig, assisted at the ('ouference of their own accord. The
relation of their proceedings possesses much interest. Those who know the
benevolent complexion of the Augsburgh Confession, and its incompatibility

with the peculiar tenets of Calvin, will naturally expect, that one of the

main points on which these moderate men divided was that of Election
and Reprobation. Dury says at the conclusion of his account :

" The
Saxon divines added, lastly, ' that they considered whatever was taught in
* tJie Booh. o/Cowcorrf concerning this article of Election to be true and agree-
' able to the Holy Scriptures : That is to say, God lias cJiosen us ly his grace,
* but yet in such a manner as to have foreseen tlie men wlio will persevere
' and truly believe in Christ ; and tliose wliom God lias tlius foreseen, as
' future believers, tie has chosen and pi-edestinated, and tJiey are ttie per-
* sons on wtioni lie vnll bestow salvation and eternal glory.' " Faith and per-
severance foreseen could neither be admitted by the Calviuists, who viewed
such a concession tantamount to a profession of Arminianism, nor could they
be abandoned by the Lutheran
Mosheim, in his Ecclesiastical History , says : "This Conference at Leipsic

was conducted with decency and moderation, and the deliberations were
neither disturbed by intemperate /eal, nor by a proud spirit of contention
and dispute; but that openness of heart, that mutual trust and confidence,
which are so essential to the success of all kinds of pacification, were want-
ing here. For though the doctors of the Reformed partly exposed, with the
utmost precision and fairness, the tenets of their church, and made, more-
over, many concessions which the Lutherans themselves could scarcely
expect; yet the latter, suspicious and fearful, and always aprehensive of
schemes formed by artifice under the mask of candour, to betray and
ensnare them, did not dare to acknowledge, that they were satisfied with tliese

explicatitrns and offers : and thus the Conference broke up without having
contributed in any respect to promote the salutary work of peace. To form
a true idea of these pacific deliberations, of the reasons that gave rise to them
and of the principles by which they were conducted, it will be necessary to

study the civil history of this interesting period with attention and care."

—

This last remark is very important; without an accurate historical know-
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had been one of the parties at tlie Conference held at Leipsic m
1631, at which Duraius was likewise present. The numerous
extracts which I have given from Mosheim's scarce pamphlet,

will manifest the jealousy felt by the Lutherans respecting the

designs of the Calvinists ; and, after the scenes described in

pages 240—265, it is not wonderful if they received with cau-

tion the overtures of those who had adopted the intolerant

Canons of the Synod of Dort, without any modification or token

of disapproval.* (Page 290) This feeling of distrust was not

ledge of the important discussions and events of that sera, the men who
treat them as insulated occurrences are mere theorists, that draw inferences

without adequate data. In an extract from his own treatise, in page 153,

Mosheim says, " There can hardly be the shadow of a doubt, that the

hatred which the Dort Fathers evinced towards the Arminians, belonged also

to us in no inferior degree." The liigh Predestinarian decisions and intoler-

ance of that Synod might well render the Lutherans " suspicious and fear-

ful." See pages 246—250.
* That man who wishes to trace the baneful political and religious conse-

quences of the Synod of Dort, may discover some of them in the conduct of

the Elector of Saxony, when the Elector Palatine was crowned King of

Bohemia. (Page 243.) On that occasion the former prince united himself

with the members of the Roman Catholic League, and contributed much to

the final triumph of the Emperor Ferdinand. Mosheim justly observes

:

•* The triumph of the Austrians would neither have been so sudden nor so

complete, nor would they have been in a condition to impose such rigorous

and despotic terms on the Bohemians, had they not been powerfully assisted

by John George I, Elector of Saxony, who, partly from a principle of hatred

towards the Calvinists, and partly from considerations of a political kind,

re-inforced with his troops the Imperial army." In a note it is added by this

ecclesiastical historian : " It is well known, that the Roman Catholics, and
more especially Martin Becan, a Jesuit, persuaded Matthew Hoc, who was
an Austrian by birth and the Elector's chaplain, to represent to his prince

the cause of the Elector Palatine, (which was the cause of the Reformed
Religion,) as not only unjust, but also as detrimental to the interests of

Lutheranism, and to recommend to him the cause and interests of the House
of Austria." Dr. Maclaine subjoins, " What Dr. Mosheim sayswo^/ be true"
It is true as far as it goes ; but it does not give the real cause of the Elector's

disgust. In various parts of this volume I have detailed the horror which
many of the German princes felt, not only at the intolerance displayed by the

Synod of Dort, but also at the politicalpurposes which that religious assembly
was intended to promote. No wonder, therefore, if some of the Jesuits

depicted Calvinism, and its aspirings, in colours more odious than correct.

If the Synod of Dort was upwards of a century the grand bar to ecclesiastical

concord, can it be surprising that it was employed as a pretence to hinder

political union among the members of the Protestants of Europe? The
marked displeasure of heaven, towards the chief States that had sent repre-

sentatives to that iniquitous Synod, was displayed within a few years after its

conclusion. See pages 246"—248.

But even after the Elector of Saxony had broken off his unnatural con-

nection with a cruel Popish confederacy, who were vigorously engaged in

destroying or proselytizing his fellow Protestants, he did not enter with such
zeal and cordiality into the measures of the Protestant combination, to vvhich

he at length attached himself, as might have been expected from a lineal

descendant of the first of the Lutheran Princes. The ambitious designs, and
the former premature exultation, of the Calvinists, had implanted many pre-

judices in the mind o*" the Elector, which never were fully eradicated. Gro-
tius, in his letters, frequently complains of the selfish and temporizing con-
duct of the Elector, (page (ilO,) and in one addressed to James Puteanus in

1()34, gives the following description of the man and his measures at Frank-
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without foundation, as Grotius found by his own experience

within a year after he had made that remark : The Calvinist

pastors at Charenton had transmitted to the Frankfort Conven-

tion, in 1634, a letter confirming Dury in his sacred design,

and had in their synod in 1631 passed a resokition, in which
they declared " the Lutheran System of religion to be con-

formable with the spirit of true piety, and free from pernicious

and fundamental errors." Yet, at the suggestion of Rivet,

(page 222,) who, after being transplanted from the French
Churches into the university of Leyden, considered himself

placed there for the strenuous defence of Dort Calvinism,

these very men refused to receive Grotius into their Chapel,
after they had given him a pressing invitation. This conduct
of theirs induced him to say, (page 6O7,) " I am amazed at the

inconstancy of the men, who, after having invited the Lutherans

to them, now deny that they can admit the Swedish Ambassador,
in his quality of Ambassador, on account of the difference

which subsists between the religious sentiments which they

maintain, and those professed by the Kingdom of which he is

representative."—This, is not the only example of the insincerity

of the Calvinists of that age; the reader will find others in

various parts of this volume.

But Archbishop Laud did not, on account of this Calvinistic

tergiversation, with-hold his patronage from such a pacific plan

as that of Dury. Though himself a great patron of the doctrines

of General Redemption, and aware of Dury's Calvinistic partia-

fort: " This Convention, which, after the German fashion, is of itself suffi-

ciently tardy, is liliewise needlessly disturbed by the Elector of Saxony, who
has sent his representatives, not to fill [or form a part ofj the Assembly, but
to act as spicoon its proceedings. He demands the restitution, to his son, of
the Duchy of Magdeburgh, possession of which the Swedes had gained by
conquest, and he entertains suspicions about all foreign alliances as likely to
prove disadvantageous to the Empire. He has consulted his oracle, Dr. Hoe,
and has received this answer, ' It will really be an act of impiety in the
* Lutherans to grant to others the freedom of their sacred communion ; and
• the offers of peace are despised, solely for the benefit of Calvin's disciples.'

"

Immediately subsequent to this sentence, is that which I have quoted in page
610.—But whatever portion of blame is made to attach to Hoe, he was neither
•' a great fool," nor " a great knave," though stigmatized as both by Dr.
Maclaiue, for the alleged offence of having listened to such insinuations
' as the Jesuit conveyed." Unfortunately, if Becan ever did convey these
insinuations, the Calvinists had afforded him, and all the world besides, too
many legible data from which they might be deduced : But Hoe would have
been a much greater simpleton than Maclaine has represented him, had he
not been able without Popish aid to draw these inferences himself.—The
truth is. Hoe was both a clever and an amiable man ; but, in common with
many divines of other denominations in that age, he was tied down by the
politic instructions of his superiors whenever he was deputed to public"con-
ferences or conventions. Whoever will examine all the accusations which
he preferred against the Calvinists, will soon be convinced, that they are
neither so numerous, nor so strong, a:, those produced by Mosheitr himself,
in the pamphlet recommended in his Ecclesiastical History, and which he
entitled " Considerations respecting the Authority of the SvNod or DoRT,
an Assembly destructive oj sacredpeace." See pages 152—15(), 3!}(i, 580.
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lities, he did not view either of these circumstances as presentiiif?

even a plausible objection a£T,iinst the promotion of that blessed

object. But in this, as well as in several other of his ministerial

acts, he was not master of his own motions. The performance
of the Archbishop's public duty had perfectly co-incided with
his private wishes, when, in l6:'A, he transmitted credential

letters by Durj'^ to the Frankfort Convention. Though this was
on his part an act of the greatest sincerity, it was not so on that

of his colleagues, nor even of the court itself : They had afforded

countenance to that Assembly, apparently for the sole purpose
of assisting the Elector Palatine, in the recovery of his hereditary
dominions from the Popish conquerors into whose hands they
were fallen : This attempt was a measure that was exceedingly
popular to the whole of tlie British nation. But the Queen, and
her Popish creatures in the ministry, soon turned the current of
royal sympathy into another channel, and made it contribute to the
advantage of Spain, to whose interests her Majesty was cordially

attached, " out of revenge," it is said, " of the unhand-
some treatment her royal mother Mary de Medicis had
received from her son the French monarch." Archbishop Laud,
being in all matters of national importance " but one of many,"
could not more public/jj interest himself in that great Protestant

association when the Court was averse to such a method of

aiding the Elector, whose restoration, it is believed, King Charles
sincerely desired to effect; but his majesty was instructed by his

Queen and her crafty Popish advisers, to seek it only among
those persons who wei*e most concerned in refusing his requests

:

Yet on those personages the misguided Charles waited several

years, with unbecoming obsequiousness and a sort of Quixotic
simplicity. During that period, when nearly all true Protes-

tant interests were most shamefully abandoned by the English
ministry,* of which the Archbishop was only an unit, his Grace
gave repeated assurances to his private friends, that, at a proper
opportunity, he would shew himself a still more open and decided
patron of the good cause, and lend it his powerful assistance.

The first sentence in the following paragraph of Mr. Mede's
letter to Mr. Hartlib, written in the 16'35, is generally understood
to apply to Archbishp Laud. If that reference be correct, the
cause of it has been already related

:

* The more deeply this subject is investigated, the more highly will the
result redound to the honour of Archbishop Laud and to his zeal for Protest-
antism. He seems never to have varied in his views of ttie propriety of
granting prompt and effectual assistance to the Elector Palatine, although
few members of his Majesty's Council were favourable to that measure.
Neither was his antipathy to Calvinism so over-charged, as to prevent him
from employing, during many years, a person of high Predestinarian prin-
ciples in the divine work of a general Protestant pacification, and this too at
the very time when he was falsely charged by his enemies at home with
manifesting a strong propensity to Popery !
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" It grieves me not a little, yea perplexes me, to hear that
Mr. Dury is come off with no better success from my Lord—

I

am loth male augurari [to prognosticate evil^ ; but I lilie it not.
I fear it is mall ominis, and that our State and Church have no
mind to put their hands to this work. Deus avcrtat ome7i

!

[TMay God avert the ill omen !] But our Church, you know,
goes upon differing principles from the rest of the Reformed,
and so steers her course by another rule than they do. We look
after the Form, Riles, and Dicipline ofAntiquity, and endeavour
to bring our own as near as we can to that pattern. We sup-
pose, the Reformed Churches have departed farther there-from
than needed, and so we are not very solicitous to comply with
them. Yea, we are jealous of such of our own as we see over-
zealously addicted to them, lest it be a sign they prefer
litem before Iheir molher. This, I suppose, you have observed; and.
that this disposition in our Church is of late very much increased.
Well, then ; if this union sought after be like to further and
advantage us in the way we affect, we shall listen to it. If it

be likely to be prejudicial,—as namely, to give strength and
authority to those amongst us who are enamoured with the foreign
platform, or to bring a yoke upon our own by limiting and making
us obnoxious,—we will stand aloof and not meddle with it, lest
we infringe our liberty. This, I have always feared, would be
no small reviora on our part; and, I pray God, it may fall out
beyond my expectation."*

* It is seen in the text, that Archbishop Laud could not himself do all that
he wished to effect. Mr. Mede seems to have been aware of this circum-
stance; and, when Dury applied to him, through Mr. Hartlib, for his advice
in the management of his pacificatory efforts by means of Fundamental
Articles, like a prudent man, he returned tlie following modest answer,
•which forms a part of the letter quoted in the text: " 1 am afraid you have
made Mr. Dury take me for another man than I am. I pray, therefore, let

!'"v^°°^'
'''^^ I am a private man, one that the Church never took notice

of, haymg no place or dignity in the same, nor any condition or means of
livmg but a poor fellowship, not known to any of the greater Clergy, nor
acquan)ted with those that are of note in any special manner ; in a word,
oun of the least esteemed in tlie Cliurch, as St. Paul speaks; (1 Cor. vi, 4;)
and, therefore, I see not how my verdict should be of any moment in this
cause. I live in the University, where we move only ad motum primi
mobilis; and that discretion is expected at our hands, who are of the inferior
orbs, as not to move without our superiors. If any one transgress this rule,
and offer to meddle in aught that concerns the public, before the State and
those in place declare themselves, he is taken notice of for factious and a
busy-body; azid if he be once thus branded, all the water of the Thames will
not wash him clean, if it be objected to his prejudice, though many years
after, as we see by daily experience."

It is one of those amusing assumptions, of which we meet with many in
the labours of Dissenting Historians, that Brook, in his Lives of the
Puritans, after quoting the paragraph which I have given in the text, imme-
diately subjoins :

" Thus Mr. Mede expressed his Puritanical dissent from
the spirit and principles of the ecclesiastical establishment !" And after
quoting the conclusion of the extract in this note, the same ill-instructed
biograp.ber adds the sage remark, " Here Mr. Mede justly exposes and cen-
sures the intolerant proceedings of the ecclesiastical governors !" He also
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In this pcaragraph Mr. Mede expresses his fears, " that our
State and Church have no mind to put their hands to this work"
of ecclesiastical union : The truth is, those wlio governed the

State were then averse to this measure ; while the head of the

Church, under God and the King, was greatly in its favour,

although several circumstances respecting it had recently occur-

red which might have alienated the mind of a less sincere lover

of Protestantism than the Archbishop proved himself to be. In
a subsequent note I have inserted the translation of a Latin
lietter which Mr. Dury addressed to Mr. Mede in 1635, when,
after having explained to the Archbishop's satisfaction the issue

of bis former christian embassy to the Frankfort Convention, he

informs his readers, that Mr. Mede " is justly denominated one of the
Puritans;" and that, " in one of his letters to a learned friend, though
expressed in very modest lang'uagc, he discovers his Puritanical opinions."
—The letter to which he refers, is the one from which he and I have pre-
sented these extracts ; and when they are compared with liis own expressions
in pages 494—547 of this volume, the reader will be at once enabled to decide
upon his reputed Puritanism, lu fact, his mildness and moderation con-
stituted him the most formidable adversary whom the Puritans encountered.
Mr. Brook tells us, *' His sentiments relative to the Established Church, and
its persecuting severities, are sufficiently manifest from his own writings."
When this sentence was written, Mr. 6. can scarcely be supposed to have
seen the following paragraph in Mr. Mede's Life : "To that old complaint,
Is it not great pity that men should be silenced and laid aside only for tlieir

not subscribing ?, Mr. Mede's answer was, ' So it is great pity, that some
' goodly fair houses in the midst of a populous city should take fire, and
' therefore must of necessity be pulled down, unless you will sutfer the whole
* town to be on a flame and consume to ashes.'

"

But against this anecdote Mr. Brook will, perhaps, urge his absurd and
unfounded objection, " Mr. M. did not so decidedly approve of the discipline

and government of the Established Church, as the writer of his Life has
endeavoured to represent." I shall, therefore, transcribe part of another
letter, which Mr. Mede addressed to Mr. Hartlib in lf)36, and in which he
manifests kis peculiar aversion to the vilifiers of the ecclesiastical establish-

ment :
" For the book you speak of, I like it not. 1 knew by hear-say much

of tlie author and bis condition some years before the High Commission took
notice of him, and wondered he escaped so lon^. For in every company he
came, he took an intolerable liberty of invectives and contumelies against
the Ecclesiastical State, when no occasion was offered him. Such books as
these never did good in our Church, and have been as disadvantageous to

tlieir party who vent them., as they have been prejudicial to the common
cause. I durst almost affirm, ' that the alienation tchich appeals in our
* Church of late from the rest of the Reformed hath grown for a great part
* from such intemperancy and indiscretion as this is, and will be still

' increased more and more, if those who seem to be the chief favourers of
* them go on in this manner.' He hath too ready a faculty in expressing
himself with his pen, unless he would employ it better. For who can excuse
him from a malignant disposition towards his own mother, thus to publish
her faults in Latin, of purpose to discover her shame to strangers, and to

call her sisters to see it, as Cham did his brothers ? Think what kind of
crime it is for a man, that is Cii'is and a member, to traduce the Rulers of
his people among foreigners ; and what little good affection they are like to

expect from ours, who itro made partisans in such a kind."
If this able advocate of the doctrines and the constitution of the Church of

England must be reckoned among the Puritans, (and Mr. Brook's list con-
tains other men as far from Puritanism as Mr. Mede,) then Archbishoj) Laud
and Bis hop Cosins must augment their party-coloured ranks.
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was again deputed, by " his Grace and friends at Court/' to

work his way gradually among the religious dissidents on the

Continent. Mr. Mede has likewise given a good description

of the genius of the Church of England, and of the increasing

endeavours to induce within it conformity to the usages of pri-

mitive antiquity. It was this trait in the National Church
which attracted the notice of some of the most amiable and
moderate of the Popish ecclesiastics, who were employed by
their superiors in the Romish Church to amuse the Archbishop

by proposing a co-alition between the two Churches. Mutual
concessions were to be made for the sake of peace ; and in this

way, it has hoped, the Archbishop would be detained from pro-

moting the grand Protestant union till the Papists had succeeded
in their ulterior and nefarious designs. But in this hope those

arch-politicians, it will be seen, were disappointed. They con-

trived indeed to keep the Archbishop fully occupied with do-

mestic broils, some of which were excited by themselves, and
into others they infused much of their own leaven : but the

pacifj/mg amusement which they had provided, was not found to

be so captivating to a wary man as they had expected. No one
can doubt, that his Grace entertained serious thoughts about
the possibility of effecting an union among the various professors

of Christianity; but, from every authentic document which
relates to this subject, it is easy to infer, that such a general

pacification as Archbishop Laud intended to patronize, would
have destroyed the supremacy of the Romish Pontiff, and would
have annihilated the corrupt sources both of his profit and his

undue exaltation. If any competent person have perused Dr.
Maclaine's copious account of the advances towards an accommo-
dation with the Church of Rome, which were subsequently
made by Archbishop Wake, he will be convinced, on comparing
them with Laud's concessions, that the former liberal and worthy
Prelate was not more careful than his predecessor had been in

devising adequate securities for the religious liberties of the
British Nation.

In another part also of the hopes which were fostered by the
Papists, they were grievously disappointed : For, after all their

artifices. Archbishop Laud did not withdraw his attention from a
general Protestant pacification ; but, in 1639, as soon as the
aspect of affairs became more favourable, the measures of the
court being no longer directed to the King of Spain and the
Emperor of Germany, his Grace appeared again more promi-
nently as Dury's patron, who was then, in pursuance of his

instructions, about to commence his peaceful operations among
the Lutherans of Sweden and Denmark. On that occasion he
presented Dury with a letter of credence, which is thus descri-

bed by the Pacificator himself: " A Testimonial from the most
reverend Father in Christ, William [Laud] Archbishop of
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Canterbury, Primate of all England and Metropolitan ; in which
he declares, ' that it was not only with his privity and by his
' permission that Dury Avas engaged in those counsels of
* peace, which the Evangelical States, assembled in Convention
' at Frankfort, had in the year 16"34. determined to pursue, but
* that the said Dury was also deputed from England, and con-
* firmed [in his pacific mission] with his [^Laud's] approval
* and recommendation.' To these particulars his Grace added,
* that, on his part, he would not intermit in his wishes and
' counsels to promote and favour a fraternal union among the
' Churches.'

"

The Archbishop was not the only person who could perceive
in the general posture of European affairs, as well as in those of
England between IQS^- and l639, no rational expectation

of obtaining a favourable result from another Convention
of the Protestant States, in which it was a great part

of Dury's harmless ambition to make a display : Grotius
was of his Grace's opinion, as will appear in the follow-

ing extract from one of his letters to Dury in 1637 :—" Reverend
Sir, I regret to find from your letter the impediments which
have presented themselves in opposition to your pious purpose,
which is of great public utility. The principal circumstance
which affords me consolation, is your unwearied constancy

;

and the next to it is, the great Lord Chancellor's [^Oxenstern]

decided inclination to complete this undertaking. Muller has
shewn me the correspondence which took place between you
and our Swedish divines about this affair ; and, on his departure

to Strasburgh, he was the bearer of a letter from me to that

very excellent and most learned man Matthias Bernegger, in

which I beseeched him to promote your designs in every possi-

ble manner, and to soften the spirits of those who were unduly
exasperated : This friendly service, I am persuaded, he Avill

perform. I have also conversed about this affair [^of ecclesiasti-

cal union] with both the English Ambassadors who are resident

at this court, the Earl of Leicester and Viscount Scudamore.
It is as evident to both of them, as it is to myself, that the present

times do not permit an assembly to be convened of all the Protes-

tants in every part of Europe; for, at this period, even the com-
mon peace ofhuman society has no existence among the different

Protestant communities. The best plan therefore would be,

that, as the kingdoms of Sweden and Great Britain are now
imited by friendship, and will probably soon have this bond of

their union more firmly cemented by a treaty, so the Churches
of both these kingdoms ought to issue a public profession of

their mutual concord ; by which they may afford an example
for the imitation of Denmark and Norway, the States contiguous

to Sweden, and afterwards for that of other kingdoms. Let

6uch a body of Churches as this be but once formed, and hopes
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may then be entertained of the accession ofone Church after ano-

ther to the tinion. But this is an object which is the more desira-

ble to Protestants, on account of the number of persons who daily-

desert their commvmion and unite themselves to the Church of

Rome, for no other cause than this

—

they see no united body of
Protestants, bid several distracted parties, and flocks that separate

themselvesfrom the commonfold, each of them having the particijxi-

lion of sacred rites restricted to their on'u members, and all of them

engaged in the unhaUowing contest of mnimd railing. Who does

not see that it is indeed of the greatest importance to Protes-

tants, that^these evils be rectified, especially when the vast

number of those who are malevolent towards them, and are

conspired against them, is considered !* Since I can scarcely

* In Rivet's Apologetical Answer to De Groot's TVishes for the Peace of
the Clmrch, this letter is quoted as iar as the present paragraph ; and part

of another quotation (p. 60yj is also given, in which mention is made of

"those churches which, for very important reasons, have seceded from
the Roman Pontiff."—Rivet immediately subjoins these remarks on the

pacific attempts of Grotius with regard to the Roman Catholics : "These
sentiments are well expressed. But when they are viewed in reference to the

endeavours which he employs to subject to the Roman Pontiff all the

Reformed, and by which he varnishes o\erthe principal of those superstitions

and dogmas in which consist the very Important reasons of their secession

from the Pope ; there is no prudent man who will not perceive, that Grotius
himself is among those conspirators who are malevolent towards the Reformed,
and that this artful fowler employs sweet music to deceive the birds, and,
when they are all at length inclosed within the nets of the Romish Church,
to render them submissive to its pleasure and to that of its Pontiff."—Rivet

proceeds to say, that this design was very apparent from the letters which
passed between Grotius and Du Vair, when the former found an asylum in

the French territories. I have given the whole of that correspondence, (page
584—588,) and though Rivet quotes one of Du Vair's insidious expressions,

when he called the Dutch Arminians " those who had begun to recal the

truth from obscurity," and insinuates from this, that Grotius and his Armi-
nian friends intended to introduce Popery into Holland

;
yet to those who

have perused the circumspect and pious answer to Du Vair's overtures,

(p. 586,) a formal defence of the integrity of the motives which actuated Gro-
tius and his friends, is rendered unnecessary.—The following is Rivet's con-
clusion :

" These expressions do not require any prolix comment. Those
who peruse them will not be altogether so senseless, as not to perceive very
readily the wishes which these promises convey, and the reciprocal promises
and duties to which they correspond. So that politicians themselves will

justly wonder, that the man who has published such things, was not aware
of his disclosing a negotiation, which is only a slight remove from a collu-

sion; since, upon the condition of mutual obligations, {do ut des,) it is no
novelty to any man, if this mystery, which was then commenced and is now
revealed, has gradually acquired strength in its progress, till it could openly
raise its head aloft, as now it does."
The calm and dig!)ified reply of Grotius to the base insinuations and

bitter sarcasms of Rivet, is so worthy of that great man, as to demand in

this note a place for itself. " Those who know Grotius are aware, that
the restoration oj Christians into one and the same body, has always appeared
to him a desirable object. But it was his opinion for some time, even after

he had become acquainted with the very illustrious Chancellor Du Vair,
that this union could have its commencement in the mutual conjunction of
Protestants among themselves. He afterwards plainly saw, that such a plan
could not possibly be executed ; because, in addition to the circumstance of
the dispositions ofnearly all the Calvinists being exceedingly averse to peace,

3 B
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perform any better service, I will assist your labours by my
earnest prayers to God ; and, as frequently as opportunities

j)resent themselves, I will address my discourse to those persons

the Protestants are joined together by no common bond of ecclesiastical regi-

men : Tlicse are two causes which prevent the parties, already formed, frotu

beii!^ collected into one body of Protestants ; and they are, besides, the causes

why other parties will continue to arise, P'or these reasons, Grotius now
evidently perceives, and many others with him, that the Protestants cannot
be united together among themselves, unless they form an union with those

who adhere to the Roman See : Without such a junction, no hopes can exist

of a common government in the church. It is on this account that he wishes
the rent which has been made, and the causes of this rent, to be all at once
removed. Among these causes, ' the supremacy of the Bishop of Rome,
according to the Canons, cannot be reckoned,' which is the open avowal of

Melanclbon, who considers that supremacy to be quite necessary to maintain
unity : For this plan does not ' subject the Church to the pleasure of the
' Pontiff,' but it restores an order which had its origin in wisdom.—The
further inferences which Rivet makes from Du Vair's letter, have nothing
of truth about them, not even the semblance ; but, if it be lawful to employ
the expressions of Rivet against himself, ' they contain unblushing mali-
ciousness.' For if Grotius, at the invitation of such a great man, [the

Chancellor of France,] had been willing to make such a promise, as Rivet

feigns him to have made, it was in his power, after wicked Calvinists had
deprived him of his country and of his property, to have obtained those

ample promises of honours and advantages which he never received from the
King of France, and never hoped to receive: Had Grotius been willing to

make such a promise, he would not have been under any necessity of leaving
France, and of devoting his services to the affairs of another kingdom. And
now likewise, when he produces all that he is able for the restoration of

peace to the Church, France bestows nothing on him ; and were she wishful

to bestow, he would not consent to he the receiver. But low and venal
minds always draw their estimate of other men by their own standard ; and
they have no eyes by which they can behold the beauty of a purpose, that is

as honourable as it is profitless to a private individual."
Rivet had appended to his Apologetical Answer, two productions which he

deemed incompatible with each other,—an epigram formerly written by
Grotius, on the Annals of Baronius,—and some Anapteslic Latin verses which
Grotius composed in his boyhood, on the death of Beza. But, in his indecent
haste to represent this persecuted individual as a Papist, Rivet omitted four
verses of the former, which materially altered the meaning of the whole epi-

gram ; and he added at the close of his extract, the following sarcastic
i-emark: " God knows, whether it is the wish of Grotius by this method to
obtain fame and riches."
The reply is as follows: " Grotius had been unwilling to publish, among

bis poems, the epigram which he prefixed to Casaubon's Exercitations on
the j4iinals of Baronius : because he thought it a production not well calcu-
lated to promote peace, the love of which increased as his age advanced.
But Rivet has published it, both in a situation unsuitable enough, and in a
purposely mutilated condition. For he omits these lines, which are evidently
necessary to complete the sense." After quoting the lines, Grotius says:
" This is the way upon which Rivet and his colleagues are proceeding.
Grotius is in possession of a sufficient portion of reputation, and has as much
substance as renders him contented ; but he has shewn by facts, that he can
endure the absence of the latter [of riches] with equanimity. He has not,
therefore, any motive for giving utterance on sacred subjects to any senti-
ments that are contrary to his own convictions, or to the opinions' of the
Ancients. The applauses bestowed on Beza are beyond due bounds, as are
most things when done by young men and poets. Whatever is culpable in his
poem, Grotius has no other method of correcting, than that of lamenting
the fact, and oi wishiiig those Anapcrstics to lie buried with Beza, and never
afterwards to be disturbed by any one in their place of repose."

—

Other parts
o'i the remarks of Grotius may be seen in pages 270—278.
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who are capable of producing some good effect. With regard

to the method which you adopt, I advise you to accommodate
it, as far as you practically can, to those circumstances which
the Great Lord Chancellor shall judge not only to be the best,

but the most suitable both with regard to time and place. May
God direct your footsteps, reverend Sir, and prosper your
design."

Every one who knows the strict intimacy which subsisted

between the Archbishop and Lord Scudamore, will also know,
that, through this nobleman, while ambassador at the Court of
France, his Grace maintained an indirect correspondence with
Grotius, and, in the very interesting exchange of counsels, he
became acquainted with all the benevolent designs of his great

contemporary. The conclusions in this letter may therefore be
regarded as their united opinion about the aspect of the

times. While on the subject of Dury's intercourse with the

Swedish and Danish Churches, I subjoin a brief account of the

result, in the perusal of which the reader may feel gratified.

Dury found one of his most formidable difficulties to be, the

aversion conceived by the Lutherans against the arbitrary con-

duct and intolerant decisions of the Synod of Dort. The
depressed condition of the Calvinists in various countries of
Europe, and the formidable aspect of Popish domination in

Germany, were circumstances highly in favour of Dury's
attempts to remove the synodical odium : For he obtained tes-

timonials from several Calvinistic Churches and Universities,

expressive of their desire to behold a closer union between all

who were Reformed from Popery, and of their willingness to

yield some of their several prejudices for the furtherance of
such a desirable measure. The stiffness and pertinacity of the

Dutch Churches, who considered it a shameful dereliction of
high Predestinarian principles thus to lower the dignified stan-

dard of authority assumed by their beloved Synod, proved in

the sequel to be no insuperable impediment to Dury's progress ;

for it was viewed, even by the moderate of their own party,

as a pardonable remnant of that vanity and ambition which had
prompted them to hope, sixteen years before, for the establish-

Rivet's pamphlets were the text books, from which our countrymen,
Richard Baxter and John Owen, derived their inflammatory materials
against the character of the deceased Grotius. (See pages 284 & 641.) Rivet
had in his rage painted Grotius, both as a Socinian and a Papist. It is

remarkable, that Owen acquits him of Popery, and with his usual dulness
attempts to affix on him the charge of Socinianism, which would have applied
with greaterjustice to the sentiments of his pre<lestinarian friend Dr. Tvvisse.
(Page 468.) Baxter, on the contrary, exonerates Grotius from the charge of
SociNiANrsM, and, with his characteristic wit and adroitness, tries to repre-
sent him as a moderate Papist. Thus, as the celebrated Thorndike
observes, (page 640,) by the labours of his two English calumniators, Groti is

was vindicated in as successful a manner as his friends could desire, from
both these accusations.

3 b2
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ment of their Canons as the sole rule of the Protestant Faith in

Europe.* Notwithstanding the irksomeness of the employ-
ment, and his great desire to appear again in a large

assembly of Protestant States as a plenipotentiary of peace
on the part of the British Nation, Dury proceeded for some
time gradually to overcome the prejudices of the Lutherans,

in Germany and in the North of Europe. But none contri-

buted to his success so much, as Grotius and Archbishop Laud,
who permitted him to employ their names and influence in his

private conferences with those who withstood his pacific solici-

tations, though both of them perceived the unseasonableness of
the period between 1634 and l6'.'38 for making any attempts at

pacification by an actual Convention of the Protestant States-

The Lutherans received the Archbishop's name as the sanctio7i

which the Church of England afforded to Dury's project, and had
begun to give credence to the liberal professions of the Calvi-

nists, when Dury, in common with others of his predestinarian

brethren, who for various reasons had left their native country

either willingly or through compulsion, hastened to England in

1641, to take his share in the spoils of the Church that had sup-

ported him, and abandoned for a season the pursuit of universal

concord by becoming as strenuous an assertor of Presbyterian

uniformity, as Archbishop Laud or any of his predecessors had
been for conformity to the Episcopal regimen. It is with regret

I add my confirmation to the ungrateful character of himt which

* It was Mr. Mede's opinion, that these obstinate Dutch Calvinists, who
were unwilling to diminish the authority which their Predestinarian decisions

had gained at the Synod of Dort, should he shamed out of their selfishness.

In a letter to Mr. Hartlib, dated April 1, 1635, he says :
" Mr. Dury desires

me to give my judgment of his manner of address and treatises with those of
the Batavian Churches : ' What may be expected from them .'' and ' \Vhat
' course were best to be takeu in case they grant or deny.'" But what were
this hut for Phormio to teach Hannibal stratagems of war .' For the place I

live in, could, perhaps, tell something ; but the condition of those churche*
and their humours I know no farther than by hear-say. Methinks the
deferring of theiii to the last, and not dealing with them till all other
churches had declared themselves, will, if any thing, bring them off, at least

in some degree, to shew their concurrence. For, in such a case, singularity

cannot be without a blur, which, perhaps, they will consider, though their

home contentions have made then), I believe, resty enough. But, Lord!
is there any hope of a pacification, whilst each party studies to maintain their

advantage against the other entire ? A joiner cannot set two pieces of timber
together without paring something from either."

t The baseness of Dury towards Grotius was early displayed. I have
stated, fp. 284,) that, in his pamphlets against Grotius, " Rivet was aided
by the whole Calvinian phalanx in Europe :" Dury, being one of the most
busy of these Calvinistic sticklers, contributed his portion to the common
stock of public invective, of which Rivet was " the accredited organ." By
the letter of Vossius in the text, (p. 7.M ,) it will be seen, that Dury, in 1641,

was on his return through Holland to England ; and I am inclined to believe,

from several collateral circumstances, that he was deputed by the English
Calvinists, towards the close of 1642, to manage some of their special ati'airs

in Holland,—a commission which he was well qualified to execute by the
skill that he had previously acf[uired in his numerous negotiations. Certain
it is, that he was at Leyden in December, 1642, when Rivet composed his
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Dr. Heylin has depicted in a preceding page: (725) For,

during the subsequent troubles " he proved himself to be as

true a Scot/' and as an intolerant a Calvinist, " as any of that

Reply to De Groot's JVishesfor the Peace of the Church; and, in open vio-

lation of the sacred ties of frieudsliip, delivered to that shameless and scur-

rilous calumniator, copies of two letters which Grotius had confidentially

addressed to him in \(W , and from which Rivet culled the extracts specified

in a preceding pa^e (745). The motives which induced Dury to act in the

same disreputable manner towards his benefactor the Archbishop, when he
was apprized of bis fall, is pithily described by Heylin, (p. 724,) " Welcome
at all times to his table, and speaking honourably of him upon all occasions,

till the times vjere changed," &c. (See a different course of conduct on that

occasion, by a good old Arminian, in pa^e (J32.J J5ut, from the attachmeiit

which he displayed to his own visionary interpretations of the Apocalypse, it

is apparent, that there was as much of enthusiasin as of ingratitude in the

motives of Dury's conduct to Grotius, Laud, and the Episcopal Church of Eng-
land : For, in the anticipated triumph of Calvinism in Great Britain, by the

native quickness of his second-sight, he could perceive many of those glorious

consequences which had been predicted by Comenius, and others of the pro-

phesying brotherhood. He saw Grotius standing almost alone, and man-
fully vindicating the cause of the English Church and Clergy, Armmianism,
the benevolent labours of universal pacificators, and social order itself,

against the seditious and desecrating attacks of the sanguine predestinarian

innovators. When this brave man, single-handed, maintained the fight

against those revolutionary maniacs, Dury forgot his obligations to him, and,
through his supreme attachment to Calvinism, became a traitor to the very

cause of which he had himself been for many years the professed advocate.

The cause of general pacification he betrayed into the hands of the Leyden
Professors, of whom Rivet was one, and who, it will subsequently apjiear,

were the greatest enemies even to the union of Protestants among them-
selves. Every one may know what a recreant to his former avowed prin-

ciples Dury speedily became, by comparing his speculations on the Apo-
calypse, and his baseness to his benefactors, with the philanthropic sentiments

of liis private letter to Mede, a translation of which is given in page 760.

But the malevolence of Rivet and of his counsellors in this itstance, as

well as in many others, overshot its destined mark ; for the two quotations,

which he triumphantly gave from the letters of Grotius, could produce np
other effect, on everyreader possessed of common candour, than that of

enhancing the character of the illustrious writer. It deserves to be noted, as

a species of remarkable moral retribution, that Dury was, after the Restora-
tion, compelled to adopt the method, (of admitting the Roinan Catholics into

his intended ecclesiastical union,) on account of which, he and Rivet had
vilified Grotius, and exposed him as an arrant Papist ! The reader will also

have perceived, that both Rivet and Dury had too much cimning to quote
any part of the letter which Grotius addressed to Dury in 1641, and which
had then been long in Dury's possession. But, on perusal, (p. 7^^'S,) that

letter will be found to contain some plain and apposite truths, the procnulga-

tion of which would not have been creditable to the principles or the practices

of the Calvinists.

In animadverting upon the objection which, Grotius says, (p. 273,) was
urged by the Lutherans against Dury's pacific attempts, " that thei/ were
as much condemned at the Synod of Dort as the Arminians had been,"
Rivet says, in his Apologetical Reply -. " We have here among us [in 1642]

this reverend and very learned man, John Dury ; with whom I have fre-

quently conferred about this matter, and who is able to testify that, as often

as he has treated with me about it, I have, ' with the best intentions,' desired

greatly to behold this very concord. But he does not say, that the Lutherans*
objection was the principal hindrance. Nay, if any of them objected the

Anathemas, which had been hurled against themselves under the name of

tlie Arminians, he shewed ' that even the latter were not anathematized ;

* but that, without any indication of particular persons who must stand or

3 b3
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nation." When hrs party were frustrated in their expectations

of obtaining complete spiritual dominion in England, he was
desirous at the Restoration to commence the blessed work of

' fall by the judgment of God, rejections alone were added to the Canons ;

* and that the Svuod had not wished to exercise any jurisdiction over those
* who held dilt'ereut sentiments in foreign countries, and who had neither
* formerly received the same Confession as themselves, nor had been united
* together in the same ecclesiastical discipline ; that, therefore, the traus-
* actions of the Synod did not hinder the possibility of both parties agreeing
* in many points, by means of an amicable conference, after they had entered
* into mutual explanations ; and, in case of any difficulty reniaining which
* could not be immediately adjusted, that this peace might notwithstanding
•be cultivated, where the foundation of Christianity remains unshaken, if,

* according to the direction of the Apostle, whereto we liuve already attained,
* we walk by the same rule and itmid the same fhhig.' (Philip, iii, 16.}"

—

Rivet next undertakes to soften down the horror of '' the horrible decree,"
as Calvin styles it, Ijy the old expedient, that is in our days occasionally
revived, of acquainting Latin scholars with a circumstance of which they
were previously ignorant, and about which they will long demur,—"that
HORROR signifies a sort of gladness according to the poets, and, in another
sense, is ecjuivalent to the word tremendous."
There is much craftiness in the sentiments which are here ascribed to

Dury ; for they are expressed in such a guarded manner as to render it

doubtful whether they be his own or those of Rivet. 'I'hey were not, how-
ever, those of the latter, as the reader will already have ascertained from
other sources. But, as it is necessary to expose the paltry subterfuge which
was the joint invention of Dury and Rivet to disguise the real Anathemas of
the Sj^nodists, I here insert part of the replication of Grotius, written in 1643,
of which the first paragraph contains some information elucidatory of the
preceding Appendix C, p. 220—240 :

" It is unnecessary for any man to refute Moses Amyraut : Let his books
be compared with those of Calvin, and it will instantly be apparent with
what fruitless toil he has washed Calvin's side. Cardinal Richelieu never
uttered a greater truth than when he said, ' (lalvin had some sane [good]
intervals ;' but he ought to have added, ' Such intervals were rare.' In
Amyraut and the other disciples of Camero, such intervals are not only more
frequent \\\ X.):ie\r occurrence, but Wkevtiic much brighter : But while these
men act according to their present practice, they will never be accordant in
sentiment either with Calvin or with themselves. This has been shewn in a
remarkable manner by Dionysius Petavius, in his sixth chapter, (torn, i,

lib. 10,) and in many subsequent passages. If Amyraut would reply to that
Dissertation, which is appropriately addressed to himself, he would jierform
a service that is desired by several persons. But be should be admonished
to beware, lest he divulge such truths as are repugnant to the commoa
notions: thus, * An action is/ree, which is necessary and inevitable

;

—Adam
* was not empowered to resist temptation, and therefore he sinned neces-
' sarily, as did also the devil ;—those men are justly damned who might
* perform good actions if they would, when it is not in their poirer to will ;

—

* God would not be chargeable vtith injustice, were He to condemn innocent
' creatures to eternal torments !'—But what dare not the men deny who
assert, ' that they do not condemn those who, on these points, hold different
* sentiments to themselves ?' Yet how often does that word Damnamus [we
condemn] occur in the Rejections of the Synod of Dort, the Articles of which
the Dutch and the French have sworn to observe ! Other expressions are
added, of no less atrocity, such as, ' This savours of Pelagius; they recal
' from hell a Pelagian error,' &c. and others of the same kind, which plainly
impose the opprohrious mark of hi2RESV upon the Fathers of the three first

ages [of the Christian Church], and afterwards upon the Greek Church and
those who adhere to the Augsburg Confession.
" Those who were then the chief magistrates banished the Lutherans from

the Palatinate, but it was done at the instigation of the Calvinist ministers
;
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general pacification among the Churches of Christ. But his

conduct had been such as to disqualify him from receiving any
of that high patronage with which Archbishop Laud and others

of his episcopal brethren had honoured him ; and he was
compelled to propound his plan on a broader basis, and to trust

for success to the testimonials in his favour which he had for-

merly received. The following communication from Vossius to

Grotius, in January, l641, will serve to elucidate this subject

:

" It is now nearly a week since John Dury arrived in this city

[[Amsterdam] out of Germany, having been recalled by his

friends into Great Britain. From his letters, which I forward to

you at his request, you will learn the degree of success which he
has experienced. But I am exceedingly apprehensive, that his

labours among the Lutherans, whatever the extent of them may

and, at the instigation of the same class of ministers, those who held senti-

ments similar to Melancthon's were banished out of the Dutch territories.

—

The divines of Sweden and of Strasburgh, and those who in other places are
of similar sentiments, ought to know their own doctrines. And they in

reality do know them ; and it is on this account they profess, that their doc-
trines are at open variance with the decrees of the Synod of Dort.—But even
John Dury himself will not deny, that to the concord between the two kinds of

Protestants, of which he has been laying the foundation, no greater opponents
have beenfound than the Professors in the University of Levden : No
one can be surprised at this, since the Professors saw, that such a concord
cannot comport with the determinations of the Dutch Synod !"

The dreadful spirit of dissension which then (1G43) animated the Calvinists

of Europe, is briefly, but eloquently, described by Grotius in a subsequent
paragraph; " Grotius does not enjoy so much leisure, as to be able to read
all the productions of every writer, particularly all the writings of Calvin,
of whom one may obtain a sufficient knowledge from his Institutes, and a
few of his other treatises. Indeed, Grotius formed no unadvised opinion
about him when he said, that the pamphlet (which is now fully ascertained
to he Calvin's production,) ' breathed the spirit of Calvin.' If we follow him,
there will be no peace, unless all men passoverto the Genevan dogmas, rites,

and severities ; Phis transition will never be attempted by the Catholics of the

Latin and Greek Churches, or by the wiser part of the Protestants ; and for

their abhorrence of such a change" [in their religious sentiments and worship,]
they have important reasons.—Rivet, in a scoffing manner, calls the peace
to which Grotius invites Christians an Interim peare, [in allusion to the

celebrated ad Interim edict of the Emperor Charles V.] But Rivet was
acquainted with this relation given by the great Thuanus, in the 2Gth Book
of his Annals: ' In Germany arose the faction of those men who, in order
' to demonstrate their deeper concern for the interests of religion, spurned
* every method of concluding a reconciliation and concord, and condemned
' the rest, who were studious of peace, as deserters and lukewarm on the
' subfeet of pieti/, and whom they called Indifferenis and Interim-ists—
' epithets calculated to excite hatred.' Rejecting, therefore, all expressions
of this description, the character of the aiiair must be decided by its own
merits. Melancthon writes thus in one of his letters :

—
' Indeed, these con-

* elusions of unlearned men do not move me, and I have already received
' frequent stripes for being concerned in similar pacific actions.'—Bucer
expresses in his English writings his approbation of that kind of Episcopacy
which the authority of Calvin has removed throughout all France, wherever
it possessed the power. The same Bucer was a member of that commniiion
whi<h is now abandoned by those in England who profess themsehes to be
followers of the Genevan Piiritv, and who, on that account, put all thing*
into commotion, both sacred and profane."
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have been, will be rendered fruitless and unavailing.* Ten
years ago, before Dury took this province upon himself, the

Lutherans had no stronger objection than this to make

—

that all

peace-makers prosecuted that measure with shilster views andfor
some crafty purj)ose. But although, when Dury first went among
them, the opinions of the Lutherans on this point were not

entirely altered, yet a large portion of them entertained some-
what more favourable sentiments concerning him, because he had
been sent on this service bij the English Clergy.f But what dispo-

sition must we suppose they will evince to enter into union with
the French and Dutch Churches, when they shall havelearnt, that

the sole business now transacted in England, is,—the accusation,

condemnation, and ejection of those [^Arminian Clergymen^
whom they believed to be not far removed from themselves in

sentiment, and to be greater lovers both of modesty and peace,-—
and the triumph and exaltation of those alone whom they style

Calvinians, but who are called Puritans in England ?" The

* Grotius was familiar with all the objections which the Lutherans made
to the pacific overtures of Dury ; for on the 22d of October, 1637, he writes
thus to his brother: " I have lately seen a great mass of correspondence
which has been exchanged between certain Lutherans in Gerniany and
Dury, who is a promoter of peace among the Evangelicals, and J have
extracted from it all the objections which the Lutherans make against the
definitive judgment of the Synod of Dort, and against the mode of convening
and conducting that assembly : I have also extracted the answers which
Dury returned to their objections. The purposes to which they maybe applied,
are not to be contemned."
Those who have perused the pamphlets which Grotius wrote against Rivet,

(page 273J will understand the very proper use which Grotius made of those
Lutheran objections.

-f-
Prior to the Civil Wars, this was a great recommendation ; but when

the ebullition of that unhallowed warfare had spent itself, the Lutherans
could cast upon the English clergy the reproachful advice of the Jews,

I'
Physicians, heal yourselves !" This intimation is given by Bishop Burnet,

in his Exposition on the Thirty-nine Articles : "1 shall conclude this Pre-
face with a reply, that a verj- eminent divine among the Lutherans in Ger-
many made to me when I was pressing this matter of union with the Cal-
vinists upon him, with all the topics with which 1 could urge it, as necessary
upon many accounts, and more particularly with relation to the present state

ot affairs. He said, ' He wondered much to see a divine of the Church of
* England press that so much on him, when we, notwithstanding the dangers
* we were then in, (it was in the year HI86,) could not agree our differences.
* They [the Lutherans and Calvinists] differed about important matters,
'concerning the Attributes of Hod and Ids Providence; concerning the
' Guilt of Sin, whether il visis to be choK^ed on God, or on the Sinner ; and
* wliether men ought to make good use of their faculties, or if tliey ought
* to trust entirely to an irresistible grace ?' These were matters of great
moment : ' But,' he said, ' We in England diilVred only about Forms of
* Government and JVurship , and about things that were of their oivn nature
' indifferent ,• and yel we liad been quarrelling about these for above an
* hundred years, and we were not yet grown wiser by all the mischief that
* this had clone us, and by the imminent danger we were then in.' He con-
cluded, ' Let the Church of England heal her own breaches, and then all
* the rest of the Reformed Churches will with great respect admit of her
' mediation to heal theirs.' I will not presume to tell how I answered this :

But I pray God to enlighten and direct all men, that they may consider well
how it ought to be answered."
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pious and very Judicious remarks which Grotius made upon
this communication, I have inserted in paf^es 280—282 ;* and
on the 1st of P'eb. in the same year, he addressed the subjoined
letter to Dui-y, which contains a distinct avowal of his own
invariable attachment to pacific measures, (page 551) and a
significant allusion to the seditious practices of the Calvinists, to
whose machinations in England against the Church and State
Dury was then a contributor both by his presence and advice

:

" Very reverend Sir,—The intensity of the desire which I
have always felt, and the extent of my personal exertions, to
diminish the dissensions and to lessen the differences between
professing christians, and thus by degrees to restore, according
to the command of Christ, the bond of union which is at present
m too loose a condition, are circumstances well known to many
persons. Of those wishes and labours I have several witnesses,
who knew me in my former country [^Holland] ; and I might
appeal to you, reverend and famous man, to testify concernmg
my efforts in reference to those matters which have since been
under discussion either in Germany or in Sweden.—When I
attentively consider all things, 1 plainly perceive, that among
the Protestants of different kingdoms, there is no authority, out
of reverence to which those parties who dissent from each other
in opinions or ceremonies can be induced to accept equitable
terms of concord. Besides, those who express a high esteem
for Luther accuse those who, in preference, are followers of
Calvin,

—

' that, into what State soever they have hitherto gained
* admittance, they immediately promote in it their own interests,

* In that letter two other brief passages occur, which I now subjoin. In
allusion to Archbishop Laud's imprisonment, Grotius says :

" The misfor-
tunes which have oppressed this great man, furnish Vossius with no reasons
for concealing or lightly esteeming the fact of his having been agreeable to
the Archbishop. Vossius is more timid than any man of his age ought to
be."—1 called the reader's attention (page 664) to the difference in this par-
ticular between the conduct of Grotius and that of Vossius. Theformer had
received no favour from the Prelate, but had, on more occasions than one,
been treated, with some degree of discourtesy and neglect : Yet he shewed
himself to be as far above the mercenary motives and time-serving views of
common minds, as he excelled them in talents and genius ; and his exertions
and good wishes for Archbishop Laud were the more earnestly excited when
he perceived him unjustly persecuted. But Vossius, who enjoyed a sinecure
in the Church through the Archbishop's interest, yielded to the times, and
was silent when he heard the reputation of his patron assailed with calum-
nies, though he considered him, with the exception of a few human frailties,
one of the greatest and best of mortals. Let the motive assigned for this
wary behaviour be timidity, or any similar feeling, the generosity of De
Groot's character is rendered the more conspicuous l)y the comparison.
The other extract relates to some passages in his early productions, written

in favour of the republican form of government, under which he was born,
that were afterwards quoted to his injury. " In former days," he says,
" under the strong impulse of love to my country , I wrote not a few things,
to which 1 now judge it necessary to apply some reuiedial or extenuating
expressions, for the purpose of disburdening my conscience : This will be
done by means of that Appendix." See pages 214 and 640.
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' by methods which savour more of thejiesh than of the Spirit of
' God.'—.Yet these considerations do not prevent me from addres-
sing earnest prayers to the Chief Shepherd for the concord of the
whole of his flock, and for the manifestrvtion of his favour
towards those whose study it is, not to form parties out of a
compact body, but to make out of different parties some kind of
sohd union. May God prosper all pious counsels, may He give
increase to the doctrines which are favourable to piety, and
remove those which are injurious! Unless I am much deceived,
the answer to these prayers will be the most compendious way
to peace. May God bestow on you, reverend sir, all the choicest
and most desirable of his Gifts !"

To complete the account of Dury and his efforts for a general
pacification, I subjoin the following brief notice from Mosheim :

" The most eminent of the Calvini&tical peace-makers was
John Dureus, a native of Scotland, and a man justly celebrated

for his universal benevolence, solid piety, and extensive learning;

but, at the same time, more remarkable for genius and memory,
than for nicety of discernment and accuracy of judgment,* as

might be evinced by several proofs and testimonies, were this

* Bayle tells us, " that Dury was an honest man, full of zeal and piety,
but that he at length hecame somewhat fanatical." He gives an instance of
his enthusiasm : Dury published at Frankfort, in 1674, a small treatise in

French, entitled " Of understanding the Apocalypse by itself, as all the
Holy Scripture ought reasonably to he understood." In the work itself, he
acknowledges the tact I have related in page 751 : " Since I now find myself
obliged to terminate these pacific proceedings, because they \tiie Lutlierans]
will no longer tiold any correspondence witli me concerning tite propositions,

which have been regularly oll'ered to them all and are absolutely unexcep-
tionable, I have adopted a resolution more general.—My new attempt is not
at all different from the former, with respect to the substance of the evan-
gelical work, but only with respect to tlie extent of the application of my
labour, and the method of insinuating into the consciences of those to whom
I address myself. For I would no longer confine my application to the Protest-
ants ; but my view is, to comprehend all Christians divided into factions,

contrary to the end of the heavenly calling which is proposed in the Gospel."
— It is not the least remarkable circumstance, that Dury should at length
find it necessary to imitate Grotius, Laud, and other eminent christian paci-
ficators, in admitting the Papists and the Greek Christians into his plan of
evangelical union.

His reasons for choosing the Apocalypse are curious :
" In case any doubt

arises dihoiii t lie true sense of the Holy Scripture, it is not necessary to do
any thing more than to turn immediately to one passage, or to several, in

which the controverted subject is mentioned; and the true sense of the
Scripture being found out hy t lie common rule of interpretation, the contro-
versy is thereby immediately determined. I have chosen the Apocalypse, or

Revelation of St. John, which is acknowledged without dispute to be the
darkest and most difiicult of the whole Bible; that, by describing the method
which leads us to a true understanding of it, we may know that the same
method will discover to us the sense, and shew us the true meaning, of the
other books and passages of the Holy Scripture which are less difiicult."

But Dury did not then, for the first time, expound his mystical plan of

interpreting the Revelation. As early as 1C50, while he remained in Eng-
land without employment, he published his famous " Epistolical Discourse
to Mr. Samuel Hartlib, concerning this Exposition of the Revelation," from
which 1 have given some extracts in page 617.
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the proper place for discussions of that nature. Be that as it

will, never, perhaps, was there such an example of zeal and per-

That small book, like Sir Henry Vane's, quoted in pag;e 5!3, contained
several curious insinuations against the Repulblican rulers, who did not per-
fectly answer the sanguine expectations of their Calvinistic creators. In one
part he says :

" It is the beast's way of government to enforce obedience by
violence; but it is said of the Lamb upon Mount Sion, that his flock of one
hundred and forty-four tlinusand lambs did follow him whither soever he
went; to shew that the vice-gerents of Christ, which are appointed to rule
Lis people in his name, go before their brethren in the way of righteousness,
and such as are true Christians indeed follow them out of a loving inclina-
tion. And this is the best way of government that can be settled amongst
men; namely, to bring all to imitate Christ Jesus on all sides, both tliey

that bear rule, and they that are ruled. Now how far our rulers are bent
this way, I shall refer it to their own conscience to consider; and how far
THEIR SUBJFX'TS set themselves through love to follow that wherein they go
before them in righteousness, I shall not need to mention. But I may take
up a woeful lamentation, ' that some, who ought most to encourage their
* fellow-subjects to this duty, are most averse from it themselves, and dis-
' atfect others from it.'

"— In a subsequent page, he says, " So then, as
amongst us, so also in all Europe, the Papal hierarchic may be cast otf, and
yet the beast's rage be greater than ever for the interest of a tyrannical
power, as well over the consciences as over the bodies and estates of men;
and that, two manner of ways : (1) either by tJie absoluteness of a govern-
ing power through the necessities of war, enforcing all men to concur with
the interests which it settles for common safety, to preserve us in freedom
from a foreign power ; or (2) by a total dissolution of all government,
wherein every man who hath 'more might than his neighbour may take a
liberty to tyrannize over him, and oppress him without controul."—And
another passage contains the following broad intimation :

" if then the
governors of a people make use of their power to satisfy the inclinations of
flesh and blood, in fulfilling their lusts and sensual affections, without any
due respect unto the end of their place ; but [if they] seek by mere force to
make their will a law to their subjects, by bringing them to a7i absolute sub-
jection, that they may suffer themselves to be ruled as beasts use to be ruled
by men, who, being ignorant of the designs of men, are led only by sen-
sual objects of pleasure and terror; if (I say) cmy governors have this aim,
and follow the ways by which this kind of greatness over others may be
established, they ought to take notice of themselves, and others may observe
it also of them, tliat they are none oilier but the dragon's vice-gerents on
earth, and that they rule in his name and iti his way over the sons of men."

It was for the publication of passages like these, that Cromwell ordered
his quondam friend. Sir Henry Vane, into confinement in Carisbrook Cas-
tle,—a most singular instance of the retributive acts of Divine Providence,
when contemplated with the fate of that unhappy individual ! The Lord
Protector devised suitable employment abroad for Dury, who had spoken
with too much artlessness about domestic affairs ; though, according to the
subjoined passage in Ancillon's Melange Critique, it appears Oliver was
not so liberal to him in pecuniary matter?, as Archbishop Laud and other
English Prelates had formerly been :

" Dury told us, [Aucillon and Ferri,]
that he did not meet with any difficulty from the Princes of Germany and
the Kings of the North, and that there were only some clergymen who
made objections against that great and desirable woik, and opposed it. He
was very well satisfied with the charity of the gentlemen of Zurich, who had
furnished him with large sums of money for his travels, and for supplying
what he might want beside what the Protector allowed him. We encouraged
him, as much as we could, to continue his labours till he had performed'his
design."
A subsequent note will exhibit Dury's novel plan of interpreting the Apo-

calypse; and, from the obvious similarity between his mystical views and
those of Vane, he may be justly reckoned one of that old and astute poli-

tician's disciples.
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severance as that exhibited by Dureus, who, during the space of

forty years, suffered vexations, and underwent labours, which
required the firmest resolution, and the most inexhaustible

patience; wrote, exhorted, admonished, entreated, and disputed;

in a word, tried every method that human wisdom could suggest,

to put an end to the dissensions and animosities that reigned

among the Protestant Churches. For it was not merely by the

persuasive eloquence of his pen, or by forming plans in the

silence of the closet, that this worthy divine performed the task

which his benevolence and zeal engaged him to undertake ; his

activity and industry were equal to his zeal ; he travelled through

all the countries in Europe, where the Protestant religion had
obtained any footing ; he formed connections with the doctors

of both parties; he addressed himself to khigs, princes, magis-

trates, and ministers; and by representing, in lively and striking

colours, the utility and importance of the plan he had formed,

hoped to engage them more or less in this good cause, or at least

to derive some succour from their influence and protection.

But here his views were considerably disappointed; for though
his undertaking was generally applauded, and though he met
with a favourable and civil reception from the greatest part of

those to whom he addressed himself, yet he found very few who
were seriously disposed to alleviate his labours, by lending him
their assistance, and seconding his attempts by their influence

and counsels. Nay, some suspecting that the fervent and
extraordinary zeal of Dureus arose from mysterious and sinister

motives, and apprehending that he had secretly formed a design

of drawing the Lutherans into a snare, attacked him in their

writings with animosity and bitterness, and loaded him with the

sharpest invectives and reproaches. So that this well-meaning

man, neglected at length by those of his own communion, oppo-

sed and I'ejected by the followers of Luther, involved in various

perplexities and distress, exhausted by unsuccessful labour,

and oppressed and dejected by injurious treatment, perceived

by a painful experience, that he had undertaken a task which
was beyond the power of a private person, and spent the remain-

der of his days in repose and obscurity at Cassel*
" It may not be improper to observe here, that Dureus, who,

notwithstanding the uprightness of his intentions in general,

was sometimes deficient in frankness and ingenuity,! had annexed

* Bayle says : " Hedvvig^e Sophia, Princess of Hesse, who was invested

with the regency, assigned Dury very commodious quarters with a table well

furnished, and had granted him free postage of his letters. For these

favours he returns her his thanks, in the Epistle Dedicatory to the book,"
which has been quoted in tiie preceding note.

f Those who have read the dcclaiations made by Dury, at different times,

concerning various denominations of professing Christians, according to the

precedence which each of them gained during the troubles in England,
might be tempted to cousider him a sort of " Vicar of Bray," a changeling
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to his plan of reconciliation certain doctrines •which, were they

susceptible of proof, would serve as a foundation for the union,

not only of the Lutherans and Calvinists, but also of all the

different sects that bear the Christian name. For, among other

things, he maintained, that the Aposfles' Creed was a complete
body of divinity ; the Te7i Conunandmcnts, a perfect system of

morals; and the Lord's Prayer, a comprehensive series of petitions

for all the blessings contained in the divine promises. Now if

this notion, that these sacred compositions contain all that is

essential to faith, obedience, and devotion, had been universally

entertained, or evidently demonstrated, it would not have been
a chimerical project to aim at a reconciliation of all christian

Churches upon this basis, and to render these compositions the

foundation of their co-alition and the bond of their union. But
it would have been highly chimerical to expect, that the Chris-

tian sects would universally adopt this notion, or be pleased to

see the doctrines of Christianity reduced to such general prin-

ciples. It is further to be observed, with respect to Dureus,
that he shewed a peculiar propensity towards the sentiments of
the Mystics and Quakers * on account of their tendency to favour
his conciliatory and pacific project. Like them, he placed the es-

who spoke well of each succeeding ecclesiastical regimen, and depreciated
those which were abrogated. 1 do not impute this trait in his character to
any " deficiency in frankness and ingenuousness," but to that habit which
he had acquirecf, in his pacific negotiations, of making large admissions to
the prejudices of the parties with whom he conferred.

* His plan of interpreting the Apocalypse, to which allusion is made in
page 754, is in proof of this, as the reader will perceive by the subjoined
extracts: " Although a man should fully believe, and be able demonstra-
tively to prove the truth of the accomplishment of all the events, (as this
author doth make them to me very probable ;J yet he might fall short of
that spiritual understanding whereuuto this promise is made, chap, i, 3,
Blessed is he that readeth, and they that hear the ivords of this prophecy , and
keep those things which are written therein : I shall therefore say, that there
must be a certain reading and hearing of this prophecy, which brings a
blessedness with it, so that he who reads and hea^s in that kind, is enabled
to keep the things which are written therein. And as there is such a read-
ing and hearing, so there must be a sense, and an interpretation of that
sense, which is able to fit a man for the keeping of the things which are
written therein. And if there must be such an interpretation for that kind
of hearing, then there must be also a key and rule of interpretation answer-
able to that sense, which is immediately subordinate unto the promise of
blessedness. For that this bare historical sense of the accomplishment of
the visions is not that whereupon, properly, the promise of blessedness is
intailed, is clear, because a man may be fully convicted of the truth of this
and believe it, and may demonstrate it unto others, and yet himself not keep
the things which are written in this prophecy. Moreover, that reading and
hearing whereunto the promise of a blessing is annexed, must needs be pro-
portiouate to the capacity of all men that make sincere profession of
Christianity ; but this reading and hearing, which is thus grounded upon the
historical and chronological interpretation of the visions, is not proportionate
to the capacity of all sincere professors ; and therefore it cannot be taken
for that reading and hearing whereunto the promiseof ablessingisannexed;
and consequently there must be some other interpretation found, which is
immediately subordinate unto this effect.
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sence of religion in the ascent of the soul to God, in calling forth

the hidden word, in fanning the divine spark that resides in the

recesses of the human mindj and^ in consequence of this system,

" That which I am now intimating is this;—that the prophetical visions

of the revelation have a main matter of mystery in them, beyond what is

here or any where that I know by any interpreter directly insisted upon.
For I conceive this which is here delivered, to be, indeed, a true opening of

the mystical vision, as to onepart of it, which is, the prediction of the his-

torical events and changes of things, which should befal unto the govern-
ment of the worldly empire and to the visible stale of the church therein.

But besides this part of the mystical vision, which I call the historical pre-
signijication of events , there is, in the matter presignified, a deeper mystery
wrapt up, which requires another key to open it than that which shews the
bare accomplishment of events ; and this is the mystery of the kingdom of
Christ, in opposition to the mystery of iniquity : for this is mainly to be
taken notice of in the events which are foretold, and do fall out. Now he
that reads, and hears, and keeps the things written in this prophecy con-
cerning this mystery, is truly blessed indeed. But except we can read and
hear the sense of this mystery in it, 1 know not what advantage the know-
ledge of the historical mystery can bring to us, further than to convict us,
* that the penman thereof was truly inspired by God when he wrote it,

* because he did truly foretel things to come ; and that the warnings,
' ihreatenings, promises, precepts and doctrines contained therein, deserve
* to be heeded more, than the words of a bare man.' And truly, although I

have much valued the gift and study of those that have set themselves to

unfold, by the observation of histories, the mystical presignification of
events, yet I could never bring my spirit much to apply itself to any such
search ;' because I found, that both in the beginning of this book, (in the
place fore-mentioned,) and i:> the end thereof, the promise of blessedness is

made to another kind of study than this ; and the name and scope of the
whole prophecy, which is the revelation of Jesus Christ, and a record of the

testimony ofJesus Christ, doth import to me something more, than what is

in the outward visible events; which every rational man, who can read
histories and understand symbolical speeches, is able to take notice of, and
discern to be fulfilled as they were foretold. Therefore, although, to mani-
fest the truth of God, the events are very useful, if not necessary, to be
looked after

; yet 1 am clear, that they are neither useful to us, nor neces-
sary to be known, but as they are subordinate unto this mystery of the king-
dom and testimony of Christ; the knowledge and keeping of which doth
give us a right unto the tree of life, and an entry through the gates into the
city. This then is the mystery which I look after; namely, to find the
manifestation of the spiritual kingdom of Christ in the name of man, and-

in human societies so advanced, that the ^Vorks of the devil are destroyed
therein ; and that the salvation of Israel doth thereby effectually come out
of Sion, to bring back the captivity of the people of the Lord ; and to make
the whole creation partaker of the glorious liberty of the sons of God. For
to shew unto the eye of our faith, by what means and ways this is to be
brought to pass in the regenerate souls of men, and by the state of regener-
ation in the outward societies and professions of believers, I conceive the
visions were mainly sent unto the prophet; and that it was his principal
aim, by describing of them, to declare this unto us. If then, by the repre-
sentation of bare outward events, we are not made capable of partaking this

mystery, whereby Christ being apprehended in his testimony doth become in

us the hope of glory, all our discoveries will be of no great advantage unto
our happiness, no'-'shall we reach the aim which the Holy Ghost had in send-
ing this prophecy unto us. We must therefore consider what the key is,

whereby the secret of that dispensation, which brings with it felicity doth
stand, is opened. The key of the spiritual mystery of the visions must be the
discovery of the parallel perfections which are found to be between Christ as

the head, and the church as the body, which is thefnlness ofhim that filleth

<ill in all ; and the understanding of the harmonical properties of things
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was intimately persuaded, that differences merely in theological

opinions did not at all concern the essence of true piety."

But the reader will now be wishful to learn the grounds of

Dury's plan of universal christian concord : I present the sura

of them in the words of the Rev. Joseph Mede, who, it is seen,

(page 496) was consulted when that plan was first formed, and
whose judicious advice is copied, almost verbatim, by Dury in

his Prodromus Traded. Irenic. I have shewn, (page 741) the

cause of Mr. Mede's early reluctance to tender his opinion on
this subject ; and his accomplished biographer has alluded to it

in the subjoined paragraph :
'' This, in general, was the way of

peace which he chalked out for those whom the love of Christ

should constrain heartily to seek the peace of the Reformed Reli-

gion, the happy uniting of divided Protestants. But, as for //te

more particular methods, for carrying on this pacific design, they

are at large discoursed of by three reverend prelates of our
Church, Bishops Morton, Hall, and Davenant.—Nor was our

author altogether silent : For, though at first he declined, upon
some prudential considerations, to express himself otherwise than
in general upon this argument

;
yet, after his superiors had

declared themselves, he was pleased to communicate also his

particular instructions about this affair, as appears by several

epistles of his written to Mr. Hartlib and Mr. Dury, wherein
the judicious reader may observe his great prudence and equal

moderation." See the Note in page 741.

The quotations from Mr. Mede which I have already given,

(page 496) exhibit his liberal opinions about the Church of

visible, and invisible, wherein the correspondence between the outward and
inward man ; the temporary aud eteriiai natures of things ; and the state of
true life, as it is present in the first-fruits, and as it is to come in the full

harvest, are expressed.
" Here the wonderful way and manner of dispensing of that Divine

Nature to the church, and working out the counsel of God in all the world,
as this world is to be made sul)ordinate to Christ and his saints, is laid open
in the apocalyptical visions. We may not then call those visions dark }ni/s-

^eri*;*, without injury to the Spirit of Christ ; but they are lively figures of
the truth of God's presence in his saints, and over the world, to represent it

to those that have eyes to see it. And to help our weak eye-sight, which
may be dazzled at the resplendency of the glory thereof, we should make
use of the prospective ways which are offered unto us in the world elsewhere ;

which are appliable to these visions, either as keys to unlock the dispensa-
tion of the mystery contained therein ; or rather as directing and multiply-
ing glasses, through which our understanding maybe led, and enlarged to
reflect upon the spiritual objects properly so called, which concern the state
of the kingdom, which is inwardly everlasting in itself, and, to the reason-
ings of men, invisible and incomprehensible.
" If 1 should enter upon this subject, to shew how a demonstrative scrip-

tural analysis, bi/ the spiritual use of right reason, is attainable, and will be
the only way, (next to the gracious and immediate illumination of the
Spirit, writing the law in the hearts,) to compose our controversies, to end
our needless and sinful ways of disputing, and to banish out of Christ's
church the high conceit of our doctoral sthool-divinity ; if (I say) I should
enter upon these thoughts, you see that not a treatise only, but a volume
should be written thereof to do it satisfactorily."
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Rome, and about the union of the Lutherans and Calvinists.

He there declares, " the matter aimed at in this business, is, Jiot

thai either side should presenflij relinqitish their opiiiiuiis ofdifference,

but only take notice, that, notwithstandinfr these differences, both

sides do so far agree ifi other points, that they mat) and ought to

acknowledge each other as brethren." This was the principle

on which Archbishop Laud founded his plan for preserving

peace betwen the Calvinists and Arminians in the Church of

England, and for promoting it among the professing christians

abroad ; and, if ever the Papists had acceded to his pacificatory-

design, they must have been partakers of its benefits only on a

condition that would have utterly destroyed the dominion which
their Church had assumed over the consciences of mankind.

In July 1635, Dury transmitted a leter to Mede, a translation

of which will be found in the appended note ;* and detailed to

* " To Joseph Meoe, Grace and Peace.
" Reveretid Sir,— I am now ready to proceed on my voyage to Holland. I

have taken leave of my Lord the Archbishop of Canterbury, and of my friends

at Court, and am now busily engaged in bidding farewell to the rest. I was
not forgetful of you, of whose polite courtesy 1 have recently had such ample
experience. It is not possible for me to describe how much I am, and shall

continue to be, gratified with the recollection of your conversation with me:
For as often as I revolve in my mind, and that is very frequently, the chief

topics which occurred in your very learned, prudent, and useful discourse,

I confess I have not for many years spent a quickly-passing hour with so

much profit and pleasure, as I felt while enjoying your company.—Be pleased
now to receive a brief account of the design of iiiy journey. In Holland I

shall not be urgent, neither shall I make any immediate attempt. I will

require nothing, except what they spontaneously offer to do ; and, whatever
that may be, it shall be converted to the advantage of the German [Lutheran]
Church.—But the following are the chief points which I shall propose to the
Germans, as subjects on which we may treat and persuade:
"1. That the decree passed by the States, [at Frankfort, in 1634,] con-

tains most salutary advice respecting composing ecclesiastical differences.
" 2. That all persons, both Magistrates and Divines, are bound in con-

science to promote to the utmost of their power the execution of this decree,
by their united suffrages, studies, and attempts ; and that, therefore, the
appointment of a Convention must be no longer delayed.
" 3. That, in this Convention, which is to be summonedfor the abolition of

schism, minute opinions and the thorny difficulties of scholastic contro-
versies are to be removed from the discussions concerning peace: and that
no dispute shall be raised about other points, but explanations shall be given
about what is received and acknowledged Ijy both parties.
" 4. That the concord which exists in the Symbulical Truth of the Primi-

tive Church, and in the Fundamental Tvuih of the Christian Religion, and
the mutual bond of Fraternal Union contained in it, shall be confirmed by
certain ecclesiastical Canons.
" 5. That the Symbolical Truth,—which is contained in the Apostles'

Creed, and is explained in that of St. Athanasius,—and which has been con-
firmed in the Councils of Nice, the first Ephesian Council, and in those of
Consfantinonle, dalcedon, Mela, and Orange, held against the Pelagians,—
with whose decisions agree the Protestant Confessions of Faitli, not only har-
moniously among themselves, but likewise subordinately with the sacred
Scriptures,—that this Symbolical Truth is of itself alone sufficient for the
salvation of the souls of those persons who, in the simplicity of faith, derive

it from the word of God, and on other points are obedient to his will without
any admixture of idolatrous worship.
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him the instructions he had received, and the course which he
designed to pursue in his visit to Holland and Germany, on
which he was then on the point of embarkiag. Mr. Mede retur-

" 6. That all controversies, beyoud this tenour of belief, shall be discussed

by the learned men of both parties, with the preservation of charity ; but
that of such controversies the more simple sort of people may safely and
usefully remain in ignorance, and, therefore, they ou^ht not by any means
to be made contentious subjects of discourse in the pulpit : It is evident that

this was the practice of the Fathers of the Primitive Church.
" 7. That the causes of the schisms and of the inextricable confusions in

the Christian Church have arisen, in the present age,—partly, from neg-
lecting the limits in Faith and Practice between Fundamentals and Non-
fundamentals;—partly, from an over-curious prying into mysteries, and
the indiscriminate promulgation of private ojjinions abaut tbeai ;—partly.

from a contempt for the judgment ot Primitive Antiquity respecting the
meaning of the Holy Scriptures ;—partly, from a preposterous and bitter

itching to refute the sentiments of other people, rather than from an inoffen-

sive desire to explain the truth according to their own perceptions of it;

—

partly, from a tyrannical power of determination and rensure, which one
party usurps over the conscience and the understanding of the other ;

—

partly, from having lost the rule of the Ancient Discipline ;—and, in the last

place, partly from neglecting the duties of Holy Communion, and of fra-

ternal communication between different churches, while the passions are
appeased by their mutual edification in spiritual things.—From these sources
has arisen every diversified species of opinions and rites, and from thence
have proceeded the multiform appearance of churches that, on other points,

are at complete agreement in the foundation of the faith : These circum-
stances have, in the eyes of unskilful estimators of things, borne the sem-
blance of contrariety, and have afterwards afforded a pretext for doubting,
discussions, dissension, and schism.
" 8. That, in the present calamitous state of affairs, no remedy for these

evils can be devised of a more suitable kind than the Convention of Pro-
testants which is here prescribed. The effect which it is desirable to obtain
from such an Assembly is this,—to confirm by general sufiVage a fraternal
concord m the Doctrinals conceded by both parties, a moderate and suitable
explanation in matters of doubt and of utility, and, on the remaining topics,
liberty ofsentiment and mutual toleration ; but, in public worship and eccle-
siastical rites, certain laws shall circumscribe such a conformity as may
appear necessary for confirming the affections of mutual edification and holy
intercourse.
" You have here a display of my purpose : And though I acknowledge my-

self to be unequal to the attainment of it, yet, acccording to the small mea-
sure of my powers, I will leave nothing undone towards a great and sincere
attempt. Most deservedly I ascribe much to your erudition, piety, and
prudence : If, therefore, you consider it needful to tender me any advice on
these points, you will perform an office which will be agreeable to a friend,
and to a most respectful fellow-servant of your Lord Christ, and which will
probably not prove useless to the public, &c.

—

London, July \9th, 1<)3.5."

Every man conversant with the ecclesiastical history of that period will
trace, in this letter, no sentiment which could have been dictated by a Cal-
vinist who approved of the decisions of the Synod of Dort ; for the obvious
tendency of the whole of Dury's instructions, of which the preceding is a good
summary, was to counteract the pernicious effects of that Assembly, whosie
intolerant spirit had been imparted to every christian community in Europe,
that had been so improvident as to admit or to admire its dkcrkf.s. Ihe
allusions io xha early Fathers and to Christian Antiquity , which this letter
contains, could be relished solely by the Protestants of the Church of Eng-
land, and by those of the Augsburgh Confession ; from the former of whom
the document itself actually emanated. From the preceding note, (p. 748,) the
reader will have learnt, that while (he Calvinists have without just cause
pointed with triumph to the pacific labours of Dury, the honour of which is

tlaimed fur the whole of their party. Archbishop Laud and his Arminiaa
3 C
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ned a very polite answer, in which he " advised Mr. Dury to

urge men to devise a criterion accordinn^ to which some judgment
might be formed about FimchtmcnUd and Non-Fundamental
Arlicles, and to think of such a definition, as a ground by which
to examine the points of difference of Avhat nature they are."

And he informs Mr. Hartlib, " I intimated withal to Mr. Dury,
how likely they Qhe zealots] would be to detrect it, and where-

fore,—namely, ' lest by that means they might either declare
' some darling opinion of their own not to be Fundamental, and
' thereby prejudice their own cause; or else exclude out of that
' number some articles formerly determined by the Church, and
' so incur a suspicion of, or be liable to be upbraided with,
' favouring some condemned heresy.' " In the same letter to

Mr. Hartlib, he tries to define the nature of Fundamental Arti-

cles. His method is described in the subjoined note,* and

friends were almost the only active promolers of that scheme, and Dury
himself, at the first convenient opportunity, evinced his real disposition by
joining the standard of the greatest enemies to a General Ecclesiastical Paci-
fication, and by traitorously furnishing them with extracts from the private
correspondence of Grotius.
* Tliese are Mr. Mede's words " But what if we should go this way to work,
make two sorts of FundamentalArticles, Fundamentals ofsalvation,and Funda-
mentals of ecclesiastical communion ^ one, of such as are tiecessarii cognitu
etcreditu ad salutem simply and absolutely, and. therefore no christian soul

that shall be saved, uncapable to understand them ; another, of such as

are necessarii creditu. ad communicationem Ecclesiasticam in regard of the
predecision of the clmrch. The first not to be of such truths as are merely
speculative, and contained only in the understanding ; but of such only as

have a necessary influence upon practice : and not all those neither, but such
as have necessary influence upon the act and function of christian life, or
whereon the acts, without which a christian lives not, necessarily depend-
Such, namely, as without the knowledge and belief whereof we can neither
invocate the Father aright, nor have that faith and reliance upon him, and
his Son our Mediator Jesus Christ, which is requisite to remission of sins,, and
the hope of the life to come. How far this ratio of a fundamental article

will stretch, I know not ; but believe it will fetch in most of the articles of
the Apostle's creed. And by it also those two main errors of the Sorinians,
the one denying the Divine Nature, the other the satisfaction of Christ,
may be discerned to be fundamental. For, without the belief of the first,

the Divine Majesty cannot be rightly, that is incommunicabiy worshipped,
so as to have no other Gods besides him. For he that believes not Christ to be
consubstantial with tiie Father, and yet honours him with the same wor-
ship, worships not the Father incommunicabiy : which \% t\\Qformnlis ratio

of the worship of the true God, from whom we look for eternal life. And
without the belief of the seco-.id, the Satisfaction of Christ, there can be, I

suppose, no saving faith or reliance upon Christ for forgiveness of sin. After
this manner, may other Articles be examined. Thus much of tlie first sort

of fundamental truths, measured by the neeessitude they have with those
acts which are required to salvation. Concerning the second sort of funda-
mentals, viz. necessary ad communicationem Ecclesiasticam : it is not fit that
the church should admit any to her communion which shall professedly deny
or refuse their assent to such catholic truths as she hath anciently declared,
by universal author'ty, for the symbol and badge of such as should have
communion with her. And this sort of Articles without doubt fetches a
greater compass and comprehends more than the other, as being ordinate
and measured by another end, to wit, of discipline, and so contains not
only such truths, the knowledge whereof and assent whereto is necessary
unto the being of christian life, but alsa to the well-being thereof; and
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resembfes much the following brief account which he gives to

the same individual in another letter:

" The way to determine fundamental articles must be made
very short, easy and evident; or it will breed many contro-

versies, as are about the points themselves in question. I can

gather that by what I sometimes meet with. It is not fit that

a confession, which concerns all that will be saved to know and
remember, should be any long or tedious discourse. The ten

commandments given by God ai*e an Epitome faciendonim ; the

Lord's prayer is Summa or Epitome petcndorum : According to

which pattern the confession we seek for should be but Summa
credendorum." See a similar passage, p. 757-

In accordance with the liberality of these Fundaimental
Articles, he delivered the following advice to Mr. Hartlib,

for framing a Fiindamcnlal Co)]fession : " When I read over Mr.
Dury's Consultation, I perceivpd he aimed at the self-same

ground for the discovery and discerning of Fimdamenlal Veritiex

from S^7i-Fiindamenfal that I had formerly done in mine to you,

though in a differing way of expression, as men that conceive

apart are wont to do. I made them to be ' such truths as
' have necessary influence upon the acts and functions of
* christian life, or without the explicit knowledge wdaereof
' those acts and functions cannot l)e exercised.' He goes

further and specifies wherein this christian life consisteth:*

therefore not needful to lie understood of every one distinctly, and expli-

eitely, as the former, but implicitely only and as far as they shall be capable
or have means to come to the kuowleds^e thereof."

* The letter to Mr. Hartlib, to which in this extract Mr. Mede refers,

contains an intimation very similar to this by Mr. Dury. It occurs in some
remarks on Mr. Streso's book, on which he says : "As for the third sort of

Fundamentals, or super-fundamentals, which Mr. Streso makes ' such as are
* by immediate or necessary consequence deducible from the fundamentum
* salntis,' 1 make some question whether all such are tiecessaria cogiiitu et

creditu ad snlutem simply.

—

First. Because the necessity of such conse-
quence may not be ap])r8hended by all who hold the fundamentum.—
Secondly. "Because I am not yet persuaded, that to den)- or to be ignorant
of a truth which is merely speculative, (such as some of these consequences
may be,) is damnable; but only [to be ipjnoraiit] of such truths, the know-
ledge and acknowledgment whereof hath necessary connection with some
practical requisite unto salvation ; I mean, whereon depends necessarily
the acfiuirins: of some act necessary, or the avoiding of some act repugnant,
to salvation."—From this paragraph every man of discernment will per-
ceive the true reason, why the more rigid Calvinists spurned all these con-
ciliatory schemes, that represented the doctrine of Absolute Election and
Eternal Reprobation 2^% "a truth merely speculative, the denial or igno-
rance of which was not damnable." This was in their ejes past all human
endurance. See pages 49() and 748.

Mr. Mede then proceeds, in the same letter, thus to explain himself:

—

" So that still it seems to me, the readiest and easiest way for resolution in
this matter is, to inquire and examine what those acts are wherein consists
our spiritual lile, or that union and fellowship, which we have with the
Father and his Son our Mediator Jesus Christ. That which is necessarium
cognitu et creditu unto them, is fundamental to salvation, that is, citjus

agnttioni solas tanquam fundumento innititur . That which is not so, is not
fundamental «<Z*flr/«#e»i. For example: ' He that comes unto God,' says
St. Paul, ' must believe that God is.' So likewise, he that comes uuto

c 2
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Namely, as natural life consists in the conjunction of the soul

with the body, so cloth spiritual life in the conjunction of men
with God, that is, in being in covenant with him. All those

verities, therefore, the knowledge and belief whereof is neces-

sary to the acts and functions requisite to the being and

continuation in the covenant with God in Jesus Christ, are

Fundame?ital Verities, without the explicit knowledge and belief

of which a man cannot be saved."

He then immediately adds : " But for the framing or

composing such a fundameutal confession as is sought

for, let me discover my opinion, fancy, or whatsoever it

be. I observe, that the confessions or creeds of the ancient

Church, (which were their symbols of communion,) were

always the former creeds or confessions enlarged with such

further additions or explanations subjoined to the former

articles respectively, as the heresies of the times made
requisite for the distinction of orthodox believers. So the

Nicene creed was the creed of the Apostles enlarged in the

Articles of Father and Son, and one or two other. The creed

of Constantinople added, to the Article of the Holy Ghost

in that of Nice, these words, • The Lord and Giver of Life, who
< proceedeth from the Father [^and the Son,] who with the Father
' and the Son together is worshipped and glorified ;' against

Macedonius. This is the creed we say at the communion in

our Church, That of Athanasius yet more enlarges that of

Nice, as doth that of Chalcedon also the article of the Son

Christ, or unto the Father hv him, (as everyone must dothatwill be saved,)

must believe that Christ is, and that he is constituted the Mediator between

God and us. He that comes unto and relies upon Christ for remission of sin,

must believe that Christ suffered, and was offered a sacrifice for the s'ns of

men, and thereby purchased that power to confer remission unto all that

should repent and believe in his name. He that bids a true farewell to sin,

and savingly buckles to the works of a new life, must believe there is a life

to come, and ' a day wherein God, by the man he hath ordained, shall judge
' both the quick aud dead, and give unto every one according to his works ;

according to that of St. Paul, Acts xxiv, 15, 16. ' I have hope towards God,
« that there shall be a resurrection of the dead, both of the just and unjust.

' For this cause do I exercise myself to have always a conscience void of

« offence toward God and toward men.' According to these examples you

may examine more.—Take this similitude : In a creature endued with

animal life, are many members or organs, whereof though none can be

wanting, hurt or wounded, without some deformity, defect or detriment of

the whole, vet all are not essential unto the life of the body, but such

only from whence those faculties and functions flow, whereon life necessa-

rily depends, such as are, respimtio, nutritio, gustus, tactus, pulsus, sonmus,

and the like. Therefore the organs whereon these depend can neither be
wanting, nor notoriously hurt or wounded, but the body presently dieth.

Without legs, arms, tongue, eyes, ears, nose, a man may live, though a

most pitiful, ugly, and loathsome spectacle, and more fit for the spital than

the public society of men : But without head, heart, kings," stomach, and
the like, he cannot, namely, because these members, and the sound and good

temperof them in some degree, are necessary to those faculties and func-

tions which are requisite unto life. Apply this, and improve it by your

meditation."
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against Eutyches. Were it not fit therefore, that we should

tread in their steps, and frame our confession or syn^bolinn in

like manner ? to wit, not making the form of our confession

wholly new, but taking the former creeds or some of them for

our ground, to enlarge their articles, with such further additions

and explanations as the state of the times requires : that so

our confession might be the creeds ofthe ancient Church, specified

only to the present condition ofthe Churches and no other. Thus
we should both testify to the world our communion and agree-

ment with the ancient Catholic Church, (a matter of no small

moment, that we may not seem to have made a new church or

religion, as we are charged,) and yet withal distinguish our-

selves from the sects, heresies and apostacies of the times. To
which end it were fit the Avords of the ancient creeds should be

retained as much as could be ; and for the more easy reception

thereof, that the additions and insertions should be made in the

express words of scripture, as near as the nature of the composure
would suffer it, and not otherwise. As for the meaning of them,

their application to the several articles would specify it, as far as

were needful to the end aimed at by such a confession. Com-
pare the creeds of Nice, Athanasius and Chalcedon, with that of

the Apostles, and you will understand my meaning. And
consider, that in such a business as this we must not be too

much in love with methods of our own devising, (though per-

haps they seem better,) but follow that which all the Churches
will most easily yield unto, and cannot except against. I believe

our own, (as may by some passages be already guessed,)* would
hardly be brought to subscribe to any other form than of such

a mould. Take this also before I conclude : That my meaning
is not, we should do as the council of Trent hath done, by
adding twelve more articles to the creed; but that our additions

should be inserted into the several articles of the ancient creed,

as subordinate to them, and further explanations of them.
Which those of Trent indeed could not well do, those which
were added being the worst of them, incompatible and incon-

sistent with the former articles according to the true and original

meaning of the same, and therefore not to be incorporated

with them."
To those ah'eady apprised of the aversion which the Calvinists

generally manifested to the authority of the Christian Fathers,

(page 430) it will not seem marvellous that they should reject

all outlines of a Catholic Confession, like that which Mr. Mede
had devised. His old friend Dr. Twisse, who had with avidity

sought his acquaintance while he talked about the destruction of
Antichrist, (page 510) could not endure the bare mention of

Fundamental Articles. In a letter which Mr. Hartlib sent to

* See an account of this in pages 496 and 741.

3 cS
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Mr. Mede in lC37, he gives an extract from one that he had
received from the testy old Predestinarian :

" I had occasion,"

says Mr. Hartlib, "to exchange some letters of late with Dr.

Twisse: In his last he writes thus unto me: 'As for rcgmnn
' sanctorum et Chrisii in lerris, resiirreclioprhna, &c. passages there
' have been between me and Mr. Mede thereabouts, and I am
* but his scholar therein. I have yet no liberty to take into con-
* sideration the matter of Fundamentals, neiiheg have I any
' affection to it, as finding no sure footing in that argument.'

Thus far he."*-~In this expression of antipathy to Fundamental
Articles, as a high Calvinist, Dr. Twisse was not singular : For,

on examining the names of the divines, who, in various parts

of Evu'ope, granted the highest encouragement to Mr. Dury's

designs, it will be found, that they consisted principally of those

who had espoused the benign doctrines of General Redemption,

or of those who, to avoid the stigma then attached to an open
profession of Arminianism, sheltered themselves under the

system of Camero, Amyraut, or Baxter. The rigid Predestina-

rians, whose ranks were rapidly thinning, would give no coun-

tenance to a scheme, that militated against the pre-eminence
which they |had assigned to Absolute Election. In a

subsequent letter, Mr. Mede gives his opinion about " a paper"

which Mr. Hartlib had sent to him, as the production of a third

person who was anonymous, but who, from certain indications,

was either Dr. Twisse himself or one of his friends. I subjoin

part of the letter, and give a large extract in the note;t " What

* In another of Mr. Mede's letters to Mr. Hartlib, he shews the unwilling-

ness evinced by the chief of the Calvinists to countenance Dury's project.

The third person described by him in the subjoined extract, is evidently

Dr. Twisse :

" J received your last, with the continuation of Mr. Dury's progress and
success. So unwilling are ours here to acquaint themselves with any such
business, that you shall scarce get them to read any thing that way without
much entreatv. Yea 1 found * « * himself, when I carried him this, in

somewhat alfke disposition. Fain he would have declined the reading of it

:

< You can tell,' said he, ' the substance of it,' &c.—One Doctor, a great
Calvinist for the points of predestination, being shewn it by a friend to

whom I had lent it, could not begotten, after he had read a leaf or there-

abouts, to read one jot more, but cried out, ' It is a thing simply impossi-
' ble, and never can or will be.' I know one in the world, otherwise
a wise, discreet and understanding man, to whom discoursing historically

about Mr. Dury's negotiation and hopes, he commended it for a good and
pious endeavour :

' But I pray God,' saith he, ' he doth not much hurt, as
' things now stand at this time.' He meant, as I supposed, give advantage
to the ,'h-minian party, whereunto he is a great opposite.—Yea, I'll tell you,
but sub sigUlo, that 1 have heard * * * himself say as much before. You
see how hard it is for men who have once drawn blood in these controversies,

1 mean have publicly engaged and declared themselves in them, to listen to

any overture of peace."

f In page 4!)/, both in the text and note, I have given extracts from the
commencement of this letter, which prove, in the most convincing manner,
the guile of the Calvinists in wishing to screen their peculiar doctrines by
assuring the world that they were Funuamental, This paragraph imme-
diately iollows :
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greater evil can befall the Church [^Universari than schism and
breach of charity between her members, and the woeful effects XhaX.

do inevitably follow thereof? Shall we then, to avoid the

lesser and such as perhaps may not be, cherish the greater

which threaten ruin to the whole body ? that I say nothing of
tlie spiritual estate of those who are engaged therein, if they are

not so much as willing to be at unity ! This is a great piece of
Practical Divinity, and to be more considered than it is. The
whole discourse, methinks, moves rather upon the hinges of
Policy than of Divinity : as is too manifest, in that he would
have the Foreign Churches to labour such a confession, and ours

to lie at the advantage to approve or not to approve it, as we
shall find it makes for or against our particular tenets." But
Dr. Twisse and his friends, having imbibed all the lulling

sweetness of the maxim. Once in grace always in grace, felt no
personal concern about their own spiritual estate while resisting

these peaceful efforts ; and the " piece of Practical Divinity,"

to which Mr. Mede alludes, engaged no part of their anxious
consideration.

These extracts pourtray with sufficient clearness the kind of
Fundamentals wliich Dury propounded to the different Churches
on the continent, as the basis of a grand Protestant confederacy,

that might successfully compete with the boasted Unity of the

Church of Rome, and preserve the members of Reformed com-
" I would know whether the author of this letter thinks that the Luther-

ans and Calvinists agree not iu so much as is necessary unto salvation. If

htey do, would not a Confession, composed of such things wherein they agree,
contain all things necessaria cognitu ad salutem ; and yet no necessity that
this or that particular tenet should be defined by such confession to be or not
to be fundamental ?— I would know also whether he thinks it fit that par-
ticular churches should have particular confessions, whereunto their mem-
bers should profess their assent. If so, I would have it considered, whether
some of his iiic-'uveniences he not as incident to such confessions towards the
members of a particular church, as would be from a general confession
towards the members of several churches.—All such inconveniences are per
accidents, but the good and benefit is per se ; yea, prevents far greater evils,

with which such contingent and casual inconveniences may not stand in com-
petition."

After the very judicious observations contained in the text, Mr. Mede adds :—" Moreover it is to be considered, that many of the evils he supposes would
follow of such a confession, are already in being in most churches, whilst
there is no such confession ; therefore, the declining of such a confession is

not the means to avoid them ; chey will be, whether there be any such or not.

Those who will seek for pretences to do amiss, will always find them.—Some
of the evils he alleges are such, as the contrary to what he fears seem every
whit as like to follow. For why should not such a declaration and limiting
of fundamentals rather introduce a greater liberty and indulgence in parti-

cular churches to think Vv'hat men list in other points, than an oppression or
further bondage to be imposed upon the members thereof.' Yea, a confes-

sion cannot descend far in particulars, but some men's consciences or other
will be wronged by it : And a man in this case should not have respect to his

own conscience only, but as well to other men's, who may scruple the con-
trary to his.—He seems to me to confound points of faith with matters of

practice and manners. But the question is not, what is licittim or illicitum

in practice, or what is necessarium factu, but what is iiecessarium credttu ad
mlutem."
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munities from dividing into numerous inefficient branches. Of
these liberal and really Catholic tenets, Grotius and Archbishop

Laud were the zealous, but not the only promoters. This

scheme of Christian pacification, it is seen, did not pretend to

abolish the confessions of particular Churches, but to prepare

some common ground to be occupied by all Protestants who
acknowledged Christ Jesus as their Head, and who were willing,

on a few well-defined terms, to own their dissenting brethren as

members of Christ's body. It had obtained the approbation of

nine-tenths of the Protestants of Europe, when, unfortunately,

the open and undisguised attempts of the British Calvinists to

obtain complete domination over their more moderate brethren

marred the whole plan, and reminded the great body of the Luthe-

rans about the dreams of universal empire, in which nearly all the

Calvinists in Europe had previously indulged, (pages 2i6—266)
and the realization of which, many of them thought, was then

commencing in Great Britain. See the letters of Vossius and
Grotius, quoted in pages

To this conclusion ofmy long yet important notice respecting

the generous attempts of the English and some of the Dutch Ar-
minians, which, had I been so inclined, I might have amplified to

good effect with quotations from Episcopal divines, the

most ample and philanthropic,* I append the following

reflections from the Preface to Bishop Burnet's Exposition of
the Thirty Nine Articles : " As my small reading had carried me

* The following quotation from one of the numerous productions of an
eminent Whig- Divine, Bishop Hoadlej', whose opinions on this point were
rather too dittusive, will atlbrd a fair specimen of the benevolence and phi •

lantliropy of several of his coteroporaries :
—" The other part of the com-

plaint [made by the Bishop of Oxford,] relates lo the U7iiting- almost all

differing sects in one visible communion. Though I do not call to mind that 1

have expressly and directly laid down any thing to this purpose, yet 1 cannot
forbear to say, Blessed be they wtio have contributed to so great a worle ! I

will not trouble the Bishop with citations from those many in past ages who
have declared their opinions concerning the framing of public offices in such
manner, as to admit men of very different opinions into the external com-
munion of the Church. 1 will not transcribe those known passages of Mr.
Hales, or Mr. Chillingworth, in which they have most expressly contended
for this. I will only mention two now living, who have spoken as plainly,
in general terms, as any upon this subject. The one is the present Right
Reverend Lord Bishop of Cai-lisle, who speaks thus, in his own person :

' I always did, and always shall, heartily wish ; and, if it were in my power,
' I should endeavour, ttiat all the Liturgies of the Church ivere reduced to as
' great a simplicity and plainness as might be.' The other is our present most
Reverend Metropolitan, who declares, in the most general words, that
' it has never gone well with the Church of Christ, since men have been so
* narrow-spirited, as to mix the controversies of faith with their public forms
* of worship; and have made their Liturgies, instead of being offices of
* devotion to God, become tests and censures of the opinions of their
' bretliren.' I will add to these one more, and tliat is the Right Reverend
^he Bishop of Oxford hiinadf, in this very Charge, p. 10 : ' Somewhere or
, other, there must be a very great fault, when any one of the meanest
, !)elievers is excluded from communion, who desires to embrace it on the
terms which God hath prescribed.' "
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further in that controversy [l^concerning Predestination] than in

any other whatsoever, both with relation to ancients and
moderns, and to the most esteemed books of all different parties,*

* To an Arminian, the Bishop's previous recital of the authors, whose
works he had consultodj ^viU be intcresfinj: For, with the exception of

those adduced in the first paragraph and another individual, all those great
men had espoused the benign and scriptural doctrines of General Redemp-
tion :

—" The first and indeed much the best writer of Queen Elizabeth's

time was Bishop Jewell; the lasting honour of the See in which the pro-
vidence of God has put me, as well as of the age in which he lived ; who had
so great share in all that was done then, particularly in compiling the Second
Book of Homilies, that J had great reason to look on his works as a very sure
commentary on our Articles, as far as they led me. From him I carried
down my search through Reynolds, Humphreys, Whitaker, and the other
great men of that time.
" Our Divines were much diverted in the end of that reign from better

enquiries, by the Disciplinarian Controversies ; and though what Wiiitgift
and Hooker' writ on those heads was much better than all that came after

them, yet they neither satisfied those against whom they writ, nor stopped
the writings of their own side. But as waters gush in when the banks are
once broken, so the breach that these had made proved fruitful. Parties

were formed, secular interests were grafted upon them, and new quarrels
followed those that first began the dispute.—The contests in Holland con-
cerning Predesiination drew on another scene of contention among us as
well as them, which was managed with great heat. Here was matter for

angry men to fight it out, till they themselves and the whole nation grew
weary of it.—The question about the morality of the Fourth Commandment
was an unhappy incident that raised a new strife.—The controversies with
the Church of Rome were for a long while much laid down. The Arch-
bishop of Spalato's works had appeared with great pomp in King James's
time, and they drew the observation of the learned world much after them ;

though his unhappy relapse and fatal catastrophe made them to he less read
afterwards, than they well deserved to have been.
" When the progress of the House of Austria began to give their neigh-

bours great apprehensions, so that the Protestant religion seemed to come
under a very thick cloud ; and when, upon that, jealousies began to rise at
home in King Charles's reign, this gave occasion to two of the best books
that we yet have : Tha one set out by Archbishop Laud, writ with great
learning, judgment, and exactness: The other by Chillingvvorth, writ
with so clear a thread of reason, and in so lively a style, that it was justly

reckoned the best book that had been writ in our language. Jt was about
the nicest point in Popery, that by which they had made the most proselytes,
and that had once imposed on himself, concerning the infallibility of the
Church and the motives of credibility.
" Soon after that, we fell into the confusions of civil war, in which our

Divines suffered so much, that while they were put on their own defence
against those that had broken the peace of the Church and State, few books
were w ritten but on those subjects that were then in debate among ourselves,
concernitig the government of the Church, and our Liturgy and Cere-
monies.—The lisputes about the decrees of God were again managed with a
new heat. There were also great abstractions set on foot in those times,
concerning Justification by Faith ; and these were both so subtile, and did
seem to have such a tendency not only to Antinomianism, but to a Libertine
course of life, that many books were writ on those subjects.—That noble
work of the Polyglot Bible, together with the collection of the critics, set our
Divines much on the study of the Scriptures, and the Oriental tongues, in
which Dr. Pocock and Dr. Lightfoot were singularly eminent.—In all

Dr. Hammond's writings one sees great learning; and a solid judgment;
a just temper in managing controversies ; and, above al!, a spirit of true and
primitive tpiety, with great application to the right understanding of the
Scriptures, and the directing of all to practice.—Bishop Pearson on the
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SO I -weighed the [seventeenth] Article with that impartial care

which I thought became me; and have taken a method which
is, for auglit I know, new, of stating the arguments of all sides

with so much fairness, that those who knew my own opinion in

this point, have owned to me, that they could not discover it by
any thing that I had written. They were inclined to think

that I was of another mind than they took me to be, when they

read my arguings of that side. I have not, in the explanation

of that article, told what my own opinion was ; yet here I think

it may be fitting to own, that I follow the doctrine of the Greek
church, from which St. Austin departed, and formed a new
system. After this declaration, I may now appeal both to St.

Austin's disciples and to the Calvinists, whether I have not

stated both their opinions and arguments, not only with truth

and candour, but with all posssible advantages.
" One reason among others that led me to follow the method I

have pursued in this controversy, is to offer at the best means I

can for bringing men to a better understanding of one another,

and to a mutual forbearance in these matters. This is at present

the chief point in difference between the Lutherans and the Cal-

vinists. Expedients for bringing them to an union in these heads,

are projects that can never have any good effect : Men whose
opinions are so different, can never be brought to an agreement:*

Creed, as far as it goes, is the perfectest work we have. His learning was
profound and exact, his method good, and his style clear ; he was equally

kappy both in the force of his arguments, and in the plainness of his expres-

sions.
" Upon the restoration of the Royal Family and the Church, the first

scene of writing was naturally laid in the late times; and with relation to

conformity.—But we quickly saw that Popery was a restless thing, and was
the standing enemy of our church : So as soon as that shewed itself, then our
Divines returned to those controversies; in which no man bare a greater

share, and succeeded in it with more honour, than Bishop Stillingfleet,
both in his Vindication ofArchhishnp Ladd, and in the long-continued dis-

putes concerning the idolatry of the Church of Rome. When the dangers of

Popery came nearer us, and became sensible to all persons, then a great

number of our Divines engaged in those controversies. They writ short and
plain ; and yet brought together, in a great variety of small tracts, the sub-
stance of ail that was contained in the large volumes writ both by our owa
Divines and by foreigners. There was in these a solidity of argument,
mixed with an agreeableness in the way of writing, that both pleased and
edified the nation ; and did very much confound, and at last silence, the few
and weak writers that were of the Romish side. The inequality that was in

this contest, was too visible to be denied ; and, therefore, they who set it first

on foot, let it fall : For they had other methods to which they trusted more,
than to that unsuccessful one of writing. In those treatises, the substance
of all our former books is so fully contained, and so well delivered, that in

them the doctrines of our Church, as to all controverted points, is both
clearly and copiously set forth."

* When the Elector Palatine, Charles Levvis, was through the interest of
Cromwell restored to a part of his hereditary dominions, (p. (il3,) he proved
himself to be well acquainted with the original cause of the misfortunes of

his ancestors, who, l)y banishing the Lutherans out of the Palatinate,

(p. /.'il,! and by olfending the same denomination of Christians in Bohemia,
•'p. 244,) had excited the indignation of all moderate men, and had conimu-
ijicated an almost incontroUable impulse to Calvinism, the vibrations of
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And the settling on some equivocal formularies, will never lay the

contention that has arisen concerning them : The only possible

way of asound and lasting reconciliation, is to possess both parties

which did not cease till they had affected one-half of the Protestants of

Europe, and involved them in lon^ and sanguinary conflicts, either foreiffn

or domestic. In avoiding the indiscretions of which his predecessors had
been guilty, he adopted an opposite course of conduct to theirs, and tried to

effect a reconciliation between those two religious parties. No one will be
surprised at the judicious manner in which this attempt was made, when he
is told, that the young Elector had, during his residence in England, been
on terras of intimacy with Dury. In the re-settlement of the University of

Heidelberg, he called to his assistance the famous Hottinger of Zurich ; of

whom his~ biographer says :
" At that period [16.i6] he was engaged in

devising means for the establishment of concord between the Calvinists and
Lutherans, a project which was then zealously patronized by the most
serene Prince. Hottinger, therefore, proposed some pacific theses, in the

discussion of which this object might be promoted; but the event did not
answer the anticipations and warm wishes of all good men. This union
was prevented by the same obstacles as those which formerly impeded it,

—

party animosities that cannot be reckoned pious, and the itching of some
<lispositions that feed on quarrels much in the same way as the cameleou
feeds on wind."—On this subject Frederick Spanheim, who was the first

Professor at Heidelberg after that city was restored to the Elector, commu-
nicates the following information :

" The manner in which the Leipsig Con-
ference was conducted, during this century, in the year 1(J31, where the

whole dissension returned to tVie three points, was the same as that adopted
by Charles Lewis, the Elector Palatine, at the time when I was Professor

at Heidelberg, whose pacific purpose was completely overturned in 1658,

principally by a virulent book in German, the production of J. C. Dau-
hawerus" who was the Lutheran Professor at Strasburg.

On this passage Bayle observes :
" It is certain that a union would have

been long since produced between the Lutherans and Calvinists, had it

depended on Princes ; but as that affair depends upon the Divines, it never
yet could he effected, and in all probability it never will. It is not I who
t'orin this judgment in general of these gentlemen; it is one of their own
body, and he who can best speak of it from experience. He [Peter Jurieu
in his treatise Be Pace ineundci] says, ' that the secular magistrates, and
* not the clergy, ought to be the principal parties to commence and conduct
' this union. Fot while the Divines are exceedingly tenacious of their own
' opinions, they manifest little equity for those of others.—In the conferences
' which shall be held for producing peace, disputes eoncerning the. truth
* of the dogmas must, on no account, be permitted : For single combats do
* not terminate wars, but rather foment them. In such discussions, peace
' is not the thing sought, but t'ic^o?;/ No one will ever confess that he is

* conquered ; and if he perceive himself to be overthrown or laid prostrate,
* so far is he from being rendered more inclinable to concord, that, on the
' contrary, angry and indignant, he retires from the contest with the greater
* ferocity ; because, in the issue of it, he has not been prosperous.—Let the
* Divines be the advocates, and plead ; let the magistrates hear, and act as
' judges under the authority of Princes. But, prior to any disputation, the
* Divines of both parties should bind themselves by oath to pield obedience
' to th.ejudgmentfinally pronounced b>/ the representatives of their Princes,
' and not to engage in any hostile attempts against the peace which shall be
' concluded.' "—See the VVorks of Arminius, vol. i, p. 454.

This, at first sight, appears strange language to be employed by a Fiench
Protestant minister, who was compelled, by the Revocation of the Edict of

Nantz, to become a refugee in Holland. But, though both he and Bayle
were favourable to the most enlarged Religious Toleration, they, in

common with all sincei-e friends of this measure, perceived a still greater

beauty in concord or unity, wherever it was to be attained on the liberal

plan devised by Grotius, Laud, Mcde, Dury, and other benevolent paci-
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with a sense of the force of the arguments that He on the other
side; that they may see they are no way contomptible, but
are such as may prevail on wise and good men : Here is a foun-
dation laid for charity : And if, to this, men would add a just
sense of the difficulties on their own side, and consider that the
ill consequences drawn from opinions are not to be charged on
all that hold them, unless they do likewise own those
consequences ; then it would be more easy to agree on some
ficators. lu the greater part of the European States, and especially in those
whose principal resources lie in agriculture, the multiplication of small sects
and " the itch for separation" might have been prevented, at the com-
mencement of the Reformation, by the strong measures to which Jurieu has
here alluded, and to which recourse was had in the kingdoms of Denmark
and Sweden, and in some of the larger German States. Whoever has
perused the life of that renowned patron of General Redemption, the great
and good Hemingius, and is acquainted with the attempts to introduce into
Denmark the Lutheran Book of Concord ^.X. that early period of the Reforma-
tion, will know that the uniformity,—both in u'ors/iip and generally in
doctrine, through all the regions of the ancient Scandinavia,—which, accord-
ing to Dr. E. D. Clarke's Travels, exists at this day in its original and
engaging simplicity, was not accomplished without 'great difficulty, and
could not at first be maintained without a degree of severity, which infringed
the rights of private judgment. That difficulty is vastly augmented in those
States m which schisms and sects have been suffered to abound. A fair
specimen of which may be seen in the long and fruitless effects of successive
Prussian Princes, to effect a reconciliation between the Lutherans and Cal-
vinists in their dominions. Though scarcely any other than these two reli-
gious denominations are recognized in Prussia, sueh was the pertinacious
bigotry of the Divines of both parties that, only during the reign of the
present monarch, have they been compelled to live in amity, and mutually
to admit each other's members to the holy rites of christian communion at
the sacred altar of their common Lord and Saviour. (See page 250.) Such
a plan of mutual communion, in a commercial country like Great Britain
and Holland, would be still more difficult of accomplishment, if not totally
impracticable, after the sectarian spirit had been allowed for a length of time
to indulge itself, as I shall have occasion to shew in the second volume, when
I shall also briefly describe some of the salutary effects which commerce has
produced on the frame of civil and religious society. In this latter view
Bishop Burnet's reasoning in the text is exceedingly appropriate, and not at
variance with that of Bayle and Jurieu.

After the labours of John Goodwin, one of the first and most liberal works
in favour of such religious toleration in England as we now enjoy, was com-
posed bv an Arminian, the famous Dr. Jeremy Taylor, concerning whom
Bishop Heber most justly observes :

" Of the importance and value of his admirable Liberty of Prophesying at
the time of its first appearance, some opinion may be formed by recollecting,
that it is the first attempt [in Great Britain] on record to conciliate the
minds of Christians to the reception of a doctrine, which, though now the
rnle of action professed by all christian sects, was then, by every sect alike,
regarded as a perilous and portentous novelty. There is abundant proof,
indeed, in the history of the times in which Taylor lived, and of those which
immediately preceded him, that (much as every religious party, in its turn,
had suffered from persecution, and loudly and bitterly as each had, in its
own particular instance, complained of the severities exercised against its
members,) no party had yet been found to perceive the great tvickedness of
PERSF.cuTioN in the abstract, or the tnoral unfitness of temporal punish-
ment as an engine of religious controversy. Even the sects who were them-
selves under oppression, exclaimed against their rulers, not as being perse-
cutors at all, but as persecuting those who professed the truth; and each
sect, as it obtained the power to wield the secular weapon, esteemed it also a
duty, as well as a privilege, not to bear the sword in vain."
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general propositions, by wliich those ill consequences might be
condemned, and the doctrine in general settled ; leaving it free

to the men of the different systems to adhere to their own opini-

ons ; but withal obliging them to judge charitably and favoura-

bly of others, and to maintain communion with them, notwith-

standing that diversity.

" But till the Lutherans abate of their rigidity in censuring the

opinions of the Calvinists, as charging God with all those blas-

phemous consequences that they think follow the doctrine of

absolute decrees; and till the Calvinists in Holland, Switzerland,

and Geneva, abate also on theirs, in charging the others as enemies

to the grace of God, and as guilty of those consequences that

they think follow the doctrine of conditionate decrees, it is not

possible to see that much-wished-for agreement come to any

good effect.

" When a man is inclined by strong arguments to an opinion,

against which he sees difficulties which be cannot resolve, he

ought either to suspend his assent, or if he sees a superiority of

argument of one side, he may be determined by that, though he

cannot satisfy even himself in the objections that are against it:

In that case he ought to reflect on the weakness and defects of

his faculties, which cannot rise up to full and comprehensive

ideas of things, especially in that which relates to the attributes

of God, aud to his counsels or acts. If men can be brought

once to apprehend this rightly, it may make propositions for

peace and union hopeful and practicable; and till they are

brought to this, all such propositions may well be laid aside ; for

men's minds are not yet prepared for that which can only recon-

cile this difference, and heal this breach."

Let any competent person examine the rival claims, which

Oliver Cromwell and Archbishop Laud may have to the title of
" a patron of religious toleration," and, whether he considers

their respective labours at home or abroad, he will without hesi-

tation adjudge the palm to the Prelate. The Archbishop's

greatest crime, in the eyes of the British Predestinarians, was

his determination to have the temperate Articles ofthe Church of

England explained according to their literal and grammatical

* " That for myself, I am so far inclinable to peace, that I can yield to a

christian communion at as great a distance of opinions as any Protestant

whatsoever. For 1 hold, communion is not to be broken but for funda-

mentals ; of which kind I take none of the differences between the Calvinists

and Lutherans to be. Yet am I not so well versed in the sublilties of those

controversies, as I think fit to advenlure my judgment to the public view by

an examination and censure of particulars, wherein my unskilfulness would

too soon appear. Nor do I think this union, which every true Christian

ought so much to desire, will ever be brought to pass by a full decision of the

controversies ; but only by abating of tliat vast distance which contention

hath made, and by approaching the differences so near, as either party may
be induced to tolerate the other, and acknowledge them for brethren and

members of the same body."

—

Mede's Letter to Hartlib.
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signification, raid to admit within its tolerant pale both Calvinists

and Arminians : His efforts abroad were directed to a similar

fraternal agreement, in all countries, between the Lutherans and

Calvinists. And after the consolidation of these two great

Protestant parties at home and abroad, it was his further purpose

to have admitted the Greek Church and the Papists to a jiartici-

pation of its benefits, only on such conditions, as would have shorn

the Pope of a great portion of his usurped dominion.

—

Cromwell's boasted toleration excluded the members of the

Episcopal Church from its influence ; and this very exclu-

sion confined the benefits almost solely to the Calvinists:*

For at that period, scarcely one of the many dissenting sects

openly professed the doctrines of Arminianism : (page 687)

The Protector's interference in religious matters abroad was

very trifling, being restricted to his early friends the Calvinists

in the south of France, who were persecuted by the Duke of

Savoy, and to part of the claims of the Elector Palatine, the

recognition of which he successfully advocated.

As the terms on which Cromwell's republican divines were wil-

ling to tolerate even their beloved Predestinarian brethren have

been frequently misunderstood, and sometimes confounded wn'th

the highly benevolent plan ofwhich Dury was the bearer, I subjoin

a briefaccount of the former from Jackson's Life ofJohn Goodwin,

the truth and accuracy of which will be acknowledged by all

those who are acquainted with the history of that eventful

period :
" When the friends of Cromwell were investing him

with the Protectorate, they drew up a scheme of Polity, which
they entitled, 'The Government of England;' and in which it was
specified, that all classes of people should enjoy the free exercise

of their religion, who professed fititli in God hif Jesus Christ. After

this, the Usurper called a Parliament, who, on the examination

of that clause, pronounced it to signify, All who held the fitnda-

mental doctrines of Religion ; and accordingly appointed a Com-
mittee further to examine this subject, and to nominate a certain

* " The government of Cromwell, (houg:h tolerant enough towards most
sects, except t)ie Quakers and the Episcopalians, never ceased to treat these
last with great and unmingled severity. The usurper himself was indeed, as
is well known, averse to such measures, and ])ersuually well inclined, not
only to many individuals of the Episcopal clergy, but even to their form of
j^overnment. His iucliuations were, however, obliged to give way to those
of the zealots around him ; and the whole history of the time evinces, that,
wifkfdtind unwise as was the retaliation which, a few years afterwards, the
Episcopalians intlicted on their opponents, it was no niorc than retaliation
after all, aud what the omiosite party therefore, on iheir own principles, had
no right to complain of.' —Hkber's Life of Bishop Tai/lor.

1 perfectly co-incide with the excellent Bishop in these remarks, except
-with regard to Cromwell's alleged personal aversion to persecution, which
will be hereafter placed in its proper aspect. In the second volume, I shall
have occasion to quote the Bishop's very just and enlightened views of the
retaliation to which he here alludes, and of which the reader will find some
meutiou made in pages 301, .302, and 512.
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number of divines, who were to draw up a list of such doctrines ;

a professed belief of which was to be the test of toleration. The
Committee consisted of about four:een persons, who named
every one his man. Archbishop Usher was nominated by Lord
Broghill ; but declined the service, on account of his age and

infirmities, and his unwillingness to wrangle with the men who
were to be associated with him. Mr. Baxter was therefore

appointed in his stead, and accordingly sent for from Kiddermin-

ster to London. "^But before I came,' says he, 'the rest had begun
' otheir work, and drawn up some few of the propositions
' which they call Fundamentals.' In settling the business for

which they were convened, these divines spent much time in

learned strife and contention. Baxter, who was opposed to a

general toleration, displayed greater liberality on this occasion

than any of his colleagues. Possessing consummate acuteness

and subtlety, by his objections and remarks he gave some of his

brethren serious annoyance ; and especially Dr. Owen, whose
principles and spirit in this debate excite no very high opinion

of his Catholicism. * One merry passage,' says Mr. Baxter,
* I remember, occasioned laughter. Mr. Simpson caused
' them to make this a fundamental : He that alloweth him.'

' self, or others, in any known sin, cannot be saved. I pleaded
' against the word allowed ; and told them that many a thousand
' lived in wilful sin, which they could not be said to allow
' themselves in, but confessed it to be sin, and went on against
* conscience, and yet were impenitent and in a state of death

;

' and that there seemed a litle contradiction between known sin
' and allowed : so far as a man knoweth that he sinneth, he doth
' not allow, that is, approve it. Other exceptions there were

:

* but they would have their way, and my opposition did but
' heighten their resolution. At last I told them, as stiff as they
' were in their opinion and way, I would force them with one
* word to change or blot out all that Fundamental. I iirged
* them to take my wager: and they would not believe me, but
' marvelled what I meant. I told them, that the Parliament
* took the Independent way of separation to be a sin ; and when
' this article came before them, they would say, Bi/ otir brethren's

'judgment, we are all damned men, if we allow the Independents, or
' any other Sectaries, in their Sin. They gave me no answer, but
' left out all that Fundamental.' It is scarcely necessary to

remark, that several of these divines were of the Independent
denomination, and that a large majority of the parliament
were violent sticklers for Presbyterian uniformity."—What
a woeful specimen is this of Calvinistic Fundamentals ! How
different from the plain and intelligible verities devised by
the Arminians and proposed by Dury

!

The Biographer of Owen, on many of whose bold and un-
founded assertions I have already animadverted, enters into a
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formal defence of the bigotry displayed by Owen and his co-

adjutors, which had been severely censured even by Neal
himself. Mr. Orme says, " Neal speaks as if the object of the

divines had been to legislate on the subject of Toleration,

or to direct the Parliament how far it might proceed in granting
liberty of conscience. With the propriety of tolerating those

who differed from them on the points of their Declaration, they
had nothing to do."-—This is exactly the cant phraseology which
was employed by the leading men in the Synod of Dort : When
some of the inferior members, who were not intrusted with the

secret of the prejudication of the Arminians' fate, began to feel

some misgivings of conscience, they proposed to the President
a few questions about that matter, who replied, "he did not
yet know what toleration the States General would allow."

But Bogerman and his colleagues, as well as CromAvell's four-

teen Ftindamentalists, knew well the purposes for which they
had beeen convened:* They knew, that they were devising an
ecclesiastical test for all professing christians in both countries ;

and that those who could not comply with it, would be exclud-
ed from civil privileges, and not, as Mr. Orme whimsically
intimates, " from holding the essentials of christiainty," which
could be privately held in spite of all the injudicious enactments
of Calvinistic Legislators. But the case against Cromwell's
Fundamentalists is much stronger than that against the Dutch
Intolerants : For the former were well acquainted with the
debates in Parliament which had previously occvirred on this

subject, and out of which arose their appointment; and at least

one of their number (Dr. Owen) was a member of that Parlia-

ment in which the matter had been discussed. The rest of
Mr. Orrae's sophistical finesse, which may be seen in the note
appended to this page,* is unworthy of a serious reply: For
though according to his axiom, " every man who preaches the

* " In consequence of the debate in the House, a Committee of fourteen
was appointed to consider what were fundamentals, and that Committee was
empowered to name each a divine, who should meet, and return their opinion
on this delicate subject. The ministers who met, were Drs. Owen, Goodwin,
and Cheyiiel; Messrs. Marshal, Reyner, Nye, Simpson, Vines, Manton,
Jacomb, and Baxter. After several meetinijs, they at last returned a list of
sixteen articles, in a paper endorsed, ' The principles of faith, presented by
* Messrs. Thomas Goodwin, Nye, Simpson, and other ministers, to the Com-
' mittee of Parliament for religion, by way of explanation to the proposals
* for propagating the gospel.'
" Baxter gives a long and tiresome account of this meeting, ascribing the

whole work of it to Dr. Owen, assisted by Nye, Goodwin, and Simpson. He
assures us there was a great deal of wrangling, of which, by his own account,
he was a principal cause. He says, ' Jiv. Owen was hotter and better
'befriended in the rssembly thau himself;' and that ' he was then under
* great weakness and soporous, or scotomatical illness of his head.' He evi-
dently laboured under his constitutional malady, disputacious pertinacity.
What is surprising, he takes credit to himself, lover of peace and unity as
he profcscd all his life to be, for defeating the unanimity that would have
prevailed, had he not been there !
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gospel is called to declare what is jundamenUd in the christian

religion," yet such a preacher ought to exercise much thought
and a sound discretion, before he proposes his own either liberal

or confined notions of the necessary verities of the christian faith

as the foundation of a civil test for others,—which was the

business that Owen and his Calvinistic friends were specially

deputed to consider. Though they were in that instance frus-

trated in their narrow intentions, yet their disappointment was
compensated by the boon of Cromwell's two ordinances, which
invested the Triers and Ejectors with formidable powers
resembling those of their brethren th6 Dutch Calvinists, of
whose severe and cruel proceedings towards the Arminian
clergy they were the willing and servile imitators.

As these Calvinistic divines intended by their Fundamentals,
according to Neal, to exclude, "not only Deists, Sociniansand
" Neal appears to have misunderstood the nature of this meeting, and the

desisfn of the framers of these articles. He speaks as if the object of the
divines had been to legislate on the subject of toleration, or to direct the
Parliament how far it might proceed in granting liberty of conscience. But
the fact was simply this, they were called together by a Committee of the
House to state, what, in their opinion, was fundamental or essential in

Christianity. With the propriety of tolerating those who differed from them
on the points of their declaration, they had nothing to do. The use to be
made of their paper was no concern of theirs, and to the question proposed to

them, they religiously adhered, as they gave no opinion of any kind on the
subject of religious liberty. Instead of this, we should conclude from the
title of the document, that it was intended for a dilferent purpose, something
about the propagation of the gospel. Where then is the occasion for Neal's
language about the narrow list of fundamentals, given in by the Inde-
pendents ? So far from its being narrow, it seems to me to be very wide, being
almost as general as the Apostles* Creed. I believe, most Christians would
consider that it contained rather too little than too much. * It appears,'
Neal says, ' by these articles, that these divines intended to exclude, not
* only Deists, Socinians, and Papists, but Arians, Antinomians, Quakers,
* and. others.' Exclude from what ? Not from civil privileges, but from
holding the essentials of Christianity. ' Into such difticulties do wise and
* good men fall when they usurp the kingly office of Christ, and pretend to
' restrain that liberty which is the birth-right of everj' reasonable creature.'
Tlie meeting under consideration fell into no difficulties, usurped no part of
the office of Christ, and did nothing to restrain the liberty of others. ' It is

* an unwarrantable presumption for any number of men to declare what is

* fundamental in the Christian religion, any further than the Scriptures have
' expressly declared it.' If this sentence mean, that the Bible alone can
decide what is necessary to salvation, no Christian doubts it. But if it mean
that we have no right to declare what, in our opinion, must be believe^ in

order to salvation, it is excessively absurd. Every man who preaches the
gospel is called to declare this. Every society of Christians has a professed
or implied belief on the subject ; and there can be no impropriety in our
giving an answer in any circumstances to what is asked us respecting it.

' Besides,' adds Neal, ' Why should the civil magistrate protect none hut
* those who profess faith in God by Jesus Christ ?' I also ask, why .' The
ministers were not called to answer it. Who proposed this as the law of
toleration ? Cromwell and his officers, or the Parliament, according to our
historian himself !—Thus the main proof which has been alleged of the into-

lerant conduct of Independents, when possessed of power, completely fails ;

as this meeting and its acts had nothing to do with determining the hounds,
either of civil or religious liberty. And whatever were its views or conduct,
it should be noticed, that the majority of the ministers were Presbyterians."

3 D
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Papists, but Arians, Antinomians, Quakers and others," it is not

improbable that their design was frustrated by the leading Fana-
tics in the army, several of whom would have been liable to

exclusion from the rights of citizens under one or other of those

excepted denominations. With the whimsical absurdities of
these men, of whom Col. Harrison and other officers of his class

were the itnenUgldciied leaders, Cromwell himself often felt it

necessary to comply. After his death, when the whole nation

was indulging a longing look towards Monarchy and Episco-
pacy, the restoration of which they durst scarcely expect, the
fanatical army, perfectly aware of this strong national feeling

for what were then called "the flesh-pots of Egypt," that existed

in a suppressed form among all moderate men, recalled the

remnant of the Long ParUament and acknowledged them as the

chief authority in the Commonwealth : and to these their recal-

led friends, on the 12th of May l6"59, the Officers of the Army
presented "their humble Petition and Address." The following

extract from it will shew, that they were exceedingly jealous of

a second Calvinistic attempt to infringe the religious liberty, (if

such it may be called,) v.'hich they had long enjoyed, and from
the benefits of which they still excepted their old enemies.

Popery and Prelacy:—"Weighing with ourselves how, in the

several late changes in government, that public spirit which
appeared in that work hath since that time been discouraged,

ar/l another raised up, drawing hack to the same things you had con-

tended against, even to the hazarding the essentials of that

cause, we did, upon serious thoughts of heart, think it our duty
once more to appear against those backsliding ways : And pro-

vidence having brought the state of affairs to the condition they

were in some few days before your sitting, we found it necessary

to assert amongst ourselves some of the Fundamentals of our
Good Old Cause, with some other things conducing to the pre-

servation thereof, with a full and fixed resolution, through the

assistance of God, cffectuallij, even to the hazard of our lives,

to endeavour the recovery and security of the same. And the

same good providence holding forth an opportunity to us to

open unto you a way for the further discharge of your remaining

trust in Parliament, we did, by our Declaration of this instant

May, humbly desire that you would be pleased to return to the

exercise and discharge thereof," &c. After other observations

of a similar tendency, these men of war, who considered them-
selves as well qualified to settle affairs of state as articles of

religion, produced the following as tlie sixth Fundamental of

the Good Old Cause: "That all persons who profess faith in God
" the Father,—and in Jesus Christ, his eternal Son, the true
" God,—and in the Holy Spirit, God co-equal with the Father
" and the Son,—one God blessed for ever,—and who do
" acknowledge the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testa-
" ment to be the revealed or written word or will of God, shall
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" not be restrained from their profession, but have rlue encon-
" ra<jement and equal protection in the profession of their faith

" and exercise of religion^ whilst they abuse not their liberty
" to the civil injiiry of other?;, or disturbance of others in
" their way of worship : So that this liberty be not extended to
" Popery or Prelacy, nor to such as shall practise or hold forth
" licentiousness or profaueness under the profession of religion :

" And that all lav/s, statutes, or ordinances, and clauses in any
" laws, ^jtatutes, or ordinances to the contrary, may be declared
" null and void." These Fundamental preliminaries, nioi-e tole-

rant on the whole than those devised by Dr. Owen and his

thirteen Calvinistic associates, possessed the advantage of l^einjr

enforced by .sivord-Iogic, broad intimations of which are contained

in the preceding extract.

Not only did the Fanatics in the army, from a selfish prin-

ci})le, prevent the imposition of the novel Fundamentals inven-

ted by Cromwell's fourteen divines ; but " the sons of reason,"

the deistical members of the senate, Algernon Sidney,

Harrington, Martin, and others who with less daring but Avith

greater hypocrisy concealed their loose principles under the

garb of a strict religious profession, all concurred in discoun-

tenancing this unwieldy and impracticable scheme of religious

toleration.—Few men ever enjoj'^ed such an opportunity of
evincing the genuine Catholicism of their sentiments, as " this

Committee of Fourteen appointed to consider what n>cre Ftinda-

mcntah :" And there is not, I believe, an instance on record in

which men of such vast professions more egregiously disap-

pointed the just expectations of their admirers. If enlarged
ideas about religious toleration had existed in any of their

breasts, they would have been displayed in one form or other

while the religious tests were under discvission ; but their sole

anxiety in all the debates seems to have been, to frame the
terms of qualification for religious indulgence on as bigoted a
basis as possible, and to exclude all who did not admire the
doctrine of Calvin.

The depressed Episcopal Clergy, wdiose deep-rooted influence

among the people had been weakened but never totally destroy-

ed, and the well-informed lay-men, who had formerly been their

hearers and who from education as well as conviction loved the

venerableChurchinwhosebosom they had been nursed, could not
be supposed to relish the restrictions, which their illiberal adver-
saries w ished to fabricate, but which were soon afterward s as rigid-

ly imposed on the clei-gy in the form of the Protector's persecuting
ordinance of 1G55.'—^But there were other lay-men, whose
opinions could neither be called those of the Deists nor alto-

gether those of the Orthodox. Of this class were Selden,
Milton, and several men of strong intellectual powers, all of
whom, while they disapproved of the worrying disposition

o D 2
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manifested by contending sectaries, were the warm patrons of

civil and religious liberty.* In page 448, and in other passages,

I have bestowed deserved eulogies on many of these philanthro-

pic individuals, viho were generally known in that age by
the name of " Erastians." Of their benevolent sentiments,

which were the result of experience, the following paragraphs

* Not only in the page quoted in the text, but in several other passages,

I have expressed my approbation of the endeavours of Bishops Hall and
Davenant, to undo all tfiat they had contributed to confirm, either by their

presence or consent, at the Synod of Dort. The former evangelical Prelate,

when taught by adversity, could declare, " 1 know no book so necessary as

that De Paucitafe Credendorum , that is, Of the small number of tlibigs vje

are obliged to believe ; and there is no article so necessary as that, H'e need
not believe more titan tite Symbol of the ylpostles."—What a marked difference

between this benevolent sentiment, and those propounded in his Latin ser-
.

mon before the Dutch Synod !

In addition to the account of Bishop Davenant's pious endeavours to con-
traver.e his own acts at Dort, (p. 713,) the following passage from Dr. Ham-
mond's Letter to Dr. Sanderson, Concerning God's Grace and Decrees, will

be perused V ith satisfaction :
" St. Paul styles the gospel the power of God

unto salvation, and the preaching of it the administration of the Spirit ; and,
indeed, the Spirit is, ni scripture, promised only to them who believe in

Christ. Speaking, therefore, of what may be maintained by scripture, and
confining the speech to Evangelical Grace, the universality of it can be by
that maintained to extend no farther than to those to whom the gospel is

preached.— I remember the learned Bishop of Sarisbury, Dr. Davenant, in

his Lent sermon, (1 think, the last he preached before the King,) declared

bis opinion to be, as for Universal Redemption, so for Universal Grace
within the Church: And as, for this, he was by none accounted an Arivii-

NIAN, so 1 never heard any that was of the Remonstrants' persuasion unsatis-

fied with the scantness of that declaration, but thought it as much, as,

speaking of Evangelical Grace, could with any reason, be required of him."
The Bishop's remark is exceedingly judicious and quite Arminian. As

ati amusing mstance of the variety of significations which maybe given to

the term " Pelagianism," I subjoin Robert Baylie's reproachful mention of

this matter. He had been previously arguing, with great show of reason,

against that grand principle of Independency, " The members of every par-

ticular churcb are obliged, at their first admission, to shew to the whole
congregation convincing signs of their regeneration and true grace." *' This,"
says Robert, " requires a great deal of more ability in every member than

can be found in any mortal man : For, how is it possible to attain unto any
grounded certainty of true grace in the heart of any other man .'

: For the

nidden man of the heart ani the new name are not certainly known to any
but to such as have them. The grounds of a man's own certain persuasion,

the act of his faith either direct or rellex, the witness of his conscience, or

the seal of the Spirit, cannot go without his own breast: All the demon-
strations which can be made to another, are often found false.— If you will

extend these places [of scripture] to every singular member of particular

visible churches, the absurdity will be great; for so it will carry to the

Pelagianism of Anninius in the ertent of the true grace of God beyond the

elect,—io all the members of a visible church ; also to the total and final

apostacy of many who are the temple of the Holy Ghost, the members of

Christ, the faithful and sanctified children of God: For the argument
niaketh every member of any visible church to be such, and daily experience
proves that many members of every visible church are castaways.—Yea, the

argument drives fui-ther than any of the Arminians will follow ; for, how-
ever, they extend the true and saving grace of God beyond the elect mem-
bers of a church, yet none of them ever said that this sanctifying and saving

(grace must be in every person before they can be admitted members of any
church : For this is that gross error which the Independents have learned,

not so much from Arminius as from Socinus."
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from Milton's treatise of true Religion, &e. may be accounted

a good exposition : (See also page 707 :)

" The Pharisees and Sadducees were two sects, yet both met
together in their common worship of God at Jerusalem. But
here the Papist will angrily demand. What! are Lutherans,

Calvinists, Anabaptists, Socinians, Arminictns, no heretics? I

answer, all these may have some errors, but are no heretics.

It is a human frailty to err, and no man is infallible here on earth.

But so long as all these profess to set the word of God only

before them as the rule of faith and obedience; and use all dili-

gence and sincerity of heart, by reading, by learning, by study,

by prayer for illumination of the Holy Spirit, to understand
the rule and to obey it, they have done what man can do : God
will assuredly pardon them, as he did the friends of Job; good
and pious men, though much mistaken, as there it appears, in

some points of doctrine. But some will say. With cliristians it is

otherwise, whom God hath promised by his Spirit to teach all things.

True, all things absolutely necessary to salvation : but the hot-

test disputes among Protestants, calmly and charitably enquired
into, will be found less than such.—The Lutheran holds eon-

substantiation ; an error indeed, but not mortal.—The Calvinist

is taxed with predestination, and to make God the author of
sin ; not with any dishonourable thought of God, but, it may
be, over-zealously asserting his absolute power, not without
plea of Scripture.^—The Anabaptist is accused of denying in-

fants their right to baptism ; again they say, they deny nothing
but what the scripture denies them—The Arian and Socinian

are charged to dispute against the Trinity : they affirm to believe

the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, according to scripture and
the apostolic creed; asfortermsof /riwi/y, trini-unity, co-essentiality

,

iri-personality, and the like, they reject them as scholastic notions,

not to be found in scriptvire, which, by a general Protestant
maxim, is plain and perspicuous abundantly to explain its own
meaning in the properest words, belonging to so high a matter,
and so necessary to be known ; a mystery indeed in their

sophistic subtleties, but in scripture a plain doctrine. Their
other opinions are of less moment. They dispute the satisfac-

tion of Christ, or rather the word " satisfaction," as not scrip-

tural : but they acknowledge him both God and their Saviour.—
The Arminian lastly is condemned for setting up free-will

against free-grace ; but that imputation he disclaims in all his

writings, and grounds himself largely upon scripture only.
" It cannot be denied, that the authors or late revivers of all

these sects or opinions were learned, worthy, zealous, and reli-

gious men, as appears by their lives written, and the same of
their many eminent and learned followers, perfect and powerful
in the scriptures, holy and unblameable in their lives : and it

cannot be imagined that God would desert such painful and zea-

3 d3
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louslabourers in his church, and oft-times great sufferers for their

conscience, to damnable errors and a reprobate sense, who had
so often implored the assistance of his Spirit;* but rather, having
made no man infallible, that he hath pardoned their errors, and
accepts their pious endeavours, sincerely searching all things
according to the rule of scripture, with such guidance and direc-

tion as they can obtain of God by prayer. What Protestant

then, who himself maintains the same principle, and disavows
all implicit faith, would pcrsecule, and not rather charitably fole-

rate such men as these, unless he mean to abjure the principles of
his own religion? If it be asked, howfar they should he tolerated

:

I answer, doubtless equally, as being all Protestants ; that is,

on all occasions to give account of their faith, either by arguing,

preaching in their several assemblies, public writing, and the

freedom of printing. What can it be, but love of contention, for

* 1 am afiaid that if the Arians and Sociuiaus, whom Milton has specified

in the precfding extract, displayed as much deference to the supposed
competency of ttie'ir mvn reason as their successors have done, they would not
be included in the number of those " who have oiten implored the assist-

ance of the Holy Spirit." For, though they cannot say, with the early dis-

ciples at Ephcsus, (Acts xix, 2,) " We have not so much as heard whether
there be any Holy Ghost;" yet, by the profane ridicule which many of
them j)our upon all humble applications to that Divine Source of Instruction
and Consolation, they evidently exclude themselves from the benefit of
Milton's generous exception. They know the scriptural direction, " If any
of you lack wisdom, let him ask of God, (that giveth to all men liberally,

and upbraideth not,) and it shall be given him." "But," it is added, "let
him ask in faith :" This, in its lowest acceptation, of an historic faith, au
acknowledgment of the Divine inspiration of the Holy .Scriptures, is the
main rock of offence to these men, the greater part of whom disbelieve the
heavenly origin of the doctrines and declarations of the Old and New Testa-
ments, and who consequently will never be expected to submit to "ask in

faitli." To such individuals the following very imjiortant observations, if

duly regarded, may be of essential service : " When once the evidence of a
Divine revelation is admitted, our duty <o receive its doctrines does not rest

upon the rationai. evidence we may have of their truth ; but upon the

much easier and plainer evidence, that tliei/ are among' tlie things actually
revealed. He, therefore, who admits a Divine revelation, and rejects its

doctrines, because he has not a satisfactory rational evidence of them, is

more obviously criminal in his unbelief than he who rejects the revelation

itself, for he opeidy debates the case with his Maker, a circumstance which
indicates, in the most striking manner, a corrupt habit of mind.—Should
any of the great cjualities required in a serious and honest enquirer after

truth have been uncultivated and unapplied, though a sincere conviction of

the truth of an erroneous conclusion may exist, the guilt of unbelief would
not be removed by such kind of sincerity. Jf there has been no anxiety to be
right ; no prayer, earnest and devout, offered to God, to be kept from error

;

if an humble sense of human liability to err has not been maintained ; if dili-

gence in looking out for proofs, and patience and perseverance in enquiry,
nave not been exerted ; if honesty in balancing evidence, and a firm reso-

lution to end)race the truth, whatever prejudices or interests it may con-
tradict or oppose, have not been felt ; even sincerity,—in believing that to be
true, which may ai>uear to be so, in the present state of a judgment deter-

mined (probably) before all the means of information have been resorted to,

and, perhaps, under the perverting influences of a worldly or carnal .= tate of

mind,—will be no excuse. We are under ' a law of faith,' and that law
cannot be supposed to be so pliable and nugatory, as they who contend for

the right of believing only what they please, would make it."—Watson's
Tlieolcgical Inslitutrs.
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tfiings not necessary to he done to molest the conscience of his

brother, who holds them necessary to be not done ? Let such

a one but call to mind his own principles above-mentioned, and

he must necessarily grant, that neither he can impose, nor the

other believe or obey, aught in religion, but from the word of

God only. In the sixth article of the Church of England it is

said, ' Whatsoever is not read in holy scripture, nor may be
' proved thereby, is not to be required ofany man as an article of
* faith, or necessary to salvation.' And certainly what is not so,^

is not to be required at all; as being an addition to the word of

God expressly forbidden.
" Let us now enquire whether Popery be tolerable or no.

Popery is a double thing to deal with, and claims a two-

fold power, ecclesiastical and political, both usurped, and

the one supporting the other. But ecclesiastical is ever

pretended to political. Since, through the infinite mercy and

favour of God, we have shaken off his Babylonish yoke, the Pope

hath not ceased by his spies and agents, bulls and emissaries,

once to destroy both king and parliament ;
perpetuaUii to seduce,

corrupt, and pervert as many as they can of the people. Whe-
ther therefore it be fit or reasonable, to tolerate men thus prin-

cipled in religion toward the State, I submit it to the consideration

of all magisU-ates, who are the best able to provide for their own
and the public safety. As for tolerating the exercise of their

religion, supposing their state-activities not to be dangerous, I

answer, that toleration is either pi/blic or private ; and the exer-

cise of their religion, as far as it is idolatrous, can be tolerated

neither way :*" not publicly, without grievous and unsufferable

scandal given to all conscientious beholders ; not privately,

without great offence to God, declared against all kind of idola-

try, though secret.

" It must now be thought how to remove Popery, and hinder

the growth thereof, I mean in our natives, and not foreigners,

privileged by the law of nations. Are we to punish them by
corporal punishment, or fines in their estates, upon account of

* Bayle's remark on this doctrine is exceedingly just and important, and
its spirit cannot be too frequently inculcated, in these days, by every real

friend to religious liberty :
" By this scrap of Milton's doctrine it is easy to

discover, that no one was more zealous than he for toleration. They who are

not for excluding the Roman Catholics from the same indulgence, and who
consequently limit toleration much less than he, are not, as appears atfirst
sight, the most faithful to the cause of toleration. These men, by an exces-

sive zeal for toleration, run into the contrary extreme with regard to the
persecuting sects ; and as Popery has, time out of mind, been tlie most per-
secuting of all ttte sects, and incessantly torments both the bodies and the

souls of the other Christians wheresoeveV it has the power, the most pas-

sionate FRIENDS OF TOLERATION exclude it from tliat benefit."

Milton's opinion on this point was in exact agreement with that of Armi-
nius, quoted in page 621, in which all his Dutch followers, with the excep-
tion of Grotius, were his imitators; and in what region of the globe were
ever yet discovered more enlightened, sincere, or decided friendii of civil and
religious freedom ? See also page 6^3.
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their religion ? I suppose it stands not with the clemency of
the gospel, more than what appertains to the security of the
State: but first we must remove their idolatry, and all the fur-

niture thereof, whether idols, or the Mass wherein they adore
their God under bread and wine. If they say, that by removing
their idols we violate their consciences,we have no warrant to regard
conscience which is not grounded on scripture: and they them-
selves confess in their late defences, that they hold not their

images necessary to salvation, but only as they are enjoined
them by tradition. Shall we condescend to dispute with them ?

The scripture is our only principle in religion ; and by that

only they will not be judged, but will add other principles of their
own, which, forbidden by the word of God, we cannot assent to.

And (in several places of the gospel) the common maxim also

in logic is, ' against them who deny principles, we are not to

dispute/ Let them bound their disputations on the scripture

only, and an ordinary Protestant, well read in the Bible, may turn
and wind their doctors. They will not go about to prove their

idolatries by the word of God, but turn to shifts and evasions,

and frivolous distinctions.'—The next means to hinder the

growth of Popery will be, to read duly and diligently the holy scrip--

tures, which, as St. Paul saith to Timothy, who had known them
from a child, 'are able to make wise unto salvation.' The Papal

antichristian church permits not her laity to read the Bible in

their own tongue : our church on the contrary hath proposed it

to all men, and to this end translated it into English, w ith profit-

able noteson what is met with obscure, though whatismostneces-
sary to be knoAvn be still plainest ; that all sorts and degrees of

men, not understanding the original, may read it in their mother
tongue. Neither let the countryman, the tradesman, the lawyer,

the physician, the statesman, excuse himself by his much business

from the studious reading thereof. Our Saviour saith, Luke x.

41, 42:

—

' Thou art careful and troubled about many things,

but one thing is needful.'—Another means to abate Popery
arises from the constant reading of Scripture, wherein believers,

who agree in the main, are every where exhorted to mufnal for-
bearance and charity one towards the other, though dissenting in

some opinions. It is wn-itten, that the coat of our Saviour was
without seam ; whence some would infer, that there should be
no division in the church of Christ. It should be so indeed;

yet seams in the same cloth neither hurt the garment nor mis-

become it ; and not only seams, but schisms will be, while men
are fallible: but if they who dissent in matters not essential to

belief, while the common adversary is in the field, shall stand

jarring and pelting at one another, they will be soon routed and
subdued. The Papist with open mouth makes much advantage

of our sevei'al opinions ; not that he is able to confute the worst

of them, but that we by our continual jangle among ourselves
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make them worse than they are indeed."—The last means to

avoid Popery is, to amend our lives : It is a general complaint,

that this nation of late years is grown more numerously and
excessively vicious than heretofore : pride, luxury, drunkenness,

whoredom, cursing, swearing, bold and open atheism every

where abounding: Where these grow, no wonder if Popery
grow also apace.—Let us therefore, using this last means, (last

here spoken of, but Jirst to be done,) amend our lives with all

speed ; lest through impenitency we run into that stupidity

which we now seek all means so warily to avoid, the worst of

superstitions and the heaviest of all God's judgments. Popery."

But among the sectaries themselves arose a class of divines,

who, on account of their firm attachment to the sound princi-

ples of civil and religious liberty, subsequently became
the glory of the Episcopal Church and the boast of Great
Britain. Many of these excellent men had known the

Church of England only in the days of her captivity ;

and, a short time prior to the constitution of the Calvinis-

tic commissions of Triers and Ejectors, had accepted ecclesi-

astical preferment under the republican rulers. Disgusted

with the arrogance, fanaticism, and ignorance of the ministers

whom it was their misfortune to own as associates,* they exami-

* One instance of this tlisgjust I subjoin, as it occurs in the Life of Dr.
Owen, with Mr. Orme's lame strictures ajjpended to it:

—

" ' Tillotson told ine,' says Bishop Burnet, ' that a week after Crom-
« well's death, he, being by accident at Whitehall, and hearing that there
* was to be a fast that day in the household, out of curiosity, went into the
* presence-chamber where it was held. On one side of a table, Richard, with
* the rest of Cromwell's family was placed, and six of the preachers were on
* the other side—Thomas Goodwin, Owen, Caryl, and Sterry, were of the
* number. There he heard a great deal of strange stuff, enough to disgust a
* man for ever of that enthusiastic boldness. God was, as it were, reproached
' with Cromwell's services, and challenged for taking him away so soon.
•Goodwin, who had pretended to assure them in a prayev that he was nni
' to die, which was but a very few minutes before he expired, had now the
* impudence to say. Thou hast deceived us, and u<e were deceived. Sterry,
* praying for Richard, used those indecent words. Make him the brightness
' of the Father's glory, and the express image of his person.'
" The same story is repeated on the authority of Burnet, in Birch's Life

of Tillotson.—Without impeaching the veracity, either of Tillotson or of
Burnet, there are circumstances which induce a strong suspicion of the
accuracy of the anecdote. The gossiping disposition of Burnet led him to

commit many mistakes ; and writing down conversations about others long
after they were held, was no great security for fidelity. That such a meet-
ing took place, is highly probable ; but it looks somewhat suspicious, that
Tillotson, who was then only a divinity stripling without a name, should,
from mere curiosity, presume to go into the presence-chamber of the Pro-
tector on such an occasion. Burnet does not seem to have adverted to the
fact, that Goodwin's words, with which Tillotson was offended, are the very
words of the prophet Jeremiah, (chap, xx, 7J ; and they were used, in all

probability, in the very sense in which the prophet employs them, not as
denoting what God had done, but only what he had permitted men to do.
' Thou nas suffered us to deceive ourselves, and we nave been deceived.'
Nothing is put into the mouth of Owen ; and I am quite satisfied that he was
not there. We know from himself, that he had not been with Cromwell on
his death-bed, nor long before. He was none of the household chaplains,
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ned the creeds and pretensions of the various contending sects,

and became at length decided converts to the holy and tolerant

system of Arminius. Their union therefore with the Episcopal

and this was a private household fast. He was not a favourite of Richard's;

not likely, therefore, to be asked on such an occasion ; and still less likely

to be a volunteer. The entire story seems a compound of imperfect recol-

lections, exaggerated in the repetition, with a view to get a hit at the fana-

ticism of Cromwell's chaplains."

Though my own estimate of Bishop Burnet's historical fidelity is very low,

yet I consider him, on any point, as competent a witness as Dr. t>wen,

and far superior to Mr. Orme. When the Bishop first published this dis-

play of Calvinistic fanaticism, which, if we may believe tbe veritable Mr.
Oriiie, was not graced even svith ihe prese7ice of the Doctor, many persons

were still in being who could have contradicted this anecdote had it been
capable of successful contradiction, and who were extremely forward to bear
their testimony against more trifling affairs, if the least flaw occurred in the

narration. But no such contradictory evidence on this point was ever given.

Birch's reputable evidence to the fact is an additional voucher. Mr. Orme's
reasons for attempting to invalidate Burnet's account, are very apparent

:

Owen's presence on such an occasion, if allowed to stand as a well-attested

historical fact, would have inflicted a still deeper stain on the Doctor's cha-
racter, by exhibiting in a striking manner the base duplicity of his subse-
quent conduct towards the new Protector. The prayers which Owen uttered
before his friends of the VVallingford-house party, when he exclaimed con-
cerning Richard Cromwell, "He must down, and he shall down!," would
have presented an awkward contrast to the court-prayers of his enthusiastic
brethren, had not Mr. Orme with much industry but with small success
endeavoured to exculpate his Inde|ieudent friend, and free him at once from
both these charges. To accomplish this favourite purpose, he adopts his
usual method of rash and unfounded assertions; and, in each of the cases,
opposes his own potent sayings, "I uelievc" and " I am ouite satisfied,"
to the most stubborn historic facts. Jn the Wallinglord-house attair, he
tries to impugn the testimony of his Dissenting brethren, Neal, Baxter,
Palmer, Calamy, and Sylvester, though the latter of these writers " applied
to Dr. Owen's widow to explain these passages if she could ;" but, says Mr.
Orme, " she left him to do what he pleased." Dr. Calamy 's attempt to
prove that " Oweti had told a public lie," which is Mr. Orme's own phraseo-
logy about this matter, was viewed by the men of that age as an enterprise
towards which the party accused had himself contributed satisfactory
evidence : For Owen's versatility of disposition and seditious conduct had
then been more narrowly investigated and correctly appreciated, than they
are by his modern ill-informed biographer.
But some of this man's reasons for being " quite satis/ied that Owen was

not" present at the householdfast, are of the most curious description, and
such as were never before offered to the world in refutation of any statement.
His *' not having been with Cromwell on his death-bed nor long- be/ore,"
if it even were a well attested fact, would be too indefinite to be of any ser-
vice in the way of disproof; as would likewise «' his not being a favourite
of Richard Cromwell's, and not likely, therefore, to be asked on such an
occasion." He had, indeed, become personally obnoxious to Cromwell, on
account of the insidious jiart which he acted, at the instigation of Des-
borough, Pride, Fleetwood, and others of the Wallingford-house party, when
be drew up the petition which Colonel Mason presented to the Parliament,
against the assumption of uovalty by their General, whose son Richard
seems to have formed a riarht estimate of the politic Independent, and dis-
missed him from theofficeof Vice- chancellor of Oxford. (Page ;«2.) But,
though thus discarded both by the father and son, it is a fact well known to
all who are extensively read in the private history of that crisis, that Owen,
in common with the various sectarian ministers, was a frequent visiter, or
rather lounger, at Court. Dr. Ciauden, whose Puritanical connections
among the disloyal nobility made him acquainted with the most minute cir-
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Church, at the Restoration, and their able defences of Episco-

pacy, were necessary consequences of their having embraced

cumstances of that era, favoured the world with a description of some of

these pragmatical divines and their practices, which I have quoted in the
second volume, and in which he declares, " We have daily seen many petty
" Presbyterian and Independent preachers as busy as bees, and every
" where eager sticklers in all secular councils and atrairs, &c. How prone
" are they still, [in 1659] uncalled, to crowd or insinuate into ?i\\ public, yea
*• into caMnet councils, both military and civil ?" Aware of his being an
unwelcome guest at Court, Owen might not for a time be quite so constant in

his attendance as he had formerly been ; but it is certain, that he did not
entirely intermit his accustomed visits, and that his associating with the
other Independent and Presbyterian ministers in the presence-chamber was
one mode by which the high Republicans obtained a part of their informa-
tion. Besides, the politicians just enumerated, to whom he had devoted
himself, were a party sufficiently powerful to create serious alarm to Crom-
well during the few last months of his existence ; and, how willing soever
the Protector or his son Richard might have been to insult Owen on such
occasions, they durst not, under these circumstances, have made the
attempt. Indeed, in those the days of his audaciousness, much plain-

dealing would have been necessary to render the Doctor sensible of a Court-
atfront.—But had this excuse, which is of Mr. Orme's invention, been true,

it would not have operated to the Doctor's advantage : For if such loose

verbiage as he has adduced were allowed to substantiate the plea of an alibi,

many culprits at an Old Bailey Sessions would evade punishment. But, in

moral or historical evidence, the bare plea of such an excuse, deficient as it

is of all collateral support from facts, is wicked in the extreme. Yet I am
almost inclined to believe, that there is more of weakness than of wickedness
in the defence which Mr. Orme has instituted : For, at the close of his incon-
sequent reasoning about Owen's absence from the household-fast, with evi-

dent self-complacency he subjoins, " Where the characters of others are
" involved, the testimony of Bishops and Archbishops ought to be subject to
" the same laws of evidence whien regulate that of other men." No man
could draw this conclusion from flimsy premises, unless, through the weak-
ness of his understanding, or the partiality of his affections, he supposed him-
self to have accomplished a mighty achievement. What effect this feeble

blow at the chief members of the hierarchy may produce, among such of

Mr. Orme's brethren as are governed in their conclusions more by their

passions than by the strict laws of evidence, I will not predict ; but 1 may
venture to say, that no Dissenter possessed either of common discernment
or christian moderation, will be induced to hesitate about one particle in the
testimony of Tillotson, Burnet, and Birch, about this matter, after all the
quirks and quibbles of Owen's biographer.
But another part of Mr. Orme's account displays still more the woeful

deficiency of his information, and his utter incapacity to elucidate the
period about which he has written : I allude to his remark concerning Tillot-

son, whom he denominates " a Divinity stripling without a name." Were
the athletic minister of an Independent congregation at Perth in Scotland
to arrive in town, with a packet of papers under his arm,—suppose them to

be prosy communications to the Congregational Magazine, under the title

of " Remarks on Heber's Life of Jeremy Taylor," or the " Review" of some
work containing animadversions on "Orme's Memoirs of Dr. Owen,"

—

whatever the contents of his packet mightbe, were such an able-bodied man,
in pure ignorance of the modern rules of court-etiquette, to force a passage
into Carlton-palace, and try to obtain a sight of his most gracious JVlajesty

and the members of the royal household, every person resident in London,
on hearing of such presumption, would call it " a very rude and indecorous
intrusion." Just such a representation as this, Mr. Orme had undoubtedly
been conjuring up in his mind, when he wrote this clause, " It looks some-
" what suspicious, that Tillotson, who was then only a divinity stripling with-
" out a name, should, from mere curiosity, presume to go into thepresencC'
•'^ chamber of the Protector on such an occasion." I have shewn, at the
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the benevolent doctrines of General Redemption.* Of these
consistent advocates of civil and religious liberty I shall, in the
second volume of this work, give a more particular description

:

commencement of these observations, and shall in the second volume prove,
yet more clearly, the easy terms of ingress and egress at the Court of
Whitehall, which, under tlie new order of things, the republican preachers
possessed : This circumstaufe would of itself be sufficient to account for
nUotsou's appearance among the Divines in waiting. The recent subver-
sion of Church and State had been so peculiarly the etfect of the unhallowed
exertions of Independent and Presbyterian divines, as to entitle the most noisy
and violent of them to peculiar favour at the new Court, under the different
forms which it assumeclduring twenty years of anarchy and despotism. Dr.
Tillotson, however, was too good a man to be entitled, on either of these
grounds, to an access to the Protector's presence ; and the suspicion of
Arminianism under which belaboured while only a junior member of the
University of Cambridge, Avould, at least under the rule of old Oliver, have
obtained for him no tokens of court-regard, had not more substantial reasons
for his right of approach been in existence. What estimate will the reader
form of the accuracy of Mr. Orme when he is told, that this " divinity
stripling " was then in the twenty-ninth year of his jage ? But he will be
still more amazed when he learns, that Tillotson might, from other motives
than those of mere curiosity, " presume to go into the presence-chamber of
the Protector :" He was entitled at that period to such an indulgence, oti

account of his intended relationship to Richard Cromwell, who became his
cousin by marriage ! Few literary meu, especially of the ecclesiastical
order, will require the further information, that the celebrated Dr. Wilkins,
afterwards elevated to the Bench of Bishops, married Oliver Cromwell's
sister. She had been previously married to Dr. French ; and to Miss French,
her daughter, Mr. Tillotson is said to have been then betrothed ; and, highlv to
his credit, about three years after the Restoration, they were happily united in
the bands of holy matrimony.—It would be no unchristian act of retaliation
were I, in this place, to employ Mr. Ornie's axiom, which, he will perceive,
is exceedingly flexible, yet just when prope rli/ applied, " Where the charac-
" ters of others are involved, the testimony of Inclependent deacons or pastors
*' ought to be subject to those laws of evidence which regulate that of other
" men."
To a man like Tillotson, whose early conversion to Arminianism has

always been ascribed to his perusal of Chillingworth's famous book, these
accredited scenes of fanatical impiety must have been very disgusting.

* I know only of one instance of those who had, through conviction,
embraced Arminianism during the Inter-regnum, and who refused at the
Restoration to conform to the established regimen : This was ToBtAs
CoNYERS. Deserving, therefore, of distinct and special record is the remark-
able fact, that though none of the objectionable parts of the Act of Unifor-
mity had any reference to the disputes between Arminians and Calviiiists

;

yet the latter and a few Baxterians, with the solitary exception just recited,
were the only sufferers on that memorable occasion. That enactment is not
even pretended to have been a trap artfully framed to ensnare the Noncon-
formists as Calvinists ; but, after all my reading on this subject, I have no(
been able to resolve such an almost universal and voluntary i7ifiiction of
SELF-PUNISHMENT on the high Predestinarian ministers, into any thing less
than a marked act of Divine retribution. See pages 301 and 512. Some
Calviuistic ministers, however, remained in the church, just in sufficient
numbers to prove, that Conformity or Nou- conformity had no direct refer-
ence to doctrinal matters.
John Goodwin may be reckoned by some persons a second Arminian

exception. But he had no opportunity of evincing his choice of Conformity
or Non-conformity, as he was excludsd prior to 1662, by the Act of Indem-
nity, from " holding any office, ecclesiastical, civil, or military." The
very elegant, judicious, and candid "Life" of this great genius, which,
" comprising an Account of his Opinions and Writings," has lately been
presented to the public by my excellent friend, the Rev. Thomas ,»ackson,
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at present I content myself with the following notice from
Mosheitn's Ecclesiastical History :

" The public calamities, that flowed from these vehement and
uncharitable disputes about religion, afflicted all wise and good

exhibits a fine example of the influence and prog^ress of the benign doctrines
of Anninianism upon the mind of a man who, at the commencement of the
Civil Wars, was a rigid Calvinist. Similar blessed etTects of the same doc-
trines on the minds of the Latitude-men are briefly narrated in a succeeding
note

; fp. 800,) and it will be shewn in Appendix M, that as soon as " the
system of the famous Episcopius. was embraced by any man, " for Iht.

model of the doctrinal part of his religion," (p. 795,) his former rigid ideas
immediately began to relax on all subjects connected with civil and religious
freedom. This gradual amelioration in opinion, accompanied with a corres-
pondent liberality of feeling, is very perceptible in the case of Mr. Goodwin,
who, in 1644, ably pleaded for as ample a toleration as that of which Milton
was afterwards the advocate. (P. 781.) He was the first Englishman who,
on his gradual departure from the ranks of Calvinism, exhibited to the
world and defended the scriptural doctrine of the duty of the civil magistrate
in matters of religion, on the same principles as those avowed above thirty
years before, by Grotius, Uiteubogardt, and others of the Dutch Arminians.
The ideas on this subject, which, in that age, nearly all the Calvinists ia

Europe maintained, were exceedingly dangerous to those civil governments
that happened not to comport with them. The Puritans in England adopted
those erroneous ideas in their envenomed warfare with King Charles the
First, whom they regarded as " an unchristian monarch, and therefore to
be resisted." But as soon as their friends had obtained the supremacy, and
Presbyterianism became the established form of church-government, the
allegiance, which had been previously refused to their lawful sovereign, was
universally required, from every individual in the nation, to a Power that
they denominated " truly christian, and, on tliat account, to be obeyed."

—

Their conduct is well exposed in the following passage from one of Goodwin's
earliest pamphlets on this controversy :

*' Before he [the civil magistrate] was truly christian, he had, say the
Presbyterians generally, no power to punish, fine, imprison, banish any of
his subjects for the exercise of their conscience towards God; but bj/ virtue
oftliat great mercy vouchsafed to him by God, in giving him fellowship with
the saints in Jesus Christ, he is invested with a new power to persecute the
saints, to make them pay dearly for having consciences, it may be, better
than his own; at least, better than to comply outwardly with what they
cannot inwardly digest and approve.—If this be the case between a Christian,
and the civil magistrate under whom he lives, he hath small encouragement
to pray for the conversion of such a magistrate to the truth, in case he were
heterodox or Pagan ; it being far better for him to live under such a magis-
tracy, which hath no power to n.>isuse him for his conscience-sake, than
under that which hath [such a power] , and is made to believe that it ought
to use it accordingly."
On the whole, Goodwin's spirited resistance to the tyranny of the dominant

Calvinists must be regarded as another notable instance of the controlling
providence of God, by which he over-rules the weak or the wicked actions
of his creatures, (which, whether they be heeded by us or not, are con-
stantly occurring,) for the accomplishment of his own wise and beneficent
designs. To Mr. Goodwin's character no stigma could attach, except that of
heing'yacVmed to t/ie new 07-der of things, and having written in defence of
the regicides,—two circumstances which, in those twenty years of misrule,
were no disparagement to him among many of his cotemporaries. Orme
says, " John Goodwin was one of the most extraordinary men of his age and
'* profession, whose opinions, talents, and contests, according to Owen, ren-
** dered him an object of no ordinary attention ; and whose controversial
" powers were of the highest order. He had a great command of language,
" trimmed and adorned with all manner of signal imnrovements." When,
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men, and engaged several, -vvho were not less eminent for their

piety than for their moderation and wisdom, to seek after some
method of uniting such of the contending parties as were capa-

therefore, he defended a general toleration on broader principles than those
ol' Dr. Owen, (j). 416,) he gained the attention of his compeers, many of
whom, by the rude shocks in Church and State, had been loosed from the
rigid notions which they had previously imbibed, and were thus prepared for
the reception of the truth on these subjects, under whatever form it might pre-
sent itself. Had any Episcopal divine written with such animation atid irre-
sistible vigour in defence of Toleration, he would have received the reproach
which Mr. Orme has unjusily cast upon Dr. Jeremy Taylor, and which has
been repelled with signal ability by Bishop Heber. (See page 806.) " The
Liberty of Prophesying " says Owen's biographer, " deserves to be viewed,
—either as the special pleading of a party counsellor,—or the production of
Jeremy Taylor, deprived of his benefice and the privileges of his profession,
imploring relief." This is no valid objection to the force of Taylor's argu-
ments ; for the intrinsic properties of truth are not altered by the character
or situation of the man who becomes their advocate. But this, though a
modern expression of malevolence, was the embittered language almost uni-
versally employed by Goodwin's former friends, against such of the depressed
Episcopal party as pleaded for the common rights of Toleration. Goodwin
himself did not escape the virulent animadversions of his Calvinistic
brethren, who could not brook iolerant counsel when tendered by " a
man their equal, their guide, and acquaintance." They spoke of his libe-

rality, when placed in contrast with their intolerance, as virtually the bitter
reproaches of an enemy, which were beyond all human endurance. (Psalm
Iv. 12.) Among all the instances of caustic ribaldry which were exhibited in
the age of republican lampooning, there is none to be compared with that
which John Goodwin was doomed on this account to endure. In sell-defence,
he constantly appealed to the «rt?/wf/;?«'Mof his political creed as " a Common-
wealth's-nian ;" and it has always been my opinion, that, how sincere soever
might be his own convictions of "the lawfulness of the crime of the regicides,
his subsequent excesses in defending that most cruel and obnoxious measure,
had their origin—either in the ;jo/<7if f/es/re of appearing to surpass in zeal the
most violent of the republican partizans, and of thus evincing the purity of
his reputed patriotism,—or in the honest warnith andfrankness of the man,
which prompted him to give instant utterance to his erroneous views of public
justice. His conduct, perhaps, proceeded fmm a combination of both these
causes ; but, on either supposition, he proved himself to be a more upright and
decided character than Dr. Owen, who is praised by Mr. Orme lor having
been " exceedingly cautious of committing himself by expressing an opi-
nion," when he was " employed, the day after the'King's death, to preach
before the regicides." See the note in page 380.

But Arminianism obtained trophies for itself even among the Republicans
;

and its more benignant influence is well depicted in the difference observable
between Owen and John Goodwin. Both of them derived their ideas about
civil and religious freedom from the writings of the Dutch Remonstrants.
Orme says, Dr. Owen wrote a Latin tract, about the year 164.'5, which, "besides
" treating of the Priesthood of Christ, seems to have been intended as an
" answer to the views of the Dutch Remonstrants on IAherty ofProphesying

."

He then presents his readers with the following quotation from Owen's
Defence of Cotton, which was published inKifjS: " I remember, about fif-

teen years ago, [ivhich would be 1643,] that, meeting with a learned friend,
we fell into some debate about the liberty that began then to be claimed by
men, diflPering from what had been (Episcopacy), and what was then likely
to be established (Presbytery), having at that "time made no farther in(|uiry

into the grounds and reasons of such liberty—than what had occurred to me
in the writings of the Remonstrants, 1 delivered my judgment in opposition to

the liberty pleadedfor , which was then defended by my learned friend. Not
many years after, discoursing the same difference with the same person, we
found immediately that we had changed stations ; I pleading for an indui-
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ble of listenlnfi^ to the dictates of diarity and reason, or at least

of calming their animosities, and persuading them to mutual
forbearance. These pacific doctors offered themselves as medi-
ators between the more violent Episcopalians on the one hand,
and the more rigid Presbyterians and Independents on the other

;

and hoped that, when their differences were accommodated, the

gence of liberty, he for restraint."—The writings of the Remonstrants, it is

seen, were the sources from which both Owen and Goodwin (leri\ed that
doctnue of religious Uberti/, which they pleaded in toleration of their senti-
ments, when their party was oppressed by the Presbyterians. But with this
doctrine Goodwin almost simultaneously imbibed that of General Redemp-
tion, and the latter rendered the amplitude of the former much more dis-
tinct and apparent. Owen, on the contrary, borrowed only just as much of
the Dutch doctrine of mutual toleration, as served a temporary purpose, and
fenced it about with many restrictions, which misjht enable its advocate
virtually to disclaim it at a convenient season. Such an occasion offered
itself in"l6.i4, when Owen was guilty of the very derelictinn of his own prin-
ciples, whicb his rash and ignorant biographer has produced (p. 808,) as a
capital but false charge ageinst Dr. Jeremy Taylor ; and the terms on which
he was willing, in those dajs of expected triuuiph, to tolerate his Calvinistic
brethren of the Presbyterian persuasion, were so narrow aud illiberal as to
excite strong animadversions from Richard Baxter, whose " account of that
meeting," for a very plain reason, appears to Mr. Orme "long and tire-
some." (Page lid.) Owen's views of toleration, which partook of the nar-
rowness of his religious system, have been detailed in page41(). Let them
be compared with the following sentiments on the same subject, which were
published by Goodwin in 1644, and it will be instantly apparent how far
Arminianism transcends Calvinism in candour and Uherality ! " The grand
pillar of this co-ercive power in magistrates is this angry argument : ' VVbat

!

' would you have all religions, sects, and schisms, tolerated in christian
' churches .' Should .Jews, Turks, and Papists be suffered in their religions,
'what confusions must this needs breed both in Church and State!'—

I

answer, that they ought to he tolerated, only upon this supposition, that the
projessors of them be otherwise peaceable in the State, and every way subject
to the laws and lawful power of the magistrate.—God's design, as well as
ours, is unity amongst the saints in matters of faith and knowledge. But by
what means hath be projected the obtaining of this desire .' Mark, he doth
not say, that he gave some Kings, and some Princes, and some Judges, and
Justices of the Peace, some Pursuevants, and some Jailors, to bring men
into the unity of the faith ; but ' He gave some Apostles, and some Prophets,
and some Evangelists, and some Pastors and Teachers,' to bring this desir-
able end to pass. And if we would make more use of these instrument'! of
God, of Apostles, Prophets, Evangelists, Pastors, and Teachers, and less of
those other, which are our own, for quenching those divisions that are
amongst us ; we might, in all likelihood, see our desires in this, many years
sooner than by any other course we are like to do."
This eminent man was, among the Republicans, the great reviver and

propagator of a purer species of Arminianism, than that which was then pro-
mulgated by the Remonstrants in Holland; and many of the Latitudinarians
in both the English Universities, whose liierary and religious existence was
then only in a course of commencetnent, derived from his writings, seconded
by those of the mild and orthodox of the Episcopal Arminians, all the salutary
doctrines relative to civil and ecclesiastical liberty, for whicb their memo-
ries are deservedly blessed by their successors. This topic will receive addi-
tional illustration in the second volume . Enough, however, has been
adduced in nroof of the extensive spread of Arminianism during the Inter-
regnum : Tne sectaries, who, in the sharp conflict for religious toleration,
repaired to that pure source for appropriate arguments, returned generally/
from the search with more hallowed feelings and liberal opinions than they
had previously possessed. See pages 689 and 798.
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lesser factions would fall of themselves. The contests that

reigned between the former, turned partly on the forms of church
government and public worship, and partly on certain religious

tenets, more especially those that were debated between the

Arminians and Calvinists. To lessen the breach that kept these

two great communities at such a distance from each other, the

arbitrators, already mentioned, endeavoured to draw them out

of their narrow enclosures, to render their charity more extensive,

and widen the paths of salvation, which bigotry and part3^-rage

had been labouring to render inaccessible to many good
christians.* This noble and truly evangelical method of procee-

ding procured to its authors the denomination of Lalifiidmarians.

Their views, indeed, were generous and extensive. They were
zealously attached to the forms of ecclesiastical government and
worship that were established in the church of England, and they

recommended episcopacy with all the strength and power of their

elequence; but they did not go so far as to look upon it as o?divine

iw^/j7M^zow,t or absolutely and indispensably necessary to the consti-

* In the Introduction to this volume I have given some account of the
scruples concerning church-goverinnent that were injected into my mind,
when I was in a course of preparation for entering into Holy Orders ; and
the pacific admissions made by several very eminent Episcopal Divines, at

the commencement and towards the close of the Inter-regnum, produced in

me, for a season, a considerable bias in favour of a modified species of Pres-

byterianism. Archbishop Usher, Bishops Taylor, Sanderson, Gauden, Stil-

lingfleet, Dr. Hammond, and others who were able and most consistent

defenders of Episcopacy, were ready, for the sake of peace, to concede a few
peculiarities of Episcopal regimen, to the prejudices of the Puritans. If

some of those excellent men seemed to alter in their views after the Restora-
tion, sufficient causes for the change may be discovered m the new features

which Dissent then assumed, and the towering pretensions which it

prefeired.

f Among the ignorant praters about Liberty, the utmost laxity of significa*

tion exists respecting the nature of Jus Dirinum, and it varies according to

the subjects to which the term is applied : In their vocabulary, it is an appro-
priate epithet when bestowed upon the rights of the people, for vox popnli is

with them vo.v Dei; but let any more sincere and consistent lovers of liberty

than themselves speak about the equal propriety of its application to the

rights ofthe Sovereign, and it is instantly stigmatized as a term synonimous
with tyranny. The divine institution o'i Episcopacy was maintained by the
Latitudinarians in the same sense as it was held by many of the elder Epis-
copal divines, and as it is expounded in the following extract from Bishop
Sanderson's Episcopacy not prejudicial to Regal Power

:

" The truth is, all this ado about jus divinum is in the last result no more
than a mere verbal nicety ; that term being not always taken in one and the
same latitude of signification. (1) Sometimes it importeth a divine precept,
which is indeed the primary and most proper signification, when itappeareth,
by some clear, express, and peremptory command of God in his word, to be
the will of God that the thing so commanded should be perpetually and uni-
versally observed. Of which sort, setting aside the articles of the Creed, and
moral duties of the Law, which are not much pertinent to the present enquiry,
there are, as 1 take it, verv few things which can be said to be of divine posi-

tive right under the New Testament. The preaching of the gospel and admi-
nistration of the Sacrainents, are two ; which when I have named, I think I

have named all. ('2j But there is a seconuarv and more extended significa-

tion of that term, which is also of frequent use among divines. lu which
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tution ofa christian church ; and hence they maintained that those

who followed other forms of government and worship, were not,

sense, such things as having no express command in the word, yet are found
to have authority and warrant from the institutiou, example, and approbation
eitherof Christ himself or his Apostles; and have (in regard of the importance
and usefulness of things themselves) been held, by the consentient judgment
of all the Churches of Christ in the primitive and succeeding ages, needful to
he continued : such things I say are (though not so properly as the former,
yet) usually and interpretative said to be ofdivine riald. Of which sort 1 take
the observation of the Lord's day, the ordering of the keys, the distinction of
Presbyters and Deacons, and some other things (not all perhaps of equal con-
quenee) to be. Unto Jus Divinnm, in that former acceptation, is required a
DIVINE precept: Jn this latter, it sufficeth thereunto that a thing be of
APOSTOLICAL INSTITUTION OR PRACTICE. Which ambiguity is the more to be
be heeded, for that the observation thereof is of great use for the avoiding of
sundry mistakes, that through the ignorance or neglect thereof daily hafipeu
to the engaging of men in endless disputes, and entangling their consciences
in unnecessary scruples.
"Now, that the government of the Churches of Christ by Bishops, is of

Divine right in that first and stricter sense, is an opinion at least of great
probability, and such as may more easily and upon better grounds be defend-
ed than confuted; especially if in expounding those texts that are alledged
for it, we give such deference to the authority of the ancient Fathers and their
expositions thereof, as wise and sober men have always thought it fit we
should do. Yet because it is both inexpedient to maintain a dispute where it

needs not, and needless to contend for more, where less will serve the turn;
I find that our divines that have travelled most in this argument, where they
purposely treat of it, do rather choose to stand to the tenure of Episcopacy ex
Jpostolica. designatione, than to hold a contest upon the title o{ Jus Divinum,
no necessity requiring the same to be done. They therefore that so speak of
this government as established bi/ Divine right, are not all of them necessarily
so to be understood, as if they meant it in that first and stricter sense. Sufii-
and government thereof, that it is (as certainly it is) of divine right in tite

cient it is for the justification of the Church of England in the constitution
latter and larger signification ; that is to say, of apostolical institution and
approbation ; exercised by the Apostles themsehes, and by other persons in
their times appointed and enabled thereunto by them, according to the will
of our Lord Jesus Christ, and by virtue of the" commission they had received
from him."
" The derivation of any power from God doth not necessarily infer the non-

subjection of the persons, in whom that power resideth, to all other men.
For doijbtless the power that fathers have over their children, husbands over
their wives, masters over their servants, is from heaven, of God and not of
men. Yet are parents, husbands, masters, in the exercise of their several
respective powers, subject to the power, jurisdiction, and laws of their lawful
overeigns. And I suppose it would be a very hard matter for any man to
find out a clear and satisfactory reason of difference between the ecclesias-
tical power, and the economical : Why the one, because it claimeth to be
of Divine right, should be, therefore, thought to be injurious to regal power,
and the other (though claiming in the same manner) not to be injurious.

—

The ministerial power, in that which is common to Bishops with their
Fellow-presbyters, viz. the preaching of tJie word and the administration of
the Sacraments, &c. is confessed to be from heaven and of God ; and yet no
prejudice at all conceived to be done thereby to the regal power ; because
the ministers who exercise that power, are the King's subjects, and are also
in the executing of those very acts that are proper to their ministerial func-
tions to be limited and ordered by the ecclesiastical laws.
" No form of [church] government ever yet used or challenged, but hath

claimed to a. Jus Divinum as well as Episcopacy: Yea, 1 may say truly,
everyone of them with far more noise, thougn with far less reason, than
Episcopacy hath done. And, therefore, of what party soever the objectors
are, (Papists, Presbyterians, or Indkpe.vdents,) thev shew themselves

3 E
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on that account, to be excluded from their communion, or to

forfeit the title of brethren. As to the doctrinal part of reli-

extremely partial against the honest regular Protestant, in condennninff him
as an enemy to regal power for holding that in his way, which (if it be justly
<;hargeable with such a crime,) themselves holding the very same in their
several ways, are every whit as deeply guilty of as he.
" The rest when they speak of Jus JJivinum, in reference to their several

ways of church-government, take it in the highest elevation, in the first and
strictest sense.—The Papist groundeth the f'ope's oecumenical supremacy
upon Christ's command, to Peter to execute it, and to all the flock of Christ
(Princes also as well as others) to submit to him as their universal pastor.

—

The Prrsbvterian crieth up his model of government and discipline,
(though minted in the last by-gone century,) as the very sceptre of Christ's
kingdom, whereunto all Kings are bound to submit theirs ; making it as
unalterable and inevitably necessary to the being of a church, as the word
and sacraments are.—The Lndepenof.nt separatist also, upon that grand
principle of Puritanism common to him with the Presbyterian, (the very
root of almost all the sects in the world,) viz. That nothing is to be ordered
in church-matters other or otherwise than Christ hath appointed in his word

;

holdeth that ' any company of people gathered together by mutual consent
* in a church-way is. Jure Divino, free and absolute within itself, to govern
' itself by such rules as it shall judge agreeable to God's word, without
' dependence upon any but Christ Jesus alone, or subjection to any Prince,
' Prelate, or other human person or Consistory whatsoever.' All these, you
see, do not only claim to a Jus Divinutn, and that of a very high nature ;

but, in setting down their opinions, weave in some expresses tending to the
diminution of the ecclesiastical supremacy of Princes. Whereas the Epis-
copal party neither meddle with the power of Princes, nor are ordinarily
very forward to press the Jus Divi7ium, but rather purposely decline the
mentioning of it, as a term subject to misconstruction (as hath been said)

or else so interpret it, as not of necessity to import any more than an Apos-
tolical institution. Yet the Apostles' authority in that institution, being
warranted by the example, and (as they doubt not) the direction of their
Master Jesus'Christ, they worthily esteem to be so reverend and obligatory,
as that they would not for a world have any hand in, or willingly and delibe-
rately contribute the least assistance towards, (much less bind themselves by
si>lemn league and covenant to endeavour,) the extirpation of that govern-
ment; bnt rather, on the contrary, hold themselves in their consciences
obliged, to the uttermost of their powers to endeavour the preservation and
continuance thereof in these churches, and do heartily wish the restitution

and establishment of the same, wheresoever it is not, or wheresoever it hath
been heretofore (under any whatsoever pretence) unhappily laid aside or
abolished.
" The rest, not by remote inferences, but by immediate and natural

deduction out of their own acknowledged principles, do some way or other
deny the King's supremacy in matters ecclesiastical : Either claiming a
power of jurisdiction over him, or pleading a privilege of exemption from
under him. The Papists do it both ways; in their several doctrines of the
Pope's supremacy and of the exemption of the Clergy. The Puritans of both
sorts [Presbyterians and Independents,] who think they have sufficiently
confuted everything they have a mind to mislike, if they have once pro-
nounced it Popish and Antichristian, do yet herein symbolize with the
Papists, (as in very many other things, and some of them of the most dan-
gerous consecjuence,) and do after a sort divide that branch of Antichris-
tianism wholly between them : The Presbyterians claiming to their Con-
sistories as full and absolute spiritual jurisdiction over Princes, (with power
even to excommunicate them, if they shall see cause for it,) as the Papists
challenge to belong to the Pope : And the Independents exempting their

congregations from all spiritual subjection to them, in as ample manner as
the Papists do their Clergy. Whereas the English Protestant Bishops and
Regular Clergy, as becometh good Christians and good subjects, do neither
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gion, they took the system of the famous Episcopuis for their

model ; and, like him, reduced the fundamental doctrines of

Christianity, (that is, those doctrines, the beliefof which is neces-

sary to salvation,) to a few points. By this manner of proceeding

they shelved, that neither the Episcopalians, who, generally

speaking, embraced the sentiments of the Arminians, nor the

Presbyterians and Independents, who as generally adopted the

doctrine of Calvin, had any reason to oppose each other with such

animosity and bitterness, since the subjects of their debates

were m-aiters, oi an indifferent nature, with respect to salvation,

and might be variously explained and understood, without any
prejudice to their eternal interests. The chief leaders of these

Latitudinarians were Hales and Chillingworth, whose names
are still pronounced in England with that veneration that is due
to distinguished wisdom and rational piety. The respectable

pretend to any jurisdiction over the Kings of England, nor withdraw their

subjection from them ; but acknowledge them to have sovereign power over
them, as well as over their other subjects ; and that in all matters ecclesias-
tical as well as temporal. By all which it is clear, that the Jus Divinum. of
Episcopacy', as it is maintained by those they call [sti/lo novo) the Prelatical
I'ARTV in England, is not an opinion of so dangerous a nature, nor so dero-
gatory to the regal powers, as the adversaries thereof would make the world
believe it is : But that rather, of all the forms of church-government that
ever yet were endeavoured to be brought into the churches of Christ, it is the
most innocent in that behalf."
The pious Bishop was one of those to whom I have alluded in the preceding

note. He was aware of the pacific concessions which he had made at the
commencement of the Civil Troubles, aud at the Restoration gave the fol-

lowing very appropriate reason foi" his conduct :
" Whereas, in my answer to

the former of the two objections in the foregoing treatise, 1 have not any
where made any clear discovery what my own particular judgment is con-
cerning the Jus Divinum of Episcopacy m the stricter sense, either in the
affirmative or negative ; and for want of so doing, J may, perhaps, be cen-
sured by some to have walked but haltingly, or at leastwise with more cau-
tion and miucmg than became me to do in a business of that nature ; 1 do
hereby declare,"

His Lordship then subjoins three particulars, of which the following is

the second :
" Leaving other men to the liberty of their own judgment, my

opinion is, that Episcopal government is not to be derived merely from
Apostolical practice or institution ; but that it is originally founded in the
person and office of the Messias, our blessed Lord Jesus Christ. Who bemg
sent by his heavenly Father to be the great Apostle, (Heb. iii, 1,) Bishop and
Pastor (1 Pet. ii, 23.J of his church, aud anointed to that office, immediately
after his baptism by John, with power and the Holy Ghost, (Acts x, 37, 38.)
descending then upon him zw a fiorfi/^ ^/irt/jt', (Luke iii, 22. j did afterwards,
before his ascension into heaven, send and empower his holy ApostleS,
(giving them the Holy Ghost likewise as his Father had given him,) in like
manner as his Father had before sent him (John xx, 2L) to execute the same
Apostolical, Episcopal, and Pastoral office for the ordering and governing of
his church until his coming again : And so the same office to continue in

them and their successors unto the end of the world. (Matt, xxviii, 18—20.)
This J take to be so clear, from these and other like texts of scripture, that
if they shall be diligently compared together, both between themselves and
with the Jolloiring' practice of all the churches of Christ, as well in the
Apostles' times as in the purest aud primitive times nearest thereunto, there
will be left little cause why any man should doubt thereof,"

3 E 2
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names of More,* Cudwortu, Gale, WHicHCOT,and Tillotsov,

add a high degree of histrc to this eminent list. The undertak-

* The very edifying and in£;eniious inaTiner in which that great man, Dr.

Heury More, and many of his Arminian coteuiporaries in England, relate

their conversion from Calvinism, will obtain a separate notice in the second
volume. In his case is shewn the horror whi<'h a humane and pious mind
feels at the bare couiemplation of such a distorted picture of the Deity, as

it is the study of Calvinism to exhibit : He had never heard any other doc-

trines from his parents and tutor, than those which were Calvinistic
;
yet

when only fourteen years old, on the mention of these words of Epictetus,
" I.ead tiw, () Jupiter, and thou Fate !," he says, " I did, very stoutly and
earnestly for my years, dispute with my elder brother against this Fate, or

CALViNisTtc Predestination, as it is usually called. My uncle, when he
came to know it, reproved me severely, adding menaces of correction for

my immature forwardness in philosophizing concerning such matters.

Besides, I had a deep aversion in my temper to this opinion, and a firm and
unshaken persuasion of the Divine justice and goodness," &c.

As Moslieun has placed Dr. Mork at the head of his list of those eminent
Episcopal Divines, most of whom had embraced the mild and liberal prin-

ciples of Arminianism at a period when no earthly motives could bias their

iudguients or warp their aft'ections, I have given a translation of one of his

letters to Professor Poelenburg, in 1C63, which will afford an excellent com-
ment on Fundamental .Jrfic/es, and will display—the uniformly btnigu
operation, and salutarij results, of those principles", by whou), and in what
manner soever, they are emijraced,—the toleraiit views of those who, with
observant minds, had gained wisdom even from the errors of the Calvinistic

Republicans,—and the jealousy of tlie prevaiUnii- influence of Popery, which
those great divines evinced so soon after the Restoration. Poeienburg had
sent Dr. More a congratulatory letter on the King's restoration, similar to

the one quoted in page 806, and received from his accomplished corres-

pondent the subjoined reply :

—

" To the most celebrated and very learned Arnold Poelesburg, Professot

of Divinity amonff the Remonstrants.—Very famous man, the earnest con-

gratulations which you present to us on the restoration of his most serene

majesty, and on the tranquillity and peace enjoyed by this church and king-
dom, are real proofs of an ingenuous and truly christian mind. God grant
that we may employ to his glory these immense benefits, which have
descended upon us from heaven, and that we may enjoy them to the latest

ages! I wish you to know, that 1 more exceedingly rejoice in the present

slate of our atfairs, on account of the greater hopes which it affords, that at

least some part of our felicity will, according to your prognostication,

redound likewise to your [the R'emonstrants'J advantage. There is undoubt-
edly A SUFFICIENTLY i;REAT AGREEMENT between the doctrines of our church
and that of the Remonstrants ; but this conformity is probably still greater

between the private opinions of a vast number of the sous of the Church of

England, and those which you maintain. For our Articles are attempered
in such a manner, as to induce both the Calvinists and the Ori/wr/n.r severally

to suppose them favourable to their party. I consider this moderation to

have been adopted with the best design ; for I always prefer peace and con-
cord, before «w// /»-m^/< //(«^ is not necessary [to salvation]. Neither vvould

1 be abhorrent to a method of this description, if, instead of determiuing
THE Fi'. E Points, any man would substitute the following single conclusion :

' A christian man shall neither feed himself with vain hopes; nor shall he
believe that he will be saved, unless he conform his life with seriousness

* and sincerity to the precepts of Christ.'—This alone would satisfy me, and
in the professicni of the rest of those opinions, I would allow every one to exer-

cise his own right of judgment.— I sincerely deplore the vicissitudes of your
condition, that a society of men of such innocence and (if any may claim
that character) of truly virgin purity, should still be treated in a most
unworthy manner. Hut you ought to manifest very little wonder at such
usage, since it has seemed good to Divine Providence [thus to afflict you] :

For God has imdoubtedly reserved for the glory aud ornament of the latest
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ing of these great men was, indeed, bold and perilous ; and it

drew upon them much opposition, and many bitter reproaches.

They received, as the first fruits of their charitable zeal, the

odious appellations of Atheists, Deists, and Socinians, both from

the Roman Catholics and the more rigid of the contending Pro-

testant parties; but upon the restoration of King Charles II.,

they were raised to the first dignities of the church, and were

ages every thing; that is most beautiful, fair, and perfect. Those a^es are
probal)ly not so distant now as we imag-ine : Nay, if we give any credence to

oracles

—

Jamcludum ilia inun'met cetas itnrea, &.c.

The years approach, by prophets lonij foretold.

And now by circling' time in order roll'd.

The ffoiden as^e this infant shall restore,

Thy God shall reign, and vice shall be no more.
" Although, in the mean time, we must not conceal the fact, that the

Papists, with more than their usual earnestness, aspire after the possession

of power ; and that some small degree of danger presents itself of our being
destroyed by this former plague, and besmeared again with its filth. Such
a prodigious mass of evils [as Popery embodies] will be averted by God, and
by the approved virtue and fidelity of the best of Princes.
" I desire you to be assured, that [ have received with a most grateful

mind what you are pleased to call your smallpresents,—and that I view thera

as very rich and abundant specimens of your erudition and piety, and a*
most ample testimonies of your tuimerited benevolence towards myself. I

have perused your Epistolari/ Dissertation, &c. But the circumstance
which chiefly excites my admiration and astonishes my senses in all these

productions, is this : I find among you such a great desire and lo\e for the
comnum peace and for general concord, and you seem to give a manifest
preference to brotherly love rather than to ditncult and uncertain opinions,
and to exclude no man from your communion who embraces that ancient,
simple, and truly Apostolical Belief, in conjunction with integrity of con-
duct.—Our Universit)' has not yet afforded any ground for hoping, that it

will issue such a Decree as the "one which is the great object of your desire.

Indeed, such a Decree does not appear to me to be very necessary ; fori
would rather see all ditlerences in opinion subside of their own accord and
become obsolete by length of time, than behold the minds of men irritated

once more and divided. There is nothing which is higher in my estimation,
and for which 1 feel a more vehement desire than the union, in one entire
BODV, of Arminians and Calvinists, indeed, of the whole Church that is

Reformed from Popery,—though this body may still vary, as far as each of
its members chooses, in opinions which are not necessary to salvation. It is

also my earnest wish, that these divided parties may "be firmly conjoined
and niutually bound together by that spirit of holy charity, by which alone
we are known and distinguished as Christ's true and living uiembers. Ou
this very account your denomination appears, in my eyes, entitled to the
highest commendation above all others, because you have preceded the rest

in seizing this pahn, or rather tliis olivc-hranch, and you have preferred a
virtuous and peaceful life to dogmas the most abstruse and of the greatest
subtlety.—Farewell, most learned man ! And unite with me in entreaties to
God, that the spirit of christian love and charity, which is so vigorous among
you, may animate and enliven the remaining memiiers of the church of
Christ, and that this heavenly unction may diffuse itself through the wholfc
earth and inundate every part ! This is the hearty prayer of

" Yours most devotedly

,

" CAMBRintiE, (lu-ist College, " Henkv More."
March 18th, 166.}."

The Dutch Arminians have, indeed, borne away from all competitors tht
prize of priority in religious toleration : They ^ere the first society of Pro-
testants, who, w/ten in possession of power,' ^ranned the same libertv of
conscience to others as they claimed for themselves.—See the fVorks qf
Armi?tins, vol i, pp. 514, ,")48, et passim.

3 E 3
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deservedly held in universal esteem.* It is also well known,
that, even at this present time, the Church of England is chiefly

* The reader must not, from Mosheim's brief narrative, be induced to

believe, that " these great men, who had taken the system of the famous
Episcopius for their model in the doctrinal part of religion," were, irnive-

dlatehf after the Restoration, " raised to the first dignities of the Church,
and deservedly held in ijniversal esteem." 'I'he fact is, they had niuch unde-
served obloquy to encounter, and many prejudices to combat, before they

attained to the high estimation to which Mosheim alludes. Indeed, their

triumph can only be said to have been complete at the period of the Revo-
lution in 1688. The reader will obtain much information concerning these

men and the Arminian origin of their opinions, by the subjoined extracts from
a very scarce pamphlet published in 1662, and entitled " A brief Account of

the new Sect of Latitude-men, &c. By S. P. of Cambridge :"

" The greatest part of the men that seem to be pointed at under that
name, are such, whose fortune it was to be born so late, as to have their edu-
cation in the University since the beginning of the unhap])y troubles of this

kingdom, where they ascended to their preferments by the regular steps of

election, not much troubling themselves to inquire into the titles of some of

their electors. They are such as are behind none of their neighbours, either

in learning or good manners, and were so far from being soured with the
leaven of the times they lived in, that they were always looked upon with an
evil eye by the successive usurping powers ; and the general outcry was, ' that
• the whole University was over-run with Arminianisai, and was" full of men
* of aprelatical spirit, that had apostatized to the onions and garlick of Egypt,'
because they were generally ordained by Bishops : And in opposition to

that hide-bound strait-laced spirit that did then prevail, they were called
Laiitude-mev ; for that was the first original of the name, whatever sense
hath since been put upon it. This was a certain bar to their preferment, as

they were sure to find, if any of them came befire the Committee of Tryers,
who fas it was reported) had gotten a list of all those that were ordaineii by
the Bishop of Norwich. And truly if they that were turned out of their pre-
ferments, were esteemed Martyrs, 1 know not why these that were debarred
thereof upon the same grounds may not be called Confessors.—And now, this

being the state of the University, can it be wonderful, if, upon the happy
restitution of the Church, there were a general readiness in most men to

conform to the commands and injunctions thereof.' And yet 1 am sorry to

hear some men, even in those discourses wherein they should be careful to

deliver noihing but the sacred oracles of God, talk at such a rate, £fs if they
were ottended to see so general a conformity/, it seems very strange, that
any son of the Church should be displeased to see the number of her children
to encrease beyond expectation. 1 do not find that the grave heads, or other
prudent persons of the University, give any countenance to this jieevish talk
of some few, who, for distinction sake, [ifLatitude be a name of reproach,)
will not, 1 hope, be offended to be called Narrow-Men, notwith'^tanding.
But that there may remain no suspicion of their disaffection to the Church in

any respect, I will give you a brief account of what I conceive tube their
sentiments in each point relating thereunto; which are the Liturgy, the
Ceremonies, the (iovernment, and the Doctrine of the Church.—As for the
rmsr, they conceive there ought, by all means, to be a settled Liturgy, it

having always been the practice both of the Jewish and Christian, and more
or less retained by all Reformed Churches ; that there can be no solemnity of

Eublic worship without it; that it is the greatest check to devotion that can
e, to hear men mix their private opinions with their public prayers, which

are for the most part false, and have an evil influence on the lives of men;
yet this hath been almost the universal practice for these twenty years. The
like may be said of those absurd, ridiculous, blasphemous expressions that
do so frequently occur in extempore prayers, under the pretence of being
familiar with C. jd Almighty ; to say nothing of those seditious and traitorous
principles, craftily thereljy insinuated into the minds of people, with greater
authority than in their sermons could be done, forasmuch as there is a greater
awe and solemnriy in the one above the other ; which also shews how
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governed by Lat'itmlinarians of tliis kind, thouojh there be among
them both bishops and clergy, from time to time, ecclesiastics

uncomely a thing it is for men to ostentate their parts and abilities therein,

as they were wont to do by their empty rhetorications and tedious prolixity.

Our Latitudinarians, therefore, are by all means for a Liturgy, and do
prefer that of our own Church before all others, admiring the solemnity,
gravity, and primitive simplicity of it, its freedom from affected phrases, or
mixture of vain and doubtful ojjinions : In a word, they esteem it to be sr

good, that they would be loth to adventure the mendingof it, for fearof marro
ing it.—As for the Rites and Ceremonies of divine worship, they do highly-
approve that virtuous mediocrity which our Church observes, between the
meretricious gaudiness of the Church of Rome, and the squalid sluttery of
fauatiek conventicles. Devotion is so overclad by the Papists, that she is

oppressed and stifled with the multitude of her own garments. Pars
minima est ipsa puella sni. Son)e of our modern Reformers, to make
amends, have stripped her stark naked, till she is become in a manner told
and dead. The Church of England only hath dressed lier, as befits an honour-
able and virtuous matron. There are few men so abstractedly intellectual,

but that their devotion had need to be advanced with something that may
strike upon their outward senses, and engage their affections ; and, there-
fore, while we live in this region of mortality, we must make use of such
external helps, and recommend religion to the people by those ornaments
which the Church hath, according to her prudence, thought fittest for those
ends. The Church of Rome is a luxuriant vine, full of sujierfluous branches,
and over-run with wild grapes, from whence many a poisonous and intoxi-
cating potion is pressed forth. But the greatest part of Reformers have done
like the rude Thracian in the Apologue, who, instead of moderate pruning
and dressing his vines, as his more skilful Athenian neighbours did, cut
them up by the roots ; but the Church of England is the onlj' well-ordered
vineyard.— In like manner they have a deep veneration of her Government,
which they steadfastly believe to be in itself the best, and the same that was
practised in the times of the Apostles. They did always abhor both the usur-
pation of Scottish Presbytery, and the confusion of Independent anarchy;
and do esteem it one of the methods which the Prince of Darkness useth, to

overthrow the Church and Religion, by bringing the Clergy into contempt,
which experience tells us will necessarily follow upon the removing of the
several dignities and pre-eminence among them; for when the Bishops are
once levelled with ordinary Presbyters, the Presbyters will soon be trampled
on by the meanest of the laity; and when every preacher would needs he a
Bishop, every rustic and mechanic took upon him to be a preacher.—Lastly,
for the Doctrine of the Church, they do cordially adhere to it, as doth suffi-

ciently appear by their willingness to subscribe to the Thirty-nine Articles,

and all other points of doctrine, contained either in the Liturgy or Book of
Homilies ; and particularly (whatsoever may be privately whispered to the
contrary) they do both devoutly adore the blessed Trinity in the Litany, and
make solemn profession of their orthodox faith, both concerning it and other
points, in the three Creeds, not excepting that which is commonly ascribed
to Athanasius ; nor is there any article of doctrine held forth by the Church,
which they can justly be accused to depart from, unless absolute Reprohatinn
be one, which they do not think themselves bound to believe.—Nor is it cre-

dible they should hold any other doctrine than the Church, since they derive
it from the same fountains, not from the spinose Schoolmen or Dutch Syste-
matics, neither from Rome nor Geneva, the Council of Trent, nor Synod of
Dort, but from the sacred writings of the Apostles and Evangelists ; in inter-

preting whereof, they carefully attend to the sense of the ancient ('hurch, by
which they conceive tlie modern ought to be guided ; and, therefore, they
are very conversant in all the genuine monuments of the Ancient Fathers,
those especially of the first and purest ages, not to gather out fine phrases
and quaint sentences, but that they may discern between the modern corrup-
tions and ancient simplicity of the Church ; to distinguish between the doc-
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who breathe the narrow and despotic spirit of I-aud, and who, irt

the language of faction, are called High-churchmen or Church"

Tories."

trines received in these latter aj^e^, and those wliich the primitive Christians

received from Christ aud his Apostles. For those opinions in religion, how
specious soever, are justly to be suspected, vxhereof there arc no footstejis to

he discerned iu that g^olden age of Christian itv, that was tried and purified

in the fire of persecution.
" And now let no man accuse them of hearkening too much to their own

reason, since their reason steers by so excellent a compass,—the ancient
Fathers and Councils of the Church. For reason is that faculty whereby a
man must judge of every thing; nor can a man believe any thiiig excepthe
have some reason for it, whether that reason be a ileduction from the light of

nature, and those principles which are the candle of the Lord, set up in the
soul of every man that hath not wilfully extinguished it ; or a branch of

Divine Revelation in the oracles of Holy Scripture; or the general interpre-

tation of genuine antiquity ; or the proposal of our own Church consentaneous
thereto ; or lastly the result of some or all of these . For he that will rightly

make use of his reason, must take all that is reasonable into consideration.

And it is admirable to consider how the same conclusions do naturally flow

from all these several principles ; and what, in the faithful use of the facul-

ties that God hath given, men have believed for true, doth excellently agree
with that revelation that God hath exhibited in the Scripture, and the doc-
trine of the ancient Church with them both. Thus, thefreedom of o7tr icills,

the umvcrsal intent of Christ's death and mifficiency of Cod's grace, the

ccmditions ofjustification, and many other points of the like nature, which
have been almost exploded in these latter degenerate ages of the world, do
agaiii begin to obtain, though with different persons upon different accounts :

Some embrace them for their evidence in Scripture, others for the concurrent
testimony of the primitive Church for above four hundred years ; others, for

the reasonableness of the things themselves, and their agreement both with
the Divine Attributes, and the easv suggestions of their own minds. Nor is

there any point in divinity where tliat which is most ancient doth not prove
the most rational, and the most rational the ancientest ; for there is an
eternal consanguinity between all verity : And nothing is true in divinity

which is false in philosophy, or on the contrary : and, therefore, what God
hath joined together let no man put asunder.—But these men are generally
suspected to be for liberty of conscience

,

—
' and that's a principle of dangerous

consequence, that will "undermine the very foundations of any Church
' whatsoe\cr. A Church cannot be without unity and uniformity. ' An unli-
' mited discord of opinions and practices will as much obstruct the edification
' of God's temple, as the confusion of languages did the building of the Tower
' of Babel.'—\ erily this is true ; and the most part of them who, while they
are under the hatches deny it, do by their practices confirm it whenever they
get po»er into their hands. But how far the men charged with it are con-
cerned tliereiu, remains to be inquired. Though, in the first place, I cannot
but take notice, that this very objection confutes the vulgar calumny cast
upon them, as if they were meu of no conscietice; for I dare say, by how
murh the less of conscience anj' man hath, by so much the less will he care
what impositions are laid on it ; though, for my own part, I shall always
think him most conscientious who leads the most unblamable life, though
he be not greatly scrupulous about the externals of religion ; and for their

lives, I think the Lat!tude-n)cn were never taxed by their greatest enemies.
Aud now let us soberly consider what was before said: They sincerely
embrate all the Articles' of doctrine held forth hy the Church, they cheerfully
use and approve her Liturgy and Ceremonies, they cordially love and obey
her Government : How then can ihey pursue any Liberty tha"t can be danger-
ous to her .' For in i^'l (.iher things", the Church herself leaves them to their

liberty, aud who shall blame tliem for using it .' But there are some meu, it

may lie, are offended that the Church is so iudulgent a mother, that will not
unnecessarily impose upon the judgment or practice of her children; they
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To this ]\mt description 1 have only to add a wish, that ftome of

these ^Teat divines had l)een in every re«t>ect as Monndiyt IIwfaith

as Arniinius wan ;* and that they had derived tlicir knowledge

would have all things bound up, and oothirig free ; they would fain be addiu^

Roinu tvpbern to the Bignifuant article* i»hc now propound*, and instead of

:vj would make .'ilKKJO. And it is well if they would content themselve* with

cyphers, and not aAdfalntiei to make op the tale. Tliey have, it may be, an
ambition to out-do the Ansembly's Confession; they would Ik: content that

Aquinai>'B Sums were put inUj the Creed, and ail the janglin^s of the "schwli

into the prayers of the Church; that fo \jy \\\t\T lonu'itude, they might \te

even with thVir neighVxjurs of the latUudtf. "Others, it rnay be, thuik we have

not ceremonies enough ; and if they can find any antiquated rite in wjme
moth-eaten author, they have an itch presently of bringing it into the Church,

without considering whether there be the name reason or use of it now, that

may have been in other times and places ; and then, if their neighbours will

not follow their example, but think it enough to do what the Rubric and
Canons re<|uire, they shall berried out on for disaflected. Tilts is all that

liberty of conscience they can justly be accused of, unless I should add that

they are so merciful as not to think it fit to knock p<?ople <jn the head, because

they arc not of our Church. 'Hie Church of England hath never vet embrued
herhands in blood ; and I hc^pe the zeal of none of her sons will ever kindle

fcuch flames as her step-mother of R<mie delights to ^^arm her hands at.

" And now having taken an impartial view of this so much exagitated com-
pany of men, we find them wj far from being anyways dangerous to the

Church, or fit to be disowned by her, that they seem U) be the very cbariuU

and horsenien thereof; for, by their «oljer and unblamable conversation,

they conciliate respect and honour to her ; by cheir learning and industry

they defend her; by their moderation they are most likely to win upon the

minds of Dissenters, who are too many to be contemned ; by their accom-
modating themselves to the people, who 'as is too palpable; arepossessed

for the most part by '.he Presbyterians, they may in time bring them c>ver to

the f.hurch, and p'revent hcr'becoming a scjciety cjf shepherds without any
sheep. For really 1 fear, if the Fathers of the Church were not wiser than
Bome of their angrj' sons, who must needs be thrusting some of their vounger
brethren out of doors ; if, I say, all that have been reproac-hed with the name
of latitude, should be disownecJ by the Church, they that remain would be
the least party of men of an^' one denomination in England."

* " The system of Arminius appears to have been the same with that whicrh

was generally maintained in the Reformed Churches at that time; except in so

far as the doctrine of the diviue decrees was concerned. But the m</st eminent
of those who became Arminians, or ranked among his professed followers, by
embracing and avowing his peculiar tenets with respect tcj election and
redemption, soon began to depart widely from the other tenets of his xheo-

lojical creed. They adopted views of the corruption of man, of justification,

of the riiihteousncrss of ( hri-i, of the nature of faith, of the province of good
works, tif the necessity and operations of grace, that are quite contrary to

those which he had entertained and published. .Many of them, in process of

time, differed iiifjre or less from one another, on some or all of these points.

And so diversified are the forms which Arminiaiiism, as it is called, has
assumed in the course of its progress, that tcj describe precisely what it has
been since the Synod of Dort, or what it is at the present day, would be a
most difficult, if not an imjiossible task. Even the Confession of Faitb, which
was drawn out for the Arminians by Episcopius, and is tcj Ije found in the

second volume of his works, cannot be referred to as a standard. It was com-
posed merely to counteract the reproach of their bein^ a society without any
commou principles. It is expressed chitflv in the words and phrases of scrip-

ture, Uj which, of course, every one would annex his own meaning. Besides,

no person, not even a pastor, was obliged, by atiy form, to adhere strictly

to it ; but every one was left entirely at liberty to interpret its language in

the maimer that was most agreeable to his own private sentiments. Accord-

ingly, so various and iuconsLsteut are their opinions, that could .Arniiniua
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of Armlnianism from the master himself, in preference to

his later disciples: In that case, the very laudable prejudices of

peruse the unnumbered volumes which have been written as expositions and
iUustrations of Arminian doctrine, he would be at a loss to discover his own
simple system, amidst the heterogeneous mass of error with which it has
been rudely mixed; and would be astonished to find, that the controversy
which he had unfortimately, but conscientiously, introduced, had wandered
far from the point to which he had confined it, and that with his name
dogmas were associated, the unscriptural and dangerous nature of which he
had pointed out and condemned.—At the same time it must be acknowledged,
that of this state of things, ijy which his memory is injured and thoughtless
people are deceived, he himself laid the foundation. The same temper of
mind which led him to renounce the peculiarities of Calvinism, induced him
also to ad(>pt more enlarged and liberal views of church-communion than
those which liad hitherto prevailed. While he maintained that the mercy of
God is not confined to a chosen few, he conceived it to be quite inconsistent
with the genius of Christianity, that men of that religion should keep at a
distance from each other, and constitute separate churches, merely because
they dift'ered in their opinions as to some of its doctrinal articles. He thought
that Christians of ail denominations should form one great c(mimunity,
united and upheld by t!ie bonds of charity and brotherly love; with the
exception, hovvever, of Roman Catholics, who, on account of their idolatrous
worship and persecuting spirit, must be unfit members of such a society.

That this was not only agreeable to the wishes of Arniinius, but one chief
object of his labours, is evident from a passage in his last will, which he made
a little before his death : Ea (Jroposni et dociii quce ad propagationem., &c."~
[' 1 also testify before God, that all the doctrines advanced by me have been
' such as might conduce to the propagation and increase of the truth of the
' Christian Religion, of the true worship of God, of general piety, and of a
* holy conversation among men,—and such as might contribute, according
* to the word of God, to a state of tranquillity and peace well befitting the
* Christian name ; and that from these benefits I have excluded the Papacy,
' with which no unity of faith, no bond of piety, or of christian peace, can
' be preserved.'] "

—

Edinburgh Encycloptedia.
I have in another place quoted various parts of the very able article

Arminianism in this Encyclopcedia, and have justly designated it, though
evidently the composition of a Calvinist, " one of the most impartial, correct,
moderate, and comprehensive accounts of the scriptural sj'stem of Arminius,
that have been published in the English language." My object in giving this

extract is, to siiew that Arminius is no more to be charged with the glaring
errors of several of the Dutch divines, who subsequently sheltered themselves
and their heterodoxies under his honoured name, than the Church of Eiig
land is to be blamed for the Semi-Pelagianism of some, who, in these enlight-
ened days, claim countenance for their opinions from her liberal Articles,

and venture likewise to style themselves Arminians. The animadversions,
therefore, on the Remonstrants' Confession of Faith, which occur at the
commencement of this note, are, with regard to tJie practical consequences
in each, equally applicable to the Articles of the English Church.—But the
principal value of this quotation consists in the just allusion which it con-
tains to the real source, in the mind of Arminius, of " more enlarged and
liberal views concerning church-communion than those which then pre-
vailed :" The writer properly ascribes the origin of those views to " the
same temper o/ mind which led Arminius to renounce the peculiarities of
Calyinisni." This grand feature in the results from his system has always
distinguished his genuine followers in all countries, whether under Episco-
pal or Presbyterian regimen ; and as it has in various parts of the present
volume obtained dut notice, i refer the reader for further information to the
Oration On composing religious Differences, and to the philanthropic /)«•/«/•-

ation which Arminius delivered before the States of Holland. {fVorks,
vol. i, pp. ;{70—(J/O.)
The able writer, whose Articles forms the subject of this note, has cor-

rectly observed, respecting the progress of Arminianism in Holland,—" We
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the MODERATE Calvinists, then a most powerful and numerous
body, would not have been outraged; and evangelical Armt-
NiANisM, as promulgated by the Founder of the system, would
have obtained an easy and complete triumph in England. In
page 296, I have alluded to " the re-action of hypocrisy and
enthusiasm, which was apparent at the Restoration :" and in

the Works of Arminius, (vol. i. page 6''24,) the reader will find

further mention made of the same " natural feeling of revulsion."

But in avoiding the torrid zone of Calvinistic fanaticism, not a
few of those English Arminians had the prudence to keep at an

have every reason to believe, that the transactions which took place at Dort,
and the strong measures by which they were succeeded, did more ^ood than
harm to the cause of Arminianism. The injustice and cruelty with which
the Arminians were treated, awakened conipassion, and produced a power-
ful bias iu their favour. The Synod was of such a public and solemn cha-
racter, and continued its deliberations so louo^, that many were induced to
examine for themselves the merits of the controversy ; and, of course, not a
few would discover something in the obnoxious tenets that was agreeable to
their theological taste. The Arminian doctors, too, many of whom were
able and learned men, were compelled to employ all their talents, and to

make every exertion in defence of their system and conduct ; which zeal had,
doubtless, no inconsiderable effect in gaining proselytes. And above all,

being forced into various and distant parts of tlie country, their opinions got
a much wider range ; and, recommended by their novelty, by their merciful
and liberal complexion, and especially by the sufferings of those who had
been persecuted for holding them, they oljtained the respect and belief of
many, to whom they might otherwise have remained unknown, or, at least,
subjects of indifference."—But of the growth of English Jnninianism he
gives the following description : " In spite of all the strenuous opposition
the Arminians met with from the Puritans, in spite of the opprobrious epi-
thets with which their system was loaded, in spite of the speeches made
against it in Parliament, and the pamphlets written against it throughout
the nation, in spite of the ignominious death which Laud and his sovereign
suffered,—the exertions of that able and tyrannical prelate, in behalf of
Arminianism, were in a great measure successful. It languished during
the usurpation of Cromwell, but revived again with fresh vigour at the
Restoration, when every thing hostile to Calvinistic or Puritanical prin-
ciples became fashionable and gainful. Ever since that period it has con-
tinued to flourish."

The most erroneous part of this account relates to the alleged " lan-
guishing" condition of Arminianism " during the usurpation of Cromwell,"
when the very causes, which are here adduced to account for the progress
of Dutch Arminianism, are quite as applicable to its growth in England
during the Inter-regnum. Numerous proofs have already been given of the
rapid spread of its evangelical principles at that period ; but were all direct
and collateral testimony on this point destroyed, one circumstance alone
would prove the fallacy of this writer's statement. For let him, or any other
person, collect together the most eminent of those six thousand Episcopal
divines who remained in the church, after the ejectment of their two thou-
sand Nonconforming brethren, in l')()2 ; and, for one iman of tliut number who
had been an Arminian prior to the subversion of Church and State, (which
may be said to have had its commencement in 1640,) I will engage to pro-
duce from the same list, at least ten equally famous, who were converts to
Arminianism between 1640 and the Restoration. Indeed, nearly all the
the divines of eminence, who flourished after 1662, had been won over to the
system of Arminius, by the force of conviction alone, and without any refer-

ence whatever to secular advantage ; for the whole ofRepublican preferment
then ran in a contrary direction, and was bestowed on those Calvinists or
Baxterians whose principles were approved by the Triers and Ejectors.
See pages 687—61)1.
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equal distance from it and from the frigid zone of mere morality.

Many of them boldly insisted (m the inward enjoyments which
Christianity affords, the experience of divine consolation, and
the approving testimony of Ood's Holy Spirit, as the necessary

fruits of a believer's faith in Christ. Others of them received

their Arminianism fronti Curcellaeus and Poelenburgh, the suc-

cessors of Episcopius as Professors of Divinity at Amsterdam,
neither of whom was orthodox on some points of faith which
will be afterwards specified.* The same observation applies to

Limborch, from whom Locke, and some of the Whigs of l6S8,

may be said to have obtained a more intimate acquaintance with
the religious principles of the Dutch Remonstrants, and with
the salutary influence which those principles were calculated to

exert on the frame of civil society. No one therefore can w^on-

der if some of the religious doctrines imported from the corrupt
portion of the Dutch Arminians, gave umbrage to the Calvinists.

Happy for all parties would it have been, if ihe fine gold of
General Redemption had been separated from such dross ! t

* In a letter addressed to his friend John EveljTi, Esq. in September, 1656,
alluding to his own novel doctrine about original sin. Dr. Jeremy Taylor
says :

" I have lately received, from a learned person beyond sea, certain
extracts of the Eastern and Southern Antiquities, which very much confirm
my opinion and doctrine ; for the learned man was pleased to express great
pleasure in the reasonableness of it, and my discourses concerning it."— It is

not improbable that this " learned person beyond sea" was either Poelen-
burgh or Coiircelloeus.

On this topic, for which he was traduced as a rank heretic, he betrayed
some irritation of feeling in the dedication to his />«w Justificatus : "I
know the arts of these men,—who enter into the houses of the rich and
honourable, and whisper secret oppositions and accusations rather than
arguments; and they often put me in mind of what was told me by Mr.
Sackville, the late Earl of Dorset's uncle, that the cunning sects of the world
(he named tite Jesuits and the Presbyteriahs,) did more prevail bij whisperhiff
to ladies, than ail the Church of England and the more sobei- Protestants
could do by fineforce and strerigtii of argument."

)- l")r. Jeremy Taylor was one of those divines who, in addition to the pure
doctrines of Armitlius, had imbibed some of the heteredoxies of the less
evangelical of his Dutch followers. Of his ^T««rfe?TO/- Bishop Heber gives
the following account

:

" In hisUNUM Necessarium, or the Doctiine and Practice of Repentance,
&c. Taylor had expressed himself concerning the nature oi original sin, and
the extent of man's corruption, in a maimer, if not unprecedented and unwar-
rantable, at least at variance with the opinion of christians in general, and
more particularly of the Protestant Churches; and he appears to have felt,

and not without reason, considerable anxiety as to the manner in which his
work would be received by them. He has introduced his treatise with a pre-
face, in which he strenuously, though with many expressions of humility and
submission to his spiritual superiors, exculpates himself from the charge of
heresy, or of holding language [inconsistent with the Liturgy and Articles of
Religion. The apology thus made was not, however, thought sufficient.
The letters from Evelyn prove that a considerable alarm was excited among
the orthodox clergy, n .t only by the supposed danger of the doctrine thus ad-
vanced, but by the scandal to which their persecuted church would be expo-
sed if the charge of Pelacianism, so often brought against it, should receive
support from the writings of one of its most distinguished champions. Warner
[Bishop of Rochester] addressed him in a private letter of expostulation and
argument, of which we now know nothing except through the answer. The
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But though Courcelles, Poeienbiirgh, and Limborch are seen

to have been deficient in evangelical purity of doctrine, and

to be shunned as unsound or incorrect expounders of some

Arminian doctrines ; yet all three ofthem were on many accounts

highly estimable characters, and entitled to the gratitude of

venerable Sanderson too, Professor of Divinity in Oxford, though he had by
this time abandoned the liigh Calvinistic interpretatation ofthe Articles which
in his earlier life he had defended, is said to have deplored, with much warmth
and even with tears, this departure from the cautious and scriptural decisiou

of the Church of England ; and to have bewailed the misery of the times,

which (lid ?iot admit, of suppressing , by autlioritii, sucli perilniis and unsea-

sonable novelties.—li was fortunate for "Taylor, xli&X. fKrsuasion and argument
were the only engines in the Professor's power-, and those he sought for in

two letters to Thomas Barlow, then Fellow of Queen's College, Oxford, after-

wards Sanderson's own successor in the see of Lincoln, whom he exhorted

with much earnestness, though without success, to undertake the refutation

of Taylor's error. Whatever may be thought of his peculiar opinions, there

are few who will venture to assert, that such a man as Taylor either embra-
ced them rashly, or professed them without sincerity, or was negligent iu

his applications to the throne of grace for celestial light and assistance. The
doctrines, however, are, it will be readily allowed by most men in the present

day, irreconcilable with the Articles of the Church which he loved and
honoured, and contrary to the plain sense of those scriptures which were his

consolation and his guide. It is even probable that he would never have en-

tei-laiiied theui, had'it not been for the monstrous and dangerous glosses with

wiucii the truth had been obscured by Augustine and his followers ; by which
our nature, instead of being z'e/-?/ /(-<;• gone from original righteousness, is

represented as become utterly diabolical, and the o;racious remedy provided

for the disease of all mankind is confined to a few favoured individuals."

The reflections which the Bishop has subjoined are exceedingly important,

on more than one account, and demand a place in this exposition of scriptural

Armiuianism :

" Yet these doctrines, which appear to most of us, astbey doubtless appear-

ed to Taylor, so oflensive to reason, and so unworthy of the Deity, were
maintained by men as wise, perhaps, and certainly as holy, as Taylor him-
self, who, on their parts, regarded with horror bis denial of absolute predes

tiuation, and of the doctrine that-infants unbaptized were immediate objects

of God's anger. Such considerations should not only lead us to think chari-

tably of the persons with whom we differ, but should warn us against a too

liasty condemnation of their opinions. They should warn us against suppo-
sing the reverse of wrong to be right ; and should endear to us still more the

moderation, the discretion, and the humility, with which, on these awful and
most mysterious subjects, our own excellent and apostolic church has ex-

uressed'herself. There is yet one caution more. Taylor, as the reader will

nave seen,was confident in the truth of his hypothesis, from the persuasion

that it manifested the goodness and justice of (iod, and taught men to ' speak
' honour of God and meanly of themselves.' It is probable that, on these

very same grounds, the most vehement of his adversaries were prejudiced in

favour of Calvinism. The inference is plaio, that, though it be sufficient

cause to reconsider most diligently and most jealously whate\er opinion
appears to us or to others to militate against our natural notions of fitness and
general analogy of the Divine perfections,—yet, is it wise, in all such cases, to

suspect that our own perceptions may be erroneous, our own reasoning incon-
sequent, and that it becomes us to believe of God, not so much what we
may think worthy of him, as what he has himself revealed, concerning his

nature and his actions.—As a commentator on Scripture, as a guide to the

ititerpretation of Scripture, our reason is most useful and most necessary

;

but Scripture, and Scripture only, is the rule of our faith ; and that is the

perfection of reason which leads us to adhere most closely to the only guide,

which, in all necessary points of belief, is infallible." See another descrip-

tion of Reason and its province, in page BOO.
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posterity as assertors of civil and religious freedom. The bene-

volence and philanthropy breathed in the commencement of

the following extract from one of Poelenburgh's letters, will be

much admired by all modern Calvinists, who generally complain

of the cruel usage which their ancestors received from King

Charles the Second. It was written at Amsterdam, on the l6"th

of July, \660, soon after his Majesty had been invited to return

to his paternal dominions, and to assume and exercise the long-

suspended functions of royalty : And as it contains several elu-

cidations of the topics which I have recently discussed, I insert

it among the valuable quotations, with which I close this bulky

volume. After alluding to the affable reception which his

Majesty had given to a deputation from the Quakers, Poelen-

burgh says:
" From the equity of the mo'.iarch what hopes may not others

justly form, if he does not refuse liberty to men whosemanners are

so unaccommodating to human civility, and who are so remote

from the truth in their tenets ! I am thus glad, not on accovint

of our friends Qhe English Arminians], as though I hoped they

would be publicly defended and protected, since it is manifest

that the different sentiments on Predestination entertained even

by the ministers of the churches are openly tolerated with the

greatest mutual equanimity :* But the joy which I feel arises

from the wish, that no one may be either the oppressed or the

oppressor for conscience sake, and that all may enjoy equal

liberty ; and because I consider it a subject of congratulation to

the christian world, and especially to the Reformed part of it,

that such a king now resides among our friends, upon whom
the insignia of his widely-ruling sceptre reflect no less reful-

gence, than do these brilliant ornaments of the great virtues of

patience, clemency, and moderation. For in the latter consists

the only method of extending the length and breadth of

the territories of the kingdom of heaven, over which Christ

presides in his glorified state ; since it is not by force, but by
reason, not by fire and the sword of steel, but by the sword of

the Spirit, the spirit of gentleness and christian charity,—that

men are drawn to the obedience of religion and of the true faith.

But since this monarch, whom God has enabled to overcome so

many afflictions, appears thus in a certain peculiar manner to

have been consecrated for commencing and completing such a

sublime and glorious enterprise ; we hope that as soon as by the

guidance of God, (to whom alone he professes to be indebted

for the recovery of his kingdom,) he shall enjoy a firm and last-

ing peace in his own dominions, he will exert all his energies in

sedulously recommending concord to all the Reformed Churches,

that have formed new christian communities apart from the

* This, with many other similar testimonies from well-informed foreigners,

is ill proof of the extensive spread of Aruiiniauism and Cameronism during

the Intcrregiiuui.
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Roman Pontiff, and in procuring it for them by his royal autho-

rity. My wish is, that our God, the God of peace, who has

loaded this king with such a number of most ample benefits,

would inspire him from above with the disposition to turn all

his thoughts to the accomplishment of this pious and laudable

affair. It will not be possible for his Majesty to render to God
any thanksgiving that will be more grateful, or to offer to Christ

any service more acceptable, than that of his recalling into the

communion of one mystical body such an immense number of

people, who are in a continued course of sepai'ation, and whom
he may convince [of the impropriety of this dividing humour]
and unite together in one.

" The king will not gain so much true glory, pleasing to God
and salutary to mankind, by discomfiting his enemies in all di-

rections, as he will obtain by allaying the dissensions which
have too long prevailed, by joining together under happy
auspices minds that have endured the evil of mutual estrange-

ment, and by yielding up to Christ, the Prince of peace,

a kingdom at tranquility. Those illustrious Prelates of the

Church who are of approved erudition and piety, will, I hope,

assist in this pacific enterprise : For they were formerly addicted

to concord, when they were themselves in a quiet and prosperous
condition ;* how much more ardently will they now endeavour
to promote this blessed object, after they have themselves been
exercised by misfortunes ! t For the greatest ardour and a cer-

* This just compliment refers to the pacific labours of the Arminians in the
Church of England, which were instituted by them long before the subversion
of Episcopacy, and of which I have given a long exposition in this volume.

-f-
Though Dr. Jeremy Taylor was not one of those divines who had beeu

extensively engaged in this general pacification, (for at that period he was
very young,) he was one who had, under the Usurpation, been deeply " exer-
cised by misfortunes." His Arniinianism was not the sole cause of those
" misfortunes ." He had been patronised. Bishop Heber says, when only
twenty years ofage, by Archbishop Laud, " who had then recently left the
See ot London for that of Canterbury, and who, with all his faults of temper
and judgmeut, (exaggerated as those faults have been beyond all bounds by
the bitterness of the party whom he first persecuted, and who afterwards hun-
ted him to death,) must ever deserve the thanks of posterity as a liberal and
judicious patron of that learning and piety which he himself possessed in
no ordinary degree." His intimacy with the Archbiihoj) was, independent
of ail other considerations, a sufficient proof of his criminality in those days
of misrule. One might have hoped, however, that the memory of a man
who was eminent for integrity of mind, and simplicity of manners, would in
this age of reputed candour have been highly venerated, and that his name
would never be pronounced without expressions either of eulogy or, at least,
of respect. But whoever he might be that had calculated so much upon
the justice or the liberality of modern times, he will in one instance find him-
self grievously mistaken. ' In his Life of Dr. John Owen, J\Ir. Orme has given
an additional display of his deep-rooted malevolence towards every person
that bore the name of Arminian, and, among the rest, towards Bishop Taylor.
I am happy to have it in my power to present my readers at once with the/>0M0M
zmA\\.=, antidote. If that Lndependent IJiogia]iher possesses any blushing
propensities, they must certainly have been brought into exercise by the i)eru-
sal of the following very judicious defence of Taylor, which is the composition
of Bishop Heber, and forms a part of his able lif- of that excellent I'rclate.
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tain degree of violence are necessary, both in assaulting and
dismembering that kingdom of discord which has too widely

" An attack of a different kind has, in later times, been made on the

Liberty of Prophesying, arrai;i;ning not the principles of the work, but the

motives and sincerity of the autnor in maintaining them. He has been

represented as arguing, not from his own personal conviction, but as an

advocate, and to serve the temporary ends of kis party ; since, though a

Churchman, he was a Dissenter when the Liberty of Prophesying was
•written. He was then,' proceeds the writer, [Mr. Orme,] from whose

work this charge is taken, ' ple.iding for toleration to Episcopacy. He must
either have written what he did not himself fully believe, or, in a few years,

' his opinion must have undergone a wonderful change. With the return of
' monarchy, Taylor emerged from obscurity ; wrote no more on the Liberty

of Prophesving'; and was a member of the Privy Council of Charles the
' Second, from which all the persecuting edicts against the poor Nou-con-
' formists proceeded. It deserves to be viewed, therefore, as the special

« pleading of a party counsellor, or the production of Jeremy Taylor, deprived
« of his benefice a"!'d the privileges of his profession, imploring relief; of

' which Bishop Taylor, enlightened by the elevation of his Episcopate, and
• enjoying, with the party, security and abundance, became ashamed, and,
* in his ortu conduct, published the most effectual recantation of his former

opinions or sincerity.' And, on this supjiosed tergiversation of Taj lor, the

writer proceeds to ground the sweeping censure, that ' it is vain to look for

* liberality or forbearance from the members of an establishment '—With,

the logical aci'uracy of the vulgar maxim, ' ex uno disce omnts,' or vyith the

degree of christian candour which the above application of it exhibits, I

have, at present, no concern ; though it is possible that Mr. Orme would be

displeased, and 1 am sure he would have suHicient right to be so, if 1 had
reasoned, like him, from the faults or inconsistency of any single individual,

to the prejudice of all the other members of the Independent persuasion.

But I am only concerned with his charges against Jeremy Taylor ; and am
anxious, therefore, to inform him—what he might have easily learned for

himself, and what it was his duly to have inquired into, before he brought

such a charge as persecution against the fair fame of any man,—that though
Bishop Taylor was a nominal member of the Irish Privy Council, there is no
reason whatever to suppose that he took a part in the measures of anv admi-
nistration ; that the adininistratiou of Ireland did not, in fact, during the

rei^n of Charles the Second, persecute the Dissenters ; that Taylor had not

even an opportunity of concurring in the severe measures of the English

government; and tliat no action of his life is known, which can justly expose

him to the suspicion of having been a persecutor himself, or having approved
of persecution in others. That he did not write anymore about Libertv of

Prophesying, while his former work was in e\ery body's hands, and while

its principles remained unanswered, is no very serious charge against a

man whose time was, in many other ways, abundantly occupied. But, that

he was not ashamed of his former treatise on tliis subject, is apparent from
the fact, that it appears in a prominent situation in the successive editions

of his controversial tracts, of which one, the second, was published when he
was actually Bishop, and amid the recent triumph of his party. Nor, though
there are, unquestionably, some passages in the Liberty of Prophesying
where Taylor speaks, rather as urging what may be said in behalf of the

more obnoxious creeds, than as expressing his own opinion, can I conceive
that an intelligent and candid reader will find any difficulty in distinguishing

between such passages and those where he pleads (with'every appearance
of the deepest and most conscientious conviction,) the common cause of all

christian sects under nersecution. That, in so doing, he might be animated
with the greater zea! by the circumstance that his own sect was thus unhap-
pily situated, 1 am neither obliged nor inclined to deny. Nor do I conceive
that this circumstance alone would lead a candid mind to suspect his sincere

belief of those general principles on which he proceeds ; or his anxiety, that

uot the Church of England alone, but all other christian communions.
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extended the limits of its domination, and which long ago drove

down its roots to a great depth,^—and in erecting and establish-

should he partakers in the benefit of his arguments. Had it been otherwise,

indeed, he would rather, as an artful advocate, have applied himself to the

palliation of the particular ditferences existing between the Episcopalians

and the Presbyterians, than have offended the prejudices of these last, in the

pride of their new-blown success, by advancing principles which they were

so little prepared to receive, and encumbering his cause with the patronage

of those sects who were the objects of still greater abhorrence and alarm than

his own persecuted communion.—The truth is, however, that, if we consider

the moment at which the Liberty of Prophesying appeared, and consider

also, not only the spirit of mutual concession which it breathes, but the

principles on which it rests, and the natural consequences which flow from
them, we shall perceive that the Presbyterians were not the only party for

whose instruction it was designed, and that its object was to induce not only

an abatement of the claims which they were then urging on the King, but a
disposition on the King's part, and on the part of his advisers among the

Episcopal Clergy, to concede somewhat more to those demands than their

principles had as yet permitted them. The circumstances of the times, in

1647, were such, indeed, as to offer a greater probability than at any former
period of the war, that moderate counsels would prevail, and that an arrange-
ment of mutual toleration might be adopted, which would preserve the

kingly government, and heal, in a certain degree, the religious feuds of the
nation. King Charles was removed from the custody of the parliamentary
Commissioners to, what were supposed, the more indulgent hands of Crom-
well and the army. His person was treated with far greater respect than
formerly. His chaplains were allowed to officiate in his presence according
to the English Service-book. ; and all parties were so situated, that it seemed
the interest of all to court him. The Parliament and the Army were at open
variance: and the two prevailing sects, the Presbyterians and Independents,
were scarcely less incensed with each other than with the Episcopal Clergy.
Even these last were not yet universally ejected from their benetices ; and
the force of private character, the fame of extensive learning, and, perhaps,
the ties of blood and friendship, were of sufficient weight, till this year, to

protect Hall in his Episcopal Palace at Norwich, and Sanderson and Ham-
mond in their public situations at Oxford. All which seemed wanting to an
accommodation, was, to convince the several parties that the points in ques-
tion were those on which they might conscientiously give way to the opinions
or prejudices of their brethren ; and that, so far from being bound to destroy
each other's persons, they might meet in the same places of worship, and
conform to that government, and those rites (whichever of the contending
parties should be most favoured in them,) which might be agreed on by the
King and Parliament.—That this was Taylor's own opinion, and that he
desired his arguments to take effect on all the different parties of the nation,
is apparent, 1 think, from the fact of his having dedicated this work to so
strenuous a high Churchman as Hatton, as well as from the anxiety which
he expresses, not only that persecution for religious opinions might cease,
but that contention about them might be suspended; that the churches of
Christ should be distinguished by no other names than those of the nations
in which they were established ; and that each church might receive to its

bosom men of various opinions, even as that Heaven of which the christian
church ought to be the living image. And it is evident, that, if his argu-
ments had produced their due effect on both sides, the main obstacle would
have been removed to a treaty between the King and his people ; a grievous
dissension healed in the churches; and not only the Episcopalians relieved
from their immediate oppressions, but the opposite party preserved from
those severities which, on the restoration of kingly power, were most
unwisely exercised against them. Meanwhile (andthe observation will be
found of some importance to justify Taylor's consistency), it plainly followed
from his principles, that, in points of themselves indifferent, (even granting
that it might be tyranny to impose a rule,} it was causeless rebellion to resist

3 F
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ing the abode of concord, which Satan unceasingly tries by
cunning or force to demolish and overthrow. The benignant
Deity will favour such benign undertakings—O that they were
already undertaken ! Let us earnestly entreat God, by hearty

and unwearied supplications, to be pleased to bestow, upon the

men who engage in such attempts as these, suitable gifts for

the completion of this enterprise.

" Concerning a late illustrious person, who was not less a

warm defender of the cause of the Remonstrants than a strenuous

advocate for the peace of the Church, I have heard that he dis-

cussed plans of this kind, in concert with his most excellent

Majesty Charles the First, King of Great Britain, and with the

most reverend William Laud, Archbishop of Canterbury ; and
that he [[Grotius] did not then despair of a successful issue, and
had expected some good consequences from it had not that

deplorable calamity \j.he murder of the King and of the Arch-
bishop] intervened. John Dury, a man of no small celebrity

among the Scots, afterwards engaged in the same enterprise.

But while, on the one hand, he was, in the judgment of some
excellent men, not a sufficiently equitable pi'omoter of peace

;

on the other hand, his overtures were resisted by the Lutheran
divines, particularly by those of Alsace and Sweden, who com-
plained, that the very opinions professed by themselves had been
exploded at the Synod of Dort and condemned in Holland.

This was indeed a very just accusation ; because the Dort Fa-
thers were undoubtedly guilty of a grievous offence, when,
impelled by the impetuousfervour of contentions, they ventured

to do what had never been attempted by any Synod since the

first propagation of Christianity. Yet this will not operate as an
excuse to justify the Lutherans, in not admitting the peace which
was proffered ; because it was possible to procure the abolition

of that which had been badly determined, especially when all

the Reformed with one consent believe Synods, not only liable

to be endangered by errors, but likewise seldom to be actually

free from them. But if this shall appear to be too great a con-

cession, it was possible at least to have removed the neces-

sity of subscribing the Canons of that Synod,—.which imposition

was indeed a yoke most iniquitous and bitter, because such a
sublime authority as that belongs only to the scriptures, which
alone are Divine and placed beyond the liability of error or

defect. Most men are in doubt which order his most serene

Majesty, King Charles the Second, will hereafter prefer to govern
the Church,—the order of those divines who are favourable to

a rule already imposed ; and it followed also, (which was still more important
under the peculiar circumstances of the tiraes,J that concession and modera-
tion were to be expected at least as much from those who desired a change,

as from those who were content with the forms and institutions of their

ancestors."
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Episcopacy, or of those who are attached to Presbytery. I

lately met with a minister of the Church of England, who
thought, that although the king seems to evince nearly an equal

inclination to both parties, yet his mind must be considered as

more strongly inclined to the appointment of Bishops. This

event also appears to me most probable, not only because per-

petual custom has confirmed the institutionof that mode of regi-

men, but likewise because it seems scarcely possible for the

safety of that kingdom to be preserved under any other form.

This was the judgment of that august monarch King James,

the grandfather of his present majesty ; of which this was his

prognostication, (would it had been a vain one !) Those who re-

move Bishops, rvill also remove Kings themselves. Our people [the

Dutch Arrainians] have always been highly favourable to the

Episcopal order : This is apparent, from the Apology for the

Remonstrants' Confession of Faith, from the writings of Hugh
Grotius, and from the Admonitory Epistle which Daniel Tilenus

addressed to the Scotch, and which I have lately pubhshed

with the Descriptive Dialogues of the same author. It does not

appear to be of much consequence to us, what order of men
they be who are chosen, provided the choice fall upon men of

learning, piety, and moderation :* Those who are acquainted

« The foUowins: very seasonable advice was given, by the celebrated author

of " Jura CleriJ" a few months after the restoration of King Charles, and
before the form of the future government of the Church was settled :

" The goodness of vour God, and favour of your Prince, have once more
restored you to your charges, your patrimonies, and (it is hoped) will ere long
to your honours and privileges, which sacrilege and usurpation, for many
years, have detained from you. Now it stands upon j'ou seriously to consider,

what design the Lord had in thus humbling you : for certainly his wise pro-
vidence rfirf ??o^ finwg- rt7/ </tw ^o;?ass /or woi/ti/i^-. Be entreated then iu the
bowels of our common Redeemer, Tthough by one of the meanest in your
number, yet a passionate well-wisher of the sacred function,) to hear the
divine commands, the royal declarations, the prayers, groans, and sighs of
your country, which all with one voice cry aloud to you for diligence in your
callings, and uprigldnessinyour conversations. These will make our English
Zion prosper, and our Jerusalem a praise in the earth. But if through plenty
you forget Him whose person you represent, and through security turn again
unto folly, my heart trembles to think what the issue will prove, if the indig-
nation of the Almighty once more break out. Many eyes are fastened upoa
you, so that the least blemish will be espied : And as your virtues bring greater
honour to the gospel than those of private persons, so do your vices more re-

proach. It ha"th pleased the Great Disposer of all things, once mo reto make
trial of you. Let your moderation be linown unto all men, that none may
complain of your jurisdiction, (if re-established,} which the unquestionable
practice of all ages will abundantly justify. May your goodness equal your
greatness; your humility shine in the midst of your honours; the memory
of your late afflictioiis and vows, made in your low estate, never die with you-
Let your conversation be without covetousness, that the hungry bellies of
the poor and needy may find the benefit of your happy restoration, that no
envious eye may repine, no foul mouth rail at your large incomes, but all may
confess it is more for the glory of God, and for the good of the nation, that
your charity be intrusted with those revenues, than the griping avarice of
your sacrilegious adversaries."

3 F 2
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with the king's disposition and prudence entertain not th6

least doubt concerning his majesty's choice of such men, of

whom in that country there is no scarcity."

Such were Poelenburg's reflections and joyous anticipations,

at the Restoration of the Royal Family in I660! Every one,

who is conversant with our national history, knows, that these

just expectations were not realized in the reign of King
Charles the Second. Much acrimony was excited among the

dominant Calvinists, when the King chose Bishops, and not
Presbyters, to govern the Church of England. It was long

before the bad spirit, which was then raised, had spent its rage

and subsided. One of the methods which were supposed to

perpetuate these mutual bickerings, but which, on a considera-

tion of the aspect of those times, seemed to have been rendered

necessary to counteract the buddings of treasonable principles,

was that of the mournful commemoration of the Thirtieth of
January, the anniversary of the decapitation of King Charles

the First. But had all the remarks on the various actors in

that tragedy, which were uttered by the reverend divines who
preached on that occasion for many years after the Restora-

tion, been as judicious and dispassionate as those of Dr. Wil-

liam Fleetwood, then Lord Bishop of Asaph, the minds of the

formerly belligerent Calvinists would have been less exas-

perated, and loyal principles would have been far more effec-

tually inculcated. But that excellent Whig Bishop* was

* I call Dr. Fleetwood a " Whig Bishop :" But the epithets of Whig and
Tory do not apply so appropriately to many of the most eminent of the
Clergy, between the years 1661 and 1748, as many people imagine, who,
from "mere report or popular prejudices, are accustomed to employ both
those terms towards individuals to whom they can by no means attach.
Let such persons try to class Sancroft, Atterbury, Tenison, Wake, and
some others,—not according to the political principles of those ministers of
State who happened successively to be in power after their elevation to the
Episcopal dignity,—but according to their own private opinions recorded ia
their writings,—and they will find some difficulty involved in the attempt.

—

Thus some Bigots, who read Bishop Fleetwood s fine testimony to the cha-
racter of King Charles the First, quoted in page 823, will not feel any inclina-
tion to own him as a staunch Whig : But though he did not imitate some of
his cotemporarieson the Episcopal Bench, in aspersing the character of King
Charles and Archbishop Laud, and in extenuating the faults of the Scotch
Presbyterians and some of the English Republicans, yet he was a better
patriot than those who made larger pretences.—The same remarks will apply,
in a more reslrict'ed sense, to the first paragraphs in a succeeding quotation
from Bishop Atterbury, (p. 825,) who has been generally depicted as a high
Tory.
But the Rev. Samuel Wesley, rector of Epworth, presents as fine aa

example of the difficulty of this undertaking,—of fixing the Toryism or the
Whiggism of a clergyman,—as the reader could wish to behold. He was
Whio- enou^^h to bo among the very first in these realms who wrote in defence
of King William's lawful title to the crown of England : And he had the
singular honour of dedicating his principal literary productions to three
British Queens in succession—his " History of the Life of Christ" to Queen
Mary,—that of " the Old and New Testament" to Queen Anne,—and his

Dissertations on the Book of Job" to Queen Caroline. For his jwetical
Life of Christ," which was published in 16^3, he was presented by Queeu
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resolved to perform his duty in a firm yet modest manner,
how disagreeable soever the performance might prove to his

Mary to the living of Epworth ; and the genuine species of his Whiggisra
may be estimated from the circumstance, that Bishop Burnet " was so
generous as to pass his word to his goldsmith i'or one hundred jjowids," to
enable the poor parson to take possession of his Rectory. Other tokens of his

Whiggism are on record. Yet Mr. Pope, when soliciting Dean Swift, in 1730,

E
remote subscriptions for Mr. Wesley's Commentary on Job, speaks thus of
im :

" It has been the labour of eight years of this learned man's life.

I call him what he is, a learned man ; and, I engage, you will approve his
prose more than you formerly did his poetry. Lord Bolingbroke is a favourer
of it, and allows you to do your best to serve an old Tory and a sufferer for
the Church of England, though you are a Whig, as 1 am." No man, after

reading the subjoined quotation, will \eiiture to say, the word Tory was a
misnomer when applied to the Rector of Epworth. In a letter to a relative,

he thus describes liis numerous family and the principles in which they were
educated : " Has he [meaning himself] none, to whom he has given the best
" education which England could afford ?—by God's blessing on which they
*' live honourably and comfortably in the world ; some of whom have already
*' been a considerable help to the others, as well as to himself: And he has
" no reason to doubt the same of the rest, as soon as God shall enable them
" to do it ; and there are many gentlemen's families, who, by the same
" method, provide for their younger children. Neither is he ashamed of
** claiming some merit, in his having been so happy in breeding tliem up in
*' his own principles and practices,—not only the priests of his family, but
" all the rest, to a steady opposition and confederacy against all such as are
" avowed and declared enemies to God and his clergy, and who deny or dis-
** believe any articles of natural or revealed religion ; as well as to such as
" are open or secret friends to the Great Rebellion, or [to] any such prin-
*' ciples as do but squint towards the same practices. So that he hopes they
" are all high-church, and for inviolable passive obedience ; from which if

" any of them should be so wicked as to degenerate, he cannot tell whether
" he could prevail with himself to give them his blessing: Though, at the
*' same time, he almost equally abhors all servile submission to the greatest
** and most over-grown tool of state, whose avowed design it is to aggrandize
" his Prince at the expence of the liberties and properties of his free-born
" subjects."—This last sentence seems to be a real veering about to Whig-
gism, which, in conjunction with its opposite, acted on the minds of several
conscientious men of that age in the same manner as the centripetal and
the centrifugal forces are said to affect the motions of the material universe.
To form a due estimate of the tortured feelings of such individuals, and of
their conduct, which seemed ill to accord with their high principles, requires
a far larger grasp of thought and extent of research, as well as more copi-
passionate consideration, than fall to the lot of the greater portion of man-
kind. Those excellent men detested the very idea of even lawful resistance

;

yet, to defend themselves against Popery, " they were compelled at length to
revive the public quarrel." (See page 6i)2.) A difference, however, was very
perceptible between these widely Opposite partisans, and the belligerent
Calvinists who flourished under the Commonwealth : For whilst the ablest
of the Whig writers guarded sedulously against the levelling principles of
the Republican divines, and drew rather a fine line of distinction between
them and their own, no Tory of eminence can be found who does not
occasionally admit both the lawfulness and the necessity of resistance to arbi-
trary power. It was the laudable design of the latter, for very obvious
reasons, to circumscribe the cases in which such resistance ought to be
made; but in trying to confine them within narrower limits than those pre-
scribed by the Calvinists, previous to the Civil Wars, they sometimes ran
into the contrary extreme, and inculcated the doctrine of christian patience
and meekness, to the entire exclusion of christian remonstrances to the
appointed administrators of the laws, or of strong appeals to the established
principles of the constitution.

3 F 3
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own feelings or unpalatable to those of others. I quote a few
paragraphs from his excellent sermon preached in Westminster

A brief delineation of tlie opposing principles, which created this conflict

in the mind of the venerable Hector of E|)\vorth, will serve to illustrate the
feelings and conduct of many of his coteniporaries. His graiidfather, Bar-
tholomew Wesley, who, according to some accounts, was originally a master-
weaver, and afterwards practised physic, obtained the living of L'atherston
in Dorsetshire, during the division of Church preferment under the Common-
wealth. About a year afterwards, he evinced his zeal for the ruling powers
by an attempt to seize the persons of Lord Wilmot and Charles the Second,
who, after the defeat at Worcester, were hovering about that part of the
country, in daily expectation of a vessel to convey them to the French coast.
That attempt was consistent with the promise, exacted from every one who
then accepted office, either civil or ecclesiastical, to uphold the existing
government, and was consequently a performance of his plighted faith and
a discharge of his public duty. His son John, who had shewn himself as
zealous as his father, in behalf of the Republic, and, like Robert Baylie,

(p. 457,) galloped about the country with his sword by his side, obtained,
in 1658, the living of Winterborn, in Dorsetshire. The latter and his father
Bartholomew were ejected by the Act of Uniformity.—Educated in the prin-
ciples of his immediate ancestors, the Rev. Samuel Weslev was designed for

the office of the ministry among the Nonconformists. But before he had
completed his preparatory studies, a change in his views was effected, which
is thus related by his son John :

" Some severe invectives being written
against the Dissenters, Mr. S. Wesley, being a young man of considerable
talents, was pitched upon to answer them. This set him on a course of reading,
which soon produced an effect very different from what had been intended.
Instead of writing the wished-for answer, he himself conceived he saw-
reason to change his opinions, and actually formed a resolution to renounce
the Dissenters and attach himself to the Established Church." This reso-
lution he immediately executed, and became one of the most powerful adver-
saries of that day to the Dissenting interest. His conversion to loyal and
Arminian principles had its origin in that strong feeling of revulsion of
which I have made fretiuent mention. This feeling of detestation against
*' all such as were open or secret friends to the Great Rebellion," elevated
his political principles to an undue height, and rendered him one of the
ultra-royalists of that period. But the indignation which every true Briton
evinces against tyranny, soon afterwards brought down these high principles
to a proper level. After the accession of King James the Second, he bad
shewn himself to be much attached to the interests of that monarch : " But,"
(these are the old man's own words,) " when I heard the King say to the
' Master and Fellows of Magdalen College, lifting up his lean arm, If you
" re/use to obey me, you shall feel the weight of a King's right hand ; I saw
*' he was a tyrant, and though 1 was not inclined to take an active part
*' against him, 1 was resolved from that time to give him no kind of sup-
•* port."—This stirring principle of Whiggism maintained a long contest
with the loyal clergyman's Toryism. But the latter seemed, at Dr. Sache-
verell's trial, in 1710, to have gained the ascendancy. The composition of
the speech, which that weak and pragmatical divine delivered on his trial,

was, at the time, ascribed alternately to Doctors Atterbury, Smalridge,
Freind, and Moss. Bishop Burnet say? : " It was very plain, the speech
* was made for Dr.Sacheverell by others ; for the style was correct, and far
" different from his own." The fact is, that speech was the composition of
the elder Rev. Samuel Wesley. In the concise History of England, which
was published by his son John, afteran observation similar to that cited from
Burnet, he adds a note in the margin, and exhibits a laudable trail of filial

affection, by informing his readers, that the sui)eriorily of style, observable
in Sacheverell's speech, ought to excite no surprise, since it was the pro-
duction of his own father, the Rector of Epworth.
Whiggism, however, may be said to have ultimately gained the victory.

The strength which it had acquired was manifested in his own family, in a
remarkable manner. His wife was a daughter of Dr. Samuel Aniiesley,
whose republicau priucipks may be seen in the extract which I have givea
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Abbey, before the right honourable the Lords Spiritual and Tem-
poral, in 1710, because they contain a most important com-
ment on many of the occurrences recorded in this volume, and
especially on the prophesying humours of the intolerant Pre-

destinarians. The text on which the pious Bishop founds his

from one of his sermons in page 387. Before she was thirteen years of age
she had examined, for the satisfaction of her own- mind, the controversy
between the Episcopalians and the Presbyterians, and, through the force of
conviction, quitted the communion of the latter and became a member of
the Established Church. The same re-action of religious and political prin-
ciples may be discovered in the quality of her Arminiauism and Loyalty, as in

those of tfie great man who afterwards became her husband. Out of a strong
aversion to the unproductive dogmas of Calvin, she embraced a species of
Armiuianism, which, though not oJ the same heterodox complexion as that
imbibed by Bishop Taylor and others of his cotemporaries, (p. 804,) was not
sufficiently evangelical to assign to Divine Grace its due supremacy, in the
renewal of the human heart " in righteousness and true holiness." Through
pure hatred of the recent Republican excesses, she was likewise transformed
into a high Tory, and could not divest herself of the doctrine of complete
passive obedience SiX. the Revolution in 1688. On this subject her son John
relates the following anecdote : "The year before King William died, my
•* father observed my mother did not say Amen to the prayer for the King.
" She said she could not ; for she did not beliet'e the Prince of Orange was
"King. He avowed he never would cohabit with her till she did. He then
** took his horse and rode away; nor did she hear anything of him for
*' a twelvemonth : He then came back, and lived with her as before. But,
" I fear, his vow was not forgotten before God."—Thus, in two individuals
" of the same family, loyalty to the Sovereign, and attachment to the Con-
stitution, assumed different characters. This, though related only of a single

clergyman, (and he no changeling,) was the experience of hundreds ; and it

ought always to be borne in mind, when we talk either about the Whigs
or the Tories of that age, that our judgment of their conduct may be mixed
with a goodly portion of charity.
As a close to this long note, it may not be improper to add, that the con-

troversy between the Rector of Epworth, and Mr. Palmer, his Nonconform-
ing antagonist, exhibits in an admirable manner the rival suppleness of the
Tories in the Church, and among the Dissenters, towards King James the
Second. On a review of the productions of Palmer and Wesley, an eminent
Whig has justly observed : " The character, for which honest British Pro-
testants contend with resjjcct to their behaviour under this unhappy reign,

[James H.] is not about their loyalty, but about their disajfection to that
oppressive government. They vie with one another, and happily contend for

the higher praises and superior merit of giving the briskest opposition, and
making the bravest stand, against the measures of that unfortunate Prince.
I call this a happy contention , because it issues in a noble and just agree-
ment against the late King James and all his abettors : For, seeing all sides

look upon their non-compliance with his illegal cnurses to be a briglitening of
their cnaracter and an establishing of their merit, their contending with one
another about that question,—' which of them was most vigorous and early
' in that glorious enterprize for rescuing our religion, liberties, and all that
' is dear to us, from his violent Popish counsels,'—is, under God, one of the
best securities we can have against the return of that intolerable bondage,
which neither we nor our fathers were able to bear, or to shake off, unless
the immediate hand of God (by an almost miraculous Providence) had inter-

posed in our greatest extremity for our relief. It was a great happiness to

the nations, that many of the gentlemen and clergy, who were so frolic-

some as to gratify King James with their lofty addresses in iawimr oi Arbi-
trary Poiver in the Prince, and of Passive Obedience in the People, were so
honest as to repent and join in a good cause."
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discourse, is 2 Kings viii, 13, ' And Hazael said, But ivhat, is

thy servant a dog that he .should do this great thi?ig ?
:'—

" This day I'eminds iis of the hu^e and numberless calami-
ties the people of this kingdom underwent from a long unna-
tural war amongst ourselves ; and it reminds us of an ever-
lasting stain laid on the honour of the English nation, by
adjudging their King to death, against all reason, all law, and
all example of our ancestors. Nor did our miseries end here

;

that execrable day concluded only the misfortunes of that
Prince; neither his friends nor enemies ceased to suffer with
him. Such an atrocious impious fact must, as it did, call for
a world of lives, and liberties, and confiscations of estates, and
other cruel and vexatious oppressions of our countrymen, and
laid the foundation of such an enmity as is, I fear, to last for
ever.

" Had any one foretold what miseries these unhappy people
would bring upon their nation, I make no doubt, they would
have soon returned, with Hazael, But what, is thy servant a dog,
that he should do these great things ? Yet many, now alive,

remember well they did them. I see no reason to believe,
that any single man, or party whatever, could intend, at first,

the evils they afterwards effected ; but I do not see that this
is so much an excuse for them, as a great matter of caution to
others, how they at first embroil public affairs, and enter on the
weighty matters of reforming Church or State, though with a
good design enough, but yet by methods illegal and untried.
It is only God can say to the waves. Hitherto shall ye go and no
farther!, and so it is with the madness of the people; a little

matter will inflame a multitude, when a hundred men that can
render a reason shall not be able to dismiss it peaceably:
Small are the beginnings of the greatest mischiefs. But men
are at their liberty to act, and shall answer for their actions

;

and they are capable of seeing and considering consequences,
and therefore are accountable for the neglect of doing so, when
mischiefs follow probably, and easily, and commonly. The
good intentions of the heart will secure the heart ; but I am
not able to say, with certainty enough, how far they will
authorize the executions of the hand; even those that follow
immediately, and are in nature and reason fitted to obtain the
end of those intentions. But in this I will be confident, that
thefirst good intentions will not reach all subsequent acts that arc
not good. Let some, of all conditions, be presumed to enter on
our wars with good intentions,* and others with no bad ones,

* Some of the intentions of that race of Puritans were undoubtedly good

;

yet I know onlv of one ot them which was subsequently realized,—in a
manner of which they could then have had no conception, and at a time
when nearly the whole of them were mouldering in the tomb. I refer to
their hopes concerning the good (jueen of Bohemia, who was deservedly a
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—and I think he must be much a stranger to our story that

will not allow of this,—though we may see, perhaps, that the

great favourite with the Puritans. Her sister-in-law, the Queen of King
Charles the First, had been married five years before she had livinjf issue ;

and the antipathy of the English nation to every appendage of Popery,

appeared in the premature but secret rejoicing at Henrietta Maria's supposed

sterility, and at the remote possibility of the royal ofl'spring of the Queen of

Bohemia succeeding to the throne.

This strong national aversion to Popery and attachment to the cause of the

Elector Palatine, had been displayed w'hile the youthful Charles, with his

imprudent favourite the Duke of Buckingham, was in Spain soliciting the

hand of the Infanta. The Duke's culpable behaviour in that affair very

naturally gained him many enemies at Court ; concerning- whom Dr. Heylin

says : " The news of these practices in the Court [of England] , made the

Duke think of leaving Spain, wherf; he began to sink in estimation ; and of

hasting his return to England, for fear of smking lower here than he did in

Spain. Some clashings there had been betwixt him and the Conde d'Oli-'

varez, the principal favourite of that King : And some caresses were made to

him by the Queen of Bohemia, inviting him to be a God father to one of her

children. In these disquiets and distractions, he puts the Prince in rnind of

the other game he had to play ; namely, the restitution of the Palatinate,

•which the Spaniard would not suffer to be brought under the treaty of the

match ; reserving it, (as they pretended, and perhaps really intended), to be

bestowed by the Infanta after the marriage, the better to ingratiate herself

with the English nation : Which being a point of too great moment to depend

upon no other assurance than a Court compliment only, it was concluded by
the Prince, That since he could not prevail in the one, he would not proceed

to the consummation of the other.—A Parliament is summoned to begin on
the 17th of February then next following. Not long after the beginning

whereof, the Duke declared before both Houses how unhandsomely they had
dealt with the Prince when he was in Spain ; how they had fed him with

delays; what indignities they had put upon him; and, finally, had sent

him back, not only vntliout the Palatinate, hut without a wife ; leaving it to

their prudent consideration what course to follow. It was thereupon voted

by both Houses, ' That his Majesty should be desired to break off all treaties

* with the King of Spain, and to engage himself in a war against him for the
' recovery of the Palatinate, not otherwise to be obtained.' And that they

might come the better to the end they aimed at, they addressed themselves

unto the Prince, whom they assured, that they would stand to him in that

war, to the very last expence of their lives and fortunes ; and he accordingly

(being further set on by the Duke) became their instrument to persuade his

father to hearken to the common votes and desires of his subjects, which the

King (pressed by their continual importunities) did at the last, but with great

unwillingness, assent to."—Thus, it is seen, that the King of Bohemia's
cause became then, as it did throughout the reign of King Charles, only a
secondary consideration, a specious cover to other motives and designs.

This will be rendered still more obvious to all those who have had the infe-

licity to peruse the correspondence between King James, Prince Charles,

and the Duke of Buckingham,—than which nothing was ever beheld more
degrading, not merely to royalty, nobility, or to a true British spirit, but to

humanity itself.

But the preceding remarks receive further illustration by the subjoined
quotation from Dr. Heylin's Life of Laud, under the year 1630, when
Charles the Second was born : " The birth of this young Prince, as it gave
causeof great rejoicings to all good subjects, so it gave no small matter of
discouragement to the Puritan faction, who had laid their line another way,
and desired not that this King should have had any children : insomuch that,

at a feast in Friday-street, when some of the company shewed great joy at

the news of the Queen's first being with child, a leading man of that faction

(whom I could name, were it worth the while,) did not stick to say, That he

could see no such cause ofjoy as the others did. Which said, he gave this
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virtue and innocence of these people's intentions may go far

to justify those actions that were immediately influenced and

reason for it; 'That God had already better provided for us than we had
* deserved, in giving such a hopeful pro<jeny by the Queen of Bohemia,
* brought up in the Reformed Religion ; whereas it was uncertain what reli-

« gion the Kng's children would follow, being to be brought up under a
* mother so devoted to the Church of Rome.'—And I remember that being at

a town in Gloucestershire, when the news came of the Prince's birth, there

was great joy shewed by all the rest of the parish, in causing bonfires to be

made, and the bells to be rung, and sending victuals unto those of the

younger sort, who were most busily employed in the public joy : But so, that

from the rest of the houses, being of the Presbyterian or Puritan party, there

came neither man nor child, wood nor victuals ; their doors being shut close

all the eveniDg, as in a time of general mourning and disconsolation."

This is one of the most complete and undesigned developements of the just

apprehensions, entertained by the mass of the people, respecting the union

of Charles I. with a Popish Princess. When Dr. Heylin wrote it, the restored

monarch was in the prime of life, and likely to become the father of many
generations. But the signal punishment which Heaven generally inflicts

on princes who are guilty of fornication and adultery, was not witn-beld in

this instance : For Charles the Second died childless, and his brother James
soon alienated the affections of the people, and abdicated the throne. After

the reign of his two successors, both of whom died without issue, the crown
devolved on a branch of the Queen of Bohemia's family ; whose daughter

the Princess Sophia was first addressed by a royal suitor. Prince Adolphus,

brother to the King of Sweden, but at length became the consort of the

Elector of Hanover, and the mother of George the First. Consequently, the

Queen of Bohemia may, in some degree, be regarded as the founder of the

royal house of Hanover : Thus the very event, which Dr. Heylin regarded as

a calamity that was already over-past, and for which the Puritans had often

and earnestly prayed, finally succeeded according to the wishes of the latter.

Such changes as these, in States and Illustrious Families, prove the existence

of a God, who, as Governor Supreme, ruleth in the iearth, " putting down
one, and setting up another." (Psalm Ixxv. 7.)

During the Queen of Bohemia's forty years' sojourn in Holland, she pro-

moted several matrimonial alliances, which proved exceedingly felicitous.

One of the earliest was the marriage of Frederic Henry, the Prince of Orange,
with Amelia de Solms, daughter of Albert Count of "Solms. This illustrious

young lady had come with the Queen of Bohemia to the Hague, in U>21 ;

and at the close of the year 1624, when Prince Maurice was on his death-bed,

he recommended her to his brother Frederic Henry, as a wife of extraordinary

merit. This Princess gave birth to a son, in 1626, who was named William,
after his illustrious grandfather.—The Queen of Bohemia lived long enough
to promote another auspicious match, between the young Prince William,

whose birth has just been related, and her royal niece, the Princess Mary of

England, who was the eldest daughter of King Charles the First, and who
became the mother of William the Third, Prince of Orange, and afterwards

King of England, in right of his marriage with another Princess Mary,
daughter of King James the Second.

liut these, and many other occurrences, in which the Queen of Bohemia
bore a conspicuous part either by her presence or her counsels, will soon

receive ample illustration from the elegant pen of Miss Bengcr, and will be

clothed in that fascinating dress in which " Mary, Queen of Scots," and
" Anne Boleyn," have lately appeared ; by which, and by her other popular

productions, she has most deservedly procured for herself an increasing

reputation, and has conferred a signal benefit on her cotemporaries. The
interesting story of the Princess Elizabeth,—from her early marriage

with the Palsgrave^ and her departure from England, till her return to her

native country, just to witness the glorious restoration of her royal nephew
to the throne of his ancestors,—wears in manv parts of it the air of romance,

and is a noble subject for the exercise of Miss Benger's approved literary
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governed by those intentions, (although those people should
have been mistaken,) yet who can see, that those prime inten-

tio7}S are to justify fill the actions that followed, with all their

several consequences ? I hope, with my whole heart, that all

who had occasion to re-consider the share they had in bringing
so many dreadful mischiefs on their country, when they thought
of repenting, sought not for justification from their first honour-
able and good intentions, but had recourse to the sure sanc-
tuary, the mercies of God in Jesus Christ. I own it, I would
rather cover (if I could) than exaggerate the offences of our
fathers, with respect to the wars that occasioned so much
misery to this nation, and laid the foundation of that fatal

tragedy that makes this day so hard to be forgotten, and so hard
to be remembered. But I would not that any one should think
he came off innocent, because he entered on them at first with
laudable designs and good intentions ; without considering how
many intervening acts were cruel and outrageous ; and how he
was trained on, by slow insensible degrees, to be instrumental
in abundance of barbarous and brutal facts, to embrue his

firowess. Through the whole range of Enghsh History, I do not know a
ady whose name so frequently yet incidentally occurs, in the historical and
biographical productions of the age in which she flourished, as that of the
Queen of Bohemia, whose fate was commiserated by the greatest and the
wisest men in Europe.—In a letter addressed to her Majesty in exile, by
Lord Bacon, he says, " 1 have yet some spirits left, and remnant ©f expe-
rience, which I consecrate to the King's service and your Majesty's ; for
whom I pour out my daily prayers to God, that he would give your "Majesty
2^ fortune worthy your rare virtues,— which, some good spirit tells me, will
be in the end."—lu Stephens's Letters and Memoirs of Sir Francis Bacon,
it is said, " To her who had been so much injured by Spain, my Lord St.
Alban jpresents his Discourse touctiing a war witli Spcdn, in acknowledgment
of the favour of her Majesty's letter. Sir Harry Wolton professed no less
admiration of this Queen, and the splendour of her virtues under the dark-
ness of her fortunes."— In Sir Harry's Life, which was written by Isaac
Walton, that most noble and chivalrous of our old biographers, is related a
fine instance of the warmth and delicacy of the Ambassador's friendship for
his royal mistress : He accepted " a jewel of diamonds of more value than
a thousand pounds, as a testimony of good opinion," from the Emperor of
Germany, afterthe unsuccessful termination of his " eight months' constant
attendance" at the Court of Vienna, "for the restoration of the Queen of
Bohemia and her descendants to their patrimonial inheritance." But the
next morning, after the receipt of this present, when departing from Vienna,
" at taking leave of the Countess of Sabrina, in whose house the Emperor
had appointed him to be honourably entertained," the gallant Ambassador
" besought her to accept of that jewel as a testimony of his gratitude for her
civilities : Which being suddenly discovered, and told to the Emperor, was
by him taken for a high affront ; and Sir Henry Wotton told so by a mes-
senger. To which he replied, * that though he received it with thankfulness,
' yet he found in himself an indisposition to be the better for any gift that
• came from an enemy to fiis royal mistress the Queen of Botiemia .' for so
she was pleased he should always call her."—This excellent Queen's great
solicitude to preserve her young royal relatives, from the baneful Popish
influence of their mother, Queen Henrietta Maria, is displayed, greatly to
her honour, in several of the letters which have obtained a place iu Bkay's
Memoirs of Evelyn.
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hands at last in innocent and sacred blood, and to the enslav-

ing of his country. Whoso should then have said—' You are

* now angry with some needless ceremonies, which yet are

' fewer and more decent than ever were in use in any Christian

* Church, protected by the State, for 1300 years, and without
' which no Christian Church did ever yet serve God in public

' that we know of: Angry to have a form of public prayer pre-

' scribed,* proper and suited to the wants of all Christians,

' though you may use what liberty you will in your retired

' and family devotions betwixt God and you : And to get rid

' of these so easy impositions, you will pull down all the fences

< that secure the christian faith and discipline, and let in

' wolves and foxes, that will prey upon the christian flock, and
* bring in heresies and all licentious errors, and drive away the

* shepherds that should feed them and secure them ; extirpate

' an order that is as old as Christianity within this kingdom,
' and put a thousand and a thousand families to seek their

' bread in desolate places. You are now jealous and tenacious

' of your liberties ; but, by the courses you are taking to secure

* them and enlarge them, you, in time, will come to take them
' away from every one besides, and lose them yourselves at

' last : You will raise armies, and become their subjects ; make
' to yourselves Captains of thousands and ten thousands, and
' submit your necks to their imperious orders ; involve your
* country in desolation and much blood ; trample down ancient

* honour and nobility ; disperse your Princes into foreign coun-
* tries, where they shall take up manners that you hate, maxims
* destructive of your liberty, and a religion you abhor :t Van-

* "Dr. Sanderson hoped to have enjoyed himself at BoothbyPannel,
though in a poor, yet in a quiet and desired privacy ; but it proved other-

wise. For all corners of the nation were filled with covenanters, confusion,

committee-men and soldiers, defacing monuments, breaking painted glass

•windows, and serving each other to their several ends, of revenge, or power,

or profit ; and these committee-men and soldiers were most of them so pos-

sest with this covenant, that they became like those that were infected with

that dreadful plague of Athens, the plague of which plague was, that they

by it became maliciously restless to ^et into company, and to joy (so the his-

torian Thucydides saith) when they had infected others, even those of their

most beloved and nearest friends or relations : and so, though lher« might

be some of these covenanters that were beguiled, and meant well, yet such

were the generality of them, and the temper of the times, that you may be

sure Dr. Sanderson, who, though quiet and harmless, yet was an eminent

dissenter from them, could therefore not live peaceably ; nor did he. For the

soldiers would appear, and visibly oppose and disturb him in the church

when he read prayers, some of them pretending to advise him how God was
to be served more acceptably; which he not approving, but continuing to

observe order and decent behaviour in reading the Church-service, they

forced his book from him, and tore it, expectingextemporary prayers." Wal-
ton's Life of Bishop Saiiderson.

t This is a just remark. Notwithstanding Daill^e's eulogy on the Pro-

testantism of Charles 11., (p. 60(j,) no one can doubt that he was from his very

boyhood attached to Popery, '* which he sucked in with the milk of his
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quish your Kin^, deprive him of his friends and servants :

* distress him to distraction ; force him to fly into the very arms
' of mischief, from whence you will redeem him, like a slave,

' to cast him into fetters of your own ; despoil him of his regal

' honours ; straitly imprison him ; and put him to the sword at

' last, (horror to think upon !) with all the circumstances of
' scorn and ignominy possible. These are the things that you
' will do, to secure your christian and your civil liberties.'

Whoso should thus have prophesied, should certainly have had

my text returned upon him

—

What! is thy servant a dog that he

should do these great things ? Yet these great things were done

;

and in a manner worse than I express them. These great things

are past and gone ; and I have no worse purpose, in remem-
bering them, than to advise, that all who had no hand therein,

should be as careful to avoid all manner of occasions of evil, as

they, we think, ought to have been who were the most con-

cerned in them. But there is need of all imaginable caution,

that people do not readily engage in matters of importance,

especially relating to the public, trusting to good intentions

only, and to the mind they are at present in, without considering

what may follow. Men's heats are heats of zeal at first, benign

and gentle ; but little accidents may raise them to a hot con-

suming fire, that may, in time, destroy their neighbours and
themselves. It was the turbulent and restless humour of pri-

vate people, and the conceit of their abilities, thrusting them-
selves into public matters, and stirring up their neighbours to

complain and shew themselves uneasy, that contributed a great

deal to the misfortune of those days, that brought this anniver-

sary amongst us, so grievous both to friends and enemies. And
can we do a better thing, upon it, than advise all men to study

to be quiet, and do their own business ; to keep within their

proper compass; reform themselves and all that are within
their care ; but leave the public matters to the hands to which
they are entrusted

; give no disturbance to their management

;

nor distract them from attending to the great affairs, on which
depends our very civil life and being, by little private differences

and poor debates that may be very safely laid aside for ever,

or, at the least, suspended for a while, and easily resumed again
(if there be need) when the great struggle of the world is over,

and the fortune of us and our posterity decided

!

" Those wicked men had no prophet sent to them from God,

royal mother:" In this manner were fearfully realized the sad forebodings
of'the Puritans. 'P. 817.) The dissolute foreign "manners" which he
imported, and " the maxims destructive of liberty," have become matters
of national history, and are too revolting to be often described. What por-
tion of this monarch's crimes and indiscretions were chargeable to the
Puritaus, it is uot the part of mortals to decide.
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to tell them what great tilings would befal them ;* but yet there

were not wanting men that undertook to lead them, by the

word of God, to all the mischievous designs imaginable. They
were not tempted to engage in these affairs by any such pre-

diction as Elisha uttered to Hazael : but they found men, in

prophets' clothing, that both excited them, and promised them
success in the name of the Lord. The word of God, I own, was
never worse used, by furious, ignorant, misguided (but still,

I hope, not profane t) spirits. The word ofGod can never con-

tradict his will, which is, that peace and righteousness, truth

and goodness, should for ever flourish on the earth, and that

men should live in quiet, order, and good government, and
enjoy the happy fruits of that good stock. And whenever you
find the Scriptures leading men into any evil, or doing any mis-

chief to mankind, especially to government, you may be sure

they are misapplied, perverted, and abused.
" This day is, through the excessive partiality of some of

both sides, become a day of great trial to the preachers. Talk
of the duty, honour, and obedience of the svibject to the Prince,

and you are thought by some to preach away the people's

liberties, and make them slaves. Talk of the people's liberties,

and you are opening presently a door to mutiny, disloyalty,

and flat rebellion, with some others. They are both of them,

God be thanked, in the wrong ; and the truth is (like our
happy Constitution) betwixt them. The Crown has many and
excellent prerogatives, and will, I hope in God, never have less

or fewer. The people have great liberties, and will, I hope,

deserve them and enjoy them whilst tliey are a people. Who
are these people but ourselves .'' All but the Prince are com-
prehended in that word. The priests must preach up, ' tribute
' to whom tribute is due, fear to whom fear, and honour to whom
' honour ;' and must affirm all that St. Peter and St. Paul have
said, of people's being subject to the powers that are set over

them for good. They cannot else discharge their duty, nor the

people else enjoy the benefits of a good government. But may
it not be lawful also for the priests to tell the people, in proper

season, of their liberties, and shew them wherein they are so

happy, above all the people of the earth besides ? That they

may understand, know how to value, be careful to preserve, and
to continue to posterity, and thank God for these singular ines-

timable blessings. May not these things be said, without

• Thoug:h no man received a message from God for this purpose, yet far
more prophets than those whom I have specified, made pretences to such a
Divine commission.- See pages 255—284.

•f-
This is a proof of sjreat candour in Bishop Fleetwood ; few persons,

however, who have read many of the productions of that jera, will feel

inclined to subscribe, without qualiticatiou, to such an opinion.—For the

abuse of the Word of God, see page 4;i6.
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incurring the odious brand of stirring up sedition and rebellion ?

1 know not where these things will end ; but it is plain, they

make it harder than it need be for honest and sincere men to

do their duty on these occasions.

" The observation of this day is become, like the Fifth of

November to the Papists, exceedingly grievous and distasteful

to all Dissenters ; as well for the licence that (they say) is taken

upon it, of inveighing against them, as for the praises that are

so liberally bestowed upon King Charles, which look, to some

of them, as so many exprobrations and reproaches.—As for the

licence that is taken upon this day of inveighing against Dissenters,

let them who do it justify themselves ; I am no advocate for

any of them. It was not, certainly, appointed to become a day

of wrath, and provocation of our fellow-subjects ; and, I dare

say, those liberties have done no service, nor are they fitted

to do any ; but, considering human nature, they must needs

have done some mischief, by irritation and the hardening of

men's hearts. And, though we do not see such courses have

been taken by those who were most concerned and touched,

as wise and good men might have taken, to silence these

reproaches, and to cause these provocations in gi-eat part to cease,

yet still these furious bitter spirits will not be excusable. I verily

believe, and so do all of you, that more men have been shamed by

gentle usage, than reviled into repentance, by those whom they

thought their enemies.—<As for the praises that arc bestowed upon

King Charles, I know not who should envy them ; nor how a

Church-of-England Minister can honestly decline them. He
must know nothing of that Prince's history ; he must have

little sense of justice, gratitude, or honour, by whom his

memory is not held most precious. It were a small thing to

say, no Prince, (although his father was a very learned one,)

but I will say, no private gentleman did ever understand the

constitution of our Church better, defend it with stronger argu-

ments, adhere to it with more judgment, adorn it with better

manners, live up to its j^food principles with more virtue, nor,

in performance of its offices, shew more devout and exemplary

good behaviour, than did King Charles the First. I will not,

in these things, except the Queen QAnne]] upon the Throne,

nor that blessed saint in heaven, her sister. No Prince did ever

shew more personal favour to its ministers, nor give more
countenance and credit to its discipline and orders. And must
I say, no Prince but he did ever die in its defence, to justify the

high esteem we have him in ? I may, because it is so true,

that they who envy him the glory of that title, 2ipon all accounts

besides, will yet allow he fell a Martyr /or the Church of
England. Would not that church be, most deservedly, the

hatred and reproach of all the world, that should be sparing of
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her praises and best incense (but let it ever be mihallowed

incense) to his memory ? Let them take heed, lest some degree

of guilt be thought to make those people over-tender, who are

soon offended with the praises of King Charles the First. And
let even us ourselves take heed, that such our praises may-

appear so well designed, and be managed with that good tem-

per, sobriety, and modest truth, that they provoke those men to

nothing but compunction, and relentings, and repentance,

where these things are wanting ; and both ourselves and them,
to the imitation of all those excellent good qualities, those civil

virtues, and those religious christian graces, that made him
appear so highly exemplary, both in life and death."

My concluding quotation is from another exemplary Bishop,

who excited and cherished the principles of genuine Loyalty
and Patriotism, by commemorating, in accordance with the

varying fashion of the times, the Anniversary (May 29th) oj

the Restoration of King Charles the Second, in 1701 ; when he was
appointed to preach before the honourable House of Commons,
at St. Margaret's, Westminster. In improving that important
event. Dr. Francis Atterbury chose for his theme Ezekiel

xxxvii, S, " Son of Man, can these bones live ? And I answered,

O Lord God, thou knorvest I" In his Discourse, that great divine

most eloquently asserts the direct agency of the Providence of
God, in producing such an astonishing return from captivity,

and all its blessed consequences. His manly and scriptural

sentiments on this topic, deserve to be more extensively known,
than even his able remarks on the excellence of the British

Constitution, which previously occur, and which have been
often quoted without acknowledgment.

" The blessing, for which we think ourselves obliged so'long

afterwards to pay our public thanks, was of itself vast and com-
prehensive ; for it took in all that was valuable and dear to us,

either on a religious or civil account; and re-settled a shattered

church and kingdom on that firm basis, on which it stood till

violent and wicked hands removed it, and on which may it

stand for ever! It is natural for men to think that government
the best under which they drew their first breath, and to propose
it as a model and a standard for all others. But if any people
upon earth have a just title thus to boast, it is we of this island,

who enjoy a constitution wisely moulded out of all the different

kinds and forms of civil government, into such an excellent and
happy frame as contains in it all the advantages of those several

forms, without sharing deeply in any of their great inconve-
niences :—A Constitution nicely poised between the extremes
of loo much liberfi/ and too much power ; whose several parts have
a proper check upon each other, when any of them happen to

tread awry ; which yet is sure, in dangerous conjunctures, to
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give way to the common good of the whole:—A constitution,

where the prince is clothed with a prerogative, that enables him
to do all the good he has a mind to ; and wants no power but
what a good prince would not, and an ill one ought not, to

have : Where he governs, though not absolutely, yet gloriously,

because he governs men and not slaves, and is obeyed by them
cheerfully, because they know that, in obeying him, they obey
those laws only which they themselves had a share in contri-

ving :—A constitution, where the external government of the

Church is so closely interwoven with that of the State, and so

exactly adapted to it, in all its parts, as that it can flourish only

when that does ; and must, as it always has hitherto done,

decline, die, and revive with it :—In a word, where the interests

of prince and subject, priest and people, are perpetually the

same ; and the only fatal mistake that ever happens in our po-
litics, is, when they are thought to be divided.

" It is objected indeed to this admirable model, ' that it is

* liable to frequent struggles and concussions within, from
' the several interfering parts of it :' But this, v/hich is

reckoned the disease of our constitution, may rather be thought
a mark of its soundness, and the chief security of its continu-

ance. For it is with governments exactly contrived, as with
bodies of a nice frame and texture, where the humours being
evenly mixed, every little change of the proportion introduces

a disorder, and raises that ferment which is necessary to bring
all right again ; and which thus preserves the health of the

whole, by giving early notice of whatever is noxious to any of

the parts : whereas in governments, as well as bodies of a

coarser make, the disease does often not begin to show itself

till it has infected the whole mass, and is past a cure ; and so,

though they are disordered later, yet they are destroyed much
sooner. Accordingly we know, that, under this disadvantage,

if it be one, our constitution has now lasted pretty entire

through many ages : For, excepting the short interruptions

which conquest gave, (which, however, have not been so many
or so great, as some would make them,) it has continued much
the same, in the main parts and branches of it, from the earliest

times of our Saxon ancestors, down to these days.—A clear

proof, that it is a government suited every way to our temper
and clime ; that it is perfectly made for us, and we for it ; and
that God therefore never punishes us more sorely, than when
he deprives us of it for a time ; nor ever confers a greater bless-

ing upon us, than when he restores it.*

* " Towards the beginning of the year 1660, when the many mixed secti,

and their creators, and merciless protectors, had led, or driven each other

into a whirlpool of confusion both in Church and State : when amazement
and fear had seized most of them, by foreseeing they must now not only
vomit up the church's and the kind's land, but their accusing consciences
did also give thcni an inward and fearful intelligence, that the God of oppo-

3 G
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" As He did on this happy day, when, after the confusions

of a long civil war, attended with the destruction of an excellent

Church, the murder of a gracious Prince, and the grievous

tyranny of our fellow-subjects. He was pleased at length to

give us back again, what we had so lightly departed from, our
OLD English Government and Laws ; and, together with

them, what we then boasted of in name only, the true liberty
OF the subject, and the real freedom and honour of par-

liaments. And to this day, therefore, we owe all the benefits

we have since reaped from the regal administration, all the

peace, plenty, and happiness we have enjoyed, or our posterity

after us shall enjoy under it.

" The blessing, therefore, we commemorate was great ; and
it was made yet greater by the way in which God was pleased to con-

vey it to us : For He did it in such a manner as to shew that He
was the sole author of it, and that it sprang not from human
wit or contrivance. He did it after our forefathers were redu-

ced to extremities, and had tired themselves by various attempts

to bring this great end about, and had been baffled in all of

them, and sat down at last in despair of eifecting it. Then was
it time for Him to appear for our redemption, and to give

Himself the glory of it. All was darkness about them, without
form, and void ; when the Spirit of God moved upon the face

of this abyss, and said. Let there be light! and there was light:

And both God and men saw that that light was good ; the one
rejoicing in his own gift, and the other blessing and magnifying
the BESTowER of it. It is true, the reasoners of this world, rvho

sition, disobedience, and confusion, which they had so long and so diligent-

ly feared, was now ready to reward them with such wages as he always pays
to witches for their obeying him. When these wretches (that had said to

themselves ^ fVe shall see no sorrow,') were come to foresee an end of their

cruel reign, by our king's return, and such sutferers as Dr. Sanderson (and
with him many of the oppressed clergy and others,) could foresee the cloud
of their afflictions would be dispersed by it : Then, the 29th of May follow-

ing, the king was by our good God restored to us, and we to our known
Jaws and liberties, and then a general joy and peace seemed to breathe
through the three nations ; the sutfermg and sequestered clergy (who had.
like the children of Israel, sat long lamenting their sad condition, and
hanged their neglected harps on the willows that grow by the rivers of Baby-
lon,) were, after many thou^^htful days and restless nights, now freed from
their sequestration, restored to their revenues, and to a liberty to adore,

praise, and pray to Almighty God publicly in such order as their consciences

and oaths had formerly obliged them. And the reader will easily believe,

that Dr. Sanderson and his dejected family rejoiced to see this hitppy day,
and be of this number.

«' At this time of the conformable clergy's deliverance from the Presbyte-
rian severities, the doctor said to a friend, ' I look back on this strange
* and happy turn u*" the late times with amazement and thankfulness ; and
' cannot but think the Presbyterians ought to read their own errors, by con-
' sideriug that by their own rules the Independents have punished and sup-
' planted them, as they did the conformable clergy, who are now (so many as
« still live) restored to their lawful right; and, as the prophet David hath
' taught nae, so I say with a thankful heart, J'erib/, there is a God thatjudg-
* «th the earth: jind, a reward/or t/i^ rii^htenux.' "—Isaac Walton.
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fove lo solve every event tvithout any recourse to a Divine Power, will

be ready to point out sevei'al causes which helped forward this

end, and smoothed the way towards it. But though there

were many such, yet it must be owned that all of them put
together were not of force enough to answer the effect ; nor,

particularly, to account for that universal bent and inclination of
the people of all ranks, interests, and opiiiions towards this great

revolution, which upon the first opening of it at once disco-

vered itself; and which could proceed from Him alone, who
hath the hearts of all men in his hand, and turneth them whitherso-

ever he listeth.

" Alas ! when man is to influence man, in order to bring

about such mighty changes as these, the work goes on but
slowly ! It is hard to unite, in any common measures, all the

several little sects and parties into which a nation is crumbled.

Their interfering interests, passions, and prejudices will obstruct

the best-laid design : What it gains in one place, it will lose

in another ; and never, but by the intervention of a superior

power, will it succeed universally. But when God once comes
into such a work, it ripens apace, all obstructions presently

cease, all difficulties vanish. As the tops of corn bend easily

this way or that, before the wind, so are the various minds of

the multitude swayed and inclined by the inward breathings of
His Spirit.*

* I have found many Socinians who will allow such a Divine interference

as this, " for effecting grand national objects ;" yet they affect to deny,
with much inconsistency, a similar providential interference in behalf of
individuals. They argue, on the hypothesis, that God's administration of
mundane affairs has no regard to particular persons, of whom their favourite
*' large communities" are composed, and each of whose minds is singly to be
bent and inclined by the Spirit of God, like " the tops of corn," as Bishop
Atterbury well expresses it, before even their " grand national objects" can
be produced. It is a favourite sentiment, propounded in some of their ele-

mentary treatises of education, that the doctrine of a. particular Providence
is as absurd a notion, as that the Deity should stop the machine of the
universe to save ajiy from being crushed!

!

I am sorry to find, among modern reputed Arminians, some persons, who,
by their unscriptural views on this subject, incur the just censure which was
delivered by Bishop Horseley in one of his nervous charges : They do not
*' distinguish with certainty between that part which is nothing better than
Calvinism, and that which belongs to our common Christianity and to the
Faith of the Reformed Churches." Thus, by not distinguishing? clearly
between the abuse of a particular Providence as maintained by the Cal-
vinists, and the scriptural authority on which the doctrine itself is founded,
they co-alesce in tne lax and inconsistent opinion of the Socinians, who
acknowledge only a General Providence. Neverthekss, it well becomes the
faithful in Christ Jesus, to appropriate to themselves the consolation which
God intended to convey to their minds, in these and similar declarations :

" Are not five sparrows sold for two farthings, and not one of them is for-

gotten before God .' But even the very hairs of your head are all numbered.
Fear not therefore : Ye are of more value than many sparrows." (Luke xii,

7.) '* Be content with such things as ye have : For He hath said, I will

never leave thee, nor forsake thee. So that we may boldly say, I'he Lord is

is my helper, and I will not fear what man shall do unto me." (Heb. xiii, 6.)

This boldoess becomes sinful, ouly when it degenerates iato unwarrantable

3 g2
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" It is worth observing therefore, in the vision of Ezekiel

from whence my text is drawn, how, even after 'the sinews and

presumption, and fosters the unhumbling idea of personal election, witliout

its necessary accompaniments—actual lioliness of heart and life. While,
with all devout humility, true believers make their boast in God, their minds
may be further refreshed by the considoraiion, that angels themselves are,

in the Divine economy of the universe, expressly employed on this service:
" Are ihcy not all ministering spirits, sent forth to minister for them who
shall be heirs of salvation ?" (Heb. i, 14.) These celestial messeng;ers were
deputed to wait upon Christ, after his severe temptation in the wilderness :

" Behold, angels came and ministered to Him." (Matt, iv, II.) And the
promise, which applies and was fulfilled primarily in the Captain of our
salvation, is applicable, in an inferior degree, to all his lowly followers

:

" He shall give his angels charge over thee, to keep thee in all thy ways."
The great Arminius proved himself to be a wise master-builder, by advo-

cating the scriptural doctrine of a Particular Providence as strenuously as

the Calvinists had done, and by applying it to more practical and Imllowing
purposes. He has explained and defended it at great length, in the Ninth
and Tenth of his Public, in the Twenty-eighth of his Private Disputations,
and in his celebrated letter to Hyppolitus a Collibus, the ambassador from
the Elector Palatine,—The reader may form some estimate of the extent of
his views, by a brief extract from his reply to the Twenty-tjiird of the Thirty-
one Articles, which were falsely ascribed to him. After quoting part of his

Tenth Public Disputation, mutilated scraps of which had been published by
hii adversaries, he says: " J laid down two limits to this administration,
by which God manages the arguments, occasions, incitements, and provo-
catives, to perpetrate that deed which is joined to sin. Those two bounds
were not described by me as collateral, that is, as being neither formed with
a similar intention, nor connected together by a strict conjunction. The
First of them contains the primary, proper, aiid separate intention of God,
that is, the complete trial of the creature: But the Skcond of them, the

fulfilling of his oivn purposes hy the act of his creature, does not embrace
God's intention, except after He has foreseen that his creature will not resist

those incitements, but will yield to them through his own unfettered will, in

contradiction to the command of God, which it is his duty and within his

power to observe and follow. Their calumny, therefore, against me is two-
fold, and has been invented for the purpose of drawing this inference from
ray expressions,

—

that I represent God as the author of sin. A certain per-
soii has ventured to frame snch a conclusion from my words, and has cited

them against me in a public sermon, but most calumniously," &c.

—

Arminius then shews the fallacy of their deductions, and adds :
" That man

who says, ' God makes a complete trial of his creatures by arguments and
' occasions of sinning, to ascertain whether ihey will obey Him, even when
' they are enticed [to sin] by incitements,'—openly declares, ' that it is pos-
' sible for the creatures to resist those incitements, and to refrain from
' sinning:' Under any other conditions, this would not be a complete trial

of obedience, hnt a casting-down and powerful impulse to iiecessary disobe-

dience. Again, he who says, ' God tries the obedience of his creatures by
these incitements and provocatives,' plainly intimates by such an expres-

sion, that those occasions and arguments which God places before his crea-
tures, when it is his design to institute a trial of them, are not, through the

end and intention of God, incitements and provocatives to sinning; but that
they are [merely] incitements : First. Through the [exercise of] power
according to the affection [or choice] of the creatures, who may be excited

by them "to the performance of an action coin:!ectefl with sin.
" SEroNDLY,

They are only incitements through the event, because the creatures have
been induced hy then to sin

;
yet it is their own personal fault, since it was

their duty and 'within their power to resist sucb an affection [or feeling],

and to neglect and despise such incitements.—Let the whole of those Theses
be perused, and it will immediately be evident with what caution and soli-

crtu<le I have guarded my words, lest I should, on the one side, utter any
sentiment from which this blasphemy [of God being the author of sin^ could

with any show of probability be deduced ; and lest, on the other, I should
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* the flesh were come up upon the dry bones, and the skin had
* covered them above/ yet still it is said, that there was no

breath in them; and still therefore the prophet is command-
ed to prophesy to the four winds, and to bid them * breathe
* upon those slain, that they might live :' And then, and not'till

then, it was that the breath came into them, and they lived and stood

up upon theirfeet, an exceeding great army. The meaning ofwhich

detract from God's Providence any thing which ought to be ascribed to it

according to the Scriptures."

These principles Armiuius proceeds to illustrate, in a very able manner,
by the cases of Eve, Absolani and Acbitophel, and of the lying prophet pre-

dicted by Moses in Deut. xiii : He then subjoins the following reHections :

" What necessity would exist for tiie employing of arguments, incitements,

and provocatives, if the creatures evinced such an inclination t» that act,

which could not be committed without sin, as to be wishful of committing
it without any argument whatever? In that case, the [infernal] tempter

will refrain from a superfluous and vain labour. But since the tempter

knows, that the creatures will not perpetrate the deed unless they beincited by
arguments, and unless occasions be offered, he produces all the incentives \i\

his power to entice them into sin. But God presides over all these affairs, and
by his Providence administers all things, but to an end far different from
that of the tempter. The end of God is, in the first instance, ttte trial of t tie

creature, and then, if the will of the creature yield to the temptation,

to effect snmetliing Himself by tliat action. But if my adversaries suppose

these sentiments to contain something worthy of reprehension, let them cir-

cumscribe the right and power of God, so as not to admit it possible for Him
to make complete trial of the obedience of his creature by any other method,
than by the creation of somewhat in which it is possible for an offence to be
committed, from the commission of which, God hath, by a law, commanded
his creature to abstain. But if it be possible for Him to institute a trial of the

creature's obedience in another manner, let my enemies instruct me, what
else this method can be but the offering of arguments and occasions, and
why God employs the latter method beside the preceding one to which J have
just adverted, is not this the reason,—because He sees, that, by the former
mode, his creatures cannot, with equal strength, be solicited to evil, and
that, on this account, it is a small thing for them to abstain from sin, to the

commission of which they are instigated by no other incitements ? Let the

history of Job be duly considered,—of whose patience God made such a com-
plete and varied trial, and to whom such a number of incitements were
presented, that he might by impatience sin against God,—and the whole of

this matter will be rendered clear and evident." He then comments most
admirably on some parts of tlie trial of Job's faith and patience.

Though this extract from Arminius is chiefly applicable to the efficacy of

God's Providence in the over-ruling of evil for the production of good, yet it

is not, on this account, the less in elucidation of the subiect in the text, and
of the wonderful mode in which the Beneficent and All-wise Being effects

bis own purposes, even from those acts of his creatures which are wicked
and unwise. Those who wish to peruse the brief exposition which Arminius
gives of St. Augustine's fine sentiment on a General and Particular Pro-
vidence :

—

His goodness watches o'er the whole.
As ii the world were but one soul;

Yet keeps my ev'ry sacred hair,

As if I were nis single care !

will find it in the English translation of his Works. (Vol. i, p. 593.)

In God's Holy Book, we have many instances, beside the following, of the
obvious exercise of the Divine control over individuals in the first instance,

and then over communities :
" Also in Judah, the hand of God was to give

them ONt: heart to do the commandment of the king and the princes, by
the word of the Lord." (2 Chron. xxx, 12.)
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is, that in every sudden revolution of state, though there be

many visible dispositions and causes that concur to favour it,

yet still the last Jinlshing turn is always jrovi God ; -who ani-

mates and invigorates the whole design, puts all its parts at

once into motion, and removes all impediments.
" Thus he brought about this wonderful day ; by opening at

once the eyes of a deluded people, shewing them their true

interest, and inspiring them with unanimity and zeal to pursue

it ; and, in order to it, allaying their mutual heats, lessening

their prejudices, and softening their aversions. ' The wolf He
* made to dwell with the lamb, and the leopard to lie down with

the kid ;' that is, the most opposite tempers were brought to

conspire peaceably in this great event,* the most divided interests

were reconciled in it : And even they, who were prepared to

prophesy against it, were yet, by an over-ruling influence, deter-

* With the exception of the case of Balaam, there is not, perhaps, in any
language a more conspicuous instance of the " over-ruling influence" to

which the Bishop here refers, than that of the Republican Presbyterians,

when, as Richard Baxter declares, " they were agreed to be loyal to their

King." As this is a topic on which the Presbyterians love to dilate, 1 subjoin

the account of this matter which is given by the celebrated author of the

Historical Essay upon their Loyaliy jrom the Reformation to 1713. *' It is

very observable of the two Charleses, that the First could not be murthered
until the Presbyterian Members were first cast out of the House of Commons,
and that the Second could not be restored until the same Members were
brought in again : And then sectarian usurpers were effectually deposed,

a wise and faithful Council of State set up, and the militia put into loyal and
trusty hands. A free Parliament is called ; and Presbyterians in the mean
time used their utmost interest for the King ; and particularly those eminent
divines, Mr. Calamy, Mr. Ash, Dr. Bates, Dr. Manton, Dr. Jacomb, and the

other Presbyterian ministers of Loudon, animated the affections of that

great city, as Mr. Baxter observes in the History of his Life and Times.
(Pa^e 214.) Upon the last day of April, 16"(J0, the Parliament kept a fast for

imploring Divine blessings and direction in their affairs ; Mr. Calamy and
Mr. Baxter were employed to preach and pray before the House of Commons
that day, and publicly told tne House that they were agreed to be loyal to

their King, (Ibid, p. 217;) and the very next morning after this fast, the
Parliament vote home the King, Nemine Contradicente : Mr. Calamy, Dr.
Manton, and Mr. Bowles, (with divers others,) went immediately to Holland
to wait upon his Majesty, who gave them a gracious reception and a great
character."
The praises which the Presbyterians lavish upon themselves for their

assistance in the restoration of King Charles the Second, amount, after all,

but to this sorry climax,—" It could not have been effected if they had
united with the Independent sectaries." This is spurious and forced loyalty,
and very different from the kind exhibited by the suffering Episcopalians.
The Presbyterians, it is seen, were vexed because *' a Sectarian Usurper,"
who was not an admirer of their platform, had been elevated to the supreme
authority in the State ; and the insupportable affronts which were intention-
ally given them, by their former dear friends the Independents, at length
broke that confederacy which is described in page 451, and induced them
finally to co-alesce with the Episcopalians, who, whether contemplated in the
hour of their prosperity or adversity, were more moderate and liberal than
any of their opponents. But these and other remarks, which the reader will
find in page 381—391, 442—452, do not detract in the least from the correct-
ness of Bishop .\tterbury's remark in the text concerning " an over-ruling
influence," but rather tend to its confirmation, especially when it is con-
nected with the sentiments which he has expressed with such admirable
force and truth iu the two preceding paragraphs.
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mined to pronounce a blessing ; and forced, as they looked

on, to take up their parable and say, God halh Jiot beheld iinquity

in Jacob, neither hath he seen perverseness in Israel: the Lord his

God is with him, and the shout ofa King is amo7ig them ! God hath

brought them out of Egypt : He hath, as it were, the strength of an

unicorn. Surely there is tto efichajdment against Jacob, neither is

there any divination against Israel : According to this time it shall

be said of Jacob and qf Israel, what hath God wrought?
" Since the work was His, therefore let us give Him also the

PRAISE of it! Even as we do by this day's solemn appearance:

Falling low on our knees before his foot-stool, and saying. Not

unto us, O Lord, not unto us, nor unto our forefathers, but unto

thy NAME give glory ; for thy mercy, and for thy truth's sake !

For thy mercy's sake, which induced thee to give so happy a

turn to the affairs of so undeserving a people ; and for thy

truth's sake, which thou intendedst to secure, and to re-

establish by the means of it.

" Let us piously ascribe this and all other our deliverances

to God, and all our calamities to ourselves ; acknowledging the

one to be as properly the consequences of otir sins, as the other

is the result of his unmerited favour and goodness. And let

us from such surprising events as these, which have confessedly

SOMETHING DIVINE in them, learn to lift up our thoughts above

material causes, and to instruct ourselves in all the amazing

lessons of God's governing providence ; by which He holds the

balance of nations, and inclines it which way he pleases ; so that

all the i7ihabilants of the earth are reputed as 7iothing to him, and he

doth according to his will in the army of heaven, and among the

the inhabitatits ofthe earth, and none can stay his hand, or say unto

him, What doest thou ?
" And this he now performs by the administration of the man

Christ Jesus; to whom, immediately upon his resurrection, he
gave allpoiver in heaven and in earth : And whom, upon his ascent

into heaven, he instated in the full possession and exercise of

that power, declaring him King of Kings, and Lord of Lords.

And indeed, Worthy is the Lamb that was slain, to receive power
and riches, and wisdom and strength, and honour and glory, and
blessing. Therefore, blessing, and honour, and glory, and power be

unto Hiyn that sitteth upon the throne, and unto the Lamb, for ever

a7id ever. Amen."

FINIS.

Jamea Nichols, Printer, 22, Warwicfe-Sguare, London.
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THE LIFE OF JOHN GOODWIN, A.M., some time Fel-

low of Queen's College, Cambridge, and Vicar of St. Stephen's,

Coleman- Street, London. Comprising an Account of his Opi-
nions and Writings, and of the Controversies in which he was
engaged in Defence of Religious Liberty and of General Re-
demption: With a Review of several Public Transactions in

Great Britain, during the Civil Wars and the Inter-Regnum.
By THOMAS JACKSON.
" It is somewhat remarkable, that no previous attempt has been made to furnish

an authentic and comprehensive record of Goodwin's life and character ; espe-

cially as he was associated in political delinquency with the immortal author of

Paradise Lost, and his name has so often been mentioned in connection with that

of our great epic bard.

" In attempting to supply this desideratum, the author has three distinct objects

in view.

—

Fiest : He wishes to do justice to the memory of a man, whose cha-

racter has long been greatly injured : a man who, with all his faults, was pos-

sessed of various excellences of a high order.—Secondly : He wishes, in

some humble degree, to draw the attention of professing Christians to certain

theological principles, which he believes to be perfectly scriptural, and admirably

adapted to secure the honour of Divine Grace on the one hand, and to cut the

sinews of Antinomianism on the other Thirdly: The author is desirous of

shewing the uijury done to religion, and to religious characters, by the want of

conscientious respect for the persons and authority of civil governors ; and of

enforcing the apostolical injunction, ' Be subject to every ordinance of man for

the liord's sake.'
"

Also, in a few days will be published.

The First Volume, with afine Portrait, Price 14^., Bds., of

THE WORKS OF JAMES ARMINIUS, D.D., formerly

Professor of Divinity in the University of Leyden. Translated

from the Latin.—To which are added, Brandt's Life of the Au-
thor, with considerable augmentations ; numerous Extracts from
his private Letters; a copious and authentic Account of the

Synod of Dort and its Proceedings ; and several interesting

notices of the progress of his Theological Opinions in Great
Britain and on the Continent. By JAMES NICHOLS.

•,* The Works of Arminius will be completed in Three Volumes, 8vo.

The publication of them has been delayed, on account of the elucidatory materials,

which the Translator was desirous of presenting to the Public, in his " Cal-

vinism AND ArmINIANISM COMPARED IN THEIR PRINCIPLES AND
TENDENCY," &C.
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